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PREFACE

In the past, students of theology have rejected the

contributions of Professor Samuel Alexander to their subject

on the ground of its inconsis tenoy with the teachings of

traditional theology, I shall, in this thesis, investigate

the philosophical foundations of Alexander's theology. Though

it might or might not be true thac theology should be based on

philosophy, the thuology of Alexander rests siuarely upon his

general philosophical position. In order to understand his

theology, therefore, a fairly comprehensive grasp of that

position is required.

Again, Alexander's 'whole enterprise' in philosophy

consists in the construction of an ontology, which aims at the

overthrow of the idealistic contention concerning the Spiritual

nature of Reality. Nevertheless, he reached some of the major

conclusions 01 his ontology in the course of his early studies

in epistemology. In his theory of knowledge, Alexander argues

that objects of knowledge are distinct and independent of the

knowing act. Further, he held that no object of cognition can

be mental, therefore, mind oa not be an object to itself. It

can be 'enjoyed', but cannot be 'contemplated'. However, the

view that mind is only a thing amongst other things and that

there is a distinction of 'enjoyment* and 'contemplation* in

cognition can be made tenable only with reference to the

ontological hierarchy of the empirical existents. Hence, the

epistemology of Alexander is only a prelude to his ontology.
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The latter shows that reality is a rro.g-ea s lv e mot,IonT
which may be called Space-Time. It is aelf-ci*eative and

without &i~y provision it has produced the hierarchy of matter,
life and mind. By virtue oi' a niaus, Space-Time will continue

to produce new emergents. The futuristic emergent, which is

higher than the highest empirical existent at any time is

called 'deity*. Deity is always an ideal and never an

accomplishment, since it represents the stage not yet reached

by even the latest emergent.

The ontology oi' Alexander is based on the two key-

oonoepts oi 'emergence* and the 'mind-body iormula*. The

theoi'y of emergence points out that the new emergent is

different in kind from those on the level, within which it has

been generated. As deity is the next higher emergent even to

mind, it accordingly differs in kind from it and cannot be

called 'spiritual*. Again, the mind-body formula holds that
0

the relation between the emergent® in the ontological hierarchy

is best exemplified in the relation of the human mind and the

body. Further, the mind-body formula shows that the higher

can be reduced without remainder to the lower. Therefore,

deity, being an ideal emergent, is completely reducible to

Space-Time. Thus, on the basis of these two key-concepts,

Alexander demonstrates that neither at the beginning nor at

the end of the evolutionary process can Reality be taken to

be mind or spirit. Hence, the theology of Alexander finally
0

completes the anti-fdeulistic programme of his ontology.

But the theology of Alexander is not only a rounding-off

of his ontology, but is also its corollary. Sane 6f the most
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important conclusions of his theology follow from his

metaphysics. In so far as within the highest empirioal
*

existent lies as if prefigured that in whose direction its

nisus strains, so may deity he felt as already declaring

its reality in advance of its actual coming. Further, the

presence of the nisus, carrying the emergents in its onward

sweep of Time would give rise to the religious emotion.

Hence, being grounded in reality itself, the religious
emotion and its ideal deity would never cease for the

empirical existents. Nevertheless, this positive teaching

of Alexander's theology is overshadowed by its negative

conclusions. Being the next emergent to mind, deity is

altogether different from mind. Besides, it is also beyond

Truth, Beauty and Goodness, for Values are found in the 'body1

but not in the 'mind1 or deity of God. Hence, the deity of

Alexander is beyond mind and values; it is indescribable,
because it is unknowable. We can 'contemplate1 things below

*

us and in contemplating them we 'enjoy1 our own being. But,

deity, being a higher emergent, can neither be contemplated

nor enjoyed. Therefore, according to Alexander, much
#

positive x*eligious teaching is mythology and , therefore,
'nonsense1. Further, deity is only a futuristic ideal and

0 *

an Infinite God with His realised deity does not exist. If

so, then such a non-existent and impersonal God cannot be

supposed to be responsive to human prayers.

We have not only tendered an account of Alexander?®
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theology, bat have also criticised it. In many respects the
#

shortcomings ox" Alexander's theology have their root in his

philosophy. Therefore, we have given a critical appraisal

of Alexander's theology through a prior criticism of his

philosophy, we have shown that the key-idea of 'emergence'

cannot bear the weight of the massive structure placed upon

it, and that the other key'notion of the mind-body formula

is inapplicable to God.

Alexander believes that he has made an advance over

the traditional theology in two respects. Firstly, the

*fox*ward view* is supposed to escape from the difficulty

of the problem ox evil and suffering, which ovex*whelms the

theistio belief in a Creator God. As the evolving deity is

beyond 'good and evil*, and is in lineal succession of

Goodness, so it is not the author of evil. Secondly, the

prevailing theism fails to reconcile the rival claims of the

immanence and transcendence of God. This is supposed to be

solved, however, by holding that God is immanent in respect

of His 'body*, and transcendent in respect of Hid deity.

But I ti'y to show that whatever be the merits of these two

contributions of Alexander to theology, his God is too

impersonal, irresponsive and pantheistic for the religious

needs of man.
0

In the final analysis, the philosophy of Alexander has

failed to support an adequate theology, for it has accepted

the prevailing tradition in philosophy, which is not very
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sympathetic to religious values. By putting emphasis on the

scientific nature ox philosophy, Alexander has dealt with

Reality in its impersonal aspect. But in religion, Reality

appears in personal form* Further, in philosophy we deal with

Reality in so far as it can he expressed in literal symbols.

Howevex*, in religion we deal with Reality in so far as it can

be described in non-literal symbols. As Alexander does not
0

attend to this aspect of religious knowledge, he has

declared the positive teaching of religions to be 'nonsense'.

In the light ox our above-mentioned procedure, in

Chapter 1., we have given a short history o± the problems
0

which were transmitted to Alexander, and also an account

of the idealistic Weltanschauung which shaped his thought.

In Chapter It., we have dwelt on the epistemologioal
speculation of Alexander, and, we have shown that the

realistic epiatemology of Alexander is ultimately based on

his naturalistic ontology. She ontology of Alexander

remains the very centre of his system, and we have dwelt on

it at length in Chapters 111 and 1V. But our purpose is to
#

study the ontology of Alexander with a view to understanding

his theology. Therefore, we have given a detailed and
0

critioal exposition of those tenets of his ontology which

have their direct bearing on his theology. Chapters V, 71 and
0

711., deul with Alexander's theology. Chapter 7111., gives

a criticism of Alexander's philosophy, for, as noted earlier,

some of the dilxioulties of Alexander's theology directly

follow from the inadequacies of his philosophy. Chapter 1X,
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gives a oriticism of the fundamental theories of Alexanders

theology. In our concluding Chapter X, we argue that the

tradition of philosophy oannot adequately deal with the

problems of religion.
m

To a significant extent Alexander* s philosophy and

theology can best be understood in their historical contexts

and in the light of the historical development of Alexander's

thought, we have, therefore, traced the development of
*

Alexander's philosophy and theology, we have been able to

do this by referring to his early writings and correspondence,

much of which has remained unnoticed and unpublished so far.

A list of the unpublished papers and correspondence, which

have been consulted in the preparation of the thesis, has

been mentioned in sections and 111. of the bibliography.
*

We believe that amongst the unpublished works, 'Fingerposts

to Religion' (1b86), 'On Taking Time Seriously* (1?14), and

'Six Lectures on Values' (n.d.) are important for understand¬

ing the theology of Alexander. Further, we find that

Alexander's statement in the symposium, 'Is there evidence of

Design in Mature?' (1b>0) and 'Spinoza and Philosophy of

Religion : Septimana Spinozana* (1^3) have remained unnoticed

so far. Laird did not refer to the important conception of an

'evolving deity' which had been explicitly stated by Alexander

in the symposium (»). Besides, Laird did not include 'Spinoza
»

^ See the omission of it from Laird's «SAiwuLL ALLXAi»DLRTs
IKSISii' - H.J. Vol. 40, 1 >41-42.
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Philosophy of Religion* in the works of Alexander at all.

It might appear as if we have underrated the positive

excellence of Alexander's contributions to philosophy and

theology, however, we think that the positive excellence
0

of any philosophy consists in provoking us to ask fruitful

questions about Reality. Shis is what Alexander has done in

raising the problems of the temporality of God, the nature

of deity, the nature limit and function of religious emotion,

the problem of evil and suffering, Creation and the future

of religion.
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CrLn'iAu 1 .

Tlin .tllli.UouxiIi.CAL iiJttixTAGA ex- o.n,m>AL AnxuUun;nu«S B^CnGAOUBD

Synopsis o±' Chapter 1.
#

we present a short sketch of the philosophical thought

which shaped the philosophy of Alexander, ana find that his

Evolutionary naturalism is the calcination of that idealism

and scientism of the ^th century, which issues in some sort

of Spinozistie acosmicism. This is followed by a very brief

biography of Alexander, with special reference to his

academic achievements. Further, an attempt will be made to

reconstruct the historical development 01 the thought of

Alexander as it progressed through the criticism of idealism,

fartly for this reason and partly because the naturalism of

Alexander developed in the context of idealism, a short

account of the philosophy of Green, Bradley and Bosan^uet

will be given. Then, again, as Alexander's early protest
0

against idealism assumed the form of anti-apriorism, which
is best seen in his luOKAL ORDEii AnD rUOGAABB, a brief summary

of that work concludes the chapter.



Seo. i. She Historical Baal .round of Alexander's Philosophy.

THB ulojji OF ItiJiCiiAjuXbiiii • Descartes has been considered the father

of modern philosophy. He sharply divided the world into the two

compartments of mind and matter. Life was included within matter

since he tool: animals for mere automata, supposing their

behaviour could be satisfactorily explained In t^rms of mechanism.

This tradition ox meonanism has persisted to our own day in the

theory of Jbeaaviourism. behaviourism simply extends the theory

of mccnanism into the realm of human behaviour, wnioh, according
<n.

to Desoartes belonged to the domain of mind^consciousness. This
shows how deeply the philosophy of mechanism has become

entrenched in the minds of men. However, our chief concern is

with the theory of mechanism whicn prevailed in the llth and

was handed down to the I^th century. Theology, too, could not

remain uninfluenced oy this trend of thought. The prevailing

1tth century DBISk which irmu.es four theological assumptions

which remained true even for the first half of the l>th century(1 t

1. God is transcendent.
» •

c.. The whole material universe is a result of

creation.

>. The scripture is an authoritative revelation of
truth which oannot be obtained otherwise.

4. Happiness and Salvation are the supreme concern of

religion. On the whole, the religious values are to
be achieved in the ne*t life rather than in this.

1» webb,C.C.J. 'Jrieligious thought in Bngland from lejjo. P.J?
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At first the theory ox mechanism, initiated by Descartes and

greatly extended by the scientific advance of .Kepler, Galileo

and Lewton, only served to strengthen the above-mentioned

assumptions. hot till later were its destructive consequences

fully realised in the religious circle, hewton had greatly

advanced the realm of mechanism and had di-played the universe

as a wonderful mathematical machine,but, bein_, a devout christian,

never realised its anti-religious implication, .apposing, on

the contrary, that the mathematical grandeur of the universe

Proves the existence of God.(J)

w'i'o be sure, hew ton was conxident, as we shall see,

that certain empirical facts o*en to anybody's

obs ex-vat ion, implied unqualifiedly the existence of

God ox a certain definite nature and function. God was

not detached from the world thai, science see-As to know;

indeed, every true step in natural philosophy brings

us nearer to a knowledge of the first cause, ..."(2)

hewton believed that God created the masses of body and set them

into motion, and that space and time, in whioh the material

objects move, are sustained by His presence. But, it might have

been thought that the perfect mechanic God, after haying made this

perfect world-machine, had retired from it altogether, At least

this was the conception of he..ton's great contemporary Leibniz.

1. Eurtt.L.A. 'The metaphysical foundations of modern science' p. 2<4
• 0*

2. Ibid. — p.
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The acceptance of this wou.ld have meant the banishment of God

from the universe and therefore, hew ton reserved tv*o tasks for

God in order to show His concern with the universe. According
to hewtonj God prevents the stars from falling in the middle of

space and then, again, He re-forms the mechanism of the world

when it gets out of gear, (i)
#

From the aoove considerations, it is clear that hewton's

solution for keeping the presence of God in the universe was

too artificial. Soon after hewton, Laplace showed that the

small irregularities in the planetary motion, whica had required

hewton to posit the existence of God, are self-corrected,

naplace, therefore, looked upon tae whole worid-machine, having

its beginning in a nebula, as a self-creative universe, (2)

hen in general mi_,ut not nave thought of God as an

'unnecessary hypothesis', as Laplace described Him, but the

whole contribution of hewton and the sciences of the day showed

the remoteness of God in time and space. Hven if God created

the v.hole universe, He must have uone it a long time ago and

now He remains remote from what happens in it. (y) Thus, the

transcendence of God came to be further emphasized. But now it

began to have an adverse eiieot on the religious beliefs cuf the

people.

"A God who 'exists' but does nothing in the world, who

in no way ailects the outcome of events, is simply a

God who does not matter" (4)

1.:
2."

3.-Staoe,wvTv -Op.Cit —pp.b3-o3
4 .Stace, w • T.• -Op,-Cit .-P.e 6



Further, every event must have a cause. But, under the influence

of science it meant that this cause should he a 'vera causa'.

This meant that the causes can only be natural. The result of

this way of thinking was thai, man's faith in the Divine

Providence came to he seriously undermined. God was first

banished from the universe and now He was excluded from the

daily concern of man. now, if God does not mutter in our lives,
what is the use of believing in Him? Further, why need we posit

the existence of God? After all, it is the particular events

which jo to make the universe and if thai1" do not need God for

their explanation, the.* the world as a wnole may be looked upon

as a self-regulating and self-creative reality without any ne d

of God.

"The key idea of a world-purpose ceases to be Operative

in an age dominated by the scientific spirit" (1)

Thus, a deistic view ox the universe is likely to degenerate

into materialism.

T1U u* AtfUu/JlUL AS Ah AJLD TO r^UhlSSh*-

lleohauism received powerful support from the theory of

evolution^ The doctrine of evolution was steadily gaining

ground in men's thinking throujh the works of ICant, Hegel and

1 .Btace,^, -ibid-p.;>
u.'Sorley,W,tt, 'moral v« lues and the idea of God.-p.461.
4*--This has been accepted by Smuts :"The kingdon of Life, instead
of fighting for its own rights and prerogafcives,has tamely and
blindly surrendered to the claims ox rhyuical force and actually
joined hands with it und contributed to ixs supremacy. The
acceptance ox Darwinism,therefore, so far from stemming the tide
of mechanical ideas, has actually furthered and assisted it, and
raised it to full flood." (Smuts,J.C.'Holism and Lvolution'p. 125
See also Streeter,£.H. 'iteality* -pp/j>-6
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Laplace; but it was Lax-win's theory ox Organic Lvolution which put

an empirical and scientific seal on it. The theory of Organic

evolution is really opposed to meonunism, for not matter but life

grows and life itself is an evidence against r-onanism, (i)

However, this anti-mechanistic implication of the theory of

Organic evolution came to be realised muou l<^ter in the philosophy

of Bergson, Haldane, nloyd morgan, Alexander, Smuts and Whitehead.

At the time Darwin propounded his doctrine of Organic evolution,

the mechanists used it in furthering their theories in two

important ways. Lux-win's theory showed a continuous transition

from the lowest protoaoon to the highest creature man. Further,

the lowest livin^ cell could hardly be distinguished from dead

matter, Gould not, therefore, matter, by a sjow t,n& gradual

process, may be said to have given birth to life? The

acceptance of thi^possibility enabled the mechanists like Tyndall
ilaeckel and other materialists, to see in matter 'the promise and

potency1 of life* if, in some baffling way matter gives birth to

life, then ta* realm of materialistic mechanism receives further

extension* Boldly, the mechanist imputed to matter a creative

evolutionary process, universally opex-ative, but •-ithout fore¬

thought or purpose, (f) This assumption was greatly strengthened
#

by a meoh nioal interpretation of 'natural selection*. (3)

interpreted in a mecnunical way, says frof.Raven, it ruled out

all moral and teleolo_ical elements and God's providence from the

workings of nature. (4)

f..Vhitcheud,A,L.'BcitXice and the Loclern World*-p. 1.51-2
•Gollingwood,n.-G.'The idea of Hature* p. 136

2.Collingwood,xi*'G*-The idea of Lature-p.133
3/Smuts,J.C. Ibid«*PP* 1d, 1 >7
4 .-Haven, Q ,• ' Be ieno e and Heligion' -p. i 7 o
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Secondly, the mechanists extended their theory into the

domain of human consciousness and values too. Reason became

suspect as an independent source of eternal truths and morals.

Thinking came to oe looxed upon merely as a,, instrument to

secure advantages in the struggle for survival. Consequently,
moral values came to ue treated as mere rules of expediency

for adjustment to life-situation. To he sure, species evolved

and improved during successive generations hut the betterment

depended on the fortuitous change in the g^rm-plasm alone, and

according to the Jkendelian laws or inheri t&nce, only this change

was transmitted. Thus, mechanism seemed to reign supreme from

the nebula to the creation or man.

hot only the Transcendence of God and His creation of the

universe came to be doubted, but quite naturally man came down

from Heaven to xarth, His earthly abode began to be considered
'Una-

as his only home and religion passed away frOmAworship of God
to that of man. with the industrial revolution in England and

the establishment oi vast trade and commerce, men began to

think that at last the lost paradise had been regained.(1}.
" *

The Igth century became a *toculiar century of hope.

The Baconian prophecy seemed to have come true. Values were

no longer to be realised in the next world, but to be achieved

by man himself, Jicver before was man's mind infatuated with

apocalyptic hopes to the same extent.

i. webb,C.C.J. 'The Historical element in Religion'- p.62
• (Geo ge Allen and Unwin \yj5
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The theory oi evolution waa fruitful yet in another

direction, it ied men to seek the origin of things and

therefore it ied the way to historicism. This historical

outlook created the science of Anthropology. An indefatigable

search was conducted to find out the stages of morality and

religion. The Christian religion could not remain an

exception to this * profane* investigation. The textual

criticism and the analysis of Christian rites showed their

kinship with the pagan and Jewish myths. The sanctity of

Biblical revelations became highly suspect and religious

authority fell into disrepute.

Thus we find that the four theological assumptions, on

which the religious life of the people was based, melted

away into thin air. There were ox course, exceptions.

Devout men continued to explain things in the deistio manner

of Dewton. nven Darwin believed that God had created a few

livin^ cells and endowed them with the p omiae oi all that

has elaborated through them. Thus, in the concluding lines

of 'The Origin oi Bproies' he wrote:

"There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several

powers, havin^ been originally breathed by the Creator

in a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet

has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity,

from so simple a beginning, endless forms most beautiful

and most wonderful have been, and are being evolved."(l)

This view of Darwin is in keeping with the traditional

Christian view ox things.
0

1. The origin of species - 9»j'J4 (The modern .Library, i, -6}



TIL-. hlJL ue Lw*JUtonIloiu. : Bat it appears from this historical

sketch that the days of the conception of a Transcendent God

were gone. If reli0ious faith had to be recaptured then the

concept of an Immanent God had to be popularised, and, a great

many factors helped towards the rise of such a conception.

Firstly, the ri3© of romanticism in literature took men*s mind

from the outward to the inward deepening of consciousness.(|)

Wordsworth, who was not himself a pantheist in his religious

belief, popularised the notion of an immanent Being which

pervades ail things. (2 /

"Getting and apendin^, we lay waste •< our powers:

Little we see in hature that is ours :"(3;

how, what is in the nature which is ours to soothe and heal us?

well, the answer is contained in the following famous lines of

wordsworth, composed a few miles from Tintorn Abbey:

I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts ; a sense sublime
Of Something far more deeply interfused,
whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of men;
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.

to That romanticism helped in the growth of immanent ism has
•been accepted by A.is.whitehead (Science and the modern world
Chap.V. A.C.McGiffert (nncyclOi>ae&ia of religion and Bthics
pp.168-*?) :w.f.Staoe (aeligion and the modern mind) and
C.G.J...ebb (Heligious thought in Lngl^nd from lojju)

2.It is-now an accepted fact that ».ordsworth wrote his famous
■poem 'Brelude1 on the basis of notes which Coleridge had
supplied to him. Besides, the influence of Flotinus din
wordsworth was very great, as Dean Inge has shown. Thus, the
poetry of >«ordsworth had a clear pantheistic background.

3.The poetical works of t»ordsworth, sonnet BO.XXX111 -p.2i,6
•(Oxford University Dress i>3>)
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However, more than Romanticism, the theory of

Evolution paved the way for a belief In an immanent

principle, it was Spencer who had extended the doctrine

of Organic evolution on a Cosi;ic scale. The appearance of

life and its ascent to man, acco uin0 to him, is part of

the cosmic drama. The universe itself has evolved from a

nebula to its present state 01 complex matter and life,

accordin_ to the principle of increasing differentiation

and integration of different parts. It seemed therefore

that there is a principle, implanted in the universe

itself, whicn pervades all tilings and which impels them

to evolve in successive levels, v.ebb, therefore, is right

in pointing out that the theory of evolution helped the

rise of immanentism in British thought.

"It is at any rate manifest that the idea of

evolution, as the best description of the v#ay in

which the world has come to be what we find it,

goes along with the conception of an immanent God

just as the idea of creation went along with that

of a transcendent God." (1

1. Religion and the thought to-day - p.33
•*-The same obsei"vation has been made by McGiffert: "Whatever
form the theory of evolution may take, the general
conception means the recognition of immanent chunging
by virtue of which the universe is continuously changing
and advancing".(encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics,
Vol.7 -p.170) Gharles Ringsley, who was an important
figure in the religious thought of the day, favoured the
theory of evolution for it supported 'a living',immanent
ever-working God, which the materialists had precluded,
(Raven C.^. 'Bcience and Religion' p. r/6-177* Cambrid

■ t— j : j 1 ,0.) r * *
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Hence, we can say that the scientific Weltanschauung
made the notion of a Transcendent God out ox fashion and

prepared the ground for un immanent -Principle which

pervades all things. This conception of immanentism of
6

British Sciontiam paved the way for welcoming German

Idealism, which remained the reigning philosophy of Britain

for at least twenty five years, till the close of the

Ipth century. Two things combined together to explain its

unchallenged supremacy in its day. The first reason was

the utter bankruptcy of the native thought of Britain to

help the o dinary man in his religious search for spiritual

stability.

The theory of mechanism had left man unfathered,
forlorn and helpless in this world. The materialistic

mechanism talked of nature as a powerful gigantic machine.

To be sure this made nature awesome, but her v^ry powers

seemed to make a mockery of human helplessness.

"if you place me face to face, not with an infinite

livin^, spirit, but only with what is called 'the

Great necessity' . what 'enthusiasm* do you expect

the vision to excite? Con there be a more

paralysing spectacle? and shall 1 fling myself with

passionate devotion into the arms of that ghastly

physical giant? it is impossible:..."(1)

German idealism in the form of Hegelianism of the Caird

brothers, the neo-kantianiam of Green, and the Absolutist'.:
of Bradley and B03aniuet, at least showed the supremacy of

V.Lartineau,J.'A.study of religion* Vol.1.P.12
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spirit over things. At least a man could think that the

Supreme Heality is akin to him. An idealist could stand

up in proud dignity before the dead powers of nature, vvhioh

might knock him down, However inadequate idealism could

prove to be later in Britisu thought, for the time being,

it could bring man once more to taste 'eternity1. Because

of this success of rehabilitating the spiritual life of

man, it could boast of possessing a golden key which 'opes

the gate of eternity'.

The second reason for the success of idealism was

that it tried to include all that the theory of evolution

had endeavoured to explain and hoped to have done more.

We have already referred to Spencer's attempt to explain

the whole universe in his evolutionary way. But he had

left a chasm between matter and life, and between life

and consciousness. Ward was not slow to detect this

and humourously remarked that two volumes of Synthetic

Philosophy were missing.(I), Idealism had not to contend

with any suc.i chasm, for all was bui the Absolute Spirit.

Besides, Spencer had failed to discover an intelligible

principle which, onuses the succession of different forms

in a really unified development. (2) It was here that

Idealism triumphed over the Evolutionary Empiricism of

Spencer, showing that there is an Absolute Intelligence
which brings forth matter, life and mind out of its

inexhaustible store of potentiality and gradually realises

itself through their temporal development. Human mind too

1. Baturalism &xid Agnosticism -PP.262 ^270 Vol.1,
X • U)-&Hr/ c .-C- .t. ' ^ JyT1^ - p. iy



is but a manifestation and reproduction of that Infinite

Intelligence. Thus, the historical process of evolution
»

was successfully incorporated into the theory of the

logical development ox the Absolute Mind.

Further, in Green, the religious values, which

naturalism had equated with worldly development of material

progress, came to "be re-asseased and re-affirmed in

enlightened humanitarian!am. The moral ideal, according to

Green, gradually and steadily gains in content and extent

through the ages. Though the mox*al ideal is essentially
0

spiritual, yet, according to Bradley, Boaaapuet, Caird and

Green, it is being gradually realised as a historical

process in social development.

"This description was closely connected with their

general tendency to seek the religious and ethical

values rather within than without the process of

civilisation", (1)
*

For the time being British empiricism was completely

eclipsed by the idealistic epistemology; utilitarianism

was succeeded by tne Bthios of self-realisation and the

Agnosticism of Spencer and Huxley was superseded by

neo-Aantian and neo-ilegeiian ran the ism. Bo doubt liartineau,

in theology, did defend the doctrine of a Transcendental

God. But he too laid much emphasis on moral ><ill as the

vice-regent of God and this insistence on Conscience

indirectly supported the thesis that God is to be found

inside rather than outside the universe.

l'.Hebb,C.C. J.'Religious thought in Rngldnd from Icj>t)-*P.141
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IBABBWliACImb UB IDBABIBM: At first British philosophers

remained content with idealism and the inspired writings

of Caird, Green, Bradley and Bosanfaet did fill up the

vacuum in the religious life which had been oa^sed by the

then scientists. But when they recovered from the dazzling

effect which the brilliant writings of the idealists had

caused, they found that after all the gains of idealism

were of uncertain value. Instead of confronting science

idealism had ignored it. It treated too lightly the

truths of evolutionary theory. By no conjuring up of

philosophical magic however, can one identify the historical

pi'ocess with logical develoifeent. Besides, it took no note

of the gains of mathematics and physics, and therefore,

Alexander wrote:

"The purely idealistic philosophy seems to have

over-reached itself, and specially in its view

of Bature it shocks the scientific habits of

the time; ..." (1)

It seems that this critioism of idealism was just, for

years afterwards whitehead too remarked that the German

idealistic movement remained out of effective touch with

its contemporary science. (2)

hot only had idealism failed to taxe -cience and Time

seriously, but it came under suspicion in religious and

moral matters too. On the whole, its insistence on

im^anentism led to the conception of a pantheistic Absolute

i. The OaIord magazine, Tbb4-P.276 Col.2
2*Bcience and the modern .<orld '-P. 1 *
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and God. in the philosophy of Bradley and Bosanduet,

the individual is merely &a appearance and he has to be

finally transformed, transmuted and absorbed in the Absolute

in order to participate in its full life. In this sense the

worshipper loses his individuality; and, the implication

of the writings of the 'hideous atheist* Spinoza came to

be fully realised. Then, again, the Supreme Reality or the

Absolute transcended the God of religion and was beyond

personality and will. Of course, the Absolutists did point

out that this did not mean that the Absolute is utterly

colourless and devoid of attributes. It is simply too

rich to be described by the poor categories of human

thought, nonetheless, in the long run, too dazzling light

and utter darkness have the same effect on human visxon.

In order to rectify this defect Pringle-Pattison tried to

attribute personality to the Absolute and that way he

sought to safeguard the individuality of the ..orshipper,

in the life of the Absolute. (1) lie wrote;

"1 have a centre of my own a will of my own-——

which no one ..hares with me or can share -a centre

which 1 maintain even in my dealings with God Hir self1'
(2)

Alexander noted this point of dissent in Pringle-Pattison's

book *Kegel ianism and Personality* (]bb'])S Alexander headed

his review of this book *A Rebel Philosopher*, feeling there

was a real rebellion in the camp of the idealists,(3)

TT'hCgeli&nism and persona lity-pp.iKr,223. 2.Ibid-p.2T/
j>< The Oxford magazine, June 6th >Lob.
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Pringle-Pattison farther elaborated hie thesis in his

Gifiord hectare of 1>12-1>13 which was published as

'The Idea of God*. But even the personal idealism of

Bringle-Battison did not satisfy the religious mind because

of its pronounced pantheistic tendencies and Dean Inge

regarded him as *not xuite theistic* in his thought.(1)

A similar deficiency of idealism was felt in the

sphere of morality. It was beginning to be felt that

the progress in morals lay in the hands of God,Who, in

His own good time and rluce will realise Himself in the

noble deeds and the heroic adventure® of men. But this

makes man a mere tool in God*a hands. If it be sof shen

man is not responsible for his evil acts. Evils then are

to be attributed to God in the same way in which we say;

nvery virtue we possess,
And every victory won,
And every thought of holiness,
Are His alone.

Then, again, pantheism robs man of his power of freedom,
initiative and true choice; and idealism, by emphasizing

this immanent!am, invited a reaction in the direction of

Ameliorism. Alexander came to realise that deity, in which

our values will be conserved and transcended, depends in

part on human effort.

1, 'God and astronomers '"if. 3. This was said of Pr ingle-
- Pattison for he had maintained that just as the world
cannot euist without God, so God as a creator cannot
eui3t without the world.
But this prejudice against Br ingle -Pa t ti son might have
been deepened by his denial of divinity to Jesus. See
wiiiiam Temple's reference to Bringle-rattison'in
'Bature, man and God*. PP.323-3^7•
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In the lon_ run, idealism encouraged Inactionism in

morals «nd sentimentality in religion. It emphasized the

reality of ideas over and above the reality of things.

"She essence of idealism whether in its popular or

in its philosophical form, lies in the emotional

attachment to idea3 rather than to things". (1)

But things are the actual facts with which we have to deal

in life. By insisting on ideas exclusively it tended to

bifurcate our lives into two compartments, namely, a life

of ideas and a life of things. A sentimental attachment

to ideas stops any fruitful commerce with real life.

Instead of encouraging us to come to grip with life, it
tends to substitute a life of imaginary conquest in

spiritual realm.

"An idealistic religion is one that is purely

spiritual; which res us on the separation of the

spiritual fvoxa the material, and which finds its
function in the- spiritual field. It is a religion

*

which has lost its reference to this world—-"(2)

Naturally, this sentimentality of ideas invited a realistic

opposition. Ultimately, * ideas in our heads* must come into

the open world of facts.

"Mankind has lost the radical meaning of such phrases aa

the logic of events and the logic of passion. Logic

became severed from life. .Things, events,

objective reals must be frankly and consistently

1. maomurray,J. * Idealiem aginot religion* p.b
' (The lindsey Lress i>44)

2. iaacmurray,J. Ibid, p.l'y
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looked to as the court of lust appeal for the

validation of our judgments". (1).
»

Finally, idealism encouraged an escapist religion. It

taught that everything should be what it is, for God

has brought it about. We are jemiuded here of Browning's

lines: (a}

"The lark's on the wing,
The snail's on the thorn,
God's in hia heaven —

All's right with the world!"

Thus, it did not in-pire any progress and change. This

attitude did not satisfy some hard-hearted realists.

Enoouraged by a historical view of tilings, which the theory

of evolution had deepened, they sought the real essence of

religion by making an empirical survey of it, naturally,
»

it led to an emphasis on eeligious experience itself rather

than on any religious dogmas. This was first achieved in

a grand manner by William James in 'The Varieties of

Religious hxperienoe', and Alexander fully agreed with the

spirit of it. However, a psychology of religion can explair

at most, the psychical motives of worship and its utility ii

our life as a whole. But it cannot determine the v^lue or
0

worth of religious experience itself. Alexander has
0

followed up this psychologist and histoxicism in a subtle

way. He, following the lead of James, has put more emphasis

on the function of deity than on its attributes or being,

he has pointed Out that religion arises out of the- very

nature of man as an evolving creature, but certainly

T. Townsent.H.G.'Studies in Philosophical naturalism*p.%
1• |Q Rrtmrs p. Selected by Simon E&W-&i

- T^s ^
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theology should also discuss the naoure and being of God

as well.

Tlhu Ox' aVUx.UY J.tU digl-Lin.*- GJ .-..gA.

From the above historical retrospect, it is clear that
the old materialistic mechanism and the British version of

Idealism ceased to be the major tendencies oi philosophical

speculation towards the beginning of the 20th century, and,

Alexander h«d to discover a new world outlook. In developing

his world-view, he had to overcome the struggle between his

head and heart. He was brought up in the school ox idealism,
»

and hiw sympathies with science h .d thrown his lot with the

evolutionary naturalists. At every important step of his

philosophical journey the ghost ox idealism haunted hit .

Thus, *-urphy has shown tnnt the philosophy of Alexander
has really succumbed to Absolutism. (1). This inter¬

leaving of idealism and naturalism has been thus traced

by nr. Grace Smith:

"In nia scientific and analytic approach to

B.etaphysical problems and his subordination of the.

theory ox mind to trie theory ox' eeing and his emphasis

on the ultimate reality of time, he is in the natura¬

listic tradition, his emphasis on the 'nisus towards

wholeness' and tue analogous nature of mind and time

reveal his kinship to oOme idealistic doctrines."(2)

However, we will return to this point a little later, how,

1. Alexander's metaphysic of bpaoe-Time' .TiLx LG^IoT. 1 ^27•
* specially p.362

a. Studies in FhilooOphical n turali.Jir. ,P»34



we are concerned to aho-. Alexander's general solution of

philosophical problems as they appeared to him at the oime

when idealism oeaseu to bo fashionable,

idealism had failed to taice tii e seriously and yet

the soientific outlook c-uld not be ignored. Then, again,

though the scientific view had to be accepted, its mechan¬

istic materialism had to be rejected, for life and mind

could no longer be treated no machines, nor could they be

explained away. Finally, supernatural elements could be

eliminated from the universe «y ma icing the evolutionary

process seli-creative. r„ i . l'or this reason that Alexander

had argued against 'the argument lor Design in iiatur «.

Ireoisely this was the point where idealism appeared to be

reasonable and naturalist, a. 4.eared to be supporting the

theory ox a blind process, Tnerefor©, Alexander accepted

Evolutionary Auturalism and resolutely rejected idealism.

"Alexander's acceptance of the naturalistic fact is

unequivocal in the se^se that out of it is to be

elaborated the entire order or being, dim method is

that of scientific analysis in its speculative reaches.

By it he discovers his first principle, Space-Time,

the 'stuff of substances', the source of all reality,

a1x m - t o x* «PUd sp irit, all fact and aspiration."(1)

Though everytnin^, including minu and deity, emerges from

Brace-fine, this naturalism cannot be called materialism. ,*e

will discuss thio 1,.. uer on, but the reason of our saying so

i £Zrtram Jes'sap, '.Studies in rhiloaorhio.-l Ir.turalion '.p.45
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is that Aleju ndex* did not fully expiate the sins of his

youth. In his evolutionary naturalise* ho foonu a pl-ce

for tertiary ruulitiea una Values.

"in spite oi the g.arin^ instance iron dpinoza's

philosophy tu^o naturalism could l,ave religion and

values not only unimpaired but exalted, the method

Of naturalist; has been regarded with suspicion as if

it were incompatible witn belief in the taints that

are most precious to us," (i)

The evolutionary .ua vuraliam or Alexander is neither

the materialism oi the a, th century, nor is it the idealism

of that age, but the culmination of both, The m terialism

ox the i j th century had tried .t w._iain all tilings of oar

experience 011 the basio ox meohano-morphism, the scope of

which was greatly extended by ihuwin's theory ox evolution

and 'natural seieotion'. (_}. however, the materialists
• 0

Here not successful in explaining all our axpex*iences.

They could not fill up gaps in their evolutionary account of

things, for the tine boizg they tried to give mechanistic

account of life, but they could not mechanise consciousness

at all. 'They therefore, tawgnt tuav mind is dimply an

effective phenomenon wnich im-xos no dixxercnco to the

behaviour oi an organism, hut mind or consciousness is a fact

and no amount of theory can ex.-la in it away,

* . iiuturaliom and V lue. l.l*.i. p.^ob.
^Smuts, <] .0. 'holism and xivolution*.pp. 1 d, I /I



When Alexander's philosophy burst forth in its fall
i.

blossom the reality of life, i.ind and vi.lue h-d come to

be fully accepted. Life had estublisued itself na an

independent o&tejory 01 thoujht and bergson nud mm e it

the very foundation of his pailo^ophy. ihis tus a jreat

blow to mechanism and cu teriulism. besides, matter itself

had ceased to ee rcarded in the old naive way, and the

new theories of physios wexe rapidly exploi'inj the

structural basis 01 the a torn itself. If, therefore,

evolution has to start then it must uo so with something

whicu is prior to mutter in its mechanistic st..,.se. In

determining the nature 01 something which is prior to

matter itself, the theory of relativity and its tr- ns-

formation by Minkowski cm e «o the hulp of Alexander,

by this tii e the feeling had gained ground that Space and

lime ottiuiot exist in separation from eaon otner but they

form the inseparable entity called Space-lime. U. uts, who

does not refer to Alexander at all, wrote that, according

to Minkowski, the inter-penetration of Time and Space could

be expressed thus; (t)

•♦Succession or the time-series, and oo-e^i. t. nee or

the space-series, are necessary to each ot .tr and

would not be even intelligible apart fro:* eac other.

For the succession (time) would perish at each step

and would not even form a series, unless it had

i. holism and evolution. p.c>



enduriA^&ess or co-existence (-'pace). And similarly the

co-existenoe (spuce)woul *. stop at its first step and would

not be spread oat or extended unless it had also succession

(time)".

Alexander who wanted to fertilise philosophy with

the significant conclusions or sciences hit upon Sp&oe-

Time us the primordial stuff in the place of patter.
\

But this postulate oi empty Space-Time as the absolute

deality was indirectly assisted by idealism itself. There

is little noubt that Britisn idealism was jrcatly ini'uenoed

by neyel and Alexander himself had studied Ke^el (1) and

was greatly i. pressed by him (c) . But, in He^el there are

two contrasted tendencies 01 thought. Acco^din^ to one of

t .ese tendencies, the Absolute r_nains simply an Idea

huvin^ its own riatonic boiny.

"There is no passage from this hypostatised conception

to the facta or the finite world. Tne second line of

thought starts with tueae facts, <nd treats the

historical development of hut unity as the process in

which the Absolute comes to itself." (y)

Consequently, according to lef t ilvyelianisiu, man beoOn es

the very em iodic, ent 01' the divine, and his thoughts and

aspirations come to be loomed upon as the vu-y intimations

of the reality at the very heart or taints, interpreted

I. i.n.r.p.6. Ti The uxford magazine 1 cct. P.4 1 6
ileyeli; nism and lerson I ty. p.It-5
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thus, in the concrete realist ion ox the Absolute, man

becomee tne very measure ox' reality. (i ). The leftist

hegelians would say therefore, that there

"is i.o goodness, no Justice, no tenderness, save that

which springs in the human heart," (..)

Of course, this deification ox uan .,as not followed "by all

Hegelians. The light winded Hegelians tended to exalt the

AboOlute and to belittle the- signix iounce of man. At least

Bradley ('*"), who has most influenced Alexander, shooed that

man is only an abearance of Reality. But what is the nature

of this Reality? in nan/ respects the Absolute of Bradley

becomes the undifferentiated Substance of Spinoza (-+ ) and

Alexander did note this nature of Bradley's Absolute <p).

The Absolute oi Bradley is n^ltner personal, nor moral, nor

beautiful nor true.

"it will be regarded as non-moral and imperson^
in the ee.-se of being below these distinctions;

and our Absolute will then i*emarxably resemble

the soul-less matter ox the materialists". (4" )

i . Hegt'liuaism and reraonality. pp. 1 b 6- i <//, , I py, 1 y 1,1 >2 .
li rringle-pattison, A.Seth, ' .h,o lectures on Tneism* .p,3^.
* • It is difficult to say thx t Bradley was a Hegelian.- But

his philosophy did contribute to the circat philosophical
tradition which had gathered round the name of Hegel.

'*•" ay Sp&noziam in this context we mean his A-cosnicism. 3-
4. iringle-pattiaon, A.Beth * Two lectures on Theism*.p.57
> - Of course, later on, x ingle—fattison modified his

statement about the Absolute of Bradley and recognised
that the Absolute ox nrauley cannot be less than its
appearances. See 'The idea of God' P.fl6.



Thus, the rightist Hegelians held mun uo he an appearance,

hut made the Absolute nebulous; the leltist ilogeli«-na

glorified man, and indi ectly tenued to regard the Absolute

as less than mind. Hence, the it> i: ediate conclusion f voir

Hegeli.. nism could be made that the Absolute is infra-men tal

and even empty. Thus, even idealism supported the thesis

of a blank reality. As pointed out before, science had

taught the reality of motion, pure and simple. Alexander,

therefore, came to the conclusion that the Supreme Reality

is Space-Time, alonj with Space-time the other features of

emergence, ere. tlvity etc., also cue to be realised by

Alexander in the following way.-

Hot only nrucley but also Spinoaa had influenced

Alexander. we find that Spino&a had construe ted a

naturalistic pantheism and he had u»uj.t that all things

arc mere modes of One single substance. But a.-1 modes do

not reflect God or Substance equally. An angel manifests

God more than a mouse, in all t ie modes there is . n order

of perfection. Similarly, Bra. ley hud pointed cut th t all-

finite things are but appearances, but there are deure.,3 of

reality in all of them. A stone i leas harmonious than a

person and thert-fox'e a person will need less transmutation

than a stone in the life 01 the Absolute. From the viewpoint

of the * order of perfection' or "degrees of reality", one

could introduce a continuity between matter, lifh and mind,

which naterialiam had left as unsolved riddles, we find
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that Alexander has simply transformed the doctrines of

'order of perfection* and 'decrees o± reality' into his

theory of emergence. But this theory of mer^ence

received its sa_j. ort from yet another oarer.

The txi..ory of evolution i.„n& left i. strong ii pression

on Alexander and he was inclined to think that a historical

development is the very key towards the understanding of

world-rid&lcs. ibierefore, he p otested against Hegel's

lojic, for ii, hud taken the place of historical development

(1). But even iiejel h<*u sho,<n th-t fixture and spirit have

evolved from a oou.oa source, bow, in iivnut mode or manner

can we thrnx of this evolution and development from the

coin on sources It can be conceived in two ways, namely,
as an unfoldment or explication of that which io enfolded,

or, as the outspringing of something whioh hitherto has not

been in beinj. Tho theory of unfoldment, either in the

form of ii-.! anent or external thleolojy, was thown by

Ber^son (a) to be the denial of real time and history.

Ehereiore, Alexander, in clone sympathy with Ber^son,

accepted the doctrine of Creative .evolution. Hence,

acc i'dixiy, to him, matter, life and mind are new arrivals in

the creative advance and, as such, there io aiv.uys more in

the end than in the be0inninwJ. Smuts woo shared the same

1. ftlnD Iou6. p.>1o; SIDI.pp.iOpJi.xi.'yn.
a Creative evolution,pp.(•en_/ii.>n translation

of i / 1• ike.CiulJuJuAbi 'Sc 00.



view of creative evolution e.v^resseJ io thus;

"m, believe in nvolatioxx, but. it is no more. the

.leoiiu-nioal nvolution ox a generatxon or two e^o, but

a creative evolution. we believe in the growth which

is reallu such and become,. over itore «.nd more in the

process, wo uelicve in Genesis which by its very

n..iure is epijenesis". (1 )

If creative evolution, with its ei .rji.nce, be accepted

then v.e con tjxpl, in the a. rival ox the higher fror the

lower, in t.ie course of history, hind too, therefore, has

evolved, Inter in tine, xvu iie0el could support the view

that thj Absolute has eoc.e to nc-iuire consciousness at the

end of a lon^ process ox developmexxt. Tuerefox'e, Alexander

held th-.t the creative evolution ne d not be ^wlaincd in

terns ox mind. (*)

Thus, Alexander eai.s to establish the reality of

o.ace-Time as the universal matrix, from which tatter, life

and mind have e erj«.&, ax id further because of the evolut¬

ionary nisas implanted in Space-Time, higher or,ergonts will

t . Holism axid evolution, p, -j
*

■ lb i x t o aafortuii te'that bnuts did not refer to Alexander
and yet his views are- o similar to that of Alexander -ind
the following statement, of iimuts aleai ly reveals waat
Alexundex1 accepted in fact: "To view the ideal or
spiritUv 1 element in tne univ .rae as the dominant factor 3s
to ignore the iuot tnat the universe was before even the
ideal or spiritual had appeared on tne horizon; that the
ideal o ; piritu..l is a new and in&e „d recent creation in
the order ox tas universe, that, it » as not implicit in
the atjinnings and has not been reached by a process of
Uixfoldin^: but that from u real pre-existing order of
things it has beui creatively evolved as a new factor;and
that its importance to-day should not be retrospectively
antedated to a time ».jAen tne world existed without it."
(Holism axid evolution. P.j>p>f^



folio* in due course. At the y-~r\j outset, the whole

procedure of Alexander a^eered so hopeful, it harmonised

with the recent gains of ny-ios and mathematics, it

included all that has defensible in materialise:, and, in

keeping with the gospel of the 1>th century .volutionism, it
glorified mun. Ann, under this sen erne of evolutionary

naturalism, beourue the 'roof and oro«n or things', hot

only nu'-a occupied the very crest of the evolutionary

process, bu.t he alto no., ueoume the determiner of the

future, in nim lie the mysteries of the past and the key

to the future, nm not only became divine, but tore, he

became god-maker, ( t *■). The religion of Humanity now gives
• »

way to the worsuip of Super-man, whom m_m hi, self appeared

to be bringing clout.

we v.ill find Out in the sequel thut the whole sc <eme

turns out to be unworkable. If evolution means anything

then it means th-t there iu * steady progress and this

progress reflects a purpose. A blind Proces^cannot be
ejected to proceed ulon^ a certain spiral advance.

Development or progress "is possible, tuerefore, only to

a beiu^ who for;.-:a a part of a divinely guided process, and

1 .oheen,k. J. 'neli^ion without "God'.... i /
*-rringleapattison seems to n« ve foreshadowed Alexander,
he hud pointed out tnut evolution should bo interpreted as
the worxirh, of 'a completed actuality*, utuerwise, there
will ue the tacory of uu nvolutionax-y natural ism, according
to which man beoo. e. divine, "The o_.r©tu*uuoe of m<. n bec.o. .es
then identical witu the creation oi God; man creates hit'sel:
and at the acme tire brings Gou o the birth". (Tv.0 Lectures
on Theism.p.44)
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who draws in consequence from a fount of eternal fulness". (1

In the lijht of this general setting of the philosophy

of Alexander, let us |craoe the nistory of the development
of his thought, from his early years up to the end. But

before we do so, a short biography oi' Alexander, with

reference to uis academic career may help us to understand

that history all the better.

1.Prin^le-pattison.A.Seth. Op.Git. p.41.
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A o.lu.xf

Samuel Alexander wus an Aus i,raliun Jew, who cane to

ifigluid in 1 oV7 and till his death in 1 /jij did no*, leave his

adopted country. For all praotio 1 purposes his life is

uneventful and remained more o* less confined to the academic

pursuits co—1 on in British universities of the period.

Samuel Alexander was the ±-ostumous son or his father

of the same name, he was born on the 6th January 1 tjj; and

for the mo.. 0 part 01 his boyhood he was ea cated in private

schools. He entered wesley College in io'/i and matriculated

ill 10 /5. he entered the university of Lelbourne the same

year as an under-graduate student in the Arts Course. He

remained tuere for two years arid aid extraordinarily well,

securing all the tnree exhibitions of the college, a thing

which has not been achieved by anyone before him or after,

his intellectual powers were easily recognised and he was

advised bj his teachers to proceed to xuiglaud for further

education. Alexander sailed from Australia for ongland in

11,77 und after a voyage Of lub days rencued nondon. He

secured a souolursuip by competitive examination at Balliol

College, oxford in i 0; /. lie took his degree in Icfcl, and

he had firsts in mathematical and Classical hods, and in

Classical GreatB. In api te of this Alexander regretted his

no b huving Oone to Cumbxidge for mathematics.



Durin0 his unier-gradaute days at oxford, Green was the

lead inj philosopher, and iv.L.Het-leship and A.C.Lmdley were

his official tutors. At th«t time Cook wilson too was a

lecturer at Lincoln, and it iu al o certain that Alex;aider

had a close relation vvith him.(V) On the whole, as Joseph

also nx.intt.ins (J), the philosophical climate of Oxford at

the time of Alexander (that is, was thoroughly

idealistic, hence it is true that Alexander -.as "bred in the

idealistic tradition oi Oxford.(_) Carr, in his postcard of

the 17th June, reminded Alexander probably of this

phase or his idealistic thought.

After the passin^ of the feat Act in Ib7U, it wag difficult

for a Jew to jet a Fellowship, bub Alexander was the first Jew

to be elected as a fellow after taut Act.O) ne was elected

to trie Fellowship at Lincoln College in ibbu and held it till

June 6th, to/^. ire spent the first year of his Fellowship in

German Universities and after his return lectured during most

of the years of his Fellowship. As an experin ental measure he

had gone to nondon in ieoc, lecturing for a part of the tire

in i'oynbee Hall. His lectures at Oxford dealt with

metaphysics and Lthies and sometimes with Greek Logic. As a

tabor he taught all the usual subjects, whion included Logic,

1.. o r«1 ini losophy and lolitic s.

1 . Anci..nb and modern rhiiosop *y. p.2b> .

1 # b ■ t . X) . 1 • P . / • g . J- « L . X , P « i 2 •

>. ..e will later'discuss • the influence of Ooox milson on

the develop ent of Alexander's realism•



From ibcjj Alexander widened the sphere >f his aoademio

life aril joined the Aristotelian Society in the some year and

soon became one of its Vioe-xreaidcnts. In this circle he

Came in contact with ominent philoso hers like Sidgwick and

icoo-nea and witn „aou promiwinj thinkers as iiitchie, p.airhead

and Stoat, in the lon^ ran his connection v.itn the

Aristotelian Society proved very 'beneficial,for frou this

platlorn in uij tnree ouccessive ^residential Addresses he

elaborated his realistic ^hiloso^ixy.

In toi'J Alexander was awarded the Green Loral ihilosophy

Prize fo a di ^ertation in Lthics. Later, on the 'oasis of

this dissertation he rablisued his first book*Loral Order and

Progress*. Here was an at Get pt, as he said, to Darwinize the

An^lo-Aristotelian-iiejelian tradition which still prevailed

in Oxford, The book went through three impressions, bat after
became

\'j\2 Alexander/dissatisfied with it, for by that tire his

maturer reflections had jone far ahead of the simple naturalism

ox th^ book. The publication of this oook however, brought

him into close relationship with nloyd uor^n, enabling than

to develop their philosophy in close collaboration. Bat, of

coarse, the two difiered in some fundamental details. (i)

It was an. ©stahlisned opinion ox Alexander that

philosophy suOald tuxe more cognisance oi scientific

conclusions, and at the time this meant that philosophers

1. LiOrgan.L. 'Lmei'gent -uvolation*. p. 14 ;also sec the
- co ondence between Alexauuer-and Lloyd i or&an.



should interest themselves in psycuolo^y and biolcjy. From

the letters oi Stout oi Jiia period it i* clear that Alex nder

was Very muoh interested in pa/cnolo^. That he made a

successful case icn poycuolojy at Oxford io also asserted by

Btout.(l). i'o acquaint himself with the latest developments

in experimental psychology, Alexander spent the inter of

1e,.o-, 1 with rroieasor hunsterbera;. -eater, he also visited

the nancy Benool. Alexander has lei t an ks. of a complete

book in \$ chapters on General x'aycholo^y, wnion he mi0ht

have prepared for publication at one time•

Alexander t^ujht psychology alon^ i.it.i other philosoph-

iC'-'l subjects for m«ny years, first at Oxford and Inter at

Lanohester. his deep interest in and jjrusp of psychological
*

Principles are clear from ills writings, especially in his

realistic explanation of the objectivity of 'varying aensa*

and the different kinds of ar^earanoes.

Finally, it was this psycaolo^y v.hich, in conjunction

with the realism oi moore, enabled Alexander to develop fully

his evolutionary naturalism in JinCx., PlmB nijD Dhl'iY.

After his return from Germany in ibyl Alexander made

several attempts to secure a chair in philosophy. Wallace,

Cook.Wilson, it.B.jiettleahip, A.C. and F.H.Bradley, Bosanpuet

and Beslie Stephen all testified to Alex, nder's powers ;.nd

promise oi philosophical achievement and even the wayzxflete

irofesaor of fhysiolojy testified to the completeness of

1 . kllvD• 1 /4o. p. 1 <L'] •



Alexander's knowledge oi the nervous system. (I )* As a result

Alexander was elected to the o. air ox fhiloaophy at 1.anc"ue&ter

in 1b. He remained in i.a-.euesler till his death in i .

x'he merit of Alexander was recognised from the very

beginning and honours cui;,e to him easily. He was elected to

the British Academy in i>ip, mid was given honorary doctor¬

ates "by ot. Andrews, xirmifighum, Oxford, Lux'ham, Liverpool

and Cambridge, lie w, 3 mane an honorary Fellow oi Lincoln

College in l>lb nd of Lalliol Co • lege in i y2j>« r ie crowning

honour of O.M. was conferred on him in i^U. in 1/^3 Lanohester
0 0 -

University presenteu him with a "bust of himself by Epstein and

he was very proud 01 it.

Alexander had a compromising spirit in philosophy, and

he did hio utmost to harmonise his naturalism v.i An all that

was be,.t in the European tradition of <.3^0 years. His

philosophy is a grand system, wnich seeks to weld together

all the main tendencies ox thought from Ihalea to Einstein.

She character 01 his philosophy has been so well described

by ketz that we oanHaot do better than ^.aote him;

1. it is interesting to note the impression of Bosanpuet of
• Alexander as compared with Stout, in his letter of cth Lay
of either \Lyi ox lt>> he wrote to Alexander that he
considered Btout to bo a ,,socialist and of Alexander he
said •that you are a mature and thoroughly trained philosopher
learned in all tne wisdom ox the Egyptians1.

* Alexander continued uo have a deep interest-in physiological
psycuology and this is clear from nis correspondence with
Lloyd morgan, Hherx'ington and Head, almost till the
publication of EfACm,ilium nni) Dnl'ff.



"Alexander takes over Lame's empirical philosophy, bat
not Lis scepticism; Spencer's evolutionary philosophy,
but not his agnosticism; the theory of knov ledge of
Lew Realism, wit xOut halting ut it, using it only as an
oi-gan oc a ioundation for his metaphysics; end the
physical theory oi relativity, but not without a
speculative evaluation and subordination of it to his
own system". (i)

He has D6sn described by Stout as * perhaps the gre-teat of his

generation', U),but us a rave oi anti-r etaphy-ical thinking

has overtaken nuropean p.-iilosophy at the present time, his

philosophy has net aroused the interest whiou it certainly

deserves. eolation uas now run dry, but metaphysics will

last, as -Laird coam.ents, (3), as ion_, us the huiut-n race, and

wi th a return of interest in metaphysics his wor.v is sure to

exert an important influence on future speculation.

nven if Al^xu^dex' cu.not be regarded ns the highest

or greatest of .ia generation of genius, at least he h&s been

a *kaslor-oartographor of his tire*, as Boyce Gibson (4) has

called him, and, for the nooleness and tne irplioity of his

character he could be counted us inferior to none, when the

end came he was ready to meot it and he passed away on the

13th September ggo.

i. A Hundred fears 01 iritis 1 Philosophy. P. 6«.4 •

r .- fersonal Reminiscenoes,kf^l5.itp4LU.P. 12 6
3,- r.i.P.p.6/; also see Boyce Gibson,A. 'Samuel Alexander*: An

• Appr•-cir tion' • -^Giili'uUjl-ri.L OF PoYOuUi-OdY nl\!D
riilhOowiiIY. Vol .AVI. 1 33k • PP. -- 53~i 54 •

4. Op. Git. p..,p4.
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Alexander's philosophical career falls into three perions,

nau ely: (i> the lirst period in whiou he formulated his problem:

and suggested tneir tentative solutions; (iif: the second period

in Vvhica he finalised uia solution in a complete v.orid-system

v,ith boldness, breadth anu tenacity; and (iii) the final stage

in whieu his philosophical vision rem. in^d confined in the

n rrow field of fvalues', The first period rouguly covers

the writings eetwecii 1 cc4 and 1 ^ 1 . an thi.> period of

apprenticeship inert are writings which may be classified under

ino headings, namely, the v. ii tings meant for popular consumpt¬

ion and class lectures, and tue writings reserved for philos¬

ophical discussion, fill le^i Aluxaider supported en idealistic

trend in uia popul r and class lectures. This is clear from

his early unxjublia ied *»orks, viz; 'Fingerposts to Religion' (I)

'nlernen tary ideas in Philosophy' (a). To this may be added

«fhe Co;, onplace ucok' wnich has been mentioned by laird (3).

In these waitings Alexander x-et.-ined satisfied with idealism

but tie showed no enthusiasm ior it. This Idealism is clear

froiu the following statement a from 'Fingerposts to Religion*:

X. ~Ai JT^.der jo u "e-d down its date as 'about ki;'. It is a
• typescript ox. <_3 pages,

p. It is a typescript of 47 pages, ft was probably meant for
■ class work. It dates between Ibyl-lopd.

3. H.J. 1341-42. p. 147-H6.



"i'here are borne in upon me fragments from a world of things,
whica x uolixve intelligible because 1 know it under the forms
of intelligence, and vhiot x hold to be continuous and single,
because v. here vex* 1 know it, it enters into the continuous
course of ny mental history. In the process of aoidBring new
knowledge lies the iirst germ ox that sense ox a great
intelligible *Orld, whica regarded as a single individual is
the barest and most unemotional description of our conception
of (Jod"• (i t The suae idealistic thought was pursued in

#

Elementary ideas in xhi.ioao, ny'. In Elementary ideas*

A1 o-m nder upported objective ide, lism ( *) against the Subjective

Idealism of Berkeley and called it 'true knowledge'. In 'true

knowledge', he said, reality depends on mind, but this mind dots

not consist of cue nee experience or knowledge but rational

knowledge E).nx'he postulate ox tnis tmouern) idea is «the real
world is intelligible and all the real world is nu de up of
thought' • 'fhings as they axiut are really ec»Hx>Oaed or thought, a
and they only seem to nave solid material existence on account
of the particular ways in hiicu tnese tnoughts are connected
togetner. She reality oi taings depends on true knowledge".(3)
1. iingerposts.P.bw L .elementary ideas. p,.r5
>.• rilementax'y i&eas.p.gjp-y 6.
x • xDn-.-uxuisi mean. that* the uuiverse is the embodiment of mind.

Any theo y whion seeks the explunation, or the ultimate
ralson d'etre, of the co r.ic evolution in the realization
of reason, self-consciousness, <•>-■ spirit, may fairly cL in¬
to be included under this designation (Baldwin's Dictionary
of x'iilosophy and ihsycholojy). ouBJnC livx. iDx—uxor Leans
that things are the ideas of thinking beings. But logically
it would lead to auelx'olbL, that inf the view that thinker
alone is real and all things and otner persons arc his ideas,
nut even Berkeley who i., con .,idered ^ be u \ ubjactive
idealifit did not _,o so far. hence -mojeotive idealism means t
that things are u.11lately-the ideai of an Absolute Bind,
i'uxther, according to it, though the world ounnot exist
v.itnout the Absolute kind, yut the Absolute kind can exist
without the «orld. neaides, the order ox the world depends
on the arbitr .ry will of the Absolute nind.
ULJndx'xVn ihn^nxox. holds tin 0 ail objects are thoughts of an
Absolute mind, ifuxther, as opposed co subjective idealism
it holds tn<..t -tue *.o.ld aiid tny Absolute kind arc organic
to each otxer. xx the u r 11 cannot exist without the
Absolute «iind-then the Absolute Mind too can. ot exist without
the world. Again, the order and co. neotion in the world are
logical and as such tney bo not depend on the arbitrary will
of the Absolute Mind.



Bat Alexander was called an idealist probably less for

his writings than for uis Uxford education in philosophy, which,
as we have said, was predominantly idealistic, xerhu^s for

this reason Bhad»orth Hodgson called Alexander an idealist in

• bei (i). Bat in all hi waitings aeaut for philosophical

discussion he favoured on anti-idealistic trend and did not

show any idealistic tendency. ivtu in his first symposium,

'Is mind synonymous v«ith consciousness?* (lo'ci} against the

idealism of Hitchie and nosan^uet, he maintained an .anti-

ice,-lis tic standpoint about the existence of the Absolute

kind and the timeless ego which was supposed to be involved

in any piece of knowledge, he called this conception of a

r.ind as omething uuite different froiu nutural objects of

knocledje, is unjustified assumption.(a)• The true view of

mind,according to Alexander, should be the following: nLy own
view is that mind ia a thing in precisely the sar:.e sense as
all other things, and that it is a peculiar and unique thing
in the same ***y as ©tier things are peculiar and unique".(3)

This remained a lasting conviction 01 Alexander and he repeated

it in I yj>6' (4) Thus, in real philosophical discussions

Alexander was never a pure ide. list, iiven Hodgson had to admit

after havin_ o Hied him an idealist tnat Alexander had entirely

surrendered kr. Bosaniuet's form of idealism (y). Hence, we

find that A .exu.ider as a mi inker always displayed an anti-

idealistic leaning and this is amply supported from the tone of

his reviews of books at this time.

1, f.A.S. Vol.1. Uoo.p.c.3 l.Op.cit. p ,li7
y. Ibid." P.lb'.
4. The Historicity of Things, p.14.
y. H.A.B. Vol.1. P.jJO.



-itren in uio first review-work he bounded, a note of anti-

idealism. Keviewing 'motzefs "System of fhilo oLhy" in lcv.4

ne pointed out that idealism has ahooked the scientific way

of thinking in explaining future. (I). Again, he hold that

the uo-called timeless ego involved in knowledge must he in

time and not -hove it. (i}. Continuing the review of it in

June Stc4, in the ante fcgahat, he pointed,but that idealist?

doe - not ul.an the relation hi tween the individual and

the Absolute x ind, and tne relation ox the self-repxoducing

kind with the seemingly unconscious nature.(y). I foully,

ulex.iiidt'r closed thu first review-work with the following

ooirr; ent on dpaee and lime; "Tne discussion of Time and Space
is peculiarly difficult, ana especially In tne case of
the former bristles with debatable points, we cannot help
thinking, with some diffidence, that the belief vaiica regards
Space subjective and Time objective is based on the confusion,
reprobated by nnnt himself..." (4)

Xititer on, in the review of <Hegelianism and Personality*

by doth, Alexander gave way almost to an outburst of impat-

itrice against neo-knntianism in hngl&ad, which he oonside.r,ed

to be tiie result of an enslaveaient by Gen- an thought. "In
knglund the nantian reaction owes much of its popularity to
its being a repudiation of the traditional m lish philosophy,
and in its vehemence seems to overlook the real meaning of
the latter." {j)

how, the central theory of heo—Knntianism* ia^ accordin

to Alexander, the concept of tne Transcendental golf or the

Timeless Spirit and against this he wrote:

1. The Oxford magazine, *.ay 4oth Vo't,4.P.c } 6. Col.,:
,. ibid. P.r /b. p. Ibid.p.gyjj.- • 4.' Ibid,p.2yj>.Col.2
5. The oxford kugazine, June 6th l-oco.-p.41 6 ' ' '
* • heo-jvantianism in a form of idealism-which ia based on the

epistemolo^y of xaiut.Iiut it rejects the ontological sfcatAs
of *things-in-themselves *. According to it the phenomenal
world is real and it is the realm of ideas. This form of
idealism is best represented by Green.
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"i'he real xUastion la, is the fundamental conception a valid
one in itself? -because Our nnglian psychologists have made
the mind a succession of events, are We to _o to the other
extreme and declare trie mind a timeless condition of
knowledge*? X3 there no unity in a tree, wnich gro»s and grows
in time? why may not the mind be such a unity? (i }

She same anti-idealistic tendency is sno*«n in his review of

"She relig-ous aspect ox fhilosophy* by hoyoe, (b) and in his

first contribution to philosophy, nai ely: 'Hegel's conception

of mature', he v.rote this as its conclusion: "The office of
the philosophy of nn lure is to explain how it Ls that nature,
which is penetrated by the spirit, o.-n in the first place,
be different in opirit and next is by insensible stages
overcome -o a- tc be spirit. The spirit must come forth out
of that which is not spirit* it i.. the mysticism of the
reflective understauuin^ to -cut the knot by identifying
spirit straight away with that which it is not. (J)

hat it must be confessed thau Alexander deviated from

i eali an. very cautiously and he aid so by trying to retain

all taut was valuable in it. Thus, in hia first book
0

kuiiiin Uid'nit x>x>fi) xhUGnnho (lob>j, he emphasized evolutionary

naturalism and showed an anti-apriorl attitude, lie was

empirical but he .id not favour dpenoer's evolutional

nmpiricism. he wanted oo include all that appeared to him

valuable in the idealistic atnica of Green, lie therefore

wrote that instead of finding any opposition between

Aristotelian-Hegelian tradition and Darwinism, he found the

fulfilment ox the idealistic trudition in D..rwin-sal3m. (4)

U ibid. P.416. ~" "
b i/ol.m. I uoj? • PP* 6^4 , •

it Ibid.- il'oi.rr. loo6.p.-pr:,,.
4* x-.U.r. p.viii. * -
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In general, in taa xirst period, Alexander's thought is

characterised by its protests against apriorlsm. Everywhere

it sought to substitute an empirical explanation for an apriori

theory, in 'Demarcation ol xo^io and Bsychology' (I) he

preferred xill to Dra&ley a.,si DOuaapuet (.. } and as an anti-

idealist he wrote;

"i will now enpuire wnetuer a similar distinction of logiell
and psychological el en. en ts ould not settle the whole
controversy about all axiomatic knowledge vmetner
axioms are not derived ziiotorically from experience, that is,
from a direct experience oi oertain bodily oonuitions and
changes, and are transferred to the outer world on the
evidence of certain out..nrd expo', i onees." (j)

He tried tne same empirical explanation of the category of

time and in tne symposium, 'Has the perception of Time an

origin in thought?' he showed thct 'time* is derived

empirically.

"But also the very perception of a single infinite time which
imtnt regarded as evidence for the perceptual ouuracter of
time is au extension given to the perception ox a concrete
time by the abstract Ox time in general". (4)

In this period however, his unti-apriorisiu is most pronounced

in relation to values in general and to moral values in

particular. This is clear iron. 'The Idea of Value', illlfD 18?2,

but this was already ut tempted on a larger scale earlier in

X . u»-— Oi.ib.ua, x-jjiD JthuGriUjkjia i co.

*.npis tcmolo, gi - We have already seen that in the

review of 'hegelisnism and Personality' by Seth, Alexander

t. It io a typescript of >4 agtt, D«» ted June 12,1o>jJ.
ii« Ibid* y»c.

Ibid.' p.-p4; sea also 'xuilo-Orhy and Biology', 1 ^4-^
PP,tL,WU.

4. -•A.o• Vol.11. ItA-4.P.px.



wanted to substitute the slogan 'back to the tra.-.i tion of

British Jimpiricism' fox* the cry 'oeck to Kant'. He thought that

this rti.a Aaite in keeping with the titnes. of tuings, fox* at

this time nr itis: .utpiricism hud u powerful ully in Darwinism,

The real answer to Humean scepticism( said Alexe&der, could be

made by Burv»inised British empiricism and not by luaiti&nism. (1)

As we iiuve a ...id Darwin's theory of Organic -volution had veyy

marked influence on AIoa. ndor end it accounted x'or his later

theories of uxo historicity of things, mmergenee, Deity and

naturalism. As a matter of fact his Evolutionary naturalismf)

may bo looked upon as the philosophical version of the Organic

evolution of Darwin. But this Darwinian totaliturianism took

possession ox uis mind gradually. This »ns first shown in

Ethics with the reduction of 'ought' to 'is*, an/L emphasis

whic-i e will note also in our later study of him. But from

lb>4 the extension of Evolutionary L'atux'ali.-m was mt.de into

the realms of episte_ology also. Till this time Alexander did

not touch epistemology in any marked degree, except in »

'Demarcation of Bo0ic and xhycholbjy' (it;j). But now he began

i. Ibid. P.£3
* - Bxj.iUitnx.lux-, challenging the cogency of the cosmological
teleolojicul unci moral arguments for the existence of an
Infinite intelligence, holds that the universe requires no
supernatural cause ana government, but is self-existent, self-
explanatory, sell-operuting and self-directing; that the wo»'ld-
p.ocess is puipo^elesa, deterministic anu only incidentally
productive of man; that hur.-n life, physical, mental, moral
and .piritu.nl, la an ordinary natural event attributable in all
respects to tne oruixxary operations Of nature; una tL; t man's
ethical values can be justified on natural grounds, without
reco xrse to < ny ration »1 faculty and the Absolute hind.
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to explain Juiov.ieb.^e on^iridally, by ite validity on

'lietural Selection*. 2hi a development in Aleuuu.der i * not only

supported by the internal evidence ox hi a wri tinjs but also by

the testimony ox Lvs. Beer (1) who was a student of Alexander

bt.tv.een She Bai\.iuiaeu iaxpirioiati «aa applied to

thv th^o.j of knowledge by Alexander in 'fhilooo. hy arid

Bioloyy*. (<_) in thi- p..^or he pointed out that only those

species survive whiou are adapted to their unvi-.ona.-~nt.

"But the uijver we iise in tae scale 01 animal e-vi .ten.ee, and
th~ more couaciousaejs n^u inteilx0w^ce water into hit. life
oi the ortuture, the less does adaptation dorand r:.arely on
oo oect physical responses to stimulus and koi'c do it depend
upon oOiX^ct n_ i-rc.uuj.3ion o a the -^rrounuinj world
nuos.ied^e ...iiou i> in u^nt go.'.rest-onJunes nitu tin. world is
on essential portion oi tne adaptation vnic . a consclous beinj
LiUst perform. in order' to oeoui'y e~iotenoe: and the
niOre do/eloped the ty.e of nuim-n belipj the 1^ rwer is the part
played by tne ; a btle x^roeistion of tilings in determining
success o. failure". (,>)

On the sane basis of 'natural selection* Alexander hold that

our knowledje of axioms r ust correctly inforc. us about the

intrinsic n~.tu.-o or thiajs. (4 J The sut.o conclusion about the

validity of wio-lt.'^e on the bnsi - of natural selection v.as

p^rsurd in the symposium *un the a tare <-nd ..-uje of

evolution' (p)

i . urs. jobtf sent her reminiscence ox her student' . day.-; to
• naird and in i t she mentioned tu. t a c - n<je c .n.e over in
Alexander' tniiJiin^ between 1c/4-y.
It is a typescript of ^6 p<-jea, urn-is dated 'about 1ty4-5.

ji rnilOoOphy nd Biolo0y.p. 17. 4. Ibid. p.^o.
5/ it is a typescript of rj> '-u^ea • ...
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"The persistence ox' true knowledge shows that these modes of
apprehension are adapted to the world; because if they had
not been adapted they mast uave perished. This adaptation of
truth to the «.orld is called the validity of true knowledge".(1

This <-Js.tlunatj.on of true know ledge on the basis of

'natural selection* was not rau.ued by Alexander in his

subsequent qiri tings. hut he continued to hold it in an

attenuated form to the last, lie believed tn«*t aa a result of

natural selection the apparatus of ,uio v iag hadjevolved. so as
to reveal reality in its appropriate form.(c) -Anyway, the

important problem of knowledge is not now ..e cor e to acquire

it but what is tut real nature and status of the object of

knowledge proper. According to idealism, tuings are but

thoughts, of ocurse, the divine objective tnought. Eut as

Alexander questioned the reality of Universal kind, so he

also questioned the validity of rngurdin^ objects in this

light. while his philosophy tended towards realism, before

1;0p he did not aeon to have reached it. Ao doubt he knew

the distinction between the knowin^ act and its object which

had been introduced bp' Hoohouse in 'The Theory of xnov, ledge'

{io/6)« hut he and forgotten it, or, "us i» more probable",

said Alexander, "was not mature enough in my own mind when I

ret d them to understand their importance..." (~j>) From a-.letter

4nff Stout to Alexander, dated June kq,1>ul , it seems prob..ule

that from i/ol Alex;aider was progressing towards a realistic

theory of things. This letter of five puge3 deals with the

T. AJn the nature and range of evolution*.p.7.
p.- S.T.E. ie P.73:also see B.F.V.dPk-rPp.pp.- •
j..- u.i'.* iiobhouse; ilia nife and-Work. lCn.,August, 1 ;$),
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nature of sensation. Stout held that the sensation is an object

but it is at psychical in nature and probably Alexander held it

to be physical. Stout wrote;

"i feel impelled to write something on the point you raised
at our last meeting. You urged that sensations are objects
as ii this wexe a fact 1 had overlooked or denied, as if it
made some vital diiuerence to ay position. Thi^ x cannot admit.
The issue uetween us is, x am inclined to-think, mainly verbal."

The issue, of course, was not verbal as the subsequent events

p oved. rut then the subsequent events belong to the second

phase of Alexander's philosophical development, end before

we pass on no., to this phase, lot us sura arise trie philosophical

thought of Alexander, followinj Laird (1).

in the first period Alexander was interested in -hewing

the suf'xicioucy of naturalise in Ethics and in preferring

Dax-v.'inisio to Hegelianisu; in episteraology a .d in holding

a theism based on reverence ot* religious emotion ) as he

later termed it.
*

The Jocond -Thabo of 's thought:- The second phase

covers the years between 1 y01 and iThis was the period of

production Or execution in marked contrast v,ith the previous

phase of much apu.de-.work and lon^ incubation, without the

intensive ^reparation of thi. period the full blossoming of

the evolutionary n .turalium oi Alexander could not have i .n

taken place, we iiave already seen that Alexander's thought

purported to be a system oi Evolutionary latorsil.-jm, at first

in nthics and then in episteu,ology • But bo fore it could be

1 . oamuel Alexander (i' y*y^ , r#J3.A. Vol. JLAXV.P.j?o1 •

c." Fingerposts to Religion, pp. 6-7 .• - •
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applied to all the fields oi metaphysics, it needed a reformed

epistfcnology and a revolutionary ontology. A bold prcgrarre

or this nutare retired years oi speculation and indeed the

fall Philosophical vision unfolded itself for him slowly and

gradually in a plodding analysis oi' the total situation.

How much oi' realism Alexander acquired by his own

independent thinking and how much of it he owed to others*

will remain a mystery, unless the full corroo pondenca of his

early years be bro u_; .t to li_ut. 'The real reason for this is

that A1...V nler preferred to give credit to osiers for many

contributions whi«h he hiL self hud made, hut it seems fairly

sound to hold that Alexander developed his Realism, at least

in epiatemology, from Loore*s »Refutation of Idealism* (1 303).

kost probably Alexander made a start towards a realistic

episte:.olouy about August 1,04. 'This guess is based on a

letter from Bradley to Alexander. It a_ years that Alexander

had rw-iu.ested nradley for his opinion of heid. Bradley wrote:

"You will be amused to hear th~t I never read a A-age of Reid.
I su.pose ne puts things frankly. You will, I hope, go on
with your proposed essay and finish it." (Datad .August 2,i;-4)

Alexander see s to aye taken some time in finishing

his essay and probably sent a draft of it to A.I.Taylor, as

io clear from the letter <i Taylor to Alexander, dated

3ept em b cr i e th, I, u j>. Taylor wrot e:

"X was mucn uleaseu to receive the lon^ expected letter from
you, and even more to find ho* mucu solid material for
philosophical ref 1 oction it contained. .nut u can see
from wrist i. have made out that you are at work on a very
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fruitful lint; of enquiry, and X should not wonder if our
ideas in process ox time are found to converge increasingly.
X remember that Sorely complained to me at St.Louis last
year oi vhia t he called the * surrender aoore', which he
professed to find in my address there on the place of
metaphysics among the sciences."

Then again, in another letter oi June Ijjih i y06» Taylor

referred to the philosophical writings of Alexander in the

following way:

"The shtvi. ei'ul time i have kept your MS As to the
anti-Berkeleyan thesis of p.l we are Both in accord with you...''

Thus, we conclude that the Lev. Realistic thought in Alex: nder

began to take a tangible ohupe frou. the year 1y4-L

he have already said that Alexander was inspired by

Moore, but unlike Moore he was always interested in the

construction of a synoptic philoao_hy. As ^matter of fact, he
held that a philosophy proper should be x systematic and

synoptic, (I) Hie philosophy developed through his epistem-

olojy in the following way.

The realistic epistenology oi Alexander was no doubt

influenced by koore, but It was greatly modified by his

psychology and this psychology in turn was based on the

teachings of ward and Stout. In his realism he started

with a complete dualism ox the knowing process and the known

object. This w>s in diametrical opposition to the them

prevailing idealistic epistenology. In un ideaiiatio epist-

emology the self or ego is exalted to the rank of a law-giver

I. s.hat is rhiiosopiiy; Or, XhilOo©phy and Science *,pp. /,
• This worx is ox ip p ^os and was written about 1c?2»
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to things, -■—-—co ue a Eeaaa;& of reality. The anti-idealistic

reaction, which was ytheriuforce in Alcxi.ai.der, tended to

dethrone mind. If the idealists subjeotiviaed things and the

knowledge or their., thenAiexunder objectivised knowledge to

its extreme, mvery oeject of xiiO».lwu^e, ■ according to him,
»

is non-mental# Lven iiu jeu, ideas an. thoughta are non-mental*

This theory of pan-ob jectiviam brought hin face to face with

the p oblems ox tae *uai in c eme ruber inj and of self-knowledge,

his theory or the _■ t in reme^ buriny brought him in contact

with the analogous teac riy of B-.r^son, and, Carr and

Alexander had correspondeiioe in regard Co it in the first

smarter oi tyl2. Concerning 'self«v Alexander hcl.t that it
conic be 'enjoyed', but it oOu-ld noc be known, (I). This

let to the denial or Introspection in the real sense of the

term, and brou^nt him Very near to behaviourism, socially
that of Holt, However, Alexander never denied the reality

oi' mind or imporWj.ee in the vast democracy of things. Bat

he coaid not fully ir lance his acceptance and rejection of the

pre-eminence of mind and thi . has vitiated his whole philosophy.

In his epistemolojy, he diu not accord a.uy hi^h place to mind,

and rejarded it as a Lxin^ lixe aj i ocuer tilings. But in his

axioloyy mind has been yiven the place oi the creator of values.

But, than -yuiii, in his ontolojy and theology mind h-a been

denied its share of importance,

the ins is tenoe or Alexander on tie objectivity of the

varying aansa .-ud tu« reality or the past necessi tlted & new

approach to the problem of Space cunl Time. Later on, for him,
i .This doctrine 01 Alexander obly verbally Fesemblea the
•idealist!" n t .' *• " the knower oanuot be known.

■* dr. n.tr.uitoxire,«,n,S, t/of.i.pp.o-^-io.
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the mathematicians and the physicists had developed the theory

of relativity which made time the foorta dimension of dpace.

Always on the lookout for contributions fror, the scie- cos with

whion to fertilize philosophy, he trunsfox'med the theory of

the mathematical physics into his metaphysical theory of

Space-Time. with the development of the notion of Space-time,
as the ultii„ste stuff out of wnicu everything h .s come, the

IJaiuralisn of Alexu&der reachel its fin-, 1 consummation. Iiis

fall philosophic.-1 vision was completed by September, 1 > 14• (I )

in the secend period Alexander wrote u number of lengthy

papers in the i'roaet&ingEi oi tne Aristotelian Society, Vols,

viii-xi (l,ue-n ); kUUD 1/t.c-ip BhlTioxi JOU&uAL 01 BBYCnOLOGY
1 yl i , Hut fivOGnPijjij^Gt) Oj? ixLui Bni'iioji iiuADiiihY t y 14- and also

some papers for popular consumption in the Jo urns-.1 of

Education I/O?, GLljGOw HxaaLD ];, ] u and Hibbert Journal r/';-1G

Apax* t frou- these patera he wrote a smell book on '$*ocke' in

1/Oe, which w<.»s very favourably received by the experts. She

thoroughness with ..hick Alexander wrestled with his original

contributions to new healism made him a prominent thinker, and

as sucii ite was anointed a Giflord lecturer in 115 in Glasgow.

He delivered his Gifford lectures in the year 1 > 1'/ and 1, 18,

and published them in the famous boox BrACE^TIkE ADD DEITY in

1^20. The book since then has become an object of deep

interest to not a few lovers of philosophy. Laird has called

1 . This is clear from the dating of the draft of 'Deity'.



it 1 the boldest adventare in detailed speculative metaphysics

atte pted in a,, ^rand a maimer by an mn^liah writer between

1 655 and 1>20*• ( i ). Alcxandec hi... sell had thou ;ht

that his philosophy was deatineu to be the philosophy of the

future. (._)• In a •■■ay certainly, he has jonc beyond both

Realism and idealism, and his philosophy has much thought for

the future. However, towards the end of his philosophical

career, he thought that nobody read him and tir.t he has only

prepared the way for whitehead 10 come on the stu^e.

The i.-uhlication of h-tAGx, ASh DalTY closed the second

phase of Alexander*u jptculation. There were many com ents

and adverse criticisms aionj wita deep appreciation of the work.

He xUblioly replied only 10 broad and Stout in of 1>21 and

1 -respectively, he put fortn nis position finally in the

preface to the second impression 01 the book in \ >27. His work

remained an 'ingredient in the philosophica1 ferment of the day*

for .it least a decade.
0

Alexander •• nr. Spinosa:-

Alexander himself pointed out that his doctrine of

hnjoyment broujht him to Spinosa.(3). But certainly there are

many other Spinoaistic doctrines waich are found in the

philosophy of Alexander. The identity of the brain-prOoesses

and mind, the conative nature ox the mental processes,pleasure-

pain as vital processes, the artificialities of values, the

'( . r.L.l. p.61: also P.b.A.
2 • Stout ;G;P. PxlaD. 1>40P.1. • •
3.- S.T.D. 1. -rref.,ce to Hew Impression pp.xv-xvi.



all-compreiiensiveneas and adequacy ox naturalism, the doctrine

of niyas, and so on, can be traced to Spinozisin. riven the

doc trine 01 God as the whole universe straining towards deity,

has been thought to be Spinozistic by in ebb. (1) Of course, the

denial ox any real reciprocity on the pn#t of God in answer to

worship is Spinoziatie. Indeed, Alexander did not leave his

readers merely guessing, for he wrote five essays on Spinoza,

elaborating his philosophy as an emendation of Spinozism, In

'Spinoza and x'ime* (I >21) Alexander t .led to show sorre of the

changes which would follow if Spinoza, instead of 'mind* had

introduced 'tine' in his doctrines of attributes.(2)• In many

ways this work is important, for it convincingly shows that

Alexander's own philosophy is really Spines!atic, if not in

actual execution then at least in spirit. The m-jor difference

between Spinoza and Alexander is thut one i- static in his

conception of the ultimate^ and the other is dynamic.(*) But in
the end the Space-lime matrix of Alexander is as blank and

empty as the Substance of Spinoza. Again, as Spinoza tried to

include the things of our daily life under the theory of modes,

and yet declared them to be mere appearances, fox- they "nave

no reality of their own; similarly, Alexander tried to do

justice to novelty, creativity and the Aualitative entities of

our experience under the doc trine of 'emergence*, and yet deniec

them reality a* declaring then to be mere acducats in the

1. Church quarterly Review.
2.- See the hint of this relationship in S.B.D.I. P.J42.
p. Alexander uid note that Spinoza's syatan -was -not static,
but he thougnt that 'lime uas seen slipped into ^tension out
of the undefined activity of God'. (f,n.f. $,j5y)
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circumambient ocean ox iipaoe-iime. j&'or these joints of close

resemblance AltXc.n&er has been called the Spinoza ox the 20th

century, as uhitehead has be«,n called the Leibniz. (I).

Alexander hit.soli said' ix they ascribe on my cinerary urn

.rrrvlt cat: brine '/.a. 1 am well content'. (1), and thus was proud

to be called Spinozistie O).

In 'Spinoza : An Address' Oyc'/), he pointed oat that the

n. turali&m of Spinos-* was & blend oi* science and philosophy,

and yet tnis naturalism had room foe values and God. She same

theme was repeated in 'lessons from Spinoza' (1 jZ'j), In a very

short article called 'Spinoza and Philoeophy^of Religion' (1933)

Alexander ^ave the clearest account ox his^theolojy. Only in
'Spinoza* (i>33) Alexander remdincd content uitn the exposition

of Splnosa done.

Third Phase:-

After publishing his S.,:;oe. lime nw.i Deity Alexander felt

that his iLujo..- contributions to philosophy were over. In the

third period he busied hi. self with the problem of 'Value*. J.o

doubt he had devoted some tu pa^es to this problem in SPACE,

ILu^ Anii but he dwelt almost exclusively to it in the

last phase oi his philosophical career. 'Art and material* was

the first important leotare at Liuiohester on Aesthetics, and in

\yj] he concentrated on the psyouolo^y of artistry in 'Art and

Instinct*, many other similar articles followed and finally

f. hi to I tie, A.b. *maways in xhiloeoi.hy'. :.1A.
2»i.xi.Xj. p.y5i*>" 5• • ■ -*"l* P• 50^•
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he put down Lis findings about Aesthetics in a booh called

BLAJff Oi'iaiia iLa uu ViaLU^ in i . itven afterwards

Alexander continued to contribute to lie ihiloso^hieul thought

all. oat till hi a end. his lust contribution v. as "The Objectiv¬

ity of Value' in the IXth international Congress of Philosophy,

Vol. X. 1^37.

^■aOia-uh Aouh.

-ah T X—^uiilo^u-f-xiX* 1i'.l^j xx*..lxii XXxGrlijXiXLGrO oi i-wL-TLii -A.XjX*-1-1 «

tie have already seen tuat Alexander favoured British

Bmpirioism ug&inat the aeo-iunitinnism or Oxford. The Oxford

Idealism, according to him, as we said, was based on the doctrin¬

es of a timeless ego, and the eternal categories. Hence, in

order to undermine the foundation of the Ifco-Kantianism, he

tried to oppose its apriorism on the basis of British Xmpirio-

ism. nut he also knew that mere hearkening back to -Locke,

Berkeley and Hume would not do. At least the history of

British philosophy had shown to aim that the scepticism of Home

was the logical outcome ox Axe xm.pixie ism ox Locke and certainly

nobody oan finally ros^ in scepticism, io doubt Home was

logically consistent wita his empirical premises, but scepticism

has to be rejected for it does not do Justice to all the demands

of life. (i). Alexander did not accept the scepticism of Hume

either. He thought, as v.e sav, that Darwinism was the real

V. xhilosc.ay and Biology, p./.
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answer go the scepticism ox Hum , (i). But did that mean the

acceptance of the involutional nc piricism of Spenoer? ho.

Alexander considered tne letter's aposteriori ex*l .nation

ox the categories to ho unsatisfactory,(p), for it appeared

to him to he based on the unproven theory of the transmission

djf the acquired traits T bo he preferred to jo "bach to

Darwin uimseif. (4). Alexander argued that if the categories

cannot he derived from experience of an individual then they

cannot he derived from tne transmission of the acquired

knowledge (>;. If Space, Dumber were not aleeady in reality,

they could not he explained in terms of subjective experience

at all, whetner of the individual o the race. He expressed

it thus; '...how coala experiences which were not themselves
spatial or-numerical, no matter from how many generations they
were inherited, come to feel or look like space or number?"(6)

Besides, Alexander hi.; not j-.iu.r e tne belief of Spencer that

with the advancement of hum.an society, the aen.-e of moral

'ought' will disappear, no doubt for Alexander, the moral

'ought* was a fact, but it was a fact of higher order and

will continue to remain with the existence of the higher order.

Finally, Alexander rejected Spencer's involutional empiricism

on the theological ground too, considering the worship of the

Unknowable a mere deification oi ignorance, (i)

f. -;.p. ,.o. Vol.u. t .c.-iLrhPOn £ .A hetaphyeieal Shetch,p.<?.
3.- On the A-priori.p.*4.'Philosophy and Biology.p.23.
5.- On the A-.priori.*p.'3.'alao«-axetaphyslo:.»l Sketch' (• l/oy) p.^
6.- S.J.D.I. 333.' See Use 'On the A-priori' p.p.
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Though Alexander rejected the evolutional Empiricism of

Spenoer, he accepted the spirit of it. This spirit in philos¬

ophy meant the acceptance of Naturalism on a vast scale. It

meant for him the weaving together in a sys tern the many-

scattered conclusions of different sciences. He regarded

philosophy us a synoptic science and wrote thus;

"Philosophy combines with those of biological sol nee, of
psychology, of ethics, of the science of religion, of art,of
politics, and puts them in their connection with one another.
It embraces all tue world of nature and of human interests.,

(1)
Thus, the very early bias of Alexander was for some sort of

a naturalistic metaphysics in v.nicn all that is valuable in

experience could be given a proper plaoe.

Believing in a constructive thought, he found mere

polemic irritating and ttninstrucfcive. (p). "Of criticism",
he wrote, "we have had enough and more than enough. It must
end somewhere". (4)

0

The tasx of the philosophers, he believed, is to invent

contrivances for seeing all things aright, and the argument

is to be used for putting the reader into a position from which

this vision can be had. (5) As such he preferred an outflank¬

ing movement to a frontal attack upon the citadel of idealism—

a movement which ultimately assumed the formidable shape of

Evolutionary Naturalism in BIaCE, TILE AND DxlTY,
THE 10In TB OF jiXiduX DioA&REEmiaT *«iTii Xl)naU»I3kj- Even when

Alexander disagreed with idealism, he regarded it as the most

1. The Oxford kagazine, June 6,leoe.P.41p.
2 • What is Philosophy.p.7 • also see - 'Philosophy and Biology' -

•

p.y. later he emphasized the role of physios and mathematics
B.-T.-D.ll.p.jig.

p. m.-o.-i.- p.-ix; S.T.D.l.p.xxvi; r.A.S. 1.1e>0.p.57.
4.' The -Oxford kagazine.kay 2 I , iepU.p.^paDol.r.- also P.L.P.

p.11. B.F.V. P. U64
5. MIND* Vols xxi.- p.l. i.L.P. P.573.

'

rilNb im'iii-m?
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important speculation of the time. For this reason many

elements of Alexander's philosophy can be traced to idealism

and this was noted by his well-known idealist contemporaries

Bradley and Bosanuuet. Indeed, Bosaniuet in hi3 'Contemporary

ihilosophy' regarded Alexander's philosophy as closer to

idealism than that of the Reo-idealists, (<_) and looked upon

his neo-realiam as having 'the greatest sympathy with

idealism', (p). nradley too, noticed that Alexander's deity
. »

as a quality higher than mind was something like the Absolute

of idealism.(4). Alexander in his 'Basis of Realism* himself
» »

accepted the view that his neo-realism had no truck with

materialism and was in fact nearer to the Objective type of

idealism of Boaanquet (j>)« But in the end idealism and
#

Alexander's philosophy remain opposed. Bet us see the points

of disagreement as they appeared to Alexander. Alexander did

not write anything directly against idealism, but he came to

voice his disagreement in a fev« articles and in several reviews

of books to whica *.e have already referred.
*

Firstly, he questioned the idealistic vwnet that isiature

is notuing but a manifestation of an Absolute kind. How can

Spirit, asked Alexander, divest itself of its own spirituality

so as to appear as nature, -—a something iUite opposed to it?
(6}

This question is pertinent, for Alexander pointed out that

2. rw6l-6a. p. Ibid.pp. i r/,/17,/5rr
4.- F.-k.F. P.6V. ' 1?M. P.piv.
(ii klBB. 'P»6e;> ' ' * *
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external nature is not all like our states of consciousness (j).

Then, again, what is the ne«d for the Infinite Thought to

reproduce itself in unspiritual things? (._) Unless these

Questions be answered, he said, idealism would appear as a form

of mystieian, which blocks the way of true enquiry.

Then, again, closely allied to it is the problem of the

nature of the Absolute Mind itself. According to Alexander

the concept of an Absolute kind has been derived from the

doctrine of the Transcendental Self of kant and very early he

luestioned the validity of so doing. "I know what my self is
as a complex of mental states which occur in time, and which
form a unity. But what is this transcendental self, upon
which the whole Kantian theory depends? what does it explain
that the empirical self does not explain?" (3}

As this theory of the Absolute kind was based on the

doctrine of a timeless ego involved in every case of knowledge,

so Alexander took the very first opportunity of rejecting the

existence 01 this ♦timeless ego' and declared it to be a mere

assumption (4).

"A mind whicn can perform processes independent of things
and whose forms are wider than the reality, is, at bottom,
a mind whicu is in time, not above time". (5)

*

The mind or ego involved in knowledge, then, is no more unique

than any other thing of our experience. (6). Of course, self-

consciousness is important, but there need be no mystery

about it, for there are analogies of this at the lower levels

too.

i. The oxford magazine lbb4 P.ayp.
4kUSD I v_ o 5 P • 6^4
p.- The Oxford Magazine June 6 lube.p.41 6 Col. i-^. Bote also his

recommendation of dispensing with'Hegel's-Absolute Mind
with its oreativeness. 4.I.A.3. l.looo^l.lb.

j?. The Oxford Magazine may ^bkiob4.p.2/b. * •
l.A.S.l.lbbb P.io: also Tiio ACkDrMY May 4,1bby.P.2^o. see alee
his-later re-aflirmation of it in tue HlBTOnlCITY OF-TIIIBGS
P. 14.



"The mere ability to feel oar bodies with oar hands, or, what
is still more striding, to feel one hand with the other, is an
instance in point." (I)

From thoughts like these as his starting points, Alexander was

able to construct his naturalism in which value could be found

at all stages and mind could be shown to be as spatio-temporal

as a table or chair is.

His second point of criticism against idealism was that

it does not take time seriously, in the dialectic, Alexander

said, though we talk about ohunge, it is merely ideal change;

and we really ignore the real history of evolutionary changes;

".....dialectic is the process by which one idea logically
leads -on to the higher idea which is implicit in it and is its
truth, .evolution is a history of a process in time: dialectic
is a history of ideas which form a process not in time. (2)

«e do not know how much of this criticism Alexander had

derived from Seth*s *Hegelianism aud Personality* which he had

reviewed, for Seth had criticised Hegel for his neglecting

time, (j) She thing is that for Alexander philosophy should
m

take account of the scientific development and at that time

this meant takin^ evolution seriously, which in turn meant talcing
time seriously and this is clear from what Webb has written:

"The application of the idea of evolution to the social and
cultural life ,,f humanity had much to do with the creation in
the nineteenth century of a new historical sense." (4)

Therefore, not, to take history seriously meant for Alexander to

be going against the scientific spirit of the time, and he

wrote:

T. iiis may 4.ibid, p.iyb. col.p
2.' mlh'D itc.6 p.^loj also see -a.T.'D.l.pp.20j>n#2ii7n; The histor-

• icity of uhings.-p.il; The AG-alnifeY Ibid.p.2^8#
3. Hegeli nism and Fersonalilyr.pp.15^, 1 6U;l'/w, 1
4. Religion and the Thought of •To-day. p.4U.
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•

"Philosophy was then, and after Lotsse, is still, in a state of
anarchy. She purely idealistic philosophy seems to have over¬
reached -itself, and especially in its view of nature it shocks
the scientific habits of the time; ..." (1)

In the fxnal analysis oi' things the difference between

idealism and Alexander is this, that, according to Alexander

time is une feature of reality itself, but, according to

idealism, time is a feature in reality as a whole, but it is

not true of the Absolute s.hole.

Further, there is the third point of disagreement,and

this lies in Alexander's opposition to the a-prioriam of

idealism, and he devoted muc^ of his energy to this subject

in the early part oi his philosophical career. s<e have already

referred to his opposition to the apriori doctrine of time.

But, a-priorism was most clearly upheld and argued for by

Green in his PEQLEGQmnLa 20 ETHICS and TUB PRINCIPLES OF

POLITICAL OBLIGATION, that is, in the domain of Ethics and

Politics. Alexander, therefore, sought to combat a-prioris© by

the analysis of 'ought*, alon0 the line of his Evolutionary

naturalism, in his book UGAAL QLtDnh iu»D PnOGRESB and also in

several papers and symposia. Against Bidgwiok, Auirhead and
0

Stout, in the symposium, "is the distinction between 'Is* and

'ought* ultimate or Irreducible?", Alexander held that OUGHT

can be reduced to IB. I£e opened the symposium thus;

1. The oxford magazine, iou4 p.,..'/6. also P.L.P. p.i'/n. and
• the Historicity of Things.p*11. • Later whitehead too agreed
wita Alexander in regarding -idealism as out of tune with
scientific development (Science and the modern World p. 1/3)
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"X intend to support that reduction of 'ought* to a species of
* i3 *, 'on the lines oi scientific thought*, which kr. kuirhead
has declared to be naive, and rrofeasor Bidgwick has declared
to 'eviscerate ethical thought of its essential importance and
interest*." (i)

There is a distinction between fact and ideas, according to

Alexander, but ideal too is u fact though of higher order and

is in direct continuity with ail otuer natural facts. Hence

the distinction between them is of the same order as the

distinction between red and green, or between an apple and a

rose, (2) But a fuller idea of Alexander's opposition to

a-priorism is found in his Bthics, presented in kCKAL CkDBR

Ahl) 1B.QGR.cBG• However, this position of a-priorism will be

better appreciated if we have a brief sketch of the philosophy

of Bradley, nosanpuet and Green. But before we take it up
*

there iB one more point which may be briefly mentioned.

idealism, according to Alexander, does not satisfactorily

explain the relation between the individu-ls and the Absolute

kind, "we want to see how the consciousness of the Supreme

Being is reproduced in them", said Alexander, "To this we

find no answer*: nor is it easy to see how we should", (3)

According to Alexaiider, the all-inclu.sive whole of idealism

absorbs, transforms, transmutes and destroys the relative

self-existence of finite parts. But his realism is supposed

to retain and safeguard the relative self-existence of

individuals.(4). This point of difference assumed a great
» »

. ■ 5^ ,

1 .l.A.S. Vol 11. lo>a-/4.p.1oo; see also p. 6 of 'Summary' .
2. The Idea of V.-lue. klBB lb>2 PP.3674U7.33 -lectures-e»

Value»
3. The Oxford magazine 1ce4 P.<->3 Col.1-2
4.* l.B.A. i^i4 PP.31 i,3l2. B.i.B.l.pp.'34o-p4'/ 11.P.36?
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importance in hie subsequent ontology and theology. However,
the real opposition between Alexander and idealism is one of

temper. For Alexander Time keeps on producing changes ad

infinitum, and really ends in some ,.ort of voluntaristic

metaphysics^ very much similar to that of Bergsoni«~nism.

But ioi: idealism the. changes and histories are mere chapters

whion reveal the nature of the Absolute reality.(I)

»e will find that in the long run the real difference

between Alexander una Absolutism lies in the idea of the

unity of the universe. For Absolutism the universe is

ultimately a unity, an all- inclusive, all-harmonious sentient

experience, in Alexander's metaphysics of Space-Time there

is no such ultimate whole una the universe is an open

universe. According to idealism there is creative advance

in Hature from matter to life and mind, but this is possible

because of the presence of the Absolute Reality, which is not

leas but more than mind. However, according to Alexander,

Space-lime, the Absolute Reality, is infra-rational. But,

being a dynamic reality, it oy itself keeps on creating new

forma, without any rjryme or reason. Hence, even if there be

any unity in the universe it is more of an accident than an

essential feature of the universe. This ontolo^ioal difference

is more fundamental than any epistemologioal difference between

Alexander and idealism. Hence, we can no longer postpone a

brief exposition ox idealism with which Alexander came to be

jq By 'Voluntarism' is meant here that 'blind impulse* is the
real in nature. This notion has been used in the tradition of
thought of Schopenhauer axid liar Unaan.

1 .Bosanquet ,B. 'Contemporary xhiioso^hy1 p. 1 >-u
•Bradley, F.H. 'Assays on Truth and Reality' pp.46c-46p.
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Intimately connected. »»e will deal with Green, Bradley and

Bosan.iu.et only, for these are the thinkers with whom he had

to de.l most.

0 ^ C 1 ±0 M B 1 V B.

Tlim lDna-LJBk OF Stimuli.

Green was above all en ethical thinker, strongly

influenced by religious interest. he happenedto live at the

time when scientific meohunism was gaining a tremendous

influence which the traditional British Bmpirical philosophy

could not stop. Therefore, seeing bhe barrenness of native

philosophy. Green leaned heavily on German thinkers, specially

kont and Hegel. Armed with Beo-kantianiam, he hoped to oombat

the destructive influence of a materialistic scientist.

The main contention of Green can be thus summarised.

In nthios we de-1 wita what a man ought to do and what a man

ought to do is really based on what he is; and what he is, in

the last analysis, is based on his relationship with the total

universe around him. But before he can know his relationship

with the total universe in its concrete details, he must

understand what know inn- i3. Hence, epiatemology is the very

foundation of his metaphysical Bthics and he himself accepts

this position in the folio-log statement;
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"we have to return on©e more to that analysis ox' the
conditions of knowledge, which loims the basis of all
Critical philosophy, whether* called by the n-tac of kant
or no," (I)

The idealistic r.pistemolo, ,y of Greens- Green develops his

theory of knowledge very muoh on Kantian lines in the

following way. We are said to know nature, full ox objects

external to human beings. But nature is of phenomena which

are interrelated by laws, what de we mean by a phenomenon or
*

an object of nature? An object, say a table or a chair, is
a synthesis or fusion of sensory data and representative

images. »#e may accept this analysis of an object and yet

may ask, are not the different sensory data or the

representative images fuite separate successive in a series?

well, they are. 'Therefore, to have an object, *the series* has
0

to be held together in a unifying consciousness. An object to

be an object is, then, a synthesis of the manifold data held

together in a unity of oonsciouaneasp An object then is an

object for a consciousness, for a-art from a consciousness

there is no 'holding together* and without this 'holding

together* there can b© no synthesis and without this synthesis

there is no object in the proper sense.

At this stage a question may be raised. The percept

'table* huu two parts, namely, its esse or being cold its other

aspect of being known or pcreipi., we may grant that the object

owes its rercjpi to the mind but does the Esse of the object

ulso depend on the mind? Here Green would retort, what do you

J. Prolegomena of" mthics.p.11. Un bhhJblsia of such statements
* many realists have t-ken idealism to be based on
episteniology#
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mean by the esse of the table apart from its percipl? Do you

mean its various sensory data of colour, touch, smell etc.,

which constitute the table? Well, even colour to be colour

has its separate qualities of extensity, intensity etc., and

all these successive elements hay® to be synthesis©! to get

the sensation of colour. Thus, not oven a sensation is a

sensation without the synthesising consciousness.
*

We may accept this position and yet may hold that the

object as constituted by the relating consciousness is a

mere phenomenon and Underlying this there is a Uing-an-sich.

This was the position of ivant, according to which understand-

ing makes nature out of the materials it does not make

('macht zwar dor Verstand die Bntur, aber er schafft sie

nicht'). But there is no sense, says Green, in retaining

the concept of an unknowable and unintelligible something

dangling before us, a prospect ox ultimate nescience. For

Green, then, an object is what an understanding makes it, and

behind this object so ma.e by the understanding there is no

hidden 'it', no thing~in-.itself, which, to use Berkeley's

phrase, is a grandeur of an empty name. Thus, for Green, any

object, matter and motion,

•just so far as known, consist in or ar« determined by,
relations between the objects of that connected consciousness
which we call experience*.(1).

Let us further analyse what we mean by &u object

constituted by a relating consciousness^ Every object ia but

a series of events, either in the form of preseatative sensat-

1. BrolegOxenu to Ethics p.13.
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ions or preventative sensations supplemented with representa¬

tive factors. But, as noted earlier, the discrete elements

have to be held to-gether in a series by a relating

consciousness. This relating consciousness by itself oannot
»

be a passing event for- otn^rwise it will not be able to hold

the series of the discrete elements in a unity at ail. In

this lies the uniqueness of the relating consciousness.

•Ho one and no number of u series of a related event can

be the consciousness of the series as related*. (1)

it oannot be simply one item of the series eitner, for it

is one which is present from the first to the Inst item

of the series. Hor can it be the product of the whole series,
for it must precede the series as well. It cannot be the

product of the immediately earlier series, for at th . time of

relating the discrete items a, b, c, etc., we have no

knowledge of <.ny earlier series from which it might have come.
(a)

fhua, in all knowledge we xxuve to relate the passing events

by a relating consciousness, which is not itself a passing

event at all. Hence, the relating consciousness is not a

natural process, for every natural phenomenon is a series of

change. But within a relating consciousness so far as it is

relating a series, there can be no change - there is no lapse

of time, however minute, no antecedence or consequence. (3)

Of course, the human consciousness does grow in time.

Our knowledge, for example, of ve lous theorems is acquired

successively, but our apprehension of them so far as it

forms certain knowledge has no succession in it. (4).

TTl'bid. sea.i(j p.'Jw' d» ibid. sec', i'/ & 1b.
3.rbid"secp/ p.6d 4vlbid. -sec. -36*
4 .IbidB- sec . 3-f-jMrf ....
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"The attainment of the knowledge, again, as an occurrence in
the individual's history, u transition from one state of
consciousness to another, may properly be called a phenomenon;
but not so the consciousness itself of relations o-^ related
facts not so the relations and related facts present
to consciousness in which the knowledge consists"•(1)

Thus the numun mind participates in two natures, namely,
in a natural or phenomenal state so far as it grows and

develops and yet, again, it has an eternal nature so far as

it shows an a-temporal relating consciousness in the formation

of knowledge of nature and objects. xio<. what can be the

ultimate nature oi this kind or mind participating in two

realms? ».e have to ouserve anotner point before we can

answer tnis. Objects, to be objects, as we have seen, require

to be related in a timeless consciousness, Hence, nature, as

the scientist presupposes it, also requires to be sustained

in an all-embracing, all-relating: consciousness. If the
fob.

scientist is not.baffled in his attempt to unravel the
A

mysteries of nature, he is to suppose that nature is bound by

unalterable, eternal relations. The objects made by human
»

understanding are not eternally sustained oy it. The human

mind simply finds them, they do exist before and independent

of the numan mind* Therefore, the whole or nature, as /{iven

to the scientist and as really exiatxnr. presupposes an

nternal kind in whose relatino consciousness Mature is

permanently sustained. The human mind then in making and.
understanding nature simply recapitulates and reproduces the

mternal kind. U). Thus, the human mind through its temporal

TV Ibid. sec. 57. p. 6lV
p.- Prolegomena to Hthioa, sec.bO-64.
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process is only realising an eternal plan. The lo^io of the

knowledge-situation requires us further to hold that universal

consciousness, which is not in time and which has no histoyy,

yet carries on a gradual process of self-manifestation which

is in time and which has a temporal history. Green, then,

concludes thus his religio-metaphysioal belief;

"But when that which is be inj developed is itself' a self-
oonsoious subject, the end of its becoming must really exist
not merely for, but In or as, a self-conscious subject.
There must be eternally such a subject adieu is all that the
self-conscious subject, as developed in tire, has the
possibility of becoming; in which tne idea of the human
spirit, or all that it has in itself to become, is completely
realised. This consideration m&y suggest the true notion of
the spiritual relation in which we stand to God; thai, He is
not merely a Being who has made us, in the sense that we
exist as an object of the divine oonsoijusness in the same
way in which we must suppose the system of nature so to exist,
but that he is a be in,, in whom we eu.ist; with whom in
principle we are one; with whom the human spirit is identical,
in the sense that He is all which the human spirit is capable
of becoming". (1)

Though Green argues for the existence of a single, all-

embracing divine kind, he is not a pantheist. Just us the

human subject unifies the various data of sensation into an

object without destroyiag its several!ty, so tne divine mind

expresses itself thoough the plurality of human subjects.(2)

"It is the very essence of the doctrine above advanced
that the divine p inciple", says Green, "which we suppose
to be reuxising itself in man, should be supposed to
realise itself in persons, as such". (>)

THE IDnALlBTiC JkUKAn THBCUif 01' GHBBfl;- Just as an analysis

of knowledge has shown the reality of an all-embracing, all-

1. Ibid# 360. ic'j p#1?7-1>b x# Ibid, sec, 62b p.68
p.* Ibid.- sec.'itB .p. >^1 . Bee also Fairbnotner,w.H. •«Green

- and his Critics*-. f.A.S. Vcl.e. ic>'2-/4 yp.>y-h;fc.
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relating kind, so a groger analysis of the moral situation

also points out to the same principle at work:* Only ,e have

to start here from Ou.r inward life as to what happens to us

in a concrete mox*al situation, for;

"it remains the case that self-reflection is the only
possible method ox learning what is the inner man or mind
that our action ewx-reaaes; in other words, what that action
really is. Judgments so arrived at must be the point of
departure-for all inquiry into processes by which our actual
moral nature may have been reached, and into links of
connection between it and that of animals ot erwise endowed" (1 )

In explaining knowledge, Green argued the presence of an

eternal self* In like manner, he says, we have to distinguish

between mere w<*nt and the consciousness of a wanted object,—

between an impulse to satisfy a want and an effort for the

realisation of the idea of an object. This distinction (implies

the presence of' the want to a subject which distinguishes itself

from it and is constant throughout successive stages of the

wont*.(2) ho doubt, at various times there are several desire

like a desire of Ooiu0 to « cinema show and another desire for

study or a purely natural desire for food and drink. But

these various impulses do not become real motives of our

voluntary action ee long as we uo not form an idea of the

end in our own aelf-conscicusness. There must be a self which

compares various wants in a concrete setting and then chooses

one of them. This self then distinguishes itself from a want

l.lbid. sec ^4.p.//-yo. Alexander too, following Descartes,
Green and other xde^iiats accepts the strategic position of
•self' for revealing the nature of heality, but ultimately
uses this knowledge to belittle mind. See S.T.D.I.PP.8,
\y] and S.r.D.ll.ppThe historicity of Things pp.22,"24.
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and is not itself a want, when it chooses one oat of the

several competing wants. This self or ego or character which

raises mere want into a motive by its free or self-choice may

contain a historyj bat at the moment of choosing a want or an

object it becomes at different from the natural product, that

is, a natural want. If it were not so,the act will become as

fully determined by the past, as mere animal desires are

mechanically conditioned by their past antecedents. The

voluntary action, in order to be a free action, must proceed

from an ego or eaaraoter which distinguishes itself from the

various competing animal desires of the moment.

"This constitutes an act of will; whicu igjthus always free,
not in the sense of being undetermined by a motive, but in the
sense that tne motive lies in the buj himself, that he makes
it and is aware of doing so, »»(?)

j • * * »

Jsiow we may trace the origin of this self to the very

early history of an individual, but however far we may go, we

will always find this ego to be the determining factor in

moral action, bo doubt this ego becomes fuller through

education und development, but it is never absent at any

stage of moral life. If the .^cation be put, if the ego does
*

not own its origin to any natural antecedent ciroumstances,
then what la the real origin of it? The answer is that it

has no origin.

"It never begun, because it never was not. it is the
condition of there oeiii_, sucm a thing as beginning or end". (2)

Once more, chroujti the analysis of moral actions we have

1. Ibid. sec. i vc. p • t u 6 • 'c • I b i d» sec.l {4-«P. i 1 / •



com© to tii© conclusion that there is an eternal self which

freely chooses on© oat of the competing wants of life. This

eternal aelf in suax is bat a reproduction of an eternal

consciousness, not existing in time out is the very condition

of there beinj on order in time not on object of

experience, but la the very condition of taw re being an

intelligent experience. (1)

JJow the aelf chooses a desire for an 'object because it

will lead to the satisfaction ox its interests. Hence, the

standard of moral judgment lies in the complete satisfaction

or fulfilment ox the self* Ihi... self to b© realised includes

not only its ov-n Interests but alto those interests which it

has for others in society. 3elf-fuIfilment, then, leads the

individual to u full-orbed life in a sodbty, re .a!ting in a

harmonious satisfaction of all its competing impulses,

allowing otnera too, to devslop themselves in the same way.(2).

"The man cannot contemplate hit.,self as xn a better state,
or on the way to the best, without contemplating others,
not merely us a tue*aia to that better state, but as sharing
it with him." (>)

Goaded on by this moral ideal, a moral man engages himself

in a constant struggle for the betterment of hi.» self, both

in intention or depth as well as in extension or breadth.

The struggle will never come to an end, for it means the

complete development of all faculties in an individual as

1. Prolegomena to nthics sec. ']4.p»7?»
d.4 ibid# sec. cj)4. P#lj>a# * ' *
j># Ibid.* sec* t/>• .-p.rit. *
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well as n like develop en t in each member oi the human community

The moral good, then, is being conceived as a spiritual activity

in which all men aa moral beings should participate.

This moral ideal is not a/) Utopian dream, for without the

constraining force for betterment of social and individual

life no progress can be explained* Ultimately, then, it is

the Absolute kind which realises its potentialities through

human agents. The moral man i.-. constantly spurred on by bring

into being a state in whicu the c; pacitiea of all men are fully

realised.

"But the idea as it is in the individual man, however
indefinite and unfulfilled is a communication in germ or
principle of the idea us it is in God, add the communication
is the medium through which the idea as in God determines
the progressive development of human capacities in time". (1)

g^UTXOh SIX.

THx xiLUuOjrhY Of BhABhUY.

The philosophy of Bradley, in general, is of the game

nature as that of Green, only in it the metaphysical interest

predominates. The extremely critical end subtle analysis of

Bradley has brought many points of idealism into oicarer

relief, and there is little doubt that his acute observations

on metaphysical problems influenced Alexander considerably.

One can look upon 3BAUB, TlfcA AJD BAITY as a rejoinder to

Bradley's ABrBintAjjiGA xhl) R&jLBITY. Bor both there is only

V.' Ibid, sec.iyd p»iiU2. This notion of a constraining spiritual
force can bo-compared with the 'spirit of the whole' of
Bosanfuet and the straining niSua oi Alexander.
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one Absolute ueality, but .Bradley believed in a qualitative

Absolute, while Alexander believed in a quantitative Absolute,

For Bradley, Space and Slme are mere appearances, for they are

riddled with contradictions, but for Alexander Space-Time is

absolutely real and to the very basis of the principle of

non-contradiction. In the last analysis the Evolutionary

Naturalism of Alexander may be considered as the leftist

development of the Absolutism of Bradley,

In the manner of Berkeley and in the spirit of Green,

Bradley points out that Reality is given in our immediate

sentient experience and nothing which exists can be apart

from the sentient experience,

"Find any piece of existence, take up anything that any one
could possibly call a fact, or could in any sense assert to
have being, and then judge if it does nob consist in sentient
experience",(1)

Then again he says:

"Sentient experience, in short, is Reality, and what is not
this is not real", (a)

But the immediate sentient expei'ience, at the lowest, primary

stage in our consciousness, is a blur, with incipient

diversities, which as yet has not be«n parted by relations,(3)

However, this initial but foundational experience is not self-

contained, but it is a highly unstable equilibrium, ready to

break forth into the distinction of 'that* and *what',subject

and predicate. Reality, no doubt, is given in out sentient

1. Appearance anu neality p. i43 Und iwiition)
2.- Ibid. p.'144
3.- Alexander questioned the existence of such «. state of

• undifferentiated sentient experience. (3,5!,3),1. pp.22-23.
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experience, but it is only a fragment of the boundless Reality.

The ragged edges of this sentient experience extend in all

directions, forcing us to transcend it and complete it in yet

another wider experience. Under this compelling necessity of

transcending immediate experience in a more complete

apprehension thought emerges.

Thought at once maxea a distinction between the * that'

and 'what' of the incipient diversities contained in the

immediate experience. The 'that* becomes a subject of the

experience uud the 'what* becomes the predicate, or an

adjective of the subject. But this predicate, however exhaus¬

tive, fails to describe the subject completely. For example,
out of a sentient experience thought makes the judgment

♦this table is brown*. But •this table* has many more dualities

besides bein0 brown. In order to complete the description e
»

may pile up many mOi.e predicates, yet *this table' has an op«.,n

texture leading to so many details that no nu- .ber of predicates

or iuulifioations will exhaust it. Besides, the predicate

'brown' is an j.deal content which we have abstracted from the

given sensory experience, and this ideal content of 'brown*

connects the given sensory experience with all those things to

which the concept 'brown* is applicable. Thus, in judgment we

no doubt connect the given experience with a wider experience,

but at the same time we lose its immediacy. Bven the *thisnesa'

of the table remains an ideal content, and not the feeling of

'this table'. Hence, in order to transcend and yet to complete
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the Immediate experience thought can work only by parting the

hidden diversities of the immediate experience into subject

and predicate, substance and qualities, terms and relations*

But can thought, working through the machinery of terms and

relations, succeed in giving us the Reality?

Bradley does not question the practical usefulness of

thought, but he does question the ultimate validity of thought-

relations. For example, take the familiar distinction of

substance and attribute wh^ch we make in our daily thinking,

we say that a lump of sugar is a substance with the qualities

of sweetness, whiteness, hardness and so on. But obviously,

a lump of sugar is not mere whiteness, mere hardness etc.,

but a unity of them. But wnere is this unity, where is the

thing apart from the qualities? (!) Of course, like Locke,

we can say that the substance is an *unknov«n substratum1 f but

then, as Berkeley has shown, it does noi> satisfy us. Can we

say that substance is a mere name and *.ualities somehow exist

together? But, then, how do whiteness and hardness etc.,exist

together? How are they related? Here lies the rub. We cannot

say that sweetness is, hardness or even that sweetness has

hardness, for this involves the Question of the relation of

the predicate to the subject, and in using this we fall into

the dilemma:

"If you predicate what is different, you ascribe to the subject
what is not: and if you predicate what it not different, you
say nothing at all".(2)

m

i. Alexander tried to solve it in his own way. See S.T.D.I.pp
276-2V&- • '

. Appearance and Reality .p.go.
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Bat if we suppose that the dualities are independent of one

another, we then relate them by another relation »X*. But to

relate •X* with the iuulities we need another relation 'X1',
for U» is as much different from the qualities as the

dualities are found to be difierent from one another. There¬

fore, this expedient will lead to the infinite labyrinth of

relations without relating the uualities at all.

Hence, the distinction of substance and dualities is

only a convenient device, a practical compromise: in daily-

life most neoessary, but in the end is found to be most

indefensible. But surely, it will be said that the qualities

are related to the mind and the mind also relates the dualities.

But, is this possible? Is it consistent enough?

qualities, such as sweetness or even extension etc., are

certainly perceived by the mind and without their relation to

consciousness they do not exist. On the other hand, a

consciousness in order to be confer oneness must be conscious

of some dualities. Thus, there can be no qualities without

the relation and obviously, there o&n be no relation without

the dualities. Again, dualities in order to be dualities must

be difierent from one another, and this implies distinction,

and the distinc tion implies the presence of a relation between

them. But surely the dualities must be there to be related.

Hence, the dualities must _be and must also be related, and these

two demands are discrepant.
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Similurly, a relation, without terms to relate is

unintelligible. The iUestion arises, how are the relations

-elated to the terms"? If the relations have nothing to do

with the terms, then certainly they cannot relate them; and,

if they are connected with the teas, then certainly they

have to be related to the t -rms ey a set of' new relations.

So we are hurried on into an endless process. "The links

are united by a link, and this bond of union is a link which

also has two ends; and these ruaaire each a fresh link to

connect them with the old." (i)

Let us apply tuis observation about terms and relations

to Space and Time, for they have been taken to be the fund¬

amental matrix of the world by Alexander. According to

Bradley, 3±<ace and Time are riddled witu contradiction. Let
us take Space. B^ace is a rela„ion and yet it cannot be a

relation, for there must be some ^u<-lity or substance in which

a relation inheres. Then, again, it cannot be a substance,

for it consists of parts and eaoh part itself must consist

of other parts, and so on.

"Space is essentially a relation of what vanishes into
relations, which seek in vain for their terms. It is lengths
of lengths of ¥¥— nothing that v,e can find", (a)

Similarly, Time must be a relation arid yet it is not a

mere relation, if Time is a relation between durationless

units, then the whole time has no duration. And, if the whole

I ; ibid, p.yy Alexander criticised this view of Bradley about
terms add relations in S.T.D.le He retorted; "If
it (relation) really relates,- it relates; by itself and
without the interposition of a fresh relation". (S.T.D.l.p.2j>6)
2. Appearance and Heality. p.p7* ...
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time is a duration, then its units also must have duration,

and as such eease to be units.

Thus, we find that thought can work only through the

distinctions oi* substance ana attribute, dualities and relations

space and time, primary and secondary dualities eto.^ All these
forms of distinctions may be conveniently reduced to the

distinction of terms and relations. Hence, we find that

thought can work only through the machinery of terms and

relations, but when we try to understand their inter-relation-

ship.then we find them riddled with contradiction. But no

self-contradictory experience can yield reality and therefore,

thought cannot give us reality, but only appearance. Heality

must be such as can satisfy the intellect at least, and so far

we have seen thought has not proved to be self-consistent.

But what about the certainly of the self, of moral goodness

and of religious experience? They are certainly taken to be

real, and before the, are declared to be appearance we have to

exai ine their claim to reality or self-consistency.

In our unrefleotive mood we think that we are selves and

everyone of us is puite aire of hit. existence. Descartes, of

course, wrongly thought that the self-certainty is found in

our serious thinking too. But for all practical purposes

self-certainty may be accepted. However, the guestion is, in

what sense is the self to be taken as real?

At the outset we can say that if the self is known by

thought according to its own machinery of subject and object,

substance and qualities etc., then as such it cannot but be an
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appearanoe, in the light of oar earlier conclusion. Bat let
as judge the issue on its own merits. Like Freud, Bradley

traces the origin of the distinction between self and not-

self to the principle of pleasure und pain. From the early

experience of 'on~ big, buzzing, blooming confusion' every

individual learns to oax-ve out the self and the not-self.

Lven on the developed level of reflection, most of the self

seems to consist of organic sensations, but, of course, it

contains much else besides, -'it will contain more or

less of whatever in the environment has not been dissociated

from itself'.(1)

gliL DlFii^vhnf itti^jjSlBCrS OF SLLF:- Can this be the self which

can be found at any one moment of an individual's life? But

this momentary self always leads to something beyond it and

therefore it cannot be the sell with which we identify

ourselves. Can we, then, tame the average mass ox what

constitutes the sell at different periods oi a man's life?

Here the average self will be constituted by a man's habits,

enduring dispositions and so on. But even this average self

is too fluctuating, and so this average self cannot be real,

"And yet, when we look at the facts, and survey the man's
3elf from the cradle to the coffin, we may be able to find
no one average".(2)

Is there then an essential self whihh remains unchanged? But

here too, the dilemma is: if the essential self can change

1. it IAD Vol.xii p.jj'/u
2• Appearance and-Reality P.79 (and edition)
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then it is not essential, and ii' it does not change, then it is

not discernible at all. The sell' cannot be regarded as a window-

leas taonnd, for its unity is sundered by diversities within it.

however, one important conception has been left out so

far, and that is the view of the self as subjeot in the knowledge

situation. But then the self as subject only cannot be said

to exist independently of the object. To regard the self as a

subject only will be na abstraction. .Besides, the self as

subject and not-self as object keep on shifting their position,
and every feature oi the self, sooner later, passes into the

not-self•(1} Hence, the self as subject alone ia difficult to

deteot* The subject-object distinction emerges only late in

an individual consciousness, and is not a primary datum. As such

no self, as subject, is really to be found.

THE MORAL Bnhl';- But it might be said that so far we have

been deulin^, with the self apart from its social setting, and

therefore it is only a partial treatment of the subject. Indeed,

our self is a social one, and every fibre of its being is

interpenetrated witn social relationship. An individual is
0

bathed in the life of the v.hole, and in the language of Hegel

is *a pulse-beat of the v/hole system, arid himself the whole

system*. But this social self is best seen in moral experience

and so let us see whether the moral self is the one for which

we have be~n vainly searching so far.

1.Alexander disputed this and pointed out that bodily self
may change its boundaries,but the real enjoyed self or
subject remains distinct from a not-self.(3,5,2,1« P.106)
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In morality we try to realise the Good and this lies

in the realisation of ui ever-deepening self, both in content

as well as extent. In simple language morality consists in

passing from its present state of inharmonious and finite

self to a deeper and fuller self from what jls to what

an ideal self should be, and perpetually the healing of the

breach between the two is sought through a future, higher

self. But as soon as we attain a higher self, a further

ideal keeps on looming ahead of it, calling for a fresh effort

to heal the breach so created, molality then aims at an

unattainable unity of what a self is, and what it should be.

She two discrepant demands are never met and therefore,

morality is condemned to its hopeless task of reaching an

absolute perfection.
m

"I'hen again, in morality there is a balancing between

the claims of the self and those of others in society, and

the two features of self-sacrifice and self-assertion are

difficult to reconcile, ho do^bt, an individual by perform¬

ing the duties in his station of life ae l.s to be fulfilling

the claims of his higher self, harmonising the discrepant

claims, in a concrete social setting, without ending up in an

abstract notion of the Good Will of Kant which really wills

nothing. But this 'station* always falls into some special,

historical social structure, and we can always visualise a

better social structure and therefore, the duties in one's

special station of life never reaches the ideal of moral demand.
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Thus, even the moral self does not reach that intelligible

unity which v,iil satisfy the intellect. Avery experience so far

seems to be oeoitoning as onward and forward to complete itself.

"Avery separate aspect of the universe, if you insist on it,
goes on to demand something higher than itself. And, like
every other appearance, goodness implies that which when
carried out, must absorb it", (1)

low morality, pressing forward for an unattainable unity seeks

it naturally in super-morality in a form of goodness which

will absorb it, namely, the religious experience. (2). But

can it do so? iio doubt out religious experience is the highest,
and we can hardly claim anything higher O), but is it a unity

unbroken by discrepant elements contained in it?

TiiA itALiGluuG ilnidmU.i^uCA;- In our religious experience we

come into com,: union with God in whom Goodness seems to have been

realised; and therefore, the pursuit of moral perfection seems

to have come to an end in God. But is this religious communion

self-consistent? Aven in the religious experience the discre¬

pancy rem ins between the divine will and finite wills. In

religious experience there is an attempt on the part of finite

selves to participate in perfection by identifying themselves

with the Perfect Self, called God. But here is the old dilemma

again* If the union is not complete, the finite self does not

become the absolute reality; and, if it is complete, then the

need for possibility of devotion also disappears. (4)

1. Ap*eux*'anoe and iveality-. P.4p6. Compare this with the 'spirit
of the whole' of Bosanuuet and the '"Ulsus' of Alexander.
g. Ibid. P.4yo; a si ATBICxu oTuDlxg PP.u34-<-i5*
ji Appearance and neality p.44?
4.- Assays on Truth and neality Pp.4_6-4ky•
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Than, again, the religious experience always implies a

relation between man and God, but this relational mode of

thought, is in itself incomplete and seas for a non-relational

whole, besides, if God, standing in relation to man, has will
0

and intelligence, then he has a personality and being sundered

by such relationships from within, becomes a finite being.

Such a finite God then v.ill tend to fall into the Absolute as

the consummation of his nature.

"If you identify the Absolute with God, that is not the God
of religion. If again you separate thee,, God becomes a finite
factor in the <ihole. And the effort of religion Is to put an
end to, and break down, this relation— -a relation which,
none the less, it essentially presupposes. Hence, short of the
Absolute, God cannot rest, and, hawin0 reached that goal, he is
lost and religion with him". (1)

AlI&ARAbCk AMI? RifallTY; - Thus we have searched all types of

knowledge given by thought and we find that all of them are

infected with contradiction and therefore they can give us

only appearance and not reality. Is then, reality unknown and

unknow&ble? This cannot be, for reality is given to us in our

immediate experience, though it is only a fragment of the whole

of reality that is so given. Then, thought does point to the

nature of reality, even when it fails to comprehend the total

details of that reality. Thus, reality must be much more than

our fragmentary immediate experience, and something more than

what relational knowledge can give ua. It must be an all-
0 '

inclusive, non-relational sentient experience, for nothing can

be outside experience itself, (i.). In this whole of all-

1. Appearance and Reality'p."447. Compare this notion with the
Seity of Alexander who is always to-morrow and who will never
be to-day.
2. Ibid. p.(44-14^.
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appropriate place, for appearance has its locus in reality,

and is not just nothing.
*

"Every flame of passion, chaste or carnal, would still burn
in the Absolute, unfuenohed and unabridged, a note absorbed
in the harmony of its higher bliss". (1)

How how are we to understand that the Absolute is real?

well, reality must be such that it will satisfy the intellect

and only that which does not contradict itself will really

satisfy the intellect. A thing contradicts itself because it

is incomplete and therefore reality must be ell-inclusive,
self-consistent experience and this is called the Absolute.

Because the Absolute is an aH-oomprehenaive experience,

therefore it will satisfy all sides of our nature, including

thought, feeling and will.

If it ib true that the Absolute includes everything, and

outside the Absolute nothing can exist, then where do errors

exist? Are they also in the Absolute? Yes, they too, are in

the Absolute. But though every appearance is in the Absolute,

it has not the same degree of reality in it. Every appearance

to bo in the Absolute Reality v*ill undergo transformation,

transmutation and merging at the final stage. The error

requires to be more completely transformed and transmuted than

the ordinary appearances of scientific and religious }cnowlec!ge.

"The reality owns the discordance and the discrepancy of
false appearance; but it possesses also much else in which
this Jarring character is swallowed up and is dissolved in
fuller harmony". U)

TTibidTTTv/z
2.• Appearance and Reality P.ly.

*
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GiiBBii ABB BibAD-aBY:- At tills stage we mast be careful not to

exaggerate the difference between Green and Bradley. It is

true that Green reduced all .knowledge and even sensation to

a mode of relational thinking and from the nature of the

synthesising ego, found in cognitive and moral experience,

argues to the existence of the Absolute. But he also points

out that the temporal and relational mode of thinking is only

an aspect of the Bternal kind. Bradley on the other hand,has

shown that through its machinery of terms and relations,

thought is necessary for practical life, but in the end it

must be hushed and silenced in the deeper harmony of the

Absolute. Besides, Bradley lays a great stress on the

immediate experience, full of incipient diversities but not

as yet parted by relations. Hence, Bradley seems to have

supplemented Green at both the extremes, namely, at the

beginning of pre-relationul experience and also at the other

end oi post-relational experience. The reality of the Absolute,

according to Bradley, is not proved directly but indirectly,

through the criticism of relational thinking. Ihus, in the

end both are Absolutist and there is difference only in their

manner of approach and in their differing emphases.

a * c 'i x u k s n n.

B0Gxj.^nrl«3 AhGUkmirf ihiUm COBTIHGikBlIA kUItDl.

Bosanuuet has much in common with Bradley, differing from

him chiefly in nis emphasis on certain aspects of Absolutism.
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By his relentless logic Bradley shows that our empirical

knowledge is shot through with contradictions and therefore,
it can give us only appearances. But thea©^appearancea are

not non- existent. They, on the contrary, point to the

existence of an all-inclusive sentient experience. (1)

Bosan>iuet lays hia emphasis on this all-inclusive whole, the

presence of which makes every experience transcend itself (2).

According to Bosan^uet, everywhere, whether it he in the life

of logic or politics or moral service or religious devotion,
we cannot find rest or self-.consistency, for the spirit of

the whole is at v*ork and presses each experience towards its
we

transcendence in a higher whole. Hence, if/want to know
0

re&lity, then this spirit of the whole is a clue to it.

"The logic-1 spirit, the tendency of parts to self-trans¬
cendence and absorption in wholes, is the birtli-impulse of
initiative, as it is the life-blood of stable existence".(3)

How let us explain and ilia, trate the effective existence of

this spirit of the whole.

Iff any philosophical reconstruction we have to rely on

thought and we have to accept what this thought has to offer.

Jtfothlng in the end is real if it does not satisfy thought.

But when we examine thought we find that it is a unifying or

universalising function of oux* experience and therefore, it

represents the very spirit of the whole. When the reality is

given to us in our perceptual experience, thought parts the

implicit diversities into its * that* and *what«, with a view

to restorigg a richer «that*.(4)
0

1 .Bogic*~rf.pp.ii<5d-234 Und edition 1311 )
2Com temporary Bhiloaophy pp.22-23, 72,1/3,204

The Principle ox Individuality and Vclue p.24
4.- Ibid. P.33
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When we say that •this table is black1, we are trying here to

go beyond the given •this table* of oar perception by clothing

it with a universal concept of 'black*. We never succeed in

recapturing the immediacy of the perceptual experience by

means of thought-relations; nonetheless, thought aims at

giving us a wider and. higher whole. (1). At this juncture we

should make a distinction between the abstract and the

concrete universale.

ABdTilACT AiiD COnCiutTiS ublV-uhoALh*- An abstract universal is one

in which we attend to the common qualities which a number of

things have in common, and we ignore their differences. For

example, we form the abstract universal concept of * triangle'

by ignoring the various sizes, colour aid. positions of

different triangles and by selecting their triangularity only,
which is common to all particular triangles. But such a

procedure leaves the concrete things behind and if we pursue

the method of finding out that which is common to all things

of our experiexxce, then we will find ourselves left with

'pure bein0*, which is really pure emptiness.(a) A oonorete

universal, on the other hand,will include the total particul¬

arity, and the other rich details of experience. It can do so,

not by explaining away the particularity but by including it in

a well integrated whole. Thus, a true universal is of the

nature of a system.

"To see the escapement wheel lying inside the watch does not
'give* me this wheel as a part of a mechanical arrangement;
to know it as a part oi such a whole I must understand it,
i.e. in my analysis, perform the synthesis of the watch as a
definite mechanical contrivance." (>)

1. logic. li.PPold,pii,>l/,peif.
g, ibid. p.p4 • 3,Logic vol.1. P./5.
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Hence, the concrete universal or true thought is always of the

nature of a system which includes the different parts in an

articulated whole. (1)

How, thought in this se2ise of strainin^ towards a whole,
as a creative nisus "bidding each hit of experience to become a

whole, is not confined to intellectual operations alonet but
is found at the levels of feeling and will, nay, it is

operative in nature and life too.(d)

"The universal—-the straining towards the whole-—is in them
as in all experience; and it is idle to deny their construct¬
ive and creative nisus the name of thinking, because it doe8
not operate through what we call gar excellence logical
language, and conceptions attached to words. The rhythm, that
completes a rhythm, the sound that with other sounds satisfied
the educated ear, the colour that is demanded by the colour-
scheme, are 1 take it, as necessary and as rational as the
conclusion of a syllogism". )

*

Similarly, in our will we draw into our orbit that which was

not there in fact and thus the self widens itself by absorbing

the not-self or an alien world.

How let us further follow thought, the straining of it

towards an ever-increasing and progressive whole, as it is

found operating on a larger canvas of nature, life and mind.
«

Hature exists independently of the human mind and here,

instead of the human mind constituting nature, it is really

nature which, becomes a condition for the evolution find suatenanc

of the human mind. Eut the important thing' is to note that

nature and mind are continuous without a break. Hature is,
in the last analysis, controlled and guided by the spirit of

the whole. This is evident fran the nature of the laws whioto

1 .Individuali ty arid Value pp.p4 ,pj?,40
Ibid. PP.^.^.^/lUe.
6, Ibid. 'p.6k. also see p.60*

•



govern her. But what is law? It is wrongly unuerstood that a

law is a class oi' similars. Really the plurality and

repetition of instances are unimportant features of a universal

law. She real view is that a law is * the expression of a

definite connection of contents within a system—— an identity
pervading a number of distinct determinations whose connection
does not lie in resemblance of the elements to one another*. (1)

For example, the law 01 gravitation is the conception of a

systematic relation between the distance and mass. Ihls, a law

shows a nexus between its parts and as such shows the spirit

of the whole towards which all the phenomena of nature seem

to be moving, in reality, the truth of the sciences lies in

the coherence of all the data of observation and thought-

constructions. hence, nature is pervaded by iha vitality of

the whole, and the totality of this wholeness is expressed

in her laws.

When we come to 'life', then we find that the spirit

of the whole is etill more articulate here. She nature of the

organism depends on the efficient functioning of its parts

and the parts as such become significant by promoting the

life of the whole organism, hat the spirit of active totality

is most clear and distinct in the operations of mind. However,

we have to note th<~i there io no break in this ever-progressive

leaping forth of mind from liie, amd of life from nature. Life,

in order to be carried foraniid into the new realm of mind, has

to undergo complications and elaborations through the laws of

natural selection, hut we have to recognise that the 'new* has

come out of the 'old1 becuuae of the efxective operation of the

spirit of the whole. (2).

1. Individuality and Value p.1 bo.Alexander criticised this view
of tie universal as a 'system' in h.f.L.l.pp -#3-2>7
a.Ibid. Pp.?o1-A,ic6
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Bosan^uet emphasizes the continuity between nature and

mind; and gives a new direction to the mind-body problem. We

find that in the cosmic evolution of matter, life and mind, the

spirit of the whole, is the niaus which carries the stream

higher than its source. Here we find that the lower levels

are the preconditions of the higher, nay, the higher is the

making explicit of the mute history of the earlier peocesses.

In this sense, mind is the meaning of the functioning of the

body, Mind is simply the articulation of the hidden striving

of nature and life, and is an entity supervenient ovt,r these

lower forms.

"But in general principle 1 answer stubbornly that I cannot
see why consciousness, being conceived as the determinate
working of a world of content, though gifted with a peculiar
unity, a nisus towards totality, which can only be noted and
not explained, should not be the meaning and true inwardness
of a physical process*. |1)

How we have seen that in evex*y finite beino, traced

from the inorganic level to that of mind through the organic

stages, there is the spirit of the whole, which makes every

finite thing transcend itself, 'fhis spirit of the whole may

be called individuality.

"Individuality is the ultimate completeness of that character
of wholeness ana non-contradiction which we first generalised
under the name of logical stability"•(2)

How, the spirit of the whole working in all tilings is really

the indication of an ali-inciusive individuality. Hence, this

all-Inclusive individual experience is the dynamic principle

of the universe. Though it contains countless histories, it

T. Ibid. P.lpd. Here we find the suggestions for dlex;tnder's
• notions-of mind, nisus, natural piety etc.^

2. Xndividuuiity and Value. p.6o
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Itself has no history. All chunks and. evolutionary phases

reveal the presence of individuality. fi!he very purpose of

the universe is to make souls. But though the finite spirit

is the very fooalisation and the extreme articulation of

the spirit of the v»hole, yet it is not the final reality.

The very value of the finite spirit lies in its being infected

with the spirit of the totality and in thus dischai'ging its

mission, it has to carry out an intricate interpenetration

with and participation in the processes below and above it.

In this task of adjustment the finite spirit has to go out

of its insularity and break forth in many directions.

"Thus, the self, in the striving to complete itself, will
break in pieces every partial form of its ciystallised being,
will welcome the chapter of accidents, andplothe itself in
oonflie t and adventure".(i)

hike Bradley, Bosanuuet too points out that the moral

endeavour cannot be perfected because of the discrepant

elements contained in such a life. Therefore, pushed from

behind and pulled from above by the force of the nisus,

exerted by the a^ixit oi the whole, the finite soul seeks

its goal in religion, Bosa»*uet is far more sympathetic to

the call of religious devotion than Bradley, but, then again,

under the spell of Absolutist , he concludes that the final

demand carries the finite soul beyond the religious sphere

too. The all-embracing whole, in which every finite being

must find its place, is called the Absolute. The Absolute

is more than a person endowed with feeling and will,

1. The Value and the Destiny ox the JLndrvi'dual.p. 17



We may not be able to worx ou.t in detail the whole

process, according to whioh the Absolute holds all finite

things, but in a rough way this process of transforming and

transmuting the particular things can be explained by the

process of negativity. From Bradley's 'Appearance ana Reality'

we learn that every finite thing is riddled with contradiction.

But this contradiction cannot be final, for it really implies

that uvery process will have to be transcended and completed

in the life of the Absolute. Ultimately, this contradiotion

will have to be solved, not by crushing one of the members

locked up in contradiction but by suitably arranging them

in a larger, more harmonious system. For example, it is

contradictory to hold that the same flower is both ugl/ and

beautiful, however, if we enlarge tha context then the
*

contradiotion will be solved, he oan say that the flower is

beautiful by day aiid ugly by night. Hence, every oontradiotion

involved in appearance oan be solved in an all-inclusive whole.

In 'Contemporary rnilosophy'. Bos&npuet lays special emphasis

on its all-inclusive unity and points that it itself remains

the 'unmoved mover*.

a m C X x U M £ I G- H

AimjuOhDmn'a SO IBAALISH; -

Shere is little doubt that Alexander hoped that his

Haturalism would be acceptable to all only when it has

succeeded in explaining all that idealism has done and, there¬

fore, he tried to include in his system all that appeared to
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him valuable in idealism. Hence, he accepted 'self' as the

convenient starting point of inquiries, coherence as the

criterion of truth, the distinction of Truth and Reality, the

importance of Categories, and yet the inapplicability of the

categories to the ultimate reality itself and many such

idealistic statements, which we will note in the seuuel. Even

the doctrine of Emergence and Hisus has its roots in the

idealistic tenet of 'progressive self-realisation' and in

Bradley's theory of tre 'degress oi reulity'.(l) For this

reason kurphy and Anderson are of the opinion that Alexander

failed to work out his own realistic metaphysics because he

remained wedded to idealism.(2).

Finally, any doubt regarding his deep debt to idealism

is dispelled by his own admission in SixCE,TIkE aED DEITY,

Here he pointed oat that he nad eeen brought in the

idealistic tradition oi Bradley and Eosjyaauet, and continued,
that since the writing of the above-mentioned book he has

more clearly realised the strength of Bradley's philosophy.(3)

But it is equally certain that he remained committed to

Evolutionary naturalism all through his philosophical career,

and this philosophy he had. already announced in 'natural

Selection in morals*• (4) in this article he pointed out that
0

Evolution gives precision and comprehension grasp of world's

1. uosaniuet.B. 'Contemporary rhilosophy'.pp.31-32,33
2.' kurphy,A.js, - 'Alexander's ketaphysic of Space-Time*

• TiiE iwOiilST^ Vol.XJUtVii.
AndersonJ. •*The-Eon-Existence of Consciousness*. THE
AJoTKALlAJUB JOUiEELL OF BSYCHOnQCY *ED ERIEOSOPHY. Vol.vii.
1,23 PP.60-73.

3. S.T.D.I, pp xxi.
4. IMikUtiTIUiiUL JuUHAuAL El ETHICS V&/2 PP.427-S.
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history, from the inorganic to the highest forms of organic

life and human mind. A1 least, from this point of view he

wrote his MORAL GRLLR ARD iRQCrRLSo and a shox*t 8U.nur.ary of

this booM will show his philosophical temper, which is one of

hostility towards the A—ERIQRI8M of the Oxford idealism of

his time.
#

MORAL OrLjAi xnb r.n>G,t.txx>u»- here, Alexander pointed oat that

individuals are born »»ith certain clamorous tendencies which

they want to satisfy, and soon on pain of suffering and

disa,pointment they learn to satisfy them harmoniously by

balancing their mutual conflicting claims. Soon they also

realise that there are ot er individuals with the sane claims

as theirs. Consequently, the in.ividuals have to adjust them-

selves in a balanced social equilibrium in which their respect¬

ive claims oun be met and satisfied. This habitual disposition

to submit to the claims of' all competing impulses within

oneellf, with due regard for others, may be called character

or will (!)• Hence, morality lies in the upholding of the

social will, resultin, in a social vitality or health. There

need not be any couilict between Lgoiam and Altruism, for each

individual 1s endowed with the impulse of social sympathy and

the presence of this social feelin^ accounts for the balancing

of the moral wills in a social equilibrium,

1. The Idea of Value. MILD \lyi_ pp.g'/n,4e, 41;
• also k.u.f, pr. low,1^6,10b.

2. k.0.1. p.* i4l ; also pp. I c. }, \$\, 13?, 140
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Ho# is the moral equilibrium reaohed? She moral equil¬

ibrium is reaohed through trials, tests aad the mutual

conflicts of wills and the process may he said to he purely

mechanical, not requiring any a-priori principle at all,naya
not even reason.

"We therefore need no special faculty of whatever sort to
teach us morality—-not even do we require a faculty of
reason-—our morality is an adjustment which is effected
by conflict and compromise among the parts of our nature,
or what is the same thing, among Ourselves and our fellows"(1)

Then again, every individual has not to establish a social

equilibrium afresh. He is born into a society with social

equilibrium and from the very beginning he is educated to

particpate in it. All those individuals who participate in

it are said to be good and those who revolt against it are

called bad. Horal goodnese therefore, is a tyranny of the

good. The good men favour a certain ideal or social equil¬
ibrium because it appeai-s to their tastes and impulses,

which are perfectly natural. There is nothing non-natural

in this preference for the good. (2)
#

Of course, the social equilibrium does not remain static,

for fresh knowledge and other changes in life soon force the

existing social equilibrium to change.

"Moreover, every extension of knowledge and the arts,leading
as it does to new institutions, must modify morality by t&e
new conditions it creates".{>)

There then ensues a conflict between the old and the new

ideals. This struggle between the ideals is of the same
0

1 .k.o.f. p.141. also pp.U7,IjJI,\yj,14U
a.-r.A.-wj.- Vol.2 Iby2-y4 P.1U2
j.wO.-r.- p.aol ; see also -p.277 jFIHOnHfOoTS To ngllGlOH p. 16
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oh&raefcer aa the struggle between the different species of

animals for survival. (1) The victorious ideal eOmes to be

recognised as the good. Here again there is nothing a-pyiori.

but there ia a perfectly natural process which determines

the progress in the moral ideal.
*

is there any absolute moral ideal in which all moral

struggles will end? ho doubt, there is often a progress in

social ideal, both in intension and extension, to .uiieh Green

had pointed. But, according to Alexander, there is no final

absolute ideal. Bach ideal, so far as it is an equilibrium of

competing social wills, is absolutely good under the circum¬

stance. Bven thefts and murders are good &ni auite justifiable

under certain socio-political conditions, and low development

of individuals.

'FA truth which is once true is eternally true; In like
manner an ideal of good conduct, being a solution of its
conditions, is eternally true fo. them" (g)

Hence, against Gi'een, Alexander held that moral standards

are relatively absolute, and they cannot be treated as

gradual approximations towards an absolute norm. Similarly,

against Spencer, Alexander held that morality is a fact of

higher order, and as such with the perfection oi this higher

order or social organisation, morality will not disappear.

Thus, Alexander disagreed both with Green and Spencer

regarding the final outcome of morality.

1 . International Journal of nthics toys P.4a6; also
• m.Q.r. pp.u/1,ge6

... Ibid p.-yy. see also pp. 270,273
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If there is nothing special about moral demands, then,

why shoala nos the individual violate them? Mo doubt, the

individual does not violate the moral demands for he does

feel an 'ought* or sense of moral obligation to perform his

duties. But Alexander is simply concerned to show that this

moral obligation is piite explicable on the naturalistic

line. A mass of sentiments is formed in obeying the calls

for maintaining the social health or equilibrium, and any

attempt to violate the social vitality gives pain to the

individual. (1)

"Goodness", said Alexander, is "equivalent to the approbation
which is felt by good men for the action in question; the
1 ©lightness*of the moral ideal is resolved into a feeling.
It is so far from bein0 a unique or transcendental phenomenon,
that it is but a psychological fact like others".(2)

That we feel a sense of 'ought* is unquestionable, but what

Alexander contended, is that it does not require any non-

natural element to account for it. (3) Then, again, besides

the presence of moral feeling there is the pressure from the

wills of others which makes an individual observe the moral

ideal. Hence, the individuals, by virtue of the outer and

inner constraints, are forced to be moral. Conscience in each

individual is nothing but the internal vice-regent of the

outer pressure(*). Hence, Alexander came near the position of

Mill in his account of the moral obligation.

From the above account it is clear that Alexander was

most thoroughly opposed to a-priorism in morals,and even tried

1. MIMD lo>2 P.4w
2.* Ibid. P.44 ' i.J.r.b.lga# p. 133
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to reduoe *ought' to 'is', to which ..e have already made

reference. Thus,, Alexander In his early years tried to carry

a naturalistic programme in Ethics. But this naturalistic

plan could not be wholly complete, for much as he might have -

tried to remove Bthics from the domain of Metaphysics, he

must have seen that a naturalistic morality cannot be

successful without a complete naturalistic metaphysics. Inter,

Alexander felt dissatisfied with his LORAL ORDER AfciD PROGRESS,

The reason for this dissatisfaction,says Laird, was that the

views expressed in it about progress, about the sufficiency

of Hatural Selection,and about the moving equilibrium as the

arbiter of all values, did not satisfy Alexander in his

mature years.(I). The real reason is that he went beyond the
* #

domain of Ethics, npistemology and Ontology monopolised all

his interest and his moral theories lagged behind. (2)

4 Later in B.tf.V. P.2J?i Alexander wholly accepted the view
of Mill regarding-the nature ox conscience, as is clear
from the following: "The conscience which can be verified
as operative in our minds is, as Mill described it,
nothing but a mass of loyalties which gather round ends
which have been found experimentally in the source of
time to satisfy the passions of men as adjusted to one
another in submission to the eooial sense, and which is
accordingly consulted as occasions arise as a short
compendium and convenient vade-mecum of conduct".
See also pp.260,266; S.T.D.ll. P.260

0 • * •

1. P.L.P. p.21
2.* See-the letter of Lrof. JS.A.Smith written to Alexander

■ dated August 1^20 * • *
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His early naturalism did not satisfy hia later years because

it lacked the mi&hty dynamic force which leads to progressive

development| upward and forward. The "progress* of MORAL ORDER
<*

ADD PuQGHBBS did not mean the straining of something which

leads to the creation of new emergents. It was a name for

"mere change", good enough for a materialistic naturalism,
but is wholly inadequate to support a metaphysics in which

all the experiences of men at their best, their aspirations

for beauty, goodness and truth, could be given a place. Later

on,he himself protested against the mechanical explanation of

the moral ideal of "Loral Order and Progress* and supplemented

it with the addition of a uaoral impulse in man which ddrives

him towards moral goodness, (1) Besides, he himself hinted
*

that there should be a plan of moral progress which a

metaphysics has to work out systematically,
m

"From considering this continuity of moral ideals we may
form to ourselves the idea of a single law or plan of moral
progress, but it is a problem which concerns metaphysics",?.

Then, again, he also envisaged a spiral and not a linear

plan of evolutionaxy development. (3). But at this early

stage Alexander had not hit upon the theory of Emergence

and he had to wait for the theory of the Space-lime continuum

to be fully formed in his own mind. Hew influences were

1. B.F.V. p.43. if'oaeatin^ against the conception of the
mechanical nature of moral equilibrium Alexander wrote :
"But what is it which impels us to balance one motive against
afcother? For motives nave not hands anddo not pull the man
divers ways so as to produce a resultant. The balance must be
effected by some other passion though it-is not reason".
B.F.V. P.4>. also see x.A.b. 1^>. Vol.30 PP.211-212
2.- E.G.P.- P.* 233
3.- ii.-U.-P.-pp/6l .62 and specially P.304-303
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were waiting to transfoi-m the mechanistic nataraliam into

the dynamic Evolutionary JSaturalism of SPACEt TIME AED DEITY.

Thia new influence came from the new movement of Realism

which began with Moore and Russell.
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CHAnU T W 0.

gad FflOf^UhedY QF &AkUJUL ^Ou^AEDJ^R ,

Synopsis of the Chapter,

Here it is shown that things are independent of mind.

Firstly, by an analysis of perception, it is shown that geroipi

of a thing does not determine its esse. Thi conclusion of

the independence of objects, with regard to perception, is

generalised to cover all objeots of any cognitive situation.

Thus, Images, ideata are also to be taken to be independent

of the knowin^ process. Further, the hypothesis of the

independence of objects of the knowing process is tested with

reference to varyin^ sensa and illusion. From an analysis

of varying sensa and illusions, it is shown that they too

are non-mental.

however, the best way of demonstrating the independence

of objects of the knowing process is to snow that mind is also

an existent thing by the side of other things. This distinct¬

ness of mind is argued here by holding that mind can be

*enjoyed* only und can never be oontemplated. If mind, in the

knowing-situation is so distinct, then, objects and mind are

to be taxen as duite independent and distinct from one another.

In order bo snow that mind cun be 'enjoyed' only and

cannot be contemplated, it is shown that mind is pure conation.
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Therefore, it cannot be e&b£-oognised, for cognition is not

the essence of it. In holding the conational view of mind,
0

'feeling' might be an obstacle. Against the conational view

of mind, It might be objected that 'feeling' is a modification

of the mental process and it is 'known' or 'contemplated'.

To remove this objection it is shown that 'feeling' is not

a mental process at all. It is a vital process and is of

the nature of organic sense. However, there is the possibil¬

ity of another objection against the conational view of mind.

It might be argued that if mind is pure conation which can

be enjoyed only, then the past enjoyments cease to be enjoyed

at the present time. As such they oun be only intellectually

remembered. However, Alexander tries to .-how thai the pact

enjoyments are 'enjoyed', with the marie of puatnes© about them.

A critical scrutiny of Alexander's epistemology shows

that it has not succeeded in explaining the objectivity of all

appearances, further, from the reduction of 'feeling* to vital

Process and from the doubtful theory of 'enjoyment*, it is

argued thac the realistic epistemology of Alexander forcibly

tries to iit facts into its pre-conceptions.
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The origin of Alexander'3 Episteraologys- In the first instance

Alexander was a metaphysician and ao a speculative interest

sustained all his thinking, his first work of constructive

philosophy was MQciAIi QaDER sJzjj BnOGiiBSB (188?). It was frankly

based on an evolutionary naturalistic bias, hat, what is its

foundation? its method was empirical and bein_ influenced by-

Leslie Stephen and Spenoer, it could be called an Evolutionary

Ethics. But his empiricism was more allied to that of Mill

than to the Evolutional Empiricism of Spencer,(1). He still

relied on the old Britisn Empirical method and supplemented

it with Darwinism for the construction of his metaphysics.

However, British -empiricism was mercilessly and success¬

fully criticised by Green in his commentary on Hume. But

between loo4 and 1/06 Alexander could do nothing to stop the

rising tide of idealism, save protesting against its a-priorism.

both in Ethics and Epistemolo^y. It also appears from the

criticism of Alexander by Curr that Alexander could not

undermine the foundation of idealism in this way. He himself

confessed that during this period he had nothing of importance

to say. (2). Tacitly he assumed that idealism could be refuted

not piecemeal but by a complete system of thought in an o.peeite

direction. How could this be achieved? Ho doubt, at Oxford

a revolt against idealism arose under the leadership of Cook

wilson, but the nature and method of Alexander*a ontology and

epistemolo;y did not come from Oxford and this 0an be shown in

TT'lThe Oxford maga'aine June 6,Yob8 P.41 6; Philosophy and
• Biology p.2>; A Metaphysical Sketch.p.?; On the A-priori.p.3

2. I.E.P. p.JJ>; also P.B.A, 1 P.yb6' *
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the following way.
»

At Oxford the idealistic tradition of Green prevailed for

a Ion., time, even after the death of its leader in 1882. L; ter,

Cook Wilson deviated from it and he established some sort of

a rationalistic realism. However, he took his decisive step

not earlier than i>04 and even then his follower Irijtchard
points oat that his decision was extremely hesitant and when

it was taken it was done without any emphasis. (1). In an

important letter to Prijtohard, dated 6.1.1i?C4 (£), Cook

wilson laid down certain significant conclusions in favour of

realism. He pointed oat that much which Is ultimate in oar

experience is in itself intelligible though not explicable,

and this is true about mowledge itself,

"1 felt that if we don't know what knowledge is we know
nothing add there can be no help for us. 1 feel Bure many
most respectable theories commit the fallacy of supposing that
the presupposition of all explanation can be explained".(5)

This assumption concerning eplstemology was certainly

congenial to the future development of realism.

Then, again, Cook Wilson maintained that the object of

apprehension must bo recognised to be independent of the act

of apprehension. (4-). Further, this knowledge of the object

is direct. for if the object be known through the representation

of an image, then this presence of the image requires to be

substantiated by the intermediation of another image and then

this substantiating image will require still another image.

1, MlhD p.yU^
p.- Cook wiison'J. 'Statement and Inference* Vol.P. A consider¬
able part ol this letter was used by iri^chard in-writing
»JOHH COOA wILSOH* in miuD 1 >' i • PP • 2 >7~P ' b *

3. MXIiD. iy t >• p.pop; also Joseph;H,w,B. 'Professor John Cook
Wilson H.B.A. i i 5-6. P.-364.
4.MIHD iplp P.31 u>Statement and Inference. Vol.2 .P.£02-3 •
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Hence, the docthine of representationism involves a hopeless

regress. (1)

These conclusions regarding the independence of objects

and their direct apprehension are highly significance for the

rise of Hew Realism. But it is extremely doubtful whether

Alexander ever came to know them in the early stage of his

revolt against idealism. Firstly, the views of Cook Vi'ilson

were too noa-coma.it tal and, besides, his writings were too

few on account of his reluctance to publish his results in a

final form. Then, again, his realism was too^»ationalistic
m

for his theory was based on the analysis of pure thought ana

not on the direct evidence of experience# Thirdly, the

realism of Cook Wilson became a half-hearted affair in his

followers -Trichord and Joseph# Prich&rd accepted the

subjectivity of secondary qualities and afterwards Joseph

accepted a rationalistic Interpretation of "Evolution', (2)

Finally, Joseph In 1 accepted the idealistic tradition

which is clear from the following statements

"The empi.leal condition®of the atprehension of them {real
things) by finite minds, and the development in finite minds
of that a^prehansion, may depend together upon a reality of
intelligence which -howa itself in nature to itself in minds",

(3)

1. Mind. 1>1> PP# pcb->; Statement■ and Inference pp. cu3-4.
2 i The Concept of evolution 1>24. in AHCXmnT xnn AOBEKJS

• PHILGoGFHY (Clarendon Press 1>35) Then Joseph in his letter
to Alexander dated Jan.23,1>12 with reference to 'Conational
Psychology* writes:"I disagree with nearly all of it, but
you won't be surprised at my suyin^- that". Then, in his
letter of Deo.4.1>20, to Alexander, he says that Alexander's
philosophy is-as unbelievable as the American Hew Realism
. fttl that the reading of it has shown to him the strength
of idealism.

3# Ancient and-modern Philosophy. P.231 .
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Hence we find that the rationalistic realism (*) Cook

Wilson had not sufficient vigour and therefore the influence

of Oxford Realism could not have contributed directly tc the

realistic development of Alexander, (2) We find that

Alexander attacked idealism on the basis of empiricism and

for the inspiration of this we have to look into another souroe.

A reflection on Idealism showed Alexander that it was based on

the strength of its epistemology. Of course, Bosan^uet denied

that idealism of his type could bv based on the theory of

knowledge and he wrote thus*

"what at once amazed me in the polemic before ua was the
continual collision between its (of Hew Realism)statements
and passages v/hich crowded in my mind in which Green, Wallace,
Bradley-— to mention no more t&an these—seemed most sharply
and in their whole aim and method to dissociate themselves from
what I understand by Bpistemolo^y"(3}

* Realign is a theory, according to .hich the se^-se-experienoe
reports a true, if limited, account of objects; that it is
possible to have faithful and direct knowledge of the actual
world.
Rationalism is the theory, according' to v.hioh reason is an
independent souroe of knowledge, independently of sense-
experience.
Therefore, 'RAIIGBALI3T1C RAALI3M means that n analysis of
the rational requirement of knowledge shows the independent
reality of objects. How evert an i&U'IRICAl RjEABlSM maintains
that the independence of objects is guaranteed by an
uneorrupted deliverance of experience itself.
2. However, we have to admit that there must -have been some
sort of indirect influence of Cook Wilson and Alexander did
make use of Cook Wilson's criticism of Bradley's theory of
•terms and relations'. Following Cook Wilson Alexander guarded
Bradley's attack on the relational mode of thinking as based on
the abstraction of terns and relations. Thus he wrote: "What
Mr,Bradley has done then is to take a fictitious or abstract
Space and Time and demonstrate that they are abstractions."
9. T.D.1. P • tL (iO •

3.- The distinction between mind and its object, pp.54-55;
see pp. 51-6B.
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However, the American Reo Realists insisted on this and

Alexax^der scared the views of his fellow-realists, (2). Besides,

bein^ brought up in Oxford idealism, he knew that at least this

brand of idealism was baaed on Kaxxt; and, Kantianism as it was

interpreted then, was supposed to be baaed on epistemology.(3)

Hence, the revolt agaiaaj? idealism meant for Alexander a

movement against an idealistic episteu oiogy and the signal for

action came from koore. Row koore published his famous

•Refutation of Idealism' in kUSD. Vol. kill, 1yUJ. followed

by 'She Rature and Reality of Objects of Perception' in the

PnGCknDlRGR up XiU ARlSTOTmJuiA*, OQCIRTY, \ 6, and 'The

Subject-Matter of Psychology* in the same journal of 1?G?.

it is pointless nere to disoussjwhether Moore did succeed in

refuting idealism (4), but he certainly helped Alexander in

2. Alexander snared tfcjis view, for in his early criticism of
• idealism he pointed out that to argue from knowledge to
reality is unwarrantable. (i?fA.S. Vol.1,1668.P.18). See
also his later confirmation of-it in 'The Historicity of
Things'. (i>i6 P.PO)

3. S,T.D.l.*p. 6. This is very clearly reflected in his review
• of 'Hegelianism nnd Personality' by Seth. There he
pointed out that Rant's'unity of self-consciousness' is at
the root of neo-JLaniiianism. Rant has be*»n taken to be the
chief offender by Alexander. As Green did not criticise
this notion of 'timeless spirit", so he also became guilty
of turning nogic into metaphysics. (The Oxford Magazine,
June 6,1 bob p.41 6* See also 'Rant*, HCluienR EMVIRR, Get.
1y24 PP. 4)>j>-6.

4. koore himself disowned his 'Refutation of idealism' in
• his PHULGSUrhiCAn oionino, Preface p.viii, and Alexander
was aware of this.
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developing his realistic epistemology (1). From 1^08 onward

Alexander wrote philosophy as a convinced realist.

But i l would be wrong bo suppose that Alexander v.as

occupying himself with only realistic epistemology. All the

time he was infiuenoed by his underlying metaphysics and

this metaphysics was one of Evolutionary naturalism. In going

beyond his realistic epistemology he relied upon his psychology.

According to this meta-psychology mind was to be taken as purely

conative. In this meta-psychological speculation he was very

much aided bp- ward and Stout. In the end, his eplstemology

formed only & chapter which metaphysics, as he said7 takes
in its stride.(a). However, he came to establish his

0 »

metaphysics through his epistemolcgy, (3) and therefore in

order to understand his metaphysics we have to explain his

epistemology,

THE BACAGitUULD OF l'xln iMxhrrollC EPlol'^-OLGGY OF ALjflOdjDBR.

By taste and temperament Alexander was an empiricist

and by taking science and evolution seriously he became an

1. In certain respects the uncritical acceptance of the
distinction between mental acts and their objects, drawn by
Moore, caused a great deal of trouble for Alexander. See
Duessse, G.J. «Introspection, Mental Acts and Sensa*, Mini)
1^3 6 and also Moore's 'Refutation of Idealism' in IKS
FKILOoUlKY ©F G.L.MOuRB (She Library of Living Philosophers).
We will allude to -it again at the end of this chapter,
p. S.l.D.l. I'refaoe p.xii and P.oy; also S.l.D.ll.pp.75,88

• 116; Mind \/d 1. 'Some Sxplanations* pp.411,420.
3. S.l.D.l.p. 1 o. 'A Metaphysical Sketch.p.l. Ihen, Stout
also favours-this and writes; "But it throws light, 1 think,
on his statement that it was by way of epistemology that he
first approached ontologioal problems" (Mind I34G. p.lbe).
However, it will oe too exaggerated to hold that a theory
of knowledge is the foundation of nis philosophy. (See,
Dean Inge's remark about this in Guardian, Feb. rt,i>bl.)
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Evolutionary naturalist• However, the Oxford idealism was the

reigning philosophy of this time,and, therefore, to establish

hie naturalism, he had to contend against it. This Oxford

idealism was supposed to he based on certain premises of

epistemology and, therefore, Alexander proceeded to base his

realistic epistemology on premises opposed to those of idealism.

It appears that he fully realised the strength of the

experiential basis of idealism and against it, he could offer

no arguments. Therefore, the movement against idealism could be

only an indirect one. However, Alexander was not alone

in warring against idealism (*).

Percy Hunn and the American New Realists joined issues

with idealism. The New Realists argued that idealism was based

on epistemoj*£logy and this episteraology was based on the

fallacies of Ego-Centric Iredicaraent, Exclusive Particularity,

definition by Initial Predication and so on (1). The approach

of iiunn was more modest. IT© tried to show that idealism is not

based on any self-evident premises, but \ is at most a postulate.

If so, then it allows other postulates to be the alternative

solutions of the philosophical problems (2). It seems

that Alexander sided with Nunn, for he did regard his own

realism as a postulate, in establishing his own realism

* between 1895-1912, a reaction against idealism had taken place
and this had assumed various forms,namely, *empiricism',•pragmatism*
and 'neo-realism'. Fere we are more concerned with neo-realism.
The neo-realists were divided amongst themselves with regard to
the positive tenets of their theory, but they were all united in
their attack against idealism. Heo-realism was a widespread
movement in philosophy,and was quite popular both in Great Britain
and America. American neo-realism was represented by Holt,Karvin,
Kontague,Perry,Pitkin and Bpaulding. Alexander bad a great deal of
sympathy with the views of ITolt and has made frequent references
to him.
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he preferred the path whloh was shown by Moore to the polemics

against idealism. It lay in showing that- a proper analysis of

the knowing process would show the independence of its object*.

In 'The Refutation of' Idealism*, Moore had argued that

perceiving is distinct from the perceptum. For example, the

existence of blue is Auite distinct from its sensation; and,

according to Moore, we can conceive that 'blue* might exist

and yet the sensation of blue not exist. (1). Further, in
'The nature and reality of objects of perception* (1 ?G5-1',K)6)

Moore came to this conclusion;

"it would seem, therefore, that if my own observations do
give me any reason whatever for believing in the existence
either of any perception in any other person or of any
material object, it must be true that not only my own
perceptions, thougnts and feelings, but also son,© of the
other Minds of things which I directly perceive colours,
sounds, smells, eta.,—-> do really exist; it must be true
that some objects of this Mind exist or are real in precisely
the same simple sense in which my perceptions of" them exist
or are real." (aj>

Then, again, in 'She Subjeot-Matter of Psychology* (l/U?)

Moore concluded that aen-.e-data cannot be the mental acts

themselves. For example, the sensum 'blue' does not seem
0

to belong to mind in the same sense in which an act of

consciousness belongs to it. (>)

As mentioned earlier, it is pointless to discuss here

whether Moore's arguments were flawless. They served the

purpose of establishing epistemolog^oal realism as a respect¬

able creed and Alexander accented this status of realism. For

Previous uage.
1.Mew Realism 'Pp.11-20. Perry,R.B.'Fresent Fhilfcsophieal
•Tendencies' (nogmans • I? id) pu.'12'6-1p4.

2.U-.A.S, Vol.x l^Up-1^1Q.pp.£Ub-201
Above Mage. •
1 .Philosophical Studies.p. 1b i ■)
2 .•FhiloaOi.hiaai studies .'w/w
3.-r,A.i3. i>uy-1u.Vol.A p;_5?
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him the realistic epiatemology was always a PGoHJIAIL and

its truth was to be judged from its success in explaining

all experiences.(1)

"I make a hypothesis", said Alexander, "and try to show that
it expl ins all the relevant facts. She force of the argument,
if it has any, lies in its aocuBulation of convergent
evidence" (2).

As Alexander accepted the coherence theory of truth, so the

ultimate teat of his realistic epishomology depended on his

naturalistic met&physioa whicu would explain all the variegated,

experiences on this basis. Gnoe more we conclude that the

r-ealistic epistemology of Alexander was only a chapter of his

metaphysics, as opposed to an idealistic metaphysics which*»as

supposed by Alexander to be based on an idealistic epistemology.

Shi8 interpretation of Alexander's epistemology is also

supported by the testimony ox Stout, who has pointed out that

Alexander's theory of knowledge was determined by his revolt

against Green. Stout wrote thus:

"He seemed to be in a large measure endeavouring to adjust
his analysis of experience to an independently preconceived
ontology".(>)

As such the realistic epiatemo'logy of Alexander comes to be

highly coloured by His metaphysics and therefore, in the

final evaluation of Alexander, his ontology and not his

epistemology has to be taken into account. This is supported

by Mete's view too:

1. r.B.A, i y i 4 P.2b6; S.T.D.I. pp. 10-11,30; S.T.D.ll.p.^?.
2.- MIKB. V?23 P.l^ • • '
3. MIND 1940 p.V2o. The same point is repeated by A. Boyce-

• Gibson in AUSTRALASIAN JOuRIMAL 01 PSYCHOLOGY AND •PHILOSOPHY.
i;3b Vol./^p.232.
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"Bat Alexander*s theory of knowledge is only the prelude to
his metaphysics, and can only be understood through, it.
Metaphysics is the basis of his whole philosophy; all the
lines of his thought converge upon it and are gathered up
in it", (c.)

The General Problem of Alexander^ Bpisteiuology and its

Solution!- Idealism teaches the priority of mind over

things, and nature. According to it, then, there is one,

all-embracing, Absolute Mind which by its self-realising

or self-obRectifying pocesses has brought about all things

and nature. Bo in the last analysis Reality is an Absolute

Mind. This conclusion is supported by the fact that objects

to be objects are made so by the understanding i.e.^the

understanding makes objects by relating the manifold of

sensations through its categories. Further, mind not only
*

creates the truth of sciences but also determines moral

goodness by its free activities. Hence, mind by virtue of its

regulative and legislative principle gives laws to nature and

constitutes values. All these tenets of idealism have already

been shown in the philosophy of Green, Bradley and Bosanpuet

and we need not repeat them here.

The general problem of Alexander was then to refute all

these tenets of idealism by proving just the reverse.

According to Alexander, mind, instead of being the measure of

reality, is only one thing among the vast number of others.O).

Alexander held this viev. of mind in his epister ology and

with this underlying assumption elaborated his metaphysics,

a.Metz. R. *A Hundred Years of Britiau ihilosophy^~P.~6pj.
1 .-r.A.c.l.-UlS P. 1 b.TUB ACADBL /.Lay 4, 1 8£?-P.2?8.Col.-2 .

-B.-i.-D.-ll. PP.J»i>-ip4; The Historicity of Things p. 14.
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But if mind is only a thing among other things, then we have to

explain how this pretension of mind as the law-giver of nature

has originated. Alexander came to the conclusion that the

exalted position of mind has "been reached through a wrong

analysis of the knowledge-situation and by an undue emphasis

on the role of knowing and by the transformation of metaphysics

into epistemology (1). The remedy consists in holding that

the knowledge-situation is not unique, but is only an instance

of the general relationship of 'compresence or togetherness1

between any two things. Therefore, knowing is no more
the

important than gravitation which is due to/compresence of

two material things. Just as the presence of the book on the

table does not constitute the essence of the table, so in the

same way, the perception of the table does not constitute

the 'esse' of the table (2). -esides, the theory of the

internality of the knowing process in relation to objects

has been based on a wrong analysis of the cognitive fact. In

any perceptual situation, if we rely on out untutdred

deliverance of it, we will find that a perceptum is always distinct

from and has an independent status of the perceiving act.
H That these two things,the act of consciousness and the
object which it is conscious of, are present together and
distinct from one another is not a theory or a philosophical
postulate, but a description of the event which is the
perception of the tree in its simplest term " (3).

As we said, it is due to a confusion of a perceptum with its

1. Find,1912-p,5
2. F.F.A. 1914-pp. 284-5 j STD II.-pp.102-4, STD I-p.26-27
3. B.J.P. 1911,p.240 ? Of. STD I-p.16 ; rind 1912-p.8
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perceiving or of a sensum with its sensing, declared Alexander,
which has given rise to the erroneous theory oi' 'esse est

peroipi'. (1>. Hence, really the knowing process remains purely

external to its objects.

But farther, mind can never be conceived as an object,
not because the knower cannot be known, but because cognition

is not the essence of mind, kind is purely conatlve and can

be enjoyed or lived throujh as it is, but it can never be

made an object in the same sense in which a table or a tree

can be made an object ox knowledge, if mind can never become

an object, then, t e idealistic tenet that mind ii> the unity

of the subject and object is destroyed mid thereby the theory

of self-aianifestatin^ or self-Objectifying mind can no longer

be maintained. Alexander stated this result in the following

way:

"For the hypothesis that mind is one thing amongst other
things in the empirical ..orld of finites, though it does not
presuppose the actual result that cognition is the coirpresence
of a knowin0 enjoyment with a contestplated finite, does
presuppose that there is no mind above both empirical mental
acts and physical things to %.hlch they are botxi alike objects
or, in the Bockeian language, ideas".(2)

Further, as will t>e seen later, mind no doubt is a gifted

member in the vast democracy of things, but it is not a final

evolute. The universe is straining towards still hi .her

evolutes, and as such mind has to give up its pretensions as

being the "roof and crown' of things.

1. r.B.A. 1,14 **.292,302; Lir^ '</><- P«5«
2.- g.-l.•!).•11. P.ooy also see p.332. * •
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But, what about the creation of values of Truth, Beauty

and Goodness? I)o they not own their toeing to mind? Yes, values
do owe their being partially to mind, but, then, they are

created by the collective efiorts of all mankind and there is

not iin^, to show that they are a-priori determination by the

Absolute jsuind {*)• Besides, values are not specifically

mental, for they are found at all levels of exi tence. In

moat genei'al terms, we can say that they are but adaptations

to specific situations. She,e is nothing to show that mind

by its o..n special nature of freedom creates Goodness or

Beauty, and, even then, freedom in a general sense is found

at all levels. Hence freedom too is not the prerogative of

mind, for in general it means that feature of things in

which cause and effect are both lived through or enjoyed and

in this form it is found at all levels of existence. (1).

Finally, mind hue been considered by the idealists to be

a aynthesising activity which by means of its categories makes

or determines objects and nature. But these categories are

wholly non-mental, and a*.e the en^i^ical though a-priori

determinants of all finite exiatents, including mind, kind

does not oreete categories but is itself constituted by them,

in the same way in waich any other thing is constituted by

them, ho doubt we can detect the presence of categories more

cl&rly in the functioning of mind beoau.ee it is more perfect

* In <Six noctures on Values' Alexander wrote; "instead of
being the foundations of things, they are really the creation
of the human mind and ideals, and have no existence apart from
these".P.1. Then, values, according to Alexander are no more
real than other realities, S.T.D.ll. P.^14; The Historicity
of things—p. 16. r ,1• P. pp. 2L3 ,'2c5•
1. Ibid.pp.1?,22;b.i.B.ll.pp.^->33.
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than other things in the democracy of facts, because the categories

are seen more clearly in mind than in other objects, therefore,

the illusion arises that mind creates them, rind does not give

laws to nature, but simply discovers them, for the categorial

features are found in all things.

Thus, the temper of Alexander's realism is to ce-anthropouorphise

nature and to order man and mind to their proper place in the

vast democracy of things. Alexander no doubt stripped mind of

its pretensions, but not of its value and greatness. Nevertheless,

in the end, instead of the mind constituting things, it is

the things which constitute mind. 'The reason for holding is

that mind or consciousness is the functioning of the Nervous

System, and, if we speak of dependence, then it is mind which

is dependent on its physiological processes (1). Pence,

Alexander substituted the Copernican view of mind for the

Ptolemaic view which had prevailed in idealism so far (2).

As Alexander's epistemology is based on his metaphysics,

therefore, an outline of his ontology will assist us in the

understanding of his theory of knowledge. Alexander's ontology

takes Time, Kvolution and "mergence seriously. like Bergson,

Alexander regards change as the fundamental characteristic of

the universe ; but this change or movement is evolutionary, for

it keeps on producing greater complexities in its vortex,

1. i .P.A. 1914,pp.2en.2Plj f,TP II.-p.105
2. The conduct of Understanding, TIE JOURNAL 05* EDUCATION,I-arch-.April,
1909,p.175. Fere Alexander seems to be following jrichard who
commenting on Kant's 'Theory of knowledge', pointed out that
Kant instead of effecting a Copernican revolution really made the
Ptolemaic view stand more firmly by making Understanding to be
the law-giver or the law-maker of Mature.
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leadin^ to process and the emergence of new qualities. Any

evolute is eonside ed as a new emergent. Ilenoe. Alexander's

philosophy is a voluntaristic metaphysics or naturalism, but

a naturalism which has room for values, or as Alexander

called them, "Tertiary -tualiciea*.

In Alexander's scheme of things, Space-lime, that is,

pure motion is the stuff or matrix out of which all things

evolve, ihere is a hisua in Space-Time by virtue of v/hich

it is endowed with universal restlesness which keeps it

evolving. In the course of evolution a certain complexity

of Space-Time yields matter. This matter, in its further
0

Px'Ogressive evolution gives way to life, and, life by

reaching a further complexity is 'lifted up' into conscious¬

ness. Hence, in broad outline, matter, life and mind are

the chief new emergexits, but eaon in its turn is a complex of

space-time. Life is an organisation of material processes,

and mind is but life at a hi her complexity of vital p-ocesses,

hut in the final analysis, mind, life and matter are mere space-

tine in its varying complexities, kind is not only successive

or temporal, but also spatial, by the spatiality of mind is

meant that consciousness is an organisation of the processes

of the Nervous System, specially of brainw As the neural

functions are spatially directed^ so mind being neural is also
*

spatial, kind no doubt is more perfect than life and matter,

but is not the final evolute. In the further forward thsmst

of space-time beings higher than mind are bound to emerge;

and, if they have not already emerged, we know not where, then
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they are guite certain to arise in future.

Alexander's episteuiolo^y can be explained in terms of this

hylozoistic hiez^arohy. In this hierarchical order any two

things may be compresent with each other. They may be of the

same order of exiatents or they may belong to different levels.

If one of the things is higher than the other with which it i3

oompresent, then the higher is said to contemplate the lower.(1)

but the lower oannot contemplate the higher. Further, in

contemplating lower objects, the higher enjoys itself, but does
not contemplate itself. For example, mind can contemplate its

compresent life and matter, but it cannot contemplate itself.

Similarly, life can contemplate its oompresent matter but it

can neitner contemplate itself nor the mind above it. However,
it enjoys itself in contemplating matter. In the same way

mind enjoys itself only in oo far as it contemplates its

lower objects like life and matter, (a).
• • I

Thus, contemplation und enjoyment are found at all levels,

when one of the compresent entity is mind then its contemplat¬

ion is called knowing. For example, when a table becomes

col present v.ith a mini called A, then A is said to know the

table and in contemplating the table A enjoys itself. Hence, to

have knowledge proper one of the oompresent entities should be

mind or consciousness.

"...the generic character of knowing is the most elementary
of-all relations;that it is a relation of knowing in the
proper sense only when one met , bar of the relation is a mind" .(3)

I ,o. 2.1).ll.pp.'/ji,el-txi.lt is signifioant'^to' note that
Alexander has-so defined 'knowing* that enjoyment is precluded
from bein^ knowin., proper. 2.S.T.H.lkePP.o£! ,66-7j 75".

3.Mind. 1 ^12 .p. I y
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Here the ideation may arise about 'and* or 'the togetherness

of the two things in a knowing-situation'• kind and objects

are the two compreseut things in this knowin^-situation. For

example, mind in contemplating a table, enjoys itself. How,

is 'and1 or 'the togetherness of mind with the table*

enjoyed or contemplated? But^there is no relation of 'and*
or 'together* over and above the object contemplated, and the

enjoying of mind itself, which arises in contemplating the

object. Ho the question of Bradley (1) regarding the nature
4

of the relationship of togetherness as mental or non-mental,

does nor arise. The 'togetherness* is enjoyed by A as well

as by the table, and is exhausted in enjoyment. (2) But we
»

have to be oaruful in noting the 00mpresence of mind in a

know in, situation, when the table is behind me then it is

really not compresent with me us mind. In such a situation
*

the table is compresent with my living body and oan arouse

only the Physical excitation in me (-*-) but not the conscious¬

ness oi its presence, xn order that the table be compresent

with my mind it should be aole to arouse an appropriate sense-

excitation, leading to the adequate neural irritation of brain,

whicn may be attended with consciousness.

From the above statement it is clear that in cognition —

"it is the one term of the relation (of comppresence) which

has the unique flavour and not the relation itself" (p).

1. i.m.B. p.36 ~~
2.- kind. P.>21; kind 1,21 P.4a<.; B.i'.D.ll.p.l^

* H.T.B.l.p.21 ' * ....

3 . 3.T.D.11.P.17; see also Broad C.I), kind i>ki P.i3£.
For example, gravitational excitation.
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Hence, it would, be wrong to regard the knowing process as

constitutive of things. In general, then, cognition is simply

a revelatory function of cognita. i'he cognitive act is mental

and may be either sensing, perceiving, imagining or conceiving

which always reveals its appropriate objects of sensa,percepta,

images or concepts respectively. Objects are always non-

mental in the sense that they are always independent of the

mental act. later on, Alexander showed that they are always

physical, for they are complexes of space-time, hence, in

knowing, mind is always aware 01 tne object. But *of* may

be used in two senses, namely, in the sense of reference and

apposition. When it is said that mind is aware or the object,

then the object does not become a part of mind in the same

sense in which the acts of mind belong to it. For example,

sensing is really a content or part of mind, for it forma a

constituent part of it. But the sensum of which mind is aware

is something to which mind refers and reveals it as non-mental.

Hence, in other words, the mental act may be called an -in#

and that non-mental object which it exhibits may be called an

-ed. (1). Hence, in the sensation of blue, sensin, is an -in#.
» •

and forms a part of mind, but bein^ blue is an -ed and remains

independent of mind. Similarly, in the perception of a table,

perceiving is a part of mind, but the peroeptum 'table* is

revealed as an independent entity apart from the perceiving act.

Ho object of contemplation ever forms a .art or the constituent

I . B.jl.B.I. p.la
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of mind, and mind in contemplating the object simply finds and

reveals it.

If all eognita are but revelation by mind in the contem¬

plation of them, then, what should we say about illusions and

hallucinations? Are they also real objects? well, even

illusions and hallucinations are non-mental, but they are not

true revelation of the real objects in their proper places#
Before we explain illusions and errors, we should clearly

state the proper conditions of a cognitive requirement. V.'e

have already seen that mind is an organisation of brain-

centres ^lifted up* in consciousness and brain-centres

themselves are aroused either peripherally or centrally in

relation to their adequate stimulation, now, the evolutionary

process through countless generations has made the instrument

of knowing appropriate for revealing their objects (1), Hence,

without sense-organs and their corresponding brain-centres

there can oe no cognition, and their normal functioning in

normal persons leads to a true revelation of real objects.(2).

Thus, in general, sensing, perceiving etc., do yield a true

view of real objects. If sense-organs add brain-centres be

congenitally abnormal, or through acquired circumstances

function abnormally, then, we cannot have true appearances of

things. (5). But in general our instrument of knov»ing has to

be taken as trustworthy in revealing real objects, independent

of them.

Thus, the oojecta of knowledge are always independent of

1 .X .A.g.La p.i.0 . 2 .0. i.B.ll.p. U4 .kind l>:2p p.'/. Of course
the-rea ■ question is, -how can we determine and standardise this
normality? The difficulty of this has been shown by Prof.D.1.1,
iOfliy at in Tun nAfuxth ujl« kAlAPhXhiCAn TilfAKxJ.BG p.25.
j» A)• T»D. 11 • pp.c,c62,2^b,2yii»
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our awareness of them (4) and we know them directly. For example

in perceiving a table we are immediately aware of it and not of

the eyes or brain-centres through which we know it. Then the

object of whioh we ai*c aware is always non-mental. Can we say

this about images? Do they not depent on mind for their

existence? Are not the dream-images wholly dependent on the

mind which imagines them? Then again, there is another question,

do we perceive the process of knowing itself? And, if we do so,

then, at least will not this mental process known as an object

be mental? And, if so, then the statement that no object of

contemplation xs mental is refuted. Dow we will ta^e up the

first question, but even now we can say that Alexander would

at once dismiss the possibility of contemplating mental pro¬

cesses, for mind can only enjoy itself and cannot contemplate

itself, now let us take the uuestion about images.
* •

we have already seen that the 1instrument* of knowing is

correlated with und adapted to it3 non-mental objects. This

appropriate act of knowing is initiated by external objects

in tue case of perception, but in imagination, the mental act

is internally initiated to reveal a non-mental object called

image (i). The image has been wrongly taken to be subjective,

sinae "the image like any other object forces itself on is. This

is clear from the testimony of poets and artists who simply find

the images as given to then from outside, and as even independent"
of their will, Their act ox imagining simply revea•s to them

these images. Again, images and sensa must be supposed to stand
0

4.B.J.F.l>n P.c4b. kind iyir P.c. A. |>t4 PP.2b^,Zi$,2b6.
•S.T.D.'l.P. 16 * *

1i.o.•T,'D.'11.pp•o4-.hut even here it must be granted that the
internal excitation must have been previously aroused by an
appropriate external stimulus. .<e can imagine red,because P.T.O
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on the same level, whifah is quite clear from an analysis of a

perceptual situation. Of course, perception is a unitary

experience though it is a complex mental process, in which the

preaentative and. representative factors are welded together in

one whole. JTor example, in the perception of a table from a

distance we directly get the colour sensation and supplement

this with the past imaginal elements oi hardness, smoothness

and so on. in our life of daily experience we hardly analyse
*

the perception of a table into its presentative and repres¬

entative factors, and we think, that the percept table with its

hardness, smoothness, etc., is directly and immediately sensed.
»

But any plain analysis will show that it cannot be so. But,

again, if blind-folded we touch the table, then here the tactual

sensation will be supplemented with the past visual and other

images of the table. Here what was a sensuun in visual perception
0

has become an ideatum or image, and what was an ideatum becomes

a sensum in tactual perception. Thus, sensa and ideata very

easily 'pass into1 each other. This shows that they stand on

the same footing, and since one of them is $orwm--iital, hence

both are so. (1)•
0 0

The 'real thing' is a synthesis of many sensa, percepta,

images and concepts. They are all non-mental objects which are

revealed by the mental act. At times Alexander implied that it

would be an inadequate description to say that an object of the

mental act is a thing. A thing has many aspects of sensa,

images and concepts etc., whicn oar successive cognitions try

red sensation ia> the past, has beua aroused by a real external
stimulus. 2.S.T.D.ll.pp.221-222 specially footnotes.
1 ,S,T.D.ll.P.b6.' 'On-Sensations and Images' P.A.S.X-p. 6.

Vol-rlV-i^l I P.25>.
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to oomplete.<^5 Hence, Alexuaer combined the Kantian doctrine

with x'latonic Realism, for according to him, concepts and the

very laws of combination are all real and objective, which

supplement the sensorial ana perceptual aspects of the thing.

"Without law sensations or perceptual qualities would be

isolated and incoherent. Without sensation law would be

without pungency, it would not sting, it would not be real¬

ised in the direct action of thing on thing. (1).

Of course, Alexander differed from Rant in granting a non-

mental status to concepts and laws, and differed from Plato

in attributing an objective status to sensa also,

EHJQYMkHTi- Alexander knew that the core of Idealism lay in

two propositions, namely; 'esse est percipi* and that the self

is a unity of subject and object within itself. Hence, he

wrote thus:

"when the phraseology of ideus was current in philosophy, the
mind was spectator both of ideas of reflection and ideas of
sensation, it may be doubted whether this doctrine or that of
representative ideas has worked the greater havoc."(2)

Against idealism, realism tried to show that objects and mind

are unite distinct. As such objects do not depend on mind for
p

their existence. This independence of objects of the knowing
0

process could be shown in two ways. Firstly, it might be

*The distinction between 'object1 and •thing* cannot be rigid
but it means that an object may be a aensurn, perceptum, or an
image or an ideatum etc., and a 'thing' is a synthesis of
them. (S.f.D.l.pp.15,11^n)

1 .f.A.-S.Vol.A Po^.- also see p.31.
/<?«+ 2.•P.B.A.^p.203.Alexander felt that the doctrine of Absolute hind

is simply'a transformation of Rant's unity of self-conscious¬
ness (The oxford magazine dune 6.1bob P.416) Then,he had specia¬
lly emphasised the importance of -self-consciousness in idealism
and whilst reviewing the works of T.H.Green, edited by Rettleshij'
he wrote that#the force of the idealistic contention 'is derived
from the fact that the mind not only feels, but knows that it
feels; not only knov„s,but knows that it knows.J (THE ACADEMY;,
nay 4.1oo^.p.2pb Col.Jfe.
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argued that an analysis of the knowing process shows the

distinctness of the subject and its objects. This was achieved

by an analysis of »esse est pex*aipif by G-.B.Koore. But the more

important task, aceordin^ to Alexander, lay in showing that

mind is also a thing existent side by side with other objects.

To demonstrate this he had to argue that mind is so different

from other objects that it can never be made an object to

itself. Alexander considered that his chief contribution lay

in showing this (3). Alexander cam© to recognise what Shad-

worth Hodgson had pointed out, that the fundamental fallacy

of idealism lies in identifying knowing with the knower.(4).

Once grant that any object of consciousness is mental,

Alexander thought, and we are compelled to accept the other

conclusions of idealism too. Therefore, Alexander pointed

out that mind can never be known as an object of contemplation.

EJSJOYMHBT covers any experience which is lived through or

undergone* It certainly does not mean pleasure only, for it

may be suffering as well. (1).
» •

"But it is this very peculiarity of mind, that it enjoys and
does not contemplate itself, which conoe&ls from us if we do
not keep careful gunrd against prepossessions, the experienced
fact that a common world unites us both—the one, the thing
contemplated; the other, the thing enjoyed. We still imagine
a mind which contemplated both and may be thought to be the
source nos merely of its knowing of things, but even of their
existence"• (2)

That mind can only enjoy itself and can never become its own

object, acoox*&irp_, to Alexander is more vital than the distinc¬

tion between mental acts and their objects (3). Hence,

3 . tlind* 1 y2.1. P.41 y • 4 • f»A»B .1.P.23•D.'jL.'p.I7 •
1 .B.J.P.' 1?1 WP*241 ; a.T.B.I.p.Jh2-13*
2wf.-B.-A.* l/l4-p.'2o4 also see S.T.D.I, -p. 17•
3.f.-B.A.- 1/14 p*2ob.
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Alexander's doo trine of enjoyment ia very important for under¬

standing his realistic epistemology.

Stout suggests that in the "beginning Alexander regarded

pleasure and pain as modifications of the mental acts.

Certainly, we do live through our feelings of pleasure and

pain, and that is why they are regarded as the subjective states

of the individual. So Alexander must have got his elue to the

doctrine of enjoyment from the experience of feeling.(4)

we have already seen that 'of may mean reference or

apposition. In contemplating an object mind refers to an

independent object of which it is aware through its acts. But

in knowing itself tuere is nothing outside of the process to

which it may be directed, xhiex-efore, a knowledge of self is

the existence of the self itself. Here 'of* becomes an

indication of apposition. Hence, Alexander wrote:

"To me therefore, 1 myself cannot be a cognitam. I can only be
a oofgnitum to a oeing who s uood outside both me -anl physical
things, in the same way as 1 myself stand outside Physical
things and life".(1).

Besides, when mind becomes aware of an object it also at

the same time becomes aware of its own acts. Thus conscious¬

ness ia always at the same time self-consciousness, hat there

is no^ super-added consciousness of this conscious part of the
self.

It

4.According to Btout, v.hen Alexander selected the term "
'enjoyment' Alexander muss, have thought 01 pleasure and pain as
experiencing, things. Otherwise,says Stout, Alexander's use of
the term * enjoyment* would be utterly pointless, perverse and
misleading. After justifying himself in relation to pleasure-
pain, Alexander extended the term 'enjoyment* to cover all
mental acts. (AU3 IRAxAoIAll JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY AinD FH1L0S0HIY,
Vol.All,1$44 pp.43-4.)
1, x-.A.S. p.-xV; also see 3.T.D.I.P.19.S.T.D.II.P.89.
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"'.There is no diffe enoe between these two things as if besides
consciousness there is also a consciousness of consciousness.
That way madness lies, for tuere is no reason why you should
stop at consciousness of consciousness and not go on to a
consciousness of that".(l).

In the above account of 'enjoyment*, Alexander wanted to

emphasise that enjoyment is a oort of cognition, but then, here

cognition is identical with its object, here the statement of

Stout supporting this interpretation is worth uuoting;-

"The general principle is that enjoyment is not distinct from
but simply identical with whatIs enjoyed; to say that an
«experiencing* is experienced Is simply to say that the
experiencing exists".(2).

Thus, Alexander could not have helped holding that enjoyment

is a sort of cognition, but he wanted to emphasise the identity

of the enjoyed states with their enjoyments. But he could not

have denied to enjoyment its oognitivenesa. This is supported

by the fact that he granted the possibility of the science of

Psychology. (j> j in psychology we are said to know the mental
0

acts through lniuOBrBCTlOB. Then, in relation to Alexander's

theory of enjoyment on© may ask, is there no possibility of

introspection? And, if thore is introspection, then do we not

know the mental process' through it?

In the first instance, Alexander did not rule out intro¬

spection, as is clear from the following;

I.The Bature of Rental Activity, r.A.2.1 ,,07-6 p.223; also see
-Kliffi 1521 Pp.420-1. • •

a.AdyTitALABlAii'JOUiiAAl OP PSYCHOLOGY ABB BiiiLOBOiHY 1 ?44 P.31
•also see pp.33,42.Also see Rogers,A.A.*English and American
Bhilosopliy since touulp.423. ' '

jfc.B.T.D.11.pp.266-270.In relation to 'Truth and Brror1 Alexander
granted-that we can Judge our enjoyments (S.T.D.11,pp.232,233-40
This certainly cannot be done without knowing them.-
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"On the contrary, enjoyments can be understood and analysed,
and it is the business of psychology to analyse enjoyments.
The description and analysis of enjoyments constitutes what is
known as introspection".(1)

But, if this be true that a scientific interest about mind

is possible, then this interest cannot be different from

cognitive interest, and as sucxi mental processes come to be

known. Certainly, the enjoyments without being known can

hardly be 'understood and analysed'.

"At first sight it might seem as if there could be no such
science, seeing that no other individual can enjoy my
enjoyments;,.(2} •

« » * *

But Alexander allowed not only an acknowledgement of other's

mind, but also a science of psychology based on the knowledge

of the functioning of such a mind.

"hot only can we then compare one process in ourselves with
another, and arrive at generalisations, like laws of association
Oi. the ei'ieot or imagination on our feelings, but compare
ourselves with others as declared in their statements as to
theii. minds; we are able to verify that their ounds work as ours
do in some respects, differently in other respects".(3)

Hence, Alexander accented that enjoyment is both a kind of

being as well as knowing. {4}

But once we allow that in introspection we know the mental

process, there remains the possibility of the mental acts being

known and as such the self-objectifying process of the mind

becomes manifest. Alexander would not allow this. He,therefor^
• »

laboured to show that what introspection tells us about is no

doubt a mental act, but it is not an object® Such mental acts
0

are pure enjoyments. They may be said to be the ins-aspect and

1 . £'.J.B. \') \ 1 y.lVl.i'r'om such statements roeanmet held that
Alexander's introspection is a somewhat more attentive species
of enjoyment (Contemporary lhilosoAliy p.24)
2 • B.T.I). 11.P»2» 3 .b.T.D. 11.P.26^• 4 .Bind 1 ^21 »p»41 0•
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not the ed-asj-ect of the knowledge-situation.

"Thus rny own mind i» never an object to myself in the sense in
which the tree or table is. Only an -ing or an enjoyment may
exist in my mind either _.n -a blurred or subtly dissected form"

(1)
But, why has the illusion arisen that in introspection we

know mind as an object? The mistake has arisen because

ordinarily introspection is really extrospection, We do not

really know mental acts, the lug-aspect of mind, but images,

sensa etc., are known and these are not mental, but, as we have

already said, they are but non-mental objects, (2),Ordinarily,
for the purpose of psychology, it is sufficient to know these

non-mental objects, for the -irpc is found only in relation to

the -ed and therefore, the atudy of -in ; is indirectly carried

out by pointing to its objects. Hence, extros peat-ion, which

is not introspection proper, can give us only the conditions

of enjoyment, (y). Properly speaking in introspection we
• •

simply 'live through' with a scientific interest.

"And 1 was contending that you heso. ibe the mental act using
the object of it as an indirect means, and the object itself
is not introspected, no, not even if you. are observing an
image. (4)

By not granting the possibility of introspection of the mental

act Alexander approached the behaviouristio position, and in

several places he has referred to his temptation of crossing

the floor in the oap.jp of the behaviourists, (5)

a.-B.-A.-B.- >y07-6.p.2l7.alsO P.A.S, ybb-y.Po2-33;
•B.-T.-D.- 1yU7 P.'yW. klnD 1 ?2>.p.42>. - ' '

y.f.-A.-o/lyoV-ib p.2>7 where 'introspeotion'haa been called
'delusive. Also-see f.A.B. lx.iyvo-y P.jH .

4,MXUD ly2V,p.4ay. also see S.T.D.ll.pp.-b^O.
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Bat, of course, Alexander accented the reality of consciousness

and ooulu never join hands v.ihh the behaviourists. In denying

the possibility of tab knowledge of self, he was working

strongly under the influence of his anti-idealistic naturalism,

with tue avowed aim of dethroning mind from its peculiarly

strategic position, (i}. Similarly, Rogers points out that
0 »

it is extremely doubtful whether Alexander would have hit upon

the doctrine of enjoyment, had not a metaphysical prepossession

first pointed the way. (a).
0 0

SChus, Alexander held that in enjoyment we are aware only

of the enjoyed acta and these enjoyed acts, being of the nature

of -in^ can never become an object, ol the nature of -ed. In

order to show that the enjoyed states are of the nature of

-ina: only, he tried to show in an elaborate manner that mind

is purely conative. in a sketch*plan of a conational

psychology he urote:

"She tripartite classification of mental elements, which has
been replaced by a bipartite one, it is proposed here to reduce
to the proposition that there is but one ultimate mental process
namely, oona tion".(?} *

3J.x-,A.S.Vlll.p*22l ; hind I >2 i pp.4 1 >-420.kind 1y2y pjll. I'reface
to the Jew impression of 1?27 3.'£.D.l.pp*xlx-xx,also -his
discussion about the behaviourist -of holt in d.I.D.ll.pp. 110-'l i .

In addition to his rejecting introspection as a method of knowing
consciousness,Alexander also later on identified mind with
physiological processes and tais is maso in line with behaviour¬
ism.
1 'Stout.Gr%.F»1AUbTRAiAbijUSi JQuxtisAL ox FbYCHQAQGY iu<jJ liilLQbQlHY
Vol. Xll.t?44 p.42.?also M1AD iy4u P.12b.
2.Rogers,'A.A. 'jpaglish and American xhiloaophy since lbQO'P.422.
* .-Feeling was considered to be a modification of the conative
aiot by Alexander in his previous papers, see r.A.S, 1 y07-6.
p.222 a.A.o. 1 yl I p.lb. on p.242-3 of B.J.F. (I*, H / he pointed
out that the description ol feexing in terms of sensa does not
appear to be successful. Rven in k IAD lyl^ p. 1J5 he continued
to regard feeling us tne modification ox tne -mental act. But
Alexander denied feelin0 to be the modification of the mental,
act in o.l.B. 11.p.I2pn,124-I25n. 3.B.J.P. 1911,p.243;STBII.-p.118
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Even feeling, which till 1*?13 he had taxen to be a modification

of the conative act was discarded as mental. In SPACE, TIME

ADD DEITY pleasure and pain have been taken to bo merely vital

Processes of the nature of organic sensa^ (1), and therefore,

they can be contemplated but cannot be enjoyed. Thus, the very

source from which the doctrine of enjoyment arose came to be

denied.

KIED AS PURE COAATlUh;-. Mind has been taken to be cognitive,

conative and affective in the contemporary psychology of

Alexander, but he regarded mind as purely conative. Therefore,

he had to show taut cognition and affection are not really

mental, (a), ills arguments can bo summarised in the following
* •

way,

Mind is always oonative, but conation may be either

practical or speculative. According to him we know a thing

primarily by reacting to or by doing something in regard to it.

uq perceive an apple as juicy or sweet in responding or eating

it. We do not first cognise a thing and then to something with

it afterwards; but we first do something to it and in thus

responding towards it we know it.(3). Thus he wrote;
0 •

"i have spent days in trying to convince people that knowledge
in its primitive form comes to us through practice. That we
only know in so far as we act, and wherever we act we know,"(4).

1 .o.T.D.ll.pp. 124,1 72. '
2.'This reduction of mental life fa mere conation (with the
possible exception of feeling) was undertaken in *A Conational
Egyohology* pp.23^-267•
3.B.T,D.ll.P.t*2V>Mind 1>23 P. lu^S.'T.D.l.p.xvi.IIe further elab¬
orated this in his other writings,* see ISO# 2.pp.220-223,241-2,261,
2?1j also B.F.V.PP.8,10-11,l2,123,1?2n.
4.Six lectures on Value.p.2. also see Btfr.jpjji 1311^ P.2J50. In this
identification of cognition-wito conation-Alexander felt to have
been supported by Spinoza a d he mentioned it thusj'For always in
reading Spinoza it must be remembered that however much he speaks
in terms of cold speculation,the exercise of intellect is itself



Bat for varioas reasons oar act or response to the object may¬

be arrested or inhibited, and then »>e lapse into speculative

conation. For example, instead of eating the apple, we may

attentively perceive it or iau-ge it or carry a train of ideas

about, rhuo, cognition arises from the connive reference

to objects.

"how, cognition is nou a separate .mind of action from conation.
It io not even a separate element in a mental act which can be
distinguished from a conative element in the act. Cognition is
nothing but the conation itself, in so far as it is compresent
with and refers to an object*" (1}.

0

Of course, tnis pragmatic and partly Freudian explanation of

cognition is open to grave objections, if conation is not

also cognitive from the very start, then it cannot cognise at

all, and it oannot become cognitive in relation to objects.

An arrested conation is conation and to become cognitive it

must be credited either witu the emergence of a new quality

or else it must be assumed to be endowed with it from the very

beginning, ft is true that mental striving or an instinctual

drive brings us in concourse with objects, but to cognise them

we must be cogxritive from the start, (a). In this connection

the observation of Joseph is very pertinent*

"Allowing does not seem to me a kind ox striving, if one likes
to call knowin^ and striving by the common name conation...
that uoes not establish an identity ox nature between them.."
(setter to Alexander dated Jan.23,Ij\2 ).

a part of the striving tov«ards maintenance of man*3 being.
Intellect and will are for him identical.(P.L,P. p.547}
1 .0. x.D.ll.p.l ib)see also pp. \ 13, 12.U—121 .13. J.r. 1^1 1 ,specially
pages 244-24?.
2 .See the discussion of btout in ^.UnliiAjLAglAi, JOdxuiAL OF
FofOuOnodf runtjvritY, I ^44-pp. 1 jj-2><,specially pp.25-6.
There are writings of Alexander which do support the-inter¬
pretation that ire regarded mental life as pure conation. This
is strongly supported by his reduction of mental life to pure



Here Alexander coi . itted a t etaphysical violence against the

accredited psychological facts. In order to show that mind is

Purely co^ative, he had to show that feeling is not a mental

act but a senium. And in showing this not only did he go

against the findings of the ps/enolo^ists, but he had to

contradict hio own statements on the subject. Besides, this

is really against the conative nature of mental life itself.

This c^n oe shown in the following way.

Ordinarily we know that feeling ia purely subjective, and

is indicative of the s^ate of mental life in progress. But

apart from this general acceptance of the nature of feeling,

the subjectivity of feelin^ follows from the nature of conative

psychology itself to which Alexander was heavily committed. From

a conational *oint of view, which Btout had elaborated so well,

and which Alexander had accepted whole-heartedly, the feeling

of pleasure-pain is simply a ounseiuential reverberation of

strivings. According to it a successful striving is followed

by pleasure and an unsuccessful striving is followed by pain.

conation (B.J.r.1^11 p.24i). But in as muou as he accepted
that conation-is both theoretical as well as practical, he
thereby accepted the cognitiveness of mental life ixidirectly.
"They (cognition and conation) are not distinguishable
elements in every psychosis, but every species of conation
assuii.es two different forms, theoretical or practical,
according to the diiferent interest which the conation
possesses". (n.d.B.1^11 pp.d44-24^. Then, again, inJ3.F.V»
he cle&rly laiu downitixat our responses are cognitive as well
as conational (pp.iw,12?). Here, this emphasis on the oonative
aspect of the mental process has been put to shut out the
possibility of self-knowledge, nut the fact of mental life
cannot be thus distorted.
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Therefore, a feeling beoon.es an insepnr-able aspect of conation.
(1)

And as conation is mental, so feeling becomes a modification

of the enjoyed conative act. Thus, in Conational Bsyehology

he wx'Ote:

"i am content, as at present advised, to regard it as not
independent of conation, but as a ±uulific&tion oi conation.
The awtempt to treat it sensory does not appear to me
successful".(a).

But later, under the influence of his metaphysics he wrote

that he had been mistaken in treating feeling as a modification

of conation (y). now, this change of view was not based on any

psychological ground, bu„ it became necessary for him on

metaphysical ground. It must have been greatly influenced by

the statement of Bosanduet whioa he made in 1$)$:

"If you reserve anything for a mind stripped of objective
contents, you must, as realism admits, reserve pleasure and
pain, nut if so, all qualities involving pleasure and pain
are mind-dep.ndent, and no physical realism can recognise
them as real." (4)

Further, Bosan^uet continued that pleasure-pain cannot be

separated from sense-contents.

"You must either assign senjf-corrtents to the mind, or
aesthetic contents to physical reality".(5)

Alexander had to revise his views about feeling in the light

of this idealistic contention. His line of argument is that

the sense, are non-mental objects, and feeling is of the nature

of sense. It is known but, then, it is not a mental act.

1 .riven in B.2.D. he could not deny this. Bee pp. IiIj>.
2.'i,.J.x. £1^U) -P.242.
>.-o.I.D.-ll.p.l2in -also pp.1B4-lr^n.
4.-The-distinction between -mind and-its objects, p.36.

Ibid. P07.
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Thus, Alexander dismissed the cluii., 01 feeling from being

regarded us mental and noted that it is attended with insuper¬

able difiiculties.(1 )j for it is not very easy to support his
contention on the la-sis of naive experience, in some of these

pronouncements he radically departed from his empirical programme .

In his final judgement he took feeling to be purely vital and

of the order of organic senaa. Contradicting his former

statements he declared that pleasure and pain are not mental

modifications, "but characters of life .of which the mind has
awareness, as it has ox everything which it contemplates, and
that the mind does not enjoy them, however strained the
technical expression may seem in this connection". (2).

The proof of this doctrine could be only indirect. According

to him feeling has to be studied in its simplest instance, and

that is to be lound in relation to sense-feeling, now, this

sense-feeling is very much like a sensation in haying the

attributes of duration, intensity, etc., arid appears to be

localised (*) and therefore it is in general a form of organic

sensa, even if it does not seem to have any specifio organs.

Most probably Alexander knew that, he was standing on an

uncertain ground, but he held it because his metaphysics needed

it. Like Spinoaa, Alexander held that pleasure arises from

bodily well-being, and pain arises from the diminution of

vitality.(i). But to regard pleasure end palndas the charact¬

eristic features oi life is too speculative and too subjective

1 .S.T.J).11. pp• icjj, 1 'I'd • c • Ibid. P. ia4 •
* • it is significant to note that Alexander did not accept the
doctrine of »tiokle points*, and so he could not have accepted
feeling as sensation, for having of a sense-organ is an
essential mark of a sensation.
3.S.T.J).11. PP. Jiu.-1Specially P.l*-5j als° B.F.V. P. 173
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a criterion for the biologists to accept, and hardly any

biologist has accepted it. Thus, the proof of the non-mental

character of feeling is obscure and very indirect and betrays

the fact that Alexander was working under the pressure of his

metaphysical prepossessions, (I), and that was SO show that no

object of awareness oan ever be mental, and so mind cannot be

a self-objectifying entity.

TUB r+uOuioaiB x.nl) UUuQ.uut->XunB or AiinumP-oA.*S BBlBT-auUluGY*

frof. Broad oomplains (Z) that it is difficult to

distinguish between the premises and conclusions in

Alexander* theory of knowledge and so let us try to state

them as clearly as possible. Alexander's method is empirioal

and he used the term 'experience' in a wide sense. In this

wide sense 'a concept' or 'thought' is as much direct and

immediate as a senaum is.

"By experience 1 mean always experience in general a^d for
me it is always immediate. For me sensa, percepts, images,
and concepts and judgments are alike apparitions, and I think
it unhappy to oall sensa specially immediate." (3)

Alexander saw that to a great extent the idealists too were

empirical but he maintained thai they were not empirical

enough. Their thinking did not harmonise with scientific
'habits of the time* (4), and, further, their conclusions did

not accord with religious bexiefs and experience. (3).

t .Stout,G.F.mind 1>4e.p.i4l and specially also P.U7« See also
AOSTAAAApiAB JOJAaAB Ujb' -BoYOBOBOGY AM) riiiBUBOPHY. 1 344 p.4
2.MIUD \/c\ P.HO. >.MIM).Uk> P.a .also see S.T.D.l.pp 24,163
and 11. p.36.Both -Stout and Boughnan complained of ambiguity in
the use of the term 'experience' by Alexander.See G.F.Stout,
Mind,1922 p.332 ;kind I 34u p. U.Loughnan ii.B.'The Empiricism of
Dr.Alexander' AOoTRALAS1AB JOonBAB Ox rsYCBQLOGY Alffi BHILOSOEHY
Vol.IX P.I33I pp.p4-3.See also the correspondence of 11?Jacks and.
Alexander between April 6,i/ic. and April 23 i>12, dealing with
the analysis sand meaning of 'experience'.
4 .1.1.P. p. t yn. 3.iI.J.U0>-10,Vlll PP. 6p-64.
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Alexander agreed with Bosanuuet that to analyse any experience

is not enough for the purpose of epistemologyii The experience

must be a significant one. Therefore, Alexander pointed out

that if we start our enquiries with images, dreams and illusions

then we will come to the conclusion that-the objects of knowledge

are mind-dependent. The reason is plain, for it is easy to

regard images as coind-depnndent, and then we can apply this

conclusion to perception also, for images and percepts stand

on the same footing (4). But, why should we not begin with

the simpler cases of cognition, like sensation or perception?

Bet us begin with perception of a table or an apple. Here we

find that the peroeiving act is distinct from its perceptual

•table1 and, as the nnive deliverance of perception will hold,

the table is independeiit of the perceiving act.(i). We can

apply this conclusion of the independence of the object of

its knowing process to images and concepts also, for they

stand on the same footing as sensa or percepts.

But, even if we begin with the perceptual situation, the

position of realism does not seem to stand on a firm footing.

Along with Berkeley and Green, Bradley would retort that the

perceiving act and its ooject may be digtinot butthey may not

"be ae ■-■arate. What right have the realists to se-arate the

4. Thi3 position is beat seen in •knowledge ana Reality*,
GBABGGw unnALl) March 12,1910 P. 12. See also wolf .A.'Natural
Realism and Bresent Tendencies-in'Philosophy* b.A.S. 1 908-9
p. I 63.Gregory, J.C. *Realism and Imagination* ,Mind *921 PP.3O3-4
o .'I.D.'l. pp.24-23.'
1.- -B.T.-B.l.' p. 16-
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perceptum from its perceiving act, seeing that the/ always go

together? (2). The so-called fallacies of Bgo-Centrio Predica¬

ment and definition by initial Predication etc., at most show

that the idealistic conclusion of *csse est pereipi* is not

proven, but certainly they do noc refute it.

All that, can be said with safety is that the idealistic

contention is at most a postulate. But if only this could be

proved it will not be an unimportant conclusion, for it will

entitle the realists to go on with their theory as another

alternative postulate. (1). At this stage Alexander felt

ihntent to treat the independence of objects as a postulate.

But, this is a postulate, said Alexander, which is based on the

uncorrupted deliverance of naive commonsense (2), and its

truth is to be Judged from its capacity in explaining all the

relevant data of experience (y). Besides, this realistic

postulate harmonises with the temper and results of scientific

thinicing.

Thus, Alexander postulates that in a i-erceptual situation

the perceptual is distinct and independent of the perceiving aot.

Further, if we analyse the cases of veridical perception,

according to Alexander, then we will find that sense-organs,

2 .According to Bosaniuet this separation of an object from its
mental act is simply an untenable fiction—a pure abstraction
in which the mental character of preservations has been fxmdd-
Sileiitlly attacked (Ibid" pp.y1 -y2/ 4b-4>.
1• Bradley maintained that -his philosophy was not based on any
postulation but on observation. Then he maintained that
Alexander^ realism was not a case of poatulation but one of
abstraction (B.L.B, p.$$)
2.B.B.A. 1^14 P.206. o.T.D.I. pp.viii,l6.
>.-Alexunder accented realism-as a postulate in many places,
for example B.J.a. 1^11 p.24U. -f.B.A, I^i4 P.2o6. B.T.D.I,
p. 1 e—11 • B.T.D.llvPO?.
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brain centres etc»f as the instruments oi knowing are oompresent

with the perceptual and appropriately reveal them. Through the

evolutionary processes oi ages, on pain of extinction, our

sense-organs have become so adapted to the real objects that

they reveal them as they really are. We then conclude, on

the basis of numerous instances of veridical perception, that

the sense-organs are the instruments of revealing their objects

and are not the means of distox*ting them. This conclusion oan

now be extended to images also. Images too are -puite distinct

and sepax-ate from their imagining processes. Besides, images

and percepts stand on the same footing, to which we have

already made reierence and therefore what is trne of percepts

is also true oi images. Thus, from the cases of many instances

of veridical perception and tsrae imagination we oan generalise

that the cognitive acts are designed to reveal their appropriate

objects. Of course, these objects may be sensa, percepts,

concepts and so on; and a thing is a synthesis of all of them.

Thus, a thing is gradually revealed to us through the selective

responses of mind, kind responds selectively in the same way
0

in which a plant selectively responds to light, air etc., or as

an animal, under some instinctual d^ive, selectively responds to

his instinctual objeCG of his environment.(1)• Thus, the select¬

ivity of mind is based on natural endowment for the appropriate

knowin^ of objects. Bow this selectivity of parts of a complex

1. This is "in harmony with the view of moDo'ugall. According
to it the instinct determines the perception of its &i^ropriate
object in the environment. See his SOCIAL BSfChOLOGrY 15th
edition p.«i6.
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thing does not mean dirtortion or suppression of the true nature

of a thing.

"But selection, while it creates the limitation of the mind
to what is selected, does not or need not alter the object
selected".(2)

Alexander emphasised the fact that the selectivity of the

mental act is highly appropriate to reveal the object. Hence,

the mental act does not distort the features which it reveals

partially(3)• Benaa, percepta, images etc., are all different

perspectives of a thing and they all belong to it. But though
0

the thing is revealed to us partially, in the form of sensa,

percepta etc., we do not experience them as parts of the thing.
0

In reply to Btout's criticism (1|, Alexander stated his views

in the following way:

"How 1 do not mean that when I select 1 am aware that I select;
that knowledge is the theory of the outside philosopher. To
apprehend what is a part is not to apprehend it as a part".(25

with these i-rsmises and conclusions of Alexander's epiatemology

we can deal with the more conpiex knowledge-situation.
SHE RBAL1TY OF AFl^AilAuCDB:- If the mental act is so adopted

that it appropriately reveals the object oompresent with mind,

then it seems that there is no possibility of illusions or

errors. 'Then, again, there is the difficulty about the varying
0

sensa. Even if the thing apparently continues to be the same,

we may have the varying sensa of it. For example, the sound of

2. P.B.A. I >14 p. 302.
3^ B.T.D£ll.pp.>3-4 » 105,1 ' M- B.I.D.I.PP. 14-1 6.
1 .-Stouty v' 1y22 pp.400,'401-2,404 ,40,5.
2.-L1HD lyo'pp.4-3.
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a running car varies to an observer at a fixed place; or, a

round plate appears to be varying in size and shape as we

recede from it. Hence, the trustworthiness of sensa lias to

be defended or explained in such oases.

before dealing with the weighty objections we should once

more repeat the theory of Alexander. If the perceptual

situation is normal, that is, if the intra-organic or the

extra-organic conditions in which we perceive an object be

normal or standardised, then the object is revealed as it

really is, in its own rijrt. But there may b«s aberrations of
*

the external and internal conditions and in that case the

revelatory act will not be able to reveal the ..roper object.

Suppose that the conditions of revealing an object Y be X,

then any aberration of X into XI will not reveal Y, but it
1

will reveal Y . Hence, even in wrong perception something

is revealed, only that thing is not the required thing in the

context of the repaired moment. Axe objects of even illusory

perceptions are non-mental and we have no reason to suppose

that any sensa are mind-dependent, for the function of any

mental act is revelatory, unci not constitutive of the thing (1).

•This theory is to be sharply distinguisned from that of Stout

for, according to otout sensa are dependent on the sense-

organs even when they are objective and non-mental. According

to Alexander the variations in the functioning of sense-organs

simply bring us to di iforexit objects xuid the sense-orguns,

1. B.T.D.n .i^.pb.Tpy-U?. p.yb6.
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brain-centres etc., continue- to "be the instrument of revealing

their appropriate objects. All senaa whether of the veridical

or of tut illusory perception are equally non-ru~ntsl and

objective.
*

Alexander explained all kinds of appearances of things

in accordance with his realism and in doin_ so has given us

u very deep and penetrating understanding of the psychological

conditions ox perception and illusion. On this ground the

remark of Bosanpuet appears to be amply justified that what

Prof.Alexander did not know about metaphysics, logic and

psychology is i.ot worth knowingt(I)•

Alexander classified appearances into lleal.kere and

Illusory appearances, The objects truly revealed as they are

may oe called real appearance, kere appearances arise ?hen

the thing is» not perceived analytically or separately from

the contextual factors. 1'or example, witen a straight stick
»

is not perceived as six*uight in water then it is mere

appearance of the stick. Here, instead of seeing the stick

alone we perceive the ..hole compound situation. However,

when the perceiving mind intrudes itself into the object of

perception, then an illusory appearance arises. For example,

when a patch of grey in contrast with r^a appears as green

then it is due to tne internal organ that the grey appears

as green. Bow mere and illusory appearances do not belong to

the referent things even when tuey are non-mental, for they

belong to cl.„er things and contexts. However, the varying

scnsa are ail real appearances and do belong to the referent

1. The Distinction between mind alia its Objects.p. 11
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thing, and therefore they require special explanation.

THA Q-b jmCil V 1i 1" 0i )jAnXl^G 2^nA; ~ From the relativity
of sensa in tae past and oven ut the present time it lias been

concluded that the/ are subjective, hut the varying sensa,
»

according to Alexander, are the real features of the thing

selected by the subject. The same light appears dimmer as we

recede from it. hut the brightness of light contains all the

degrees of brightness which are lower than itself on the scale.

Similarly, the sound or the mofing car has all the degrees of

pitch which are lower than v.hat it has at its highest. mind

simply selects a pgriiannof the real brightness or sound

through the varying distances. Similarly,a round plate

contains ail'siaes smaller than what it is, and mind, as being

situated at varying distances simply keeps on selecting them

as it recedes gradually from it. Here, as noted before,

Alexander diverged from tae accepted explanation of the

varying sensa and so htout toux objection to this theory of

Alexander. According to dtout, a round plate appears smaller

because through the varying distances the retinal image of the

plate gets successively smaller and this accounts for the

varying siaes of the plate. Similarly, the brightness of

light diminishes witu distance because there is a corresponding

diminishing retinal excitation. Stout therefore concludes that

"sensa nave no existence apart from the percipientfs organ lens,
and that wnat occurs outside the nervous system makes no
difference to them, except in so far as it makes a difference
to this".(t).

1. Mind. \ycc rP. >b7,4Ul; also kind 1>4U pp.1u-11.
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Hence, he draws a close relationship between the functioning

of sense-organs and the variations of the sensa. Therefore,

according to Stout sensa are all non-mental or objective,

But they are dependent directly on the conditions of the

body of the percipient (2).

in this controversy between Alexander and Stout one

can easily see that Alexander was not right. *Brightness*

being an intensive quality can hardly be said to have parts

whifch the mind can select. Besides, even in the case of the

plate having quantitative size, the explanation in terns of

retinal image is far simpler and verifiable. Further, in

holding that the plate contains all the smaller sizes and

the mind simply selects them as it recedes from the plate;

Alexander departed radically from the deliverance of naive

experience. JSven with this odd explanation Alexander does

not appear to be oat of the wood. We may grant that the

varying sensa do belong to the object >hich contains all of

them, bat the question .is, that we attribute the varying sensa

to the same objects at the standard distance and this seeringnesfl

is as much the part of the perception of the varying sensa, and

this has not been explained by the theory and that is the real

crux of the question.

2 .r ,A.0. 1a. pp.au / ,2>/-oo .Of course , Stoat regarded seV.sa to
be non-mental and uvea material:"..in the antithesis of matter
and mind they (sensa;fall on the side of matter and not of mind"
(Aind,l>^22 P»>b6)Again, he continued"! admit and maintain that
if they were -not material but mental we could know nothing about
a material world (ibid p.^o^j.But Btout emphasized the dependenc
of sense on sen- e-organs '(see his letter of I >01 .af to Alexander),
Then about the secondary qualities he wrote:"Hence,though we may
know them as existing independently of the variations of our
sense experience, we cannot, or can only, in a very inadequate
way, fix what they are apart from these variations." (JCind 1?2j5
p.&^8.See also Mind, 1^40 pp. 140-141)
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lit we have to look into the motive of Alexander in denying

to the retinal excitation or sense-organs the part which they

play in the formation of sensa. Clearly, the motive is one of

safeguarding his realistic epistemology. If the sensa he the

product of sense-organs and their corresponding brain-centres,

then, what guarantee is there that any sensum is not produced

bv the underlying neural excitation alone, irrespective of an

outside object ? Hence, Alexander put the question to Stout

by way of explaining his reason for excluding the constitutive

role of sense-organs and for referring the varying sensa to the

objects themselves j

" Still, I cannot resist asking him (Stout) ho\i;, if the size and
shape of the sensum depend on the retinal excitement, can sensa
be as he declares them to be on the side of the material object
and not on the side of rind ?" (1 *).

Of course, for Stout sensa are non-mental but,"

according to him, they are conditioned by an extra-mental

objective condition, Trence, the sensa represent directly

through thought an objective reality :

" Thus, in so far as knowledge is conditioned by a presentation,
this presupposes (a) that there is a special relation between
the presentation and the presented object, and (b) that this
relation is itself part of what is known " (2),

1. Kind, 1923-p.P. See the discussion about it in STB I-PI-. 139-142,
in which he denied the dependence of sensa on the working of
sense-organs. See also STD II.-p.157,
* It is interesting to note that Alexander in 'Philosophy and
Ti.ology' (1894-5) held that the information of the secondary
qualities of colour,taste,etc., depended on the organs of sense
and varied with them, ut this information bo depending on the
sense-organs cannot be said to be certain concerning the real
nature of objects.
2.Stout,C.H. 'Studies in Philosophy and psychology',p.372. See also
pp. 507;374-5. 1 arrual of Psychology-p,432 (1913 edition). Stout
had stated his difference from the view of Alexander in 'Are
1 reservations rental or Physical 7 ' (P.A.S.1909).Specially see
p. 237.
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But Alexander had no patience with this kind of representation-

ism (#). He thoujht that this kind of reference to the non-

mental condition of sen .a, through thoujht, la an assumption

which is incapable of any verification, and he wrote thus;

"How can experience warrant a reference to this something
conditioning presentation which we never have experienced
and which is only a symbol for the non-«sental? .But the
supposed condition of presentation cannot be further -known
for it is not known at all"•(1).

» m

It was hare that Stout and Alexander join issue about the

meaning of the term ♦experience* referred to before. Then,

Alexander added that once we grant the subjectivity of sensa,

we cannot gut back to the reel world, even through the

♦thought* of Stout (a). Thus, the difference between Stout

and Alexander is not verbal, as Prof.Broad has hinted (3),
but is based on real epistemolojicul differences between them.

Hence, according to Alexander, the varying sensa do belong

to the thing and they are simply selected by mind as parts of

the thing, for the lesser intensities are contained In the

larger intensity. Bub he himself realised that it is rather
0

inaccurate to speak of •parts* of intensity.(4) Stout,

therefore, easily detected these logical and psychological

difficulties in Alexander*s description of the varying sensa,

MSHii: AND ILLUoUHY SHASA;- By holding the objectivity of

sense Alexander had to face insuperable difficulties in

explaining mere and illusory appearances. He did not pretend

*~St.out stated his position thus:"But thouja I accept a
representative theory of sense-perception 1 reject any repres¬
entative theory 01 knowledge"(Mind.1540 p.16 also see®.l^n)
1. S.l.D.ll.P. 141 2. S.-T.D.11.-P.2UU
3 .-Mind • 1 YcL \ • P .• 141 4 • STA)11.- P18 ?
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to ex-J.;;.in Caere and illusory appearances, tat, he owned that

like Locke he only hoped to record and describe them and also

admitted that there were errors in the elaboration of the

doctrine.(1). la the face of these admissions we will be
* 0

content to give only a short account of mere and illusory

appearances. however, the very adequacy of the explanation

of illusions and errors would have served the test of the

truth of realism and by its failure tc satisfy this test the

postulate of the realistic theory cor.es tc be greatly weakened.

In mere a.;-eerarce v.e do net sense the object singly and

analytically, but we perceive it conjointly with the other

contextual factors which modify it. For example, in the

contextual factor oi water a straight stick appears as bent.

What we succeed in perceiving is only a compound situation of

which the object in question is only a part (i). This is in

harmony with the Gestalt theory of perception, according to

which v.e tend to perceive things as wholes. But the question

is, is the stick really modified, that ia, is it really bent

in water? Of course, Alexander would say «no*• Then, what is

modified? Obviously its senaum. But then it would mean that

the sensum is not an object but an apparition of the object,

and this goes against Alexander's theory that the sensa aro

objective. For Stout and others the sensible apparition, which
#

is subjective, is modified. Alexander was not prepared to aceeifc
0

the subjectivity of sensa and therefore, he could not explain

the objectivity of mere &p ..earanee. (})

1 .Mind P7.> L-7 . S. I-, T, 11, p . 1 v1
3«- stout G.F. -klnD 1?22.P.4U7• 'Mind 1>,4U.pp. 13-17 •
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The difficulty of explaining illusory appearances realistic¬

ally is very great. The illusory appearance, according to

Alexander, arises from the intrusion of mind into an object.

He rig'itly maintained that the same mental processes are

involved both in illusion and in perception. In both of them

we supplement the sensorial data with interpretative factors

and we can grunt also to Alexander that these interpretative

or personal features, as he cm led them in his early papers,

are non-mental. The only difference between them is that
0

the interpretative features fit into the sensorial data in

perception and in illusory perception they do not.(1). But,

the question is, how in the presence of illusions, can we

consistently hold the objectivity of sansa? How can we decide

that at the time of occurrence a certain interpretative feature

fits into the real situation or not? The grey in contrast

with red does appear as green, but is not so in reality. It

is hard to maintain that this abearance of green is objective

and yet th: t has to be maintained on the basis of Alexander*s

pan-objectivisK. At tires Alexander seemed to tale refuge in

the well known dictum of the time that seusa do not err and an

error is due to judgment. . But consistently with his premises

this e.soups was not possible for him, for, in spite of some

distinction between judging and sensing, both equally reveal

their objects directly. At most, Alexander could maintain that
0

the elements of illusions and their laws of combination are real

for green is a real feature of the world somewhere, and a oertaiti

patch could be green. Thus he held that:

1 .a.T.33.11.PI-.21 i-212 2.Ibid PP.2 *
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"all the materials of illusory percepts are real, and, if the
world of reality is taken wide enough, the percept itself is
a perspective of the real world, and is just as objective
and non-mental as any other percept " (1)

The important thing, for him, isthat in illusions we sfuint

at reality; but the serious mutter is that we have no means

of distinguishing between the squinting and the real perception

of it. Alexander frankly admitted his failure in explaining

them:

"Hence 1 am not concerned to asx why the appearances should be
what they are butonly to recor-d them an describe the conditions
under which they originate".(m)

But this simply means to substitute psychology for epist-mology.

The main question remains unanswered and that is, how the

illusory perceptions are ^oing to be explained on the basis of

the objectivity of all sensa. The question does not refer to

the reality of the elements and not even of the laws of the

connection between the elements but precisely about the illusory

combinations of the elements of the object. This question

remains unanswered, but if we oa-uiot explain illusory appearance

then this also tacitly applies to the oujeotivity of mere

appearances also. After all, there is not a very great differen¬

ce between the varying sensa and mere sensa and illusory

appearance.(p). This was hinted at by Bradley in his letter

to Alexander, dated l'eb.1 p, "I/uy:

"The course you taxe lands you (so far as X see) in this
difficulty that the explanation you give of your unreal
world as subjective, applies also just as well to your
real world".

1 . a. i.X). 11 .p.p. i J .see also pp.m 14—']»
2 /kind m i ji-j '9*1
3,.- 3 • T •D. 11 • pp • 2 I e, 2 t j? •
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therefore, the failure oi explaining illusory appearances

extends to &ll|cases of appearances. Hence, the central point
of the objectivity of sensa has not been explained in

Alexander's epistemology. Alexander was really right when he

held that if we uegin our epistemolo0ical enAuiry with images,

illusions and dreams, then we .*ill end up with the mentality

of sensa« hut then he has not succeeded in showing the

objectivity of sensa when he postulated his realism on the

basis of the perceptual situation. The fact is that it might

have been indefensible to hold that all things are ideas, but

it is equally indefensible to hold that all ideas are things.

».e will meet with the same observation when we come to

Alexander's deduction of the categories from Space-Time.

There is greater lik&lihood of reaching the truth if we

follow the path of the Golden Mean between these two extremes.

THE IHTUlTlon OF oEmCE-TlkE in THA nAixAnATiUH OF GEOMETRICAL
—

: : ILHUsMs*

According to Alexander Space-time is known through

IHTUITIGH, which is simpler than and prior to sensation. In

sensation a certain neural pattern is lifted up into

consciousness. If so, then the space-time complex of brain is

oompresent with all point-instauts and thus should be able to

intuite them coirreotly. However, human beings are creatures
0

of sense and as such they cannot intuite space-time in its

purity. In ourselves 'consciousness is evoked in the first
instance through sensation, though intuition pure and simple
is more elementary than sensation.* (1).

» 0

Gr&GGT.D.ll.p.dUi ; see also S.T.D.l.p.1?>.
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I'hus, senses are not well adapted for pex*oeiviiig spaoe and

time, bat are meant to reveal their respective secondary

qualities. Forexampie,the eye is adapted to perceive colour

and the ear is attuned to sound. However, we can intuite

space and time only through our senses and therefore, our

intuition of space suffers from the deceptivenesa of senses.

"Our senses only cheat us by their weakness and partiality
of selection, but our intuitions cheat us because our senses
are cheats".(l)

In connection with the varying sense of the shape and

size of objects Alexunder threw an important suggestion.

Aocordin^ to him, everything is a complex, of space-time. A

round plate is also a complex of space-time of various dates.

How? in receding from a round plate or a-poaching it from a

distance, the s^ace continues to be the sa, e but its dates

vary, if we look at a disc straight down then the centre of it

meets the eye earlier than its periphery. Hut when we recede

from it then the difference in time which the light takes in

travelling from the centre and periphery is narrowed down

and due to this narrowing down of time interval the size of

the disc looks smaller.(a). If Alexander could have extended

this kind of explanation for the various appearances in terns

of space and time, then he might have substituted a realistic

interpretation of the varying sensa. in that case he could

have become independent of the sense-excitation in terms of

which we ordinarily explain our sense-experience. Broad

1. B.l'.D.ll. p.uuy-o; also see 'pp. 14b-?. here unwaringly
Alexander lapsed into the popular -view of the deoe^tivity
and coxiseuuent subjectivity of sensa,
2 . B . x' . D . 11. pp . i y 6- / .
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accepts its importance (l) ana Alexander too recognised its

value, but he expressed his luck of ability in fully elabor¬

ating it U). On this uasis Alexander thought that touch

being leas influenced by time-factor, beirk a direct informant,

is less liable to error than vision (g),

Tiin -bn-xla-lxu^ OJb Arlofix.UuUlf; -

We thinx that the fundamental error of Alexander lies in

two things, firstly, he subordinated epistemology to meta¬

physics to sue. an extent that it was distorted. This is

iuite clear from his doctrine of enjoyment...Secondly, it lies

in the u critical acceptance of the analysis o± the knowledge

situation given by koore. Alexander accepted without reserve,

the inde^endexice of the objects of the knowing process. Had

he subjected this analysis of the knowledge situation to his

searching scrutiny "fchen he would have found out that some

objects arc certainly digtinct from the knowing process, but

they depend on it, for example, tooth-ache cannot be said to

exist independently of feelin^ it. It was to such instances

that Stout pointed 'Are presentat ons mental or physical?' (4).

Later on, Lucasse (3) more clearly pointed out that the objects

of the xnowia0 process may oe of two kinds, namely, connate and

K kind )ycL\ P.143 2 »S•T.D.11.p.1 //n
3.- S.T.D.li PP .'202-3
4.x.A.b. (t303). ^ven koore now accepts this. See p.653 of
'The rhilosopny of G.k.koore « (The Library of Living
fhilosopners gnd edition 1332).
3. Ducasae.C.J. kILD 1^36 Pp.iOi-i>n. The Philosophy of
G.L.koore' pp.223-231.
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alien, ne, then, showed tuat ou.e oi" the instances of connate
»

objects do depend on the xnowing process. For example, the

aensiblg quality blue aanno t be said to exist independently

of being experienced blu.e (1). had Alexander been critical

enough he would have realised this himself and then he would

have comi'lfctely revised .his hbcbrine ox tue complete object¬

ivity of sensa and thai of «enjoyment'. i>ut, certainly then,

his theory Of extreme realism would havw been given up and

in that case his metaphysics would xiuve been truer and more

consistent with oommonsense.

under the influence of his anti-idealistic metaphysics,
the programme oi which ne had announced in his earlier papers

(2), he divided the v,orld as if with a hate ,et into the

knowing act and the known object. He took very great care

in showing taat no known object in ever mental. This committed

him to the extreme theory ox the Objectivity of sensa, which

finally brou^nt him against insuperaule difficulties in

relation to various appearances. This difficulty of pan-

objectivism is bee i seen in relation bo images. Hut before

we take up the question of the objectivity of images and the

enjoyment of the enjoyed remembering, let us see whether

knowledge is what Alexander took it to be. According to

Alexander, knowledge is sit:-ply a compresence between two

terms, one of wuiou is conscious. If mere compresence between

two things were knowledge then we would be omniscient. There-

]. This is what moore accepts too, Tlik ihiinUaGrHY uF G.E.LOORE-
p.-6^o. ,

2 .'For-this see the following: *knowledge and Heaiity GMSGOtf



fore, Alexander had to aud that one of the compresent terms

must be conscious and to be conscious meant peripherally

and centrally aroused in an adequate manner. But if so, can

we reaily deny the uniqueness of the knowing process? Can

we 3ay that knowing is only an instance of the universal

Phenomenon of compresenoe? Bvexi Alexander had to adinit that

the uiiquness of the knowing process is due to the fact that

one of the compresent terms is conscious; but, this is what

the idealists also say, ior according to them, knowledge is

due to the presence of a unique 'subject'# now^yer, Alexander

somehow refused to accept that the kaowin^ suspect is an

essential factor in the knowing process. But, we can define

knowledge eitner as mere togetherness or togetherness with

a conscious term. She former cannot explain knowledge and the

latter alone can. if so, then tne knowing process becomes

unique and cannot be an instance of the universal phenomenon

of compresence. Thus, Alexander's account of knowledge in

terms of compresence only is mere abstraction and an indefens¬

ible hypothesis (i).

Then, again, can we really explain the knowledge-situation

in terms ox the knower and the known? is knowledge itself

nothing but a relationship or togetherness ox two terms in

v.hich one of tnem io conscious? According to an omd Indian

tradition, a knowledge situation is explained in terms of

ILhicAlD karoh ic, ipio; 'The conduct of Understanding'
1in JOUnBAB ex nBdCATxOa ipoy, 'Foundation and Sketch-Plan
of a oonational Psychology* |BuITloh JOuuRAx. OF PdYCiLOLOGY tdli.
1. Rogers, A.m. 'English and American Philosophy since 1800'

p.406.



subject, object and knowledge. This knowledge cannot be

swallowed up in 'mere relation' between the knower and the
(o

known, and this isAwuat Bradley (1) had referred in his protest

against the bipolar division oi the knowledge- ituation by

Alexander, knowledge itself, says Stout, is distinct from

the relation of what ia known a^d the knower. The oognitum

itself has two assets:

"One of the terms io what is known, the other is the knowledge
of it...its bein0 known. This relation of cognition and
oognitua is presupposed*in the relation of knower and known.
The knower knows in as much as he has or possesses knowledge.."

(2)

In other words, knowledge is an independent though a joint

product of the knower and the known. Here 'esse' and'peroipi'

are inseparably blended. Alexander regarded this as truth in

which reality ia possessed by mind. But can knowledge be

divorced from Truth unu can knowledge he something different

from an object being possessed by mind? But once we grant

that knowledge is surcharged by mind and the realistic explan¬

ation of knowledge as mere relation between two oompresent

terms breaks down. when we talk of knowledge then the knower

and the known are its two termini from which it arises, but it

itself is the very core and centre of trie knowledge-situation,

Alexander unfortun.. tely attended to the two terminal relata and

ignored tue relationship itself. But the relationship is as

important as the terminal relata and cannot be swallowed up

1 . P.B.B, p.4 6. 2. AUoTkALAolAii JOUhAAL OF ho YCiiOLOCrY AND
PiilxuhiOriiY.iy44 p.ro.- see also pp. tgu2u.
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in them. But if we accept that ♦knowledge' subsists as something
"AA&rv

surcharged or vitalized by mind, and we will have to accept the

idealistic contention that Alexander has simply gratuitously

abstracted knowledge from the mind (1).

We have already seen the great difficulty which Alexander

experienced in explaining trie objectivity of sensa, but this

becomes most apparent in relation to the objectivity of images.

From the instances oi veridical perception and true imagination

one can generalize tnat the mental act ia appropriate to reveal

its object, but this generalisation is baaed on 'induction by

simple enumeration', and therefore, at moat it is only

probable in character. Hence, at most ia can serve as a working

hypothesis and it cannot serve the purpose of eliciting any

certain conclusions from it. This precaution is necessary in

relation to the appropriateness of the imaginal act in reveal¬

ing its objective image. How in the perception the e is a

causal antecedent which arouses a neural excitation, and this

neural excitation lifted up in consciousness reveals an

appropriate object, in imagination, however, the image has no

external causal agent in liberating an appropriate neural

excitation. The neural excitation, in such oases, is due to

an intex-nal stimulation. If, therefore, every neural excitation,

as a result of internal stimulation be attended with conscious¬

ness, then will it always lead to a revelation of its appropri¬

ate object? If this be accepted, then we are committed to

1. Bosaniuet.B. 'The Distinction Between Mind and Its Objects'
p.4L-4^.
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extreme subjectivism from which Alexander's realism is

considered to be a way of escape; and, if every mental act is

not considered appropriate ta reveal its object, then the

objectivity of senaa has to oe given up. Thexe seems to be

no escape from this (i).

Then, again, the difficulty of remembered enjoyment

becomes very great and Alexander was beset with doubts about

the statement that the mental act cannot be known (2). When

Alexander was not particularly interested in elaborating

his theory of 'enjoyment1 he assumed that the mental act is

known, for it can be described and even the errors of

enjoyment can be detected and removed. (j5) • But theoretically

he denied the possibility of the knowableness of enjoyed

states. When px-essed uy Broad (4) as to the nature of
»

enjoymdnt as a mode of being or knowledge, he stated ambig¬

uously that enjoyment is a mode of be in/; as well as a kind

of knowledge:

"I sum up my answer by saying: It {enjoyment® is undoubtedly
a mode of being, but not only a mode of bein^,, for it is that
kind of being which is a knowing, and is at once a knowing
of objects (in virtue d>f which relation it is called contem¬
plation), and of itself (£)

This is simply a repetition of what he had stated in an

earlier paper (6). But once we grant that 'enjoyment' is

1.Broad C.D. kind 1>21 2.Mind i?2t p.41?.
> .-Stout ,G*I .-kind i >40 p. i>b .Australasian Journal etc. i>44.
p.>j>->4. S. T .D.l.pp.} tjs-t/l. ■ also Bradley's letter to
Alexander dated March i6 IJMO. 4. Broad,C.D. Ibid.p.1^0.
3. kind i>'_ l p»4rU. 6. £.A.S. IX p.26.
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both knowing and being and are inseparable, we at once come

back to the ghost of idealism, namely, the inseparability of

knowing and being,
*

She ambiguity ana inconsistency 01 the doctrine of

•enjoyment* are clearer still in relation to the cases of
' remenibered enjoyments' ,(1 ) • But. before we thus f&oalise

his difficulty Of enjoyment, let us critically examine this

theory of enjoyment'.

We have already seen that by 'enjoyment' Alexander

wanted to show that it is a kind of knowledge in which knowing

is identical with the known. Hence, as noted before, enjoyment

is both knowledge and being. But beoau.se it can be both, there-
*

fore, from this it does not follow that enjoyment as knowing

is identical with bein.r in the same sense. When there is an

enjoyment '1 am aware that 1 am aware of & tree', then 'of

is not simply an 'of of apposition. As Hallett (1) has

pointed out, the 'of is both of apposition as well as of

reference. The proposition refers to a cognitive context.

It has been clearly expressed by Btout thus:

"it is perhaps true that we are always aware of what we enjoy.
But the enjoyment is other than the awareness of it; the _of
in aware of is not an jof of apposition, as it is in the
dancing a dance"(2).

The subject and object, matter and form are as distinct in

enjoyment as they are in. contemplation (?)•

Then, again, if the oognitiveness ol enjoyment be denied,

i. Anderson J. 'The hon-Axistonce of Consciousness*.Australasian
Journal of Psychology and Philosophy. Vol.Yll.lyk9.pp.71«2.
Here Anderson points out that Alexander should have denied the
very existenoe of 'enjoyment' to be fully consistent with his
realism.
1. ABSLBRBiTAg pp.267-b. 2. Australasian Journal etc. 1>44.P.j53.
#<ibid. pp.also-kind I y4u.pp. Ijjo-y.
> < '
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as Alexander seemed to do in BBAxJTY AaD OllUaii FOULS OF VALUE (4)^
then it becomes simply a vital process of merely living through,

This will lead to the denial of the emergence of mind as

some tain,., supervening over life. Besides, if it is mere be in,";.

then it cannot be known, certainly not even as a state of

enjoyment. Thus. Prof. Bx-oad put it;
• • *

"Surely, Brof, Alexander's sound principle that no object
gains its existence or its qualities from the fact of being
known ouwht to be supplemented by the equally sound principle
that no existenc -xiot even an enjoyment-—- gets known from
the mere fact, of existing and having such and such dualities"(5

If enjoyment be both cognition and being, then, it will be

quite an unintelligible entity, and even then, it will be

quite different in kind from cognition in general. Host

probably Alexander wanted to show the identity of cognition

and being in enjoyment, but in that case we cannot deny the

nature and function of cognition to enjoyment. It is a common

experience that we not only live through our mental acts

inarticulately, but we also talk about them ( ). But as

Alexander tried to show that no objects can be mental,therefore9
he refused to accept that we know our enjoyed states. But to

maintain the identity of cognition and being Is very difficult

4.B.F.V. PP.r/6-7. 5. klBD PP.U4-5.
• Indeed-Alexander-himself recognised this in granting the
possibility ox the science of psychology. This is clear from
the following; 'Intelligible speech is the chief means of
such an enlargement add while it is directed in the first
instance to explaining to one another the nature of the
external objects we contemplate, it comes to bo used to make
clear to others the nature of our enjoyments.* (St5.D.ll.

P.26^. •



in relation to the remembering of past enjoyments.(1)

To enjoy means to experience that which is present and,

therefore, the past experiencing cannot be enjoyed, nor can

it be, according to Alexander, contemplated. What then is a

memory of a past state, asks Brof. Broad, according to

Alexander's theory? (2). Alexander maintained the Bergsonian

theory that the past is preserved (1) and therefore mental life

swells as it advances through the accretions of the past. For

example, according to Alexander, we do remember our past anger

or shame* -out, though the past anger or shame io revived, it
0

is not revived as the mind's present, bat it forms a part of

the whole of which another part $$ the mind's present (2).

"I remember the feeling of shame felt at a social blunder;
and the more vividly I represent the circumstances the more
intense the emotional excitement becomes, and the more
completely it includes the bodily expression proper to the
emotion and invades me. Still* all this personal experience
is detained in attachment to the past object, and despite
the urgency of the feelings 1 am lost in the past and the
whole experience, object-side and subject-side alike, has
the mark of the past." O).

Hence, he held that the past enjoyment is revived and becomes

and actual state but, bein^ compresent with a past object it

ceases to be a present enjoyment. Therefore, Alexander main¬

tained two contradictory statements, that is, the past

1. Alexander had wrestled with the difficulty of remembering
the past mental states in Tiin CQhATBUiiAL Bg1C-dGLGCrY and was
conscious of the difficulty of his exposition of this difficult
subject (B.J.B.t/li pp.ijii-262) and wrote;"... to enjoy a renewed
state and to'drag it into intimacy with my present enjoyed self
is to enjoy it as mind and past, and that means as belonging to
me in the past".(B% 1 .B.2 62). 2. MIJSD 1?2l P. i yj> •

I .p.A,B.Vol.IX (-iyUd-y) In >908 Alexander was far more
Bergsonian fo>~ he tended to think that the past is also in the
present as ^resent. But he later changed the view as outlined
above. Bee B,T.D.I.-p.141-2. Also see the correspondence of
Carr with Alexander in i?12.
2. o.T.D.I, p.127. J.S.T.Dl. P.12?
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enjoyment is re-lived and enjoyed, and, also that it remains

past. She whole thing is not only logically indefensible but

it goes against the testimony oi common experience. If the past

anger be really revived then we would feel angry in remembering

it. -But the past fueling of shame may be remembered even with

mirth. And, ii somehow, the same sort ox emotional state be

aroused, then it is never the same identical enjoyment.

Here the view of Stout is worth quoting:

"It (the past enjoyed state) was different in kind from my
present emotional excitement. It cannoi therefore be now-
enjoyed. It cannot be so because it has ceased to exist and
the existence of an experience is identical with the enjoyment
of tha t experience".(1)

Obviously, we cannot ir.v.. two enjoyments simultaneously, namely,
of the past enjoyed state and the other of remembering that

past enjoyment.

Thus, from the above consideration, iv is clear that in

remembering the past enjoyment, the act of remembering cannot

be identical with tue past enjoyed state. We can have only a

cognition of the past enjoyed state. Therefore, we see that in

the enjoyment of the past enjoyed state cognition and being

cannot be identical.

Further, if the past enjoyeu state did really exist in

the present enjoyment as actual, then t e past and present

will coalesce and the historicity or temporality of the mental

process will be undermined. Alexander was puite conscious of

this and therefore he maintained that the past enjoyment

remains in the broad gensent as a ^art of one continuous mental

1. Australasian Journal' ox x-syouology aud rhilosojiy. i"'y44.
• p.y]. see pp. 26-44. 2.S.T.D.I. P.12J?
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as is clear from the following;

"Its (of the jc&st shame) actuality rio more cukes it a present
emotion tnan the ensory character ox the beginning of the
meteor*a path in the sky makes it present, when the real
present i^ the end ox the |athn.(2)
therefore, the remembering of the past enjoyment never remains

identical with the past enjoyed state, and once more, the

identity of the knowing and being of enjoyment breaks down. In

the end the enjoyment of the past enjoyed state simply becomes

a cognition of it, here then, there is an object of cognition

which is mental and therefore it contradicts the thesis of

Alexander that no object ox knowing ie mental (1). Shis thesis

seems to be vulnerable from another iOint of yiew too, Alexander

did maintain that we xnow others' mind, and he called this

knowin_ AddUaAuCB., he did not explicitly say whether this

knowing is contemplation ot enjoyment or both or neither. So

let us see whether the 'assurance' of 'others' mind* supports

Alexander's contention that no object of knowledge oun be mental.

The above-mentioned possibility of knowing a mental object

would have been brought home to Alexander had he fully developed

hi3 doctrine about the AddUiiAuCk of others* mind. He held that

we know others' mind directly (2), and that we do not invent

the concept Of foreign con-.ciousneas (3). $f° doubt, he said,
this assurance of ot ers' mind grows in content through

reflection and sympathetic imagination (4). But is this not

a kind ox knowledge ox mind? Alexander is vague and only said

that 'it ia an acu ox faith forced on us by a peculiar sort of
experience.* (j?). however, what v.© know about others' mind

• •

1, Stout G.J}-. Ibid pp.>^-40. Broad C.D. hind I i pp. 1.54-6.
2i S.i.D.ll.p.jjl. -j>.Ibid.p.>2. -4.'Mind 1>H PP.20-21.
£.• S.-i.-h.-ll.'P.'iV.' also kind PP.20-21.
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is simply an inference from their behaviour, which is an object

of contemplation. Consistently speaking, really there is no
#

bridge here from the contemplated behaviour of others to their

mind (I). hut, if we do experience others' mind, then obviously

such objects of assurance are mental. Had Alexander elaborated

his views about the ♦assurance of others' mind', then he would

have experienced the same sort of difficulty which Berkeley-

felt about the term 'notion' in distinction from the term

'ideas' (2) •
*

It might be indefensible to turn metaphysics into epist-

emology as tne idealists are supposed to do. But, then, it is

equally indefensible to distort epistemology under the influ¬

ence of some preconceived ontology. This la specially pertinent

here, for Alexander regarded metaphysics as a de criptive science

and therefore he should have tried to describe the epistemol ogio-

al situation as faithfully as possible (j»). To make epistem¬

ology servile to metaphysics ia after all a dictatorial

metaphysics, and a oud epistenology. (4). To keep epiatem-

ology as an incident to one's metaphysics is defensible, but to

make it only a corollary oi one's metaphysics is to betray a

temper oi metaphysical totalitarianism.

1 .Moxley D.J. 'Heal ism and the Status of mind', B.A.B.XJuLll.
1921»2»PP*2b>»6. 2.This ia suggested by the observation of
Stout in p. iii-2 oi-mind i p4u.
>.We are reminded nere of Alexander*a warning which he had
stated in 'elementary Ideas in Jbhiloeopay* (16^1-2). Love of
truth, said Alexander, is essential in philoso±hy, 'Philosophy
does not consist in takin0 up a certain attitude towards facts.
This habit of taking up attitudes is a fault to be guarded
against".(P.l)
4. It is here that otout's disappointment is justified: "I had
expected that Alexander's philosophical construction would be
founded on and xee^ in close toucn with the analysis of
experience, what x found or seemed to find was largely
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adkkAixf ui? OiLa-llna TwO. She real aim of Alexander was to show

that all triings in nature have evolved of themselves and there

is no Absolute kind or the spirit of totality anywhere in the

workings of nature. This view was disputed by the idealists.

According to them there is an Absolute kind which makes the

emergents emerge and which explains every case of progressive-

ness in nature. This idealism, according to Alexander, is

bused on a theory of knowledge, and, again, this theory of

knowledge is bused on tue theory that the object of knowledge

is mental, hence, to refute idealism he had to refute this
0

theory of knowledge, lie had to show that no object of knowledge

is mental. The moat obvious case of an object of knowledge
0

being mental is self-knowledge. Trierefore, he had to refute

this. In order to show that mind cannot ee known, Alexander

advanced the theory of AhJoAwnhT, This also further required

that mind should be proved to be purely conational, and feeling

be declared to be a non-mental sensum.

Then, again, it is not sufficient to show that there

can be no self-knowledge, but it should also be shown that

every object of knowledge is real in its own right. To show

this Alexander hud to demonstrate that every object of

knowledge is objective, and therefore he propounded the theory

of the pan-objectivity of all sensa.

the reverse of this relation, he seemed to be in a large
measure endeavouring to adjust his analysis of experience to
an independently preconceived ontology". kind I>40 P.!2o.
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Meanwhile the following ohief results have been achieved:

1. A knowing-situation oan be analysed into mental act and

its appropriate object. She object depends on mind for its

percipi but not for its esse.

2. This deliverance of experience was confused due to

several reasons noted below;

a. It was thought that the •independence of objects* would
mean that they are not related to the knowing act.

b. A knowin^ act always selects and therefore it was

interpreted that mind in doin^ so creates the object.

But selectiveness does not mean any distortion; it means

its partial revelation to consciousness.

o. Again, it was supposed that mind can be an object to

itself, nowever, no object of knowing can be mental.

This source of confusion has been destroyed by the

doctrine of lenjoyment'.

d. further, the presence ox varying sensa of the same object

led to the belief in the subjectivity of sensa. But now

it has been shown that seasa are the ^artial revelations

of a thing, and a thing is a ayntnesis of all its varying

sensa, images and so on.

e. Besides, an illusion was eu.x-osed to be peculiarly mental.

But it has been .mown that tney too ase non-mental and

they are simply mis-placements of an object.

However, the realistic epistei ology of Alexander is

based on metaphysics, for its truth is based on its ability

in harmonising all the relevant facts of our total experience.
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Hence, if it can be shown that in the order of ease or

existence, things precede mind, then it would be clear that

objects cannot be said to depend on mind at all. On the

contrary, it will show that mind depends on things for its

emergence and sustenance, i'hus we find that Alexander's

episte-iology is only a prelude to his metaphysics, to

which we now tarn.
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C H A a T id R T ii R a E.

THE EETAfiiYSICS OF ALaa^R (fAAT 1).

SQiO^IS

Here we want to show that, according to Alexander, not

mind hut Space-time is the Absolute xieulity. This Space-time

is given in our intuition and therefore, it should not he

taken to he an abstraction. By Space-Time is meant

fprogressive motion*# Therefore, by itself Space-time creates

the order of varying complexities oi' point-instants, correspond¬

ing to whion there is the hieratohy of matter, life and mind.

The creation of novelties is know^ as the process of

Emergence, which is based on the presence of a JSisus in

Space-time. The nisus refers to the creativity of Space-Time.

This theory of nisus is an empirical generalisation from the

he facto advance observed in the course of nature. The

presence of this nisus not only maintains the hierarchy of

matter, life and mind, but Lais will also lead to the

emergence of higher creations in future.

Though ♦emergence* means the noting of new departures

in the goings-on of tne universe, yet each emergent is said

to be completely reducible to the lower level from which it

emerges. This shows that with discontinuities of quality

in emergence, there is also throughout a spatio-temporal

continuity in the hier&rony oi' matter, liie and mind. Again,

this continuity in the hierarchy is further made clear by the

fact that ail entities, from Space-Time to mind, are patterned
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on the same universal formula of the mind-body relationship.

This universal formula is most clearly seen in the union of

mind with body in human persons, nut, even in Space-time,
there is the same pattern, and, we can say that Time is the

mind of Space.

The mind-body formula is based on the view that haman

mind and body are identical and indissoluble. Thus, according

to this viev», mind is a complex of neural processes and as

such it is as spatio-temporal as anything else in the vaBt

democracy of facts. If mind is asbpatio-temporal as anything

else, then it is a tning existing side by side with all other

things. As cuoh it cnuuot ck .m to be the measure of all

reality. Hence, the thesis is proved that Space-Time is the

sole reality, from whicu everything emerges and to which

it returns.

In this chapter we will also note that if there is the

emergence of a new quality, then it is not iUlte correct to

aay that it is completely reducible to the lower level from

which it emerges. Further, the applicability of the mind-

body formula to a great extent nullifies the emphasis on the

emergence of the new in the goings-on of the universe. Then,

again, the s^atiality of mind is based on the identity of

mind with the neural processes, nut this is a very doubtful

proposition. Finally, if mind is reducible to vital processes,

and life is reducible to matter, and matter to space-time;

then everything ends in the empty reality of Space-Time,

ilenoe, the metaphysics of Alexander ends inn-oosmicism.
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ffATUitALIaiiu. ABB Ijjsujn.hioM.: - We have already seen that Alexander's

epistemology was based on a jjreoori.eeived ontology and he

accepted this interpretation oi his system;

"Ay whole enterprise is a study in ontology and have 1 not
said more than once that the theory of knowledge is not prior
to metaphysics but an incidental chapter of it?(i)

i'his was his firm conviction from the very beginning, and even

in the first ox nis reviews he referred to it thus;

"If we treat logic independently of metaphysics, we are for
even in danger of dropping into psychology..(2)

This metaphysics is one of Evolutionary naturalism and is

opposed to idealism in temper in general, nut, it is not

opposed to all the tenets of Absolute idealism. It accepts

the doctrine that Truth is one whole, but does not hold with

idealism that the parts of this one whole are unreal and

false. (1 <). The real diiference between Alexander's natur¬

alism and Absolute Idealism lies in the starting-point and

in the method of inquiry and this has been stated by Alexander

himself:

"For the one, in some form or other, however much disguised,
mind is the measure of things and the starting-point of inquiry.
The st,in0 of absolute idealism lies in its assertion that the
parts 01 the world are not ultimately real or true but only the
whole is true" (d*")

1. kind i>_l P.4ru; also p.4ii.a.r.D.l.pp.xiii uy.
- S.T.D.ll.pptifibb.

a. The -Oxford magazine lco4 j-ay 2b P.d/L.
1 ,-0.T.D.I.p.V. *But certainly idealism does not hold that the
parts are-not-empirically real. It is doubtful whether Alexander
has established the ultimate reality of the parts or the
emergents of Space-time.
2 .§J*jS»35.1. p.o.-^Perhaps -Alexander referred to the following
passage-of Bosunfuet:"Gall us idealists or what you will, we
who follow the watchword' Das Wahre i3t das Gauze' might prima
facie find in it much of what we demand.. ."('The Distinction
between kind and its ubjeots. p.24). Then, -again, there is anothe>
statement of r>oaan*uet which -has been ecuoed by Alexander: "They
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How Alexander has not unambiguously stated the difference,,

That mind is a fruitful source of starting an inquiry has been

accented by him in many places (}). But he challenged the

other assertion that not only Truth but Reality also is one,

all-harmonious, significant whole. For Alexander the

universe is always a growing universe, and being full of time

can never be a complete universe, (1). For idealism, on the

other hand? the universe is a complete unity and its one

function is 'to make souls'. For Alexander, the universe has

no such function but there is somethinw analogous to it, namely,

the whole world of Space-Time has a nisus towards deity. In

terms of absolutism, perhaps it is difficult to draw any-

sharp distinction for in Alexander's system there is a strain

of Spinoaistic absolutism. Berhaps the difference can be best

stated by saying that for idealism there is one principle

which io best illustrated in the doctrine of concrete universal.

For Alexander, on the other hand, a universal is only a 'plan*

or 'habit' oi Space-Time.

"The insistence on a 'principle* instead of a 'plan' marks the
whole difference oetween idealism and Realism. Tnere is
nothing absolute in a plan; in a principle, properly understood4
there is", (c)

There is yet anotner difference between idealism and Alexander

and this has been *uite clearly stated by him. According to

(the objects) are parts of wholes or ox a wnole, which can
only be ultimately self-existent through the full-grown nature
of mind". (Ibid p.4;>)
3. Hind \)\d P. is. S.T.D.I, pp. \yi. S. T.D, 11 • pp.,5,7 9,2 68.
The Historicity of Things Pp.2„,_:4.
1. o.T.D.I. p.j>pb. The Historicity-of Things p.11.
2.- Watson,J. *-Ttte -Fhilosophical Review 3^24. P.-2j52.
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him, mind is not the measure of reality, for it is only one

thing amon, other things. We have already seen this earlier
O)

and later in BBACn, Ilkk Ai*D DBITY he took special delight

in 'dressing down* and * telling off* the exaggerated claims

of mind ^4). From the very beginning Alexander denied the
#

reality of the Absolute kind. He stated two things, namely,

there i„. no necessity of retaining the concept of a Trans¬

cendental Self, for knowledge can ut explained purely on an

empirical basis. Secondly, he held that any categories

repaired for explaining knowledge must be given in experience.

He tried to justify the first part of his contention in his

epistemology and the second part * ill be seen in his

'Deduction of the Categories* from Space-Time,

Ho doubt the exaggerated claim ox mind as a measure of

reality followed from tne uniqueness of the cognitive

situation and Alexander showed that a cognitive situation is

only an instance ox the universal oompresence between two

things. Further, as we have seen now, mind only determines

the Merciri ox a thing but not its esse. The force of this

realistic assumption, ox course, depends on its success in

explaining all the problems of knowledge.(1). But Alexander

was primarily a metaphysician, lie felt, therefore, that a

realistic epistemology cau ultimately be based only on a

proper metaphysics.(2)• The aim of his epistemology was to

$ .r.A.o.l. i oeo p. \ b.ihx. AOxjLmAX kay 4 tbby p.2>d.col.^.
*r.-_.-A.- i /t4 p.BbjuThe Historicity of Things,-p. 14.

4. Broad,C.D. kind • Iyc I•p.dV• ' "
1 »D,T»iJ,l.pp.ton,3o. £>.T,D.H.pp*3y?,bb.
2. b.T.B.l.pvlU.
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show that mind is not constitutive of things and he wanted to

establish the same point in his metaphysics.

"My principal object is to ask whether minds do not fall into
their appropriate place in the ao&le oi empirical existence,
and to establish that they do".(^).

THB BBVxxAJATxua up i«iipiB:» To demonstrate the noruuni xueness

of mind Alexander took several measures. Firstly, he

endeavoured to show that every rind is constituted by the same

stuff of which everything else is composed. Hence, in esse

or being, mind is just what other things are. Secondly, mind

is supposed to be the source oi the categories. But Alexander

showed that the real source ox the categories is not mind but

space-time from which everything, including mind, has emerged.

Thus, no doubt the categories explain knowledge, but they owe

nothing to mind for their reality. Besides, Alexander tacitly

implied that mind cannot be the measure ox reality for things

have existed long before mind.(1). we have alluded to space-
' 0

time as the fundamental stuff of the world and now let us see

how Alexander was led xo it.

Mind cannot be the ultimate stuff for things existed

before any finite mind a-.eared. But, certainly this argument

cannot be applied to the Absolute Mind. We have seen that the

Absolute Mind was rejected by Alexander for, according to him,

reality must be given in experience and absolute mind is not

given in experience. Hence, we have to find out an absolute

>. b.V.1).11.p.p.also p.73.
1 ,* This argument does not-seem to be important for it was
already taken up and answered by Bradley (Jithioal Studies
p. 61) as Bos«&n<4uet reminds us (Contemporary x'hilosephy P.4).
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staff which is given in oar experience. Experience gives us

a world of an hierarchical order of master, life and mind. In

this hierarchy mind depends on life and life in its turn

depends on matter. All these object, are studied by their

special respective sciences. It is clear, however, that the
*

science of matter is more fundamental than others for both

life and mind depend on matter* now sciences are the

expressions of human experience at their best- Therefore, to

find oat empirically the fundamental stuff out of which every¬

thing has proceeded we have to consult tne sciences.(1). As

matter appeared to us to be more fundamental than life and

mind, so the science of Physics is more fundamental than otrier

sciences.(a). hut, of course, we cannot accept in philosophy

what is considered by physios and mathematics as moat fund¬

amental. The reason is that we have to rest our case on the

most concrete though elementary experience,(3), and the

science, even the science of physics does not deal with the

simplest experience, but it deals with its reality in terms

of concepts. By helping ourselves to what physics and

mathematics give us we find that space-time or motion is the

most elementary reality given to us in our experience. This

doctrine of space-time, Alexander held, was philosophical and

not scientific* Throughout SPACE, Tlium xuD DEITY, Alexander

showed that his doctrine of space-time is in harmony with

the teachings of mathematics and physics.(4).

1. Elementary Ideas in Philosophy.p.4.what is Philosophy.P.7.
2. .' b.T.D.ll. P«,5y.
2.b.T.D.I. P.vilir ttlao kind 1?21 P.4ip.
4.Of.the di cussion in chap.V. of S.T.D.-l. See S.T.D.ll.

' PP • 5y > bp , 2 w 6 • r • x.. r» pp»b y r ,-y4 y o •
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According to Alexander, space-time is the simplest stuff

from which the whole universe, with all its rich qualities, has

emerged. The nature of this space-time can partly he determined

hy the manner in which it is supposed to he reached. If we

follow the suggestion given by Alexander, then it will confirm

our suspicion that he has followed a process Of abstraction

reach the most elementary stuff involved in matter. At the

outset, the inquiry has been confined to physics. Therefore,

the claims of life and mind to yield the ultimate stuff has

been ignored from the very nature oi the inquiry. Alexander

suggested that the simplest feature of the sensible world can

be found out through a successive omission of the siualities of

matter. Happily for him, Kant had pointed out that v»e can

think away ail the xualitie oi a thing but not its space and

time. Of course, Berkeley and Bradley had pointed out that

space and time cannot be thought apart from the secondary

dualities. (*). However, Alexander determined to find out the

simplest stuff, held that space and time can be real by

thee selves:

"Difficult indeed the process is, and in practice I am accustom¬
ed in thinking of Space a^d Time oy themselves to keep constant¬
ly pictures of material things and events before my mind and
thejq forget their richness of colours and smells and other

* Alexander accepted that in general it is true that we cannot
sense space a .a time for we can sense only the secondary
qualities. But we can intuit apace-time. Only this intuition
is possible through the kindly offices oi our sen ..-©-organs.
(b.T.D.ll.pp. 61 , «43)
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fualities; and 1 recommend this practice to my readers".(1).

Later on Alexander gave this image of space and time:

"It (pure space-time) is for me an aether of pure motions,
chaotic at first, and without differences of quality (the'
one quality is that being of motion),but of intensity and
direction..." (a).

» # » »

Thus Space-Time is abstract but is not an abstraction.(3).

"S-T and tue categories are excessively abstract, as compared
with life and mind or material existences; but they are over-
poweringly actual",(4).

Let us try to explain the statement that Space-Time is

abstract but is not an abstraction.

Philosophy of a great thinker begins with a significant

world-vision. He analyses it and tries to find out the

significance of his key-vision which can be generalised to

cover all experiences. Alexander had the world-vision of the

universe in the form of its progressive motion. But this

motion was considered anterior to all things, Either this

motion, pure and simple, is an abstraction which thought

1. S.T.D.l.p.39» Bradley remain d unconvinced of this proced¬
ure and wrote in his letter of April 2b 1^22 P.2, "As to the
start.•.Space, Time and motion are to my mind abstractions,
tpuite 'unthinkable as real apart from quality". This process
of intuitive abstraction,througn which we come to know the
space-time of Alexander, has been vividly desorlbed by
Prof.J.A. Smith. But in the end, he also regarded Space-Time
as an untenable'fiction. "For to him (Alexander) what he calls
'motion' is ens reale or realissimum. and fto me it is an

appearance, and unreality, a fintion or figment".(P.A.S.EXV
I 324-3.p.6b. see also p.43 where S-T has been culled 'such
stuff as dreams are made of). In this connection see also
Le Morgan,EMEmGepiT EVULUTlUB p»9«
2.-Mind iydl p.4i4-3• 3.S.TrfD.-l.pp.167,193.
4. Mind 1321 p.4 i b; also cf.S.T.B.l. p.ro2
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creates or it ij something concrete. Many would ay that

this Motion, without the tiling which movrs, is an abstraction

of thought. However, sucu an abstraction or concept cannot

be the matrix of all things, Henoe, this motion must be

itseli concrete to explain the creation ox all concrete

things by it. if it xs concrete the.a it must be given in

experience. If motion were not given in experience then

even thought wuuld not be able to create it. Hence, according

to Alexander's dictum, every object of cognition must be traced

to some impression. Thus we have te find out the icind of

experience wnich reveals the objective reality of Motion.

The experience which reveals motion cannot be sense-experience,

for sense-experience can acquaint us with a thing which coves.

Hence we have to appeal to an experience which is prior to

sense-experience, and this is known as IhTUlTIOh. Hence pure

Motion is intuited.

Motion, then, is the same tliin^ us Space-Time. Here

Space-Time is austract, for we are gradually transporting

ourselves Successively to a reality which is anterior to

secondary qualities and. even matter. But it is not a concept,

since, according to Alexander, it is given in intuitive

experience. Thus, Space-Time is abstract but is not an

abstraction.

Thus, for Alexander Spaoe-Time is a concrete event which

is given to us through intuition, Unfortun tely, an intuition

works in us only through the kindly offices oi censes, (1),

1. S.T.B.l. p.po.
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and therefore we have to supplement out intuition of space

and time with imagination and reflection (t.), Of course, sense

has no monopoly of reality and reality is equally knowable

through conception (^). How, being abstract, space and tine

become more of the nature of concepts or ideal realities.

But, bein0 intuited realities they are also actual. Thus,

the point-instants fare real and actual just because they are

ideal'. (4). Alexander w,.a aware of the difficulty of saying

so and he wrote:

"I fuite realise the difficulty in maintaining, as I do, the
point-instant to be actual, in the sense that we can reach it
only through concepts, and yet real. We can never hold it, for
we are creatures of sense. If 1 am right with the notion of an
'intuition' prior to sense,conception (whether in my form or in
the highly elaborate constructions of trie mathematicians, still
conceptual though using sensible experience) is our human
circuitous way of making good the deficiencies of sense" (5).

The fact is thai Space-Time ceased to be a scientific

abstraction for Alexander anu it became an evolving matrix for

him. Science is interested in the measurable aspect of time

and does not trouble itself about its nature. Alexander has

speculated about the nature of this Space-Time and has made

it an absolute of his metaphyaics. This is clear from what

Gonn say3 about it:

"he (Alexander) is fully aware thau physical doctrines and

formulae in so far as they concern themselves with Time, are

limited to an interest in its measurement, leaving its nature

a problem for the metaphysician to discuss. While the Uewtonian

2. ibid p.4 1 . p. ibid. pr.4i-4n,i^i,1^
4,' o.T.D.ll. P.poy; also of. S.-T.D.-1.PP.272 ,325 unu p.217.
5. «'T»D."1 • -p.xi.
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concept of Absolute lime is modified by a doctrine of relativity
of measurement, Alexander considers that Space and Time, or

rather» Space-Time, retains an absolute dignity and meaning
of its ov.n which is independent of all measurement" (1).

How, what is the nature of this Intuition which is supposed

to give us the reality of space and time? Alexander de-fined

intuition as;

"not in the sense that something is given to us by some
unexplained faculty, nor assuredly that it is reached without
effort, but xn the sense that it describes a fact which we are
brought face to race with and accept, as we accent a colour or
a sound. Whether the fact is truly seen depends on its
agreement with all relevant data."(p).
THM Tlix.Uii.ijxu up ■ji.PU.n - Space-lime as the fund¬

amental reality came to be firmly fixed in the speculation of

■ Alexander because a similar notion had gained ground in

mathematical physics, specially in the four-dimensional theory

of Minkowski (>}, which was in conformity with the theory of

Relativity of Ainstein.(4). But Alexander regarded his theory

of Space-Time as metaphysical (I). It was ox course, not

opposed to the mathematical theory, but it was the more

comprehensive of the two. Besides, this was based on a plodding

analysis of our direct experience, and not on mere conception.

Considered as such he had to defend his view of apace-time

against the theories of Descartes, Leibniz, Hewton, Kant,Bergson

and Bradley. Be regarded the relational view of space-time,

"I . CrUiin, J .A. TbUt xnUnjUr^T ujJ IXXoB p. r ,5 6 •
p.- The -oasis of Kealiam, B.BA, I^14 'P.JdoJ?* It seems that
Alexander used the term 'intuition* in the aeuoe in which
Bergson and Whitehead have used it. This is suggested by his
statement about the use of description in pointing to reality,
see S.T.D. 1. p.j>p6-pp7«
3. J.C.Smuts-who seemed to be unaware of Alexander's work,
summarised trie teaching of Minkowski in the some way. 'Holism
andinvolution' p.ry. 4. STD I.-pp.36,58-60jP.L.P-p.349-350

1 rind I92l»p.4ag - 5n
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favoured by the mathematicians like Descartes, Leibniz and

Russell as a mere postulate, This postulate was workable, he

said, but it did not make his assumptions unnecessary (2).

On the contrary, by his comprehensive survey of space-time

he tried to show that his view of apace-Time as the fundamental

stuff of the universe, successfully included all that was

valuable -in a relational account of it (3). lie brushed aside

Kant1a theory of space and time on the ^round that it was too

subjective and on the whole a mere figment of imagination. If

space and time were not real, no amount of mental creativeneas

could have manufactured them (4), He directly dealt with the

theory of Bradley only. According to Bradley space and time

are mere appearance and are not ultimately real, Alexander's

replp to Bradley brings us to the veiy heart of his theory

of apace and time.

In essence, the theory of nradley points out that space

and time each taken by itsulf must be continuous and yet at

the sane time must admit of infinite divisibility. These two

demands of continuity and divisibility are contradictory and

so, space ana time of their ver„- nature are riddled with

contx-adiction and therefore they cannot be real. According to
i

Alexander, these two features of continuity and divisibility

are supposed to be oonti'adic tory because s^ce and time are

separated from each other (I), The intuited reality is

Spatio-temporal in which o*ace and time are inseparably

related and this absolute reality io the very ground of the

S.T.D.I, P.pb. 3. Ibid. chap. V.
4.- S.-T.D.-I.'p.pp2-j>pp ;also, On the a-priori, p.3 .
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of the law of non- oontradiotion itself, (h). Besides, the
* .

argument of Bradley is based on taxing * relation* and 'terms*

in abstraction, with the result that 'relation' failed to

relate (j»). Hence, we must not take space and time separately,

for the fundamental stuff is always space-time, for-ever

hyphened, in this li^nt let us see how one rescues the other

from contradiction.

THh bx'A110-I'nki-PixA-ul 1 '£ ufc nlACk, Ann llhh:- When we appeal to

our experience of space and time, we find them to be contin¬

uous with distinguishable parts, apace is given to ua as an

infinite extension, which admit,s of division into points or

lengths, but these lengths are not felt as separate fro®

one another. Similarly, Time is experienced as a duration

of successive events, it is felt as continuous but divisible

in so moments o,. in tants. nowover, these instants interpene¬

trate into each other. Apart from any theoretical construction,

like the mathematical theory of continuum, the 'continuity

and infinitude of space and time thus Spoxen oi as presented

in experience are crude, original characters of them' (i).

Being hard empirical facts they cannot be explained away by

any theoretical device. We arc left only to analyse them to

death in order to understand them.

ho doubt space and time are apprehended by intuition

through cense, but we nave to use imagination and reflection

to make them intelligible to ua. The intellectual divisions

1. S.i.D.l.pp.46,207,^57. 'On taxin0 time seriously* pp. 6,7.
2• S.-X.'D.-l.- PP.ncb,npj. -p. Ibid. P,2^6.
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of apace apprenended us continuous may be called points and

those of time may ue called instants. Then by continuity

of space or time is meant 'that between any two points or

instants anotner can be found' {c)• Similarly, by the

infinitude of space and time, given by intuition and extended

by thought, is meunt their single wholeness or self-contained-

ne3s. The term 'infinite* is of purely Empirical import and

can easily be seen in mathematical series. Here infinite is

given first in our experiences, as Descartes pointed out,

and the finite simply follows from it.(>).

The question arise,,, can Time ov S.ace, taken by itself,

explain its two characteristics of continuity and divisibility?

How» Time taken by itself is a pure succession of ever-perishing

'nows', without any past or present (4). Similarly, Space

taken by itself is a pure continuum without any distinguishable

elements, it is a pure plank without any distinctness of parts( j>).

Thus, Time ty itself simply becomes au ever-perishing 'now* and

ohly with difficulty can it be called a succession at all.

Space too, by itself, will cease to be space and will become

a mere blank. The cure lies in the harmonious marriage of

the two. Space supplies its non-suooessiveness to Time and

saves the 'nowa' from perishing; Time, in its turn, supplies

its suocesaivenebs to space and introduces distinctness to its

elements:

y. o.i'.D. *p.4o. also ef. pj,. I 66,2po .
2.- Ibid. -pp.4p-4'4 , 147 •

'ji 8,5,2,1' 'PP.44,147.-
4.' Ibid. p.'4j?. ' ' J?. Ibid. p.47.
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"Without space there ><ould be uo connection in Time. Without
time there would be no points to connect. It is the two
different aspects of continuity whiou compels us in turn to
see that each ol tne two, Space and lime, is vital to the
existence oi die other".(1).

in the lignt of suca intimacy oi space and time, we can

replg thus to Bradley, Space and lime are not infected with

contradiction. Space by itself is u continuum and the other

characteristic of divisibility is not its inherent feature,

but is derived from its bein| filled up with lime. Time by
itself is pure succession and in itself it does not contain

the feature of continuum, which really it derives from Space,

how Time and Space is eaon supposed to be riddled with

contradiction because eaou is taken falsely in separation from

the other. Space is always temporal and Time is always spatial

and tnus reality is spatio-temporal. Treat Spatio-temporality

as one concrete fact a d the supposed contx-adictory features

become two distingoii suable aspects of the same reality. In

this way Alexander replied to Bradley (*) and he finalised

his answer in the following;

"What seems contradictory is not the em^ix ioal T, and the
empirical T is not contradictory. For it is not mere T, but
is spatial, being the T side of B~T; and this 3-T is not a mere
coxicx.pt but it is the empirical reality, reduced to its
simplest terras, in whicn we live. Further, though S and T by
themselves arc abstractions, they ai*e real in so far as they
are discoverable elements of the reality S-T; the abstractions
are not mere inventions of the mind but well founded" (1* ).

i . g.x.D.l.p.46.
* ■ Bradley-remained unconvinced.Bee his letter ox 26.4.22.P.3.
i. Kind \ fc\ p.412.also of.S.T.D.I.pp.25^-60,525-^6- "
*• • Kr.C.D.Tenney rsminus us that-looJce had .nticipated
Alexander*a Space-Time relationship and he *aotca from 'Assays
Concerning Human Understanding* file. 11.Chap. 15.This is the
passage -puoted; "Axpanaion and duration have this farther agree-,
raent.that though they are both considered by us as haying parts
yet their parts are not separated one from another,no,not even
in thought....Expansion and duration do mutually embrace and
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At this stage we should record the objection of Prof.Broad.

According to him, Alexander need not have referred to Space to

explain the continuity of Time. Prof. Broad thinks that the

moments of time may not endure but time as a relation of

succession does endure. According to Prof. Broad, the argument

of Alexander rests on:

"the fallacy that a complex of related terms cannot have a
property not possessed by any of the terms, ho instant endures;
the terms of duration are instants; hut it-does not follow
that a complex who e terms are instants related by the
relation of succession is not just what we mean by a stretch
of duration..."(2)

According to Alexander, an * instant* actually endures because

it is the instant side of point-instant, and point-instant is

an actual fact (1). But Prof. Broad has not questioned this

conorateneas of point*instant ana unless he does his objection

will not hold. If we grant that it is empirically given then

his^ccount is not as vulnerable as his critics have thought.
Therefore, Alexander could reply to Prof. Broad by pointing

out that his duration as 1 related by the relation of succession'

is not metaphysical enough, for tais 'relation* too has to be

empirically explained. According to Alexander instead of the

relation of 'relation* explaining the continuity of space-time,

it is the continuity of .pace-time whicn explains the category
Qsn.

of 'relation*.(2). Alexander was the empiricist, but instead

of taking recourse to psychology, whion was followed by the

comprehend each oc..er; every part of deration in every part
of expansion". (quoted on P.2U-21 of 'Studies in Philosophical
Naturalism*). *
2. Mind 1921.*P.,55.
1 • o.T.B.l.P .4 0 •

2.- Mind >521 "P.411-412. The nistoj-icity of Things p. 14.
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past British empiricist, he took recourse to the ontological

reality of space-time.

HjlhTo A-dj) xi,u.uui:a:- we have to show the interpenetration

of points and instants in a more detailed way. The relation

between a point and its instant is not of one to one correspond¬

ence. At is a relation of one to many correspondence. One

point occupies many instants, and an instant is reseated in

many points. Roughly speaking, physical events may occur at

different places at the same time; arid events at different

times may occur at the same place.(1). If t .ere were one to

one correspondence between a point and its instant, then the

point would fail to give permanence to its instant. In the

same way, the instant will fail to discriminate its point.

"If the point corresponded uniquely to the Instant it would
share the character of the instant, and Space would cease to "
be the brace we xnow".(2).

In order that Time should linger Space must recur, and, in

order that bpace may have distinct points Time must be repeated.
O).

To the above statement Joseph Objects bluntly;

"That a point occurs at an instant, and that an instant
oooupies a point, seem to me statements really unintelligible.
1 do not see how .pace secures the continuity of time".(4).

This remark of Joseph is justifiable if we abstract space and

time from eac.i otaer, tiien their intimacy becomes a mystery.

But if' we accept the absolute giveuneas of Space-Time, i.e.

motion, tnen we do not see how the intimacy of points and

instants can be called unintelligible. Space and Time,

1. S.T.B.I. p.4u-4>. h.s.T.D.I, p.4^. > .Ibid. p.45-5^ .

4. letter of it.w.B.Joseph to Alexander, -dated 4. J3.1520;
- of .also Be Burgh «.G. 'Towards a Religious Jthiloaophy' p. 10,5.
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according to Alexandei*, simply are two analysed elements

and we make this analysis tojmaice the intuitively apprehended

Motion conceptually intelligible to ourselves. Joseph wrongly

thinks that Alexander was explain! the continuity of

successive nows. .tie was simply describing and analysing Motion,
»

which he considered to be an apprehended, empirical fact.
in this connection, liice Joseph, rrof. broad too ignores

the fundamental conoreteneus of point-instant. According to

him, the explanation of enduring points through instants and

of the continuity of instants through the enduring points is

wholly circular (!)• -But, if duration be taken as a fact and

if that has to be analysed, then how else can it be analysed?

Once we grant that a point-instant is a fact of experience,

then the following reply of Alexander to irof.Broad appears

to be uuite satiafaetoi'y:

"1 any (i) that an instant cOvtld not be a part of a duration
if there were no element with it which was not non-success¬
ive: (iij but that is not enough: in order that a point should
endure it must occur at many instants, and in order that
instants should ue successive, each much occupy many points"(2).

unce we grunt that Space-lime is the ultimate concrete

stuff, given to u.s in ou. experieiice, it is not difficult to

follow what Alexander held about points and instants, he

might have been somewnat careless in his expression* as he

admitted, but the charge of inconsistency or oiroularity is not

so well founded as he nas thought. But probably Alexander went

much farther than he snould have done in proving the intimacy

of Space and Time and this is seen in his attempt of connecting

the three dimensions of J..ace with the three characters of Time.

1. mind i^ui P.p6. t.^ind iI P.4ld-4'ij5.
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l.tin Thl-PliuBBBiubALfTf of ^baob abb likB;- The experienced

physical space has three dimensions. Bat, according to

Alexander, lime too has three dimensions, namely, succession,

irreversibility or direction and betweenness. An instant 'A*

which is before another instant *B' cannot oe after it. This

is known as tne asymmetrical or ix*reversible direction of time.

Then, .gain, each instant is between two instants, how,there

subsists a close interdependence of each new feature in Time

on the corresponding new dimensions of space. The irreversible

direction of time is possible oxxly if Space is more than one-

dimensional (1). Similarly, the transitlveness or betweenness

01 Time is possible only if Space is tri-dimensional and also

vice-versa (<•).
*

"If we could imagine a Creator who had determined to male
Time an asymmetrical transitive succession, he would to
carry out his purpose, have made a Space of three dimensions;
vic^-versa if xxe had determined to make a three-dimensional
Space he would, to carry out his purpose, have made Time a
transitive asymmetrical succession" (p).

The above attempt of Alexander to relate the three

dimensions of brace with the three features 01 time, has been

considered by all his critics to be very obscure.(4).Alexander

himself admitted that this undertaking is hazardous and even

Presumptuous (jj), but his one object was to bring out the

fact that the separation of Space and Time from each other

is artificial (6). in reply to Prof. Broad he wrote;

"in other words 1 wanted to deepen our sense of obligation
of S and T to one unotuer,that each was a part of the
other's bein,.," (j)

\ . J.T.B.I. p.£>. .ibid. p.54-55- p.Ibid p.57.
4.- Broad'C.'P.Mind \/d\ P.p/ • *Joseph,ii.W.B. hi3 letter to
Alexander dated 4.lr.1>Jru. * 5.b.T.B.I. 'PP.J?r ,5b.
6.Ibid. pp.p/->o; also mind typlp.4V6.' '/.-mind (• yy I p.4lp.
see also his letter to Brof. Broad; dated 4.b.i>r0.
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But, there is unot er way in wniou Alexander has anown the

intimacy or Space and Time and this known as the doctrine of

Perspectives and sections.

IhtAor'xCliViX) Ani) oBCTiujiS; - When we say that reality

is spatio-temporal we mean that it is historical and growing.

How, in w..at way can we tulrik 01 a growing universe? There

are two ways in whic . we can think of a growing universe,

namely, in terms of perspectives and sections. When we look

at a mountain from different angles, then their different

views, follov.in_ nussell, may be called its perspectives.

The mountain is notuing but a totality or all such perspectives.

The important tuing about a perspective is that it does not

distort its object, Again, w.^at could be a perspective of a

palpably onunging object lixe an organism? An organism, at

any moment of its existence, is composed or cells of various

dates, that is, oi immature, mature, and senescent cells.

Take now a perspective oi a mind. In it some thoughts have

just passed, some are present and some are expected. In a

mind the past, present und future mental events are all found.

Thus, mind in any one o± its moments is full of past, present

and future, and tnis is waat is called historical. Here we

have to note that the past and future of mind are real. Of

course, the vast does not exist as now, but why should existence

be confined to the present only?

"But if we avoid this error and taxe time seriously, the past
possesses such reality as belongs to the past, that is, to
what is earlier than the point ox reference; it does not
e-vist now but it uid exist then, and its reality is to have
existed then" (i).

1. S.T.D.I.p.'/l
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In the same way the .ut^re exists us future.

If we take u perspective of Space-Time from un instant

aspect, we will find tnat tae various points ox space are

filled witu dates. Thus, a pei'spective gives a true picture

of a growing universe, which a sec-ion does not. But, what

is a section? In the spatio-temporal reality Space is

regarded as the trail of Time. The trail or generation of

space by Time, simply means that tne points of apace keep on

changing their time co-efficients, that is, the point which

was present becomes past or future witn different perspectives.

Of course, it would be wrong to suppose that the sum total of

points increases in this growth or movement introduced by

Time in the Space-Time stuff. x*ow, by a section is meant

Space, as the assemblage of events which occur at the s: me

moment oi time: or, the Time, us the assemblage of events

which occur at the same point. This section of the spatio-

temporal universe, either us the whole of Space of one date

or the whole of Time at one point is unreal. Its unreality

is best seen in an organism waose cells are never of one date.

Besides, tue whole of Space at one instant will be a perishing

•now1, just us the one instant is without an endux*ing point.

The whole oi space must be enduring and in order to endure

its points must be of various dates (Ij.

For Alexander, tne universe is a growing universe in

whiou the past and the future are real besides the present.

Therefore he called the universe historical through and

through (a). If' i t is so, then the perspectives are the

1.d.T.h,I.p. 6u , 6i. 2.Ibid.pp.61,65,66.
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historical realities 01 the spatio-temporal universe, hut

obviously a section is not (1). Henoe, it will be wrong to

hold with rvoi. Broad that sections are as real as the

perspectives (c). toe can ruote Alexander's reply to Prof.

Broad thus:

"...if you wish to uo this and see the world as a history
which it essentially is, you must tuxe it by perspectives
which give you xiistorical reuiity and not by sections which
are but useful artifices" (3).

TiiA IhinU-vf ui? have discussed the ns.ture

of Space-lime and no** we have to maxe the hypothesis that all

empirical things, from matter to mind, are constituted by

the fundamental stuff ox Space-lime. (4). Space -Time is but

motion and is anterior to natter, we will find that Hatter is

simply a complex of point-instants or ev-jut-particles. The

point-instants are but bits o± Space-Time, which have been

taken out- of the continuous whirlpool of Potion. Empirical

existenta are me^e 'complexes 01 motion differentiated within

the one uil-containin^ unci all-encompassing system of motion.
(5)«

The emphasis is un tne continuity 01 motion, in which

particular motions are mere fragments. These complexes of

motion are correlated with various auaiities of materiality,

vitality, ana consciousness, nut in the end all e-vistents

have evolved from Potion, which is the fundamental 3tuff

of the world, now ever, it is difficult to picture r: otion

without something which moves. But we have to note that the

1. kind i/_i p.41. 2. kind i >2 I p.3 I .
3.' Ibid. P.4 I I»
4.* S.f.D.lv PP." xi.xii, 33, 17.., io3, tb4.. 3.B.T.D.I, p. 183.
k See the Bote at the end of the chapter. •
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fundamental stuff which is motion is anterior to any material

thing (1). it .is the pure movement which constitutes the

thinj (e). This is also supported by trie physicists thesaselves

who regard matter as a complex ox motion. Hence, the hypothesis

that motion is the fundamental stuff is not a pure speculation.

It is no doubt terribly abstract, but it is an actual event.

It can be imagined as a form of a flash of red light by

thinking away its redness (}).

Alexander was committed to a scientific view of the world

and therefore, in his me taphyaioal search for trie fundamental

stuff he constantly fell back on the teachings of xhysics and

Mathematics (4). In harmony with them he car e to the conclusion

that Space-Time is the ultimate stuff. In the lon_, run, accord¬

ing to Ihysics, matter i> nothing but a system of energies.

"Thus, to say nothing of matter proper, it does not seem very
far-fetched to suggest that the electron itself may be a
complex of motion, with »»hieu its electrical Auality is
correlated or rather identical" (?).

In i3pace-'lime, lime is the principle oi movement and so

the universe, composed 01 trie fundamental stuff of Space-Time,

is caught up in the eternal unrest. As point-instants or

event-par tides come to be organised into a complex, a

certain empirical existent emerges with its quality in correl¬

ation with that complex. A higher empirical quality will

emerge if the complex of pure events reaches a more enriched

crystallisation. Under * the guidance of Time*, Space-Time

1. S.f.JD.ll.p.jju. also x.L.r. p.g'/1,«_'/£. lie recommends hen;
to concentrate on the *flow« on -whic . the evuats depend p.273.
2. S.I.D• p.xll. 3.S.T.D.I. P.xii. Mind i?2l P.30.
4.- u.v.i).-li.-p.?y.

S.T.B.ll.- p.?4-



of its very nature breads forth into progressive complexes of

event-particles, which lead to the emergence of Matter, Life

and Mind (1). it VvOuld be wrong to suppose that the universe

has an/ beginning. It is 'beginningless Motion*, which spins

out fresh emergents as it advances in certain directions. Then,

again, this cosmic execution is without any purpose, though it

may create creatures who may have purpose (r).

Any evolutional account of things has to meet certain

gaps between matter, life and mind. We do not know how life

has come out of matter, and how mind uas evolved out of life.

Mechanistic Materialism assumes tin t everything has come out

of matter and it tries uo pla in&away all that is distinctive

of life and mind.(l). However, Alexander was committed to

an Evolutionary naturalism in wuicu everything emerges from

a matrix simpler than Matter itself. In this scheme of

things the distinctive features of life and mind are accepted.

In this sense Emergent Evolution is a protest against a

mechanistic scheme ox things (x). In the emergent evolution

matter, life and mind are new arrivals in the course of

evolution, and they have to be accepted as brute facts. Here
i

we find that a certain crystallisation of point- ins tail ts is
correlated with a certain quality, hut, the question is, why

should a certain crystallisation be correlated with a cex'tain

specific quality? well, Pox* Alexander, p/iiloaophy is but a

science, and a science is a faithful description of empirical

facts. Philosophy, then, being a description of facts can do

1. S.T.D. 11. p.4V. v. x tr.i:'ep.2 6> *
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rio more than watch and note the facts, bow dov«n before them and

acknowledge them with gratitude (3). Here Alexander pointed

out that we should accept with loyalty the fact of 'critical

turning points', 'creative syhtnesis' 0r 'new departures' in

the goings-on of the world. This loyal acceptance of the

fact he called 'natural piety' (i). This natural piety,

according to aim, is simply a scientific temper of a scientist

'by which he accepts with loyalty the mysteries which he
cannot explain in nature and has no right to try to explain"(2)

iilSUS; - Why should the emergents emerge as they do? The

emergents arise from the presence of a nisas which pulls all

exiatents towards greater complexities. This nisus is not

the mere turning of a squirrel in its cage, but is an impetus

in things xor a progressive advance along a pyramid (i). Thus,

stated the doctrine of nisas is vague, as Alexander himself

admitted (a). It seems thau it is a generalisation from the

observation ox auvance noted in nature. This is ciear from

his repip of 2.6.1>21 to Lloyd korganj

"At the end with nisus which (as at present advised) seems
to me ju.st the do facto advance of what 1 now call 'emergent
evolution'" (3).

kutter was the first to emerge from a certain complex of

point-instants. For oor convenience we con call the first

quality, supervening over pure point-instants, materiality.

1." S.T.I). 11, P.47. c.P.L.r. p. c(rj.
p.2ot .* ■ 2. nloyd korgan, -'xiuergent evolution* p.r/n.

3.- naturalism and Value P.L.P. p.273-286.
I .- P.L.P. p.pU6.
2. P.L.P.- p.-a>>>'. see also S,T.D.11.pp.46-47,74,136,

• kind I /c\ p.410.
1.S.T.D.11.P.346.P.L.P.p.282;letter of 4.4.to kiss Hilda
•Oakeley p. 4-. -^.Letter to kiss Hilda Oakeley of 4.4.21 p.l.

3.Here wesre reminded of Bosanfuet's niaus, which can be noted
but not explained (Individuality and Value P.132)• This
similarity has been also noted by Loughnan in THL -kOLIST
I >36 P.aH
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Tftis materiality is novel but it is the *crystallisation' of

these point-instants. it ia the business oi' the scientists to
»

point out the specific correlation between matter and a

particular complex of point-instanta. However, matter with
0

its materiality does not remain quiescent in a state of

equilibrium. If we tuxe lime seriously, then we have to

suppose that evui*y creation will .keep on straining towards

fresh eme-gents. katuer, Then, also kept on piling up fresh

complications and in course oi its process underwent a richer

complexity, which came to be correlated with life. The vital

processes are something new but they can bo expressed without

residue in terms oi the lower physico-chemical processes from

v.hich they have emerged (!)• Once more we have to note that

the vital processes are out a certain form of physico-chemical

Processes. Over and above the specific complex correlated

with life there is nothing like an independent psychoid or

vital enteleohy of Driesoh (2), which guides the physico-

chemical processes in an organism ab e^tra. But the 'spinning

Process' of lime 'pushes on' and the vital processes undergo

new elaboration into the form of cerebral processes and come

to be correlated with consciousness, kind or consciousness

no doubt is a novel quality, supervenient over the purely

phsyiological processes, but it can be expressed without

residue ~n terms of the lower neural processes from which it

has emerged, kind is the highest quality which has emerged,

so far as human knowledge can take note of, but there seems to

be no reason why the universe should not produce higher

1. d.i'.i). 11. P*.4J?, 6j>, 6'/; r.x.B.
c< h.r.B.ll. f.x.B. pp.j>o?-*j>n-.
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emergents. Later on, we will find that Alexander said that
0

the whole universe is in travail with a higher uuniity or

emergent called Dijety. Though miad is not going to he the

highest emergent in an hierarchical order of' spiral creativity,

yet it is trie entity best known to us. As it is an exemplar of

a universal pattern of things therefore an understanding of

mind in relation to its phsyiological correlate will throw

light on the nature of emergents tuemaelves.

THL FOUR CiiAKACfLHloTlCg Of TBn AAw In order

to appreciate the nature of emergents, it would be better if

we, following tfun Hall, stress the lour characteristics of

the emergents at eacu successive level:

1. jgaoh emergent is new and different in kind from the
0

level it emerges from, but then it is expressible without

residue in terms oi the lower level. For example, •kind1 can

be expressed .<itaout residue in physiological terms: and life, in

turn, can be expressed without remainder into the physico-

ohemioal processes end so on. This has been mentioned before,

but, along with this, another peculiarity of the situation has

to be noted. The specific chu aoter of the lower level is

carried into the •body1, but not into the •mind1 or the

emergent quality, though the oategorial features are carried

up (1). Fpr example, life emerges from matter but the vital

Processes are not coloured. However, the oategorial features

of substantiality and causality are found there. Of course,

Alexander did not prove the spatiality oi Life, for he thought

that it follows a forteriori from the a^utiality of mind, which

1 • O . T • I). 11. p •j &*•'! ^
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he undertook to prove. Shis observation showa that, according

to Alexander, Spatio-Temporality is the very being and essence

of everything; and the emergent uualitiea, though novel, are

hut accidental features of 3patio-Temporal Reality.

2. The emergent quality or the aigher level, though it

i3 expressible without residue In the lower level, is not

co-extensive wits, the whole of the lower level. The higher

level is co-ordinate wita only to a portion of the lower

level (1). i10*" example, the neural processes which carry

consciousness arc localised in the brain, which is^only a portion

of the body. It is ±uite a different tnlng to hold that these

neural processes are sustained by the activities of the whole

body. This oooervation will be 01 special interest to us in

connection with the pictorial representation of Deity.

3. Alexander was not very clear but probably he regarded

the emergent as tne specie characteristic of the wholeness, which

is not found in parts taxen separately. This is supported by

the fact that u® called the emergent i.uality 'mind* and this

'mind* has the universal characteristic of holism*. (2). The

new emergents evolve through the successive complexity of

Space-Time.

"But at eaon onange ox quality the complexity as it were
gathers itself together and is expressed in a new simplicity.
The emergent quality is the summin0 togetuer into a new
totality of the component materials" ().

How, if the emergent quality is this fact of 'summing up' or

1. S.T.U.U. PP.66,35^. 2.The historicity ox Things p.20.
3. S.-T.D.llv P,?0.



♦holism* of Smuts oi* the 'Gestalt* of the Gestaltists, then

it cannot be reduced to the parts without surrendering its

uniqueness. Only when this whole is an additive whole, can

it he reduced to its tarts. But thougn the additive whole

oan be reduced to its parts, it oannot h«ve arjy novelty.

The whole as * summing up* as distinguished from ©ere ' sum*

alone can have something new which it3 components have not.

In other ..-ords, the * whole* &a sum of the parts is expressible

without residue in its components, but as the 'summing up*

it cannot be so reduced. Alexander has simply confused the

notions of 'sum* and * summing up*, or of the Integrative

whole and the additive whole. Hence, the emergents as

additive wholes are puantitatively continuous but slualltative-

iy. or as summing up, axe discontinuous with their lower levels.

4. Again, the course of evolution, according to Alexander
0

is not divergent, as it is in Bergson's philosophy. It has been

pictured as a pyramidal advance. This is due to the fact that

there is a nisus which sweeps all things towards greater

complexities or higher emgegents.

Matter, lift ana mind me simply examples of emergence.

It is possible the physicists may discover several emergenta

between Space-Time and Matter. Similarly, the bio-physicists

may discover several emergents between matter and life. It is

the business•oi the scientists, therefore, to enumerate the

various emergents. All that an Evolutionary Philosophy oan

state is that an emergent is said to arise when a new quality



oomea to characterise a ocrtain crystallisation of Spaoe-Time.

Here the important thing to note is that there is a steady

progress, with resultants and emerg nts (*). Resultants mark

the continuity between space-time and its emergenta; and the

emergents mark the new departures or critical points along the

path of the progressive creativity of Space-Time. In the

words of nloyd Morgan 'though resuitants there is continuity'

in progress;'through emergence there is progress in continuity*
(D

Montague has described jiinergent evolution asfthe temporally

continuous development of iUalilati Vv,ly discontinuous levels

of being (d). This creativity of discontinuous levels of
*

emergence follows from the presence of a nisus which pulls

all existents towards greater complexities.

* A complex whole may have two kinds of characteristics. That
characteristic of the whole whicn is additive and subtractive
only, and which can be predicted from the nature of its
components is called resultant, however, that characteristic
of the ..hole whicn is new and which cannot be predicted
from trie nature of its components is oalledlbmergent. For
example, water la composed of hydrogen and oxygen. The
weig.it of the water is a resultant feature of it, but its
fluidity is its emergent iuality.

1. i&ergent evolution p.j>.
. • ♦

d. 'A materialistic theory of emergent evolution'-
111 HOhOUk OF JOiLu DiiiwhY . P.<_y/. Alexander himself
described it as temporal continuity in which there is
emergence of qualities (£>TD 11. p.4?.
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THi£ CfllTXGlBk OJT AkimiGvaliCiS* - It m&y be accepted that

new tAualities/emerge in Space-lime. Bat, if it la ao, then we

have to relate the emergenta with Space-Time in an intelligible

way. Xf Space-Time can give birth to these emergents, then it

must be credited with the potentialities of containing there (*);

and, if it does not contain them, then the emergenta simply

become ao many accidents, Alexander seems to favour the

latter alternative. He was careful in pointing out that Space-

Time does not contain an, thing over and above its own features

and in a subtle way denied that matter, life and mind h&ve

anything distinctive about them. The relation between the

different levels is one of perfection, but the term »Perfection*

has nothing to do with values.

* This point has been raised by Carr is his letter to
Alexander, dated dp.12»1J?20: "The simple elements could
only be in appearance simple if they contained this enormous
potentiality, and though you seem to insist ao mucn on the
simplicity, it cannot really he the simplicity of
abstractions, but rather the simplicity of germs out of
whion complex Ox forms develop".

The same criticism has been levelled against Alexander
by Hoernle: "If 'Life* and "kind* have evolved frOm*m&tter*,
the only possible inference is that the universe was, and is,
more than 'matter1." (Idealism and iSvolutionarjr Naturalism,
TiU k0nXBT,1^26 xAAVl P.566)

liieia noteworthy that Alexander himself used this hind
of argument against materialism: "Materialism can only
become reasonable by allowing an element to e^ist in matter
which has affinity with the latest outgrowth from matter
which is mind. But matter ceases to be sheer matter and
acquires life". (Naturalism and Value P.L.P. p.281)
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"Perfection is an awkward name: I might have said 'difference
of kind1, but 3. mean it in the sense in which one says that
one man Is bigger than another but not better", (1)

The emergenta, including mind, are me e complexities of

Space-Time (2). Miss Liddell pats it thus;

"if we examine carefully Alexander's definitions of Space,
does it not appear that the underlying notion is always
that of identity? How else can we interpret the statement
that every existent is so much space wit-- its appropriate
timef (J).

Thus, a quantitative view of life prevails in Alexander*b

philoso-hy and this was influenced in it because of its

tacit acceptance of scientism. (*). But, if everything about

matter, life and mind is accidental, then why should we take

the trouble of explaining them? Again, Alexander would retort

that he is simply describing the brute empirical fact with

natural piety (4), This is very clear from his reply to

Lloyd Morgan's letter of 22,7%t?'8, Lloyd Morgan had pointed

°at that for him the business of a science is to describe the

world as a going concern and to ascertain how it goes. But

the iU.estion for metaphysics,according to Lloyd Morgan, is:

what makes it go as it does jof (i), In his reply to Lloyd

Morgan, dated i4.b. I / i o, Alexander wrote:

1, Letter to Miss Oakeley P.I.
2." STL 1. P.pay. Ibid p.-4i. 4 .STD11. i p.4 6-7.74 ,138 .
-Scientism is tne philosophy in which the methodology and the

conclusions of sciences are taken to be final (Arnold Lunn,
Revolt against Reason, PP.17,87,
i. Carr also protested against this deacriptiveness of
Afexanderta philosophy and in his letter of 24.12.1^17 he wrote
to Alexander thus: "Your argument in each case • seems to be,
'it is so, and there's an end to it', but it leaves one
wondering 'how tne thence it can be so*". The same observation
has been made by Romanes against Alexander for taking the
scientific explanation as final, see P.A.S.1.1888 P.68-9 also p.

70



"What makes tue world go ia its going: and the special sciences
deal with the 'particular go1 of particular things**.

But can wo rest content witu the going-on of the world? We

have to co-ordinate the various goings-on of the world, in
accordance' witn the aoi..e paster-plan, in this 'reflection* on

things, we have to include not only wnet JLs, and what should be.

hut also what is Ooing to be. For human beings, with their

impulse of disinterested curiosity, visions and prophecies

about the goings-on of the world are as much experiential facts

as their notings are. If we do not accept this then w© will

be left with pure empiricism. We will be left with mere facts

without any reason to argue about. Shis has been well noted

by Collingwoodj

"Shis strain of empiricism is tue weakness of Alexander's
philosophy. If the method of philosophy is purely empi ioal,
if the universal means the pervasive, the necessary merely
the actual, thought merely observation, a system built on
this method can have in it no driving force or continuity:
there is an element of arbitrariness in every transition".(2).
gjjt even Alexander had to pass from want jia to what is going
to be. He had to argue that the upward march of Space-Time

will continue and Deity will emerge from Mind. How, do doubt,

by taxing Time seriously he could nave stated that the trans¬

itions will continue in nature but he could not have postulated

this PnOCrEBSniViii goings-on of the universe. Here ia the subtle

criticism Of Bradley;

"And, further, Heulity (as Space-Time) contains a 'nisua', and
seems essentially to be a u -ogress...though you hardly attempt
to -justify this. A 'forward movement' of Time is one thing, and
a progressive 'uisua* is iurely another" (i).

Alexander simply generalised the idea of progress as could

bo seen ia tne theory ox evolutloxi and as - Uoh we/it beyond

<.'• The xdea of tur-, ,caap.lll.p. i 6p. *
\4 r.L.r. p.u6-6/
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a historical order 01 things. Henoe, it is not enough to

confine oneself to facts alone* The facta by themselves are
«

dumb and they apeak volumes only when the.* are clothed with

larger meanings which they themselves pron.pt.

By ignoring a spiritual principle which makes the ercergents

emerge, as Lloyd Morgan postulated, Alexander's metaphysics

seems to suffer from the fallacy of genetic explanation, that

is, it tends to explain the later in terms of the earlier.

Matter is nothing but an organisation of point-instants, with
its emergence oi the new quality of materiality. Then, again,

life is not dag but a complex of phsyioo-chemioal excitements aid

can be expressed without residue into theme in the same way
0

mind is nothing but a neural organisation in the cerebrum;

"If the study of life xs not one witn a peculiar subject-
matter, though that subjeot-m&tter is resolute without
residue into physico-chemical processes, then we should be
compelled ultimately 10 declare not only psychology to be a
department ox physiology, and physiology oi physics and
chemistry, but, if we u.,e consistent, to be a chapter, like
all sciences, ox' mathematics, which de< is with motion and
Space and Time" (i).

Hence, it is clear from the above statement that Alexander

tried to reduce all e^iutents to 3pace-Time, and in a subtle

way tried to explain away the distinctiveness of life and mind.

Prof. M.a.. Smith jus. missed this strain of natui'alistic

reductionist when he proposed to substitute for 'nothing but',

'and also'. He proposed that Alexander should have used the

words 'mixid is vital and also conscious' (2).This proposal

was made by Brof • It.A.Smith because Alexander had used the

1. s.T.fi. ll.p.6j>. also stL pp. 65, 67. — -
2.- See the letter-of Alexander,* dated August 1^,1^20.
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words 'noi merely and also' 10 characterise each emergent.

Thus, mind xs not only physiological b.-.t also conscious; not

only is it expressible completely n ter,. s ox the neural

processes but it xs sometuing new, Auite different in kind

from t ;e neural processes, nut, if t ere is a difference in

.kind and not Oi degree only, between lire an. mind (j>), t.-en

how can mind be expressed in terms ox life, wit-out any residue?

it mind xs difxerent in xind from lute, t en it cannot be

expressed completely in terms ox life; and, if mind can be

e.-pressed completely in terms oi life, then it is contradict¬

ory to hold tnat tie emergents are entirely new and yet

completely expressible in terms 01 tae lower levels from whioh

they have emerged (4). Shis has been v.ell expressed by

mr. Bateman thus:

"To say 'each new type of existence when it emerges is
expressible completely or witaout residue in terms of the
lower stage and t lereiore indirectly in terms 01 all lower
stages', is sorely a departure from the theory oi emergence,
and i mignt add, a iailacy ox genetic explanation" (1).

The rigid adherence to tae spatio-temporal nature of

reality has made t e emergents merely miracles of nature,

which can only be uailed with glad surprise (2 ), and Alexander

quite clearly accepted t at tne emergents are miracles of

nature which we have to acknowledge as such (p). Most

probably Alexander was xuite conscious of tne accidental

nature of tae emergents in tne life 01 Space-time, but he

p. J.i.u.ll.p.6/. 4. Cal^ins.L.w. kind ip..p P.<-C£; also
Van nail G.- ibid.p.4p, i44.

1. Bateman,J./. 'Brofessor Alexander's proofs of the spatio-
temporal nature oi mind' Tlbx BiiiBOSuBalCAB ax.vfB». i y40.p.^2^.
2.Hallett,ii.f .Au/JhniBiTAS, p.u/p. Bradley,F .11. P.L.B.P.66.
"-Wolf ,A. 'The Jewis . Guardian, Setjp. k. 1 ^2 i .P.8.
<J% jf.L.f.* p ip-p O-



accepted this under the ioxtula of 'natural piety' (4). The

observation of rrof. is.*.. Smith to this 'natural piety' is

v..ry apt:

"Can the 'way oi the world* be brought in, as on opus
operaturn, at every point at which your 'realities' give out?
You almost seem to me, at times, to appeal to * experience* as
Bacon and Descartes were wont to appeal to 'Revelation'.,,
Do not the successive empirically verified emergences thus
"become so many supplementary hypotheses to make good the
defects ox your main hypothesis?

TiLn mlnn-nUDY jbuxu^ului.:- ue have to explain the relation

between &ind axid nody for this relation is a clue to the

understanding of emergents (5). We have already seen that

life has emerged from physico-chemical processes, and that

life itselx has tnen uuidex-gone further elaboration in the

form of neural organisation in man. Though the whole of

human body with its nervous system is important in carrying

consciousness or mentality, yet the neural processes of the

brain are more particularly concerned in carrying conscious¬

ness. Alexander repeatedly pointed out thai mind and the

cerebral processes are not two but one;(1)

"The separation oi the mental process from the neural one
is therefore superfluous, for it is the same process-
features which are in the one case enjoyed ard in t e other
contemplated"(s).

4."1 have chosen as iilnstrating the attitude ox natural
piety our acceptance of the emergence of these qualities".
(B.n.r. p.jjty/. Then, again, on the top of the same page he
wrote: -"..-.the recognition of emergent qualities which can
be truly-accepted but cannot be accounted for".

o.x.D.ll. pp.p ,4 ,po.
1 .• s.-t.-d.-1.jp.ley, b4,U5; a.T.D.ll.pp.5,9,12-13,

22,2^ynt2b,2?fi1,3bn,>?,6.*,6y,-1 D7, ^?,-^4,jWi*.W.p.356.
L .0. i'.D.ll. p. I x.; also of. ppo,>", M .
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Hence, he said that it is inadequate and misleading to say

that consciousness is correlated with cerebral processes (3).

The relation is not one of correlation but one of identity

between the cerebral processes and mentality. Here Alexander

thought himself to ue supported by Spinoza and in * Spinoza

and Time' he wrote;

"This is the way Spinoza would answer the question whether
brain-processes and their corre ponding thought-processes
accompany each other or act upon each other. For hira they
are the same thing twice over; there i ; neither correspondence
nor interaction between them, but identity 01 essence" (I)?

kind is nothing but a certain netkral organisation, but it

is not merely neural, for the cerebral processes carrying

consciousneos are not tne same as the neux-al processes not

awakened into consoioasness. Of course, Alexander did not

srecify the distinctive features of those neural processes

whioa carry consciousness, but he believed that there were

some (1). The neural organisation lived through and

enjoyed is mental; and seen from outside and contemplated is

neural. Therefore, it appears that the distinction between

mind and body depends on the way in which a certain complex of

vital processes is cognised or looked at.

p. d.l.D.ll.p.Jj.
1f.-L.-u.- p.-^6.- * dpinoza would not maintain this identity of
brain and thought processes. For him, they run parallel and the
order and system o± one correspond to the order and system of
the other. For Alexander, however, one can be reduced to the
other. Hence, Alexander departs from the doctrine of Spinoza^
I .d.x.-D.ri.p.b-y.* in the light ox the aeove view of Alexander,
it would not-be quite correct to 3uy, as frof.Hmmet commented
that Alexander did not note the distinctive feature oi the
whole body which it undergoes at the time of thinking. (Philosophy
1 ytfO p.22?)» Then, there may be levels ox consciousness, as Prof,
kmmet points out (ibid.p.bhu) or, as Hunn had pointed out (P.A.
d.lxer.Ijiy-I,but the important thing is that all of them
have -their neural correlates, and as lorjg as they have neural
correlates he could huve held his view.
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As Mind and Body* *"are one aad the same therefore the

question of interaotionisra does not arise. Consider a certain

neural process - say 'a' 'carries' thought 'A't and, the neural

process 'b' carries the thought »B*. In this case 'a' can

cause 'B* for 'a' can cause 'h'. But 'b' is nothing but 'B».

Similarly 'A' can cau.se 'b' for 'A' can cause '£', but 'B' is

nothing but 'b' in its contemplated arid neural nature. H.nce,

the intimacy of mind and body is very well explained on the

basis of an identity of mind and brain, There is no tiling in

the mental process, aocordix^ to Alexander, which cannot be

explained in terms ox the identity of mind and brain,

"There is enough and to spare somewhere in the neural
structure, to provide for everything in the mental life".(1).

By holding that mind can be explained in terms of the neural

p ocesses, Alexander once more approached Behaviourism. But

against behaviourism he held that mind is not an epiphenomenon

or an ineffective determinant of behaviour (2). Mind, as a

higher neural organisation does make a difference to our

behaviour and is enjoyed as consciousness (p).

Strangely enough Alexander considered this relation of

mind and body to be simple (4) and therefore hoped that it

would serve as the 'readiest solution' (3)t towards our
*

understanding the relation of the new emergents with referen¬

ce to that inferior basis from which they have emerged. In

other words, the relation betvveen life and mutter, matter an:

Strictly speaxing, body here means the neural prooessea
of the brain and not the thole body.
1. b.T.I). 11. p.up. 2.Ibid, p.b-y. • 2.S.T.D.l.p.xix-xx.
4. b.T.B.ll. p.p. 3* ibid. p.4.
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point-instants, and between Time and Space ia/the same nature

as of mind with its body (6). Time then is the »mind* of

Space, materiality is the mind ox space-time, life is the

mind of physico-chemical processes. It is possible then, wrote

Alexander:

"that the union of the body and mind which we find in the
human person may turn out in the end to be typical of every
form of existence from the lowest to the highest, and perhaps
of the universe itself as a whole" (1).

*

Of course, when Time isaid to be the mind of space, then

Time is not any sort of consciousness; nor can materiality

be said to be dim form of human mentality, nor can life be

said to be nascent mind. It simply means that Time performs

the function of mind in Space analogously; or, that life

performs a function in relation to physico-chemical processes

akin to which mind performs in relation to the human brain.

But from this importance of the mind-body relationship, it
does not follow that the hunum mind is the pattern or measure

of Reality. It simply means that the union of the body and

mind is simply an exemplar of a universal pattern, which runs

through all things in the Bpace-Time matrix (2). Ray, instead

of saying that Time isjthe mind oi s^ace, the truer statement
will be that mind iajthe time of body, life is tht> time or t£e
physico-chemical processes and so on (;?). It therefore implies

that there io something simpler than mind from which it has

6 • x.fi.f. p.s/2
'1 • The -Basis of Realism. f.B.A. Iyi4 p.2<0.

3l-s!TfBai^"ppI-44,70; P.L.B. pp.272,>66-7•
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emerged. 2he mind-body relationship is only an instance ofthe
« i

universal pattern which runs in ail things and as such mind

has no prerogative ov>,r other things, later on, in 'The

Historicity 01 Things', Alexander pointed out that by saying

that Time is tne 'mind1 of space, he meant that everything

has a tendency to enter 'wholes1, or the holism of Smuts (1).

The other aspect ofthe formula is that everything has a

♦subjective pole' or *ing-feature' or 'enjoyment' (2). But,

as Prof. Lmmet has suggested, the mind aspect of the mind-

body formula simply means that it is the «apear-head of

novelty* (3).

TH1 PudPOom up fixa munl-BOBf FuxygULA*- Bow, what is the

place of the mind-body formula in the mmergentism of

Alexaxider? ft serves two important pur-poses. First, it

tries to intx*oduce ai^element of continuity in the otherwise
discontinuous series of emergents and, farther, it proposes

to solve the problem ox the relation betv.een mind and body,

by avoiding tne Bcyila and Charybdis of vitalism and

mechanism.

If mind be nothing but neural processes enjoyed by the

experient, and the body be no tiling but the processes contem¬

plated from Outside, then there are really no distinct and

separate entities between wh,ch a relationship has to be

established. And, if tnere in no dualism between mind find

body, then the question of vitalism and mechanism does not

arise. Again, if this mind-oody formula be applicable to all
1. Th'e historicity of Tnings.p.20.
2.- Ibid. p.21. also see ,Lessons from Bpinoaa pp. 16,1'/;

• B.F.V. P.a^l.
3. Prof. -Immet, "D.k.Qp.Cit, p.22?.
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empirical exiatents, then there can he no sharp distinction

between life and matter. As pointed out before, life is nothing

but an organisation of the physico-chemical processes. Of

coarse, it io not mex'ely material, but is also vital (1),

Thus, there is not antithesis between life and matter, for

they are one and the same process. Besides, there is something

in matter which is akin to life and mind (2).

"For though matter aua no life, it has something v«hich plays
in it the part which life plays in the living organism and
mind plays in the *erson.•.Thus, matter is not merely dead
as if there was nothing in-it a^in to life" (jj).

Hence, we find that there is no opposition between life and

matter, for they can be indifferently exPx*eased in terms of

each other.(4). Negatively, the mind-body formula denies that
- #

there is any independent Entelechy or Alan Vital apart from

the constellation of the physioo-ohemical processes themselves,

and as suoh prepared the way for HATUHALIoM,

However, from the history of materialism of the 1^th

century, Alexander mast have known that the greatest obstacle

to the acceptance of Evolutionary .Naturalism lay in the

existence of gulfs between life and matter, and also between

mind and life. Without establishing some continuity between

them, even the doctrine of ^natural piety* would be unavailing.

Through tnia mind-body formula Alexander hoped to secure some

continuity between the emergents.

"My motive in anticipating the discussion of empi ical qualities
by the hypothesis that Time performed towards Space the ofiice
of Mind, was, tout by t>u00esting that something corresponding
to mind was present from the beginning at the lowest finite
level oi mere motion, 1 might remove the px-ejudice against any
attempt to exhibit ail the forms of existence as a continuous
series from Space-Time upwards through, mat ter to mind". (6).

1".S. T.D.ll. pp. y 2. Ibid. pp. 67, 6?.
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Thus, the mind-body formula establishes a continuity

between the emergent a in two ways. .Firstly, it points out

that ultimately there is only one stuff, that is> Space-Time

from which the emergents have emerged, and in the final

analysis they are but complexes or space-Time. kind is hut

life, and life is but matter, and matter is but space-time.

Hence, there is reductionism, but it is that reduotionism in

which materialism does not hold good. And, further, on the

basis oi the mind-body formula we can say that Space-Time to

which ever/tiling has oeen reduced has something which is altin

to mind. (1).
* »

Then, again, the applicability of the mind-body formula

to all the levels of empirical exist©nts shov»s that there is

only one universal formula, anterior to mind itself. Hence,

the emergence of mind i not uniquely unique and it cannot be

said to be tne measure of reality. Then, though mind is a new

creative synthesis or critical departure in the evolutionary

goings-on of the universe, it is not altogether without some

parallel, for life and matter are also similar departures.

Hence, there is only one universal pattern in all the emergents,

and, therefore, the cleft between matter and life,and life and

mind, is not altogether impassable. All the emergents,showing

the same universal pattern, at least betray a common unity.

According to this hypothesis, said Alexander, the mystery will

. b • £ .in 11»p. 6/ • 4« f.-G.-c. p.jjpy*
P.'L.'P." pp.yuy^li; 3. T.I).11.pp. 64^6,5.

6.- S.T.D.ll. *p»50« also see pp.- 6']; Oy; F.'h.F. POl i •
1,- b.-T.-D.- 1.- P.*>7." P.P.P. p.Hoi.
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remain deep, but not completely unintelligible (1),

If the theory of emergence emphasises the discontinuity

between the different levels, then the mind-body formula

stresses the continuity between them. If, therefore, there

is continuity between the different levels, then the dis¬

continuity between them gets blurred. As such the doctrine

of emergence gets weakened. Shis is probably what Metz meant

in the following statement:

"Although this speculation too is evidexitly inspired by
upward-looking ideas, it is plain that it .inflicts a mortal
wound upon the emergence-doctrine. For now the boundary
between the two levels is to & lux-ge extent obliterated and
the fruitful thought of the emergent as the creatively new
loses all its importance" (2).

But the universality of the mind-body formula serves

a third purpose and that is to prepare the way for proving

the spatiality of mind. Once the sr&tlality ol mind is

proved, the thesis that mind is an object like all other

objects will become intelligible, This will couse^uently

show that the ultimate stuff or the supreme Reality is

Space-Time.
•

THn SunTlU-lP^PURAnlTI Or klRD:- That mind is nothing but

the neural processes 'enjoyed' is not a theory according to

Alexander, but is a deliverance of experience (5}. Ordinarily

we locate our mind wnere our body is, and with the help of

reflection and acquired knowledge we feel our mind in the head,

1 •' s.T.D.ll. p. 66—^7*
2.- A-hundred years of British Philosophy, p. 64 6; see also p. 645.
5. S.T.D.I, p. iUjJ. • •
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"That experience teaches that the mind is somewhere within
the body and is felt in particular within the head; and it
answers roughly the question, ..here is the enjoyed space of
mind in tne whole space which is contemplated?" (I)

This conclusion can be reached in this general way. The

union of mind and body is known as a person and in a person

sometimes tne bodily and sometimes the mental aspect dominates.

When we say that we have a headache, then the bodily aspect

dominates* and, when we say that in a state of intoxication we

are not our proper selves, then the mental aspect dominates.

But one aspect cannot e^ist without the other# liven thinking

has to be sustained by its underlying organic, kinaesthetic

and motor sensations. The relation between mind and body is;so
*

intimate that any distinction which we draw between thera is

mainly one o± emphasis (2). On the basis of this general

obsei'vation we can identify the enjoyed space of the mental

processes with the conternplated s^aoe of the neural processes.

"Ikiiud and body are ex~erientially one thin_, not two
altogether separate things, because they occupy the same
extension and nieces us a part or the body" (i).

If mind is nothing but a part of the body or the neural

processes in the head, then mind ij the same thing as the

neural processes, and like them is spatio-tempoi'al.
The general argument outlined above to now the s^atia-

lity of mind is really based on the dogmatic acceptance of

identity in tne place of empixioal oorrelativity between neural

and mental prooesses. (4). Therefore, to prove the apatio-

i. 3.T.D.I, p. tub# also of. p.iUi. 2. Ibid p.10£.
3.- 2TD.£p* l 07 • •
4.- Lloyd 'Morgan,'JWSiiGnhT BVOhUTlOU* PP.25,2?, where he
differs from Alexander in not confusing-correlation with
identification.
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temporality of mind Alexander added a metaphysical and an

empirical proof of it.

Whilst it is accepted, said Alexander, that mind is

temporal, the view that mind is spatial is met with ridicule. (1)

But, he thought that this rejection of the spatiality of mind

was based on the non-acceptance of materialism# But, now we

see that the Space of Space-lime has affinity with mind and

the fear of materialism is groundless (2). If we turn to

experience, then, according to Alexander, mind appears to be

spread o^t or voluminous in its enjoyments (3).

"Within this vague extension or volume suL the separate and
salient mental acts ox processes stand out as having position,
and 'direction*" (4).

This is best seen in a shoot of painful consciousness. But

this voluminouaness ox the enjoyed ^paGe should not be confused

with contemplated space, in a turn of thought, in the solution
#

of a problem, some 'direction' is felt; but this 'direction'

does not refer to the organic kinueathetic strains at all. For

example, one may be in the habit of turning one's head whenever

a new turn has taken place in one's thought. But this bodily

strain is not the 'enjoyed direction'. The direction of a

mental process is literally the enjoyed anatomical or physiolog¬

ical path in the head (j?). About the neural charac ter of the
• *

1. B.l.D.le pp.,!//,! 1 i 2. Ibid. p.?7. ~~~
$.■ "It-(consciousness) has a spread-out character, exactly
the same as that we art familiar witn in external objects.
$nd that voluminousness is located vaguely within the
contemplated body". (B.A.S.X1.1?1I•p.12)
4. B, f.D.x.p.//; of. also F.A.-S.1A '( PP#7,<*,16.

• P.-A.-B.-xl, iyH p.l-p. - •
5. S.-'i.'B/k.pp. 110, V i Unj also B.A.3.V111 (1 ?07-&Q)pp.22U,24?,25G
P.-A.3. •Xl.atl' >911, P.li. U, i 6, " ' •
li.'J/B.' U>4»; 2>* 252.*
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mental direction, which varies with the physical object of

contemplation Alexander wrote:

"What the precise spatial direction is, is something as to
which we only become clear when later knowledge shows that
the locality of the mind is the brain itself. Anyone who
carefully analyses a complex mental activity-will verify for
himself this experience, which, whether he taxes it literally
as I plead that we should, or only metaphysically, can best
be described as a complex and highly differentiated system
of directions, here beginning, there inhibited, here pressing
on and changing to a different topic: there taxing on thoughts
that have emerged from another direction".(!).

This intuitive apprehension of the neural direction involved

in thought is at the basis of the more refined localisation

of brain functions.

"It is indeed difficult, if not impossiule, to understand
how we could ev^r correlate a particular mental process
as we do with a particular neural process possessing its
contemplated or physics. character, had not mind already its
own spatial enjoyment". (2).

THB ChiTIC lax Of IHxi bPxlIABlTY OP TiL* nDJOYBD PhOCEaSMS;

presence of this * direction', which is supposed to be felt

in thinking and willing in particular. Mr, Bateman (4)

called the 'enjoyed direction' fictitious and Miss Calkins (5)

observed that mind can be said to be extended, spread out or

voluminous in a purely metaphorical sense, net us try to

understand once more what this apatiality of mind means.

Suppose that there is a line 01 colour ab. It excites through

the eyes a brain aileotion AB. Of course, this neural excit¬

ation in the brain need not be a line but it is spatial.

1. P.A.S. lx (i/bo-p) p.7-b, 2. S.T.D.I, p.102.
3.- P.-L.-P, ly4$5 "
4; Tiin PjIILOBOrkliCAi. KEY1EW 1^40. 'Professor's Alexander's
Proofs of the spatio-temporal ifature 01 kind', p.316-317.
5. MUSD. 13x3. P.202. • '

in the very beginning Bradley
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This neural AB involved in the contemplation of the non-

mental ah is ' lifted up' in conscious enjoyment,

"To put the matter shortly, a space which enjoys itself
consciously or mentally as pace contemplates the space
of the object..." (t)

0*0

If the mental process is spatial, then the .pace of the neural

tract AB will apprehend the space of ab, because space intuits

all other points of space, hut, how do we become conscious

of the AB tract as spatial? When AB contemplates the space

of ab, then it enjoys its contemplating the space or ab. But

it does not enjoy the enjoyment of the space of AB itself.

This is clear from Alexander's statement that in seeing a

tree we know nothin^ of the occipital excitation, and when

we think: of the occipital excitement we do not see the tree(2).

Of course, the neural tract AB can be contemplated by others,

but it ceases to be enjoyment. (3).

We can of course, appeal to experience to attest the truth

of the spatiality of the mental act. Ordinarily to appeal to

experience of mind means taking recourse to introspection. But,

as we have already seen, according to Alexander, introspection

furnishes us with the conditiona ox mental life but it does

not directly de&l with the mental life itself.

"I do not in introspection turn my mind upon itself and
convert a part oi myself into an object. X do but report
more distinctly my condition ox enjoyment".(4).

1. S.T.D.ll. P.143. also see. p. 133.
2.- S.-f.-D.l. -PP.-IU9.-I33.
3.- H&llett • H.F. ABTBHiaiAS p.262; also BATJsfoAM J.V. Ibld.p.319.
4S.T.D.ll. P.op. • • •
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ilence, the only other method ol' attesting the truth of

the spatiality ox mind is hnjoyment. hut enjoyment is too

elusive a metiiod for knowing mind. It ia at most a kind of

knowledge which ia exhausted in its being, and tor all practical

purpose, it ia incommunicable, therefore, it cannot enlighten

us about the nature ox the mental process at all.

Thus, neither intuition, nor introspection nor enjoyment

can attest the truth ox the apatiality of mind. Finally,
<•

Alexander had to fall on the dogmatic identification of the

mental processes with their neural correlates.

"Enjoyment for me was always identical with the brain-
processes and its connections".(I).

This appeared to him as a piece of philosophical intuition and

he really accented it without any ori<kicism. Thus, we find

that the mind-body formula is based on the sheer dogmatic

assertion that the mental and neural processes are identical.
(2).

Yet, without proving the opatiality oi mind the mind-body

formula cannot be maintained. And, then, without the validity

of this mind-body formula it oaoao t be proved that all the

emergeata can be reduced to the Space-Time matrix.

Anyhow, Alexander aoeepted the spatislity oi mind and

sought to show that the enjoyed space is the same as the

physical space. This follows from the temporality of mind.

1. g.x.h. . p.xvii; see uiso L.J.I. 11 P.2^2; kind 1^12,
V01.4XI. pvlUn. f.b.A. i>l4- P.2b'/,^H.
2. Calkins; m.w. Ibid p.2Up; also Van Hall, Go Ibid. p.58.
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It is easily accepted that mind is temporal and also that

the enjoyed time i_> the earns as physical time. We really
#

date the present event from oar enjoyed time ox the moment.

As time and space cannot exist apart xrom each other, so

the mental time cannot exist apart xrom the enjoyed space,

and vice versa. .From the nature of the past enjoyments we
»

can say that the enjoyed time is spatial arid the enjoyed

space IS full of various dates.

As we hav« already dealt with the theory of past

enjoyment, we will refer to it now very "briefly. We have

already pointed out that to enjoy means to experience and

therefore if the past anger is enjoyed then it means that

it becomes a present reality. But, according to Alexander,
the past anger is really past, for the past incident with
whie... it was connected drags it to the past. But, Alexander

now tried to explain the basis of confusing the past anger

as present at the moment of its revival. The past anger

during its state of revival appears as present. This is due

to the fact that we experience the revived past anger with

the same Quality of the mental experience. But, how do we

experience the same duality? This sameness of the duality

of the experience depends on the sameness of the neural

correlate (1 ). Thus, the same neural correlate has now two

time co-efxecients. The remembering act is the same neural

act with the present time co-efficient, but the enjoyed

memory is the same neural tract with a past time co-efficient.

1. S.T.D.I. p.i>U.
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Thus, to an experieat himself the remembering una the memory

are iuite distinct and the past enjoyment is really felt as

past, no* suppose that there is an angel who ean contemplate

our mental processes#

"For him my mental process is exposed to his contemplation
as well as neural process, which to me or you it is not.
The aggel would see the neural process physically synchronous
with my present. But the mental event would be seen by him
to have the mark of the past, because he could see into my
mind as 1 enjoy it. He would distinguish the past enjoyment
from the present enjoyment at the same i/lace, and would see
that two events by way of enjoyment might share the same
neural process" (1).

But does this admission of the neural process with different

time co-efficients explain the present enjoyment of the past

state? The crux of the matter is that the neural tract with

the past time has to be filled with the present time, if it

is Ooing to be enjoyed at all, at the present time. The

result would be that the past and the present time would

coalesce and would not be distinct. This point has been well

made by Van Hall thus:

"1 have a present enjoyment which is aware of the remembered
object together with its act: there should however be but
one mental act, which contemplates trie past, enjoys itself as
present and also as past; for X can only enjoy an enjoyment
bv bein; this enjoyment". (2).

Just as Alexander tried to prove the apatiality of mind by

coalescing wrongly the enjoyin^ neural tract AB with the

intuited tract ab, so here the present enjoyment of the past

enjoyed state is sought to be proved by coalescing the two

times, past and present, into one.

Thus, the apatio-temporality ox mind follows only from

j .b. T.D.I. P • 1 j?2 • 2. Ibiu. p.bl.
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a dogmatic identification of tilt# mental processes with the

neural processes. But in that case the enjoyed apace really

becomee the same thing as the contemplated space and tne

so-called proof of the spatio-temporality of mind becomes

wholly irrelevant or a fallacious i/oaoratio Blenchi (]).

Hence, we find that the theory of the apatio-temporality

of mind is the weakest spot in Alexander'ssystem. But this

failure is also very significant, for, by not being able to

prove the spatiality oi' mind he has failed to show that mind

is a thing amongst all other things, and this was the avowed

aim of his metaphysics, nut more: if miud is not spatial

then it cannot be reduced to the body or the vital processes,

and finally, it cannot be reduced to the Space-Time matrix.

Thus, mind hill become an irreducible co-eval reality along

fcith the space-time matrix and therefore, the doctrine that

Space-Time is the absolute matrix or the fundamental stuff®

will remain unproven.

Bow, we conclude that in its general outline Alexander

has failed to dislodge mind from its strategic point of

importance, and now we have to see whether Alexander has

succeeded in de-mentalising all that has been considered to

be particularly mental.

T. Bateman, J.tf. Ibid. p.j>1 o.
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IOTE : THE THEORY OF nkERGELCE Alii) ALExAaDER'S fHILOSOJEHY.

After the publication of ofACE t IlkA AbD DEITY the

theor/ of Jj^LERGrEnCE enjoyed a goou deal of popularity in

various philosophical systems, but, as Hoernle well says,

none of them took emergent evolution as seriously as

Alexander did, in the serr.e that Alexander's universe is

still evolving (i). Alexander, however, with his habit of

attributing all novelties to otners, himself (c) pointed

out that he had owed his doctrine of emergence to a

suggestion which was given in Lloyd Morgan* a InoTIB10T AuD

ExlEnlELCE (t 12) • Llo/d Morgan^however, in order to be

more precise, pointed out that it was xrot his book 'Instinct

and Experience', but it was a paper in 3CIERTIA (1«<5) which

had clearly laid down the key idea of emergent evolution (3).

We think however, that Alexander was right in referring to

♦Instinct and Experience', because he had really completed

his system by September ly14. he has referred to the paper

in SCLEbllA (l), but did not attribute to it the source of

his key-idea of 'Emergent Evolutioxi', In 'RAlUAAL 1IETY'

(1?22) he referred agaixx to 'instinct and Experience* as the
source of his key-idea of *Emergence«. The fact appears to

be that, Alexander did not borrow the concept of Emergent

Evolution from Lloyd Morgan; he simply shared it with him and

1. TH.w MUnloT 6. P. 562-56^.
2.- STD 1. P.12H; SID-ll.p.U; -f.L.P. p.^0
3. J'P.S, ( V>'2 '-j) P.2 6. ' "
1. S.T.-D.ll. P.A46.
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he has said so in another place;

"They (creative syntheses) are, therefore, after the usage

of the late George Henry Lev.es, described as e; erger.ts "by

Mr. Lloyd Morgan, with whom 1 have for many years shared this

conception of things, which he has expounded with a simplicity

and lucidity beyond my powers in a chapter of his book,IMGTiL'CT
ALL HXrLit.Lc.nGi!. " (G )

Alexander's though was always full of the inchoate concept of

•emergent evolution* and in the beginning he was simply

fumbling for the appropriate terminology. Even in MORAL ORDER

AMD PkoGRLGS (ibb;?), Alexander had pointed out th&t progress

is not linear but spiral (p).

"The new type resembles the old, but it stands at a higher
level; and it runs its co^irse parallel to the line of devel¬
opment of the former type", yet always preserving the
essential differences". (4).

Then, again, very early, Alexander was impressed by the

'hierarchy of ministrations' (5) or * the gradations* between

the different kinds oi things (6).
0

Thus, we find that the doctrine of emergence was puite

natural to Alexander's way of thinking and it was wrong to

hold with Anderson1 that the doctrine of emergence was a mere

concession to idealism on the i>art of Alexander and that this

concept did not originate with him. The doctrine of emergence

formed the very core of Alexander's philosophy and its main

purpose was to show that matter, life and mind oan be brought

under a coherent scheme ox evolution. Further, this evolution

b. r.L.r. y.M.U.Jr. pp.pc4 4.R.O.L. P.;5u4-3t5.
5. l.-a.-s," iopu. -p.jpb.- • • • • ... .
6.- liln -AGADnMY-May 4,- lcc>. p.bpo. col. 2.
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is not simply an explication of the implicit levels already

contained, in the primordial stuff; it is a real creative

process in which new creations arise in due oourse.

1. Australasian Journal of Psychology and Philosophy,Vol.VII,1929,
p. 68
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C H A r T A a FOUR.

TxlA MmTArHYblOh OF AlAxAADAh (P^rt 11)

She Dethronement of Mind

uYhUFoiS

We have seen in Chapter 111, that Space-Time is the

Absolute Reality and 'mind' is a thing amongst all other

things. Hex*e we will confirm the same conclusion by showing

the falsity of the special claims ox mind for being regarded

as the measure of reality. The special claims of mind are

that it is the source of the Categories and Values, and that

it is free. A scrutiny «fcf these claims, however, will show

that mind is no more free than a stone and that the categories

are ontologically prior to and independent of mind. But mind

may be said to be the source of values. This, However, need

not make mind pre-eminent in the democracy of facts. Firstly,

values are not unifue fox mind, for they are found at all

levels. Secondly, it is not the Absolute Mind, but the

•standard mind1 which determines values. Thirdly, values

make reality richer but not more real. In the fixial analysis

they are mere incidents in the Absolute Reality of Space-Time.

Finally, human values are going to be superseded by the next

emergent 'deity1; aud, as such they cannot be said to outline

the essence of Reality.

Thus, the Metaphysics of' Alexander shows that mind cannot

be the measure oi' Reality, it is a mere incident in the
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Absolute Reality ox Space-Time,

THE DUNCIAL CxutiME OF musD;- We have already seen that the

■Emergent Evolutionalism ox Alexander, under the guidanoe of

the Minu-Body formula, has shown that mind is no more uniquely

unixue than Bile and Matter. Alexander is supposed to have

shown that mind is spatio-temporal, and so, instead of being

the measure ox reality,it is itself constituted by the things

below it, and ultimately by the S-T stuff, nut so far, this

'dressing down' of mind and 'telling off its exaggerated

claims follow from a general metaphysical consideration of

things. For the final dethronement of mind from its being

the measure and arbiter of the reality of all things, its own

Pretended claims of uniqueness have to be shown as false. The

special olaima ox mind for its uniqueness are really three.

Firstly, as shown in the idealistic theory ox' knowledge

in chapter 1, mind is supposed to tie the iOurge of the

categories by virtue ox which it relates the aeries of passing

manifold of experience into connected objects of knowlddge {*).

The idealists hold that this syntnesising activity of mind

distinguishes it from all other phenomenal objects. Secondly,

in morality there is a non-natural ego or self which chooses

freely between the- competing desires. The successive desires

are natural but the free self which chooses any one oi them and

elevates it into a voluntary action is quite different from the

ccmpeting desires themselves. Hence, the nature of self as a

free agent is another claim for the uniqueness oi mind. Finally,
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in 'She Distinction Between Mind and its Objects', Boaan^uet

pointed Out tiiat the domain 01 values is the special and

unique sanctuary oi" mind.

"....I oanuot see how the teetiax*y qualities say, for example,
those which we call aesthetic, can have justice done them on
this principle" (1), that is, on the principle of Alexander's
realism.

Alexander therefore sought to show that all these special

claims of mind are false, for in general, the categorial

features, freedom and values are found at ail levels of the

empirical exiatents. As sucn they are found in things which

are pi'ior to the emergenot of mind, and, thex-efore, they are

independent of it, and are nop peculiar to mind at all. Hence,

Alexander gave an empirical explanation of the Categories,

Freedom and Values, which is of special significance for

understanding his system.

Seo.l. THB CATBCXmIBB;- in oBACm, XlMa AND DnlfY, Alexander

has devoted the lax-gest number of pages to the empirical

explanation of the oategories. But he himself noticed that

it was the liast regarded of his contributions, (1 ). He himself

in a letter wrote to C.C.J.webb (2) that he was most interest¬

ed in the topic Of categories and it was natural enough for him

to bo so interested* As he believed that idealism was based on

epistemology and the centre of this epistemology lay in showing

the importance of the a-priori categories, he had no option but

* About the mental characters of universuls or categories, ~
Bosaniuot wrote:"The reality of the universal is a sufficient
proof that the objects of mind may be alive with its vitality".
(The distinction between Mind and its Objects p.36; also see
PP.33-3 6.
1 .Op. Ci b. p«22 .
1 .-3.T.D.I.p.lx. -2.The Joux*nal Of Theological Studies.

Vol. XL1. 1940, P.34 / •
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to cofrbat this claim on the "basis of his empiric ism.

We have already seen that from the very beginning

Alexander occupied himself v.xfh mti-apriorism (3). As noted

earlier he tried to explain the nature of categories empiric¬

ally. Only at the early stages of 'Demarcation of Logic and

Psychology' (June 12, IbyJ) and 'Philosophy and Biology' (1694-

95), Alexander tried to account for the categories on the basis

of psychological experience, and later, in SBACiS, TlIiA AND
DAl'IY he tried to deduce them empirically on trie ontological

basis of Spaoe-Iime. Lyon at the early staget his 'Demarcation

of Logic and Psychology' had aroused a great deal of interest(l)?

but his account of the categories in aBA0xf Tl&iE AJSD DLITY is

very thorough and is full of illumination. However, a fuller

account of them comes under Lo0ic proper and we will make only

a brief reference to them for understanding the system of

Alexander.

As the subject of the categories has been taken up by

Plato, Aristotle, hunt and the British idealists Bradley and

BosariiUet, so Alexander referred to all of them. In this

account ofthe categories he waamost indebted to Plato and

Kant and in developing his empirical explanation ox them he

had to criticise Bradley and Boeon<iUet, with reference to them.

In this criticism, the theory of 'terms and relations* held by

Bradley and the theory of 'concrete universal* expounded by

Bosanfuet are of special note.

Instead of holding that mind is the special source of the

categories, Alexander showed that all categories are spatio-

5. Supra, dhap.l. ~~~~~
1 * Bee the letter of Bosanuuet of this time to Alexander,



temporal and they arise from the nature of Space-Time itself.

Probably this is his boldest speculation, for he showed here

that the categories are the;.selves existent entities, and a e

but the all-pervasive features 01 Space-Time, This means

therefore, that things are thoughts. Certainly, Pan-Objectivism

could go no further*

The empirical existents hav, two kinds of characters,

namely, variable and pex-vasive. For example, Life, Mind or
»

Consciousness are variable characters for they are not found

in all empirical exi stents. Put there a e certain features like

existence, number, universality, relation etc., which are found

in nil things. As noted earlier, the empirical pualities of

the lower level are carried into the 'body' of a new eirc.vgc.nt,

but they are not 'carried up* into its *mind« or the new,

supervenient duality (1).

The pervasive characters of all existcnts are called

categories (a). it is true that even the pervasive charact¬

ers undergo some variations, according to the empirical

circumstances. For example, a triangle may be small or big
but it must have some size or area. Such variations of the

»

pervasive oharaoters are culled the Primary dualities. Corres¬

ponding to the different complexities of the primary dualities

there are the correlated Secondary utilities of matter, life
and mind etc., Hence, the categories are found in all things

and are to be distinguished from the pualitie* which emerge

from the complexes of point-instants.

1. S.T.lh 11. P.70.7I. b. S.T.D.le pp. U4-5, 343.
1. •
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The oategorial characters hay© been called by Kant

a-priori in the sen >e that chey are independent of an) prior

to every experience, nut, Alexander called them a-priori in

the sense that they are 'at the root of* every experience or

that they are metaphysically prior to empirical exiatcnta.
IIo matter how far we go in our knowledge, even in the simplest

cognitive situation of Intuition we will find them in the

simplest existent entity. Hence, though they are a-priori.

they are also empix'ical, in a wider sense, for they are also

experiences (l)» 2hus, Alexander taught that his a-priori

categories are to be contrasted with the non-empirical a-priori

categories of Kant and the idealists. Here lies the empiricism

of Alexander. The categories are traced to actual entities

which in this case are the point-instants or the Space-Time

itself (a). Further, though tin. categories are a-priori they

are not separated from the empirical characters by hard and
is

fast distinction O). The reason/that empirical things are

complexes of that very Space-Time or which the categories are

the pervasive features. This observation is best seen in

motion. When motion is a particular sort of motion then it is

an empirical exietence. However, in so far as it is has the

character of motion, that character is categorial. Thus,

motion is the border-line between the eategorial andjthe empiric!.
However, in a barrower sense, strictly speaking, an empirical

T. S.T.D.I. p. <0,5. also 2.Liddeli, A.F. Ibid. p.47»
u S.-Til>i 1. V9.yd±tmt}44. • • - • ■
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existent i3 that which has some quality or some non-pervasive

features ulso (2). Probably Alexander meant that the categories

are the ground-plan or the basal patterns in Space-Time for they

are found even when we divest things h their qualitative

colourings. One has to discover the categories through the

method Of abstraction, a method which was used by Descartes

for finding out the indubitable truths

"He (reader§ needs only, in order to help himself in the
abstract (that is, elementary) inquiry to think of empirical
things, divest them of their qualitative colouring, and
single out the categorial foundations of whaythe colouring
is correlated with".(3). '
MUD AnD TILh CAi^GQ-uXi',2;- Being the pervasive features of

all things, the categories are common to mind as well as to all

non-mental things. Then, again, mind being' the most perfect

thing displays itf categorial features most clearly. But

because it oan see these features quite clearly in itself,

therefore, it comes to believe that the categories vihioh are

found in all other things are but imputed to them by mind (4).

From this, the erroneous claim is made that mind is the law¬

giver to all things.
*

"But now, if there is something in the things which gives
colour to the imputation, if, for instance, there is something
in external things which is identical with the causal or
substantial continuity which we find in mind, when y/a do not
take that experience to be more than it really isr the Imput¬
ation is unnecessary" (i).

gHh TIDlhh GitAD&a 0> gitn CAfnQOnIka;- Alexander see-s to have

classified the categories into three grades probably in

2. S.y.P. 1. >43-344. 3. D.T.B.I. p.1j?3.
4.- MIHB i-ylr p.ir.
1.- S.T.D.I, p.bbb; also sec 9.227*



accordance with their generality. In the first grade are found

the categories of existence, universality, relation and order.

In the next group are substance, quantity, number, causality

etc., in the last group is Motion v.hich is most complex of

all and presupposes ail of them| The itn-jor categories inter¬
communicate with one another, that is, they are predioable

of each other. For example, 'relation^ exists and has

universality. But the major categories do not 'communicate'

with the minor categories, that is, the minor categories need

not be the predicate of them. Nevertheless, the minor categories
*

communicate with the major categories# For example, 'relation'

need not be causal, but causality must be a form of relation.

Thus, the major category 'relation' do«s not communicate with

the minor category 'causality', but the minor category of

causality does communicate with the major category of relation.

With this classification of categories, let us

deal with a few important categories like delation, universal¬

ity, Substance eto.,

RaibtTlOfi:- We find tuat the categories are not abstract

concepts, and they all * communicate' with the basic category

of relation. Of course, all categories derive their nature

from the structure of space-time and this spatio-temporal

nature of the category of relation ia the clearest of all.

We have not to appeal to any favoured region of

experience to trace the origin of categories. The nature of

Space-Time is sufficient to explain the nature of every

1, S.T.D.I, p.ibb; also see p.2k7.



category. The some thing is true of the category ci relation,
0

Space-Time has been held by Alexander to be continuous and

the category of relation has been derived from this raw

continuity of space-time^
Idealism explains the relation of things through the

kindly office of mind (2); it was William James however, who

pointed out that relations are of the same stuff as the terms

they relate; and Alexander accented this suggestion whole¬

heartedly. Thus, the empirical relations of space and time

are themselves spaces and times. The terms and their

relations are of the same stuff (5). Since all empirical

existerits are but complex of point-instants, the relation

between them is spatio-temporal. Ho doubt a complex relation,
for instance, paternity,is complex,but it is reducible without

remainder to S-T (4).

The category of relation bein^ simple is hard to define,

but it can be described. It may be described 'as the whole

situation in which its terras enter, in virtue of that relation'
(I).

For example, in virtue of the relation of paternity a person X

is a father and another person Y is a son. Of coarse, outside

this relationship, the person *X* may be a farmer or an author

or a dictator. Hence, a term may have many more characters

objectively, independently of any one relationship. Here one

is reminded of the so-called fallacies of * exclusive particul¬

arity* and 'Definition by initial predication' which were

2. S,T.D.I.pp.1 65-66.
5 .• S T •D.ll>P .'2pb, 2p 5,245, 50,2 60,
4. S.'T.'D.l.' p.24o.
U' O.-T.-D.- 1. p.240
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pointed by the American neo-realists. Therefore, really terms
*

are found in u relation and a relation ia always found In terms.

Hence, there are tcxms in relation, bat there ia nothing like

terras and relation (2). This distinction, takes as to the

controversy about the externality and internality of a relation.

ExTh.u.'gLl Ajji'D IRT-tPuRAh RhnATlOH;- Relations are the spatio-

temporal connections of things. Hence, a relation must relate

and the things, being vortices in the spatio-temporal contin¬

uity, cannot reraa in without being related. If so, then there

oannot be any external relation, for a relation cannot exist

in separation from its terms or things.

The facu is that Alexander endowed Space-Time witn its

continuity and also with its diversities. Space and time

apart from sustaining each other's continuity also break each

other into diversities;

"Time disintegrates Space directly by distinguishing it into
successive spaces; Space disintegrates Time indirectly by
maxing it a whole 01 times, without which whole there would
be no separate Times either". (I).

How, the relction relates because being spatio-temporal it

cannot but be continuous, hut the term 3 can exist apart from

any particular relationship for space-time is also diverse.

Thus, to prove the connectedness of terms, Alexander emphas¬

ised their spatio-temporal continuity and to show their

separate individual existences he emphasised their diversities.

Alexander suggested that instead oi classifying the

relations into external end internal, it is better to classify

2. Ibid, pp.x44.h51. 1
1 .• S. T.B.I. 'P.312. •
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them into (i) Absolutely intrinsic, (ii) Essentially intrinsic,

and (iii; extrinsic. She c&tegorial relations arc absolutely

intrinsic for no matter v-het he., ens to ?n existent being,
as lon^ as it is un existent it comes to be characterised by

them# The typical oharaoters of a tiling are t;,u essonttally

intrinsic relations of a thing. For example, the manhood

of a man is his essential relation and relatively it remains

unaltered, hut misfortune may turn a man into a beast and

death may alter him into a piece of matter. Hence, the

empirically essential relation is only relatively unalter¬

able. The extrinsic relations are what are called * separable

accidents' in logic. For example, to have a coat or a house

is an extrinsic relation.

Finite things have absolute reality so far as their

oategorial characters are concerned. But the empirical

characters ox a thing may be altered.

"But it will already be apparent that subject though they
are to change, to conversion into things of different nature,
this does not destroy their claim to be real so far as they
are what they ure".(i).

Thus, all things axe but complexes of Space-Time, but they

are not swallowed up by it (g). However, at this stage we
#

cannot ignore the view of nradley regarding the self-contrad¬

ictor iue-os of terms and their relations (j>). As a matter of

fact, the externality and internality of relation was discussed

to solve the difficulty of infinite regress, which seems to

i . 3.1.1. 1. P.x>W 2 . S. T.D.1. pt..2*7 ,>46^47-
h • burrx •Ghsa.l.
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infect qualities, terms and relations. This necessity ox

infinite regress disappears as soon us we find taut terms are

always in relation and there is nothing like terma and

relations. Whenever we need a relation H to relate the terms

and their relation R, we are treating relations so that they

do not relate, hut there* en., be no relation whioh doe a not

relate. Hence, the in± inite regress about the * terms and

their relation* is based on the erroneous view of the pure

externality of relation (4).

The real difiduulty of Bradley, according to Alexander,
lies in the fact that Bradley did not take up the case of a

concrete relation which connects concrete terms. According

to Alexander, real relations are based on S-T and S-T is an

actual fact. Here the terns are always related and a

relation always relates. Bradley abstracted Space andTime

from each other and found that eaon ofthen so abstracted is

infected with aelf-oontradiction. The two contradictory

demands ox continuity and diversity cannot be found in Space

and Time taken 'separately, but when they are taken together as

Space-lime, then there is no contradiction O). Hot only is

Space-Time not self-contradictory, but it ia an Absolute

Reality. It is the very foundational or a-priori experience

on which all other experience must be based. Instead of the

thought guaranteeing the reality of 3pace-Time, it is the

reality ox Space-line itself -...hioh guarantees the validity of

thought. Understood thus, Space-Time i3the very foundation
0

4. S,'i",i).l. p » p 3 6 •
1 .* S.-TrfBrflrf P*.46,-207,237*2 60

, » » » # *



of the principle of non-contradiction itself (2), and therefore

space-time itself ctoinot he self-contradictory. Ilence, the

difficulty of uii infinite repress of terms raid relatione

follows from the abstract nature of the ter&3 and relations

which have been taken up "by Bradley, Besides, the views of

Bradley are based on the false notion of an external relation

which docs not relate, despite his protests to the contrary (3).

UiiIVkhbA-nf i1 '£ ABB PAxtTlCo.uAxUTY: ~ Existence is an identity of

space and time and a universal therefore is an identity of

ftinn. For example, a man continues to he human in spite of

his variations in height, colour, intelligence etc., A

universal has no separate existence from its particulars.

Aa a matter of fact there is nothing like a particular and

a universal, but there is an intimate union of the two called

an individual. All things, then, are individual (1). A

universal may be looked upon us a plan of organisation and this

plan may be an individualistic plan or a generic one. The

persistence of John in accordance with a certain plan is an

example of a singular universal; but the persistence of a plan

in all different kinds o.i dogs is an example of © generic

universal. Hence, a universal is a certain plan and within

limits allows variations in that plan. The universale are of

the Sboiie stuff as the particulars. As all empirical existents

are bits of space-time, so a universal is itself spatio-

temporal, Ultimately, the universals can be derived from the

2. h• -• B. 1 • P• ^6— i • p. u.f.Ihl. P.'dp^.
» .* SrfT.'D.'l." P.20b,
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constancy of the 'curvature' ox space (2), and this constant

curvature of x^aoe is das to its temporality,

"It is the, conformity of Space to the one-dimensional lime,
which is uniform -flows uniformly as Hewton says-—that

involves with it the uniformity oi Space". (j>)

Universality* then, la a name of the constancy of any existent

in 3pace-1 ime (4 ).

What is true of empirical universals, for in tance 'cows'

and 'dogs', isjtruer still about the categories themselves. They

are all fundamental determin: tions of space-time. They are the

key-plans of till empirical exiatents, that is, any existent

must bo a substance, existence etc.,

iMx hATUitm ul UhxVxj.ibAxiD: - The age-Ion^ controversy about

universals concerns their relationship to their particulars.

In this context the central contribution oi Alexander is that

the universals are no less actual than the particulars. As

such the categories should be described arid identified in

concrete experience (i). They are ail concrete and so are the

universals. But, how do vie explain their concreteness? Either

we can say with Plato that they have a separate existence in an

ideal world or else that they have a neutral existence (*).

However# the traditional interpretation of the Platonic theory

2. 3 j_T. i>. 1. pp « d 3 ^*, 2 13." jj>. 3.1'. Dm 1. P. c. I 6. 4 .3'."T.B.I. P. 2 < 2 .
* *neutral-existence* is-meant-a-category which is
wider than the category of existence itself. For example, the
idea of a * squared circle' oennot be actual,- but then it is
an. object of thought. 3o it must be* and therofore, it Is
assumed thp.t it must -be in a region which is beyond any actual
existence. Alexander, being an empiricist denied the theory
of neutral being. For him, any belt-, must be an actual being
and there cannot 'be anything like neutral being.
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of the reality of universale m^ea them separute from the

particulars, and in order to connect them there occurs the

fallacy of 'the third man', involving infinite regress.

Then, again, the notion of the neutral existence oi the

universale will contradict Alexander's theory that every

existent murt lie traced to its corresponding impression (I).

But, an existent universal becomes an individual and can no

more be in two places at once than a .articular cow or table

can be. Hence, for Alexander the rrobleir of the relation

between a universal and its particulars taxes the following

form, The universale must ue concrete, —traceable to
0

Space-Time determinations and yet they must be applicable to

all particulars coming under them; and, how can this be?

In order to oolve this hopeless problem about the

relation of the universale with their particulars, Alexander

took the help of metaphors. The universale are called the

plans or patterns in space-time. They are not copied by the

particulars, but they are modified into them to suit the

special circumstances or time and place (I). Then they are

called the formulae. How, the formula of a series is in the

series, though, of course, it is not a particular member of

the series (r). But the most used metaphor is of 'habit*.

The fallacy of tue ' third man' was discussed by Aristotle
in his criticism of rlato'a doctrine of udeas. it runs like
this: Wherever tue re is a common element in many tilings, we
have an idea of that thing. Hence, the common element in all
men constitutes the idea of man. But there is also a common
element between this idea of man mid an individual man, and,
therefore, there is a further idea or a 'third man* to
connect them. Then, again, between wiis 'further idea' and
the individual man, there must be yet another idea to connect
them. Hence, any attempt to co aect the ideas or the
Universale with their particulars leads to an infinite regress,
t. STB 1. p.viii
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The universale have been described as the 'habits' of Space-

Time (/)• Just as a habit responds to various situations

with suitable modifications and yet continues to be the same,

so the universale are the habits of Space-Time according to

which it is found in various situations (4). However, the

mental habits, bein0 localized in neufcel regions only, are

extremely limited. On tne contrary, the habits of Space-

Time, being in an imiuite region, are ready to break forth

in any s*aoe and time when the empirical conditions demand

them. In this sexiue ox bein_ free from the limitation of

an/ specific space and time, the universale may be said to

be subsistent (£). As such the universals are the potential

plans.

"It ia only in this souse that the *lan of a universal is
potential; its potentiality ia a reality consisting in the
readiness of Spaoe-Time to adopt it, because Space-Tine is
built up of point-instants whose place and time are
perpetually changing their distribution" (£).

from the use of the metaphors of plans, formulae and

habits, one oun surmise that Alexander meant that all existents

come out of the machine vf S*aoe-Time with the stamps of the

categories (i). The categories are the moulds but indtead of

being empty they are always full of space-time. It is in this

sense that we can say with Aurphy (d) that Alexander has taken

both the form and matter inextricably confused into one. In

spite of his efforts Alexander has not succeeded in showing

1. STI) 1. p. i 6^. i.STH 1. P.2dU-dd1.
2.STD l.p.dd>; also pp.2/0. jj.STD 1.pp.21^,214,226;
-On taking Time seriously,- p.do.

4.The historicity of Things, p.Id. jji.STD 1. p.ddd.
6.STD l.p.dd4. UCollingwood.R.G. Op.Cit. p. 1 6d.
2. Murphy,- A,is, 'Alexander's Aetaphysio of Space-Time" THE

• 14OA1ST i y^'i.- p. 6d>.



that the universale are concrete actualities. In simple

language Alexander pointed out that all things are not given at

first in the form of unrelated manifold of experience, but they

are always ordered and arranged in Space-Time itself from

which they all proceed. Hence, there are as many universale

as there are the different Jfcinds of existents on their

various levels,

"...extreme as the statement may sound, the universale
are spatio-temporal, physical, biological, mental, according
to the level of existence to wnich their individuals belong...
and that tne universal man though it is not a man is man or
human", (y)

The Concrete Universal or Bosan^et. and Alexander's Universal:

Being the constitutive plans ox things, the universals

are concrete, nut they iioulu be distinguished from the

theory of "concrete universal' of Bosanruet (4)» A concrete

universal, according to Bosan-iuet fa of the nature of a system.

But Alexander criticised this notion of universal and pointed

out that such a 'concrete universal' of Bosanruet is not a

universal but a universe. It is based on a combination of

two distinct notions. The one notion is that a universal is

a union of different features into a plan or law which is

realised with modifications in individual instances and this

is the real notion of a universal. The other notion which it

includes is that a universal is a union of different individuals

into a system, in this sense it is really a universe but riot

a universal (I). The real point of difference is purely

metaphysical. The concrete universal of Boaan*uet is a universe

jj. o,T.D.I. pp.dts-c.rp. 4. Jiupra, chap.l.
1 v S.-ivDvlvp.<;^4■
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in which all Unites are but parts oi the one significant

whole and to be real the/ uve to be merged,lost and trans-

mated in the whole. Alexander could noo but protest against

this view oi* the universal (2).

SUBhiAnCA:- A substance is a piece oi ^ace which is

the scene of succession, or more simply, it is the persistence

oi a piece oi apace in time (j5). It is so easily detected in

us who endure. We are substanoe and as such we are a contour

or a configuration oi apaoe enduring or persisting in time.

A complex empirical existent as a substance is:

"then a contour oi space (i.e. a volume with a contour)
within which take place the 'motions correlated to the
qualities oi the thing; and the complex substance or thing is
the persistence in time of this s^utial contour with its
defining motions". (4).

Of course, the category ol Substance like all other

categories is uctuulisec^ouly in empirical existents. A
substance witn its qualities endures within limits as a unity.

But, how are the *uali tie junilied in a substance? This was
the question oi Bradley and he came to the conclusion that the

distinction of substance and iualities is ultimately self-

contradictory (I). On the contrary, according to Alexander

the unity is supplied by space-time itself. A complex of

point-instants is correlated with a certain Quality of

sweetness mid another complex of these event-particles is

whiteness and so on. She various motions correlated with

a. S.2.B. 1. PP.2>6-cy/» >. B.T.B.I, p.27*.
4." b.-f.'B.'l. -Pt2?0u
I.- Supra.- Ghap. 1/
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their corresponding -iualitiea ate differently located in the

spatial contour called sugar, These different motions inter-

penetx*ate into each other.

"The motions of white are spread over the volume like stippled
points in an engraving and the sweetness motions among them" (2)

Hence, these qualities ace really juxtaposed, nonetheless

Space-'lime is continuous and therefore these ^aUties, that

is, their corresponding motions are ultimately connected in

Space-Time O).

"Thus at least a whiteness and a sweetness condition of the
substance may co-e^ist, not in virtue ox a direct connection
between whiteness and sweetness but as the joint outcome of
the processes beginning with the primordial oonnection" (45.

^UAhlir Is 1,01 A CATnGOuY; Alexander held two things

which are peculiar to his discussion of the categories.

Firstly, duality, whicu has been considered to be a category

is not recognised by him as such, Secondly, he held that

Space-Time is that absolute x*eality to which the categories

are not applicable. Let us explain his view-point on these

m tters.

A category is a pervasive feature of all empirical

exiatents. jd4 a quality is simply correlated with a specific

complexity of point-ins touts. A certain complex of point-

instants is matter, and axiot.her spatio-temporal complex is

life and still anotuex complex is correlated with mind. These

dualities vary.

"But experience does not acquaint us with -punlity as such;
as it does maxe us acxuainted wi tn quantity or substanoe as
auch". (}).

. •

2. B#T.D.I. p.«i75* 5* B.X.D.I. P.2/6. 4.D.T.D.1.P.277"
1 #S.T.D.I. P02 6. '
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Hence, quality, being a non-pervasive feature is not a category,

bat it is simply a collective name for a number of qualities.(3)

To the above observation of Alexander one may object that

everything must have some quality. Alexander would accept this

bat he will retort that there is nothing like One duality of

whici colour, life, matter, consciousness etc., are mere

modifications. On the other hand, according to his showing
• *

there is a quantitative complexity, the modification of which

is correlated with ail kinds or qualities, and therefore,

quantitative complexity or number is a category (^). This is in

keeping with the nature of soieatism in which a quantitative

view of things subordinates any qualitative evaluation of them.

S-PAC.iih.Tlkn -t^nTiiju CATnGUu fits; As there in no beginning

of the world(*),so there is no beginning of the categories.

But though Spaoe-time is t _e source of all things, it itself is

not auuject to them (I). This can be Mown by trying to apply

some of the categories to Brace -Time itself. Bow, Space-Time

is not universal, for a universal, bein^ a plan is executed

and repeated; and Space-Time as a whole cannot be repeated (2).

Again, it cannot be a substance, for a substance is always

related to another substance and there is no such thing with

which Space-Time us a whole can be related (3).

The thing is thai the categories are applicable to

existent tilings a.xd Space-Time isnot an existent entity, and

therefore, it is not subject to the categories (4). But,

2. S.T.D.I. pp.32 6-32'/. 3. ibid. p.327.
*-Otherwise we will not be taking Time seriously S.T.D.I.p.338;

The Historicity of Things p.11.
US.T.D.I. pp.2b4t2^0,pae,^3b-»342e 2.S.T.D.I, p.338.
3,-SyT,-D,- p.340. 4.Grace Smith 'Studies in • -Philosophical

naturalism' p.40.
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"because Bpaee-Time is beyond all categories, therefore it is

not negative. Of course, it is quality-less, bat, then, being

a matrix and an ultimate stuff of all things, it is extremely

positive (.5).

Are the categories acmallties? Alexander, strongly

believing in the truth of Britisu Empiricism sought to derive

the categories from actual ex±-erie^ce 01 them. He tried to

show that the actual is prior to the possible and the

universale follow from the actual, homoloidal structure of

Space-Time (1). But, the question arises, has he succeeded in
0

doing so? How, the mO t important category is Hel tion, and

as noted earlier, according to Alexander, a relation is itself

spatio-temporal, it is the driving force of Time which connects

the various points of space. But, if a relation is itself a

point-instant, then it needs another point-instant to connect

it with other point-instants^ She difixculty of the 'third man'
arises a^ain and the iminite 1n.gre.j3 cannot be avoided. Further

he also pointed out that a bit of space-tine is diverse from

other bits or space-time (l),ana therefore they need to be

related by fresh relations. The thing is, that once a relation

is made a stuff, then it ceases to relate, for it becomes too

much self-contained (>). Hence, unless one is prepared to

accept re^ressus ad infinitum about terms and relations,

relation cannot be a bit of space-time stuff.

5. a.X.D.I. p.p42. I. xlED 1^21. P.2b. 2.S.T.D.I. p.l'pt.
A.-E. kurphy, TUB toOHIBT, I5>27* P»6i7; also 3ee the

unpublished thesis o± Bateman,J.V. 'Tue Eature and Function
of the Categories in the Fhilosophy of Immanuel Aant, James
Ward, Hi Alexander* p.lljj-114 (Edinburgh University
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What is true ol relation, is also true of the universals.

jivery category, according to Alexander, has the conoreteness

of Space-Time and is as actual as the perceived redness of

an actual rose (4). A universal, then, has an actual feature

of space-time, aud is a ^uasi-individual existents (j?). But,

once the universal is substantialized it fails to be a plan,

and, when it is a plan or a potentiality to break into an

actual execution it is not an aotual feature of apace-time.

Hence Murphy wrote:

"The appeal to 'possibility* will not help, for there is no
vestige of possibility in actual occurrences and to such the
world is limited, nor will relations or laws help to make
the distinction, -for in pure Space-Time the relation is of
the same stuff as its terms and the pl.au. is not distinct
from its. execution". (1 ).

• #

The fact is that Alexander tried to ue loyal to the old

British tradition of nmpirioism. But its shortcomings are

too patent. An experience can tell us what .is, but it cannot

tell us what must be. Alexander knew this and he <iulte

frankly held that factual necessity is all that we need, and

there is nothing like logical necessity.

"As there is no 'must' for science or philosophy,.... science
has to deal with what is", (a)

*

Again he added:

"But the're la no necessity in things except fact, nothing
is added by tue adjective necessary. Bvery fact-carries with
it necessity, the necessity at least for the human mind of
accepting It-" (>).

*

But, logical necessity is also a fact; and, a fact with a

mustness or implication about it. it is a fact but not a

natural fact and this is what the idealists like Green and

4.S.T.B.I. P•>//. ^.o.i.B.l. P.d44. "JPp II-p.330
1 .Murphy A.A.- The MOB1ST >yd'/*P» also Batuman J" \[. 3.

-ibid, pp.124,12^.
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Bosanuuet wanted to emphasise. The so-called continuity of

Space-Time can ofier oxxly juxtaposition, but not any real

connection (4).

Fran the above observation it follows that Alexander did

nob explain the categories, bat he gave as what Rant called

the schemata of the categories (I). As a matter of fact

Alexander casually came to this distinction of schema and

categories, bat he brushed aside the distinction as unnecessary.
(2).

Alexander's categories resemble Rant's schematism for the

schematism ox xant is intellectual and yet sensible (3). It

is a senslule concept (4), and that is what Alexander's

category i3.

The upshot of the criticism is that Alexander has not

been able to trace the form to its matter, ior it i3 illogical

to do so. Thoughts and things are uuito distinct and thoughts

cannot be reduced to spatio-temporality. If idealism cannot

explain how things flow from thought (3), then, certainly

Alexander has not succeeded any better in showing how thoughts

flow from things.

SBGTXQfl 11.

FRBBDQm (r)

As mentioned earlier, according to the idealists, freedom

of wi 1 has been considered as u s.-ecial case for shov»ing the

uniqueness ox mind or self (6). But according to Alexander,

4,Collingwood. Up.Git. pp. 163 "* ~~~
I.- Gollingwood, ibid.pp. 1 62-3• 2.B.T.D.I. p.314.
3.- Smith, B.a. 'Imm&nuel Aant«-a Critique-of Dure Reason' (abriclg

• -ed editioxi 1 ?34) P.10?. 4. ibid, p, 113.
3. kind 1oo6. P. 323. ^.Really-Alexander was a determinist from
the very beginning and he had completely worked out his theory
inM.O.F. pp.336-41. 6.45, i.D.ll.PP.3^,^2l.
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all human actions, including 'voluntary^ acts, are strictly

determined causally and there is no free ego to determine

'the voluntary' acta. Following the distinction of

oontemplation mid enjoyment, Alexander has classified causal

determinations into three types, nauelyj (i) when the cause

and effect are both enjoyed, (ii) when the cause and effect

are both contemplated, and (iii) when the cause mid effect

are of mixed determination. The so-called free action is

one in which the cause and effect are botn enjoyed. This

sounds very much like the idealist's statement that the

free act is a self-determined act. But, we will find that

this verbal similarity does not hide the fact that Alexander's

account robs free action of its freedom.

According to Alexander, from an analysis of actions

which/recognised to be wholly free acta, it is clear that

they are -imply determination in enjoyment. A voluntary aot

is taken to ee free and a voluntary act is one which proceeds

from our whole organised sell. The keener the conflict of

desires, and the keener is tha consciousness of free choice

between them. Here obviously the determiner of the act is
»

the self which we exijoy and the desires themselves are the

enjoyed states. Hence, a free act is determination in

enjoyment. The greater the extent and content of the organised

self the freer is the action- Therefore, a free act is one
0

which is free from an external determination (1).

Then again, a free act is wholly determined. This

might not appear evident for life and mind seem to show
unpredictable and variable behaviour. But this is due to a
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great plasticity of responses in them. This plasticity

follows from the greater com-lenity fen their constitution (2).

However, from this variability of responses to the differing

situations we oannot infer the presence of any unique freedom

in them. By the deteimin&sm of free aot i8 meant that it is

determined by its antecedent in the character and the

circumstances of the agent. (1).

Further, according to Alexander, a free aot may be

wholly determined and yet it may not be predictable. Fredict-

ability is a consequence and not the essence of determinism (2).

Determinism therefore, is comparable with novelty and that is

why an action may be determined and yet not be predicted (3).

Roughly there a e three occasions on which the future of a

fully de termixied action may not be predicted. Firstly, an

action may be theoretically predictable, but in actual practice

it may ofxer v^ry great difiioulty in calculating its future.

For example, it is very difficult to predict the future course

of the bahaviour of an individual, even when theoretically it

is possible to do so. Usually in suoh cases on practical

powers are toofeeble for the task, But, there is another

reason why a wholly determined action may not be predicted.

This follows from the reality of time.

"Human nature is a growing thing, and witu the lapse of real
<pime may throw up new characters wuicn can only be known to
him who experiences them".(4)

T .B.T.D. H.p.ykO. r.A.B. ( I >■ i 4 ) P.3^0.
2.- S.T.D.ll.- Pp. 66,322? F.L.B. pp.275,2^2
1 .-3.T.D.11.p.350.The Historicity of Things p.Vb.
2 .-The-Historicity of Things. P.l^; U.T.D.11.pp.323,327*
3 ,-F.A.b. 1 j (4 »®,34-2 •
4.'B.T.D.'ll. 324." also see p.32?; also P.A.b. I 314 ,344,345.
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Again, connected with the reality of Time, there is a third

reason why a prediction oi a determined action may not be

possible. In a hierarchical scheme of various levels of

existence there is the distinction of contemplation and

enjoyment, how, from its own level a being may predict a

contemplated event but it cannot predict an event about an

existent of a hijder order. But, can a creature of a higher

order, for example, a god or an angel, predict human actions?

Mo, he may not.

"All known forms of action could be pi'e&icted in their
measurable characters, but never in their emergentsones.

hot even G-od, if we suppose a God presiding over the bix-th
of the world....." (i)

Hence, determinism and prediction are distinct ideas and

determinism is compatible with unpredictability and therefore

with freedom (2).

Hence, we find that a determined action may be

unpredictable, but this does not prevent it from being a

wholly necessary act. Of course, this compulsion may not

be of external determination.

"But the necessity which the will obeys is the 'necessity1
ofbausatio/i, the determinate sequence of events upon its
conditions", (p)

We may fe^l ourselves free and we do feel our freedom In

choice, but there is no pov*er behind the choice and there is

no freedom of choice (4). To an angel or a god who can

1. B.B.I. P*j?i,«ijeee also B.x.B.nx .pp. / ^ 2 ].
2. jf.-A.S.* l*H4 p.>4?.
3. S• T.1)• 11. p.J2^.2hen Alexander held that in voluntary
act we -act along the line of least resistance and thus held
that the voluntary choice is purely a mechanical selection.
S.T.D.11.322.
4.-2.T.-B.11. P.jtfvl; also iuU.x. PP.)
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contemplate oar enjoyments, the human free act will appear to

him as wholly determined. Hence, according to Alexander,
looxed at from a higher point oi view, the free act is not

really free. Could Spinoza desire anything more in this

connection? (1)

"At the same time the angel or God who sees our action as
determined may know also that for us it is enjoyment and
free, though he cannot enjoy our freedom but only knows
that we feel it", (r)

Alexander1s theory of the illusoriness of freedom is

connected by the deceptive term «self-determinism* of the

idealists, nut the 'self1 of the idealists is always a free,

non-natural self, whioa has no antecedent and no Origin.

'It never began, because it never was not'.(3). This illus-

oriness or freedom was not a new thought for Alexander, for

even in MOiiAL CtvDi&R Ax<D fxUGiiLSS, he had called this notion of

a •feee self'* to be a 'sheer delusion'. (4).

Whatever be the explanation of fi*ee act, it is not

distinctive of mind. If a free act is simply determination in

enjoyment, then, even a plant or a stone enjoys its own acts

and to that extent is free. Thus, freedom is not an exceptional

privilege of man, but is found at all levels (3).

With the above account of freedom Alexander has shown that

there is nothing unique about mind,

"In each case we have been able to verify the proposition that
the distinctive features of mind belong to it in virtue of its
character as a conscious being, not in virtue of anything which
separates it from other finites". (6)

1 .Apparently Alexander awx*eed with Spinoza's doctrine of
determinism, sec I.L.I.pp.33
2. S.T.D.ll. p.332.- 3.- Prolegomena to nthios. p. 11?.
4#M.G.P. -p.y3b.' *3.SrfI,D.ll. P.332-^i^. also see The
Historicity of -Things, •prfl'?. JfeHA.-S. t?14 *P.3?2.
6.S.T.D.ll. p.33>; also k.0«P.-0*337n.
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Thus, a cognitive situation is only an instance of the universal

feature 01 oompresence; the categories, instead of ■being-

constituted by mind, really constitute the mind, as they do

all other things, and freedom is found at all levels. But,

there is only one other favoured region of mind which has not

been discuss d as yet. This is the region of values. Here

mind does seem to constitute them, at least as one of the

constituent factors.

"Only in the case of value was the conclusion imperfect,
beoause of Our inadequate knowledge of the history of
material things". (1).

# '

But, here the aim of Alexander is to show that value is found

at all levels and there art minds but there is no Absolute

Mind (2)» and this is.our next task in explaining the attempt
0

of Alexander in dethroning mind.

3J3CTIQH XII

(VALUB)

THB ARTIFICIALITY OF VALuBS*- Values are not the

distinctive features of human experience, for, according to

Alexander, they are found at the sub-human levels too. From

this it must not be concluded that they are the qualities of

reality itself. The term 'tertiary qualities', ascribed to
0

the human values of Truth, Beauty and Goodness may further

create this confusion. Values a.e those features which make

reality richer and fuller but not more real than it is.

1. a.T.D. 11. p.^ip.
2• B.-T.-D.-ll. *p.y^6; -0.T.B.I. P. 192/ The Historicity of Things

- p.-l4; The Oxford Magazine, >888 P.41 6.
3. S^D II.-pp.237, 238 ; P.I .P .-p. 297 ?B.F .-Y.-p. 180-183
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Values are act Aualities (jj), for they do not belong to objects

apart from the appreciating or valuing minds. Values are not

objective entities like qualities. Secondary iualities, via#,

colour, heat, etc., are .known, but they exist independently of

mind. Primary qualities, on the ot .er hand, constitute mind

itself; and, as such oannot b« »ai& to be dependent on mind.

But values are the blend ings of the subject and object. Hot

only the peroipi but also the ease of values depend on mind (1).

For example, beauty does not belong to & rose itself, but to

the rose as seen by an aesthetic mind, similarly, Truth is

not the same as reality (•%), but it is the reality as 1 possessed

by a standard mind, which has been moved by an impulse of

disinterested curiosity (2). Thus, value may appropriately
be called an amalgam of subject aiid object, of mental and non-

mcatul untitles. (>). For example, by itself a piece of
0

marble ia dead, but the sculptor, by chippin^, off, imputes

into it the form of Hermes or a goddess and through a form

creates a meaning of divixiity.

"The function them oi u sculptor ia to import into the form
of a foreign material characters or ideas, alien to that
material and supplied by the mind, which the artist desires
to express, in this se<*se the bust is a physical material
into which 'the mind enters in the only way possible for it to
enter, by moulding the form of the material so as to mean, so
long as tue mind i» there to interpret, certain qualities.(1).

1 . O.T.I).11. p.apr.
V Till Alexander regarded Truth and Reality to be the
8i*me thing, as he confessed it in S.T.D.ll.p.257n»
2. 3.T.D.11. P*»237,H47,25b; J.F.S. PP.Mj$
$.■ S.-T.D.ll* pp.'2j5b,2oB,2^,2^,jJ02, PP.225,227-9,
2 61,264-5,224, B.f.v. pp. 267-266; The Objectivity of Value,
The lith international Congress of Philosophy, Vol.A, 1/57 p.2 6.
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Bo doubt it ia mind which creates values out of materials,

but it is not an individual mind which ci'eates values. She

mind which gives rise to Truth, Goodness and Beauty is a

•standard mind* or an «impartial mind1 and this standard mind

is a collective mind. But the term *oollective mind* does not

mean 'Group mind* literally; it is the stable mind which has

emerged out of tne conflict and shock of competing minds in

their search of Truth, Beauty and Goodness (^), The standard

mind is not an Absolute mind of the idealists. However, it is

a mind which has come to accent a stable standard of truth,

beauty and goodness, arising from the conflict of competing

minds at a certain epoch, in a defining environmental situation.

For example, in murope, before Galileo, it was the recognised

truth that the earth does not move round the sun. All those

people who believed in it then were considered standard minds

or the experts or the qualified judges. All those who

disagreed with this proposition were called heretic. Here we

have to note that an individual does not exist without his

being socialised and standardised in a society. A Jesus may

arise and px*otest against the prevailing morals of the day,
but he protests as a standard mind of an ideal society (1).

Thus, a standard v-luer possesses the stability as well as the

modiflability of a norm, but the important thing is to note

that standard mind is necessary factor in the determination

of Truth, Beauty and Goodness.
0

\ .Truth, Goodness and neauty, Tun xmUJ-^-aBiuGo OF TilB oBVABTH
IHTnuBATiwnAL CubGKBBB Ox riUBUoGBHY P.p^o
2. B.IB.3).11. Pp.2»-a4t ,po4; J-.B.i.pp.gb>,2^ii-2^1;
B.-Ji.V. 'PP.V/>-r/6. ....
t korality as an -art J.F.S. 1 y2o PP-lj>4, 1J56



The Question naturally arises, how do we set up a standard

mind? The standard mind arises oat of trial and conflict in

the actual process of finding out truth, beauty and goodness.

As soon as some particular truth or some beautiful object

comes to be established so as to be acceptable to valuers, then

all those who accept them as such become the 'impartial

spectators' or 'expert judges'.
*

"The judges are discovered at the same time as the rule by
which they judge, from one point of view the standard is
set up by a piece of tyranny, but the tyranny is established
in the extort to secure goodness and truth andbeauty".(2)

Though Alexander has called Truth and Goodnessass the

tyranny or the conspiracy 01 the standard minds, he did not

mean that the standard minds are reached in a purely mechanical

manner. He insisted that through the struggle truth, beauty
*

and goodness emerge in their proper colour.

"Competition is the means to the supremacy of the adapted
over the unadapted types, and brings value into being by the
rejection of unvalue". (i).

That right is lixely to prevail in the long run is aided by

another factor. This lies in the inherent tendencies in each
0

man to reach truth, beauty and goodness.

"There are three elementary tendencies of which tertiary
qualities are the satisfactions and dissatisfactions; the
tendency or desire to leax*n which is ouriosity, the desire
to do, and the desire to produce or give expression to
ourselves in outward form".(2)

p.2>7. also of. b.f.V. PP.i76,22>, 2^b; STD 11. p.241 .
t.-STD-Urf jtlOe of also f.-h.-r.- pp.*276,2b>2b6.
2i STD 11. 24y-44. also of PP.2?6,,502,372 P.L.tep.235.

• zyU Truth, Goodness and beauty P.>.52-ij>j5; The objectivity
Of Value p.2 6.
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It is the presence of these impulses of cariosity, eonstruet-

iveness and sociality which impel us to xind out the values

through tests, trials and the conflict of warring opinions.

THB Ox;JhCTltflTY uF V^hu^o;- Hence, followino Alexander

we can conclude th- t values are man-made and artificial, but

they ere „ot unreal on that account (5).

"She mind is the highest finite empirical reality v»e know.
Strange that its touch should be thought to de-realise its
creations". (4).

m 0

By sayin0 that values axe objective, Alexander meant

that they are not private, personal and incommunicable or

unsharable (t)» As in the case ox .beauty, value is always
s

found with reference to some objects (a). Values are not

personal, for they -re impersonal or disinterested. In other

words, Truth, neauty and Goodness are due to a disinterested

satisfaction of the three impulses of curiosity, cons truet-

iveness and sociality (5). These impulses become disinterest¬

ed for the„ are satisfied in an impersonal way.,- that is, the

way in which a number of men will be satisfied in a standard

way. Values axe created when they satisfy a standard mind,
as opposed to an individual mind (4). Thus he wrote;

"Finally the mind which enters into the relation with an
object in virtue ox whicu the abject is valuable and the
mind is satisfied in respect ox a certain capacity, is a
standard or objective mind; and these values are objective,
and nothing is good, or trae or beautiful, for a particular
mind,or has subjective value, except in a derivative fashion,
only intelligible as a claim to objective value", (3)

5* BTD.ll. p.s44• 4• BT1) 11, p.a4^"*
1.- Jb.F.-V. -prOS,*72. ' '2.B.F.V.* P.- 172
5,- B.F.Vv ppv 55.' />*,'be,o6.- *
4.- r.-n.x-.- pp.-205,2^-1, 2.//,lye; B.F, V. pp. 174,1 'i5~\76,
228-229; "The 'Objectivity of Value Pp.27-28.
5. B.F*V. p.s6o see also;'The Objectivity of Value p.^7.
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Hence,

"Objectivity means something more than being an object:
it means in any ouject the coei'civeness or compulsion of
the experience ox the object" (6)

Therefore, the objectivity of the co^rciveness of values

lies in the compulsion exercised by the consentient minds

upon the individual minds (1). Thus, valu.-s come to be

established as the tyranny ox the impartial spectators.

Th-o Jr- ol v.mux.;- In a general sense values are

found at all levels and the analogues of the tex'tiary

qualities are found on oue lower levels too, (r). On the

level ox animals and plants, values are what satisfy those

needs v»hich lead to the preservation ox types. Thus food

is a value lor the preservation of the species. At this

level then, value has reference to the type and it relates

to the individual in so far as he represents a type (1).

The essential features of value, according to Alexander,
continue to be the same at all levels. What makes tertiary

ilualities distinctive is the presence in them of a conscious

subject. Values at the lower organic level are also

developed through struggle and this nas been well illustrated

by the Darwinian theory of 'natural Selection' (*■).

6. The objectivity oi Value. P.e£.
1.- ibid. &.JJ,
2.- STD II. pp.j4 6,^oe,poe-p; Lessons from Spinoaa p.24.
1.- STD ll.-pp.-jiop,pwox.n.x.nej>,2oo; B.F.Vv PPel.288.
*• This was an old conviction of Alexander to which he -had
given expression in
"The coarse ox morality'will be found to represent the struggle
between moral ideals, and the phenomena of Lhe maintenance and
growth ox morality offer parallels to the history of natural
forms. The analogy, however, is not so much a key to the
interpretation ox moral facts, as it is a result of an inquiry
into these facts, conducted independently". (k.O.k.p.262)



The speeiea which survive re-resent the valuable types which

are well adjusted to their environment. The struggle "red in

tooth and claw' is not inimical to the survival or emergence

of values. The surviving species are valuable, not because

they are remanent; they are remanent because they are

worthy. The doctrine of natural selection is:

"so far from beinu indifferent to value that it is wholly
concerned with value; its very meaning is that values emerge
through the trial of various tyres under certain external
conditions, whicn trial determines whether in virtue of its
gilts or constitution a type is worthy"• (2)
In other words, val.^e is what is suited to prevail through

trial and test . Hence,the struggle helps the emergence and
*

expression of the gifts ox the species (i). Thus, according

to Alexander, Darwinism give us a history of values as they

arise in the organic world. Alexander also conjectured that

the relatively permanent elements of the physical world hav ;

emerged in the same way of natural selection, that is, through

test, trial and struggle (2). At this stage we should note

that, according to Alexander, in the inorganic world, by

value is meant that by virtue of which one thing matters to

another. There is then, as Laird held, a 'natural election'

in the inorganic world (*).

2. STD ll.Pou>;see aiso x'.x.r. pp.27 6,2b£-6. n .i> .V. P.2o 6-2c7.
1 .*STD ll.p.jHO.Hatural Selection in morals, MT-aiiaATIGiiAL
jOoJtunAL t#j? -JirTHlCS, \bJ2. p.4lb.
2. STD 11.PP.0-3IV;B.F.tf.p,26b*28^;LessOns from Spinoza
ate' ' ' p.^4

The extension oi values to the inorganic world was credited
to Laird (B.F.V. pp.1,20b;r#n.D#p.2bc) but as Laird himself
admitted (x.x,.i'.p.gbbn) that this-was done by Alexander himself
belore Laird reached this notion.
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The magnet has natural election for iron and in this sense

may be said to satisfy the magnet. uowever, here there is no

room for subjective value.
*

"At the same time we noue that at this level the possibility
of subjective value disappears; all value is objective
heoaase the nature ox the two parties to natural election
is fixed or at least is supposed to be fixed" (5).

Therefore, we conclude that value is not uniquely

unique of human minds, but may be said to be empirically

universal. Thus, the universal featui'es of value are those

elements which pertain to the satisfaction und preservation

ofthe interests of the type.

"The difference which seem to separate the tertiary qualities
so completely, and are thought uo maxe human life uniquef
arise merely from this difference in the subjects". (1)

The subjects of minds

"which judge truly, or behave rightly or produoe or recognise
beauty, are the successful types developed on the level of
mind, when to consciousness are added reflection or judgment
and with it intrinsic sociality". (2)

At this stage we cannot help asking, is there no distin¬

ction between the values reached consciously and contemplat¬

ively anu the general values which are reached blindly at the

inorganic level without any subjectivity? The special nature

of the tertiary qualities become puite patent in hunuua beings

v»ho have also in addition organic and inorganic values. At

this stage at least, the organic and inorganic values are not

regarded as valu.es at all. Even the way in which the law of

5. 1.1.V. p.abb.
4.- STD ll.pp.jjl -f.A.P.pp.275,265.286; B.F.V. p.288-?.
\.- dTD 11.- paiso see p.pec. *
2 • 3TD 11* P.^ub-y
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natural selection works in human beings is different from

the way in which it does in sub-human beings. At the organic

level the individuals who fail to get adjusted are destroyed.

However, in the case ox' human beings, not the individuals

but their ideals are destroyed. Hence, we have to accept,
0

against Alexander, that human minds do muke a x-adieal difference

to values# and they constitute tertiary qualities in a way in

which the values at the organic and inorganic levels-are not

constituted. At the organic level might is right; but at the

human level right is might. And, we believe that there is a

radical difference between these levels of values. Alexander

failed to see the distinctivenesa of the tertiary dualities

because of his preconceived metaphysics, the avowed aim of

which was the dethronement of mind. Just as in epistemology

we noted that not mere ccmpresence but consc 1 ous ccaajgresence

constitutes knowledge; so here we note that without a contem¬

plative mind there can be analogues of value but not real

value.

Then, again, what is the status of value? We will find

that Alexander is very vague on this point. lie could not

help attributing luaai-reality to Truth, Beauty and Goodness.

"They (the values) take their proper place in the scheme
of empirical things, and/they do exhibit to us a fundamental
feature of reality as a whole". (I).

-Ihd*

But, he added in the same paragraph^they are mere Incidents
1. STD ll.P.iU "
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in the ideality whicn is purely spatio-temporal. These two

strains of reoognisin^ value arid then negatin0 them are found

in relation to eac.i. omaeoi the tertiary qualities, to which

we turn now.

BhMJIY AuX) U"G--uini!iOo;_ 'Pke i*edness of a x-ose exists

in its own objective right, but its beaut„ consists in its

being appreciated as such by an aesthetic mind. Hven a

natural landscape is not beautiful without an aesthetic

appreciation (i). flow, hov* does mind blend itself into the
*

material? Well, in the presence ox certain materials, namely,

stone, max*ble, pigments, words, even pure tones etc., the

artist is thrown into an excitement which he is compelled to

satisfy as his inner need. In order to satisfy his aesthetic
3

impulse he forms or fashions the materials in such a way that

they begin to express a meaning or significance which other¬

wise they did not possess. For example, in the presence of

a suitable piece of marble, the sculptor is thrown into an

aesthetic excitement and he fashions the marble in such a

way that the figure of Hermes Oi Venus is carved out. In

itself the piece of marble was dead and cold, but moulded

under an aestnetio impulse the marble is fashioned in such a

form that it begins to show a divine and living figure of

Hermes. This imputing ox the meaning of a divine, living god

into the marble is the blending of the artist with the

material (n)

1. iSTD ll.pp.goe.do^.dyi ; n.F.V. pp. i.5, I y-rU; r.n.F.pp.255-6.
2^ H.J.vol.2b,1^2^«ib' p.61 b;also J.-x-gg. 1528 P.i^4.-
J.-X-.3. -l^u p.jhhl; Form and bubjact-matter of Art7^VA.b.
Vol.- yi »^6-/. p.t ly. •



Then there is an element ox illusoriness in an artistic

creation. The marble statue appears to be divine and

living, and the flat canvas appears to be solid (I).Greater

the success of the art and greater is the element of illus-

oriness in it. As opposed to the illusoriness of an illusory

perception, the illusoriness of an art constitutes its truth

or artistry (<i). Hence, in art there are two important
<►

elements, namely, the presence of an aesthetic impulse and

the necessity ox' the material in it, and, let us explain

them.

Though mind is essential in the creation of any

beauty, it is not the, mental element alone which constitutes

it. The materials are neeesaaiy to throw the mind into a

constructive activity. In the case of poets there must be

words to be surcharged, bewitched and enchanted with meaning,

Similarly, the sculptors, painters and musicians have their

own appropriate materials. Thus he wrote:

"The artist then worked upon hisjelay ox words ox pigments
under the compulsion of this impulse, but with his eye
directed upon the subject-matter.•(3).

Then he further added:

"We may safely, then, conclude that the material of the work
of art xs no mere technical ingredient but vital..." (4)

1.STD11 pp.kbo-?b. n.i.V. pp.55-7. "
2 »STD 11 iu-d/u} f.-L.r.p.^y; -J.r.3. i^U P.5I6, x-.A.S.I ^6-7.

' 3.l.-L.-frf P.x66~/. • ■ • ...
4, P.d6j?,' also 'Cf.-pp.2l 7,227 ,u4 6,2 62 , 2 67 ,

- H.J. Mill, i ^k4-^.P.2i?b. •
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Thus, beauty x*esults from mental imputation but it is not

due to mind alone, for the material is necessary to the

creation ox beauty. Therefore, from the nature of art one

cannot argue to the supremacy ox mind.

Secondly, in the production of tin art the artist is

driven by his aesthetic impulse. This aesthetics impulse

is the constructive impulse gone contemplative. Birds build

their nests, but they do so for the practical purpose of

hatching eggs and rearing up their young ones there® Simil-

arely, the nightingale sings in the service of the sexual

impulse. But, in un aesthetic eonstraction, it is enjoyed

for its owu suite. For example, a painting being diverted

from practical ulili^r is contemplated for its own soke.
Similarly, the musician sings unbidden for the mere delight

of music itself. Ordinarily words axe used for practical

adjustment, but in a poem the words, being enchanted with

the bewiohery of its peculiar form, are enjoyed for their own

sake. (1). For example, 'paint the meadows with delight' has

no practical meaning, koat probably the last lines of Kubla

Khan best illustrate it:

BewareI beware!
His flashing eyes, his floating hair!
Weave a circle round him thrice,
And clo^e your eyes with holy dread,
For he on honey-dew ha tit fed,

And drunk the milk of pax*adise.

1. B.F.V. PP.10,22,$0,117,122,191 .
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Seized by t&e constructive impulse gone contemplative, the

artist fashions his materials in such a way that the formed

materials satisfy his aesthetic impulse. However, he does

not have any complete notion as to what the final shupe of

his artistic creation would take, for this reason the artist

is said to discover his creation, and very often he is

surprised at what he himself comes to create. With his

specific talents the artist, in the presence of his appropri¬

ate materials of his art, is thrown into an aesthetic excite¬

rs nt and as a result of that he discovers his opetrii&cua in

the materials (1).
0

"She work of art, bein^ the expression contemplated for its
own sake ad not merely as a si^n, however much it owes its
form to the artist, reveals to him his own meaning, and the
arti tic experience is not so much invention as discovery"(25.

Thus, according to Alexander, Shakespeare discovered Hamlet

in the hnglish language, in the same way as hew ton discovered

the law of Gravitation in the physical realm (})• This

emphasis on discovery in the artistic creation has been

introduced to show the non-supremacy of mind in t -e creation

of artistic Values.
0

The presence of mind is necessary in the appreciation

of beauty. In the case of natural beauty the technical

construction is not needed for it is done b„ nature itself.

V. Ji.F.V. pp. 74-J?,loU,2 f.L.r, PP.dab,22b tcj>2 .
2 .* f • -b •* iJ V P • 22b .

f.-l.-P.- pp.22b,22b«^,2j>2; B.F.V. p.7^-4; J.P.S. 1.1^0.P.?.
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But even here we piece and re-piece n&tui*e ideally. This is

clear from the fact that the same landscape changes its

"beauty witn the change in our appreciating moods (4). But

the mind > hich creates Beauty la not my mind or your mind

and certainly not the Absolute mind; it is a standard mind.

Here the * standard mind1 of Alexander taxes the place of the

Absolute Mind of the idealist, in relation to this £osan>puet

wrote:

"The general will, for instance, seems nonsense to Professor
Alexander, who still rejects a general mind toti&em verbis
from his realistic point of view, thouji finding room for a
qollective mind, and attaching indeed fundamental importance
to it". (i)

in addition to the presence of an aesthetic impulse

and the collective mind, there is a third important element

of 'coherence1. Firstly, there is the coherence of the

parts in relation to the whole, which gives unity in variety

to any work of art. Then ugain, the judgments of beauty by

the aesthetic judges must also cohere witn one another. (2 3,

"Coherence in the internal constitution oi beauty is also
coherence among the minds which appreciate it, and exclusion
of other minds".

We will find that the same theory of coherence is used to

guarantee the objectivity oi Truth, aowever, this coherence

theory oi" Alexander is different from that of the idealists.

The coherence-theory of the idealists leads to the existence

of an all-inclusive, consistent Whole. But, Alexander, being

opposed to the doctrine of an all-inclusive whole, held the

4.B.F.V. Po4. f.A.S. Vol. 1p7. P.

1. Contemporary Philosophy, p.'/,
2.' STD ll.p.2>j>-4. j,. STB ll.p.2?4.

' * • 0 m .



doctrine of the Relative absoluteness of the coherence of

the agreeing judges. This difference is clear from

another statement of Alexander that beauty does not admit

of degrees, This can be explained thus.

Ordinarily, an artistic creation can be said to be a

blend of the materials a.xi the aesthetic minds. The materials

may be pure or they may have their own theme or subject-

matter or story. lure music has its materials in the form

of pure tones, without any theme or subject-matter. A poem

has some theme or subject-matter. The passions aroused by a

theme may be called material passions, as distinguished from

the formal passion whioh is the aesthetic impulse itself (1).

Summarising his observation about the artistic creation

AlexaAider has mentioned five elements, the three of which

are contained in the following sentence;

"The impulse to creation is eased upon the material passions
provoked by the subjects, but is distinguishable from them
and is formal".(2).

Further, the aesthetic impulse is liberated by the subject-

matter and the materials ox art. For example, clay or words

or stones are vital parts ox an artistic creation. Again,
an artistic creation is not only beautiful, but it is also

great or small. According to Alexander, the greatness of

art depends upon the subject-matter (3).

1. B.F.V. PP.2U-1, 45,54,72,77, 117-116.
2.- Ibid. p./n.
5.- B.F.V. PP. W,142,143, t40,172#
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"What I pie^-d is that it is the material as of' a certain
form whic/i is judged aesthetically and is strictly beautiful
but the subject matter which is signified by form is not as
such beautiful but only important or trivial, great or small
big or little-—-it belongs to what 1 should like to call
the order of 'perfection* as 1 suia about morals; but the
word is too ambiguous and 1 must say only 'greatness*(])

Mow, one may be successful in achieving an artistic creation

or else he may be unsuccessful. Once an artistic creation

has become successful, it is beautiful and does not admit of

degrees.

"Though there are no degrees of beauty there are approximations
to beauty or ugliness; to be accurate, there are degrees of
fallure or ugline sa". (4 )

However* a work of art differs in greatness according to

the range, penetration into the subject-matter and subtlety

of expression. Hence, eveiy beautiful work of art is

relatively absolute, if so, then there can be no progression

towards better or higher beauty. A similar consideration

about truth and goodness would show that, according to

Alexander, there is no Absolute standard of the idealists,

the presence of which permeates the things witn the spirit

of totality and ultimately guides us to a<< all-inclusive

Reality called the Absolute,

kOmAb G-Qub-uHoo md.) AY1L;- Alexander did not depart in

any significant manner from hie early theory of morals. But

he tried to bring it in harmony with his views about Beauty

and Truth. In the light of this observation we can briefly

I. B.l.V, p. 14 I .see uls o j.r.g, I 34 o p. 137 • i»A. B» XXX
• i^-jrb P.4U?. r.A.o.XXXtfll-1336-7. P. •

a. B.F.V. f.HI. -also -±VA S. xuO. 1 343-3U/P.44U. •
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outline his views of Moral Goodness in the following way;

Morality consists in a harmonious character and will,
which is simply a coherent system of desires with reference

to other wills and the material objects. Thusf goodness is an

amalgam of rind and its objects (1). Wills are always

directed to objects and in harmony with other wills come to be

regarded as good.

"In the case of good there is no antecedent coherence or
structure in the non-mental reality, for the goodnon-mental
reality is brought about by persons themselves through their
wills, always in obedience to the conditions imposed by the
nature of things". (2)

But the non-mental object stands in the background and

remains secondary and moral goodness consists primarily in

the good directions of will O). Thus, Alexander was nearer

to Green and Kant in his moral theory than in his epistem-

ology or ontology. Like Green he recognised the non-mental

world us the occasion for the exercise of the mor&l wills.

In this way the non-mental world carmot be ignored in any

moral life. But, primarily, it is the character which is

good or bad.

"Our acts axe judged for their own sakes, for theix- bearing
upon character and irrespectively of their results, though
not independently of them "(!)•

Hence, in the amalgam, called the moral good, the non-mental

nature does enter, but the control is in the hands of mind.(2)

1. STB 11. p.row; B.B.V. Pr .250*/,2 65.
2.- STB Hi p.'g'/b; also see PP.276,279; B.F.V. pp.262,267*
5„- B.F.YPP.256,237,26*.; J„*.S. t?2b P.-145 '
1 < B.F.V. -B.2^7. Boo also Mind l JM5 P.2ov where «good and

- willing* -is said to be goodness actually.
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Though it is the mind which determines the moral good,
it is not an individual mind. Firstly, even the individual

mind always works under^ impulse of sociality or gregariousness,
by virtue of which each individual sympathises with his fellow-

beings. it is the presence of this sociality which leads to

a harmony of passions and wills, in oneself , nd with others.

"For motives do not iull the man divers ways so as to
produce a resultant. It must be that the bala oe of motive
is effected by some -other passion or sentiment, and may
I believe, be identified with the social impulse", (>#■ }

Thus, an individual mind is never a solitary mind, it always

remains socialised and colleotivised. Then again, there

are the moral judges or the standard minds, who discover

and maintain the standardised directions of wills to non-

mental objects. Hence, the moral good is a coherent willf
coherent with regard to the competing impulses within an

individual himself and coherent in relation to other wills.

Thus, a moral act is a universal good, that isf it is good

for an individual under standardised conditions, in which

any individual can act in like manner.(15 Hence, a moral

act, bein^ determined by a standard mind, is a law universal.

So there is truth in Kant*a "categorical imperitive*. But

2* 31.V. P.2 6r«
3. F.A.S.JUO. 1^29-30.P.21 1-12} ubo B.F.V. P.4?.
*- Here again, Alexander felt that he was supported by
Spinoza. Thus, witn reference to him Alexander wrote;
"The mere knowledge of good and evil is no corrective or
controller of the passion. A passion, he says, in a
principle of the last moment for understanding the moral
life, can only be controlled by aaacoher passion". (P.JL.P.p.347)
1. STB 11. P.275; B.F.Y. 232-26u. - •
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there are exceptions in special cases/ only these exceptions

should not be made to serve an individual interest, as opposed

to an impersonal or standardised Interest. According to

Alexander, Kant did nou allow any exception in special oases,
for Kant thought that any such exceptions would serve an

individual interest. Thus, according to Alexander, by no&"
allowing any exception in special cases Kant has made the

moral law purely formal (<;}.
#

Thus, the moral good, bein^ non-individualistic and

non-private; and, being impersonal and snarable, is always

objective, hut because the moral good is objective, therefore

from this we cannot conclude that there are unalterable moral

laws. All moral maxims are absolute, relative to certain

conditions. In this sense, there are no degrees of goodness, (1)

An action, once good, is always good, under those conditions.

We have already seen that in MORAL QRDBR AtfD BrOGRESS t
Alexander maintained that even thefts and murders are good in

their peculiar conditions (a). But, though goodness does not

admit 01 degrees, it does admit of degrees of * perfection*,

that is, in range or largeness. Hence, the gift of a widow's
0

1. STD 11 p. 275-276.
1p B.F.V. p.-26g; LTD 11 p.2&2-co5.
2.- "If what *we now cull bad conduot, murder, adultery, theft,

- oould be conceived to become predominant, under greatly
changed and of course impossible conuitions it would
cease to be bad, and would be the ideal of life".
(M.O.I1, p.517; also Gf. p.507.
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mite is as good as the endowment of a hospital. Only the

latter is more magnificent or meritorious (3). Thus,
Alexander ©hserved:

"To he good is to be good, and though the goodness of one
age may be inferior to that of another age, arid some part
of goodness may lapse into evil, what is good once, like
what is truth, remains good or true of the circumstances
under which it was good or true. Values require a fuller
reality but no greater reality",* (1}

0

Once, again, the non-admittance of degrees in goodness

was aimed a£ showing the unteaability of the Absolute Good

of the idealists. There is no Absolute Good of Green
0

towards whion the whole of human history is progressing and

approximating, ho doubt there is cohereuoe in goodness, but

that coherence is ofthe impartial spectators; and the

coherence keeps on changing with the standards of the impartial

spectators from age to age, Eence, there ai*e standards, but

there is no one Absolute standard in morals or beauty or

goodness (*). Then, again, goodness depends on m&nas, and
0

even on * standard minds', but not on an Absolute Mind, Even

when the standard minds determine the good, they do not invent

or create it; they discover it (2), Henoe,mind is not all in
0

all in the creation of moral good, for it has to be given to

it by the objective circumstances. Thus, Alexander has tried

to show that minds are gifted manbers in a democracy of things,

but they are not the arbiter or the measure of reality.

3. B.E.V. P. 260-1; STD 11."P.2b2-2b3 ; J.Jf.S. 1?2b P. 1 37 ;
• J.-P.-3.* XXX 1929-30 p.203. • ...

1. STD 11.P.2&2. * This will give expediency but not morality
• and Alexander did speak of morality as 'an expediency struck
out in the efforts to maximise satisfactions' (lessons from
Spinoza, p.24)

3. B.f.V. *pp*24o#2,51, 23B.
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TRUTH Alfl) AUnOR;., We hav.. seen in chapter 11, that

the pan-objectivism of seusa almost made it impossible for

Alexander to explain 'illusions** He tried to escape from

the situations by holding that senses do not err and the

problem of errors belongs to Judgments and not to perception.

However, if knowledge is a revelation of reality, then even

errors will have to be given a place in reality. This was

the realistic position of Alexander till 1;?13, in which fa

him Truth and Reality meant one and the same thing (1).

However, it seems that the problem of error became too

insistent and therefore he was forced to make a distinction

between Truth and Reality. He came to recognise that error

cannot belong to reality and truth is reached in the same

way in which error is reached. If therefore, error does not

belong to reality, truth also cannot belong to it. Truth

and error arise from reality as possessed by minds (2).
0

Then, again, truth deals with Judgements and in a Judgment

we make explicit what is already implicit in a percept. In

doing so we dissect and reconstruct the given porcept. Though

this piecing and repiecing is done at the guidance of reality,

yet it is different from reality. Thus, Truth consisting in

Judgments is different from Reality (3). Further, in the truth

of science there is an elaborate use of inference.

1 • STD 11. P.137a. 2. J.I.S. 1928 P.144.
3„ 8TP 11.- IVc3U->. 4.' H.-J.-imi. 1?24-3.' P. 303
3, H.J. AA111. P.301* * ' ' '
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"An inference ij sheer artistry, for nature acts and dees
not infer. It is for u,s to find by inference the reasons
for her acts". (4)

0

So Truth, beiriu, artistic, is different from reality. Truth

is the reality as possessed by mind and therefore it is an

amalgam of mind and reality (jj). In truth, v*e piece and

repiece reality in oui. efforts to xnow it. Thus, sciences
are full of artifices, though they are not artificial, for

these artifices are the means for taring possession of reality.

"Hence, since knowledge and science are generally understood
with the implied empnasis on their truth, they are not
reality itself, but that reality as possessed by minds" (1).

In this amalgam, however, reality dominates, for mind humbles

itself before the lordship of facts. Once again, it ig not

an individual mind but a standard mind, working under the

impulse of disinterested curiosity, which determines truth,

at the biddin^ of reality. The standard mind, as in Beauty

and Goodness, arises from a clash, trial, test and struggle

between the curious minds, judging the reality. According

to Alexander, values emerge only through the struggle with

the unvalues,

"The so-called tertiary *uualities' of things, truth, goodness
and beauty, are v-.lues (and for us are the most important
of the values), and imply and are unintelligible without a
contrast with their unvaluos of error, evil, and ugliness"(23

Without the clash ofdiifering judgments, according to

Alexander, one would not discover his errors (3), nor would

1. STB 11. P.#3; see ihso pp.247hTJ. XA111,
* 1?24-3 'P.301 . 2.SID 11. -p.236-7*

3. SID 11. pp.261 ,266. 4.S2D 11 PP.#9-40,2 60.
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ho reach truth. Thus, truth is established at the guidance
0

o±' reality, through the clash of minds.

The presence of the collective mind is necessary to

insure objective truth for various reasons. Firstly, any

individual, however, gifted he may be can know only a part

of reality; but with the co-operation of many minds knowledge

becomes fuller and complete (4)» Then again, a clash of

many minds makes us aware of our mistakes as well as truth.

Further, the clash leads to the rubbing out of our individual

idiosynorncies 30 much so thet our ap roach to reality not

only becomes impersonal but &e-personalised. Th^de-person¬
alised mind reveals reality as it is (1),

*

"The difference between fine artfaud science is in the main
this, that tne man of science keeps his personality out of
the subject which he is examining, while the artist
introduces into his materials characters which comes from
his personality, and are his vision of the subject of his
art". (2).

» •

Then, again, in aoieucesjmin&a are not only de-personalised
but thej have to evolve symbols and other artifices for

discovering reality (jj). Hence, sciencesjare arts but not
fine arts, for reality is not fashioned and moulded by the

scientist to express his own mental significance; but the

mind itself is moulded as to be a flawless mirror to

reflect reality (4).

Though Truth is an art (for it is the reality possessed

by mind and reached through the artefact**) still it is

reality which dominates here. The symbols and the artefacts

1 .kind VyO pp.ij)-4 7 2.Art and nature p.p. also J.F.S.I^O
•P. J.k.S. >>nb*P. 144. f.L.k. p.240. - • •

3. H.J.JOUl P.yby. 4.H.F.V.P.3.' SXBll-p.258; The Objectivity
of Value p.27•* *
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seem to take a scientist away from reality. But they are all

captive balloons with their mooring8 held fast to reality (5).

"The physicist flies off into the empyrean, but he is always
accessible to signals from the world and sends them in turn
to it". (65

*

Mind no doubt is a factor in the determination of truth, but

it enters into it as an instrument for discovering it and

not as constitutive^(7), Then, again, there is an impulse
of curiosity for its own sake, which fashions the materials

in sucu a way as to satisfy that impulse. This leads to the
*

formation of a coherent system in the estab3ishment of truth;

but this coherence does correspond with reality (1), How/ever,

this point requires come further elaboration.

Alexander took cognizance of two extant theories of

truth, namely, the correspondence-theory and harmony__theory

of truth. As a matter of fact the coherence-theory of truth

is intimately related with idealism and his realistic

metaphysics demanded the correspondence-theory of truth. But
% •

having distinguished Truth from Reality, there was no point in

emphasising the correspondence-theory, and, we have seen that

Alexander, having interpreted coherence-theory in his own way,

preferred it, Alexander gave two reasons for accepting the

coherence-thecry of truth. The correspondence-theory points

out that a proposition is true when it agrees with reality,

and false when it does not. However,in case of any do hot about

2. J.r.d. fcyjiU 6.-R.A.L3. JCXJC.152 5K3U pp.207-8.
7«- B.-JiSi ' ......
1 .• B.F.'V. P.2.22 .'
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the truth claim of a proposition, hov« can we test it?

Obvbously we do so with the help ox other propositions. Clearly,

then, in such cases truth does not consist In correspondence,

"but in coherence with other propositions (2). Further, there

is another deeper reason. In t_ath, the standard minds are

impelled by their disinterested curiosity to know reality.

This Impulse makes knowledge systematic ana this means that

all Judgments are made to cohere with one another (1). Hence,

truth consists in the coherenoe of the standard Judgments of

the qualified Judges or experts, hut this systematisetion of
*

all elements of knowledge, which satisfies the disinterested

curiosity ox the standard minds is based upon reality or is

guaranteed by the internal coherence of objects themselves (2).

"The method of science at once obeys the material and
rearranges it, using suoh help ox its own invention as it
needs for the purpose of co-ordination. The mind, as in fine
art, supplies the form, but the form does not alter the
material, but renders it intelligible". (>).

0 m

But Alexander knew that correspondence-theory could not

be omitted, for he all along had insisted on the necessity

of experimentation. Therefore, he held that rightly understood

the two tests of correspondence and coherence are identical,

"For coherence within the science involves correspondence
with fact, and correspondence with fact involves coherence
within the science". (4)

0

However, facts enter into the science in the form of Judgments

andthat means that they are possessed by mind. Hence, really

2. STB 11. p.2^2
W B.F V. -p.ru^-iU. 2. STB 11. p.u52-2^; B.F.V.P.2j>2.
j,.- B.'F.V s P.v-ip* 4.B.F.Y. P.227*
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the artistic side of science demands that truth should consist

in the coherence of judgments ox standard minds, at the bidding

of reality* But this coherence-theory ox truth is different

from the coherence-theory of th© idealists anu this is clear

from Alexander'a rejection or was agrees of truth.

Alexander accepted the view, that true propositions depend

on reality, hut reality is so rich that v»e d<& not possess it

in its entire fulness at auy one time. Hence with progress

in knowledge more parts oi reality axe disclosed to ua and

therefore true propositions also keep on getting fuller.

Hence, it might he that propositions once regarded true within

their range ox revealed facta, lateYon may taurn out to he

erroneous in the light of larger range oi facts.

"Truth is thus the ever-incr©asing adaptation of minds to
the reality which they know f which lathe same as to say
it is progressive relevation oi reality to the minds which
know it". (I).

* *

Hence, the natural conclusion from the above observation would

be that truth grows and there are degrees of truth. But

Alexander did xxot draw this conclusion. On the contrary, he

held that there axe no degrees of truth.

"What is true is true. But while there are no degrees in the
truth of knowledge, there are all manner of degrees in the
perfection or range of knowledge".(2)•

* •

In other words, he pointed out that there ax-e degrees in the

x;:reatnesB but not in the truth of know ledge. What is once

true is always tx-ue and remains so witnin ics range. For

1. STD 11 P.B64. 2, 3TB 11. p.a 64.
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example, the law of gravitation remains true within its own

range of facts. Of course, in a wider context of other facta

it may not remain true. But this is due to a p.-.Ogress in the

range tuid greatness of .knowledge &ud not due to any truer truth.

"But one piece of truth or knowledge may he greater than
another, from the largeness or importance of its topic, its
greater comprehensiveness (like the theory oa' gravitation in
its time), or its profundity or its subtlety and complexity"( i).

What could be the motive in not accenting the obvious

conclusion as to the degreesjjf truth? Well, the motive was to
reject the idealistic thesis that there is one all-inclusive

reality towards which our progressive truths are ever-increas¬

ing approximations. This idealistis doctrine, according to

Alexander, leads uo the annihilation of the finite individuals.

"The doctrine of degrees of truth or reality rests on the
belief that finites lose their value or <-.t least alter it by
being taken along with others, if all finites are uratio-
temporal complexes this belief quimot be well founded". (2)

However, it does not appear that Alexander has been able to

safeguard the reality and value of individuals. Firstly, the

individuals as individuals have ~Q value (jj). Only that has

value which pertains to the preservation of the type at the

organic level, find of the social or collective mind at the

level of tertiary dualities. Then again, reality does not
p

belong to any qualified entities at all by vi tue of their

dualities. But they ere real in go far as they are spatio-

temporal .
#

V. B.F.V. P.2pU-2>l; also r.A.S. • >•<;>-> a Hi p.2u6.
2 • STB'11. P. 2 65. " ' " '

,5. • STB 11.- P.-425 '
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"Whereas when values a~e analysed or described they are seen
to fall into their places as incidents.....in the empirical
growth ox things, within what is really-the primary reality
of space-time". (4)

Thus, the statement that values and £unites are preserved as

merely spatio-temporal is no better than the doctrine which

holds that they are absorbed, transformed and transmuted in

the Absolute Reality.

THB RAiUitn AaD muACB UBTiin blhUihArJ) MlhD; - Alexander knew

that without an absolute mind, it would be difficult to

guarantee the objectivity of values. He, therefore, sought

to show that there is a common mind involved in Truth, Beauty

and Goodness. But this common mind is not non-n&tiial. It

emerges througu trial, test and struggle, and therefore, there

is no x^eed to appeal to an Absolute Mind. However, he wanted

to do justice to the objectivity of truth, beauty and goodness.

Alexander knew that there is agreement in sciences, in

Aesthetics and even Bthics. But he also knew that the agreed

propositions keep on changing. The idealists explained these

two elements by holding that there is an absolute norm towards

v.hien our progressive experiences are ever-increasing

approximations. The agreement is due to a common mind in

which the finite minds participate and the change is due to

the progress in our ever-deepening and widening experience

of it. But the absolute mind itself does not change, though

it is the ground of all changes in nature and man*a knowledge.

4. STB U.p.JU.
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Alexander, having rejected the notion of a transcendental mind

and its non-historicitj, could not accept the solution of the

idealists. He held therefore, that there is a standard in

Truth, Beauty and Goodness, but it is reached only through a

temporal order of trial and test. But, being a solution of

its problem of eao i epoch, it is reliable and absolute; but

this absoluteness is relative to its own context (1).
a

naturally, a standard relative to a certain context oannot be

said to be absolute.

As noted earlier, the standard mind is absolute only in

its ov/n limited context. The standard mind F&r the Greeks is

not the same as thi t of the British thinkers to-day, and there

is hardly any standard which can be said to be true for all

times and climes. Hence, the theory of the standard mind of

Alexander can explain a general or working agreement about

values at a certain time. Byen this is doubtful for tsr,re is

no such agreement in the whole world to-day, even in sciences,
the home of^|bbjeotive|truth. One often hears of Russian nod
German sciences; and certainly there is much less agreement in

morals and art. Once we discard that there is an absolute

standard, we do not see any continuity between the changing

standards from ge to age. In order to explain this con tin-

uity and progressiveness of standards* Alexander introduced the

theory of the degrees of •perfection* or *greatness* in different

values. But has he succeeded in transferring change from the

1, Bertram Morris *The Role of the 'Standard Mind* in art',
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism Vol IV, June 1946.
pi). 24b,24i,244.
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norm to the greatness of value? Greatness itself implies an

Absolute standard as value. Ouoe we accept that values are

progressing towards greater perfection! we will have to

accept that there is an all-embracing reality in which

perfection will find its completion.

Ehen, again, can we. really make a sharp distinction

between Truth and its greatness or between beauty and ita

perfection? Alexander himself pointed Out that the distinct¬

ion between beauty and greatness should not be exaggerated,

for they are not independent of each other (1). Further,

he held that virtue and 'greatness' are almost inseparable(
"for if an action has not the greatness necessary to its
circumstances it is also wanting in virtue" (2)

Again, it is common knowledge that a consilience of induction
or the convergent facts in support ox a law pertains to its

truth. A law which includes a large number and variety of

cases coming under it has not only more range but also a

better or higher claim to truth. Therefore, really the dist-
0

inction of values and perfection cannot be pushed indefinitely,
As 'perfection' itself requires an absolute standard, so values

too require an absolute standard, kost probably Alexander did

not regard values as arbitrary. But if the theory of the

standard mind were to guarantee the objectivity of values, this

standard mind, being itself an expedient compromise, can never

1. P.A.S. xxx.)?2>->U P.22... 2. Ibid P.eU6.
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establish, any objective values. Besides, on this basis, it
will be hard to maintain their progressiveness towards an ever-

increasing perfection. According to kr. Atkinson Lee, this want
* «

Of an objective standard follows from the very natuxe of the

space-time constitution of the universe as an ultimate fact,

"Such a universe has no fixed internal standard wherewith
to estimate ©ensures and values, Since it has no fixed centre
nor boundaries, it has no frame-of reference, and is so far
arbitrary". (1;

Hence, if we reject the notion of an absolute standard

there is nothing to guarantee the idea of p.ogresa. But

Alexander had an inveterate faith in progress. This is clear

from the following statement of his:

"Kight is not right;...But right is might;...the right is
what is suited to prevail in the judgments-of men. And if we
have faith that the world work out its Salvation and not its
destruction, we shall be apt to believe that what so prevails
is rooted in the nature of things, including men." (1)

On this faith in the progressiveuess of the world-prowess

his whole theology is basad, to which we now pass on. But

before we do this, let us summarise the result of Alexander's

axiology.
*

The aim of Alexander was to show that values are due to

minds, but not due to an Absolute kind, and since they are

found at all levels, they are not as such distinctive of

human minds. But the theory of Alexander makes values subject-
«

ive, though not individualistic. Further, if we take the

view that a norm is reached through trial and test, from

generation to generation, then values based on such noi*ms

become arbitrary. Alexander himself called the standard 'the

conspiracy* or 'the tyranny7of the standard minds. Again, the
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ubiquitous feature of values at all levels can "be maintained

only by explaining away the distinctiveness of the tertiary

qualities. In the organic world there is construefciveness or
*

utilitarian craftmunship, but there is really no beauty; there

is gregariouaness or expediency for the preservation of the

species, bub there is no disinterested sociality; and, there

is curiosity in the service ofinstinctual gratification, but
*

there is no disinterested curiosity for the accumulation of

knowledge. It is not the consciousness of the human subjects

which makes the tertiary qualities unique, but theikpursuit
for their own sake; and this distinctive feature of values

is utterly absent at lower levels. Alexander was honest

enough to attribute due share to minds in the creation of

values, but his preconceived anti-idealistic reaction prevented

him from recognising their distinctiveness and supremacy in

the world of facts.

1. Groundwork of the ihllosophy of Religion p. ijjb,
(Duckworth •

t. Artistic Creation and Coamio Creation P.L.D. p.276.
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A IiloTLUX Oi*' Ani^uUduAitg BAnHY ltBLlGlUUB THOUGHT.
«

sxaojftga.

Here we will try to reconstruct the earl./ thought of Alexander

concerning religious experience. We will find that all the

essentials of his theology were already present in his early

religious thought» hut he needed sufficient metaphysics to

feel sure of them. From the very beginning he felt that God

is known through 'religious emotion*, and that He is beyond

values and that He is to be conceived as a Being in the

Process of Time. He also realised that a philosophy of

religion should successfully reconcile the rival clui s of

Immanence and Transcendence. Thus, the theology of Alexander

is the result of the serious thinking of his whole life-time

and as such should not be lightly brushed aside.
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RRAoOuti run xiLa n^Gi^br ox' AWujl;uc«S TiinuLOCY;-

Whilst reviewing the Clifford Lectures of Bamuel Alexander

Prof. G.C.J, Webb observed:
• 9 0 0

"Critics ox Professor Alexander*a book have so far tended to
concentrate their attention on his discussion of Space and
Time, to the neglect ox his account of Deity; and the latter
has even been...though, I am persuaded, iuite mistakenly..,
treated as something not to be taken too seriously,..."(V)

Most probably Prof. Webb was referring to Prof. Broad and

SJtout who had submitted a searoning criticism of Alexander's

epistemology and ontology, but the, said little of importance

about Alexander's theology. Prof. Broad even poked fun at it.
0 0

Of course, Prof, webb's observation is no long-r applicable,
0

for through Whitehead, Alexander's theology is being attended

to indirectly. However* there must have been some reasons
0

for the early neglect of Alexander's theology. For this we

submit the following reasons.
*

Firstly, Alexander's philosophy is highly original, and

MoTaggart, in a short and hurried review of BPACL,TlMB AMD
DBITY remarked:

"In every chapter we come across some view which no philosopher,
except Professor Alexander, has ever maintained".(2)

But, this remax-k of kcflaggart is specially true concerning

Alexander's theology. It is sanething completely new, so new

that it could not be easily assimilated in the current teachings

of the subject. For example, Prof. Broad hinted that Alexander
* 0

has used the term 'deity' in a sense in which no one else has

Used it (JjjLt Similarlyf Dheen ha a pointed out that Alexander* a

1. Church quarterly Review, Vol. ^3,1^22 342.
g.» The Cambridge Review lov. 1 p, F32U P. 17
3* MIUD t?2l P. 14b

0 "* *»• •
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theology has nothing in common v.ith the past theology. The

current theology, especially about 1^20 disparaged time, arid

Alexander's theology was based on "taking time seriously'.

God, in traditional theology, is an immutable Being, but for

Alexander, He is for even 'Becoming' (1). This daring

origlnaljrty or Alexander's theology estranged the feelings

of his critics. Byen such a sympathetic expositor of

Alexander's system as Ketz observes that we might admire and

highly aj^reciate the speculative yLualities of Alexander's

world-scheme, but he adds:

"We must reject as ill-judged its attempt to explore a region
which is unexplornble. Spencer, whose greatest successor
Alexander is in our own time, halted before the Absolute in
silent humility and reverence; this behaviour seems to us to
be more honest, pious and honourable than the impetuosity and
violence with which Alexander tries to overcome it".(2)

Others, like Wiokham, became simply sarcastic. According to

him the view that Deity is always in the future and will

never be actual is sheer madness and then he sarcastically

remarkedJ

"But Professor Alexander is not mad The most we can say
of him is that his mind has become too complicated and
refined in its eternal gropings. He worships Time, but not
the present time, nor the past.- God is the future". (jj)

Even his friends thought his conception of God funny (4}.

Well, JaoicS has remarked that every progress in knowledge is a

marriage of the old with the new. Here the theology of

Alexander was so new that a successful marriage between his

theology and the traditional theology could not take place.

1. Webb.C.G.J. Ibid. P044»>.
* .• A Hundred Years of British Philosophy p. 6j?1 •

3.- The Unrealists p.i>>7. 4.r.L.r. p.^/6.The letter of
* * Dr.- Montefiore.
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This startling newness was the reason of the early neglect

of his theology.

Secondly, the theology of Alexander is too abstract and

metaxjhysioal. It does not seem to arise from the data of
0

religious experience. Predominantly it tries to do justice

to the current theological concepts of immanence, transcendence,

theism, pantheism and so on. Thus it deals with the ideas

about God, and hardly seems to deal directly with the God of

the religious devotees. He seuaed to think that out of all

religious experienced only one thing can be accepted - that

there is a real craving for a God. But anything apart from

this which the mystics have said of God, has been branded by

him as mythological and 'nonsense', as he wrote to Laird GO.

Granted that much of the mystic experience is couched in

mythological expression* but will it not be considered as an

imperfect communication of some genuine experience? In any

case, the contemporary theology of Alexander included the

religious myths or the Fatherhood of God, the Redemption of

sins, Creation, Incarnation etc., Alexander's theology did
0

not accept their truth. Therefore, it appeared to the then
m

theologians as a mere appendage to a preconceived philosophy

of Evolutionary Naturalism. It is a fact thai. Prof. Broad

did not take Alexander's theology seriously, but he has made

one very serious comment, in the following statement;

"Frankly it seems to me that the doctrine of what Prof,
Alexander calls 'deity* is an integral and important part of

* In his letter ox >1.0.jji.
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his system, hat I suspect it is not what anyone else means "by
deity, and that it has been somewhat strained to make it fit
in verbally with the oo^os,ts of religion~an&:theology",(1)

Then again the historicity of Alexander has not touched the

Problems of the Jesus ox History or even the Jehovalj of

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, as the guide and Lord of History.

He has become unhistorical in the sense that he has ignored

the divine purpose as an historical event. Thus, Alexander's

theology is not in keeping with the history of religious

consciousness. This is another reason why it came to be
0

neglected.

Lastly, the critics of his theology like Harvey Wic&ham

and Prof. Broad were not aware of the historical continuity

of Alexander's thought on the subject. Therefore, they did

not believe that such a strange and novel theology could be

the serious effort of years ox speculation to systematise

religious experiences. Had Prof. Broad known this, he could
* 0

not have made the following remarks:

"I suppose it is a point of honour with Gifford Lecturers
to introduce at least the name of God somewhere into the
two volumes, and we may congratulate Prof. Alexander on the
ingenuity which discovered a place in his - system for
lo&ejfchlng to which this name might be not too ludicrously
applied/" 0 )*

The Deity of Alexander may or may not be too ludicrous, but

that it was born of his deep conviction can no longer be

doubted. Lot only did Alexander, in his reply £o Prof. Broad

V. Mind \ -/c. \ P-140. * Of course, Prof .Broad did not know that
Alexander's theory-of Deity was completed in September 1<M4.
The invitation for Gifford Lectures came to him in 1?1J5 Kp-,L,pt
p.6u). Bo his doctrine oi deity was xiot simply a matter of
ceremony. Probably Alexander was preparing his book for
publication, at the invitation of Prof./.L.Jacks. This is clear
from the letter of Prof,L,P.Jacks to Alexander of April I ? 12 .
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maintain that he was quite serious about his theology (i)f

but muoh later OU&*3U he wrote to Laird in a very personal

way about his religious conviction.

"I never was negative in respect of that subject and never
was even agnostic. I date from the agnostic time, but never
subscribed to the-Prevailing belief (or want of belief).*
I dare say 1 may have expressed myself coldly (or, being
younger, even scornfully) towards what I now call the elements
of 'nonsense' in positive religion......But 1 think I have
always been firm on the central point"• (2)

For this reason he never forgave Prof. Broad and wrote thus
*

to Prof. C.C.J.Webb, in his letter of Jan. 1?22j
» . . . *

"Of course you are right in saying that Bii.1V is not intended
to be perfunctory (imagining my giving 100 -pages to a matter
pf ceremony!) 1 thinx thai after the categories, it was
Deity which'interested me most, and at any rate I felt a good
deal surer of that than of much of the rest".(3)

But apart from these pieces of evidence, the sincerity and

seriousness of Ajexander are clear from the skilful way in
which his theology has been developed in hi3 philosophy. So

much consistency, sought with so much subtle and serious

arguments, could not be mere matter of ceremony of a Clifford

Lecturer. Then, again, he continued his 1 funny ideas* till

the end. Alexander maintained histhfcio&ogy consistently in

his following subsequent writings: 'Spinoza and Time' (1921),
• Artistic Creation and Cosmic Creation*(1927), 'Science and

Religion* O930) 'Spinoza and Philosophy of Religion* (1933),

'Six Lectures on Value, The Summary* (n.d.), and the

'Historicity of Things* (i»6). But in the end no evidence
m

1. Mind I92I p.42'/. 2.H.J. Vol.40. 1 >41-42 P. 146.
Alexander was opposed-to Spencer's Agnosticism, see the

Oxford magazine Ibob P.4I9.
Journal ox theological studies XL1, 1y4u P.^47»
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is stronger than the evidence of the presence of this kind

of religious conviction in Alexander's early speculation, which

was certainly free from the ceremony of a rifford Iecturer.

let us therefore try to reconsctruct the early religious thought

of Alexander, from his r ! early writings.

1S1E1TIAI FEATURES OF AIUXAMDUR* S THROLQGY Before we

can show that there is a continuity of religious thought in

/Alexander's speculation, from the "beginning to its end, we should

"be able to determine its essential features. The following features
the

may fairly be considered as/essentials of his theology :

1. 'he primacy of religious emotion According to Alexander,

there are various ways of apprehension which are suited to

their specific objects, in cognising them. Religion also is

based on a distinctive way of experiencing its object. 'Jhis

may be called 'religious emotion', through which we become aware

of God. Only when we have experienced and found God through

religious emotion, can we attempt to have rome theoretical

understanding of Him. Hie conceptual attempts to make God

intelligible to us may be faulty, but their failure does not

show the illusoriness of the religious object.

2. The need for a better reconciliation between Immanence and
" " " ' "" "

Transc ndence.

Reflecting on the religious experience, the theologians

have sought to understand the relationship bet\v?een Cod and

man in terms of Theism and pantheism. According to Theism,

there is an eternal Transcendent Creator ho has produced a

temporal universe, ut, according to Alexander, if this
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Omniscient Creator has produced this universe, with its evils

and sufferings, then He is responsible for them. But, if He

is also the author of evils, then He ceases to be a Loving

Father, and as such He forfeits our daim to worship Him.

Pantheism, on the other hand, points out that everything is in

God and the whole universe is maintained in its being by His

indwelling Presence in it. If so, then the finite individual
*

loses his reality in Him and there is no room for worship, for

the worshipper and Deity beoomesidentical. Then, again, such

an immanent God is as much responsible for the sufferings in

the universe, as He is for its beauty and goodness. But, if

God be responsible for the sufferings in the universe, then

He onco again forfeits our affection for Him. According to

Alexander, the traditional theology is hopelessly involved in

logical difficulty and therefore, there should be an intellect¬

ual effort afresh to solve the contradictory demands of our

religious life. This he tried to do by advancing the theory
*

of an evolving God.
0

5 .Deity as a creature in time;-. In order to remove the
0

difficulties of Theism and Pantheism we have to suppose that

Deity is not a creator, but He is a creature which Time

elaborates in its restless movements. The whole universe itself <-s

in travail for the birth of Deity and Deity therefore is in a

process of Time.

4. Deit.v is beyond values:- Deity is higher than the highest

evolute in the evolutionary hierarchy. He is to supervene

ov-r mind, which is the highest evolute known to human
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consoiousness. This mind, in the pursuit of the tertiary

dualities oi' Truth,Beauty and Goodness, may he said to he the

highest manifestation of Space-Time, the *Absolute Reality*

of Alexander. In the hirth of Deity, these values will he
#

conserved in a certain sense, hut really they will he

transcended. Follow! ^ the universal formula of mind-body

relationship, we can say that mind, with its tertiary qualities,

in a certain complexity, will become the body and Deity will

become the 'mind* of this body. Just as the body or brain
0

carries the quality oi consciousness, similarly, mind with its

values will carry «deity*. But, then. Deity will be an

emergent duality, supervening over and transcending values.

Therefore, Deity can be said to be Truthful or Good in a

metaphorical sense only. The important thing to note is that

Deity transcends Truth or Goodness, for Deity is different in

kind from mind, from which it will emerge,

j?. God, is the whole universe with its nisus towards Deity;-
0

Values are created before Deity. Therefore they are not the
0

product of an intelligent Creator. Just as Design in Uature

has come about by purely natural selection, so values too

have emerged through trial, test and struggle. But natural
0

selection explains only the retention of the valuable types

out of a number of competing species, but these numberless

species are produced by the Creative Mature herself. Similarly,
the energenta have been thrown into existence by the restless

process of Space-Time itself. This reatleaamess of Time in a
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certain orderly direction, may be called MI. US. Thus, we can say

that the whole universe with its nisus towards Deity is called

God. By 'Deity* is meant that quality in the universe which is

worshipped by religious persons. This deity, 1 according to

Alexander, is not an actual Being, but is simply a tendency

of the universe to be higher than the highest emergent in the

evolutionary hierarchy. Fence, the religious consciousness is

aroused by the whole universe with its deity-ward nisus. .'bis

nisus impinges on the whole man and appeals to his total

personality.

T"or our purpose, these essential features are sufficient

and if they can be traced in the early speculation of Alexander,

then we can say that he had a fairly continuous development

in his religious thought. We trust that in SPACE, TIKS AUD DEITY,

Alexander has simply made explicit what was already implicit

in his early thought.

TEA KAIIGIOUS CONVICTION OF ALKXAtlBFR IF JUS EARLY YAA-uS

We have already pointed out in Chapter I, that Alexander

had an idealistic philosophy for popular consumption. It appears

that at this stage, he was attached to Green more in hie theology

than in his epistemology or ontology. However, we will find that

he was disposed to rebel in this sphere of his thought as much as

in others. This rebellion in theology was less noticed then,for

Alexander's thought was not sufficiently ripe for him to give full

expression to it. After all, theology is the ripest

fruit of the philosophical speculation and can be
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reached in one's evening of philosophical toil. :5ut Alexander had his

religious conviction and was opposed to the agnosticism of Spencer,

which he expressed in the following way s

" There is the gospel of the Unknowable, which seems to satisfy so
many minds, because it is a deification of ignorance or rather
suspense of judgment. It reflects credit upon people's modesty and
patience that they can be content with so tiresome and
uninteresting a God as the Unknowable " (1).

At this early stage, Alexander was not only opposed to agnosticism,

but he had positive religious belief, which is clear from his

following writings of this period.

THSISI-- IN ALEXANDER'S COII.O'jIACE BOOK laird tells us that

Alexander maintained a sort of Commonplace ook in which he wrote down

his thoughts, and laird has quoted a long passage from this diary,

which deals with Alexander's early thought ( Nov. 1.1885) concerning

theism (2). In this passage, contained in the 'Commonplace ook',

Alexander tried to reach God through Koral law given in one's

conscience.

" I might say conscience implies the existence in me of the I oral
law which is divine" (5).

ut obviously the moral laws have been found to be changing in human

history, and then, luvw can they reveal nod ' "ho is unalterable ? It

is here that Alexander came to the conclusion that each moral act so

far as it is moral is absolutely right, of course relatively to its

circumstances. Thus, he wrote j

" In every moral act we do right absolutely ' are pleasing
in the sight of Cod' are so far recognised by Him as one
with Himself " (1*).

1. The Oxford Hagazine,June 6,1888-p.415
2. H.J. 1941-42-p.147
3. Ibid.-p.147
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i

sistenoy with the perfection oi God? God has implanted Himself

in man and nature ^nd through them gradually unfolds Himself.

"It is the latent process of the human mind and the undiscovered
invitations which nature is yet to oiler to him which determines
a ohange of the Moral Law; but in God this moral law is already
absorbed in the completed whole of processless activity which,
as conditioned by bodily and mental powers, is to reappear as
the never-ending struggle after higher and higher law". (2)

Thus the growth oi moral law does not meun that God goes

through a process in time; 'for, as vve have seen, God is never
imperfect, and even in imperfect ism ality is still absolutely
God. it is only when God is regarded as the actual recovery
of Himself from the nature in which he was lost, that vve can
speak of Him as gradually self-revealed*. (y)

fflhGLHrOofn iu rtaniniUn;- But this unqualified acceptance

of Heo-Kantianism undergoes some significant changes in

'Fingerposts to Religion*. This work was dated in pencil

'about Ic<_£*, But it has been corrected by someone as

*1#th November lob6't probably by Laird, after some evidence.

This latter date appears to be correct because it marks an

advance in his thought over that of 'Commonplace nook'. In

'Fingerposts to Religion*, Alexander pointed out that there is

a high road to religion and there are also bypaths. In

moments 01 depression and exaltation ou. emotions may reveal

to us a larger Presence than our own and this tray be called

the high road to religion. But by following the course of

knowledge and conduct we may come to religion as well. This

Ibid P. 147. '•'This early pasaa0e ib echoed in STD 11, in the
followinu -passage; "...and in its higher moods the religious
mind conceives itself-as doing God's work In doin^ itia best
the work of man...and conceives God as speaking to man in his
conscience or in-his passion for truth or beauty" (p.ybjj).
2. Ibid. p.Hb. j>. Ibid p.H'/ - •
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course may be called by-paths ox xingerpost to religion (1).

In our progress of scientific knowledge we discover that

the whole universe is intelligible,

"because 1 know it pnder the xorras of intelligence, and which
I hold to be continuous and simple, beoause wherevex' I know-
it, it enters into the contonuous course oi my mental history.
In the process of acquiring new knowledge lies the first germ
of that sense of a great intelligible world, which regarded as
a single individual is the barest and most unemotional
description of on- conception of God". (2)

This 'rational order' postulated by science may be spoken of

as 'the omniscience of God' (>).

what is true of the progress ox knowledge is also true

ox our progress in morals. x'uere set. a to be *> progress in

morals as a result of a p ogress in our sensible knowledge

and relations with fellowmen. The past moral good keeps on

turning out to be inopportune, under a higher necessity (4).

From this progress we can conclude the following:

"That our conduct is by the stress of circuitstaaoes and the
resulting neods ox moral life turned to purposes larger than
we dreamed, la made by the religious sense the basis by its
belief that the world is under th<~ moral government by God" (1).

Ileuoe, from the above a tabu., exits it can be concluded

that God it. the very ideal of knowledge aud conduct and

in finding out truth and goodness we really discover God to

be very near to each one of us (a).

So far the religious thoujht of Alexander may be said

to be xuite orthodox, but in his 'Fingerposts to Religion',

he added tne following significant observations. Firstly,

he pointed out that he iiad not enough metaphysics to pass

from 'the intelligible o.-.der of the universe' to 'the com-

I. Fingerposts to Religion p.<_. 2.Ibid p.b. 3. Ib id. P.10.
4.- Ibid P. 16 ... ...
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pletely intelligent universe' (3), and, again, he pointed out

that Goodness, in strict sense, is applicable only to human

beings and not to God (4). In thinking of God as Omniscient,

he said, we seem to make Cod a man (5). Alexander, therefore,
his

commended Aristotle in/not attributing moral excellence

to God. Yowever, he pointed out that a purely metaphysician

God of Aristotle cannot explain Yis personal relationship

with His worshippers• Tie, therefore, became aware of some

important difficulties in his religious thought and

emphasized his need for a great deal of philosophising

before he would be able to put his thoughts clearly about

God (1). But, then, he clearly laid down that religion is

quite different from morality and the pursuit of truth. It

is improper to say, according to Alexander, that religion

really means doing what is right, and further, it cannot be

said that the knowing of science is the knowing of God (2).

Religious consciousness is quite unique, and as he later

held, that it is quite different from the appreciation of values.

" You may be good without having religion, or possess truth
without rendering praise to God for it, and the reason is
that the emotion which is peculiar to religion is absent
from you j but you cannot know or act without heing made aware
of something which may prepare you by knowledge and conduct
for reception of the idea of God " (3).

Thus, Alexander probably held that there are some- promptings

1. fingerposts to Yeligion-p.15 2. Ibid.-p.18
3. Tbid.-p.19 4. Ibid.-p.21 5. Ibid.-p.3

1.fingerposts to Religion -p.15 2. Ibid. p.16
3. Ibid.-p.6-7
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from God prior to the explicit awareness of morality and

knowledge, lead ing to Him. In other words, morality and

knowledge assure the reality ox God apprehended guite

independently of them through the peculiar way of religious

emotion, xn uny case, in Fingerposts to Religion*.Alexander

duite clearly laid down that God transcends values and is

known in His own distinctive way and that the central

problem oj^theology is the relation of God to man. She same
conclusion that Goodness is human and not divine has also

been hinted in the last page of MORAL ORDER AliD PROGRESS

(Ibb?}, and here too he pointed out that religion and

morality satisfy puite different sentiments. He expressed

this thought in the for. of a puestionj

"Whether the difficulties in which Christianity as a religion
is placed at the present day do not arise from the absorption
of its highest idea into the conceptions and the practice of
morality? When what was once the inspiring idea of a religion
becomes part and parcel of the moral ideal, the religious
sentiment proper is starved". (1)

i

THE AnGUmanT FROPi LEHIGH ALL THa CLRCEP'TIUL OF AMJSYQWHG GOD;

A little later in Ib^U Alexander made a very significant
advance in his religious thought, and that lay in passing from

•a God Who is a completed whole of processless activity* to

«a God who participates in the process in which all things are

involved*. This moat distinctive teaching of Alexander, along

with his criticism ox theism and pantheism, was elaborated in

a symposium: 'Is there evidence of design in nature?' (2).
How let us sunn-arise the main elements 4f his contention in

that symposium.
1. k.G.r. P.4T5 d.u.A.g. -dr6£fVol.1. pp.4p-7 6
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Alexander was very early occupied with the orders or levels

of finite existences in an hierarchical system (jj). He pointed

oat that the argument from design In nature could forcibly

be presented in relation to a 'hierarohy of ministrations' (4).

"Hot only are individual forms of life adapted to their ends,
but there Js a hierarchy amongst the different orders of
existence arid the lower serve the purposes of the higher and
all serve the purposes of the highest, man. And I fancy that
it is this 'hierarchy of ministrations' whioh impresses the
minds of men more than the perfect adaptation of individual
form3* (.5).

Hence, Alexander contended that there is adaptation of

living forms, but from this one cannot legitimately infer

the existence of a Designing Mind.

"The appearance of design is so far from being a proof of
an original Intelligent design that it is itself the result
of a prooess which is not design". (1) "

»

The process which is not design is one of .Natural Selection.

Nature produces a number of individuals and species and only

those species survive which can adapt themselves to the

requirements of their environment. Naturally, the surviving

speoies, being adapted to their complex environmental

conditions will appear as designed to fit into them. But this

fitness or design is simply a precondition of their existence.

The adaptation of a species and its existence are but one add

the same thing. (2 )!"

5, See his~Leierenoe to it in Ma ACADMMY, May 4,l8b^ p.2?8,
• aol.2. 4. This phrase, Alexander borrowed from St.George
Mivart's 'Gn Truth*, This book was reviewed by Alexander
in Mind Ibby Vol.XIV pp.4?0-25- J?.!.A.3. 16?0 P.56.

1. Xtid. p.J?t. For-this reason Romanes regarded Alexander to
be mechanical-and he wrote thus to him:"I send yon a book that
1 published some \2 years ago on 'Theism'.If you will glnrtoe
through it before we meet, we may be in a better position to
start from, as you will see that in those days 1 was even more
severely 'mechanical' in my thinking than you are now".(Dated
Jan l.Jo^U.)

» »
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Let us taie the hierarchical system of A1,A2, Ajj, etc.,in such
a way that &j> defends on A2, and Af depends on Al. A^j thl3
hierarchy of ministration will not survive if it were not

adapted to Aa, and the same thing is true of A2 in relation

to Al. In this arrangement the lower things in the series

will appear as ministering to the needs of the higher. But

this appearance of design is the result of natural selection

which is not design.

According to Alexander, not only the argument for the

prior existence of a Desi^nin^; intelligence is inconclusive,
but even if it were conclusive it will not serve any theistic

purpose at all. God, the Ureator is supposed to have implanted

the lews oi evolution in a few living cells in the beginning,
arid as a result of th t man in the long series of continuous

evolution has emerged. However, this Designing Intelligence

will not only be responsible for the triumph of man, but also

for tne waste oi unsuccessful lives too. Whatever view we may

take of this subject,

"the intelligence which designed this original oollooation
designed therefore not only the adaptation and successes which
resulted from it, but also the failures and hideous ruin and
wreck which accompanied the process"• (1)

2. P.A.H.Io^U - ~ The argument is very much like that
of Hume, -who through the mouth n ihiio expressed the theory
that matter without being purposive can bring out order without
previous desi0n."lt is in vain, therefore, to insist upon the
uses of the parts in animals or vegetables, and their curious
adjustment to each other. 1 would fain know, how an animal
could subsist, unless its parts were so adjusted? Do we not
find that it immediately perianea whenever this adjustment
ceases, and that its matter corrupting tries some new forms?"
(Dialogues concerning natural lieligion, part Vlll,p. 153).
or, li. Hemp Smith 'Hume's Dialogues' pp.227-228.
I .L.A.-S. Ib^U p. 63. Cf. this with Hume's 'Dialogues concerning
natural •.Religion' pp.lo4-7.
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"o doubt the theologians, in order to evade this

difficulty, which is involved in the conception of a trans¬

cendent, personal God, have elaborated the conception of an

Immanent Intelligence which works itself out in all things.

Ut this conception of an Immanent Intelligence is really

another name for the totality of all tilings.According to Alexander,it

is " but a comprehensive name representing the fact that all
the forces of the world result in the production of the order
we see and know out of chaos in which order is mingled with
'disorder ; and if so, what right have we to call it intelligence,
or beneficence, or attribute to it a personality ?
At any rate if this intelligence is immanent, it is immanent
in the failures as well as in the successes, and the God who is
identified with this immanent intelligence appears as the union
of the most contradictory attributes, at once the
object of worship and the object of execration, at once a
merciful and long-suffering ruler, and the most bloodthirsty
and reckless of tyrants " (1).

Thus, from the above statements one would get the impression

that Alexander neither favoured a transcendent God nor an

Immanent God, and, therefore, he did not favour theism at all.

"ut the conclusion is false, for Alexander had a theism and he gave

a sketch of it,according to which God is in a process of Time.
M I could only say that in accordance with the theory I have
sketched I should think of Cod as growing along with the growth
of the world, and only becoming intelligent and capable of
design with the emergence of humanity. There is an old Greek
idea of a power called I oira , or Fate, which rules everything,
to which the Cods themselves are subject, tod I do not know
but that we are taught by the facts to accept a view
resembling this, and to regard God as participating in the
process in which all things are* involved (2).'

From this, it is clear that the conception of an evolving

Cod was in the mind of Alexander, and this I oira or Fate (3}

1. F.A.S. 1890-p.64
3. STT II-p.383

2. Ibid «-p.03. Italics Ours.
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of evolving in time waa simply more systematically and fully

developed in oxaOxj, TIME AnD DEITY. Alexander Aid not allude

to this conception ox an evolving or growing God in Time

before Vy)4, for he had not philosophised enough to give it

a definite shape in hia whole scheme of things. Alexander

wrote about his religious conviction after a long time in

1?09, in an article in the HIBBERT JOURRAL with the heading

»xT0L.,n,lG WJ CurXiRRlGAR VlEt,E Ui- Tip, PEACE OR klMD IB THE

UDIVEREE1. In this article Alexsindex* was too much pre¬

occupied with the refutation of idealism, but then he was

equally jealous of safe-guarding the interest of his religious

convictions. Here he vaguely referred to the conception of

an evolving God, but he dwelt on the other aspects of his

theism, with greater clearness. This can be thus summarised.

THE BEnOE or GOD in TxlE x-j'UE^AxC AuD TilE CUxEEbXCAD VIEWS
01' T.u..' v« Qi-lDD;

According to Alexander, the Ptolemaic view of the

Universe, emphasizing mind as the centre and measure of

Reality, leads to Idealism. This idealism finally leads to

mysticism and pantheism. But pantheism and mysticism lead
#

to the denial of the individuality of the worshippers. Then,

again, pantheism no doubt by identifying God with the whole

Universe makes Him awesome, but by doing so also removes His

claims on human affection (1). This follows from the fact
•'

that God as the whole universe contains not only what is

good but also what is evil. Thus, 'being the author of evil
1. H.J. 1/v-1/iU P. 62-
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He ceases to be the object of human affection. How, a

Copernican view of the universe may have some difficulty in

explaining the reality of God, but we must note that God is

not primarily an object of human understanding*

"One tiling seems clear: that no intellectual demonstration
of God's nature, taken by itself, without reference to man's
emotional needs, is sufficient to explain the object of
religion". (1).
God iS felt in religious experience and this is caused by

the whole universe in its total impact on us. She whole

universe, impinging on outs total personality is not primarily

revealed to intellect, in the first instance. But it excites

in us:

"that vague endeavour and desire, akin to so many other
feelings, which ve call religious craving oa emotion".(2)

However, if religious experience bo a mere craving for an

object, created by the impact of the whole universe upon us

then it becomes a.c, i subjective, without any guarantee of

its corresponding with a real object. In order to remove

this difficulty Alexander took the help of his realistic

assumption. According to this assumption, every mental

activity is geared to its own appropriate object,—-a result

which has been achieved by natural selection in getting man

adjusted to his environmental needs.
*

"But no mental activity operates in the void. Wherever the mind
works it finds its object, and, with the guidance of all its
past experience, it shadows forth an object as the correlate
of its own conditions. The religious idea of the correlaten.
world as a whole is the response which the mind sets up when
the actual world R3 a whole operates on us through feeling,
revealing itself in this indirect way".(3)

1. r p. 64. 2. Ibid. p. 64. also p. 64-pi
4 H. J.- I /i>y 1 0 p. 65* also pp.6j?-"6. •
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Alexander here held that the religious craving; is for a

real object, but he did not outline the nature of this object.

He, however, laid down that the object of religious emotion

emergea, when the good conquers the evil^ truth triumphs over

error, and beauty vanquishes ugliness. Thus, in the spinning

of Time the true, the good and the beautiful get sorted out.

"The developed sentiment of religion finds its object in this
continuously growing part ofthe universe which represents
in a now famous phrase, the conservation of values. That line
of grov/th, manifested in human progress but also in the sub¬
human world, and not necessarily concluded by human progress,
the beings which maxe it up, from that infinite part of the
infinite universe which is God".(l).

0 *

Thus, the object or reli0ious emotion is the' continuously

growing part of the universe*. This statement must have been
0

incomprehensible to his readers at that time. J3ut in the

light of his theology of 'Space, Time and Deity', this is

quite intelligible. It aeons therefore, that by 1 'Ji)y

Alexander had worked out a conception of u God as a process in

time, which however, he did not elaborate fully. But even

here he pointed out that man is a contributor to values which

go to make the object of his religious emotion and concluded

his article thus• The consequence of assigning wind its

proper place amongst things isj

"that the abasement of mau,s claims to the l^vel of what he
truly is leaves him at the same time with the assurance of
his a aUnity and His trust in this grain of things which
have value, to >vhich he himself is a contributor, which he
calls God".vL>

in.

Thus, Deity is in-line of development of values, in oH
hierarchical scheme of things, and may be said to be at the

1. H.J. Ipop-io, vill p.6j>. £• Ibid p. 6b, Italics ours.
# .000' •
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apex <£f this spiral growth of the universe.

From the above statements about religious conviction

of Alexander at his early years of speculation, it is clear

that he tools: his theology seriously. But it must be conceded

that Alexander was not as explicit about hisjtheclogy, as he
was about his epistemology. For this reason Hoernle wrote

about Alexander in 1y\o in the following way;

"But though this Realism is without any explicit philosophy
of religion, it is clearly in temper religious".(1)

Hence, it is ?ir« true that Alexander was not serious about

his theology, as Prof. Broad had hinted. Then again, in the

light of this historical continuity of Alexander's religious

thought, we have no reason to agree with Laird's remark that

Alexander had to make in theology 'an immense stride between

1663 and 1J?2J* (2). In all spheres of hia thought Alexander's
*

vision deepened and widened with his years and there was no

leap or sudden break in his thoughts throughout his different

phases of development. Therefore, from the above observation

we can conclude that we should take his theology seriously.

Here is an attempt of an unusually gifted and sensitive mind

to think of God consistently in relation to his experience as

a whole. With this historical introduction, we can now enter

into his theology proper.
*

TTTbeo^relTTism and Religion*. TILS HARVARD IxuiGLOUICAL WTT^i
■ Vol. XI. 1 316 p. I 36.

2. H.J.' 1341-2. P. U6. "
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CflAtliiK SIX,

mo TiinQBOGY OF DAmU"iiiL iUmhiAbDBR.

axuareia.

Here ±* the key-ideas of Emergence and the mind-body

formula are applied. Un the basis of the mind-body formula

it is shown that the whole of Spaoe-Time, inclusive of all

finite existents, is the 'body* of God and the nisus towards

a hitherto unattained higher emergent is deity. This deity

is the 'mind* of God. Deity, bein._, sustained by all the

finite existents and more especially by mind, goes ahead of

them and transcends them. Deity therefore is different in

kind from mind and supersedes mind and value, but is

essentially in lineal succession and continuity with them.

However, deity is only an ideal, looming ahead of the highest

emergent in a hierarchical order. God forever strives to

attain His deity but never succeeds in acnieving it. Hence

God with actual deity does not e^iat. ■

The above view of deity as evolving in Time is considered

by Alexander as superior to the prevailing view of deity, for,

acoo. ding to him, it alone reconciles the merits of theism and

pantheism, transcendence and immanence. Besides, according

to Alexander, this theory not only accepts the reality of

religious craving, but it further supports the doctrine of

Ameliorism. in a way it does away with the traditional

doctrines of Creation, the Bternity of God, incarnation,
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Immortality etc., But it is held by Alexander that the gain
..

is greater than the loss, for by following Alexander's

theology one loses only the mythology, but one gets assured

of an Immense realm of continued progress, which man as an

architect of his own fate, oan alone bring about.

Finally, Alexander with the help ox the doctrine of

deity succeeds in showing that mind is not the measure of

reality for it is only a phase in the evolving universe. If

its values are not ^oing to be destroyed by an impending-

doom, as itussell believes, then, at least they are going to

be superseded. The Absolute Mind beirp, not given by

experience does not exist. But Space-Time alone is Absolute

and of itself, without any Purpose, it keeps on producing

fresh emergents.
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c u a r g ju it a i a.

TliB THaOLUg i uh BAuvJ-sL Axu^gUB^R.

RB.elGlQB *u»I> kaixebomf xru, COxfiA^/iVA.vY«- Most theologians

will agree with Alexander that God cannot be intellectually

proved, Thus Galloway wrote*

"The Christian experience, of which theology is the explication
ultimately rests on truths which are held on the asaura.ee of
faith, not on logical demonstration, ho rational deduction,
for instance, can give for its conclusion the Christian idea
of God; faith muxes it real, not logical proof", (i)

Similarly, Be Burgh points out that no man caxi be argued into

the presence of the living God (2). The so-called proofs of

the existence of God do not create faith where it is wanting,

but they a£e most strengthen one's belief in one's God.(3).

Hence, Alexander stated:

"If you have ever found anyone who has been rationally
convinced by proof of the existence or God, X should like to
meet him. 1 feel that you cannot demonstrate the existence
of God". *(4)

But, from this it does not follow that God is not felt.
I

Religion isnot a sentiment only, but God is that upon which

the religious sentiment is directed (3). Hence, that is God

which we worship and adore and of whose presence receive

assurance in our prayers. Therefore, God is apprehended

through our religious emotion, as a tremendous mystery, which

is more than we are and yet is felt as a real presence. (6)

1. Galloway G. 'The Philosophy of Religion' p.31
2.* Towards a religious philosophy pp. 13-16; also see Webb,C.C.J.
•Religion and the thought of to-day p.37-6. Jam u8,(0 • 'The
varieties oi Religious Dxperlenoe* PP.*74,44b; Stace,* W.T.
•Religion and the Modern Mind', where-he says that instructed
religious persons regard these proofs as fallacious and
outmoded.
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But, oan the uniqueness of this religious experience guarantee

the objectivity of God? At moat a psychology of religious

experience can show that such a response contributed to the

health and happiness of the worshippers, and attest that

religion so far has proved efficacious in human developmentO).

However, psychology cannot determine the reality of the object

of religious experience,
0

"The Fsychologjrst is no more necessarily concerned with the
(.puestion of whether religious experience is caused by
anything outside the subject than is the physicist with the
Question of the x*eality of matter". (2)

0

All that *<e oan be sure on the basis of psychology is that

our Graving is deeply rooted and arisesjfrom our very

human nature, but the object of this religious experience can

be said to be real only when it has been shown to be demanded

by the facts of our total experience (3)

3. Galloway G«f Ibid. P.^ol/ De Burgh «.G. Ibid.pp. 1 cj2G: 115.
4.- Six lectures on Values; Summary p.b. Of. also 3TB 11.p.343;
HwJ. vill I/Oy-\y) p.64. 3« STD 11. P.*343*
6.- STB 11. P.p4b. • • ...
1 .* STB 11.* pp.34>,3<>2. See sigmund Freud who held that religion
is only a-'mass delusion', yet granted its partial utility in
human progress so far. See his 'Future of an Illusion' pp.32-33:;
Moses and Monotheism P.I03; Collected papers Vol.11.p.35. also
Reik,T. 'From Thirty Years with Freud'. p. 126. See also James's
view about the utility of religion in lThe varieties of
Religious experience', pp.237,i.46--.4o.

00 0

2. Thouless K.H. 'An Introduction to the Fsychology of Religion*
_ •—r g u;p.6. also Gf. Hughes 33,11, 'The Hew
xaychology and-Keligious Jixperienoe* pp.24,26,bb; * Sante de
Sanctis, 'Religious Conversion' p.14; Fratt J.B. 'The religious
consciousness' PP.r2,37 i ,42 ,43b.* * *
3. F.L.F, p.>io. * *
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Thus, at the outset Alexanler did not allow that religion

by itself oan give any knowledge of its object. This assumption

on the part of Alexander enabled him to put his own interpret-

ations regarding the object of religious worship. This

central contention is expressed by the following statement:

^Always indeed, the religious emotion believes in the reality
of its object, as something greater than man and independent
of him, in whom the finite oreatux-e may even in some phases
of feeling be submerged; and it would reject as preposterous
the suggestion that God may be a fancy with which it plays,
like a lover with a dream of perfection. But the religious
sentiment itself oan supply us with no such theoretical
assurance of reality, and it n^eds to be supplemented with
a metaphysical enquiry, what place, if any, the object of
worship occupies in the general scheme of tilings". (1)

#

But, it is edually certain that few will accept this view

that religion leans on metaphysics. Thus, Alexander held

that philosophy comes to complete our religious experience

by showing the reality of God. But xhilosophy by itself

cannot create faith. As Alexander himself pointed out, the

function or philosophy is to satisfy human curiosity for its

own sake. Bo doubt philosophers do talk of God, as Descartes
m

and bpinoaa did. But their Gods are not worshipful. Similarly
I

Aristotle, following his metaphysical train ofthought arrived

at the notion of a Brime Lover.
m

"It did not lead him very far to.nx-ds the production of a God
available for religious purposes. It may be doubted whether
any proper general metaphysics can ever, without the illicit
introduction 01 other considerations, get much further than
Aristotle" (1).

1. STD 11. P. 342. Also see THA LIBTBiiAR Deo.3. I93G.
• • ' -P.- ^21,922.
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Uo doubt gpinoza did try to i'ound a religion Of his own on

his philosophy, but his intellectual love of God is pseudo-

religious in its appeal. The God o$ Spinoza, the Infinite

Substance really does not support any religious warmth about

Him. The Substance cornea to be invested with religious zeal

which has been imported into it from another source. (2).

"Unless the religious passion were already lit,It is hard
to see how the intellectual love would rise above a supreme
intellectual satisfaction, and this is not the religious
but the scientific sentiment". (3)

Thus, we conclude that /^hiloso^hy cannot have the reality

of God, but at most can it show the validity of the idea

of God. The reality of God is given in our religious

experience and if it cannot be had there, it cannot be found

anywhere. As such, philosophy can give us an intellectual

satisfaction in relation to the idea of God but it cannot

satisfy a religious need.

1. 'Whitehead 'Science and the modern world*, p.242-3. Again
Bergson pointed out that philosophers God is incommunicable,
But the God Of the religious devotees is always one with
Whom they hold communion. "This is precisely what occurs in
most cases when the philosopher speaks of God, Bo remote is
this conception from the God most men have in-mind that if,
by some miracle, and contrary to the opinion of philosophers,
God as th^s defined should step down into the field of
experience, none would recognise Ilim". (Morality and
Religion P.2U6-2U'/); see also p.2Ub).'
2. Taylor,-A.A. • The Faith of a'Moralist', p.221 •

jJv'Spinoza and'Time, P.L.P. p.>'/6; see also *Spinoza and
Philosophy 0o Religion* SifiPIlMAhA SPIH02JAHA \yy$ p. 128}
and also 'Theism and Pantheism* P.L.P, p.p2J?.
See also the 'Journal of Theological Studies* 1 >40 P.348,
•„*e-e Prof. Webb Pats both Spinoza and Alexander under the
same charge of pseudo-religiousness with reference to an
object which does not support any religious sentiment at all.
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However, it is not only religion which needs philosophy

fox- justifying faith, "but philosophy too needs religion for

its data. Philosophy deals with our whole experience, hut

religious experience too is a fact of human nature and as

such it has to he included in it (i). We will find that

according to Alexander, the hierarchical scheme of things

demands the necessity and reality 01 Deity (2). But

demanded hy its hierarchical scheme of things, philosophy

may give us a God who may he imperfectly worshipful. For

example, the Absolute of the idealists or the Brahman of the

Vedantists is the ultimate philosophical reality hut neither

can he said to be the object of religious worship. Hence,

there should he a fruitful combination of philosophy and

religion.

"Philosophy then may clarify and illuminate and purify the
conception of the object of religious worship, whether that
object he conceived pantheistioally or theistically, hut it
does not Itself supply an object of worship* that is the
goal of religious striving which it may o- may not find in
the world of experience. Philosophy supplies no religion
hut at most can help the religious mind to find contact
with the world of science" (1).

Let us illustrate this contention, The most convincing

though not the most valid (*) proof of the existence of God

is * the argument from Design*. At the time of Alexander,
>

this fargument* had become important, for Darwin's theory of

Organic Evolution with Lata al Selection had put thinkers

1. SDD 11 P.333» also Latx alism and Value' B.L.L. p.280;
Science and'Religion, TiU> LloIgLBR Deo 3, tg$0 p.'>>21 • *
2. TEA LlS'JhW^ Dec. 3. 1^30. p.?22.
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in two camps. According to one group of thinkers, Darwin's

theory had strengthened the argument from design, and,

according to others, it had made it obsolete (2). Alexander

belonged to the latter group. So let us see how he dealt

with this argument.
#

'Ills AuGUkipLiT ffRQk DkbiGH; - In our finite life we

find that a complicated machinery with its adjustment of

parts with one another cannot exist without a mind.

Therefore, we infer that any auoh fine adaptation of living

forms to their surroundings could not have come about without

a kaster kind or Designing Intelligence. This adaptation

in the organic world is best seen in 'the hierarchy of

ministrations*. However, as we have already seen, according
0

to Alexander, the whole adaptation, even of the most

complicated type, has been brought about by a process which

is not design •*".)• It has been aoaieved purely by a

process of 'Natural Selection*. Any external teleogy, where

the purpose is imputed into the pre-existing materials ab extra

is indefensible; but, the same thing is true of 'immanent

teleology' where the purpose works itself through the materials

created by the Designing Intelligence from Himself. In both

1. Septima >a Bpinoza.au 1>33 JP» 12?. Cf. also STD 11. p.342•
Most probably the nerve of-the-arguments for the existence

of God depends on the Ontological Proof. But from the
popular point of view the argument from-design is most convinc¬
ing. 2. Haven C.n. 'Hatural Religion and Christian Theology*
p. I-&3-4.**" This-has been elaborated by w. T. Staoe in
'Religion and the Modern kind* Chap.V.
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oases the Designing intelligence becomes responsible for

extreme wastefulness, evils and sufferings of the universe (1).

This point has been recognised by some theologians too. Thus

Prof. Webb wrote:

"....for it is at least no less hard to reconcile with a

belief in God's wisdom, than was the view that God had
created all at once in its main features the universe as
it is now".(2)

0

THD Gm^nRA-u xnonlaik OP Anrauh<p.aR»S THPQDQGY: - Alexande r

did not consider the other proofs of the existence of God,

for he believed that God could not be demonstrated to be

existing, nut, he thought, that the Bein^ of God could be

Indirectly proved. This would be done by showing that God's

existence is consistent with a scientific view of things. As

the philosophycf Alexander gives a scientific view of things,

so our tusk now is to find out as to what place has been

assigned to God in this scheme of things. Further, we will
have to see whether the nature and place of God, elaborated

by Alexander's philosophy, can call forth the reli0ious

feeling of the 'numinous',
0

Hence, the complementary nature of philosophy and

religion can be thus stated:

"The contact between religion and philosophy described is
established, if philosophy can indicate in its scheme of
things a place which may be filled with the object of
religious worship; if, in other words, it can snow that

77 STD 11. P.544; P.A.S. ibyO PP.5^-65. K07 P.277-6-
2.' Religion, and the'Thoughts of To-day -p.y)» ■ ■
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the God of religion is demanded, or at least suggested "by the
world as conceived by philosophy".(1)

The problem thus stated by Alexander, is very fair. Therefore,

our first aim is to find oat what pbce and nature Alexander's

system assigned to God. iiext, we have to determine the nature
0

of Deity required by the religious consciousness. Finally, we

will have to examine whether Alexander's God does satisfy out

religious needs, we will find in the sequel that the first

task was the primary problem of Alexander. But if so, then
*

there lies the major defect of his theology, for it has been

made to conform to the conditions of a pre»oOnceived

metaphysics, nut a theology, in the first instance, must be

true to the facts of religious life itself, and Alexander

himself admitued this (a).

However, Alexander has not carried out this requirement

in his theology. ««e alia 1 try to show that Alexander has

watered down the facts of religious life to fit them in his

metaphysics. According to hie own admission, he oared for

his philosophy more than for his theology (5), a*id the nature

of his philosophy is such that it cannot adequately deal with

the facts of religious life.

TEA PfuiCA OF GUP IB AamtundjAH«S iHiBOgUfHY;- Here we have to

be careful about the terms *God* and «Deity« which cannot be

1. Septimana Bpinozuna 1^55 also see STD 11. p.545.
THifi BioTniiAH Bee j. P.^2>. • ■
2. P.B.P, p.516. ■ *

3.- Theism and Pantheism P.L.P, pp.328,331.
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interchangeably used in Alexander's theology. 'Deity is the

next empirical duality to the highest we know (i)f and God

means 'the infinite universe with its nisus towards deity'(2).

The term 'deity' is perfectly general for it means the

prophetic tendency, at any level, for the next higher empirical

duality. At the stage of Space-Time materiality is deityf at
* *

the stage of matter life is deity, and at the stage of life

mind is deity, hut from the cosmic point of view, though not
r

for matter itself^ life has ceased to be deity, as soon as

life became incarnate in a few living cells. Similarly, from
#

the cosmic point of view matter and mind have oeased to be

deity because they have become facts. Only at the level of

mind we can talk of deity even from the cosmic point of view,

for the next empirical duality higher than mind is yet to be

produced from mind or spirit. Thus deity always looms ahead

of the highest empirical existence in the hierdrchical order

of things. Therefore, it always is an ideal, —a becoming,
and once it becomes an actual reality it ceases to be deity.

Thus the whole universe strains eternally towards deity.

However, God as the whole universe with its ni'sus towards

deity is actual: deity nevertheless is never actual but

always remains an ideal.
#

If this be the nature of God and His Deity, then it is

certainly demanded by the hierarchical order of things §1).

But these definitions of God and Deity are based on the

U STD 11 P.P43. 2. STD 11. P. 333*
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characteristics of an emergent naturalism and therefore their

fate depends on the ultimate truth of .Evolutionary naturalism.

According to this system., Sitae is real, and progress will

continue, and a higher emergent is hound to arise. This

restlessness of Time to throw out newer and higher emergenta

is, according to Alexander, rooted in Space-Time itself, the

matrix from which all finite existents have emerged, let us

explain, therefore, this restlessness of time or JHisus.

THE BATUuE Of EIoUB;- The nature of nisus or the

restlessness of Time has been specially elaborated by

Alexander in •Spinoza and Time', and so let u^ follow this

account of nisus.
i 0

The nisus of Alexander is the emended version of the

1oonutus,-of Spinoza, By *conatusaccording to Spinoza,

is meant the universal tendency to self-preservation. This

is clearly seen in organic beings who preserve themselves in

the fuc$ of opposition from their environment (l). Alexander

pointed out that this conatua Of Spinoza may be called by a
i

simpler though vague term fniaus*. (2). Everything, then,

has a nisus or conatus in as much as it strives to be what

it is. But the same nisus is seen in the transformation of
*

types ♦which takes pl&ee, as attested by observation and

theory, out of lower to higher levels* (3). Further, this

nisus is most palpable is those things from which a new level,

1. 5H3 UBTiiluift. Deo. 3. I33U p.J/21.
1.- B.B.fi p. 37?. • 2. P.L.J?* P. -360. 3. P.L.J?, 36J-.
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not yet attained, has to proceed. However, the nisus continues

to exist at the lov«er levels for preserving their beings and in

sustaining the higher levels which have been attained already.

For example, mutter and life have thei* luiaus which not only

is seen in their self-preservation but also in their sustaining

the higher level of mind. Hut, as noted earlier, the niaus is

most palpable in the dim striving towards an unattained level (4).

This nisus is a progressive process of Space-Time, for if

it were like the turning of a squirrel in a cuget a mere

repetition (5), then it would mean a mere preservation in its

own being which is possible only in the case of individual

beings. But Space-Time is not a Substance and its individual¬

ity is incompatible with its essentially temporal nature.

The nisus therefore,

"is the impulse of the world towards new levels of existence
(as well as towards new kinds of being within any one level),
and the guarantee taut the particular distribution of motion
attained shall not be permanent as a whole, but only admit
those relative permanences within it which do exhibit the
Spinozistic oonatus" (i).

We may grant that Space-Time being essentially temporal

cannot be meee cyclic turning in a cage. All that we can

hold is that it will keep on throwing new complexes in its

incessant movement, but this incessant movement need not be

directed towards any specific ladder. l-:r -hV'r

"There is a nisus in Space-Time which as it has borne its
creatures forward through matter and life to mind, will bear
t&em forward to some higher level of existence". (2)

4.' r.B.B. Pool. 3. r.u.r. p.por; also STB 11. p.J4o; Letter
to Miss Hilda Gakeley p.i.- •
1. F.L.f. also for-a parallel statement 'Artistic
Creation and Cosmic Creation* r.n.r. p.^'/jj,
2. ji'D 11. f.p4 6
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She hierarchical order 01 empirical existents has reached

mind, as the highest level attained so far. Bat there is

nothing in mind, according to Alexander, which reuuii'es us

to think that the nisus will stop there, kind too, therefore,
is filled with nisus, with restlessness to he lifted up

into still higher emergent. This impetus in mind fills it

with a craving for deity. This presence of deity is felt

in our religious experience and is assured of its validity

by the empirical evidence of the progressiveness which is

found in the hierarchical order ox things. Buturally, then,

human mind wants to give some shape to this ideal deity,

in the form of some imaginary or pictorial image. But ©11

such attempts are mere concession to our weakness, for our

intellect does not remain content with feeling the impact

or impetus of the nisus. From the very nature of the case

the knowledge of God o^ deity is barred from us. How can

we know a higher -iuality which has not come into beirg?

Further, how can we know the higher which we can neither

contemplate or enjoy? {*") Our human altars still therefore

are raised to the Unknown Deity (1), But though the form

which deity will assume in future is unknown, it is not

unexperienced. Deity is felt as a tremendous mystery, — an

uncanny thing, a vague foretaste of things. It continues

to be an object of religious faith and speculation (2).

Therefore, Alexander did not profess agnosticism, though he

came fuitu close to it. Thus, Mr, Atkinson Lee writes about

ig For we can contemplate that wnich is at the lower level,
and we can * enjoy* only our own being and cannot enjoy the
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this in the following way;

"It is furthermore, an .interesting fact that a recent
writer in the naturalistic tradition, Samuel Alexander,
whilst avowing ignorance of God's character as deity yet
repudiates the charge of agnosticism". (3)

Though the future £orm of deity is precluded from our

knowledge of it, we can yet say it is not of the nature of

mind or spirit. The reason is that the new emergent,

supervening over mind, must be different in kind and not

merely in degreg from mind. But just as mind is also life
*

and is sustained by the lower level, so deity too will be

sustained by all things lower th^n itself.

"God, the b&ing whion possesses deity, must be also spirit,
for according to analogy, deity pref>»^oses spirit, Just
as spirit or mind presupposes in its possessor life, and
life physico-chemical material processes".(1)

Just as life forics the 'body* of mind, so mind will form

the 'body* of deity. (*)• Thus, God possessing deity has

both mind and body, according to the universal formula of

mind-body relationship. The'body' of God will be psychio

brain or mind and the 'mind* of God will be His 'Deity*.

Only we have to note that the psychic brain or mind, which

will be so further refined and complicated as to carry deity

will not necessarily be human mind. Hence, God cannot "be

described in human terms. This is another .reason why God-

being of higher levels. 1. STB 11. PP.347,34o,343,356,377,
a. STD 11. pp. 346,354,-378;
3.- Groundwork-of the rhilosophy of Religion p. 133.
1.* STD 11. p. 343.
*• As 'mind' -is nothing but a part of brain carrying
consciousness, so we can also aay that mind is psychic
brain and to avoid confusion we will use the term ♦psychio*
brain* for mind, wherever convenient.
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that is, His deity oanaot be known or expressed in human

terms viz., spirit, omniscient being or love etc., Thus,

the God of Alexander, that is.,His quality of divixlity or

deity, becomes wholly indescribable and literally oan be
expressed with the help of negatives only| like the

Substance of Spinoza.

Again, we find that God as possessing deity does not

exist, for once deity becomes actual, it ceases to be deity.

Thus God as possessing actual deity is only an ideal, but

God as the infinite world with its niaus towards deity does

exist (1). However, the whole conception of God is likely

to be confusingly va£ue and therefore Alexander tried to

illustrate his notion in two pictorial forms, namely:
(i)
as a finite god or an angel, and (ii) Infinite God. So let

us follow his illustrations, for many important observations

are based on these pictorial images.

GODS OH ABGBLS*- We have already seen that the

whole universe with its niaus towards deity is God. Such

a God is infinite and is actual. But of course, we do not

know and it is idle to guess what form the next deity will

assume as a finite existent. However, witn a view to
*

understanding the forecast, of its nature we can draw a

picture on the analogical basis of mind-body formula. Deity,
as an ideal, is infinite. But once it becomes an actuality

as in matter, life and mind, it becomes finite. How we can

1. STD 11. pp. 36tf36*,p64,515,Std 1. p.xaciii;
laind 1?21 -P. 42o. • •
2. STD 11. P. $55
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draw a picture of deity becoming actual in finite gods or

angels. According to the wind-body formula, mind or the

psychic brain will undergo such a refinement and complic¬

ation that it will carry the higher quality of deity (2)#
0

In this case, mind or the psychic brain itself will form

the ''body* of deity and its deity will become its 'mind1,

To call such a finite deity 1superman' is not strictly

correct, for the psychic brain, corresponding to mind, will

become the 'body' of deity and his deity will be different

in kind from mind, in the same way in which mind is quite

different from life. But this finite god will be continuous
0

with mind* in the same way in which mind is in lineal success¬

ion of life. Hence, there will be apatio-temporal continuity

between mind and'the finite gods* but there will be qualitative

discontinuity between them.

Human beings contemplate objects and enjoy their own

mental processes, however, gods or angels would bo able to

contemplate mental process too. The distinctive processes

through which gods or angels contemplate mind, life and matter

may be called •deisings*. Angels or gods then would not be

able to contemplate their own *&eisings,t but they will*enjoy*

them only.

Ihflnli'n OOP:- Similarly, we can picture an infinite

CrOd having actual deity. Of course, this pictorial represen-

tation is only an aid towards understanding an actual infinite

1. STD 11.PP. 336,3 61.
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to our mind-body fox-rcula, the whole of Space-Time will "be His

'body', and His •mind' which is His Deity, will be lodged in

a portion ox the universe. This mind of course, though

lodged in only a portion of the universe, will be infinite.

The infinity of God's mind and body requires some explanation.

As the whole of Wpace-Time, inclusive of all emergents, is

God's body, therefore, evex-ything in it, including our minds,
will be felt internally. But there will be still the

distinction of contemplation and enjoyment. Mind, Life etc.,

will be the objects of" contemplation and His deisings will

be enjoyed.

Deity of an Infinite God, though lodged in a refined

portion of Space-Time, will be an infinite Kind. Of course,

•mind* |$ere does not mean raind as a q.ualitied emergent, but

it is the universal counterpart of the universal mind-body

formula. This infinity ox the supposed empirical quality

of Deity distinguishes liim from all other finite beings.

However, Deity, though lodged in a portion of the universe,
is infinite. Human mind too is infinite, though finitely.

«•

is finite because it is limited to the sensations derived

*rom senses in contact with the world. It is infinite, for

the space-time o± our limited body is connected with the

infinite world. In other words, our perception, remembering,

expectation etc., deal with only those things which are

relatively distinct, but these things themselves have their
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fringes opening to an infinite circumambient ocean around

them. Then, again, our mind is finite in relation to the

external things, for all of them do not affect us cognitive-

ly through the senses. Thus, it is finite externally. But,
0

in itself internally, mind may be considered to be infinite

in the same way in which a finite line, being infinitely

divisible, may be said to be infinite internally. In brain

"there is room for multitudinous combinations initiated
from within and enjoyed as imaginations and thoughts, and,
for all I know, these are infinitely numerous in their
possibilities of combination^".(1).

• ' 0

According to Alexander, in human beings, only a part

of the body, fcamely, brain is fitted tc bear the duality of

mind. Shb the brain receives sensory excitations from every

part of the body and in this sense the brain represents the

whole body physiologically, -i-n the same way, the Deity of

God would receive sensory excitations from every part of

God's body, that is, the whole of Space-Time and thus would

represent the whole of Space-Time physiologically. Then,

again, just as a human mind contemplates the organic and

visceral sensations from its body, so God's Deity would

receive the sensory excitations from every part of God'3

body. Thus, though Deity is lodged in only a part of Space-

Time yet if receives an infinite number of sensations and

has infinite memory, expectations etc.,

From the above consideration it might be inferred that

the distinction of 'enjoyment' ana 'contemplation' would

\ . STB 11. P. 35?
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disappear in the infinite God. But, according to Alexander,
there i3 still the distinction of enjoyment and contemplation

for the Infinite God (1). So far as Deity contemplates the

body, it enjoys its ♦fteisings*, bat its own deisin&s cannot

be contemplated. Hence, it would seem that even God cannot

know His deisings. As Alexander did not elaborate this

part, so he did not see the difficulty o± *enjoymenf> f

Consistently with his theory, even the Infinite God would

cease to be omniscient. 2his would have led him to revise

his doctrine of Enjoyment*. But Alexander did not elaborate

this topic for he did not believe that an Infinite God with

actual Deity exists. He argued for the non-existence of
*

an Infinite God with actual Deity in the following way.

THB IhrlHlIB GUP .»1XH AOTlDu, DBITY;,. The picture of

an infinite God, as actually possessing Deity, has been

drawn only as a concession or aid to our understanding. At

each level, deity has been felt to be actually infinite, but

as soon as it becomes actual, it has been found to be finite.

Thus, we find that material objects, living organisms and

conscious beings are all finite, though as ideal deity they

were infinite. Hence, purely on empirical evidence, it has

been found that the rossesaor of deity is always a finite

and not an infinite being (i).

"Thus there is no actual infinite being with the quality
of deity; but there is an actual Infinite, the whole
universe, with a nisus to deity; anu this is the God of

1. STD11. P. ^57- 1. DTD 11. p. >61.



the religious consciousness, though that consciousness
habitually forecasts the divinity of its object as
actually realised in an individual for®**, (g)

If the infinite God with actual deity does not exist,
then the question arises, why should an Infinite God with

actual deity be imagined to be an existing being? The

reason is that there are actual infinites, viz: Space-Time

itself which is a-priori. Then, there are infinite lines

in space and infinite numbers. Analogically, therefore,

the religious minds imagine that an Infinite God with

Deity does actually exist. But they do not see that the

analogy is false- The infinite lines and numbers deal with
0

primary dualities and these are no real qualities at nil,
and God with actual Deity is a real pu&litied entity. Hence,

what is true of unpualitiedl entities need not be true of a

iualitied entity. Bo far as our empirical evidence goes we

find that the ^.ualitied Infinite is purely ideal without

the possibility of its ever being actual (1).

But it is not enough to discard the possibility of

an Infinite God with actual Deity on the basis of empirical

evidence alone. In accordance with the system of Alexander,
0

the existence of an infinite God with actual deity is equally

impossible on theoretical grounds. t»;@ know that the cate¬

gories, being the pervasive features of all things, must

apply to an infinite God witn actual Deity. If they cannot
0

be applied, then deity cannot be imagined to be actual.

a. SID 11. Po6Ua.
\ 4 STD 11 i p t
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How, the body of God is the whole of Space-Time itself, and

we have already seen that Space-Time itself is beyond the

categories. But, it may be conjectured that the deity of an

Infinite God, being limited to a portion of the universe,
will be a limited individuality, howover, deity is not an

individual, for an individual is the union of particular

and universal. But, the actual deity, representing the
#

whole of Space-Time, docs not admit of being repeated and

without repetition there can be no universal. Similarly,
the actual deity cannot be said to be a substance, for

representing the whole of Space-Time physiologically, there

is no other substance to which it can bo related. So the

actual deity of an Infinite God is as much beyond the

categories, as is the body- of the Infinite God. Therefore,
an infinite God with an actual deity is merely ideal, v/ithout

the possibility of its being actual. Hence, it is an idle

dream to think of an infinite existing God. Deity is a nisus

and not an accomplishment (1). How we can end the whole
0

argument with a statement of Alexander, which has an echo of

the conclusion of Kantfa Transcendental Dialectic*
"God as an actual existent is always becoming deity but
never attains it. He is the ideal God in embryo. The ideal
when fulfilled ceases to be God, and yet it gives shape and
character to our conception ox the actual God, and always
tends to usurp its place in our fancy". (1)

Thus, an infinite God with actual deity is always an ideal,
— -a transcen&ental illusion of Kant if we try to fknow*

T. 3TD 11. P. 3 64. c. STD 11. P.yo3; also p. 4U
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Him to be actually existing. Of coarse, Kant does not

question the bein^ of God, bat only oar possibility of

knowing Kim. Alexander went farther. He removed not only

the possibility of knowing Him, but also the very possibil¬

ity of ♦conceiving* (*■) Him. Hence, the Infinite God

with actual Deity is neither a constitutive nor a regulative

idea of the scientific world, but a figment of the imagin¬

ation.
*

3HCCHSSlV.a 1-11x3x3 Ul D^HYi- Deity has been defined

as the higher than the highest emergent so far and in the

evolutionary hierarchy the different emergents have come

into being successively. With the successive evolution of

matter, life and mind, deity too has betn varying; and, as

the world grows in time, so deity changes with it (1).
*

"What makes the world divine is not the same fu; lity for
the animal as it is for the man, not the same for the
man as it is for the merely material body. But at each
stage oi the world*s history as it strives out towards
the production of the next stage, and it must do so if
time is real, there ie in front of it a culmination
analogous to that which v,e call God". (2)

If deity is different for matter, life and mind, and

varies with the lapse of time, then, docs not God too

change with it? We will find that it is the same iiuestion

as that which deals with the creation of the world in

relation to a theistic God. Does the world make a difference

In Kant's sense of 'conceiving*. ™~
1. Deity P.If (Draft of September-1 ^14, of about 32 Pages);
also Abstract of Gifford Lectures for 1917*18, Lecture IX-
p. 22; 3TD 11. p. 34b
2i On Taking Time Seriously p. 16.
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to the Creator or not? Mow Alexander pointed out that the

body of G-od includea all empirical and a-priori existences

and the successive growth adds only to the quality hut not

to the iua&tity of Space-Time. Alexander has expressed
0

this better in his Draft of 'DAITY* than in SlACEt THIS AMD

DhlEY. In his draft he wrote thus*

"The universe grows not by extension but in time that is
by refinement within space* Thus it is true that God grows
in time, but no matter what empirical quality may be deity,
the whole of the world including its deity is still
expressible without remainder as Space-Time" (1).

Thus there is growth only in the complexity of the internal

arrangements within Space-Time, but Space-Time as a whole

does not grow (d). Her© we find the touch of Absolutism in

the philosophy of Alexanu er, to which we will refer later.

Then, again, we have defined deity as the next higher

empirical duality to the highest we know O), and now we

see that 'the highest fuality* keeps on shifting in the

evolutionary emergence. From this, does it follow that

there is no deity at the levels which have ceased to be the

highest? In other words, does it follow that matter and

life now have no deity and mind too will cease to have any,

as soon as angels o±. gods emerge in God's good time and

place? Alexander wae so much occupied with deity as ahead

of mind and was so muoa convinced that there wore no angels

or gods that he did not pay sufficient attention to this

77 Draft of 'Deity* p.loTTb) STD 11. p. j>66*
3.' STD 11. P. p4p. • * ...
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question. He meant that matter still worships life, axfl life

even now divines or tries to bring about mind. It is this

effort on the part of the lower levels which sustains the

existence of the highest level. Only the highest emergent

will know that the deity of the lower levels has ceased to

be deity, but the lower levels will continue to have the

nisus for their deity. In his draft of DBIIX, Alexander has

dealt with this problem in the following wayj

"Thus it is inherent in the notion of deity that as soon
as the divine quality is realised it ceases to be divine for
the beings of that level. It does not cease to be divine for
the creatures for which it represents Jrhe next stage of
evolution of empirical dualities". (1).

* .

The same point with greater clearness has been stated in

'Suinoza and TimeM

"And within the 'minds' of these material or living things
themselves the nisus is felt as a nisus towards something
unattained, and they have the analogue of what religion
is for se. The 'mind' of the stone is a dim striving
towards life, which for the stone is an unattained level
of existence; although we who come later know that life has
taken the realised form of finite living things", (a)

»

Again, he wrote the same thing to hiss H. Oak©ley in a letter
*

of 4.4.1321.
» * •

"But even now matter finds its 'deity* in life and is
unaware of living beings as such;..."(3)

» » .

The above question has a great deal of relevance in

connection with angels or gods. We have already seen that

an Infinite God with His realised Deity is not an actual

Being. The same cannot be aaid about finite gods or angels.

1. Draft of Deity p7 7jp7 2, •-. p. 381-2.
3» P* '
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There mijht be gods or angel3 in whom psychic brain or mind

ia the •body1 and godship or angelness is mind, according to

the universal formula of mind-body relationship.

"If Time has by now actually brought them forth, they do
exist; if not, their existence belongs to the future. If
they do exist ('millions of spirits walk the earth') they
ore not recognisable in any form of material existence
known to us; and material existence they must have; though
conceivably there may be such material bodies, containing
also life and mind as the basis of deity, in regions of the
universe beyond our ken". (1)

Thus, laird too grants that, according to the premises of

Alexander, there is nothing to forbid the belief that there

may be angels, and also plenty of Jovian gods above angels,
and there may be also plenty of Promethean gods above

Jovian gods (a). Because they must have matter, life and

mind, therefore from this it does not follow that they must

be knowuble. They may be in a universe beyond our ken.
* •

Besides, we csaaot know their us such, for we can neither

contemplate them nor enjoy them.

The existence of ^ods or angels may be scholastic and

trivial (3)» but human beings would continue to pray to gods

and the gods may be responding to them all the time and yet

according to Alexander, as we will see later, such responsive¬

ness has been denied. Who knows, the angels might be worsh¬

ipping the Jovian gods, and the Jovian gods in their turn

might be worshipping the Broraethean goda, all unaware. If

deity does not cease to be deity for the creatures for which

\ STD 11. p. 363. IT. n.J.XL. 1 04IdP. !31 .

-3, STB '11/ P. 363 ....
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it represents the next stage, after it has become empirically

existent, then polytheism becomes a credible creed. If,

however, deity ceases to be ao, after it has become empirical]/

concrete, then there will come a time when a man will cease to

worship asaoon asdeity has become incarnate in concrete forms.

Deity-blindness in that case will become an inevitable stage

of progress. In this sense, Freud, Russell and the Marxists

will be the real prophets of the hew Age. Farther, if deity

ceases to be deity as coon aait has become concrete, then.
i '

even SpacedTime, Matter and Life now will have no birth-pang

for deity and therefore, it will not be proper "to say that

the whole world is in travail to bring forth deity. Thus, if

we taice the definition or deity as 'the next higher empirical

quality to the highest we know', then the question about gods

and angels is not really trivial or scholastic.

She existence of gods or angels may be scholastic, but

the pucstion of the relation of values with gods or deity

cannot be said go ue so trivial, for in God our values are

said to be objectively enshrined. Let us therefore take up

this problem.
m

GOD ALP YALUM.

We have already seen that, according to Alexander, the

whole universe in its creative advance towards a new emergent

is God. it is also ceitain that minus axe the spring-board

from which u higher jump ..ill be mad©. When the creative
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nious in man towards deity becomes actual, then mind will

form its 'body', But what will happen to the Tertiary

dualities of Truth, Beauty and Goodness? ho doubt Alexander

would say that they will also form the 'body* of the next

emergent duality. But this ideation requires a detailed

treatment, for God is considered to be the very embodiment

of these values for which human beings seem to be painfully

limping. In this spirit, therefore, Hoffding has defined

religion as faith in the conservation of values. However,

according to Alexander, deity is altogether different.in kind

from mind and therefore^.t will be sustained by values but it

will be uuite different in nature from them.,

kQ.uwi.'i'Y fwup -Ly-i-a-d.dxQh«- In religion man is said to be

responding to God with his whole personality, andy therefore,
in his religious experience every fibre of his being is

likely to be aroused. Hence, the impulses of disinterested

curiosity, construetiveness.and sociality are likely to be

used in the service of religion. As such there is no wonder

that art, science and goodness have been hallowed by-

religion.
»

But of all values morality or goodness has been considered

to be very closely related to religion. The reason is not

far to seek. Religion, as its etymology implies (»)t is a
A

communal response (l), and, therefore, Durkheim has specially

* Perhaps the term 'religion' has come out from the root
' religar t>1, t.hioh means ftbind.
1, STB 11. p. 4S4.
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emphasised the social role of religion. Again, we have seen

that morality is also a social response. Therefore, it is no

wonder that morality and religion have come to be intimately

related. Very often a religion is judged by its moral

conduct which it inspires in its followers, and a good moral

standard, in its torn, leads to a high and developed religion.

From the earliest time morality and -elision have been found

to be intimately connected. For instance, the observance of

religious rituals and taboos was considered to be moral

duties, and the moral laws, in turn, were considered to be

divine ordinances (2). ;
* '

From the above observation, said Alexander, it must

not be considered that religion is a natural outgrowth of

morality# This view of Alexander is opposed to what

Bradley had held. According to Bradley, religion is the

termination ox morality. *1t is a moral duty not to be moral*'
(3)»

and this is 'the duty to be religious* (4). As such we have

to maxe an ap^eai to facta for deciding the issues so raised.

"Since experience then shows that there may be religion
without virtue, and virtue without religion, we conclude
that, however closely related the two sentiments, that for
deity and that for goodness, are distinet".(1)

The reason is that morality is based on the instinct of

sociality and religion is based on the brute sentiment for

deity, in the Biblical language, we attain to God not by

works but by faith. But in religion, being a response of

2. Shis is most clear from the Jewish commandments. See
Bxodus chapters 2B-23.
1. Appearance and Reality p. 4i6. 4. Ibid. p. 44t.
1 ,* BIB 11. p. 4wj?j also Cf. *' lingerposts to Religion'. PP,6,

6-7.
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the whole personality, we are shaken in every fibre of our

being and. the religious emotion seizes upon the moral and

other values, and treats them as conditions for its

sustenance and enjoyment (_). The same view has been held

by Whiteheads

"Conduct is a by-product of religion -an inevitable
by-product, but not the main point, Fvery great religions
teacher has revolted against the presentation of religion
as a mere sanction of rules oi conduct. Saint Paul
denounced trie haw, and Puritan divines-spoke of the filthy
rags of righteousness. The insistence upon rules of
conduct marks the ebb-of religious fervour" (3).

• •

However, the independence 01 morality and religion of each

other can be best judged in the content of the relation

between Goodness and Deity.

GuoDnnoo ^D D-iIY:- We have already seen that from

the practical viewpoint Goodness is the highest manifestation

of finite existence (4), hut deity is beyond even goodness.

Value is a human invention and not a quality. However,

deity is a duality or at least a tendency towards a duality

higher than mind- In this se se, deity is ultra-human (1).
«

This is supported from various points of view. Firstly, we

have already drawn a distinction between 'perfection' and

'value*. There is difference of 'perfection* between matter,

liie,mMd and deity, in the order of hierarchical development.

1. SID 11. P. 4^3; also Of. 'Fingerposts to Religion* pp.6,6-7
Six lectures-on value, SUkmARY P.'IU.
2. SID 11. P. 4oo. • -

3.- Science arid the modern World p. h6/
4." STD 11. PP. 3u'»,4Uo; B.F.V. P. *2?6.
1 .- STD 11/ p. -403.
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Bat value does not admit of any distinction ox degrees, Vilue

is either fitting or unfitting in a certain context absolute¬

ly. Thus, there is a radical distinction between a thing

which is of the order of perfection and of the order of value,

how, deity is of the order ox 'perfection', ana therefore, it
is not value. Then, again, Alexander pointed out that value

*

implies a subject-obj^ot relationship. But neither God nor

His Deity can be of the nature ox this subject-object

relationship. Therefore, they cannot be called value (2).
»

Further, value is found at all levels in contrast with what

isJLinvalue, and, therefore, it is a feature in all finite

existences. But deity is still future—-a becoming and so

has not to contrast itself with anything existent. Therefore,
the question of value does not arise in relation to deity.

"There is a good speculative meaning in this fa ey, for
value breaks out wherever there is finite existence of
however high a level. But if deity is realised, we have
passed beyond the conception 01 uctuul God, the infinite
world tending to deity; and God for the angels is an
infinite bein0 still transcending them in duality" (3).

If deity is not value, then even goodness caunot be

ascribed to it. To call deity good is to m&xe it human (1),
which it cannot be. We have seen ohat value is that

0

which is permanent, defeating the impermanent, and deity

is founded on all that impermanent and therefore valuable
in finite existent3 so far. Therefore, ail values, including

»

2'. r.F.V. P. S'32 >.STD 11.' p. 41 p.
1 .- Fingerposts to Religion pp. 3-4,21. ■

0 • •
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goodness, form the material on which deity is founded (2).

"Deity, therefore, ensuing upon a level of existence like
man, would absorb into itself all goodness and beauty and
truth which are man-created values, and man's goodness
might be regarded as a feeder of God's deity, used up in
bringing that deity to birth". (35

Hence, God's deity, though not good, is on the side of

goodness, and if we taxe God's body into account then we

find that, being the whole or Space-lime% it includes good

as well as bad (4). Ihe reason is that an evil will is as

much an actual something as a good will is. Therefore,

being an actuality, both good and bad will must be in Space-

Time, for nothing oan be outside it (5). Then, again, as

the body of God sustains His deity, and as deity exists on

what is permanent and good^ so the evil, ugly and false

have to be 'unmade to be made' to be suitable for sustaining

deity. Hence, there is the redemption of the purgation of

evils (6). |
* 1

From the above consideration it ispleur that in a sense
deity conserves values, for they are the materials on which

deity is founded. This point has been well expressed by

Leightonj
i

"All values are conservedin Deity aod it is an outgrowth
of them. Deity is not a value in itself but it is of the
essence of value. All unvalues are left in the substruct¬
ure below Deity" .*(1 )

2. STD 11. P. 413. f.D.D. P. y?0.
3.- Septimana-Spinosana, 1^3 p. 132. 4. STD 11. p. 412-3.

STD 11. p. 414. 6. STD 11/ p. 41*
\ i Studies in Dhilosophioul naturalism-p. 33.
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Values form the proximate body and unvalues are pushed in the

remote body of deity. Thus, deity is beyond values and luite
m

different in kind from them. Hence, deity transcends them(2).
0

"Deity is a quality distinct from arid superior to goodness
or beauty or truth. I can be enthusiastic for beauty or
truth, but I have no worship for them. They excite in me
no religious feeling, though in many persons they may
supply the place of religion, where no religion is felt.
The mystics are right; we worship or live in God, not His
goodness, but His godship or deity". (3)*.

0

Alexander called histheology a forward view in contrast

with the traditional theology, which he regarded as founded

on a "backward view* of things. In other words, God,

according to Alexander, evolves in time. Therefore, the

notion of deity which v.e have discussed so far is a created

being and therefore not a creator,' Hence, God is not

eternal, according to Alexander, but He is essentially

involved in the process of time. We have therefore to discuss

the creativity and temporality of God.

13 GOD A CREATOR? God is the whole universe with

a nisus towards deity. In this form no doubt it is a creative

impulse, nut the distinctive feature of God is His deity,
0

created at each stage of the empirical ladder, in the onward

sweep of time. Thus, deity is created (1), and because it is

3. B.F.V. P. 2*>4.
3.- Science and Religion,THn LioTnuAR Dec 3. 1$?30 p.^22, col.2;
also see "Six noctures on Value ,3vJimkiAl(Y p.- 1Q,
This conviction of Alexander that religion is distinct from

morality, science and art audthat it is unique, is also
supported by Clement Webb: "....1 will in the same dogmatio
fashion remark that any attempt to identify Religion with
some other form of human experience-—with knowledge, with
aesthetic appreciation, with the consciousness of moral
obligation -it »ill be found impossible to carry through"
(Religion and the thought of To-day p. 1^.) 2.On Taking Time Seriuosly1. STD 11. p. yji\ l.L.D. p. 2'jfU 'P. 13, The historicity of things',

0 00 «•»# 73 • 15 — 1A
.
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as yet an unattained goal o±" the creatures, therefore, it

belongs to the future (<;)* Hence, in the ordinary sense

of the term God, so far as deity is distinctive of Him, is
not a Creator at all. Hence, according to Alexander, the

conception of a Personal Creator, who preceded the universe,

cannot be accepted, hut the body of God is the whole of

Space-Time itself and this body being swept on by Time in

its onward march is certainly self-creative.

"If, indeed, we taice God to mean no more than the creative
impulse by which the world goes its restless way in time,
in this sense there is indeed a Creator God" (1).

However, the distinctive feature of God is His deity and this

deity is really a creature. Hot only is it created at each

higher level before breaking forth into empirical existents,

but it is also sustained and supported by the lower levels

and specially by the just a proximate level from which a new

emergent will shoot forth.

"How in so far as God owes his being to preceding history
he is himself dependent on finite beings and in particular
man" (2).

TUB i't^THnxdiUOl) Ox GOD:- In a real sense, man as all

other finite existents comes from Space-Time which is there¬

fore our real father. But Space-Time by itself arouses our

mathematical Or speculative intuition in relation to it and

not our religious emotion (3), and therefore, we do not

worship Space-Time and we do not call it our father. But

1 . The Historicity of Things p. ij?.
21 On taxing Time Seriously p.rj?; also see 1.1.P.p.330;

' STB 11. 2.y?o. ' ....
3. STD 11.' P* 353
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God in His nisus towards deity touches every fibre of our

being and we turn to Him and we find Him. ThisreSi-onsive-
»

ness of God,—— this gathering or drawing up o& ourselves

to Him, makes us dependent on Him- It is this sense of

dependence on Him which gives us the feeling of being

enlarged, enhanced, uplifted and transformed. In this

mysterious largeness of sustalnment God is felt as a father( I),

She same thing has been put by Alexander in a different way:

"If the nature of deity, its feel and colour, are unknown,
the ideul which we help to realise is nearer to us when
a realised bein0 who commands us or even one of whom we
are a part. She idea of fatherhood applies to this changed
relation, for the ideal wnich we create is itself as in us
the cause of our own action" (2).

However, this fatherhood is merely a figurative or pictorial

representation of a real experience. But, then, again,

ordinarily, instead of a 'forward view' we taxe a 'backward

view1 of things. According to the forward view, Deity to

whom we raise our hands in prayers, is noc at the beginning

of time, but is the last in the otAer of generation (3).

God, so far as He is worshipful, according to Alexander,

always belongs to the future.
0

"If conceived theistioally he is projected in time in front
of the universe at any stage of its history, as a being
which the universe is seexin^ to produce, with whom the
heavens and the earth are in travail. If he is still
conceived not theiatically as some individual existence,
but pantheistically as co-extensive with the whole he is
still beyond the level of present attainment, for his
distinctive quality, what makes him divine is as yet
unattained but only prepared for and iiolflags to the future".

(4).

T. STD 11. P2. Septimana Spinozana P.ljJji.
STD 11 v P. Ijy. ♦

41 On Taking'Time-Seriously p.1>; also p.16; The Historicity
of Things P.ljj-6; Septimana Spinozana P.131.
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TI1C DIFFICULTIES 01 COHCBiyiHG GOD AB A CREATOR;-

Thus, according to Alexander, Godship or Divinity

always belongs to the future and therefore God oannot be

oonoeived as a creator (1). This of course, sounds very odd,
0

and, therefore, Alexander tried to fortify his position by

showing the weakness and inconsistency in thinking of God

as a Creator who precedes the universe, Firstly, when we

thin^ 0f Go(i aa a Creator, we also conceive Him as fore¬

seeing what will hapeen to the universe in time. If God

has created the universe, how can He be supposed to be

ignorant of the laws ox its on-going? But if so, then it

involves contradiction. By accepting the reality of time,
we have to further grant that it is always spinning out new

creations and, if it means that it has been determined in

advance, newness has no meaning. It seems that Alexander
*

without elaborating this argument took for granted Bergson*s

criticism of teleology. Hence, following Alexander, we can

put his view in this manner: If time is real, then the

events cannot be foreseen ev n by God; and, if they are

foreseen by God, then the world is not in real but faked

time. However, time is real and there can be no Creator to

foresee its elaborations.
»

"Wo are involved otherwise in all the mystery of a God who
can foresee the history of the world, and this, if history
is history, is self-contradictory",(2).

t. Septimana Spinosaaa 1^32 P»i3l
Zi The Historicity of Things P.ljj.
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But there is another difficulty too. We will later

elaborate the relationship between God and Hi3 worshippers.

We i'ind that it has been philosophically expressed in the

conceptions of theism and pantheism. According to Theism,

God has created the world at a certain point of time. Of

course, there are such pertinent duestron in relation to

this theory; why did he create the world, when he could

exist without it? Does the world so created limit Him or not?

But now we may ignore such difficulties and we may asic this

question: Does He create the world out of a pre-existent

material or does He create the world out of Himself? If God

creates the world out of a pre-existent material, then He

becomes an artificer only and ceases to be an Infinite Creator,
Again, if we say that God creates the material too out of

Himself, then it means that God is the indwelling Spirit in

the materials, shaping themselves, according to His own laws.

God ceases then to be a Transcendent Creator and theism

becomes inconsistent with itself (1). The notion of a

Creator God becomes still more indefensible in relation to

pantheism. In pantheism all things follow from God and they

are in God. Here things and God are inseparable ana the

notion of Creation implies that there should be some indep¬

endence of the creatures of their Creator. But, according

to Bantheism, things are mere appearance of the ultimate

1. P.n.r. p. .

0 a • 0 » »
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reality. They may he aaid to emanate from the ultimate

reality. As such they coincide with it.
• «

Of course, we can combine theism and pantheism, hut

we will find later on, that this is an artificial blending

and in the long run is indefensible* Thus, we can think of

God either theistically or pantheistieally, but in either

case the notion Of a Creator God becomes superfluous and

self-contradictory. Therefore, we have to abandon the

notion of a Creator God (i). Ultimately then, for Alexander,
the doctrine of Creation for; s a part of religious mythology

(2),
and as such has to be given up in aaeane philosophy.

CREATOR GUP Ah!) THM IROBLEM 01 EYIL*- There is another

weighty reason why the conception of a Creator God has to be

given up and this is to be seen in relation to the problem

of *evil and suffering'. If God has created the universe

then He must be responsible for everything in it. We also
0

know that a theist can approach this problem of evil with a

great deal of diffidence. The old dilemma is always before

him: ff God is Omniscient, then He must have deliberately

allowed evil in the universe; and if He is Omnipotent, then

He should have prevented it;

t. Septimana Spinosana 1333 P«'3l* 2. f.A.l. 326 *~
f -"Epicurus* old questions are still-unanswered. It deity
willing to prevent evil, but not able? Then he is impotent.
Is he able but not willing? Then he is malyolent, la he
both able and willing? Whence then is evil?" (Quoted by
a.R.Sorely from Hume's DIALOGUES COBCEAMG J3ATURAL
RMLfGIOA, in his 'Moral Values and the Idea of God' p.433
(Cambridge University Press 1318). In this dilemma every¬
thing depends on the interpretation of 'omnipotence'
(Bergson,H. 'Morality and Religion* P.IS45• If God has the
purpose of-creating souls then the choice of 'free will* has
to be allowed. Hut once this free will is given, the possib-
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Bat, either He hue not deliberatelyuallowed evil or else
He <3annot prevent it;

Therefore, either He is not Omniscient or else He is
not omnipotent,(*)

Of coarse, in the history of theological speculation

subtle and dee- explanations have been offered, bat

Alexander did not accept them. He did not even consider

them on their own merits. In one sentence he brushed them

aside, because they did not fit into his scheme of a

purposeless universe (1).

"There is no over-ruling arid pre-existing pu-pose in the
world upon which v,e should throw the blame for what we
cannot help, or which we need thank for its subtle device
of helping us by pain, still less of selecting a few who
should profit by the pain of others and feel their own
happiness enlarged thereby, as the blessed are said to
feel in Augustine's heaven". (p)

We find that Alexander temperamentally preferred the

doctrine ox Ante' iorism, which had found favour with J,S,Mill,
* *

William James and the followers of Comte's 'Religion of

Humanity* * But the story of Crucifixion throws light on the

problem of suffering in a profound manner. Of course, the

Christian view of suffering does not remove the veil of

mystery, but certainly does not leave one completely

baffled and stupefied in the face of it. In the words of

Streeter, in the historical *myth* of crucifixion we are

initiated ins

ility of sufiering, evil and sin cannot be totally 1-id
aside. After all the 'sorrowing Sondof man* had to be
made perfect through the vale of suffering.
1. B.L.P. p. 2 6>270.
2 • 3TD-11. P. 422. *

0 0 0 0



"a new mastery of the fact of pain- aa apprehension that
there is a kind and quality of pain that is creative,
curative, redemptive, and that this is a kind of Pain which
man is privileged to share with God. Evil is neither
explained nor denied; it is defeated.n (1)

It is difficult to say that this view of suffering is

inferior and masochistic in comparison with Alexanders

doctrine of Ameliorism. But instead of halting here, let us

proceed with Alexander's account concerning the difficulty

of a Creator in respect of the problem of suffering.
0

If a theistie. Creator, according to Alexander, cannot

explain the problem of suffering, the pantheist ic Creator

fares worse. Of course, in the strict sense, as we have

already seen, there is no room for a Creator in a panthe¬

istic system. But, according to pantheism, everything is in
»

Cod, both good as well as bad. For this reason the Cod of

pantheism forfeits our affection for Him.

EYQLVIBG GOB ABB GUFFExtlhG'- Thus, aocordin0 to Alexander,
the problem of evil and suffering becomes insoluble for the

theory in which there is a Creator God (a). But this ,roblem

becomes easier of solution for a theory in which there is an

evolving Deity. Bach a deity is not responsible for any

evil in the world. As a matter of fact, God's deity is the

outcome of the struggle between good ami bad, and ultimately

it is founded on the triumph of the good. Any prayer to such

a God does not mean that His gestae is already tuere to

1. Reality p. 6>64. 2. SID 11. pp. ^'-41)0,420.
0 *0* 0 » m
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help the issue, hut it is simply a call to the ideal, in

conformity with the world-nisus, to sustain such efforts to

help the birth of deity. Because deity depends on our own
*

successful effort in defeating the evil, therefore it makes

human effort more serious(1). We are left on our own

resources to combat evil and an intellectual acquiescence

in the doctrine of an evolving God allows an incentive to

the practical and virile effort for amelioration.

"Instead of the vague notion ..hich misinterprets the analogy
of artistic creation oi a thoistic creator wnica works from
behind with intelligence and purpose, it substitutes the
notion of a higher being ox- phase of being, itself a cosmic
product, the idea of which impels the possessors of that
idea forwards, and in that sense draws them on from on
front" (2).

*

Of course, such a theory teaches that the springs of pain

will never he dried up, but it also teaches that the impulse

for betterment is also implanted in us by Space-Time itself

O), and we have therefore no other option but to work in

that direction.

From the above statement it is clear that the doctrine

of Ameliorism of Alexander is based on deep-seated pessimism.

According to him, evil will not vanish from the earth (4),

and what is worse, it has hardly any meaning. Gvil is a

perpetual feature at eaca stage in the hierarchical order

of empirical existence, and is a condition of the ascent of

1 . bTD 11 pp. 4vu,42"o. 2. r.jj.X". p. 2/b. 3*STD H. P»4-23.
4rf STB 11. pv 42b • •
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life. But, this ascent does not mean any worthier life,
K

hut is moans a more 'perfectif life. ■ Hence, the theory of

Alexander is essentially a non-valuational view of life.

Does this view of life make our pain less painful? Besides,
the general doctrine of Determinism to which Alexander's

theory is committed leaves no free choice even for this

kind of Ameliorism. Even the effort at ameliorlsm is not

due to any free and deliberate choice Of the individual, hut

this

"attempt at betterment is at Oxice implanted in us by the
Space-Time out of which we are precipitated, and secures
the deity to which the world is tending" (1).

Hence, human efforts a.e but the perpetual drive of Spaoe-

Time in its ceaseless wanderings, without any pur-pose, rhyme

or reason. The tone of Alexander may be hopeful, but other
0

students ox human nature and bf the larger Bature beyond us

have not found any ground of optimism, nature 'red in tooth

and claw* cares little for human suffering. Therefore,
0

Alexander has simply contributed to the courage of despair

which Bread {a) and Russell (j>) have taught so frankly and

witnout disguise.

Dean Inge did not pay sufficient attention to Alexander's

stron0 inclination to Spinozistie deductionism and therefore

he thought that Alexander was too full of apocalyptic hopes.

After all emergents are seeming,—mere incidents, and Spaee-

1. STD 11. p. 4^3. 2.The Butare of an illusion p.86.
Ibid p.o5; also see p.86; Totem and Taboo p. 141 (-lelican Books;
>•. A Free man's Worship, 'mysticism and Lo^ic'p.^1 •
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Time alone is Reality. Naturalism and Humanism, as Mr.

Atkinson Lee has shown in his 'Groundwork ox' the Philosophy

of Religion*, cannot hut end in despair.

gilh hATLLuj UP uLLiGlUUG SLLTlknLl*.. We lave to see whether

this God of Alexander satisfies the religious need or not.

But Before we do so we have to determine the nature of the

religious sentiment which Alexander's theology proposes to

satisfy.

The theology of Alexander has shown so far that God is

the whole universe with its nisus towards deity (1). If

this be the nature of God, then the whole push ofjthe total
world in its onward drive is felt as divine. This is exactly

what happens, according to Alexander, in our religious

expedience. It

"is the feeling ox oui going out towards something not
ourselves and greater and higher than norselves, with which
we are in communion;." (p)

0 0 0

Religious sentiment no doubt is a ccmplex experience

but it is centred round its own nuclear emotion. Tljis nuclear

emotion may be called a religious appetite, vvhieh when aroused

would lead to the discovei-y of its appropriate object in the

same way in which hungex* impels the organism towards the

discovery oi food (p}. Thus, religion is based on a real

impulse towards the divine. Like any ot.»er appetite, it may

be either directly provoked by the presence of its appropriate

1. LTD 11.rP.gpp,>61 ,p6d,364,363.41 0,41 8; On taking time
seriously -pp*13, i 6,TKL LlgTLLLR Dec.3.193O p.?22; lJ.L,P.p.3&*
2.. STD 11. P*373; also see p.34b. * -
3* STD 11.- Po74. 4. STD 11. p. 376.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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object Or else it may be aroused from the internal working

of its own nut are. When the religious emotion will "be thus

aroused in an individual, then he would find his God (4).

This religious emotion is found in various degrees of

development. It may be found in a very rudimentary form, as
0

when it is aroused by a thunderstorm; or, it may be in a

refined form, as when it is aroused by beauty, truth oi

goodness. But primarily we feel God and then by acting
0

towards Him come to have some relljfectlve knowledge of Him,

To feel religiously then is to be caught up in the mighty

whirl of the universe in its creative advance towards a new

emergent.
0

"In that forward movement due to the onward sweep of Time
our minds with their substructuz-e of body are caught, and
our religious response is at once the mark that we are
involved in that niaus, and that our minds contribute in
their part towards it". 11).

* 0

This sensitiveness to the world-nisus is not confined to

any specific sense-organs or understanding, but it is due

to the arousal of the whole personality responding to the

whole of reality,-—-——it is the deep which responds to

the Deep. In this religious response the intellect is not
»

silenced or stifled for it does not work here in any

significant manner. Our whole personality, being- caught up

in the world-nisus,becomes surcharged^!th it and the nisua

enters into our total constitution,

"and as impregnated with this tendency it affects the mind by
other ways than cognition, though interpretable in the ways
of ccgnition" (k).

t. STD ll." p. 577. d. STD 11. p. 57v.
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When the religious craving has discovered its object, then

the intellect impurts to it some dei'initeness and form.

Few will object to the above description of the

religious experience itself. Of course, one will object to

the nature of the supposed object from which, according to

Alexander, the 'saving o« experience comes'. As oft repeated

this object which provokes the religious experience is the

whole ox the universe with its nisus towards deity. But does

the uniqueness 01 the religious experience bestow any object¬

ivity on it? She feeling of being enhanced, elevated and

raised up by an external object may be wholly a paranoial

delusion, unfortunately, Alexander did not pay sufficient

attention to the question. Following William James (<*■) he

assumed that nothing so effective could be unreal. Believing

that no mental process can work in void, he wrote:

"Worship is co-opex-ation; and if our sentiment proceeds
from a conation adapted to the universe in its forward
tendency, God in his turn is adapted to that conation and
satisfies it, and it is as satisfying it that we discover
his deity". (1).

• •

God, for Alexander, Is as much an appropriate object of

religious emotion as food is for hunger.

"Perhaps in the suae way the impulse to worship implies a
God, in searching for whom we get to know him". (2;

0

From the above statements it is clear that Alexander did not

regard our religious experience as illusory, ana dismissed

+ " Alexander has written on address of 33 pages on 'Prof.
James's Gifford Lectures'. Some oi the materials of this
address have been utilised in SPACE,IIMA ALD DLIIY.
1. STD 11. P.3>S. 2. P.B.A. 1?H P.303; also STD 11.p.374-3.
3; 3111) 11/ P.'37b? P.B.P.- P.3I6.
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the objection of those without such experience on the ground

that the/ ma/ be deity-blind (>}. But he insisted that d44ty

is felt and experienced and its reality "is forced upon us

both in philosophical conception and in the feeling it evokes

in us of itself". (1)

She same thing he said in his 'Six Lectures on Values,Summary'
"What 1 would surest for your reflection, is that the
existence or deity is not something which depends upon us,
like beauty, but which forces itself upon us, and we cannot
get away from it. It is something that becomes the basis
of the religious -creeds, but is felt, as the wind is felt,
and all our creeds are super-structures based upon this
faot. what sort Of fact it is, it is hard to discover" (z).

Following Rudolph Otto, Alexander later emphasized the

eerineas or the uncanniness of the religious experience of a

tremendous mystery (3).

"There is a character in the world, call it by what name you
will; Mr. Otto calls is numinous. I prefer to call it deity,
to which we respond in this fashion, ourselves acting as a
whole in response to the play upon us of this whole of which we
are a part". (4)

*»

Finally, since the nisus is always forward-looking and

deity is always a quality in the future, how can it be

effective in the present? Bo doubt, the present feeling can

be aroused only by something actual, but the actual world

contains the seed or the pull for the future. What acts
*

upon us, according to Alexander, is that which is ^oing to

make deity actual. Hence the futurity oi deity does not

prevent it from its exerting its present pull on us (3).

1 .STB 11. P.37b. 2.Summary p.y; see ""also P.L.P. p.31 6—7, wh
where he-pointed out-that religious feeling and its -object
are given in the one and the some experience.
3. Six lectures on value SUMMARY p.3; also THL LISIFHER Dec.
3«r1?30 p.>2$. 4.Lessons from Spinoza p.26# also see B.F.V.
p*_>o. ->. BTD 11. P.373; P.L.P. P.33I; Septlmana Spinozana
S.Stljj,_p>40o ' * ... P.132.



Hence, we can say that we know God in His nisus towards

deity through the religious emotion, whioh is assured by

our religious faith (b). But at this stage we remember

that, according to Alex&ndex*| we know other minds directly
through ASURAUCB. The luestion arises, therefore, is there

0

any difference between our knowledge of God and of other

minds?

THB ASnUiiAhCm Ok GOD;- Ac a ox*ding to Berkeley, we know

both God and other minds in the same way, by their gestures.

Since God speuxs to u.s through the whole of nature, which

is divine language, therefore, our knowledge of God, accord¬

ing to Berkeley, is surer than that of other minds (-r-).

According to Alexander, we know God and other minds directly,
but our apprehension in the two cases is different. We know

other minds through social emotion and we know God through

religious emotion. Qui* social instinct brings us to other

minds and the existence of them is x*evealed to us by their

reciprocal actions upon ua. But, according to Alexander,

there is no reciprocal action from God and the so-called

response from God, in our x*eligious communion, is merely

metaphorical (i).

"The universe does not answer to our prayers by overt
external actions as our fellows respond to our social
approaches to them, but in strength find sustainment which
in its tendency to deity it gives to our minds" (2).

In other words, the strength of our belief in God is based

r "Hence, it is evident that God is anown as oertainly and
immediately as any other mind or spirit whatsoever distinct
from ourselves. We may even assert that the existence of
God is far more evidently perceived than the existence of
men: • ,M (FiiASBJi'S 'Selections from Berkeley'.sec. 147,p. 110)
1.STB-11. pOoU. 2. STB 11. p.jjbl
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on the intensity, frequency anu continuity ox our life of

devotion alone. Though it ia true that one knows one's

God through faith (*)f and does not see IIin through his

eyes, stifi it is not true that there is no reciprocity on

the part of God. If the devotees had not felt constant

guidance in theii* lives, they would not have attributed
miracles to God. Constant prayers no doubt are powerful

*

source of keeping one's faith alive, but it does not Diean

that they are not answered (1). At least one feels the

presence of God in one's communion. Thus Prof. Webb wrote

that devout persons:

"would certainly repudiate this doctrine ,and would
claim that their prayers a/id their devotion were not left
without a genuine answer from Him to Ehom they were
directed", (2)

0

Though Alexander is not puite specific in his denunciation

of this 'feel* of God, yet from what he said it can be

conjectured tnat he would regard it as purely illusory. If

we declare the object of religious emotion to be illusory or

*myth' or nonsense, then, the reality of the religious

experience, on which he has placed 30 much emphasis, also

gets negated thereby, now ever, if we keep close to the

testimony of religious experience, then we would have to

accept that God is felt as a Guide, Comforter, Friend and

* we are reminded here of the famous lines of Tennyson,
taken from his U MAkUhlnL;

Strong Son of God, immortal love,
whom we, that have not; seen Thy face,
By faith, and faith alone, embrace,
Believing where we oannot prove;

1 .Webb,C.C.J,'Religion and the Thought of To-day* p.11.
Zi Church -tuarterly Review,1^22, Vol. yj. p. 352
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Saviour. Alexander has simply tried to admit only that muoh

of attenuated experience of God which would fit into his

scheme of things. He pat emphasis on the fact that God is
#

■£elj, even as lifting a man above his lowly self, but he

would not like to admit that this feeling is of a Personal

Being, unoe again we come to the conclusion that,according

to Alexander, we know that there is a Being, but we do not

know what that being is. Alexander could escape from the

difficulty of Kant * s Ding-an-sioh by a verbal solution of

it. He called that Being the v.hole universe with a nisus
«

towards deity. But really such a description of God means

nothing at all. According to Alexander, God cannot be
0

described even in terms of values.(1). He simply pointed
0

out that a religious experience is a craving for something

we know not what (2). He is felt as wind is felt, but what
0

sort of thing he is, is hard to describe (3). In many

respects Alexander comes v<=;ry near to ScHeiermacher and we

can perhaps say of him what Mackintosh said of Sohleiermaoher:

"Deity is active in the world; and Sohleiermaoher, if we put
it so, saw the movement of God's finger but His faco as yet
he had not seen. He felt for the hem of His gaiment, as it
swept through the immensities of time and space* but regarding
the infinite Holiness and Love....,.he had thus far maintained
a nearly complete silence" (4)

ue can only add that Alexander regarded 'Holiness and Love*

either a metaphor or a beautiful mythology or, as he said in

his more intimate circle, 'nonsense*. Stripped of all its
*

1. olD 11. P. 4i'J~ 2. B.B.V. pTTpb^
Six Lectures on Values.- Summary p.y,

4.- Types oi Modern Theology p.y). - -
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philosophical flavour for Alexander God is the creative Universe

an Elan Vital of Bergson, and to feel this impulse of creativ¬

ity is to bu religious.

However, for Alexander, the existence of God is not only

supported by our religious instinct, but is also assured

speculatively. We know that there is an hierarchical scheme

of empirical existents, as a result of an historical process,
and therefore, analogically we can argue that a higher type

is bound to be unfolded by the onward sweep of time. In other

words, the reality of deity follows from the general plan on

which Space-Time works (I J. !
» I

"She belief reposes on this double basis; or at least when
emotion assures us of God, we can look for speculative
evidence of him in experience, and the direct experience
and the speculative one support and supplement each other"(2)

But, ultimately everything will depend on the adequacy of

Alexander's theology in satisfying our religious need.

DOxS THE THEOLOGY OH ALEAABDER SATISFY THE RELIGIOUS
SEE T IiiELI?; -

We have already seen the description oi the nature of

religious sentiment, according to Alexander, Alexander

accepted four rough criteria by which the sufficiency of a

philosophical conception of God may bo tested. They require

that God:

" should be greater than man, a 'universal* or all-inclusive
being, different in quality from man, and finally, responsive
to man, ...."(5)

» • • * ,

T. STD 11. p.pbl. 2. STB 11. P.icu. i.STP 11. P.^2.
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Alexander held that in relation to these lour criteria

"the religious consciousness attests the philosophical
conception that God*a deity is the issue in Time oi a
tendency or nisu.8 in the world, an issue which
is dependent on the nature oi things lower than itself"(4).

How therefore, let us see how Alexander's theology satisfies

these criteria#

It needs no comment that God should he greater than man.

If he is not at least that, He need not he worshipped at all.

But i£ he is, then the deity of Alexander, being in the order

of higher development o£ 'perfection* is certainly greater

than man. Further, though gods have been regarded as merely

tribal or national, even in the early history of Judaism,

we can accept the second criterion that God, in principle,
should be universal. As the nisus towards deity la sustain¬

ed by all finite creatures, deity may be conceded to be

universal, liven if there be gods or angels already existent,
0

the fate of deity remains unchanged, for even gods and angels

are under the iboirar impending over them, — 'the menace which

Promethus levels against Geus of supersession by a higher

God' (1).
0

as different in nature from man; The third criterion,

namely, God should be different in quality from man, desex'ves

more than a passing reference. According to Alexander, God's
*

divinity is not merely higher humanity but is different in

kind from mind. We have already seen that deity is founded

4. STB 11. P. pot.
1 4 STB 11.- P.- yo4 - 2. STB 11. p.364. p. STB 11. p.364
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on values "but is different in kind from being Truth, Beauty

end Goodness. Deity, being raised above willing, said

Alexander, is not goodness at all (2).

"Deity does not know, but only the minds know which are
included in the body of God" (p).

Therefore. the so-called attributes of God, viz., Omniscience,
Infinite Goodness etc., are 'the figurative disguises of a

faith in something of a different order from man', (!) in such

cases, where of its very nature precise knowledge is wanting,

we are said to indulge in lyrical poetry,

"But since we cannot picture this higher quality to ourselves
but only have faith that there is such, we satisfy our
pictorial and mythologising instinct by imagining a man or
personality of vaster power, intelligence, wisdon and goodness
than ours" (£).

If the deity of Alexander is so unapproachable, then any

prayer to Him is in vain. Prayers, according to Alexander,

simply consist in strengthening oneself in one's effort to

make deity incarnate, it has subjective reality, but it

cannot have any objective response from a Heavenly Father. We

have already touched this point, but prayers are such an

important feature of religious life that unless/theologian#

satisfactorily explains them, he cannot hope to win approval

from the religious devotees (?-). Alexander's approach is

negative and this is clear from the following statement:

"What indeed prayer always is, the fortifying of a man by
himself to help in making aernethin, bettor than himself; in a
word instead of a religion of aduix*ation we should have one
of aspiration. The ideal God whom man brings into being in
man's measure*{for all things contribute to that end, though

ITsTD TTT-p. 383 2. STD~II.-p.384
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man is nearest) by his offer of the things u.pon which he set3
value, by hie virtue or his creation of beauty or truth, draws
nan to him by the impulse contained in man's own nature, whioh
strives to create the yex-y beinr which it- adores"(13

In simple language, if a life of prayer is addressed to a

personal God, then it is simply illusory. Thus, Alexander has

brought together two things, which are inconsistent with each

other. Firstly, he pointed out that religion arises from an

impulse to worship and this is engendered by the impact upon

us of the whole world with its tendency to deity (2). Mow

tells us that a real religious life consists in creating

the very God whom he worships. But the creative act is very
•

different from the adoring act. It is really the adoring act

which is worship and if this is illusory, then it means that

religious emotion itself is illusory. The world-nisua may-

help u3 to create, but as a creator we can create only values

but not divinity. If mania god is the creation of his fingers,

then he will be the idolater of Truth, Beauty and Goodness.

This contradicts his own statement that impelled by the

religious appetite we discover or find God but we do not invent

Him (3). By denying the existence of actual deity Alexander

has made religious worship purely subjective, and in a way

illusory. This negative idea of the nature of deity can hardly

do justice to the fourth oriterion, namely, the responsiveness
of God to man.

y Thus Brof." Webb'ha¥"writ ten that' the religion of the
ordinary man is overlooked when the investigator neglects the
testimony of common prayers, public worship etc. (Religion and
the Thought of To-day p.7}
». Septimana Spinoaana t/33 P*133 (Italics ours).
2i STB 11. p. 377 3- SID 11. p.374n.
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Titii) xuuio-i. ^noiVxii^ou uj GOD; - Alexander granted that the

responsiveness of God to man is the most vital and distin¬

ctive feature in the religious experience (i). From the

very dawn of religious consciousnessLan seems to be

dependent on God. xt wus first felt in the awe and fear

in the presence of God. At a more advanced stage it was

clearly observed in tne pantheistic development of thought,

in which man and God wore tax.en to be identical. In the

l^th century, in the heo-&antianism ox Green, the human

mind .was supposed to "be in organic dependence on God.

However, Alexander pointed out that in the more/the istic
tradition of thought this responsiveness culminates in the

Fatherhood of God. »<e have already aeon that Alexander

regarded this Fatherhood as merely a 'pictorial represen¬

tation* (g)t and a mere projection (j>) of a real religious

situation. Alexander wrote about it thus:
0

"In this conception may be traced the primaeval mystery
which is the xoot of rel Oxon; for to tne child the father
is tne mysterious something which he discovers to be like
himself, a person by wxiom he is sustained but who issues
arbitrary commands which the cnild must obey" (4^).

I . 321) 11. p. yo4-^. 2. GUD 11. p. r. n.r.p.jj 1 •).
3.-On (Caking Time oeriousl-y.p. ijj. • 4.-GID 11. p.^cj?.-
^■This expression of Alexander is an echo ox Freud.'s
'Leonardo da Vinci( 1 'y1 u), and 'Totem and Taboo* (i /12 5 and
foreshadows the conclusion of Freud's later writings. In
MQSFS AMD JiQJMOTilfeJISw, Freud held that monotheism is the
projection of the repressed complex about the primaeval
father ox the primitive horde (p.204). This collective
complex is revived in each child; magnifying the infantile
image of his infancy. The psycho-analytical study shows
"witn special emphasis that God is in every case modelled
after the father and thai, our personal relation to God is
dependent upon our relations to our physical father....
and that God at bottom is'nothing but an exalted father".
Totem and Taboo p.22.5; also see p.'M; The Future of an •
Illusion p.yyo; Collected papers Vep.>6;(Che x*ew introductory
Lectures p*2Cy). nut Alexaaier never-referred to Freud's
writings in tnis context.



Wo doubt this relation is moralised and refined, and God
Is considered to be not only tm inscrutable Power, but He

is also taxen to be one who is moved by hove and ^ercy.

God is said to be responsive, accO-> ding to Alexander, only

in this sense: that deity as an ideal liberates forces in

man, which enhance him antgive him 'large sustenance*.

Again, man is said to matter to deity, because it is man

who sustains it and will ultimately make it incarnate

through his eixorts.

"And it is, jL believe, felt (though perhaps 1 am misldd by
philosophical prepossessions) as the sense that we also
help to maintain and sustain the nature of God and are not
merely his subjects; that God himseli is involved in our
aots and their issues, or, as it was put above, not only
does he matter to us, but v»e matter to him" (i)

Alexander was aware oi his difficult conception of a

deified God and he was conscious of the unworshipful nature

of his God, at least in the eyes o±' the religious people.

This fact snould have made him revise his theology, hut he

did not do so for he regarded the current theology as

mythology axid Christology as a beautiful mythology only (1).

Alexander couf'essed that it is hard to say whether his God

is worshipful, and he added:

"It seems to me more reasonable (and helpful) to worship a
being whose love draws us to him from in front, and whom
we thus help into existence, rather than a being independent
of our efforts, who pushes us from behind..." 12).
1. STD 11. p. ibe
i .. TIIA LIdTmDEK Dec i-lyiU P.?22 ool.g.
2.- THE HiSTmnmA, Deo.p, *p.?22 col .-2 .see also 'On taking
Time Seriously* p.ijj/ P.L.P. p.-p^l infra.-
*• In this connection Sheen has observed: •

"Either such a God is greater o.. less than man. if He is
greater than man then the greater comes from the less, which
is absux'd; if he is leas than man, then He is not a God but
a puppet and a travesty of the name".(Religion without God
p.2o6).This criticism has been also accepted by Dean Inge.
See *God and the astconomers' p. )
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Bat if this be the nature of deity, which is a mere ideal

arid can never be a concrete individuality, then, can we

'love* it? Can we labour to bring into being a creature

whose fsee we can never see? It is tr ,e that deity is not

a creature of wholly huma... efforts, but is sustained by the

whole universe, but it also, according to Alexander, depends

on us. If so, then does it continue to be hijaer than its

creator 'man'? (#). Of course, according to Alexander,

whether we like or dislike the world with its nisus v^ill

implant in us an impulse to bring about drity in God's own

good time and place (1). If so, then there is no room,

on our part, to choose freely the course of action. A

religion, based on mere instinct, is wholly mechanical and

lax'gely unconscious. Alexander has dwelt on the reality of

worship, but he has placed it in .a sphere where there is no

room for free worship. A Bpinozistic Alexander oannot escape

from the paradox of Gpinoza. Spinoza himself wrote his

Ethics for the improvement of moral life, but his doctrine

of determinism denied any room for improvement. Similarly,

Alexander asserted tho reality oi x^eligion, but he also

denied it in the sense that he declared it to be a mere

•necessity'of one's nature.

As we do not xnow the nature of deity, And it is idle

to guess it, it becomes only a vague ideal. Can such a

vague ideal infuse one with devotion for bettering his world,

i. STB 11. P. 42$.
- • • •
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yet unborn? Alexander thought that it can:

"Such worship and obedience to God is like their devotion
to their nation or country or state which again they call
their father or mother from the thought of whose future
the. derive their inspiration to good citizenship, so that
they in a manner owe their being to it, and at the same time
are aware that its future is in their hands" (1).

Here the analogy limp3, for the ideal nature into which one

tries to shape the future of one's country is never so vague,

and the country too with its concrete life, is never a mere

ideal in the abstract.

in 'Spinoza and Time' (1^21), Alexander took Spinoza

to task for denying the responsiveness of God to man.

"The healthy religious mind shares Spinoza's mysticism to
the point of its feeling of our oneness with God; but it
asks for t -e fathering response, a^d holds that God's need
of us is no les3 than our need of him" (2).

But later, Alexander forgot this demand of the healthy mind.

Deity ceased to be a concrete fact and it could be said

to 'love* only in a metaphorical sense. How, if Spinoza's

God lacks the 'human note*, then Alexander's God lacks it no

less, for his God too has no responsiveness to love which we

enjoy in our* fellows (3).

Alexander did not accept the responsiveness of God in

prayers and, therefore, he care to treat this responsiveness

in an unintelligibly abstract way. Bradley noticed this

and he wrote to Alexander in his letter of April 2b, 1^22,

in the following way;

1. On Taking Time beriously p. 13.
2.- P.L.P. p. yjb. 3. Hallett -H.F.* UilBDJ JOA1, 1^22 P.223
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"And now, in the religious experience of so many devout
persons, the presence and action in $rayer of a responsive
Power may, I think, he taken as .an experienced fact. And
I think that this 'proof* of God's existenoe is good —
as far as it goes" (i)«

0

But the more Alexander emphasised the historicity of

temporality ox things, the more he came to look upon Space-

Time with a niaus towards deity in the form of Unconscious

Will (2). we will find later that he tried to esoape from
0

pure Voluntarism by his doctrizie of progressive niaus, but

in the end the conception oi a 'progressive nisus' cannot

bear the weight of argumentative stress against it.

How&ver, Alexander was less concerned to satisfy the

religious sentiment directly, and he was more concerned in

justifying himself in relation to the|t>hiloso;hical theories
about the religious ex erieuce. *<e find that in the coarse

of theological speculation, the doctrines of theism and

pantheism have arisen to explain the relation of God to man.

But theism on pantheism
"..in itself it is a philosophical and not in the first
instance a religious conception. ...... He (God) still
asks aid from the riotorial imagination *in order to be
realised for our reflective weakness; but requires no
pictures that depend on violent hypotaeees" (4).

Alexander, in his discussion of theism and pantheism

tried to avoid 'violent hypotheses* and considered his own

contribution to be superior to the traditional account of

them and so let us deal with them.

I'. x.L.P. p. 6£>. 2. See again Bradley's remark din this
connection,*P.P.P. p. £'/• 3. P.L.P. pp. 32bt33"U
4. Theism and-Pantheism P.L.-P. -p. 331 •
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THEISM iiiitl) xAATIJx<.LSk:- Alexander accorded a great deal

of importance to these two theories in connection with his

theology, He even considered the# successful blending as
0

a mark ox the reasonableness ox his theology. Theism and

pantheism, according to Alexander, arise from a blending of

the data ox the religious experience with philosophy. Their

merits as philosophical theories depend on their capacities

for satisfying religious needs, and their demerits mean

therefore, failure in doing so (1).

We will define theism and pantheism shortly, but now

we can say that theism refers to a transcendent ana pantheism

refers to an immanent God. Therefore, before we discuss the

merits and defects of these theories, we should settle the

meaning of the terms * transcendence* and *immanence*. A

transcendent being is one which exists outside the world.

This world, of coarse, includes botn material &s well as

spiritual beings (<_). This is best illustrated in the God

of Aristotle, who, having created the world retired from it.

On the otuex* hand, according to Alexander, an immanent being

is one who pervades the whole universe and has no existence

outside this universe (jj). This is best illustrated iri the

Substance of Spinoaa which is natura naturans as well as

nature nuturata and is fully exhausted in the world of which

it is the indwelling spirit.

The above characteristics ox an immanent beirx_ should

1. StU 11. p. jtoo * c. x.Xi.x, p. a 0 •

3.- r.n.X. -pp, 321 ;yil.
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be carefully noted, for it oamiot be said to be immanent

in a limited portion only. Immanence is not the same thing,

said Alexander, as omnipresence, To be present _at a thing

is not to exist in it (!)• Ihe God of theism is said to

sustain the life of the creatures but he cannot be said to

be in them. Obviously, a theistic God has his life separate
*

from those of His creatures. This point is ox sufficient
*

importance, for theism also maintains that God became

immanent in His incarnations, us in Hinduism and Christianity.

Jesus has been regarddd as God and man alike —- a perfect

God and a perfect man. But Alexander dismissed this

conception as illogical, for God cannot be said to be

immanent in an integral individual only, because an immanent

God is either in all things alike or in none of them.However,

we can note here one point. Alexander regarded Bradley axxd

Spinoaa as on the same line of pantheistic speculation (2).

But both of them have maintained that though Reality is in

all things, it is not found in the same d-gree in all of

them. There is more of Reality in a saint than in a sinner,
and more of it in man than in a stone (3). If Alexander'3

*

own observation and interpretation be correct, then, we can

say that the greater degree of perfection is transcendent to

the things of lower degrees. Only in this sense, Jesus and

God are said to be fuller und higher than other creatures.

1. l.B.f. p • y c. • r.B.Xi.i'. p. J;r b •

2. P.-L.-P.* p.- • • '
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As a matter or fact his own solution in terms of God and

deity is based on this observation. Anyway, Alexander regarded

the conception of God-man as an artificial solution of the

religious problem.

"Supposing that the hig est religious consciousness

demands a historical personage, who is a man but

really God........ that experience is not to be

described in rational terms as a synthesis of

immanence and transcendence or pantheism and theism;

but if it can be rationalised at all, demands different

conceptions". (i* )
0

From the above argument, Alexander came to the conclusion

that immanence and transcendence are exclusive terms and they

cannot be reconciled rationally as Ward tried to do in his

definition ox theism, if God is co-extensive with the world,

as immanence must maintain, then He cannot transcend it; and,

if he transcends it, then He cannot he immanent in it (2).

Of course, a theistic God may be at once transcendent and

immanent in the sense that He is immanent in the minds of

men who recognise Him consciously. But such an immanence,

according to Alexander, is not the •immaneuoe'of philosophy (1),
T. F.E.F. p.>a>. in the same strain Alexander wrote a few
pages ahead:- "it- appears to me vain to support our belief
in any revelation ox God in man, and still less in any
particular man, no mutter how perfect and beautiful exemplar
he may have been of what man has it in him to becou^ by
justifying it as the realised union of transcendence and
immanence, (r.n.r, p. >xb)
2. X.X.X. -p. >£-> f.



Yet the reconeillation of the two Is of supreme importance,

for the religious sentiment demands it. In general, we have

seen that» according to Alexander, transcendence and immanence, c

"being exclusive terms, cannot he reconciled and yet the

mature religious sentiment requires in its object of worship

elements which are characteristic of both (2). So passing

from general considerations,let us come to details in which

theism and Pantheism try to do justice to the various elements

of religious needs.

iHBRlTB nab iloJjnGIb 01 fiinjom -
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Theism maintains that there is a personal, transcend¬

ent Being who has created the universe and enters into

communion with man and maintains the course of natural events("~).

According to this view the individual worshipper does not

lose his independence (4). On the other hand, God becomes
*

a real object of love and adoration (J?). But it has an

inherent defect of its own# By virtue of His transcendence,

God remains detached from His creatures (6). if God can

remain apart from man and if He chooses to create him when

He likes, then the connection between man and his Creator

remains weak and arbitrary.
#

HGod does indeed need man, but not as man needs man.
The unification of God and man remains artificial". -(7)

Again, we have seen that, according to Alexander, it is

difficult to maintain the conception of a Creator God.

1. Septimana Spinozana ,^33 p. \y\. 2. P.L.P. p. 324#
3TD 11. P. >00 f. P.L.P. p. 321.- 4.P.L.P.£&)Z 6;

- STD 11; Pi pb>. P.L.P. p. 526. 6.ATD 11. P. p>0
7. P.L.P. -p. '$2(i ' '

• ... *
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Pantheism maintains that there is a being which pervades

the whole of nature, and, therefore, it is the very breath

and life of each individual. The Pauline utterance about

God that * in Him we live and move and have our being* is

strictly speaking, true of a pantheistic God. But such a

God is more impersonal than personal, as we find in Spinoza

and the non-dualiatio Vedanta of Shaakar. Such a doctrine,

according to Alexander, supplies un unlaboured connection

and natural intimacy of the worshipper with his God (1).

Here, all finite things and individuals follow from God,

out of the very nature of God, or, as Spinoza put it, they

follow necessarily from Him. If man cannot be without God

then, according to thistheory, God also cannof be without

man. Both are organic to one another.

However, the defect of the theory is that the independ¬

ence and the individuality of the worshipper are lost in the

nebulous whole (2). The individual becomes a mere appearance,
s

and ultimately he is transmuted, transformed, hushed and

silenced, beyond recognition, in this whole. In this sense,

Spinoza's Substance lias been likened bp Hegel to a lion's

den, to which all footprints point but from which none returns.

Then, the impersonal nature of the pantheistic God does not

reciprocate the love and affection of His devotees. This love

of God i3 not unselfish but selfless (>)• Again, such a God
*

) •' 11. p. r.ju.r.
£.- STB 11/ pp. >>2,»>; P.P.P.* pp. >£4,>2>f>78.
>t P.P.P. 'p. >78 ....
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remains beyond px-aise and blame, good ond evil. He remains

awesome but in the em He becomes imperfectly worshipful(1).

Finally, the all-pervading God of pantheism indwells in evil

things in the same way in which lie exists in the round ocean,

blue sky, murmuring rivers etc., Hence, the relation between
0

morality and God is broken (d). Therefore, a pantheistic God,

lacking' human note, is hardly worshipful (3).

Hence, theism and pantheism, each taken by itself, is

insufficient to do full justice to religious needs. They

need to be blended, but so far no blendin^ has been success¬

ful in philosophy, according to Alexander, ho doubt in

Christian theism an attempt has been made to reconcile the

merits of both immanence and transoendence in the following

way.
#

we have already seen that pheism posits the transcendenoi

of God and this logically makes God incommunicable. To bridge

the galf, therefore, between man and God the conception of

intermediaries has been introduced. In Christian theism,

finally, God-man becomes the point of reconciliation between

man and God. But this attempt, according to Alexander, is

simply 'purchasing consistency at the cost of a miraculous

person without parallel in the world* (45 • Thus, theism

fails in reconciling the merits of both transcendence and

immanence and indulges in mere mythologiaing imagination (1).

1. P.I.J?, p. 3*5.
2.' SID-11. P. I.L.P.P. 37?j H.J, Vlll 1202-10 p.63.
3.- Septimana 'Spinozana -p«r *-31# - • •
4.- SID 11. P. 412j also cee p.- 351 j P.l.P. PP. 312,3^3,3^8.

0 00 0 » * » 0
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Yet theism and pantheism have to he I'econciled in a rational

way and this is what Alexander's theology proposed to do.

ALMXA&Ih*n«S i\jhGUi»GiaIUTlGlii u* THnln,,, ;u<D rAHTxinlok? -
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The solution which Alexander proposed to give us is

frankly called to he philosophical, and in its essence it

consists in the following observation*

"If God is to satisfy Philosophy, he must at once he
continuous with the rest of man'6 life and continuous with
the world of things. He must on the one hand attract the
affection of man, which pantheism however exalted fails to
do; and, strange as it may seem to say so, his relation to
the world must not he miraculous, but he must live in the
world which is said to he his creation. He must not leave
mankind cold hut respond to the impulse to adoration; and
he must not leave his o..n creation unintelligible" (2).

These are the conditions which Alexander's God is going to

fulfil in his theology.

Deity is beyond all finite creatures and therefore

tr nscends them. Yet this deity is in the same universe in

which ail finite things are. As such, deity-transcends all

finite things, hut is also the lineal successor of all that

is pernament and valuable. Therefore, there is continuity

between finite things and deity. We have already seen that,

according to Alexander, this deity is capable of exercising

our love and affection towards it. (1). Again, the body of

God is the whole universe, and therefore, ail finite things

are in God's body and they are not lost in it but are fully

retained (2)• Thus, Alexander's conception of God and deity
p

r. STD 11. p. yj\ f.
2.' Spinoza and Philosophy of Heligion, SAPTIiUnA oflHOZAJSA

1 ^3 p. 131
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includes the elements of both theism and pantheism.

"For his (God's) deity is the outgrowth in lime of the
preceding iualitiea oi' existence as contained within
Space-Time* and while his deity is fed by lower finite3,
he himself not only transcends them on quality but,
including then all within his body and representing in
his deity the goal of their efforts, releases them from
their isolation as individuals and sustains them and
gives them a significance which as mere individuals they
ao not possess"(2).

Hence, God is immanent in respect o± His body, but transcendent

in respect of His deity (4).

From the above discussion it is clear that Alexander

must have felt a sense of triumph in reconciling the rival

merits oi" pantheism and theism. We will find that this

solution is not real and cannot be said to be better than

the so-called arbitrary and mythological solution of

Christian theism. It is even doubtful whether his recon-
*

oilation between immanence and transcendence is con sistent

with his own definitions ox these terms. However, we will

refer to them after.
*

After all, Alexander's theology is a part of anti-

idealistic metaphysics and if it fares better than idealism

in explaining all facts then it will be said to have succeeded

in its objective of supplanting it. therefore, let us com-

pare the theology of Alexander with that of the Absolutists.

GUI) 1H AddunUllorn Ann lii ,JAdUnnnH*3 IHAULOGY:- Philosophy,

according to Alexander, is an all-comprehensive science, and

1. SID 11. p. 2>2; Septimt-na Gpinozana p. .22 infra.
2 -STL 11. -pp.- 276,271|2?4 2. STD 11. -p. 225-
4. STD 11. p.- 22*6; H.L.r. pp. 221.262; Septimana Spinozana

... P. 122
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therefore, its truth is to be tested by its success in

explaining all the varied experiences of life. Hence, the

hypothesis of Space-Time as the sole reality has to be

tested by its success in explaining our religious experience,

as well (1). We have already seen that Alexander's account
0

does not do full justice to our religious needs, but we

have to see now whetrier it fares better as a purely phil¬

osophical discipline ox thought. As such we have to compare
m

his solution with that of the absolutists, for after all,

it was absolutism in reference to whioh Alexander wanted

his system to be judged.
0

According to the Absolutists, as Alexander maintained,
the finites, though empirically real, are not real in their

own right. They are mere appearances of the One all-

inclusive reality called the Absolute. The God of religion,

as we have already seen in the philosophy of Bradley in

chapter 1. is but an abearance and is not the absolute

reality (i,. But Alexander pointed taat his philosophy

does not lead to the absorption and transmutation of the

finite-3« The finites, though partial, are real in their
*

own right. This follows from the fact that every finite is
0

a piece or oomplex of space-time aua whatever may happen to

it, its spatio-temporal nature will be preserved.jHo doubt
a finite being may lose its empirical ohax-acter, for life

1. STB 11. P.
P 00
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by death may become a piece oi' dead matter, but its real

feature of space-time will be fully retained.
»

"The finite things may through their interactions change
be destroyed or modify each other; but in this process
it is their empirical characters which vary. Their
reality is not alleoted at any moment" (2). •

0

How, Space-Time in Alexander's system is the Absolute

Reality O), and therefore, we can say that, according to
as

Alexax,der, the f inite beings, so far/they are in the
Absolute Reality, they are reserved, retained and not

transformed or transmuted {4).

But there is such a phenomenon as transmutation. A

piece of living matter may become so refined and compli¬

cated that it ceases to be merely vital and becomes

conscious. However, even here the brain does not cease to

be living or vital. Hven when spatio-temporal forms are

gradually lifted up into matter, life and mind, they are

used up as they are. They are not essentially altered or

superseded but they subserve &>d sustain the life of the

higher levels (1). Regarding the retention and preservet-
#

ion of the Unites in the ultimate reality of Space-Time

Alexander wrote thus;

"The doctrine of degrees of truth or reality rests on
the belief that finites lose their value or at least
alter it by being taken along with others. If all
finites are spatio-temporal complexes this belief cannot
be well founded. One finite may be more complete or more
highly organised than another, but the second occupies
its space-time as much as the first, and is equally real;
and the propositions about it equally true" (2)

The same thought was repeated by him later on;

1 . r.L.ir. p. pgo. g.STB 11. P.36?. 3.JTD 11.P.26?;
STB l.*P*246. 4. STB 11. P.37U •
\. STB 11. p.- 37Q- 2 .STB '11.' p. -365.
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"For in the end all Unites are pieces of Space-Time with
that distinctive complexity of spatio-temporal structure
which maices them the hearers of their distinctive empirical
qualities. The finites are not lost in the whole hut
constitute it, and all the v.hole are (if only as spatio-
temporal complexes) in continuous connection with the
whole Th®&r reality is not affected at any
moment.' They are what they are" (3).

• 0

Hence, Alexander maintained that his solution was better

than that of idealism heoause it accorded reality to finite

things, which Absolutism did not allow.

However, the preservation of finite beings as spatio-

terr.poral complexes is merely lip-service to a phrase. Spaee-

Time by itself is purely empty, without au.y proper quality.

It is even beyond the categories and cannot be said to be

an individual or substance or being. To say that a finite

being is preserved as a spatio-temporal complex is really

to deny his existence altogether. Anyway, let us see whether
*

deity fares any better in Alexander's system.

We have already seen that the deity of Alexander is

located in only a portion of the infinite whole of Space-

Time. How this deity cannot be said to be Absolute, for it

is not the whole of Space-Time. Therefore, it can be

maintained with idealism that the Absolute is not God. But

then again, the Absolute is not spirit or mind either, for
mind or spirit is an empirical quality and the Absolute,

though it contains spirit, is not an empirical quality at all.

Again, deity too, is not spirit, for deity is subsux-ved and

3. STD 11. P. W)
0 0»



sustained by mind but it is higher than and different in

kind from mind. Thus, reality neither in its a-priori level

nor in its empirical character can be wholly described as

mental. Hence, the Absolute Idealism which teaches the

primacy oi mind, comes to be finally disproved. But deity,

though it is higher than mind, shares its fate with all

empirical finite things.,
0 »

"Thus it is true, as absolute idealism contends, that
God is (at least in res.ecj ojl his deity; on the same
footing as finitea, and if they are appearances so is he,
though an infinite abearance" (t)

Thus, deity becomes an incident if it ever becomes a fact,

but even its reality is only ideal,
»

Thus, Alexander has finally shown that mind is not

absolutely real, for its value and being are going to be

superseded in the course of evolution. Then further, even

deity is only empirically ideal and all finite beings as

well as deity are mere incidents in Space-Time. Therefore,

only Space-Time is the One a^d absolute Reality. Therefore,
the metaphysical programme of establishing the absolute

reality of an entity different from mind his been completed

in his theology. As Such the theology of Alexander is un
m

integral part of hus Evolutionary naturalism and on its

success depends the final overthrow oi mind, as the absolute

reality.

t STB 11 p.i'/t
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C H A P g JS K SEYSU,

SQkx, jabi^rluHlaLhlGnij ALP Jfl^I&TuQxG OF THE THE (PLUGY

OF A1WMDER.

SYiiOPSIS.
• *

Here we taxe u±> some of the misapprehensions and

emendations 01 the theology of Alexander by Dr.Stiernotte,

Laird and Dawes Hicks. These misappreheasions have gathered

round Alexander*s doctrine ox Deity and Hisus and his theory

of the •body* of God. However, a scrutiny of their

objections shows that they are groundless.
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As mind is the highest emergent so far as kno^n to as,

therefore, deity is felt to be moetjpalpable in human minds.
The human minds cannot but divine deity because they are

caught ap in the world-nisus. Hence, deity is felt due

to the effect ox nisus on us and this nisus may be suid to

be the sole creative impulse of the universe. <«e can also

say that the nisus gathers up its force in a focus arid

deity is the *oint of concentration in the highest emergent

as a result of that activity. The nisus causes in us a

religious emotion and endeavour, and deity is the object

of this religious emotion and endeavour (i).

But deity is not the nisus itself, for it is the

product of it and due to it. However, Alexander has used

the expression *Deity is a nisus and not an accomplishment1

(2). Here he wanted to say, not that deity is the world-

niaus, but that deity is a mere futuristic ideal. He
m

himself pointed out that the nisus is creative and deity is

a creature, though of course not of one's imagination (1).

But, as a futuristic ideal, deity may energise our efforts

to bring dfc forth. In this sense, if becomes a creative
*

ideal, awakening us to realise it. The love for it * draws us

to him from in front" (2).

1 . STB 11. P. >77. 2. STB 11. p. JS64 ~
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However, from the creative role of deity we cannot infer

that it is the world-nisus. Hence it would "be iu.its out of

keeping with Alexander's philosophy to replace the conception

of deity by niaus and thia is what Dr. Stiernotte advises us
m

to do. He says that in the lono run, it is the nisas and

not deity which is real. Of course, the niaas is the sole

creative impulse of the universe, as is clear from the

following:

"This impulse of oreativeness X call the nisus ofthe
universe, borrowing an idea from Spinoza and agreeing,
as I think, with the spirit though not all the details
of iir. Berg-son's elan vital. This nisas not only leads
to the formation of things and to the sustainment of
them, but impels the world forward towards new creations,
bringing forth the new out of the bosom of the old. It
creates chemical bodies and keeps their form by the
stability ofjtheir functions; but also,and this is perhaps
more striking, d-ives on 'the chemic lump', in Emerson's
words, to 'ascend to man'" (1).

»

As the nisus is not exhausted in the creations of all

empirical existents so far, therefore, the possibility of

future existents cannot be brushed aside. The shadowing

forth ox the future existent from its immediate and

proximate rung of the ladder is felt us deity. However,

Dr. Stiernotte points oat that the 'infinite lake of deity

is a useless metaphysical postulate in Alexander's system'(2)t
for the following reason:

"There cannot be two creative principles in Alexander's
system, the nisus of Space-Time, and the deity of Space-
Time, or else we have indeed a very strange pantheism
with two divine principles with their respective functions
not clearly determined" (3).

1, STD 11. p. ^o.Sfeo also w.H.lnge 'God and Astronomers'
p.- rjyt where'he says that Alexander's nisusis the begetter
of Deity. 2. THE LisTnhxR Dec.^.l^O P.y<-2
1.Artistic Creation and Cosmls -Creation'P.L.P. p.273
2.- Cod and Space-Time P.a/o. ^.Ibid. p.2 /b

* * • « » »
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On the basis of thia strange interpretation of Alexanders

deity and on the doubtful cogency of his arguments he comes

to this conclusion:

"The vindication of the reality of the flow of Time iut6
a future which cannot be constituted of any existents, of
any infinite localization of hpace-3!ime as deity, signifies
that we have discarded entirely the conception of deity as
future — and have replaced it by the conception of deity
as nisus, as creative impulse —- on which he places so
little stress"(1).

la it oox-rect to say that Alexander did not place

stress on 'nisus*, on *the reality of the flow of Time'?

Here we totally agree with Iloernle's estimate of the

situation:

"Indeed, it seeu.a to me that, of ail the evolutionists
whose writings 1 have read, Alexander is the only one
whose universe is still evolving, and who is prepared
from indications in its present condition to forecast
what the next stage is going to be, viz., the emergence
of the new quality of *deity* in the birth of which the
world is now travailing11 (2).

*

Then, again, how in the face of * The Historicity of Things*

and 'On Taking Time Seriously*, can one deny that Alexander

did not stress the flow of Time? This strange statement

of Dr. Stiernotte arises from his misinterpretation of

Alexander's theory of Time and his advice concerning the

rejection of the conception of deity arises from an equally

peculiar interpretation of Alexander's theory of deity.

DR. qflhhuOTTk'g l^TmukanTAf01 A-UlSLjAjStDnK'S TILE:

Dr. Stiernotte thinks that Alexander has given an

ambiguous answer about the 'historicity of things' (3).
1. Op. Git. p. aou.
2.' iHn kOHiST; aDLV1 1y2 6 PP. 562-3.
3«- God and Space-Time P. <-'J4 '
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He thinks that, according to a certain interpretation of

certain passages, it can be held that Alexander obliterated

the distinction of past, present uuu future (i). in order

to prove his case Dr. Stiernotte has *uoted a number of

passages, but we will refer to those pas sages on »#hioh this

possibility of interpretation see.-s to be strongly grounded.

Alexander did hold the reality of time and therefore

he also held the reality of past and future. Dr. Stiernott®
* »

has vpuoted the following statement 01 Alexander:

"The past event, it is true, does not exist now, and if
existence is taken to be present existence, the past
clearly does not exist. But ii we avoid this error and
take Time seriously, the past possesses such reality as
belongs to the past, that is, to what is earlier than
the point of reference As to the i~ter or future,
there is at bottom no greater difficulty in Breaking of
the future as being real and existing really than there
is in respect or the real existence of the past. A future
or later point does not occur now, and therefore, it is
now not-yet, just as the past is now no longer. It has
what reality belongs to it Xin the real time" (2)

Then again, he also granted the possibility of clairvoyance

of certain future events (3'). From this possibility one
only

would infer that the future event is not/real but also

actual. Alexander also held that future events have some

1 place where they occur1 (1)' From this one would infer
•

that tne future events are also actual. Naturally, then

Dr. Stiernotte concludes:
0

"The question at issue is; Do the events exist ready-made
in the xuture, and are we coming upon them gradually

V. Bp. oit. p. x60.
2i STB 1. p. 7l-'/k,- uuoted by Dr. Stiernotte in his book on

• P. a6y. '
3. S2D 11.- P. yj?
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through our experience of the succession of Time?
If the events exist throughout all Time, past, present
and future, then Alexander has taken Time so seriously
that the present is obliterated, and there is no real
future for us since it lies ready-made" (2).

But did Alexander ever hold that future events exist

ready-made? From the quotation, taken from STB 1. p»71—7x

it is clear that events are not ready-made and future has

reality as future. Further, the statement that the
0

future event must occupy space is based on the reality of

the 3patio-temporality of events and does not support the

interpretation that future events are ready-made. In

certain cases, it must be conceded that the events which

have been olairvoyanced do exist as ready-made, but

such events will come under the neading of •broad present'.

However, by clairvoyance, Alexander meant the foreseeing

of the future on the basis of the present causes, determin¬

ing the future. Here the clairvoyant, instead of being a

calculator, simply becomes sensitised by the present causal

agents leading to the future.

"The future will be what it will. But since it will be
the o&usal outcome of what is present actually, there
may be minds so sensitive to the influences at work in
the world, that they may divine certain future events"(1).

"Then he further added;

"What seems to me open to the gravest question is that
any character of the future which transcends our hitnerto
experienced orders of fact should be foreseen" (2}.

i. 3TD 1. p. 73. 2. Ck>& and Bpuce-Time p. 26b.
1/ STB 11. P. y/>. 2, STB 11. p. 279*
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Sow, the divining oi the future events does not mean that

they are ready-made . One can divine the spfctio-temporality

of the future events and ail those iuulitles of the future

events 01 wnioii he has become familiar, hut of the quality
«

of the hitherto non-existing higher emergent even God

cannot predict and know ).

From tne uoove argument it is clear that Alexander

did taxe time seriously and the interpretation that tlie

future events are ready-made is alien to his system. So

serious was he about lime that he pointed out that even

mathematical infinites cannot be completed for it will

require an infinite time for doing so.

"To suppose that the infinitely great must be completed
is to eliminate Time from its nature; jpst as to suppose
that the infinitely small is an indivisible self-subsistent
entity or infinitesimal is to eliminate Time from its
nature" (4).

With far It.ss justification we can hold that Alexander ever

meant that the would-be future higher emergenta are ready-

made. Thus, idr, Tenney correctly wrote that*

"Alexander maintains that the future does not exist, but
will exist only in the future. Past histoby has
been and is real, present history -is just now real,
future history is not real at all until time brings it
forth" (I

Only here Alexander v»ould say that the future is real as

future but it is not actual. Thus, against Dr. Stiernotte

we conclude that Alexander was never ambiguous about the

T. The iiom&uce 01 ilmergence, In STelilna lJ f'iiJLLOoOPlIICAL
BATLhvALlSp. p. 14. * The same thing has been stated by
itr. Grace Smith: -"The reality of the future is likewise
continuous with the present; but its existence is 'not yet'
just as that of the past is 'no longer* (Studies in
Philosophical Naturalism P. jj?)
3.STD 11. P*ib4. 4. SID 11. P.y6j>
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historicity of events.

DR. STlAuhOgTil'S uidfnnxiufxxU'j-oit On AinuJu.DhK'g DhlgY:

Share is little doubt that Alexander*s theology is

full of ticxlish points of its own, but they must not be

multiplied by arbitrary interpretation. According to

Dr. Stiernotte, deity and nisus are two creative agencies

in the theology 01 Alexander, All qualitative emergents

are fragmentations of deity. He calls deity a 'lake* or

'resex-volr of yet higher phases in the future'. His full

statement on this point runs as follows:

"As higher qualities than mind are fragmented from deity,
these qualities cease to be 'deity' but belong to finite
empiricula, and deity remains a reservoir of yet higher
phases in the future, We have, however, in
Alexander's system an irreconcilable dualism of creative
agencies." On the one hand, he has asserted that the
ni3us drives the finites forward to higher levels of
existence, a role we have constantly emphasized. On the
other hand, these higher levels are higher qualities
which are presumably fragmented or detached from deity.
Shis dualism gives x*ise to embarrassing questions which
Alexander has nownere clarified in his exposition. Is
deity to be envisaged as a being which gives fragments
of itself for the elevation of existents into higher
•mental' qualities?" (1).

It is difficult to determine the sources from which

Dr. Stiernotte has drawn the conclusion that 'deity is a

creative agency. Deity, as we have seen is neither a

creator nor creative but is a creature. If Br.Stiernotte

could prove his thesis them it would show that Alexander's

system is wholly idealistic, for it is tantamount to

holding that it is the higher which determines the lower.

1. God and Space-Time p. rr/7
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As a matter of fact Van difilealty of Alexander's system

is that he nowhere made the higher react on the lower. This

has made the responsiveness of God so difficult in his .

system. Hence, Bradley, commenting on the reality of

religions experience, put this question:

"Am I wrong in thinking that your general doctrine as
to the non-reaction of the higher stage of development
upon the lower is what stands in your way here?" (1)

Farther, it is not deity hut Space-Time alone which is the

reservoir 01 yet higher phases in the future. As a result

of the nisua deity is a shadowing forth of the future in

the highest emergent so far. Hence, there can he no

question about the fragmentation of deity.

DAISY Aid) HlfUf, ACCu.BlBG TO DR. STI^-A.CTTA;

That higher er orgeats are mere fragmentations of infinite

deity arises from the interpretation of the term 'infinite

deity'. Dr. Stiernotte thinks that infinite deity means that

the successive phases of deity are infinite.

"Alexander does not discuss this point, hut on the basis
of his statements that deity is infinite, we may postulate
that the number of these successive phases is infinite. A
phase of deity is realized in the next empirical quality,
and ceases to he deity. A phase is then finite. The next
phase is then realized; again finite, andthe process
apparently $ocs on ceaselessly", (t)

There is no harm in thinking of an infinite number of

future emergents. Indeed, this follows from the infinity of

the spatio-temporal nature of reality itself. In infinite

1". "F.I.P. p. 66. 2. God and Space-Time p. ob-cp
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time, an infinite number of emergents is "bound to occur,

Then, again, as deity varies with changes in time, so there

will he an infinite phases of unity. Bat from the extrapol¬

ation of Alexander's doctrine one cannot show that the

doctrine of infinite deity is highly speculative.

"It appears that the nisus of the v,orl& is factual, the
creative impulse is actual, while deity in its successive
phases is based on analogy, and the analogy "becomes
highly hypothetical when the successive phases are multi¬
plied indefinitely in order to do justice to Alexander's
assertion that deity is infinite" (i).

Firstly, if we take time seriously and grant that -it is

infinite, then there is nothing too speculative in accepting

the infinite phases of deity. But, then, why should we

interpret 'infinite deity* as'an infinity of successive

phases of existents higher than man'? Dr. Stiernotte does

not give any reasons for his interpretation, "but the passage

to which he gives his interpretation can he thus quoted here.

"We should only have to remember that the world-soul so
conceived is a variable duality, according to the level
for which it is the next in the hierarchy of dualities" (2).

Uo doubt, as we have already seen that deity varies with

the charges in time and the different levels of emergence.

But, how doesjfchis fact throw any light on the interpretat¬
ion of the concept of 'infinite deity*? The term 'infinite

deity* quoted by Dr% Stiernotte in his work on page CO, means

that it is felt as infinite in its ideal condition, before

it is realised. This is clear from the following statement:

77 God and S -ace-Time p. " p. 2. STD 11.' p. '} 6G'
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"Infinite deity then eu. bodies tae conoeption oi' the
infinite world in its straining alter deity
Before there was mind tiie universe was straining
towards infinite mind" (1).

God is forever straining to realise the infinite deity

"but never attains it, for the ideal when realised ceases

to "be infinite deity (u).

Henoe, we conclude that 'infinite deity* need not be

explained in terns or an infinite series of successive

phases of exists; ts higher than man. And if we do not

interpret the concept of infinite deity in terms of

infinite aeries, then the view diat the •±ualitative emergents

are fragmentations of deity becomes unnecessary. Then, again,

if deity is not explained as a 'series', then it cease3 to

be a creative agency or a reservoir of successive emergents

higher than man. further, tae supposed difficulty of two

creative agencies oc principles also disappears. Hence, the

difficulties, to which Dr. Stiernotte refers, are not the

difficulties of Alexander's theology. !£hey arise from the

arbitrary interpretation 01 Dr. Gtiernotte himself.
• »

Then, again, Dr. Btiernotte advises us to discard

entirely the conception ox deity as (future and to replace it

by the conception of nisus, as creative impulse (I). The

result would be that the wnole world will be considered as

merely creative and the 'process-philosophy' of Alexander

would coincide with the elan vital of Bergson. But this is

1 . BTD 11. p. j(>5. 2. BID 11. pp. p6^,>6t "
1 .• Gp. Cit. P. 2b0.
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self- creative impulse (2). Hence, the doctrine of 'infra-

pantheism* to which Dr. Stiernotue refers (p) is not a
»

necessary emendation, fn this connection Dr. Stieruotte

writes:

"hot only is God creative ox deity, but if our
interpretation of the identity of the body of God and
the Space-Time matrix inclusive of the finites is correct,
then God is creator and not merely oreatui-6. God as
identioul with Space-Time and its emergents is a substan¬
tive concept of God, while deity as identified with a
portion of Space-Time and as a quality would appear to be
an adjectival conception of God" (4).

This emendation has been brought to replace the 'forward

view' of God by the traditional 'backward view* of Him.

It may be a legitimate point of view but this cannot be

supported uy the system of Alexander. That system is

based on 'forward view* and does not admit of any compromise

on this point. Then, again, deity is an ideal quality in
*

embryo, but to call it 'adjectival' is not xuite correct,

for it would tend to be interpreted as an appearance of an

Absolute ueality. Of course, 3.ace-Time is absolute, but
*

its divinity lies in its deity. Deity therefore, cannot be

discarded, if we discard deity, then it would mean that

there is nothing worshipful in the whole of Space-Time

matrix. This leads to the next consequence of discarding

deity.

2. On Taking Time Seriously p. 1,5-16; Jf.L.X. p. p^-S'/O;
• STD 11. P. 41J. - ...

j>. Op. Git. pp.
4.- Op.- Git.' p. '1i>
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If we discard the concept of deity, then human beings

will be left with the impulse of religious emotion alone

and their religious sentiment will have no object. Thus,

religion will be based on a subjective impulse only and

any object of worship will be merely a fancy or a figment

of imagination. Besides, this would lead to the modific¬

ation or the fundamental theory of Alexander that correspond¬

ing to eveiy mental act there is an appropriate object. But,

perhaps Dr. Stiernotce would suggest that the object of

religious consciousness will remain and that would be the

Space-Time matrix inclusive of all finites. But *»ould that

be sufficient for x'eli^ious purpose? The discarding of

deity is tantamount to the rejection ox the whole of

Alexander's theology, anb this goes beyond the mere emendation

of Alexander's theology. Again, if Space-Time matrix inclu¬

sive of all Unites be the Creator G-od, then, how does Dr.

Stiei'notte escape from the charge of anthropomorphism which

he levels against the God of Alexander? But, first of all,
we h; ve to explain this alleged blemish in the theology of

Alexander.

IS AnBxAnlinu«B TlInUruGY AuTiiftUrUMUttjftilC?

Alexander regarded the relationship of Mind-body as

the universal pattern ox all empirical and a-priori existents.

Space-Time shows this pattern in its being as much as does

G-od. If there are gods then they are also patterned on the



3ame universal fox-mula. jiiven if infinite God, if He "be

actual, must be spatio-temporal and at the same time will

be grounded on the universal formula of mind-body relation¬

ship. Thus, the universe with ail its finitea ia said to
0

form the 'body1 of God and deity is His 'mind*. As a matter

of fact> Alexander could not believe in the immortality of

souls, for he could not accept the theory of souls without

a body (U • This is very similar to the predominantly

accented belief of the Indian thinkers that even the gods

have subtle bodies. The famous Indian theist Hamanuja even

believes that in God there are both the elements of matter

and consciousness. How because of this element of 'body*

in God, Dr. Stiernotte thinks that the theology of Alexander
#

suffers from the fallacy of anthropomorphism (2). He there¬

fore, approves the following statement of Bertooci's

criticism:

"Here we see a good example of the kind of anthropomorphism
to be avoided. To say that a human person oould not
exist without-his nervous system, muscles,bone, and skin
is in no way proof that God too has a body. Indeed, the
historic contention is that absence of bodily form constit¬
utes a mavior difference between the divine Person and the
human" (1 ) •

* 0

Dr. Stiernotte himself comes to the following conclusion;
0

"Our conclusion of the whole question of the 'body* and
the 'mind* of God, is first, that the expression *body of
God' is too anthropomorphic for any system of metaphysics,
such as Alexander's, whioh claims to be enlightened, and
secondly, that the'mind of God' as deity is not sufficiently

r. STD 11. pp. >6o,4o. 2. Op.Cit. pp. 2^,0*/,244
1quoted-on p. of*'God and Space-Time*.
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clarified. when clarified we find that knowledge is not
possessed "by deity, but by the minds which are assumed to
emerge in lime" (2).

Bat the above charge of anthropomorphism does not seem to

be Justified. Firstly, the term *anthropomorphism* is
0

really a term of abuse and does not mean anything fuite

definite. Farther, to go beyond everything human is impossible.

As a matter of fact Alexander tried to go beyond mind or

spirit and values, and as a result 01 this effort orx his

part his deity become unknowable. Instead of becoming

anthropomorphic he tried to de-anthropomorphise his theology.

His deity transcends all taut is beat in human mind and thus

he dedicated his altar to the unknown God (5). But Dr.

Btiernotte has ignored this de-anthropomorphism in the

theology of Alexander, by sayinw that * the mind of God' or

deity is not clarified. But the distinctive feature of God

is His deity or *mind* an! not His *body* and if we have to

prove the charge of anthropomorphism, then we should show

that deity is anthropomorphic. This has not been proved
0

and therefore the charge is not valid and as a matter of

fact cannot be substantiated.

However, God with an actual deity is not infinite but

merely finite, that is, there can be actual gods but there

cannot be actually infinite God with realised deity. In

relation to gods there can be no real charge of anthropo-

2. Op. uit. p. e44.
p.- STB 11.-pp.- 547.'54&.34?,556,577

0 0
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morphism for they cannot be an/thing else besides being

supermen. But when Bertooci brings the charge of anthrop¬

omorphism, he must be referring to the conception of an

Infinite God, for the historic conception regards the

Infinite God as spiritual. However, the infinite God with

unrealised deity is not actual but is only an ideal. If so,

then, how oan we say that a Being who is always becoming

and is never is to be human at all?

At this stage it might be contended that whatever be

the conclusion about the •infinite God with deity*, at

least the argument does invest Him with a fbody* and there¬

fore, in principle at least, Alexander's God is anthropo¬

morphic. Here we are reminded of the famous saying about

Plotinus th t he blushed because he had a body, and simil¬

arly, the objectors think thai God will blush because He

has a body. By 'body1 of God we understand that it is the

body-aspect Of the mind-body formula and it doe3 not mean

any specific body v.t all, whether human or animal. The •body'

of God corresponds to the conception of nature nsturata of

Spinoza and nobody has claimed Spinoza's conception to be

anthropomorphic. Dr. Stiernotte himself has pointed out

<puite correctly that the 'body' of Alexander's God includes

the whole of Space-Time, inclusive of all finites, and this

is driven by nisus towards deity. Considered thus, the

conception is wholly pantheistic. Dr. Stiernotte himself
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thinks it so and approves the statement of fcetz in this

connection:

"His (Alexander's) theology is thoroughly pantheistic
and his concept of God is so completely involved in the
texture ox the world that all his efforts to save the
transcendence ox God and to justify theism against
pantheism are in vain" (1).

*

How, if the God of Alexander is pantheistic then He is
al

imperson/and this impersonality of Alexander's God is also

aoeepted "by Dr» Stiemotte (2). If Alexander's God is

impersonal, then co call his theology anthropomorphic is

wholly unjustified. Thus, we conclude that the theology

of Alexander may be very unsatisfactory, but then, it does

not suffer from the fallacy of anthropomorphism.

XAIAD'S CRITICISM 01' ALAAAu^R'S THG1GM* -
■ ■ty ■ - ■ 1 ■ * ■ ifi ■

Alexander's philosophy is a system and a criticism of

it, therefore, should consist either in showing that philosophy

Proper oannot be systematic or that certain vital experiences

which should be included in a complete system have been left

out of that there are theories included in it which are

inconsistent with its other theories or that the principles

of the system are inadequate and so on. One oannot legitim-
»

ately criticise the theology of Alexander from the viewpoint

of another system without showing at the same time its

superiority over the system of Alexander. If one does so then

T, quoted from beta's 'A Hundred Years of British i-hilosophy'
• • on p. u4V-24o of 'God and Space-Time*.
2. op. Git• P. 1JM

0 0 « »
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his criticisms will be external and not internal. The

external criticisms will have only suggestive value, for it

will point out the necessity of probing deeper into the

philosophy of Alexander itself, kost probably the system

of Alexunbr is vulnerable from all these points of view,

but the worst attack on it will consist in showing that

it is inconsistent. Personally, we do not think that
#

Alexander's system is free from the charge of inconsistency,
but this charge has to be shown in relation to certain basic

tenets of Alexander*s philosophy. without going into the

details 01 Alexander's Philosophy we oan sum up the main

tenets oi it in a sentence* «<e can say thai, the philosophy
#

of Alexander is baser on the empirioity of knowledge, the

historicity Of events arranged in a hierarchical order in

which each level is patterned on the universal formula of

mind-body relationship. Mow any oritioism of Alexander's

philosophy which ignores any of these tenets will be called

external and not internal criticism of the system. Mow

Laird (1) has levelled certain criticisms of Alexander's

theism which may appear to be internal criticisms but are

really axternal objections. As Laird was a close associate
»

of Alexander, his criticisms have great weight and are thus

likely to greatly influence the critics of Alexander's

f. Samuel Alexander's Theism H.J. Vol. 140,1^42 pp.
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theology, ho doubt in the exposition of Alexander's theism
0

Laird has put his fingers on certain vei*y important features

of it, but in his criticisms of Alexander's theism he has

been misled by extraneous considerations. He wrote;

'Alexander's doctrine seems to be crammed, if not even to

be ohoked, with several serious difficulties' (i). The

difficulties to which Laird has pointed may be thus explained

and answered.

1. LOT DhlTf BUT hlhUb lo MOxlG wOx&illfffUL;
• * • -

"Most theologians would say that God, whatever else he bef

must at any rate be ultimate if he exists at all. According
m

to Alexander the progressive historicity of things would be

ultimate, the last word in any metaphysics, but God or deity,

that is, the achievement of the next stage above 'mind* in

the ladder of emergence would not be ultimate at all. ......

On the whole the conclusion here would seem to be that the

nisus was more worshipful in the long run than the particular

emergent stage that we call deity, but, no doubt, there may

be a certain ingratitude in complaining of a 'deity that

ex hypothec!.is inoommenaurably higher than the best that

is human" (id).
»

This criticism may be summed Up by saying that deity, being

not ultimate, is not worshipful; and nisus, being ultimate,

is worshipful. However, this criticism will be valid only
0

when we grant that the 'ultimacy* of the object of worship

1. H.J. Yol* 40, ly4Ul >4x P. \$\ 2. Thid.-p.151
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is a raw datum of religious demand. This ia what the

theologians cannot maintain and Alexander would not accept

either. .Further, if we have to worship something ultimate

in the system of Alexander, then it is certainly Space-Time

itself. But Space-Time is not deity beoadae it calls

forth mathematical intuition and not the religious emotion

in us (1). Deity, acoo ding to Alexander, is the divine

element (a), the numinous feature ox the universe O), and

we cannot hut worship it. Anything that is worshipful is

deity. The pregnant sentence of Alexander is:

"Religion is not the sentiment which is directed upon
God; but God is that upon which the religious sentiment
is directed" (4).

»

If so, then the 'nisus' is not worshipful, for the religious

sentiment is not directed upon it. But probably Laird would

say that we 'ought* to worship, even if we do not worship

the nisus. however, according to Alexander, the religious
*

sentiment is iuite simple like an appetite or instinct (jj)

and thus it is the nature of 'is' and not of the nature of

'ought*. We && worship and cannot but help worship and the
0

Question oi 'ought* does not arise. We will refer to this

point again in connection with the fifth criticism of Laird.

Then, again, is deity as ephemeral or transient as

Laird supposes it to be? In general deity as an ideal,

looming ahead of the highest emergent at any' time is as

ultimate as the nisus is ultimate. If we accept the progress-

r. BSD 11. P. • 2. On taxing time seriously p. ]}
3.- Six Lectures on Value, Summary p. TKn LloTLL'BR,

• Deo i.'l/po 4. STD 11. p. p4j»
5. SID 11. PP. j>/4,'>576,yj'i' ■
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iveness of the process inherent in Space-Time, then the

shadowing forth of the next emergent higher than the highest

is also there. But certainly there are varying phases of
0

deity, corresponding to the successive levels of existents.

Deity has been different for plants, animals, men and angels

and it varies with the lapse of time (1).

Theoretically, then, deity »a a general ideal is

certainly ultimate, but the specific content of this ideal

has been varying.

However, Laird would emphasize the fact that deity

ceases to be deity as soon as it becomes an accomplishment.

In this sense deity becomes a transient feature. However, we

have already discussed this question of * the successive

phases of deity* in chapter VI. There we have sten that a

specific deity ceases to be deity as soon as it has become

an empirical existent, from the cosmic point of view. From

the viewpoint of the creature, however, for which deity

represents the next otage, it continues to be deity. Thus,

from the practical point of view the deity of man will

always remain deity for him, and it will always usurp his

fancy.

Hence, if the ultimacy of deity be a point of advantage,

then the theology of Alexander does not, luc-k. it.

1 . STD 11% p.ji66
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11. IH3UFF1CILHI jSVlDidUCiS FOR JMiGLLT LADDER ADD THn
* FOooJLbiiii'i'Y OF CQ-FXEKML DE1XY.

Let as come to the second difficulty with which, according

to Laird, the theology of Alexander is crammed and choked.

Here we have to *uote in fall the objection of Laird for it

is not easy to interpret his meaning:

"Alexander's metaphysics of the historicity of things is

oonstracted on the principle that we do know that Space-

Time came first in a non-material condition, that

materiality supervened upon it universally, that sporadic

vitality, and, later, a still more ciroainscrihed mentality

supervened in the same way, and that the cosmos could have

no room for 'angels' or for 'gods' until it had evolved

through all the stages. I would suggest thai, we don't

know anything of the kind, and have unite insufficient

reasons for Inferring it from the highly conjectural evidence

that we may have concerning the origin of human minds on this

planet. Let there he hierarchy of levels of existence vdth
0

the angelic or divine incommensurably above the human and

mental. Let it also be granted that in a small corner of

the universe, via. in this planet, minds turned up rather

late, what right have we to infer thut superhuman levels

may not have been established aeons before life appeared on

this planet? Since Alexander's conception of the historicity

of things implies progress as well as process, we should have



"to say, I suppose, that deity could not be co-eternal with

the world, or at any rate that some high level of existence

(perhaps a level roach higher than mere deity) could not come

first* But li' process and not progress is all that Alexander
0

has proved (and X do not think he proved more), then divine

process, or a process still higher, might very well be co-

eternal with the universe. That is what many people believe

who believe in God's 'eternity* and afeo in the 'redemption*

of the human race. Credible or not, the conception implies
#

no inconsistency" (1).
0

The exact interpretation of this long passage is rather

difficult, but this is connected with the earlier passages

of pages i4p-l5U. how Laird rightly pointed out that the
- ■«> *

progressivenesa oi the process 'is essential, indeed

quintessential*, for Alexander (2). But he has also told us

that the emergent evolution of Alexander* is based on * quite

insufficient reasons* and 'highly conjectural evidence*. The

ground for saying so is that the emergent evolution is based

on the acceptance of spatio-temporal continuity and qualitative

discontinuities in the various emergents, namely, matter, life

and mind. But the question is, are matter, life and mind
*

really different in kind from one another? Bow, Laird,

following the arguments and conclusions of Sir Charles

Sherrington ( in MAfl OB EXS BATUBJS) came to the conclusion

that it is doubtful whether we oan hold that life differs in

E.jTlfolY 40, i >4 5-42 . f>i/7~15 \-\ 5*
2r Ibid. P. -i4?

0 0 0.
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kind from matter and that mind differs in kind from life.

Thus, because there are no qualitative discontinuities

between matter, life and mind, the theory of emergence which

is based on such discontinuities is also doubtful.

We do not know whether many biologists would agree

with what Laird and Sherrington state about the absence of

any qualitative difference between matter and life, This

is a question for the experts to decide. Any philosophy
*

which is wedded too much to specific conclusions of

particular sciences lias to face the difficulty consequent

on the changes in those conclusions. Alexander'b philosophy
0

being based on the specific conclusions of particular science

will always remain exposed to such dangers. But we feel

that the difference between mutter, life and mind is not

onjcy one of degree but is really one of kind. This view i3

shared by Lloyd morgan, Bmuts and others. We have no reason

to doubt that a new kind of relatedneas does supervene over

physico-chemical processes when they are found in a living

being. Again, if there is any truth in the psycho-analytioa

cure of neurotic disorders, then we have to accept the fact

thet the physiological processes in human beings are

directed by processes which are not merely vital. But after

all, what Laird and Sherrington have said about the absence

of any qualitative difference between matter, life and mind

might be correct. .Nevertheless, Alexander's emergent ladder

was baaed on the evidence of the biological researches of his



time, specially those of Driesch and Haldane. Therefore, hit-
acceptance of the emergent ladder cannot be called conject¬

ural or too speculative.
#

We do not know whether we are correctly interpreting

the second part of the objection raised by Laird. Probably

he meant that there might be several processes or ladders.

The hierarchy of matter-life-mind-gods forms one process

and there might be several processes of this type. For

example, there might be <i.aite a different process with the

hierarchy of angels-Jovian gods-Promethean gods, how this

tatter process might have been there aeons before Alexander* s

ladder started on this planet, hay, in this process instead
0

of Space-Time being the base, the angels or the gods may be

the matrix. Then, again, by * deity' is meant for Laird

'the rung in the ladder immediately above mind* (1). If so,

then a higher process or deity might be very well oo-eternal

with the universe, for deity becomes the very starting-point

of the universe in this supposed process. Thus, instead of

believing with Alexander that deity is ahead of us, it will,

according to Laird's emendation, rt-ally be co-eternal with
our universe, how, if this be the interpretation of the

second part of the objection of Laird, then we have reason

to believe that the emeMation proposed by Laird does not

cram Alexander's theology at all. We are not iuite sure

what Laird meant by 'co-eternal*, but probably he means

T. Up. Cit. p. ~
0 0 0 0
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that God, being present from the very beginning of the

universe, is co-eternal and peuvasive with it. If it is 30,

then, according to Laird, it »is what many people believe

who "believe in God's 'eternity'". We will now tx*y to

ascertain whether the proposed difficulty, pointed out by

Laird, is a real difficulty in Alexander's theology.

Laird, at the end of the above quotation, points out

that his 'conception implies no inconsistency'. But

inconsistency with what? It is certainly not"inconsistent

with the view th-.-t there may be various processes haying

different matrices or ladders in the cosmic drama. But

such a view is not supported by any empirical evidence and

the empiricity of knowledge is a fundamental tenet of

Alexander's philosophy, and so it is inconsistent with

Alexander's view of things,
0

Purther, Laird has pointed out that Alexander has

proved 'process and not progress'. We think that Alexander
0

has tried to prove 'progressive process' and not simply
' process', Laird himself wrote;

0

"'The restlessness ox Time* is one of Alexander's
descriptive phrases, but he was careful, indeed
sedulous, to repeat that 'restlessness' was not enough
for historicity, i.e. for cosmic metaphysical evolution.
The restlessness assumed a determined direction",(1)

Personally, we agree that Alexander has not succeeded in

proving the progressiveneas of the process of the universe.

But that ia sprite a different thing. What is important to

note is that Alexander's theology is based on the doctrine

of a qisus and this is I.. . process as well as progress.

V. Op. Cit. P.
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Hence, we cannot propose any ladder in the name of

Process and say that it is ioonoistent with Alexander's

view.

Laird proposed his emendation ox' a different ladder

for, according to him, Alexander proved 'process and not

progress'. We do not agree with Laird's conclusion.

Alexander observed matter, life and mind, emerging from

Space-Time and from this observation came to the conclusion

that there is a ladder-like process in the universe. Laird

regarded this conclusion of the ladder-like process in the

universe as aa extremely hazardous and unnecessary.(23

But, Laird himself has gone beyond 'process' in his

emendation. He proposed:
*

"Let there be a hierarchy 01 Levels of existence with
the angelic or divine incommensurably above the human
and mental" (1).

-» #

Thus, he supposed a progressive process with different

specific levels, which, according to his own admission, is

a hazardous conjecture. Besides, his type of ladder has no
»

empirical basis and is certainly inconsistent with Alexander.,

specific ladder, the ihatrix of which is Space-Time.

However, even this emendation will not help the matter

much. The important question remains, do we know such a

dtJity who is co-eternal with the universe, or do we not?

This will require a different kind of the theory of knowledge

2. Op. Cit. P. 150
1 .' Op.' Git. p.' (51-152 (itai.ics ours)



and therefore, with this emendation it will require also

a corresponding emended epistemology. Hence, we conclude

that Alexander's theology precludes the possibility of any

•co-eternal deity* and therefore the supposed difficulty

of 'co-eternal deity' is artificial and does not choke the

theology of Alexander,

Of fjourse, there is a difficulty, with reference to

the doctrine of the * successive phases of deity*, to which

we have already made reference. According to one

interpretation which v»e have followed, Alexander's view

of deity allows greater probability for polytheism than

for monotheism. And yet any system ox theology should.

according to this interpretation, Alexander's theology does

not do full justice to the consciousness of higher religions.

But, this objection is iuite a different thing and this does

not lend any support to the doctrine of 'co-eternal deity'

ox Laird.
0

in. ICHE FIMUDE OF ACTUAL DEITY;- From the nature of

Laird's second objection to Alexander's theology, it is

clear that Laird did not favour the doctrine of 'finite

deity*. He wanted to have an. eternal and infinite deity,
0

and therefore, he criticised Alexander's view of finite

deity:

prove the reality of monotheism
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"Alexander' s repeated statements that actu.al 'deity*
would have to be finite may be rather too confident.
In a way it was a consequence of his system, ......
Here, however, one may wonder whether, as so often,
the system may not have manufactured difficulties
which, without it, would not exist" (i).

we think that it is unneoeasai-y to discuss the nature of

'actual deity1, for according to Alexander, it can never

be actual and always remains an ideal. As soon as it

becomes aotual a higher phase of deity looms ahead of it.

God is always straining towards the realising of ideal

deity but never succeeds in doing so. This meaning of
»

deity is quite plain to Alexander's theology and the

statement about the 'finite deity' really refers to the

higher emergent which haw become actual (1). Unfortunately,
0

Alexander w;.s not very careful in the use of terms like

•deity* and*god*. Sometimes he used the term 'God' where

the real reference is to 'deity', and at times used the

term 'deity* when he meant angels or gods (2). Laird,

therefore, interpreted 'deity' as 'the name for the rung in

the ladder immediately above mind' (p), and failed to see

that an aotual deity, from the viewpoint of cosmi<3 develop¬

ment, ceases to be deity. Then, again, Alexander did not

maintain tha Xinitude of gods or angels or 'actualised deity'

without giving reasons for it. we have already outlined the

reasons on the basis of whioh Alexander concluded that

'infinite deity* cannot be aotual. Therefore, it cannot be
0

said that Alexanders view of the finitude of actual 'deity*

is rather too confident.

1*. Gp. Cit. p. 152. 1. See para 2-3 of p. of4 STD 11.
Z* See std'll* p. >65,'>b4. The supersession d>s not by a
higher 'God* but *a higher •'deity' • j5.Gp.Cit. P.1^0
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But most probably oar iu&rrel is purely verbal, for

Laird is pointing out. the possibility of infinite gods or

angels. However, this cannot be maintained, for a
*

plurality of 'infinite' gods is not a Self-consistent notion.

If there be more than one infinite being then they will

limit each other ^nd as such will cease to be infinite. 2he

statement of Laird appears to us very obscure, rrobably

Laird means that the rung of the ladder, immediately above

man, may be infinite and he gives the following reasons for

holding this:

"So far as I can see the proof of the finitude of {actual?
•deity* rests upon the finitude of the theatre (i.e. of
the human body) in whioh the mental rung of the ladder
of historicity invariably emerges from the merely vital
rung. If bodily contours be held to be irrelevant,
anything in the world may be supposed". (1).

Of course, if one takes away the very premises on which a

certain conclusion is based, then any other conclusion or

statement can be made. But can we declare the bodily

contours to be irrelevant from the viewpoint of Alexander's

philosophy? We think that we cannot do so without

rejecting it wholesale. However, even if we discard the
*

bodily contour as irrelevant, the emendation of Laird becomes

highly phantastio. His emendation is this;
" if we thought of deity as 'carried' not by a
part of a mind that is 'carried' by a brain (let us say(
in some rapport between minds) what sort of life-line
or what sort of mind-line would be left to cling to?
Such a rapport might be btween our minds (or the minds
of tije elect among us) and the minds of Martians and
Saturnians. It might be a rapport between our minds
and their stars, or more generally, a cosmic rapport
that had nothing to do with the finite boundaries "oT
living bodies and of living body-minds" (2)
T. Op. Oil. p. 1^2 2. Op. Git. p. 1^2

* * ' • » * 00
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To begin with Alexander has siaite definitely ruled out the

possibility Of God 'as a society of minds', for he said,
that nothing can be gained from the current metaphors of

the mind of a state or crown (I). Therefore, this emend-
#

ation of Laird ie luite inconsistent with the theology of

Alexander, Here we agree with Dr. Stiei'notle1 s criticism
0 *

of Laird's suggestions

"We do not see what Laird gains through these extravagant
suppositions or the nature of finite gods and angels,
which suppositions become increasingly grotesque rather
than philosophically enlightening" (2).

Hence, we conclude that on the basis of AlexanderJa

philosophy, there xs no possibility of tux actually infinite

deity and the possibility of an infinite mind as a rapport

between human, martian and Saturnian minds and their 'stors*

is too speculative to serve as a difficulty for Alexander's

theology.
0

IV. TJ-iiii t.-irULn wUxvLD As THL «LQDX« Ur pniTY;.. With reference
. - 11 ' " ""the ' 1 ■ 1 •' 1 "

to the universal formula of/mind-body relationship, the

whole of Space-Time inclusive of all Unites is the body

of God and deity is His 'mind*. How Laird objects to the

use of the term 'the whole v.orld' which tends towards deity.

For him not the whole world but only a portion 01 the

universe really will be straining towards deity. Dr.

Stiernotte thinxs that this objection of Laird is cogent (3).

In order that we may not be accused of miainteri-retation

t , STD 11. P. 331 . 2. God and StAoe-Time P. 2 6c ~"
Ibid. P. 261

• 00
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we are <iuoting in fall the relevant portion of Laird's

criticism:

"Accordingly we have to say that even if there is a
legitimate sense in which 'the > hole world' is 'the
"body' of the minds that exist, it is not the usual
sense. In the usual sense of language the body of my
mind is a watery colloid substance of small dimensions
and of very moderate powers. In terms of Alexandrian
canons 'the whole world' with its universal nisus is
only the Urleib and not the Leib of any mind, its
remote and not the proximate body. Similarly, 'the
whole world* could only be the remote and not the
proximate body of emergent deity, »»»,." {(1
We do not see the point of criticism. In a way, Alexander

woula accept the whole statement. 'The world* is said to

strain towards deity in its ideal form and not towards 'the

emergent or actual deity'. As soon as the ideal deity has

become actual it ceases to be infinite and ceases to have

the whole world fot Its 'body*. Certainly, the gods or
0

angels are not going to have the whole world as their 'body*.

Laira did not. carefully distinguish the two notions of deity

as actual and deity as ideal. In his criticism number 111,
0

he took the actual deity to be finite and now here he takes

it to be infinite. But he must have known that the emergent

deity is an actual deity, which i3 really no deity at all,
and such a deity has not the whole world for its helb.

But even in the case of deity in its ideal form, there

is some implicit distinction of proximate and remote bodies.

1. Op. Cit. p. 133
m 0 0 0
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The deity of man depends mox-e on him than on other lower

levels and Alexander did recognise this:

"Bow in so fur as God owes his Doing to preceding history-
he is himself dependent on finite beings and. in particalar
man" (1).

<•

But, probably the objection is that * the whole world*

is the body of ideal deity, when it becomes actual, then

we have to suppose that this body becomes scattered into

bits, as Dr. Stiernotte tries to point out. This difileulty

of the * shrinkage theory* is attributed to Alexander*s

theology. Dr. Stiernotte therefore quotes this criticism of

Dawes Hicks;

"Why should God be conceived as the whole world possessing
deity? If deity be un empirical quality, as is mind or
life or colour, is there more reason why the v.orld should
be the body of God than that it should be the body of any
one of these qualities? Are we, indeed, to suppose that the
whole world is the body (say) of mind prior to mind's
emergence, but that when it does emerge its body shrinks
into a very insignificant portion of that world? (p)

Alexander has made a distinction between God and gods. By

God he understood the infinite God and if such a God has

body then it cannot but be infinite, that is, the whole

world. Hence, it is not a valid objection to maintain

that God cannot have the whole world for His body. Further,

we fear that Dawes Hicks has not correctly Interpreted the

term * empirical *• In the sense of Alexander's use 'empirical'

does not mean 'actual or existent*. This term has been used

T. On taxing time seriously p. 'ij? (Italics our3)
Zt H.J. JUUL, P.
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by Alexander to distinguish the *empirical* from the *a.»priori1

or all-pervasive feature of the world. Certainly for being
a non-pervasive or non-categorlal quality, deity has no reason

to have the whole world as its body. But deity proper is an

ideal and as an ideal it remains infinite, and as an infinite

'mind* oi God it presupposes an * infinite body* or the whole

world. Thus, the first part of Dawes Hicks*s criticism is
#

pointless, and let us therefore turn to the other difficulty

which is supposed to -rise from the * shrinkage theory*. But

before we -reply to it, let us explain Alexander * a meaning of

the sentence that *the whole world tends to deity*.

By Sthe ..hole universe or world* is meant the whole of

Space-Dime with its hierarchy of finite levels. In this

hierarchy, the higher level is sustained by all the lower

levels. She deity of man is sustained by mind, life and

matter; and mind, in turn, is sustained by life and matter.

The same thing holds of life and matter. In this broad sense,

even mind is sustained by the whole world* And, if there are

gods, then they are sustained by all the lower levels, but

the lower levels are not sustained by the higher, This is

the complaint of Bradley. If it be so, then deity, being

higher t-h.n the highest emergent so far, is sustained by the

whole world. This interpretation is based on the following

statement of Alexander*
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Moreover the nisus of the whole is shared at any moment
by everything with it,-——Life has b^en evolved and has
been embodied in finite living things; and mind in
sentient things. The nisus would seem to have clone its
woric so far as the attainment of life or mind is concerned.
Yet still material and living things are caught in the
nisas. in virtue of which they sustain the level above their,
and without which that level would disappear, and things
would shrink back to a lower stage" (1).

0

If this is so, then the highest emergent is supported and

sustained by all the lower levels a-..d this is the moaning

of the statement that the whole world atrains or tends

towards deity, when mind has become an emergent existent,
»

even then this straining of the whole world, inclusive of

levels lower than mind, will continue, but its body »>ill

become finite, it is to this we trust that Laird, 'in the

previous criticism was objecting. He was arguing for an
*

infinite emergent deity. Thus, we find that there is nothing

by way of Laird's distinction between Urielb and Leib which

really chokes the system of Alexander. There is no difficulty

in holding thai the whole world strains towards deity in

embryo. But as soon as it becomes actual, then in a general

way, even this highest emergent will be sustained by the

whole world. However, as a ^articular in tanoe of any

empirical existent it will have only a limited 'body', as is

the case with our individual minds. However, at this stage

Dawes nicks has raised, the following objection:

1. Spinoaa and Time Jf.L.i, p. 381
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"Are we, Indeed, to suppose that the whole world is
the body (say) of mind prior to mind's emergence, hat
that when it does emerge its body shrinks into a very
insignificant portion of that world? And if so, why-
does the fact of emergence male so tremendous «.
difference? Assuming that the whole ..orld had at one
time a liisus towards the birth of mind, it is surely-
arbitrary to assert that it loses such nisus as soon
as a certain number of mental lives appear upon the
scene" (1).

When mind was an ideal deity Of 'life' then Alexander

would hold, that not only life but the whole world was

struggling and straining to bring it about. .Even now the

nisus, to bring forth mind, continues in life. When mind

became actual, then there was certainly a shrinkage, but

the better term would be 'scatter', which Laird has used.

But what does 'shrinkage' mean? It does not mean that the

whole inxinite world at once becomes an infinitesimal 'body.

There is 'shrinkage* due to a spiral rise in the evolutionary

hierarchy. The broad base of Space-Time narrows and shrinks

as the ladder tapers high.

hot the ..hole of Space-Time has become matter and not

the whole ox matter has bee axe life, and not the whole of

life has become mind. Similarly, the whole of mind will not

be gods or angels. There is shrinkage only in this sense,

But when the ideal deity becomes actuul, then it becomes

scattered into the multiplicity of finite beinga. how that

an emergent deity scatters into a multiplicity of finite

beings is a fact, and therefore, Alexander would advise us

to acce-t this with 'natural piety*, however, in addition to

1. H.J. I>>2U-21 P. $o\
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this, Alexander has also given his reason as to why a

iuulitied being oannot be infinite and we have already

referred to it. Thus there is nothing in the argument of
0

Dawes Hioka either, which crams or choices the theology of

Alexau der.

lastly, the nisus does not cease to sustain the

emergent deity when it becomes actual. Hence, it is incorr¬

ect to hold with Dawes Hicics that at one time the whole world

had a nisus towards mind unci this riisus has ceased as soon ae

a certain number of mental lives appear on the scene.

V. There is one more criticism raised by laird. We considei
0 0

that in substance this ia a real difficulty of Alexander and

we will make use of it in our own criticism of Alexander*s

theology. But there is one element of it which we considei
0

to be a misapprehension, which laird shares with Prof. Broad,

we find that Alexander lias not really explained to us

the tei*ms 'higher* and 'lower* and yet he has made freiuent

use of them, in his letter to Miss Hilda Oakeley, he
0

implied that the 'higher and lower* should be explained in

terms of the emergent ladder. Following the order of the

emergent ladder we can say that mind is higher than life,

and life is higher then matter. Further, we find that the

difference between matter, life and mind is one of increasin,

complexity. Deity, then, is simply more complex than mind.
0

In this context laird has put the following question;
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"If so, one can surely ask whether mind is higher than
mere vegetative life solely or principally because of
its more efficient complexity, and more generally why
we should worship efficient complexity if it excels
mind and mental values in kind? As it seems to me one

might decline to worship efficient complexity with at
least as good reason as Alexander had for declining to
worship truth or beauty or righteousness, (1).

We agree with Laird in holding that the distinction of higher

and lower cannot be one of mere complexity. If it were so,

it would amount to the reduction of uuality to ■ju.antity and

Alexander's own assertion that matter, life and mind differ

in kind will become meaningless. But we object to the second
*

part Of the question put by Laird. If we keep close to the

theology of Alexander, then, can we say that we can decline

to worship deity? The same kind of question was raised by

Prof. Broad in the following sentence*

"He (Alexander) seems to hold (a) that S-T will always
go on producing higher and higher complexes with new
and more wonderful qualities, and (b} that we ought to
regard these new qualities with something of the love
and reverence which r^ligioas persons feel for their
God" (U •

But the fact is that according to Alexander, the religious

sentiment is of the nature of an appetite and therefore, it
is a natural process of the nature of *isf. It is what we do.

We can neither refrain from worshipping what we do worship,

nor can we ask such guestion, *Ought we worship this higher

complexity or not?* We have already referred to this question

in connection with the first criticism of Laird. It is not up

1. Op. Git. p. 199. l. kind l i p. \49
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to men to decide whether he should worship the higher eaapleadtr

or not. We have here only tc observe What he does and what he
*

cannot help doing. Alexander replied to Prof. Broad in the

follow ing way;

*A much core important point: I do not say as Mr, Broad
thinks that we 1 ought' to regard the new qualities produced
"by S-T with religious reverence; but that religious
reverence is the way we do regard such a next higher
(luality no ought but a fact, if rightly described" (1).

Thus, Alexander did not say that we ought not to worship

Truth, Beauty and Goodness, but he said th-t the values do

not arouse religious emotion. It is ones more a Auestion of

fact and he wrote thus in reference to itj

"I can be enthusiastic for beauty or truth, but I have
no worship for them. They excite in me no religious
feeling, "(2)

the

Thus, following/hierarchical ladder of Alexander, we cannot

help worshipping deity, even though it be no more than

merely greater complexity than that of mind.

1. Mind \yd\ p. TTy
• 1. Mind i;,-i P. 428.
Zi THB LlafJiisuSR Dec *JJ• \';7j0 P. ?22 col. 2

• ■ » » •
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According to Alexander, philosophy is a comprehensive

science and its method is wholly empirical and even

analytic to death. We shall discuss whether philosqphy
»

can be called scientific and whether Alexander has clearly

explained the connotation 01 'experience'• However, from

these assumptions, Alexander has deduced his epistemology

and metaphysics, he, following the empirical method, came

to the conclusion that Space-lime is the simplest reality

on which everything must he bused. We shall discuss

whether Space-lime is really concrete, and if so, whether

it can be called the simplest element.

In Alexander's naturalism, Space-lime becomes the

matrix oi all empirical existents, and, by virtue of the

nisus, it generates the hierarchy of empirical existents.
In due course we shall discuss the nature of this nisus

and emergence which form the main pillar of Alexander's

theology. Further, we snail discuss whetner this

kylozoistio account is a bubtle form of materialism. Again,

the empirical existents have not only emerged in a

hierarchical order but they are also put berried on the

universal formula of.the mind-body relationship. We will

see that if the mind-body formula be true, then emergence
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loses its importance, and, if emergence lie true, then the

mind-bocly formula becomes misleading.

Thus, we summarise here the criticisms of the funda¬

mental ©remises and assumptions of Alexander*s philosophy,
and come to the conclusion that it ends in a-cosmicism,

iHILQoU-cliY AJ A CQkriunUnhiYE SOlanCE* - Alexander was

not simply content to fertilise philosophy with the

conclusions of science, hut he vaunted to make philosophy

a scientific study in every respect. Therefore, he took

philosophy to he a science (l)f which differs from all

otner sciences, not in method hut only in haying a compre¬

hensive subject-matter (2). As philosophy, according to

Alexander, is a science, therefore, its method is one of

faithful description of observed or experienced facts

or, as he himself expressed;

"The method of naturalism is the method of impartial
description and analysis, as practised with appropriate
means in the natural sciences" (4)

But, is it right and proper to say that philosophy is a

science and that its method is purely empirical descriptions;

Firstly, a science is a body of laws and principles of

phenomena ox a distinct department of the universe, for the

sake or knowing them for its own sake, in other words, a

science is a dispassionate understanding ox facts. Bo far

1. STB 1. pp. vii,x; ixind i i p. 4lv; xpL.k. p4'/-h.
Elementary ideas in philosophy p* 2;THE Bx2,Axkii Jan,-21 ,1
p. 78} The listener, I)eo.$ I P.?2l.
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as *ethioal neutrality* is concerned, Philosophy proposes

to "be an impartial study of facts, but surely in philosophy,

we not only try to understand facts/ hut we also attempt to

appraise and evaluate them. Facts and values have to he

given efual status in a philosophical account of them.

However, properly speaking science deals with facts and

disregards values (3). Further, a science is oompartmental,
0

for it deals only with a cross-section of reality. Thus,

philosophy being comprehensive, ceases to he a science.

Then, again, in order to he comprehensive, philosophy has

to offer a synoptic world-view and this requires a vision

on the part of the philosopher and Alexander accepts this

necessity of vision in philosophy:

"The great fundamental notions oi philosophers are not
proved, their truth is seen. Froofs are nothing hut
machinery, which helps others to secure the philosophers
vision" (1).

0

This is what Bosan*uet would oall 'penetrative imagination*

(2), and therefore, according to Alexander, the philosopher

uses certain •contrivances for putting his x*eaders into the

right position for seeing* (3}. But, if vision is necessary

for a world-view, then philosophy needs an artist's vision,
and then it ceases to be aa impartial description of facts.

Bo doubt in a scientific discovery, an intuitive grasp of

things is a neceaaax*y factor. But to the extent that a
0

2. The Historicity of Things, p.24.
3.- A metaphysical Sketch p.l; iuind*j/2i P.4^3-1u.
4v P.L.F. p. 3^4. 3.Aohler,-W. *The Place of Value in the

• world 'Of -Facts* f. 26.
t. F.B.P. P. 373
2< History of Aesthetics p. 436;individuality and Value p. 13
3/ Mind I>'l2» Vol. JUl. p*1.

0 0000
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science depends on an intuitive, lightning-like grasp of the

situation, it ceases to be purely scientific.

Thus, from the above considerations, it is clear that

philosophy is not a science, though indirectly it is

penetrated with the scientific data and conclusions. when

philosophy accepts certain conclusions of one or more sciences

then it does so by weighing their importance and relevance

in the wider content oi our total experience, This has been
*

thus expressed by i?rof. Macmurrayj

»» (Philosophy) can undertake the task of estimating
the weight that should be attributed to the c oilelusions
of science in the formation of our general views about the
nature of tne world" (1).

As a matter of fact, philosophy included sciences (2) and

in doing so it goes beyond them. In the words of Kulpe,

the task of philosophy consists in the systematisation of

the separate sciences (3), and as such it, is:

"a supplement and completion ox tiie special sciences-
and that its great ta3k is to move between theory and
practice, experience and hope, reason and feeling,—
weighing probabilities, balancing arguments, reconciling
differences" (4).

0

Mot only .philosophy, going beyond sciences, assumes

the character of an artistic vision, but sciences themselves

are not purely scientific. They themselves rest on .

beliefs which are not proved scientifically, lor example,

science presupposes the value of truth, but, does not deal

with 'value*, it gives only a quantitative view of things

and as such deals with that which can be weighed and

1 The Boundaries of Science p. 27*
2. Macmurra^, J. Ibid. p. 11.- - •
J>4 kulpe 0. 'introduc tion to 'Philosophy* p. i xJ. (hacmillan,

M.Y. 1b?7. •
4. kulpe 0. Ibid. p. 194

0 0 0 0
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measured and can be quantitatively expressed. But,philosophy,

in its comprehensive sw;3.e.p, includes evex-ything, quality as

well as quantity, value as well as facts, and thus cannot

remain entirely within science,
0

»»- (philosophy) is concerned with the business of'
relating science as a whole to the other parts and
aspects Of common human experience, it has to attempt
to integrate science with aspects of experience which
are not scientific, remembering that science itself
depends for its very existence upon natural beliefs
which are riot and cannot be reached by scientific
methods, however much they may be modified or clarified
by the results of scientific investigation" (2)

Alexander's own philosophy is far from being a science.

It is a synoptic world-view, which has been inspired by the

vision of a rising spiral, "a revolving esoalater or band',

'the mind-body relationship* etc.,
0

If philosophy be not a science, then we cannot accept

the further contention of Alexander that its methodology

should be one of analysis and description only. We also

need that synthesis, which rests on a creative insight into

things conceived in their entirety. Since philosophy deals
»

with experience as a whole, evidence for a thing cannot be

based on the Specialised observations peculiar to some

limited field of scientific enquiry (1), For this reason

some thinkers like Dean Inge (2/ and Sheen (3) point out

that even the theory or evolution cannot be used on a oosmid

scale. how, the spix'it of this contention is admirable,

2. Iwacmurray, J, Op, Cit, p, 2o-2?.
1 i teaomuarry, J• -Op. 'Cit. PP,-1 1,2 6, •
2 / G-od and astronoaers p. 1 >3. 3. Religion Without God.p.275,

see also pp. 253-256. •
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yet we may find that some scientific conclusions serve as

clues to the whole reality. Shis is a question which refers

to the value of *metaphor* and •analogy* in philosophical

thinking. But, on the whole the methodology and assumptions
*

of science cannot be simply generalised to become the

touchstone of" philosophical enquiry. Nevertheless, this is

what Alexander has done, partly as a result of his theory

of philosophical method. However, to surrender to this

demand of Alexander is for philosophy to capitulate to

science.*

Alexander*s realistic theory of knowledge is based on

the generalisation ox the revelatory function of knowledge

in science (1). She empirical method of a science demands
0

that we should not trouble ourselves as to how things are

related to our minds (I).
0

But this contention of Alexander, presupposes that the

method of science is the only possible method of knowledge (2).

However, this is simply the dogmatism of scientific totalitar¬

ian! am. »«e agr^e with Prof. Maoffiurray when he says;
0 •

"Science can oov^r the -whole range of phenomena but not
the whole of the possible knowledge about any of it.
— -In other v«ords, there is nothing that science cannot
give us some knowledge about, and there is nothing that
science can give us complete knowledge about" (3).

0

-*■Alexander was fond oi comparing hi3 age witlx that of the
17th century (f.h.f. pp. 3 .,4 ,347-34b ,331 ). Hell, in the
17th century, the -philosophical method was identified with
mathematics and so, Alexander thought that he could, in his
time, identify philosophy with science.
1. SID 1. P. U♦
2.- Van Hall; G. -*The Theory of knowledge of Samuel Alexander*-

'

p. 49.
The Boundaries of science P. 92

0 0
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Thus, the incomplete and partial .knowledge of science cannot

be expected to yield the exclusive method of knowledge in

metaphysics, la other words, philosophy is a critique of

scientific methodology, so far as its general implication is

concerned, and therefore, this function 02 the criticism of

scientific knowledge cannot be justified if a© use the

presupposition or science all the while in doing so (1 J.

She justification and evaluation of the scientific procedure

and knowledge must be based on considerations other than their

own presuppositions, or else, it must be suown that every form

of knowledge can be of the nature of scientific methodology

only. This latter task has not been carried out by Alexander,
to

As/the former contention, hia position comea to this tautology:

"scientific procedure ia valid universally for it is scientific*.

how we have to raise the question concerning the meaning

and nature of •experience1 itself, on which the empirical
foundation 01 the realistic metaphysics has been baaed. She

term •experience* la really very vogue and loose for philos¬

ophical discourse, and therefore the logical positiviats have

defined it in terms of their doctrine of 'verification*.

Jacks and Alexander exchanged five letters during April 6,1^12

and April 1 ylx, concerning the analysis and meaning of the

term 'experience', and yet neither remained satisfied with its

meaning. Alexander himself was aware of the vagueness of the

term and wrote about it thus;

T . iioernle, u.p .A. *Ideuiism and h. outionary naturalism',rAie
honist, p.j?)e,y/d^ihiloaOihy 2o-day p.y.
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"Art is sometimes described as an experience, bat since
everything is in a certain sense an experience, this
description is too vague, for we need to know what kind
of an experience". (1)

0

The laat tnrt o±' tne statement ia important, for Alexander

has used it in answering the charge of loose and ambiguous

use of the term 'experience', in reply to Stoat's objection

(2), Alexander pointed oat that for him 'experience' meant

always 'experience in general* and for him it was always

'immediate' (j»), and he laid down that the sound principle

in its use is 'be aare thut what yoa say you experience is

there in the very form in which yoa describe it' (4).

Alexander has referred to experience in many places for

vouchsafing the reality of various kinds of objects of

knowledge (jj). for this reason, Prof. Kemp Smith, in his
• 0

letter or August \ l>2u, wrote thus to Alexander:

"Yoa almost seem to me, at times, to appeal to 'experience'
as Bacon and Descartes were wont to appeal to 'Revelation'".

The list of the diiferunt kinds of objects and their corres¬

ponding Specific experiences can be thus summarised;

-kinds ox Objects Kinds of Experience.

\. Space-Time and

2.
*

3-

Primary dualities

Matter

Secondary qualities

By intuition through sensation
(SP&ll PP.158,1 5?)

— By sensation of resistance
(STD 11 PP.15b,176)
By special -senses

4. Life

Own self

—- By organic and kinaesthetic
sensations (STD 11.pp.4,170,176/
By fenjoyment'

6. Other selves By 'assurance'

?. Values By 'appreciation'(STD 11.P.242

8. God — By 'religious emotion'.
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Over and above these objects we are said to experience

ourselves as substance, feel the identity of mind with its

underlying neural processes, experience the reality of the

past and future of contemplated objects, and «enjoy* the

past mental processes as past and so on. Alexander himself

has summarised the objects and their corresponding experience

in the following way:

"Thus, in the widest sense of the phrase 'cognition of,
in which it may include the last-named cognition of other
minds, we have cognition of Space-Time and the primary
'<iualities' of matter by intuition of matter by the sense
of resistance, of secondary qualities by the special senses
of life by the organic and kinesthetic senses, of other
minds by assurance which is supplemented by sympathetic
imag ination" (i).

0

But is it cn6u0h to name the different kinds of

experience which are involved in the cognitions of various

kinds of objects? After all, they may bu mere names. They

have to be analysed and their significance has to be determ¬

ined with precision, in several instances viz., the identity

of mind witn its neural ooi*relates and the spatiality of mind

are not given in the ordinary expex'ienoe, and yet they are

said to be give^ in experience, according to Alexander. It

is the defect not only ox his epistemology but of his whole

philosophy, Sometimes he included certain objects as given

in experience which ordinarily will not be so accepted and

at other times he would not a. cept things whion are actually

attested b„ experience. For example, the responsiveness of
*

1. x.A.B. Vol. p7,t/i6-7. P. 117; 3ae also kind i ^23 p.}.
2.- Mind i?22 W.39Q-392. ' ?>< Mind i p.2. 4.Mind 1^ -p,3

Bee BTD 1. p.'l 6^26,126-7,*03,2U7,2?1 ,^6;STB 11.pp.1 56,247
1 -STD 11. p. -17 6-177
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Ood will be said to be attested by religious experience and

yet Alexander would not accept it.

1h.ua we come to the conclusion that philosophy is not

a science and its method is not purely empirical and

descriptive. Alexander himself does not adhere to the

empirical method and very often goes far beyond the testimony

of uncorrupted •experience*.

SPACE -TlAn jiaAliUA. Bein^ empirical and analytic Alexander*?
* 0

philosophy has to find out that from which all empirical

existences can be constructed or rather into which they can

be analysed. In his day two kinds of substances were advanced

to explain all things, namely 'matter* by the materialists,
and 'mind* by the idealists. But 'matter* failed to exixLain

life and mind, and 'mind* failed to explain how matter can be

the product Of 'spirit*. To be sure, physics hdd penetrated

farther into matter, and whitehead had constructed the theory

of 'extensive abstraction* from the conclusion of physics.

But Alexander, though advised by Prof. Broad to adopt this

theory (t), rejected it on the ground that it presupposed and

did no.t explain the major category of 'relation* (2). He,

therefore, wanted to penetrate to something still more

ultimate (j) and this he found in Space-Time entity. Of oours

it would have been much easiex* for Alexander, as Prof .Emmet

suggests (4), and as he himself knew (5), if he had been

prepared to describe S^aoe-lime as the structure of a

1. Kind 1?21 P 50* 2. kind 1^21 P.4I6; SID l.p.viii.
3.- SID 1. P. vii. • 4. Philosophy * 1 / jjo P.2J0f. •

STD 1.' 9* Viif.
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continuum of events rather than as an absolute stuff from

which all things are derived. His theory of * perspectives'

might have been then less exposed to the criticism of

Prof. Broad and Dawes Hicks (1). But then, Alexander could

not have made Space-lime the absolute reality, and his

realistic analysis of the categories and consequently of

epistemology could no. have been carried out. In the long

run it would have meant an overthrow of his whole system,

for in a subtle way the other doctrines of mind-body

relationship, emergence and God are inter-related with

Space-lime as the ultimate matrix.

However, it is one thing to say that Space-Time is

fundamental for Alexander (2), and quite a different thing

to say that it is a defensible portulate of the sjjtstem.

Alexander was quite conscious of the difficulty of maintaining

that there are pure motions without something which moves, and
this has been seised upon by a number of his critics (3). He

himself wrote about it thus*

"1 know that to speak of pure Space-lime is puzzling; and
it is of course a theory to suppose, as 1 do, that material
and all qualitied events are as it were nodosities in
Si/ace-lime" (4).

#

1W Broad C.D. «kindl 1^21 P»3l-32; Dawes Hicks K.J. 1 <'20-21
P.577

2. Mind i >2 I p.4i /•.
JfS Dawes Hicks 'H.J.- !>xo~2i P.577; Morgan L. 'Emergent
Evolution' p.of; Watson J. *The Philosophical Review jQQCLll
1524 P.-41; Stout G.F. 'Mind* \ >40 P. i45* Sheen F.J,'Religion
without God*P.ro6; also *God and Intelligence* p.223. Dean
Inge approves of Sheen's objection in 'God and the
Astronomers* P.i Similar criticisms oi Prof. J.A.Smith and
Bradley have already been noted earlier.
4. Mind 1>21 P.4 I4
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Further, concerning point-inatants, he wrote;

"When 1 attempt to atill it the limit ox a motion, I am
really fumbling with mathematical notions, leaving my
last like an undutifdl cobuler. 1 know that the position
is difficult and perhaps it may be thought to be wanting
in concreteness" (1$.

Finally, in his letter of August 4,i>2u, to Prof* Broad,

he wrote;

"The fact is I have an obstinate belief that the proposition
is true, but X also think it more than possible I have
slipped in the proof. X might have imitated Gauss and other
mathematical swells, -and stated the theorem and left it
unproved. But not being swell enough to be taken on trust
X thought it cowardly not to 0ive reasons, so far as X could".

THE AMBIGUITY Ob HISTORICITY AflL) ABSOLUTISM Ui THE DOCTRlKE
— : : OF g r~ACB» (EES; ~

From the above confession of Alexander it is clear that

Space-Time is not really &&ven in experience and it is only

a philosophical 'simple* ox the philosophers like the various

•elements* o:l the Greek hylosoists. This is the reason why

Alexander regarded Space-Time as & * theory* (2), 'ideal* or

•conceptual* (3), but, then again, as «real« and *given in

experience*. Thus Prof. Emmet points out that a good deal of

confusion is 1'o.aid concerning point-instants. Sometimes they

are treated as real and at other times they are regarded as

ideal (1). The same ambiguity is found about Space-Time as

a whole, it is regarded either as 'stuff* of which things

are composed or as *pure motions'. Hence, in the following

i. Mind~7>u i ~p.4J3 g.Miiiri>ri P.-J14. ~~
3.- STB 1. PP. 217,272; STB 11. P. '3 63.-
\ i Philosophy i yjju p.rpo
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statement, Prof, Bmmet points out that Alexander oscillated

between two views:

"In one view S-T xs something absolute and complete (a kind
oi' substance;, andinfinite whole, distinguishable, it is
true, into point-instants, but in which motion simply means
the redistribution of the temporal co-efficients of spatial
outlines within the whole S-T. In the othe± view Time stands
for what Whitehead calls 1 the advance into novelty1. On the
former view S-T is an absolute stuff of which things are made;
and we can usx whether, like the materialist's matter, this
is not an abstracted concept treated as if it were a substance.
On the latter view we could any that nature is foouscd in
lines ox advance with a history, and at each level of the
process where there is a new emergent quality, this quality
is, as it were, the spearhead of oreative advance at that
stage"(2).

But whichever view we take of Space-Time we fall into

trouble. Can Space-Time be the real -'stuff* of which things
«

are constituted? This has been answered by Kiss Bidden

in the following way:

"He (Alexander) has posited a primal stuff. But no

fenuine infinite can be stuff. Stuff is a definite notion,t is substance, reduced to its lowest term, but still
substance; and Infinite in itself is not substance nor
even stuff" (1).

At most it is a mere metaphor (2). If it is 'stuff, then

really it ceases to be temporal or historical. Although

Space-Time is full of Time, in itself it is timeless, says

Hallett, for it has neither a momentary existence nor a

single duration. It 'comprehends them all' (3).
# »

But, again, can Space-Time as a 'historical* notion

be absolutely real? Ho. since at any moment it is 'gnawing

2. Philosophy l?yo p.222; see also, for an elaborate
discussion of this ambiguity in Alexander's philosophy,
Murphy A.x,, 'Alexander's metaphysie of Space-Time '.THB MOHIST
1027 PP. *227->tj2, and pp.624- 644. See also Grace Smith,
'Studies in PhiloaOnhicul hatuj.alism«p.4U.
1. Alexander' Space, Time and Deity p.47; see also p.42.
2 < Hallett H.F. '.mind' 1?22 P.222. 2%'lbid. P-222

• * 0 . « » *
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into the future*# and so oan never he complete (4). Alexander

himself pointed out that 1infinite Space has no contour, and

is thus no substance* (£)• 'Space-Time exists only in the
0

loose usage of words* (6). It is an infinite "becoming.

"If the universe is timeful, how should it not always "be
occurring? Tnue, time may have neither beginning nor end,
may be an endless string, but the string goes on in
endless motion, like a revolving buid or an escalator" (1).

'The world which is Space-Time never and nowhere came into

existence, for the infinite becoming cannot begin to become'

(2). Hence, Space-Time la of the nature of Bergson's B'lan
0

Vital and then it becomes a creative entity, creating

without any end or purpose, so that all emorgeats, from matter

to deity, are mere accidents. But, according to Alexander,
the empirical existonts are preserved in Space-Time, and this

cannot be if Space-Time be like *a shoreless river without

any source or end*. If space-time be mere Elan Vital, then
*

such an entity cannot guarantee the emergence of deity, nor

can it conserve the emergents once they have been thrown

out of its womb,
0

If Space-Time is not an Elan-Vital Ox a mere revolving

escalator, then can it be a mere 'abstract postulate of

Mathematics' as Boodin understood it to be? (3), Well,

abstract entities can never explain concrete realities. But,

Alexander himself regarded Space-Time as * the lowest expression"

4. Hallett ii.E. AEJLlnRBlTAS p.2^2. 5. STB 1. P.34O
6. STB 1. P. "3yS, ... . .
1 The Historicity of Things p. 11.
2• STB 1. •/. j>$b; STB 11. P.^h.

Cosmic E/olution p. &7
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of the universe (4). Certainly, as iiawes (5} has pointed

out, the Space -Time or Alexander i-> on ultimate reality
4

without any qualities 01 matter, life, mind, value, purpose

or tt-leolo^ioal pxiaclple, and therefore comes to be a

blank entity —'the daz\k niwht of Spinoza*. In this sense,

we empty Space-Time of everything and equate it with the

'thinnest, m03t vacuous and formal aspects' of reality (1),

Thus we conolu.de that, Space-Time can be regarded

either as 'infinite becoming' or as 'the absolute stuff.

If it is an 'absolute becoming*, then it cannot guarantee

the conservation of the new emergent®, much less the

emergence ox deity. Further, this will lead to the absence

of any systematic character in reality, without v.hioh no

rational thinking is possible about it. however, if Space-
*

time be not an infinite 'becoming' but be interpreted as
an 'infinite stuff', then it becomes too thin, abstract s.nd
empty to explain the rich variety oi the universe. Hence,

we find that Space-Time ox Alexander, has two contradictory

strains of Absolutism and historicity. Aaoh taken by itself

is insufficient to explain the whole experience and taken

together they lack the necessary harmony, murphy (2) points

out that in the end absolutism triumphs, but this absolutism

is like that of Opinoza. in the history of philosophy, it

has been observed that philosophy always breaks down in

relation to the dipolar dialectic of world-events. There is

4. SiD 11. p. p4i
5.- Cornell Studies in Philosophy pp. 04-5.
1.- feighton J .A. 'Man and Cosmos* p.h>U; see also p.257*
2.• Murphy A,A.- Op. Cit. p.
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the permanent and the transitory, substantial and accidental,

Being and Becoming and so forth, Alexander always emphas¬

ized the becoming and the temporal, but he knew that it was

onesided view of things, Therefore, he tried to give the
*

form of Substance, Being and Permanence to «Becoming* and

this has made him doubly inconsistent. In itself no purely

temporaliatic account con solve the problem but it is much

worse, if it is going to be clothed in the borrowed garments

of the absolutists. Alexander regarded Space-Time as the

Absolute neality (i), and called it 'the One' (2). As such

it is self-contained, infinite and ail-embracing.

"Within this matrix there may then be progressive types
not so much of reality as of murit or perfection, as a rose
may be more perfect thing th u a stone" (3),

Even in relation to point-instants, he at times treated

points as the unchanging 'eternals', 'joints do not of

course move in the system ox points, but thep change their

time-coefficient* (4)» But ix it be so, then, says Dawes

Hiokas

"one vainly seeks to learn how point-instants, whos^e
points do not move in the system of points, are connived
to guarantee, when in some way they cohere together in
groups, existents (electrons, utoms, things etc.,) whose
points do move in the system of points, and which
successively 'occupy* difiererrt space-times" (3).

*

This brings us to another fundamental feature of Space-Time,

1. STD 1. P. JJ46; STB 11. P. 363. iT STB 1. PP. 43
3/ STB 1.* Po47. 4.STB 1. p. 61; also p. 63 *
3.- Dawes'Hicks 0, H.J. XIX, -1 /2U-21 P. 37b; also Inge W.R,

• 'God and Astronomers' p. Ill
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of

Tliis feature i,/niaus and emergence which ia possessed by

Space-Time us u whole. Once Spue©-Time is taken to be an

evolving matrix it ceases to bo a scientific doctrine and

becom,s synonymous with the itlun Vital of rerg., on of the

natura natur&ns of Spinosa (1). This is the predominant

notion or Space-Time and we Lave to see how far Space-Time

as Latum naturuna can solve the riddles of our total

experience.

For Alexander, Space-Time is progressive notion. This

progresaiveness oi the process is called 'nisus»(*■}, He

never seriously questioned the reality of the progressive-

ne&& of the nisua. It remained with hin an article of

faith which he shared with the men of the l^th century, —
a century which has been called *a peculiar period of

hope* (2)« in MOKAx. GaDER ALL PaOGRESS (lob?), he thought

that the general progress in morals will continue and this

will not be lineal but spiral (1). liven in BEAUTY Aid) OTHER

FORMS OF VALUE (1), he maintained that goodness will

count in the end (2)* this reason the'gloomy Dean* wrote?

"For consider how the doctrine of Progress, the supposed
Law of progress, inevitable, endless,continually increasing
and advancing Progress, was the lay creed of men of science,
philosophers, sociologists and historians, during the whole
of the last century" (j>).

1, Gunn J&. 'The Problem of Time* p.gj>7; also Inge h.E., OpVCit.
p*U2, ^ The belief in progress has been present in Alexander
from the very beginning? "that there is a steady progress from
the lowest form or animal action up to the highest human conduct
oannot reasonably be doubted Hor do 1 suppose that there
is any breach of continuity in tae advance, any intrusion of
a new and mysterious power", (E.G.P. P.61). 2.whitehead,A,L.
•Science and the Modern world1 p. i-jjjj; Inge-w.R,- ©p#Cit. p.1 65.
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Bat the Bean added that this law o±" Brogreas, in the face

of the Second raw oi Thermodynamics, is illusory and

unfounded (4).

However, Alexander did not think that this unending

progress is an illusion of an apocalyptic hope\ He maintained

on the other hand, that this doctrine oi* nisus or the progress¬

ive process is guaranteed by the nature oi events (5), and
a

so it is/verifiable fact. (6) Bo doubt he confessed that he

was simply applying an analogy in holding that deity will

emerge in God's own good time and place, but this, he said,
is no more than extension oi what oaa be traced in actual

facts (i ).
*

Any criticism oi Alexander's doctrine of nisus depends

on the meaning of the term 'progress*. This term 'progress'
*

naturally means that the spiral will continue to throw out

'higher emergents in the infinite spinning of time. But we

will soon see that 'progress' or 'higher or lower' is not

an axiological term lor Alexander, but a mere descriptive

formula. But then it must also be conceded that Alexander's

doctrine of deity is based on the ordinary notion of

'progressiveneas'• Deity is the divine element in the universe
*

which man worships mid it is supposed to be hi, ,ner than man,

and this deity is created by the nifcus in its onward sweep

1. k.u.r. pp. j>u4-ioo.' r. B.B.V. p. ^64-jji,
>.• God-and Astronomers p. -o. • * •
4. Op. Cit. p.;-. Il-l2,23,c:?-2b; see aiso Evans D.L. 'Religious
relevancy of recent realism*, THE MQlilST 1 >•<_'; P.lllf. Here
Evans points out that science does not favour the optimism
of universal progress.
• sTD 11. p. p4o • 6. STB 11. p. ()]•
1/ STD 11/ P/ ^6'/; also of. STB 11. p.- pbl
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of time, Thus 1nisus* means the *progress!veness of the

process' or else, as he maintained, the 1 de facto advance'(1).
But can this notion stand the stress of argument?

fflSUS ABB Firstly* we have to observe that nisas

is not mere restlessness ox time, for the restlessness of time

by itself can yield only movement or change in empirical

exiatenta. But it means that Space-lime is more than
*

mere motion, for it is a directed motion for the creation

of emergent® along a certain spiral advance. This has been

well pointed Out by Chuan;

MS#aoe-Time is moi e than Space plus lime, for it possesses
a mystic generative quality which Space and Time as such
oannot possess. In this case the formal name Space-Time
is perhaps unfortunate, for the restlessness of Space-Time
surely implies that the additional mystical element in the
conception which i3 more than Space plus Time is something
akin to the creative force which lies included in Bergson's
Time " (i).

The only weakness in this criticism is that it implies that

Space and Time are separate, but, according to Alexander,

they are indivisible entity. But the fact remains that

Alexander assumed muca more than he explicitly stated about

Space-Time. Space-Time by itself is supposed to act intell-
*

igently, though Alexander would like to treat it as a blind

Will. But, if the possibility of an •alien influx into

nature* be barred (2) and if Spaoe-Time be causa aui or self-

creative, as he maintained (3), then, by virtue of its acting

V. Better of 2.o. 1 j2.\ to Lloyd morgan. 2.STD 11.p.367
\ .-The Froblem of -Time p.262.The same sort of criticism has
been given by J.B.Boodin *Cosmic rholution* P.Sp, in the
following worda:"Why should ensembles of spaae-pointa and
time-instants have such fertility when wedded to each
other and taken in perspective?"
2. Morgan.Be «Fmergent evolution* pp. 13,62. .3TD l.p.338
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in en orderly maimer, it is an intelligent principle*

"Space-lime itself, by virtue of its o-.-n nisus, elaborates
without forethought a 'hierarchy of ministration* v,hich
if it were produced by mind would imply a vast and all-
wise forethought or providence" (4).

»

To be sure, Alexander tried to explain the whole progress-

ivenesa of the world in a purely naturalistic way. lie

pointed oat that the very condition of the emergence of

deity and higher emergents is th t they should be adapted

to the lov.er levels in the mo at delicate way and this

intricate adaptiveness will come about in the same way in

which organic adaptation has come about, through the process

of natural selection. (However, natural selection is at most
0

a negative principle, for it explains the survival, but not

the arrival of new emergents,| The niaus, on the other hand,
and, therefore, cannot be-exhausted or completely

is a positive principle of creativity/Identified with the

functioning of the negative principle of natural selection.

Besides, we will soon uuote Alexander to show that the cosmic

creative principle is * purposeless* (i), and if so} then it

will undo its creation with the same indifference with which

it builds it up (2). As such it cannot guarantee even its
0

preservation, much less its upward progress. Alexander

apparently did not think so;

"It (Spaoe-Time)is itself uncreated but is merely there.
In it, as in a matrix, are formed the finite things which
are said to be created and to have a beginning. —

It is, in the old phrase, cause oi itself, causa aui,
aelf-oreated. But though uncreated, it is creative, in

47 SID "ll. p.4 «3 ; ~Gf. Hume's Dialogues,' ^Ten~~by~G7U.ilendel,
'Studies ±n the -tb.il03o.yhy of David Hume* PP»3^#33,8,
i . B.L.i. p. 26/-U/V.
2.- Boodin 'Three Interpretations of the Universe* p.94-5.
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tli« sense that those crystals or embryos grow within its
womb; and it must contain in itaulf some principle or
character which ia manifested in this growth. It has no
purpose, but its creativeness cones to fruition in
certain finites which possess true purpose "(3).

SBACA -TlAA ABD OuDiihthY AVOhUTIOIh- But can Space-Tine

by itself explain growth? In itself Space-Time is no more

than a series oi events and to call the events*embryos in

growth* is mere metaphor.

Space-Time by itself cannot perform that iiinetion which

belongs to mind ..lone. The systematic emergens© of novelties,
their sustenance and their upward striving require an intell¬

igent principle.

"If we could aay this, it would bo more plausible to say
that the nlsua which m-.nes for 'advance into novelty*,
which is not Time but is measured in terms of Time, is
the •mind* factor in the events whose extended patterns
(measured in terms or Space) are the *bouy* factor"(i).

*

Seeing the necessity oi an intelligent principle, Alexander

called Time the 'mind* of Space* Instead of treating Time

as the •form* of mind, as Kant taught, Alexander treated

mind as the form of Time.(r). B-t by itself, it is a mere

analogy and it simply means that Time-Factor of Space-Time

introduces restlessness in it. But Time by itself is a

series 03; discrete moments, ^perishing of «nows*. In order
to consider Time as the 'mind' of Space, it has to be

divorced from its indissoluble partnership with Space (3).

js'." f.jLJ.f, p.<_ 6,-/0. Of ."'Dialogues Concerning datura! Relig.lon'
in which'Hume makes the hypothesis oi a material world, contai¬
ning the principle o* order wiuhin itself pp.94-V>'7.
i. Watson J. 'The rhiioeo.-hioul Heview* Vol.33 1^24 P.244jalso
Gunn J.A. Op.Jit. p.263•
1. Fmmet'B.M# 'Fhilosophy* 1330 P.233.
2.* Boodin JB.*Cosmic evolution* p.bof.-
3# Van Hall Ge Op.Git. p.36

0 000
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Shis haa "been v^ell observed "by Miss Liddell;

"Only by attributing to Sine a greater significance than
Alexander's original definition could permit, and by
tacitly leaving Space oat ox account in so far as it is
identified with Sitae, can the spatio-temporal universe
be made to coincide with the actual, historical process
of reality" (4).

But, if Time be thus separated from Space, then it becomes

hopelessly discrete and unreal. But, again, ix it remains
#

in loyal partnership with Space, then it remains confined

to the production of movement and not of growth (j?). Thus,
we can conclude with Watson:

"In short, 1 can see nothin^, in all this but a futile
attempt to make Time do the work which only mind or
universal intelligence is fitted to perform" (6)»

Bow let us coiue to the emergence which the nisus creates.

It is the niaua which makes the emei*geuts emerge. Here we

find that the nisus makes * stualitied* eventa emerge from

Space-Time which is •unaunlitied*, -creatures haying

purpose emerge from that whicu is purposeless. The whole

principle seems to be based on contradiction. But, if the

world-order of ^ualitied events io a fact, then, why should

we think that it is merely spatio-temporal only?

"To the decree in which a world character is different
from motion, it is not motion —On the other hand, as
attempt to identify new dualities with new 3a ws of notion
merely, is to seek to evade plain facts"(l).

Thus, the whole doctrine is based on the violation of the

well-known principle ex nlhilo nihil lit (2), or that the

higher cannot come from the lower (j> ).

4, Biddell A.B, op,Git. p.

5»- Watson J,-'The Philosophical Review* 1 pc4 pp.24u,244.
6vwatson J.-Op, Git. p.2#4.Also Webb C.G.J."Church ^iuarterly
Review ipct* P»>.5£; Boughnan HTB. 'Emergence and the Self*
The Monist lyy6 P.214-21 j>.
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Then again the theory ox emergence is based on the

orderly evolution ox matter, life and mind and they are mere

accidents in the Absolute Reality - Space-Time.

"It must be owned that x we take a loeral point of view, the

history of our earth, the theory looks plausible, but it is

not possible, 1 think, to account for the order of emergence

on the basis ox accident" (1).

This theory 01 the progressiveness of the process is

not only baaed on a 'local point ox view', but on a 'localised*

point ox view. One must not ignore the second law of

Thermodynamics {1). Hence, the progressiveness of Space-

Time is not a valid generalisation ox observed facts known to

us and is based at most on accidents, confined to a narrow

range of cosmic history.

IS .a Ux Ch. A ■Ci.q^GlihUS OF
RiU'-U AX iux-j X

we may accept that the world is in process but 'we might

boggle at the further premiss that the process must be

progress, and again at the gloss that such progress is puite

clearly and specifically along the emergent ladder of the

nisus' (k). Hut even if all these difficulties concerning

the doctrixie ox the progressive niaus be ignored and the

V. Rogers A.a.. 'English u-.id Americal 'philosophy since lb00 p.427
2.- Hoernle R.F.A. 'The konist* I><k6 P.jjoJ?.
jjr. Webb O.G.J,-'Church quarterly Review*, V^22 Vol. pp p.^54.
also neighton-J.A.'man and the Cosmos' pp.k>u,^p6j
Boodin J.B. 'Cosmis ^volution* pp.0.5,06; William Temple,
♦Ha tare, -man and Cod' p. Ipo-i-yp, - Sheen F.J.'Religion without
??Boolin^ltn^lntera<jtioSeandA'fioSlloGJlrulturl' ♦ iHILOBOiHY,
1^1 Vol. ¥1 -p.4kj)•
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theory of emergent evolution he conceded, oan we then say

that this theory explains the cosmic drama? Alexander pointed

out that he simply observed the fact of emergence and as an

empiricist he simply noted and gratefully accepted it (1).

But, as Be Burgh pointed out, the task oi mere noting down

brute facts belongs to science, xhiloaophy has to explain

them as well (2). Taken in itself, the theory of Emergence

simply states facts without offering an explanation of

them (p). But really Alexander cannot be said to have

accepted Emergenoe as a mere descriptive term, he trans-,

formed it into a key-concept ox his philosophy. Unless the

theory of Emergence be so treated, the further theory of a

futuristic deity cannot be established. However, a critical

scrutiny of the theory of emergence will show that it is

neither a satisfactory scientific theory nor is it a valid

philosophical principle of explanation.

The theory of Emergence, as a scientific description

of novelties, as they arise in the course of evolution,

demands that we should rest satisfied with the ultimate

pluralism oi matter, life and mind. To be sure, the theory

of Emergence, by accenting the noveltiesfas they arise in the

course oi* evolution, goes beyond the inadequacies of mechanism ,

but it errs, on the ot.ier hand, from too much conservatism.

1. Inge WfK. Up. Cit. p.6. also Guardian Jo Eeb. 1?21 p.36-7.
Also see ixussell Be ^Mysticism and Logic* p.31 (A pelican
book i,33)
2. H.J. Vol 4U 1^41-2. P.i4>>. Once more we are reminded here
of the acute observation 01 Bradley, which he made in his
letter of 2b.4.1^22; "A*Forward movement* of Time is one
thing and a progressive 'niaus* is surely another". (J?,J,f3?fp. 67
1. Mind iyZ\ P. iU.
2.- De Burgh ».0. 'Towards a Religious philosophy* pp.107,1 C8n,
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A scientific theory should not rest satisfied with the doctrine

of the irreducible emergents (I). Farther, as a scientific

explanation of facts, it is simply a theorising of an

observation which is based on too narrow a field (3), and as

such it does not appear to be justified as an explanation of

all facts on a cosmic scale, lively from the empirical point

of view, emergence cannot be said to be a fact. She emergence

of matter from Space-Time is a mere conjecture (4), and

similarly, the emergence ox life from matter is another

conjecture. Thus,the process 01 emergence is not an

empirical fact (3).

Besides, as a philosophical explanation of facts, it

should state the 'whence* and 'wither* of emergence (*). Of

course, it is not gxite correct 00 say that Alexander has

not given the explanation of emergence. But Space-Time,

being an dnintelligent entity, is incapable of accounting

for it. As hinted before, the fact ox emergence requires an

Intelligent Principle to sustain, conserve and push it forward.

"The faith in a progressive nisus. for which non-religious
knowledge - pace Frofessor Alexander -affords no
warrant, oamends itself to reason as the corollary to
faith in God" (I).

0

3. Du Burgh v,.0. up. Cit. p. 1 Q'jn; Boodin J.B. 'Three
interpretutions -ox the universe* p. 137; also jrHlBOBOfHY 1 331
P.42>; Bheen F.J. «Religion without God' p.^73.
4.- Boodin J.B. ■*Three Interpretations of the universe* p. 137.
1,-Montague w.f. 'Bssuys in Honour ox Jo^n Dewey* p.d$4.
2 i Montagu®.W.P. Ibid, p.f ..3

loughnan il.-B.- *The -Mdnist* 1336 P.dlp. 4.STD H. p.33
3.- Dawes Hicks G. Op. Cit. P.378. ...
*• Mr. Atkinson Bee remarks that-Alexander on, e told him
that the question of whence and v.ither should not be asked.
(Groundwork of the philoao hy of religion p.llln)
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T1MB nr-nCm „Tliiuii;- Rven if we grant that there is

emergence and. chat the universe is historical through and

through, are we justified in saying that Space-Time as a

whole is historical? Here there is a great controversy

between the idealist and the realist. The idealist

maintains that Time belongs to finite things, but it is not

true or neality as a whole. The idealist holds that there

is an all-inclusive and a completed Whole which is the

ground of changes in the world, but it itself does not admit

of any change.

"It (The Infinite Reality) has not a history or its own -—-

history could not represent it, hut it contains
histories without number" (2)

not

Similarly, Dean Inge wrote that it is/oontradictory to

hold that there is process witnln the whole, though there

is no process c»f the whole (3). Then he continued;

"evolution presupposes the interaction or the environment
and the environed; but there can ue no environment of
the whole of what is. we cannot think; of the whole of
reality moving in u unilinear direction, whether of space
or time or spaoe-timew (I).

it would seem that the idealist is in a peculiarly

difficult position to harmonise the fact of change with the

1. De Burgh 'Towards a aJli^ious rhiloso^hy* p. 123, also see
similarly, Webb has also su^ested that • the theory

of emergence really requires God to majce it intelligible
(fChuroh Quarterly Review* l$>22 P.333) See also Inge w.R.
Op.Git. p.14i
2. 'Bosaniuet B. f Contemporary Philosophy* p. 113; als° see
PP.12^, 177, Ib3,*l30ff ,201 ; also nogic, Vol.l.-p. i j/0; Pringle-
Pactison A»oeth 'The xdea or God* P.363; Hoernle, R.F.A.
Op.Git. p.>63-366; Bvans D.L. Op.Git. p.111.
3. -God and the Astronomers P.I07. "
1 .• ibid. P.Iyj.
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Absolute. But the same difficulty is round in a temporalistio

philosophy oi Alexander. If Space-Time grows through Time,
it ceases to be the whole at any one time. But Alexander

discounted such a possibility.

"For we are not to think ox the matrix, Space-Time, as
something which grows bigger in extent with the lapse
of Time; " (2).

0

Then, aguin, he further held that there may be progressive

types within the matrix, but the matrix continues to be

the same ultimate stuff. Space-Time remains * the One'

reality.(2). We have already noted that Alexander had a
0 0

strain oi Absolutism. Though he was willing to accept Space-

Time as Absolute (4), he refused to accept God as Absolute,

for His deity is always variable. Hence, Alexander rejected

the doctrine oi a qualitative Absolute, but he retained the

notion of a quantitative Absolute. Thus he would attribute

change to qualitative reality, but not to quantitative

Space-Time as a whole. Had Alexander taken Time seriously,

he would have accepted that Space-Time is always more than

Space-Time for there will be always quality in it. On the

empirical evidencewe cannot say that Space-Time is reality,

for in e-ik-qerieuce it is never given without quality. But

Alexander rejected quality as the constituent Of regality

and yet it is this which makes the reality of Time, fox-

without luality we cannot say that Time is the speax-head

2. STB 11. P.266
2." STD 1. *pp.'22>»247 #

4.- STD l.*pp«2y>,p46 ; STD 11. P
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of novelty. Hence, -o find that Alexander too maintains

that lime does not make a difference to Space-Time as a

whole, he could do this for he did not accord reality

to the emergents as emergeuta. They are mere accidents in

Space-Time. From the viewpoint of spatio-temporality, they
*

are mere appearances and have only relative reality. This

will become clear from our consideration of the relation

'between the emergents and Space-Time.

EjAiAiGnA'TS -an]; JrACA..&Ii>ut;- We have already discussed

this topic in chapter 111, and we can be brief. Space-

Time by itself is empty, but somehow iualitiea emergents

arise. They are 'mysteries* which the attitude of
0

scientific loyalty to note facts ioroes us to accept with

'natural piety' (<)• The emergents are contingent, for
»

they arise from complications which are not the fundamental,

features of Space-Time (1). The fitodamental features of

Space-Time are the categories, and qualities are its non-

pervasive, accidental features.
0

This rejection of the reality of the emergents also

follows from Alexander's admission that the higher oan be

reduced to the lower without residue, and ultimately to

1. r.L.f. pp.a/v,>v6; STD 11. pp.4 6-7,74,i>b; kind I32I P745p
\ i Hawes; Raymond P« Gpetfit. *p.» i->-; Tenney CD.'Studies in
Philosophical naturalism' P<r44«r The qualities, according to
Alexander are miraculous and as miracles they pervade the
whole universe. The same view has al o betn taken by
Iwius Liddell. -The pualities, accordln^ to her interpretation
of Alexander's theory, are accidental though inevitable
features in the Space-Time matrix. (Alexander »s Space, Time
and Deity pp.ap,44,34,61)

3. Jeip-hton, ,T. A. -Op.Ci t.-p. 230
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Space-Time. Thus either we have to say that only Space-Time

is real and all iualitied emergenta are accidental events 4r

else we have to admit that Space-Time is much more than

merely spatio-temporal entity (3).

Garr (1) and Hoernle (2) therefore, argued that Space-

time is not really simple (^), and Stout showed that qualities

cannot he reduced to spatio-temporality (3). However, the

dominant note ox Space-Time ausolutism is that qualities are

mere incidents and they do not outline the essence of

Reality. After all, the revolutionary Naturalism of Alexander,

ends in the blunkneas oi Spinozism. This tendency towards

Spinozistic Aeduotionisw was also noted by Mr«J.V.Bateman

and he expressed it thus:

"Notwithstanding protests to the contrary (4), pure
primordial S-T which allows no relational or oategorial
determination, appears to be as much oi a philosophical
jacket as the ancient farmenidean One" (3).

This note of 'blankness* of Space -Time is further

made guite clear from his refusal to give any precise and

definite meaning to terms 'higher1 arid 'lower'. We have

already seen that Laird thought that this question is very

important in ascertaining the reality of emergeats and

progress. He also added in this connection that he found no

1. In his letter of u. The konist i >2 6 P.36(>.
i A, Wolf too, pointed out that Space -Time is unwittingly

made-to include much more than mere space and time, (Chronici
Spinozani i#,. 1 p.jtj. See also his similar remark in the
'Jewish Guardian4 September > lyul p.Ee
3. Mind \ >40 p.146. 4. STL 1. p. >46-7.
3.* Ih.D. Thesis, Edinburgh University i £33 p. 121, also see

- * "PP. 12>', 137 •
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satisfactory answer in Alexander* a pages (1). This -puestion

about •progress* was raised by Alexander in MORAL ORDBR AM)

PRG8RBSS (Ibb^), but there too he remained non-committal.

Following Spencer, he pointed out that ordinarily 'progress'

meant higher organisation with incx*easing differentiation

of parts with the corresponding specialisation of functions (2).

But he did not consider it to be satisfactory,

"The definition of progress by increasing differentiation,
even with the necessary corrections (of integration), is
obvious and ioi*mal to be of much service"

From this we might conjecture that Alexander would hays

accepted the meaning of "higher* in tei-ms of greater

complexities. We are left only to guess here for he has
0

completely evaded the issue. This is Luite clear from his

reply to kiss Hilda Gakeley, in his letter of" 4.4.1^21. In

view of the importance of the subject, let us puote the

whole of the relevant part:

"You are not alone in your criticism. But «hiwher* and
•lower* do not mean for me what oan be judged beforehand
to be higher and lower. My position rather is that the
scale or levels is not -intrinsically one of value but of
empirical differences which I call *greater or less
perfection* but without having an ideal of perfection
which is, 1 think, what you suppose, Perfection is an
awkward name; 1 might have said * difference of kind', but
I mean it in the sense in which one says that one man is a
bigger man than another but nou better. Bow what 1 am
trying to say is that value cannot be judged a priori but
is discovered experimentally, and that within each level
the types which have value are those which can establish
themselves".

0

AB analysis of th contents of this reply to Miss Oakeley,

1. H.J. 1 >4 k -2 p. ij?4. 2. M.G.P. P.3b4
M.-O.-L. pi^OO * ' •
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reveals that the hierarchy of emergenta is not based on any

axiological standard. The difference between them is one

of mere complexity. But even here the difference of

4perfection* has no standard at all. The reason is that a

atone and a rose differ in perfection, but one is not more

real than the other (I). Both ox them are real equally so
as

far/they are spatio-temporal complex. In the matrix of

Space-Time it is pointless whether anything is more

complex than others. Hence, progress and perfection and
*

consequently the qualities dependent on them, do not really

matter in the iteality ox Space-Time.

IS THa BVOLuTiUBAHY HATUnAAfar. OX ALAxAnBiAt A FOAM OF
MA'l'nAXA-biSM? *

Whilst reviewing SPAGit fIilIxA AnB BAITY, Bean Inge

pointed out that Alexander has not an independent spiritual

world and in consequence his philosophy seems to be still

entangled in a subtle materialism (1). Later on, his

attitude hardened and referring to Alexander 's description

of mind as a complex of space-time stuff, he called%is

view * downright materialism (a). Similarly, Meta points
0

out that Alexander did not hesitate to naturalise and

materialise mind. Further, he points out that in Alexander,

there is a tendency to explain the higher in terras of the

lower (3)»

1. STD 1. p. 347
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"Alexander's thought is here completely involved in the
materialistic ideas of the older evolutionary movement* (4),

But, a few pagen earlier Meta has shown a more cautious

evaluation, he thinks that Alexander*a metaphysics is most

approximately called naturalistic, because it is based on

the categories of natural science. But, he also adds that

it is materialistic in a refined or disguised fashion (1).

However, Alexander himself regarded his system, as

naturalistic but not materialistic. He pointed out that

materialism is a perversion of naturalism (2) and then he

took •materialism* to be a word of abuse for, according to

him, no reputable philosophy has ever been materialism (3).

Then, again, in a subtle way he pointed out that matter

has ceased to be matter by producing minds,

"Materialism can only become reasonable by allowing
an element to exist in matter which has afxinity with
the latest outgrowth from matter whioh is mind. But
then matter ceases to be sheer matter and acquires
life" (4).

His reasons for not calling his system materialistic are

as follows:

1. Matter itself is not the primary stuff, for it itself

has emerged from Space-Time, Therefore, it is not

a-priori, categorical framework of the universe as

Space-Time is.
•

1. Guardian Feb. 1b. 1^21. 2. God and the Astronomers p.Ill,
3«r A Hundred Years of British-Philosophy P. 644 •

4.* Ibid. P.
1; A Hundred Years of British Philosophy p. 638.
2.- P.L.P. p. 2b1 3. P.L.r. p.281. 4. P.L.-P. p. 281.
3.* Ibid *P.63b -
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II. Then, again, as Metz (3) points out, Time takes the
»

lead and the Spatial aspect of the Space-Time matrix

is ignored. After ail, it is Time which becomes the

* spearhead of novelty1, and Bpace becomes a mere

trail of Time. Thus, the system becomes Voluntaristio

as Bradley culled it (!)•
#

III. Besides, Alexander regarded the mind-body formula

as universal and therefore even matter has something

in it akin to mind. Later, following Whitehead, he

held that everything has a 'subjective pole* or mind.

Therefore, there is nothing dead or inanimate in his

system. Bven Space-Time itself is animated (2).
• .

"But even now it is plain that ii mind is spatial like
matter, Space is as much in affinity with mind as it is
with matter and the fear of materialism is groundless" (3),

Hence, considering the ubiquity of mind-body relationshipf
we can say that the duulistio correlativity is too strong

to make the system of Alexander degenerate into monistic

materialism.
#

However, the denial of materialism by Alexander, for

reason outlined above, is considered by leighton to be

purely technical if not verbal.
0

"If life emerges from a physical order in which there was
no life, and mind from that particular complication of the
physical order which is vitality, then we have a new
materialism, in view of the historical meaning of terms

1. r.L.B. p. 66. 2. 3TD 11. p. 67,63. 3» 3TD 1. P.>)7
4.- Man-and the -CosmOs P.rp? • * *
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why cheat ourselves with words ? In spite of his protestations,
Br, Alexander's imposing and ingenious attempt to deduce all
the empirical qualities in existence from pure space-time is
materialism " (4),

But against this view Irof. ~mmet points out that Alexander

may "be called a naturalist, "but certainly not a materialist,

Per ground of saying so is that for Alexander matter iE

simply a description of the quality of one level only (1),

Y,!e agree with irof. mmet in treating Alexander's system

as naturalism and not as materialism, The reasons are quite

obvious. Iaterialism levels down all differences between matter,

life and mind $ for Alexander, these emergent qualities are

quite distinctive of their novel features. I ind or consciousness,

for him, is an effective determinant of behaviour and for this

reason he did not accept materialistic behaviourism, besides,

Alexander did assign a place to morality, values and

religion and did not discard them as illusory, as materialism

does, further, he did not think that mechanism is quite

adequate to explain all phenomena. Alexander believed

in the creation of the new and something which could

not be predicted in advance by a laplacean calculator.

Therefore, we conclude that Alexander cannot be called

a materialist, and this conclusion is not based on purely

technical or verbal grounds at all. As a matter of fact

bis Space-Time, to which everything, in the end

is reduced, is quality-lees, therefore, the term

1. Ihilosophy,1950-p,S29
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Materialism is as much Inappropriate to reply to his system

as it is to Spinozism, And, Alexander's system i« tut the

modern version of S^inoiiism. Just as the finite things ere

mere modes of Spinoza's Substance, so the empirical entities

are unreal for Alexander. Tuns, matter is nearer to Space-

Time than life or mind, but it is as much an accident as

life or mind is. But, though it is not materialism, the

system of Alexander is a«|cosmieism and this is strengthened
by our consideration of the mind-body formula, to which we

turn now,

Tlih MliiD-BODY BQhkUlA», We have already explained the

nature of the mind-body formula in chapter 111. Further*

we have already pointed out there that the pUhpose of the

formula is to show a continuity between all the emergent,3.

The mind-body formula itself, however, is inconsistent with

the theory of emergence. The theory of emergence demands

that there should be something new which was not at the stage

of the lower level and therefore to which it cannot be

reduced completely. However, the mind-body formula asserts

that there is a complete identity and indissolubility between

the nev, emergent and the lo». er level (1 ). If the mind-body
*

formula be true, then really nothing emerges; and, if

emergence be true, then the mind-body formula becomes'invalid.(,

V. 3TB 11. p. 55. Z. Calkins k.w. 'kind' \')^ P.ZG5,2u6.
Bateman J.'V. ''The Philosophical Review* 1,40 p»5-J5;
Van HalJ G6 *Qp, Git. pp. 45,144. Metz R. Op.Git. P.645.
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The real conflict is between the theory of emergence and

Reductionism. The reality of emergence leads to the
0

possibility of deity and of a *uulitative absolute. But

reduction!sm leads to the reality of Space-Time as the

Absolute. Undoubtedly, Alexander wanted to preserve both,

but if he were pressed hard, he would prefer reductionlsm.

Certainly Alexander has not left us guessing here. He

has maintained that the emergent can be reduced completely

into the lower level,ultimately to Space-Time {^). Thus,

the emergents become mere accidents and Space-Time the only
* substance*.

*

Cur naive experience brings us in contact with a world

of plurality and our reflection demands it should be reduced

to some Older and system* Alexander tried to do justice to
0

both aspects of oux experience. He recognised the existence

of the reality of matter, life and mind, and so far he did

justice to the plurality of our experience. But they have

to be reduced to some unity. Alexander showed that their

unity lies in the unity of the Space-Time matrix. How, is

the unity abstract o. concrete? Certainly, he wanted to

preserve the reality of emergent®, but he also declared them

to be mere 'accidents* in Space-Time. When they arise, they

have to be accepted with *glad surprise* as mysteries. If

it be so, then there is no reason way they should be and as

3. See specially STB 11. pp. 6jS,6£,67
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such the rational nexus between the empirical tilings of

the universe is destroyed. Therefore, Bosanuuet observed

that Alexander's universe is without any real unity (1),

Further, he propounded this paradox of the progressist:

"He will not understand that the infinite whole , in its
wholeness, is a lire and self-enrichment; and to get the
novelty and irrational freedom he craves, he demands that
the whole, the all-inclusive universe, shall depart from
what is is, and assume new characters, different indeed,
but not necessary, thus omitting one-half the nature
of a rational nexus" (1).

0

Hence, in Alexander's system there is the unity of Space-

Time continuum, which is the lowest expression of the

universe (d). Thus looxed at,.the unity of Alexander *s

system is a blank unity from which plurality h&s dis¬

appeared.

THE KHALITY OF mlnn in Tils JpnTnj^lx^TlQli OF VAiiUS...
m m —— m — mi mmmmmmmrnm1 m —~m nm mm mm trnmtm > <0 —mmm mmm » in wmmmmmmmrnrnt

It might be objected that our interpretation of

Alexander's philosophy in terms of Spinoslstlc reductionist

is onesided, for the reality of wind is recognised by

Alexander, so far as the creation of value is ooneeimed. On

the face of it this may appear to be a good objection to

our interpretation. We find hov«ever, that this defence in
0

favour of mind is not puite sound. Though the theory of

Emergence has ueen adopted by Alexander, for him the
~

Contemporary rhiloso,hy p. ~ "
1.* Ibid. P. 114. a. Ibid, p.- 171.
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Absolutism of Space-1 June is the greater truth. Before we

decide this question, we have to ascertain the reality of

mind in its creation ox' value.

Miss Colxixis ( i) points out that Alexander has used

♦mind* in two incompatible roles, namely, as an »experiencer'

and, again, aa a s±atio-temporal complex (1), She thinks

that in relation to the mind-body formula *mind* has been

taken to be a spatio-temporal entity, but in oonn.eetion with

value, it has been used as an independent experiencing

subject, outside the series of appreciated objects (2).

"In a wox*d, the tertiary quality doctrine, even in its
moat realistic aspect, presupposes the uniqueness of
mind: it contrasts goodness, truth arid beauty precisely
as creations and inventions of mind from the primary and
secondary qualities which constitute external objects"(3),

Though Alexander accepted the view that value owe3 its

character to mind, his admission does not entitle Miss

CalkiaS to conclude that his philosophy will result in a

dualism of Space-Tim© and mind (4). In the context of

value, the reality oi mind will depend on the reality of

value, and what is the locus standi of value itself?

Firstly, value is not a quality at all, and therefore,

it does not owe Jfcfcs being Space-Time. Hence, it has no

place in the world of reality. Alexander has found value

even at tne level of matter, but he did not point out that

it belongs to Space-Time. From what he stated about Deity

1. The dual role of mind in the philosophy of S^Alexander,-
Mind, 1<?23/

1. Mind t/O P.I//. 2. Gp.Cit. p. 2WJt. 3. Ibid p.20?.
4." Ibid P.21U •
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and God, it may be inferred th t value belongs to the

emergents only. Value implies a relation of a valuer and

valued, and, in Space-Time there oun be no such relation.

Therefore* value does not belong to the ultimate reality.

Value emerges only as a result of a struggle, trial and

test, and apart from such struggles does not exist (t).

Thus, value lies rooted in the emargenta, and the

emergents are mere incidents. Can value be more?
as

"Where/when values are analysed or described, they are
seen to fall into their places as incidents (though of
the highest interest for us, outside the religious
interest) in the empirical growth of things within what
i3 really the primary reality of Space-Time" (2).

Value not only does not belong to Space-Time, it

does not belong to God or Deity either* (j>) • Hence, value

has no place in a world of either quantitative or

qualitative Absolute. Besides, we have already seen that

the relation between different levels is not axiologic&l (1).

Value has meaning in its own level of emergence, and what

does it mean to the human mind?

The tertiary qualities of Truth, Beauty and Goodness

are values at the human level. But they are man-made, and

as such are purely subjective, though certainly not

individualistic.
0

"Their subjectiviaation is not annulled by the fact that
Alexander makes their dependent not upon the inaividual
but upon the collective consciousness" (2).

V, Internationul Journal of Bthios l"b?'2 P.4p4. *
2/ STD 11. P. p»4. }. SID 11. p. 4U?; B.P.Ve*PP. r?2,2?4.
\4 Alexanderfcs letter*0f 4.4»V?gV to Miss Hilda Gakeley.
2.' ket2 H. Op. Git. P. 64b.* *
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Alexander called them objective, "but their objectivity

follows from their trans-subJeotive appreciation. But from

the viewpoint of ontolojioal being they are just human and

they have no real objective status. This becomes clear

from the following consideration.

That truths of science and the standards in morals

andjarfc- have been changing will be accepted by all. But we

feel that in spite of many aberrations they are gradually

approximating their absolute standard. This view can be

best illustrated in relation to sc?ientific progress. We

know that the Ptolemaio view has given place to the

Copernioan theory, and the theory of Gravitation has been

supplemented by that of Relativity. Progress in scientific

theories, therefore, means 'progressive revelations of

reality*, as Alexander put It (1). But Alexander added that

the earlier theory of Gravitation or the Ptolemaic theory

of the universe, remains true for its respective range of

experience (2).
0

We believe that this view of Alexander's is not luite

correct. We will say that older theories may be successful

in explaining the facts under them, but they were not true

even within their limited range of faota. They were taken to

be true because their falsity could not be detected within

that range of facts. Similarly, we beli ve that there is
0

an absolute standard oi' morality and art. Once we find that

1 . STD 11. P. 2 64. 2. STD 11. P. c(A\ B.F.Ve 0.251
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certain aots are wrong, then the/ will not be called right

even at the low stage of culture and civilisation. According

to Alexander, an etiological standard is objeotive for an

individual, but it is not so on the broader canvas of human

history. Hence, it is variable from age to age, from

collective minds of one age to the collective minds of

another age. In this sense, we find that Meta is right when
»

he says that the collectivisation of minds in determining

tertiary qualities does not make value objective on that

account.

Thus, value does not remain objectively real at the

human level: the subjective and ephemeral product of mind

cannot confer reality on mind itself. Thus, mind creates

values but both ternain mere incidents in Space-Time.

Moreover, if value be subjective then so is truth, and

therefore, the theory of knowledge. But this would appear

to render the realistic standpoint of Alexander untenable.

Thus, Dr. Btiernotte, following Konvitz, writes;
"It is here that Alexander's empiateuiolo, ,ioal and

metaphysical realism breaks down for a view of value

which contains lara-e elements of subjectivism" (1).

The reason is that if truth or falsity is subjective, so is

knowledge. Of course, Alexander would never accept this;
p

he pointed out that truth is reached by subordination to

T. Op. Cit. P. U6; also see p. i?Q. Aonvitz M.H, 'On the
Hutu^e of Value' p.111. •

*2. STD II.-p. 2.37
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facts, and through the clash of mind®. That, the rose is red

is a fact, hut its truth depends on the agreement of expert

minds (2). Thus, Alexander separated facts from truth, as

if there could be facts without their being related to truth.

This strange position of Alexander is clear from the fact that

£|*r him metaphysics is independent of epistcmology, and

consequently, there is reality independent of truth or falsity.

"Reality is not true nor false; it is Reality" (3).

Hence, Truth and Reality are not the same thing and therefore

from the subjectivity of Truth, one cannot deduce the

subjectivity oi facts. Alexander might have remained
9

satisfied with this separation of metaphysics, and epistem-

ology, Reality and Truth, but we think this artificial. After

all the metaphysics of Alexander is also a kind of knowledge,
even of scientific knowledge. If knowledge be subjective

then his 1 etaphysies too is subjective. Ultimately no

reductionists can remain thoroughly self-consistent. Alexander

elevated Space-Time to the status of the sole Reality; and

that it may not be displaced or doubted, he made it beyond

all subjective conditionally. The zeal for keeping Space-

Time inviolable could go no further. But a reality, beyond

truth and falsity is also one which is beyond human knowledge

and then it becomes the blankness of Spinozistio Substance,

Therefore, we conclude that Alexander always had two

conflicting strains of Space-Time Absolutism and Temporal

Emergentism ov Historicity. To do justice to the manyness
9

3. STD 11. p. 257} P« 247; J.B.S.I. £0.1.P.?
, 99 9 »•»#...



of experience, — to the rich variety 01 life, he took the

help of Temporal!at io EmergentiBm. But, Temporal ism must
0

have something permanent and therefore, he based his

temporalism on the Absoluteness of Space-Time. The conflicting

strains of Absolutism and Emergeutism, Emergence and the

Mind-$ody formula, Reality and Truth, Absoluteness and

Relativity of standards in tertiary qualities, G-od and

Deity, all remain irreconcilable to the end in the philosophy
Of Alexander. If the Space-Time Absolutism remains dominant

in Metaphysics, then certainly Emergentiem remains dominant

in his Theology, to the critical survey of which we turn now.
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C H A P T E R jj a E

A CRITICAL -tUVALUA'IlOh OF Alatxnxu)na<5 TilnpLOGY

XBTEODUCTIQH;- We have seen that any great philosophy

is "b:. sed on a world-vision, and the idea of God is the

expression ox the deepest and most significant of all

visions. Though one need not accord the highest place to
0

theology, it is not proper to subordinate it to philosophy.

Theology, with its unique subject-field, is an independent

subject. Alexander, however, does not accord it an

independent status but that of a corollary of his system.

This has been rightly noted by meta;

"This (theology) is a termination and rounding-off of
the metaphysical system much more than it is a knowledge
or vision 01 God. It is much less a question of what
God is than a uaestion of what place and function remains
for Him in a universe so constructed" (1).

But when we make our theology a corollary of a definite

system of thought, then God becomes a mere idea and we

lose touch with God us a Person. Of coarse, when we say

that God is a 'person*, then the term »Person* is a

metaphor or a non-literal symbol or an ideaogrum to express

an experience which cannot be otherwise expressed. However,
Alexander has tried to describe religious experience in

literal symbols and in going so, he has missed the essence

of it. Superficially he a*p«.ars to be fully empirical,

i^e has defined God in a purely empirical way: 'what we

worship, that is God* (2).

\ . feets R. Op. Cit. p.64b. 2. STD 11. P.>4i
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Again,

"Gd>d is that upon which the religiouB sentiment is
directed. ihe datum oi' experience is tnat sentiment,
and what God is is known only by examining its
deliverances" (1).

Further, he has pointed out that philosophy may call an

entity God, but 'philosophy leans on religion to justify

it in calling the possessor oi deity by the religious name

of God* (2). But unfortunately, Alexander h-s not acted
0

according to this requirement of theology which he himself

recognised to be essential, This will become clear from

his treatment of the notion of deity. Deity is obviously

an object of religious worship, and he has defined it in

the following way: 'Deity is the next empirical quality to

the hig iest we know* (3). But what is the basis of

defining deity as the next emergent quality at any one level?

IB I'iU BBxg i DnI'lYy If the worshipfulness of the

next emergent be not a corollary of Alexander's Evolutionary

Naturalism, then it should be based on the observation of

facts. And this is what is demanded by Alexander's

Empiricism. Again, if it is based on observation, then we

should be able to verify this both at the sub-human and

human levels. So let us deal with this question at each
0

stage.

Alexander has pointed out that deity is found at all

stages of empirical existents.

I . SID 11. P. 343 • 2. BID 11. P. 342 f 3. B'fD 11. p.345
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"So far as matter may be said co feel religion, it feels
religion towards life, if we taice life to be the next
emergent" (4).

With reference to this view*, Brightman has pointed out that

Alexander has deserted his empiricism:

nThere is no empirical ground for suggesting that
inorganic matter ever had a 'religious'attitude towards
the next higher emergent, life; nor is it true to say-
that the present worship of the religious consciousness
is directed towards 'deity* —- the unknown and unknowable
next emergent or the evolutionary process" (1),

Though the above observation of Bri^htman is substantially

correct, yet the term 'empirical* requires some clarific¬

ation, Of course, the type of empirical ground which

Brightman demands is on the very face of it impossible, and

Alexander was >ruite aware of this, us is clear from the

following:

"How its being would be 'experienced* in the material
'soul* may need for its description a greater capacity
to strip off hamuli privileges and sympathise with lower
experience than most persons, and certainly I, possess" (2),

How, if we cannot, know that matter 'worships* life, then,

what is the empirical basis of holding this view? In other

words, what is the analogue of 'religious emotion* at that

level? Alexander answered it thus:

"And within the 'minds' of these material or living
things themselves the nisus is felt as a nisus towards
something unattained, and they have the analogue of what
religion is lor us" (3).

Similarly, in his draft on 'Deity*, Alexander wrote;

"For each level of creatures deity is some unknown
quality which they divine (Significant word)" (4),

4. Letter of 4.4.1 i To kiss Hilda vukeley p.2.
1.- A Philosophy of Heligion P.50. 2.STD 11. p.jWb-?.
3/ P.L.r. p,30 i 4, P.lo • - -
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Thus, to have the nisusial striving is to be religious.

As Alexander regarded his theory oi emergence and nisug us

empirical, so he would treat this nisusial striving to he

also empirical. So understood, Alexander's theory is an

important way in which the significance o±' religion can he

found. Even if Emergence and Eisus he regarded as a

localised affair of a narrow sphere of the universe, it

would not refute his theory. He would hold that the sphere

oi' religion is co-existent with that of Emergence, and if

emergence disappears then religion also will disappear.

Religion, then, would indicate the presence of an upward

striving Of the universe, and this is an important

contribution towards the understanding oi the significance

oi religion. However, the explanation oi religious
0

experience in terms of nisusial striving is simply the

restatement of the theory of Emergence and Msus. If

Alexander had proved independently of his theory of emergence

and nisus that matter worships life, then he v.ould have shown

that religious emotion is not the unipue characteristic of

man. I This would have also established his naturalism, hut
as

so far/his view concerning the presence of religious feeling
at the sub-human level is a mere corollary of his system.

Let us now see whether at the human level, it can he

shown that what man worships is just the next emergent

duality. Following Otto, Alexander regarded religious

experience as a •numinous' feelin^ or non-rational apprehension
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of something mysterious or the Holy. Bat the 'Holy* is e

very vague Something, and, according to Alexander, the

numinous element in the universe is not deity, hut is an

adumbration of it. in other words, Alexander pointed out

that deity is not directly known in religious experience.

"The belief that in religious experience we have direct
experience of God goes entirely beyond the record. —

But what the religious experience is an experience _of is
a matter of interpretation. In the end the interpretation
may be correct. But it is -not direct and it is reached
only after much other experience which we have learned to
trust. In itself it is a craving for something we know
not what MU).

0

If it is so, then no appeal to religious experience can

show that its object is the next emergent quality. Thus

Alexander removes the very possibility of the empirical

evidence for his theory. But at this stage, it might be
0

pointed out that the view that religious experience is a

numinous feeling of myaterlum tremeadum is an empirical

conclusion for it has been bas..d on a comparitive study

of the various religions by Otto. As the object of

religious experience has been shown to be vague and mys¬

terious, so this finding of Otto harmoni.ses very well with

the conception of a futuristic deity. Here Alexander points

out that the belief in God reposes on the double basis of

philosophical speculation and religious experience,Religious

experience by itself is dumb and silent and therefore, it

informs us of a vague and mysterious being only as its

object. But the philoso.hical speculation steps in and

T. B.B.V. P.
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imports some definite shape ana ioxm to this religious

object.
0

"But the religious sentiment isselt oan supply us with no
such theoretical assurance oi' reality, and it needs to be
supplemented with a metaphysical enquiry, what place if
any the object of worship occupies in the general scheme
of things" (a).

If this contention were valid, then Alexander's view of

deity, being based on the conclusion ox a oomparitive study

of religions, would be regarded as empirical. But we find

that Alexander has made use of the findings of Otto in a

questionable way.

Firstly, the idea of mysterium tremendum has been

explicitly stated by Otto to be a non-literal symbol or an

ideogram.

"The truly •mysterious object is beyond our apprehension
and comprehension, not only because our knowledge has
certain irremovable limits, but because in it we come upon
something inherently "wholly oilier*, whose kind and
character are incommensurable with ou.- own, and before
which we therefore recoil in a wonder that strikes us
chill and numb" (1).

0

As such it cannot do used as a literal symbol. But

Alexander has used the term 'mysterious* as a literal symbol

in as much as he believed that this mystex-ious entity oan be

clarified by philosophy (2)•

"For to have the religious experience is one thing, to
describe it and make it a matter of discourse is another
and different thing, which can only be acnieved by the
use of appropriate rational and unmysterious means of
bringing home to other men the mysterious" (3).

2. STD li. p. 34a
1 .• The idea ox the Holy. p.2o; also cf. PP.33,61
2.- The Listener Deo.3.1^30 -pp.?2l ,$>22 •
3.' ±'.L.xJ. p. 317
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Secondly, the mysterium treinendam of Otto, in spite

of its elusiveneas, refers to a Person. The 'holiness' otf

Yahweh is expressed in His 'fux-y', "is 'jealousy', His

«w®ath* etc., (4) and these certainly refer to a being

having aoasi-personality. Then, again, this Being of 'marvel

and mystery and awe1 is the eternal, benignant, gx-aoious

Will (J?). Hence, 'myscerium tremendura' is conceptually

not as unknown as Alexander has taken it to be. Alexander

himself noted this, but in order vo justify himself he

wrote:

"JS&r. Otto thinks that this numin^s element is rationalised
in the various religioxxs in their creeds, and, naturally
enough, he, being a theologian in a Christian University,
thinks that it is best, or uniquely, rationalised in
Christianity. That is a secondary matter; but in recognising
the existence in real fact of this numinous element in the
world, I follow him, -—(1).

Thus, Alexander retained only that much of Otto's empirical

conclusion which fitted into his metaphysics and the rest

he ignored. Hence he una taken a part for the whole of

religious experience. JEven the non-rational element of the

numixious is only a component oi the concrete religious

experience. Otto always had the concrete religious expressions

of the various religions before him, and therefore, he did

not take the numinous element as the oxily element in religious

life. However, Alexander took the numinous element as the

whole of religious experience, and thereby he accepted an

abstraction for the concrete religious experience. Thus the

4 . Otto R. IV iC. P.'/b. J?. Otto R. Ibid, p.b'/
i.- The listener Deo j>.- ty>0 p.^2'1 col.2.
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double basis of speculation ana religious experience is

really one. His underlying thought may be reconsfctBuoted
0

thus;

"If deity is a futuristic quality, -——something vague
and unknown, then the religious feelin^ can be only
indefinite. Hence, only that much of religious experience
should be regarded as genuine which harmonises with it".

Hence, for Alexander, religious experience is a craving

for something «we know not what'. But this is simply a

vicious abstraction. Hence, Alexander's contention that

deity is the next emergent quality does not appear to be

ah empirical conclusion, but is a corollary of his

metaphysics.

There may be another ground on the basis of which we

can say that Alexander's view that deity is the next

emergent quality is empirical. He appealed to religious

consciousness in which the raw data of religious experience

are interspersed with intellectual interpretations.

Therefore, to support his vievfs empirically he tried to refer

^o four criteria of religious consciousness, mutely, (i) God

is greater than man, (ii) He is all-embracing, (iii) He is

different in kind from man, and (iv) God is responsive to

man. The next emergent has been allown by Alexander to

satisfy all these four criteria.

"Some of these tests by which the 3Uffioienoe of a
philosophical conception of God for the religious sentiment
itself are judged have been already included more or less
explicitly in this exposition" (1),

1 . STB 11. p. JbZ
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Then, again, in the light of those four criteria, Alexander

concluded his discussion thus:

"So far as this is the case, the religious consciousness
^tteats tue Philosophical conception that God's deity
is the issue in Time of a tendency or nisus in the
world,——" (2) •

. .. 0

But, even here, as has been noted earlier, Alexander has

given his own arbitrary interpretation of the criteria (iii)

and (iv) to harmonise with his theory. Further, if we take

th^verdict of religious history, then we find that it is
Just the reverse of what Alexander has called deity. This

has been forcefully expressed by Sheen in what he culls the

fallacy of * Inverted Relations* (I). God has been regarded

by the worshippers us a Creator ox the whole universe and

as the most real of all objects (2). Bven Otto points out that
0

an analysis of numinous feeling shows the presence of * creature.

consciousness* in fct O). But the deity of Alexander is a

creature. Then being an «unattainable Omega of Space-Time*(4)

deity becomes, if not unreal, at least a shadowy figure. Thus

on the basis of actual religious consciousness one cannot say

that we worship the next emergent duality.

However, there are real facts of religious experience

to which the dootrine of deity might have referred.

Alexander was right in holding that human beings, in their

life of religious devotion, do feel that they are being lifted

2. STB 11. P. ibo(Italics ours;
1t Religion without Godw Pf
2i Collingwood R.G. 'The Idea of Buture* P.164

Ibid. PP. V. • 4.Sheen F.J.'God and Intelligence* p.j|c
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up and even that they are bein^ transformed to partake of

divine nature. They do feel a nisus towards becoming
»

something higher. St. Paul noted this by saying that in

Christ we are all new creatures. However, this idea of

self-improvement and progress towards divinity has been

perverted into the so-called * forward view* of Cod. Man

has been made in the linage of God and he is going to be

divine with the help of God who draws him into his own

nature (*)•
0

"The old teaching, which is an integral part of Heo-Hato-
ism, is that all things come from God, and are drawn by
a natural longing, conscious or unconscious, to return to
God. in this universal upward striving the world has its
life" (I).

Hence, the next emergent is not the object of our real

worship. It is an object of our aspiration and not of our

devotion.

Let us once more appeal to our religious experience.

In our religious consciousness we actually find a * pull*

which lifts us up or gives us the sense of being enhanced,

enlarged and elevated. The * saving experience* does turn a

broken reed into a pipe of eternal music. Then, again, as

Bergson has pointed out, the real religious mystic gets a

vision which serves as a nisus in him and in others who

are infected with his fire and they are all transformed and

elevated. Thus, there is a real nisas which is actually
0

felt in the moment of religious vision, ecstaoy and

inspiration. If this fact be rightly grasped then we can

1. Inge '•« • it• 'God and "the astronomers' pi 130, also see
PP. iyo.guy-
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say that the nisus of the emergent evolution is unexplained

mystery, so long as we confine our observation to the

eroergents as they arise in the objective world. But there

seems no reason wh* we should not observe the presence of

the nisus in our religious experience and accept it with

natural piety. But the acceptance of the nisus in our
*

religious experience will transform the dumb mystery of

natural emergence into an intelligible activity of God. Here

we find that religious experience will fructify the observat¬

ion of a naturalistic evolution and will transform the

'accidents' of emergence into a meaningful scheme of a divine

creative process. Though Prof. Haven does not explicitly

refer to Alexander, yet the following statement fittingly

applies to the nisus of Alexander's Evolutionary naturalism:

"What it suggests is that the ineffable whose presence
we encounter in our moments of rapture is also discoverable
in the texture of the universe as the nisus of its causality,
the principle not only of its continuity but of its emergent
novelty; and if so, that ultimately process and reality,
the time-space world and the eternal, express one and the
same being" {ij•

*

This 'saving experience' of religious mysticism is the

same thing as the 'spirit of totality' of Boaaupuet, which

drives all things towards greater comprehensiveness and

wholeness. (£). This is again, what Smuts called the holistic

v"11 would be, 1 tnink, on all hands acknowledged that a
capacity in the human soul to become in some measure a
partaker 01 the divine nature — tne pnrase occurs in the
Hew Testament ——in implied in its susceptibility to
religious experience; -—a(Webb C.C.J. 'Our knowledge of
One Another' l.B.A, Vol. AVI. 1 x>0 P. k>6)
1. Natural neligion and-Christian Theology p. 144.
2. ffindividuility and Value pp. 60,62
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tendency, which is present in all things, from atoms to

saints. frof. Haven goes fa.: ther and thinks that this

nisus which is found in the course of evolution is but the

Holy Spirit itself (I ). It is the Same Holy Spirit which

is 'inherent in the stuff of the universe, a creativity

or nisus manifested in the whole and in every particular,
a concreteness and holistic principle whose effect can he

seen throughout the process of causation' (2). Thus, Prof.

Raven proposes a fruitful contact between the scientists,

philosophers and theologians {3). Therefore , we find that

Alexander's doctrine of nisus and emergence is based on

real facts of religious and scientific process. But he hag

simply stopped at the naturalistic level and did not proceed

to supplement and complete his dootr ne witn the fact of

nisus in religious expression.

Further, though the nisus is felt 0 a we are lifted

Heaven-ward, new horizons of greater perfection loom ahead

of us. As soon as v.e have entered into a higher self, a

still higher ideal supervenes into which we are gd>ing to be

further transformed and transmuted. But this also tells

us that the sea of perfection looms yonder, pointing and

beckoning ua towards it. This is very well expressed by

the following lines of Roasetti, which have been quoted

t.' 'natural Religion and Christian Theology -Second Series
P. 154

2. Ibid. p. 15^. 5. Ibid p. 155
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by fringle-Fattisonj

hay come up hither. From this wave-washed mound
Unto the farthest flood-brim look with me;
Shea reach on with th^y thought till it be drowned.
Miles and miles distant though the grey line be,
And though thy soul sail leagues and leagues beyond—
Still, leagues beyond those leagues, there is more sea.

'

(4)

On the oasis of such facta of religious life, the doctrine

of the infinite aeries of deity can he based. We can also

concede that this deity is simply a new sex*ies in a hierarchy

of emergent levels. So far as human beings are concerned,

they do not seem to worship the next emergent. They worship

'the completed fount of fulness'. Thus, the deity of

Alexander i3 a purely speculative product of Emergent

Evolutionism, and apart from this speculation it cannot be

maintained that the next emergent is the real object of

worship. To take the next emergent to be deity is to mistake

a philosophical construction for a religious creed. The

fruitful idea of Emergence so intoxicated him with the joy

of creativity tnat he invested his speculative deity with

religious fervour* hut this is simply a fallacy of dis-
0

placed religious emotion on an object which does not support it

Thus, Alexander has uox, seen aole to give an empirical

evidence for his theory thao deity is the next emergent

duality. But now let us see whether he has presented any

oleai' and definite notion of 'religious emotion*, through

4. duoted in 'The idea of God* P. 87
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the evocation of which we discover God.

RhLiGIOOQ jcgtOTlUA; Some critics think that Alexander's

doctrine is helpful towards guaranteeing religious experience,

for, according to Alexander, when the religious emotion is

aroused in us then we discover God through it. Therefore,

Dr. McCarthy thinks that in Alexander's theology there is

a solid foundation for discovering God;

"Alexander'3 metaphysical description of God rests on the
solid foundation of an impulse or urge within, man to
discover deity" O).

If one reads the six pages of B-fACn , Sikh idw DAISY , Vol.11.
(PP*j>7>-37&), then he will agree with Dr. McCarthy.

But later he will find that this solid foundation has

teen built but on sands. The reason la that this 'religious

emotion* is very vague.

Alexander has pointed out that he has followed KoDougall

in the description oi religious sentiment (g), But, according

to hcDougall, a sentiment is an organisation of emotional

tendencies round an object. However, as noted before,

Alexander considered the object of religious sentiment to be

a matter oi interpretation. As he did not straightaway

start with the object of religious sentiment, he could not

be said to have followed HcDougall, Besides, he referred to

it as emotion, appetite, or Impulse. However, a sentiment

T7"licCarthy J,'vv „ 'The naturalism of '6 uel Alexander* p.77,
Zi STD 11. P. -3?3n.
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is uuite different from an appetite or an impulse. A

sentiment is an organisation of impulses about an object.

Hence, it is an enduring state or structure of the mind,

bat an impulse is a momentary fact 01 our mental life. Then,

again, he did not precisely define the nature of religious
it

impulse. He described/as a 'religious appetite* (1),«brute

instinct* (2), 'nearer to simple sensation* (3), and then

he said that God is apprehended through religious emotion

by the assurance we call religious faith (4). Therefore,

against the view of McCarthy (3), we hold that Alexander

did nojt hold any clear cut idea of religious impulse which

can be compared with those which are involved in tertiary

qualities. If religious emotion has any meaning for
*

Alexander then it means simply a blind,niausiul impulse,—

an impulse which man shares in the creative current of the

world-nlsua. The religious emotion or appetite is the

response 01 the whole make-up ox man to the whole of reality

in its nicu.3 towards a new quality.

"In that forward movement due to the onward sweep of Time
our minds with their sub-structure of body are caught, find
our religious response ia at once the mark that we are

involved in that ni'sus" (6).
*

Further, Alexander pointed out that this religious

emotion has its own distinct object and its apprehension is

also distinct from other kinds of apprehension {']), Therefore,

let us determine the nature oi the distinct object to which

this emotion refers. According to Alexander , The world

TTWil pp.374,377. 2. SID 11. p.406. 3. STD 11. p.381
4.- STD 11. P* 4u2 -3. Op. Git.-p.77. - • •
6.- STD 11* P*377 (Italics ours)* 7. STD H. P.402
8* STD 11* P* 373 • •

• 00
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Itself provokes in us the religions emotion which makes as

aware of G-oG (t). According to him:

♦»—-there i b an &G tual infinite, the whole universe, with
a nisus to deity; and this is the God of the religious
consciousness, though that consciousness habitually
forecasts the divinity 01 its object as actually realised
in an individual form" (1).

But the numinous aspect of God is His deity and this deity

is e nisus towards a new quality (2), which is higher than

anything we know (}), At this stage, the description of the

object of the religious emotion becomes contused, because

Alexander did not maintain strictly the distinction of God

and deity. But his theory of eme.-.geuce strictly applies

to deity, .tot it is always varying with the change of

emergent iuality. If the fate ox God be inseparable from

the destiny of deity, then God oontinuestfto be «n evolving

God and as such He is always becoming and can never be.

If there cm oe no infinite deity in actuality, then God

does not exist (4). But Alexander pointed out that it is

not duite exact to any that there is no God but gods (5).

"What 1 say is that God as actually possessing deity does
not exist, but is an ideal, is always becoming; but God
as ifche whole universe tending towards deity does exist" (6).

But because God is not actually existent , therefore, does

it follow th&t he is unreal 01 purely conceptual?

1. S^D 11. p. jOT. 1. 311) 1X. P.iW. IJ'Js
4.* 8SD 11.' P.* • j?. 'An Interpretation by Xrof. -Broad
Mind 1 y'd \ *P.2b.
6. Mind \ jc\ P.- 4lo. SIB 11. p. 7j(>5\ also THB hlSlxhBR,

• - Boo.p. -i0>0 P.tAl
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THn RRnniTf of GOD;- Here the position of Alexander may he

contrasted with that of Kant. Kant in his *Critifue of lure

Reason' could not obtain a scientific knowledge of God, for
the very supposition of 'pure reason' excluded the possibil¬

ity of religious knowledge. But if the God of Kant was

beyond knowledge, he was also beyond any scepticism.
Alexander's God, on the otner hand, cannot exist, because

he c&u&ot be equated with the bare and empty reality of

Space-Time, But, if God be unreal, then Alexander's theory

of knowledge will nave to be modified. According to

Alexander, corresponding to every conative trend there must

be a real object and he wrote tnusj

"The God who is the object of religious feeling is not
a fancy embodied in some mood of excitement, but hag its
b sis in solid fact and in the general nature of things (i).

Then, he clearly laid down that religious emotion is of

the nature ox an appetite, which once aroused does not

invent but discovers its object (a).

Thus, whatever Alexander mlgat have said about the

non-existence of God, He is a real object ox worship and

is as such a real object. All that he oOu.ld have said

that v«e cannot nave a definite knowledge of God and that

our best knowledge ox Him is mythological. Probably this is

what he meant in the following statement;
/

T." The 'Listener Dec. P. J22.
Z< 3TB 11. p. i/4,y/4n
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"Hence it is that religion, partly because it needs images
of that which is not imaginable, and partly because it
craves fixity of its ideas, is the prey of mythologies
and of creeds- »(i).

Then he added that there is hardly any religion which

avoids mythology and ev^n the future religion will need

its own mythology (2). However, our knowledge may be very
*

poor and may be likened to the lisping of babes, but the

object of such religious knowledge does not become fanciful

on that account.

If God be real, as Alexander did accept, then it. is

improper to call Him purely ideal or merely conceptual.

The deity of God may be forever becoming in the same way in

which our mind is always a conative process (according to

Alexander), But, does that mean that our mind is unreal?

Deity may be an ideal, but does that mean that it is unreal?

A similar distinction has been made in relation to point-in¬

stants and the future. In relation to point -instants,

Alexander said that they 'are real arid actual just because

they are ideal' (3). Similarly, the past and the future
*

are not actual, and yet they are real. Can we not say the

same thing about God whose body is actual, but whose deity

is ideal? We can thus conclude this point with Hartshorne

and Reese;

"But other bits of evidence are present in Space, Time end
Deity itself which leads one to believe that, whatever his
words, Alexander sometimes held, or at least could have

77 The listener Dec. 3. jh lyfO P. 322 col.2.
2.- Ibid pp. ?22, y&i ■
>. SID 11.-p. >63; see also SID 1. pp. 323,326
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held, to the reality 01' deity- Thus, he has within
hia systey the needed contrast between the notion of the
actual and the real and the needed equation of the ideal
with the real whicn would sias,e of his absolute deity a
necessary element in s^aoe-Time process" (I).

Alexander's insistence on the nature of deity has

contributed to the belief that he held the notion of an

unreal God. This deity, according to him, is always

futuristic and can never be actual. B*t this futuristic

nature of deity need not make it unreal, fur the future,

according to Alexander, though not actual is real,
Alexander wanted to emphasise the historicity of deity

and this made him say that deity is always becoming, — it

is something which always looms ahead, how there is a sense

in which deity looms ahead and this is what the idealists

have been holding. According to idealism, the Supreme

"•eality is forever realising itself progressively through the

whole hierarchy of things. There is Boson-±uet's *spirit of

totality* which leads every finite thing to complete itself

in an ever-increasing whole (>). The same thing is clear

from the dodtrine of *degrees of reality* in Bradley.

Alexander did not make his position of deity clear in

relation to the doctrines of 'degrees of reality* and *the

progressive spirit of totality* of Bradley and Bosan^uet

respectively. As a matter of fact, Alexander never

completely outgrew Absolutism.

1» Bhilosophsra apeak oi God p. col. i-2
v- Pringle-Pattiaon interprets •*the spirit oi totality* as
that the power whicn carries us forward and contributes
to advance. (The xdea of God )
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Thus according to Alexander, the infinite God lias as

His boa/ the. whole ox Space-Time, with ail those engendered

4a lit! a .-hich were once deity. Hence God is both actual

and ideal, with his conserved history und prophecy. In other

words, God is not simply what He has been, but also what He

is going to be. This is what the Hebraic God Yahweh means.

He described Himself us 'I -AM THAT I AM', This phrase

really means that He is what was, what is and what is going

to be {*•)• Thus interpreted the God ox Alexander appears

to be a Hebraic God who has been expressed in a modern way.

* This nume ox God occurs in nxodus >-14. YHAH or 5EAHWEH la
very difficult to translate, xt is supposed to be derived
either from the verb * to be1 or 'to become'• Hence, it
fcytians a 'beln^', ftwiie is Ox will be* or, 'the Eternal*. It
may be translated even in a causative form, 'He causes to
be', which is an abbreviated form of the longer litany,'He
causes to be what ootids into existence' (The Interpreter's
Bible -PP. 037-0^0,074-073, isf.Y. 1332). We have interpreted
the phrase in the sense that God is eternal. This interpret¬
ation is in keeping with tho verse 3-15, where the historical
continuity ox Yahweh has been emphasised. This is also
supported by Davidson who has given his theological
interpretation thus: " 'X will be that I will be', expresses
the sameness of Jehovah, His constancy —His being ever
Like Himself. It does not express what other attributes He
had, it rather expresses wnat all His attributes make
Him, —- the same yesterday and to-day and for ever, the
true in covenant relation, the unchanging: hence it is said
*1 am Jehovah, I change not' " (Davidson,A.B. 'The Theology
of the Old Testament p. 47, also see p. 3&*7» 2 & 2. Clark,
I>04) Martin Buber also takes the phrase to mean that God
is ever-present (Moses pp. 4b-34 East and West Library,
London i/46). Moat probably Alexander took the phrase to
mean *1 will'be what X will be'. Xt is etymolOoically
correct, but in itself it does not support the thesis that
God is futuristic only.
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Therefore, God being both aot&al and ideal 1s forever

becowing or evolving and as such II© is real. Indeed,

Alexander emphasised that God as the whole universe, with its

rtisus towards deity is actual. Deity, however, is an ideal

and can never be existent. With this distinction of the

ideal and the actual elements in God, the views of Alexander

ooire very near to those of the idealist.

God is not actus |hh us for Alexander, but being an

evolving entity, He is real. If this be so, then it is very
*

similar to the doctrine of the idealist. According to him,

the whole world is a progressive realisation of the infinite

potentiality of God. Alexander Kept the two elements of

actuality and ideality apart by his separation of God and

deity. However, God without deity (that is, Hie Divinity)

cannot exist, and deity too without its base in God (that

is the whole of Space-Time with its engendered dualities)

is unthinkable. Hence, the two are inseparable. If we
* *

use the term "Infinite God* for that concrete notion In which

God"s actuality is progressively realised in the infinite

series of deity, then the whole doctrine comes to be a form

of idealism- However, Alexander never reached this
0

conclusion and gave rise to much confusion by his reiterated

emphasis on deity. However, even this emphasis on deity in

certain respects i .< an echo of an idealistic utterance that
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it is the end which gives meaning to all that has been. Thus

Pringle-Tattigon wrote:

»« -ever/ evolutionary pi-ooesa must be read in the
light of its last t rm. This is the true meaning of the
proxoona Aristotelian doe trine oi' Telos or And as the
ultimate principle oi" explanation" (1).

The stone point was raised by Edward Caird who held that

prophecy is truer than history, at least in throwing light

on man. The following passage from "The idea ox God* is

very relevant here:

"Ivian's ideals are, in u sense, the creative forces that
shape his life from within. They have brought him thus
far and they confer upon him the possibility of an
endless advance. As Edward Caird puts it:'Their prophecies
may be truer than history, because they contain something
more of the divine than history has expressed as yet, or
perhaps than it ever can fully express" (1).

Hence, the deity of Alexander, is the progressive Tsloa

oxjiSnd through k.hioh God is realising Himself. But in this

sense, 'deity* is only one aspect of the whole. The other

aspect of the whole is 'what is actual*. 'Thus, God in the

concrete is real and its reality consists in what is both

actual and ideal. The prophetic deity may be more important

than the actual history of Space-Time. Nevertheless, it is

not this which we worship. The real object of our worship is

the infinite God, Who contains both history and prophecy.

This neglect of the notion ox an Infinite God, with onesided

emphasis on a futuristic deity and an inacoutate explt nation

T. The idea of God p. 106
1 Pringle-Aatbison A.Beth 'The xdea ox God* P. 245-246.
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of religious life have contributed much, to the dissatisfaction

with Alexander's theology. Hence we agree with Well when he

wrote about Alexander thus:

"In him, as in Spinoza, we recognise a profound instinct
for religion, natural to sons or the people which, as
Athanasiua said, has been a school of the knowledge of
God to all nations, and powerful enough to inform with
genuine religious passion a doctrine of God which in
itself affords it no adequate basis" (k)»

Thus, from the doctrine of the non-existence of God

with actual deity or of actual infinite deity, we can

generalise the conclusion that no elaboration of Space-Time

can sxhaist the richness of God or can reaily be identified

with God. The whole of Space-Tt«<t, with its erne.*,gents keeps

on straining towards the actualization of God and this

straining itself depends on the pull from God. But every

aotualisation will fall short of Him, for God always remains

beyond it. further, it is true that the infinite God oannot

be brought fully under tne categories, for we can only

apprehend Him and cannot comprehend Him. Our knowledge of
*

Him can be imparted only through symbols and myths. Such

knowledge is not less than scientific knowledge in depth and

significance, though it has not scientific clearness and

definiteneas. Religious experience deals with the whole
*

of human personality, as Alexander expressed it, and what

type of intellectual knowledge can do full justice to it?

id." Journal ox Philosophical Studies i-Kil i>40 P.34b; also
sue Church Quarterly Review Vol. 93 1?22 p. 347
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Even for expressing ordinary vision we take the help of

metaphora and similes. Entarally for demeritlag great

visions, welling up from the very depth of the soul, we will

have to use more * enchanted and enohaitlng* symbols. Thus,

the definition of deity is a priori in the bad sense of

the term. Because deity must be a priori higher and

different in kind from man, therefore, Alexander concluded

that it must be worshipful. But this does not hold good

in actual religious life und therefore, the whole theology

of Alexander is bused on this wrong supposition. Bow

the whole doctrine of d-ity is based on the theory of

emergence and let us examine its validity in relation to

the doctrine of deity.
0

EkmtGjunCn BalTY-: A God who is said to be emerging

in this chain of this evolving universe has a precarious

existence and cannot be said to be the God of religious

consciousness- Bean Inge truly said that a God under
0

sentence of death is no God at all (1). But, why has

Alexander posited God in the future?

We have already seen that the left Hegelians had

made man the very incarnation of the divine process.

Alexander simply extended this thought by pointing out that

this process will continue beyond man. In Alexander's

evolutionary process of Space-Time, there is no qualitative

t. God and Astronomers p. 10
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being higher than man. Ait he also saw that

man recognizes that there is a Being higher than himself

and he worships such, a Being . '[his worshipful

"eing is deity. As this deity cannot be identified with

Space-Time, —— the Ultimate Absolute of

Alexander, therefore, this deity must be

somewhere in it. As Space-Time is Absolute,

therefore, there can be no being over and

apart from it. Then,again, deity, being per

definition higher than man, cannot be below

him, and as there is nothing higher than man

that can be said to be existing, so deity can be

only the next higher emergent from him.

j«sides, this process of emergence is without

any final end,therefore, deity cannot be

identified with any one culminating emergent.

As such deity can never "be, it is always

becoming.
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From the above considerations, it is clear

that Alexander's theory of God with ideal deity

depends on the acceptance of the theory of emergence.

"^ut we have already seen that the theory of emergence

is true from a local and localised point of view only.

It can be at most true of the series of raatter-llfe-mind

alone, however, this objection concerning the limited

validity of the theory of emergence may be conceded and

yet it would not refute the doctrine of deity. It

might still be held that human beings belong to this

particular series and as such they will continue to

worship the next emergent of this ladder. But,of course,

if the doctrine of emergence and deity be valid for this

series only, then we cannot properly say with Alexander

that the whole universe with its nisus to deity is God,

At this stage, the critic of Alexander's theology can

point out that this series is only a part of the universe

and in itself it is regulated by other parts of the universe.

The world of this series might he, therefore, conceived

to be imitating a process already completed somewhere.Hence,

Ialto's theory of 'eternal forms' and the traditional

doctrine of a Transcendent God can be held to supplement

the theology of Alexander. If so, then his 'forward view*

has not been able to supplant the 'backward view' in theology.
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Thus, the theology of Alexander Is of limited validity only.

However, the fundamental contention ox the theory of

emergence is that the universe itself produces the hierarchy

of emergents. hut if Spaae-Time by itself works without

any end or purpose, then the emergents become the product

of a blind process, therefore they become mere accidents,

since there appears to be no reason why they should arise

atall# If they are accidental products, then we cannot

infer any intelligible or rational conclusion from them.

As suoh tjie theory ox emergence becomes insecure and the

doctrine of deity, being bused on the theory of emergence,

depends on the precarious expectation. Further, the reality

of God with His ideal deity depends on the reality of the

emergents themselves. After all, deity itself is a

futuristic emergent# If, therefore,the emergents are

accidental, then deity (and with it God) also becomes an

accidental entity in the Absoluteness of Space-lime. Most

probably this is what Alexander meant to say when he held

that God is noi the Absolute (1). Here we can compare the
0

theology Of Alexander with that oi the idealists. According

to the idealists, G.od is not the Absolute, for in content and

value the Absolute is richer than the God of religion. But

Alexander's §od, so far as His deity is concerned, is not

the Absolute, for the Absolute i3 uuality-less Space-Time.

Thus, the God of religion is not transcended but is denied a

f. STB 11. P yv*
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plaoe in the reality of Space-Time. However, this theory of

Alexander pats God on the same ontologiaal level as that of

the emergents, In the final analysis, God is of the same

nature as of matter, life aud mind, for He is equally an

appearance. If it is so, then oxitolo,goally God ceases to

be higher than the emergents or the worshippers, and, again,
He ceases to be ontologioally different in quality from the

worshippers. Whatever difference there may be between

deity and man, according to Aleaander, it is within the

sphere of accidents only. If it is so, then God, in respect

of hi deity, ceases .,0 b& worshipful, for He is brought

into the sphere of de-deified accidents.

Finally, we have to decide whether the theory of

emergence can explain the reality of God, or whether the

reality of God can explain the theory of emergence. We

have already seen that Space-Time by itself oan explain the

reality of the world-process bat not its progressiveness.

However, the progressiveness of the process is also a fact.

Hence, either it is an accidental feature of the world-

process or else it is regulated by an intelligent principle.

The very fact that Alexander ascribed the presence of a

nisus to Space-Time indicates that he was not prepared to

regard it as an accidental feature of reality. And yet this

progressiveness cannot belong to Space -Time as its essential
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feature. Hence, this has to be attributed to the presence

of an Intelligent entity which regulates Space-Time itself.

Thus, instead of explaining the reality of God with the help

of the theory of emergence, we are logically compelled to

explain the theory of emergence through the reality of God.

In the last analysis, the world-Process by itself la

unintelligible and this was therefore called Maya or

Illusion in Indian thought. Of course, neither idealism

nor any religious theology can completely clear away all

the mysteries oi our experience. But if philosophy has to

explain our experience and if explanation means an

elaboration of a meaningful scheme of things, then the

acceptance of the reality of Divine Intelligence has more

to commend itself than the assumption of an unintelligent

entity of Space-Time which works without any rhyme or

reason (1).

Then, again, by putting too much weight on the theory

of emergence to account for deity, Alexander maxes God a

shadowy figure. The theory of emergence points out that the

higher comes into being due to the _ast activity. As such it

stresses the * push* ox the world-process and ignores the

'pull*. But the fpush* and 'pull* are equally important in

the explanation of the emergents. with Alexander we can say

that reality consists of distinguishable grades whose nature

io such that the higher reiuire the lower for their existence.

V. Temple. William, i)UTd.usi, fUn xwii GOD pp. z\'d-221 especially
P. 2l?-220*
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Bat to this observation we can add that the lower require

to be possessed by the higher in order that their whole

potentiality may be realised. By denying the action of the

higher on the lower, Alexander has denied the existence of

any organic connection between them. On the whole, the

lower can exist without the higher, according to Alexander,
but the higher depend 011 the lower. Consequently, the lower

seem to have more reality than the higher. Similarly, deity

becomes dependent on the lower in a way in which the lower

do not seem to depend on deity. This denial of the greater

reality to the higher and consequently to deity makes God

ineffective concerning the goings-on of the world. But a

God who makes no difference to the world below Him is no

God at all. This gives an unnatural air to the theology of

Alexander. Sheen calls it the fallacy of * inverted Relations*

"By this is meant that obtuse mental tendency to invert
and turn upside down the natural relation existing between
knowledge and reality on the one hand, and C-od and man on
the other" (i).

Thus, the deity of Alexander comes to be a creature of a

^ater part of the process instead of being the creator of

the process. Instead of creating man, God in respect of
0

His deity comes to be created ut least partially by the

efforts of man (2).
*

Undoubtedly, Alexander tried to ma^e his deity effective

and responsive to the lov^er in some way. Deity as an ideal,

according to him, does exert an influence on the lower and

thus helps them to participate in the activity of actualizing

deity. But this effectiveness of deity follows from its
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subjective status In the minds oi' the lower emergents, nnd

it forfeits its objective status. Besides, wo nave already

seen that deity as a subjective ideal is incapable of

sustaining the relijious endeavour of the worshippers. Thus,

the deity of Alexander has no real relijious function to

fulfil. As such we agree with the evaluation of Alexanders

deity by Id ebb;

"As reached therefore, by the road of metaphysics^
speculation, the object which our author (Alexander)
propounds for our religious veneration may seem to be
as unsatisf'ac fcory in this regard as that whion was
offered us by the evolutionary agnosticism ox the last
century" {U •

Besides, the theory of Emergence makes God entangled

in the world-process. But once we do so, the numinouaness

of God is lost. This is clear from the past history of

philosophy. The idealists made the world and God organic

to each other and thereby they ended in some sort of

pantheism. And this pantheism. As Alexander himself saw,

made religious worship impossible. But Alexander did not

realise that the same difficulty would urise in a different

way if he would ma, e God dependent on the world-process. He

made deity a consequence ox the world-process. In other

words, the universe is taxen by Alexander to be without

deity, if we take Space-Time to be the Absolute Reality.

Thus, deity cannot be without the world, but the world of

i. Religion without Gou. p. c5y,
c• Sheen E.J. Up. Git. p. rob.
1 Church uwarxerly Review 1 y<tc p. p4?
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Spece-Tline, according to Alexander, can be without &-:ity.

This de-deification of reality takes away the meaningfniness

of the universe, for God is the very meaning of the universe.

If we have to avoid this de-deification of reality, then we

have to real to religious consciousness itself which

believes in the meanlawfulness or the universe. In order

that religious experience be possible, we have to accept

God both as Transcendent and Immanent, as Alexander himself

has pointed out. God is immanent in the world so far as

His principles are concerned, and He is transcendent of

the world so far as His bein^ is concerned# God as He is

known to religious consciousness is known as a Personality,
and therefore, the world is the manifestation of that

Supreme Personality. But the very nature of personality is
♦

that ct maintains its own separateness and exolusiveness.

So if God is a -erson then He has to be taken as separate

from the world-process through which He manifests Himself,

Therefore, in His personality there are many thoughts and

experiences which are enjoyed by Him but which remain <luite

independent of this world and human thought. The world,

then, does not exhaust the fulness of God. This trans¬

cendence of the immanent God has been thus expressed by

I'r ingle-Pat fcison:

"But just as the tun has a centre of his own, which we
cannot occupy, and from which he looks, as it were, upon
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the inner ui&e of his acts end words {as well as upon
a private world ot thoughts and feelings, many of k Inch
do not take shape in the common or general world at all),
30, if we a*e&k of God at a 1, there must he a divine
centre of thought, activity and enjoyment, to which no
mortal c<~a penetrate" (1).

This solution of the Absolute Reality in terms of the

transcendence of the immanent is as old ns the Yedaa. The

Absolute Reality of the Vedas is said to pervade the whole

world and is yet held to transcend it. This is clear from

the following lines, taRen from the Hymn to Puruaha:

Whatever is, is Purusha;
Both what has been and what shall be;

As great as this is Parusha,
Yet greater still his greatness is;
All creatures are one-fourth of him;
Three-fourths th« immortal in the heaven.(2)

She other conse-iuenoe of the application of the theory

of Emergence has been the shutting out of all knowledge of

God. We know, that according to Alexander, we can neitrier
*

1enjoyi no^ »contemplate* any entity higher than man.

Raturally, the deity of Alexander remains an unknown <Xf (1).

It is difficult not to express our surprise at this statement,

specially when we know that he had derided the gospel of the

'unknowable God' (uj. Then, even in 1 33 1 he wrote to Laiddj
»

"1 never was negative in respect ox that subject and nev r
was agnostic. I date from the agnostic time, but never
subscribed to the prevailing belief (or want of belief)" (3).

But probably Alexander meant that he believed in the

I • Hegeliunism and Personality P. 22$,
21 Rig-Vida A 3O; Griswold's translation.
i.- STB 11. p. 347. u. The Oxford Magazine June 6 I888.P.4I3.
3» H.«i • Vol. *4w.1/4l-tr • p. 14 6
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existence of God, bat he disclaimed auy knowledge of Him,

However, this will be called agnosticism (*). But if we

do not know and if it is idle to guess the nature of

deity, then the best thing is to maintain silence. But

Alexander has not done this. On the contrary, he pointed

out that we apprehend God through our religious faith (1)

as something numinous or mysterious (2), and that He is

partly seen and partly thought (3). Besides , we are said

to be assured of God's reality on the ground of both

specific experience said speculative evidence (4). Then,

again, he maintained the difficult statement that deity

is 'unknown* and that it is not «unexperienced* (5), If we

experience God, then we must be knowing Him, though we

must confess that we know much less than we should like to

know and very much less than popular religion fancies (6).

Of course, religion has always included an element of

mystery but men have never worshipped Pure mystery (7).

Besides, the myBteriousneas of God is different from our

nescience oi Him.

God is said to be mysterious for He transcends the

1. STD 11. P. p47• c•The Oxford -magazine June 6. Hoc P.415.
3.' J.H. Vol.* 40. • 1 /4r • -42 P. 14 6.
k* Agnosticism may be defined as that theory of religions
knowledge which asserts that it is impossible for man
to attain the knowledge of God (Runes D.D. "The Dictionary
of Philosophy' George Koutledge 1>44, -London).
1. STD 11. P. 4w. a. STD 11. p.34b. 3.STD 11. P.376
4." STD 11.- P.- yol * 3.* oTD 11.* p.- 34b
6.' Inge W«*R« "Op. Oit. *p. a/o.
7.- Brightman j&.S. 'Aphilosophy of Religion * p. 30
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subject-object reiationanip of our cognitive experience and

thus can be properly expressed in terms oi" myths or symbols

only. He remains moat mysterious to them Bpecially to whom

He is revealed.

"It is just this seeming paradoy which is asserted by
religion and theology, wherever the two propositions are
maintained, that Hod has revealed himself and that God is
an Infinite mystery for those to whom he has revealed
himself, the paradox is stated implicitly" (i).

Alexander did not taaxe any distinction between religion

and scientific knowledge. As a matter ox fact he tacitly
knowledge proper

accepted that knowledge to be./ must o« scientific.

Hence, by the unknowability of God, Alexander meant the

absence of any definite knowledge of God. As such any

positive teachin0 of any religion became for him 'nonsense*

(2).
#

At this stage it might be contended that Alexander

himself has given us some knowledge about his deity. However,

the kind of knowledge which he has given us about his deity

is not the religious knowledge of God through acquaintance.

It is that knowledge of God which his system has provided

for Him. This will not be culled a religious knowledge of
m

God, but ia fact is a fabrication ox a system. Hence, lietz

rightly observes here:

1. kaul Tillich *Syotematio Theology* Vol. 1. p. 1^1
2»■ Letter ox pi .o.il to Laird H.J. Vol. 4U 1p4i-42 P. 146
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"We must reject as ill-judged its attempt to explore
a region which i3 unexplorable. Bpencox*, whose gx-eatest
suocessor Alexander is in our own time, halted before
the Absolute in silent humility and reverence* this
behaviour seems to us to be more honest pious and
honourable than the impetuosity and violenoe with
which Alexander tries to overcome it" (1).

0

This is clear from the fact that Alexander regarded all

kinds of religious knowledge as mythology or nonsense (2).

But is religious myth nonsense?

RBLrGiOUo xBUti-nmnG-n mu) mYTH;.. Alexander held that God

cannot be known, for His deity is beyond our •enjoyment'

and •contemplation'. However, l religious persons are

insistent on the deliverances of their consciousness of

God. Their religious knowledge has been expressed in a

traditional garment of language, how Alexander regarded

all such teachings of a positive religion as mythology and

•non-sense*. Of cou.se Alexander has not stated his

meanin^ of the term •mythology* in his writings, but in his

private circle he would treat it as 'nonsense', nonetheless,

even in his writings he called the teachings of Trinity as

•not of itself rational* (3), and the ascription of

personality to God, he called *our weakness of imagination*

(4). Bo let us enumex*ate the cunoepts of religion which he

called myths.
m

Firstly, according to Alexander, the insistent claims

of clarified religious consciousness are expressed in

1. Op. Clt* P. 6?1
2 4 Laird Je H.J. i ?4 I -4a. PP. 14 6,133,'34.
3.' P.L.P. P. 31? 4. r.-L.F.- p. 37y
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pictorial embodiments.

"Thus the intimate harmonising of God and man, their
communion in the relation oi child to father, ia embodied
in the idea of a God-made man, which is found in other
religions, bat innone with such grace and winnlngness as
in Christianity" (1).

Bat this embodiment is bat a beautiful mythology (2).

1'hen, again, the God of theism which the religious sentiment

naturally and Inevitably employs is a consequence of 'the

mythologising imagination* (3). Afterwards, Alexander

maintained that the due trine of creation fooms a part of

religious mythology (4) and the notion of a Creator God is

a metaphor (J?)» Finally, he pointed out that the 'recon-
m

ciliation of man with God through Jesus is artificial (65.

"She ordinary theism, therefore, when it postulates a
human intermediary between us and a God who is conceived
as endowed with deity actually attained, acts consistently
in believing the intermediator to be more than man, human
and divine at once ——•.purchasing consistency at the
cost of interposing the conception of a miraculous person
without parallel in the world"

*

All these teachings of Christianity have become mythology

because they a.e based on a backward-view in theology.

The forward-view, however, points out that deity is yet to

be and will never be actual. Nevertheless, the ordinary

religious consciousness habitually forecasts deity as

actually realised in an individual form (I).

The remedy of this mythologising consists of course in

de-mytnologising, and Alexander did this with reference to

I. l.L.l, p. ply. 2. The iistener Deo. 3. I33O P.^23•
3.- STD-ll. p. 392. 4.1.1.1. p. 326. • • •
3,' SeptJLmuna-Spinozana i>J33 p. • 131.-6.SID 11. P. 3?1 .

7* STD 11. P. 4tb*4b? • • • * ■
1 t STD 11.' P.' 362 •
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the * pictorial presentation* of the Fatherhood oi* God and

Redemption or the forgiveness of sins in the following way*

"Our dependence of God, which partly, makes us think of
him under the figure 01 a father, is our sense of how
God gathers up for us in his person the whole infinite
world to which we belong, so that in trusting ourselves
to his divinity we are aware of our continuity with the
whole in its divine quality" (2).

Then, again, the idea of fathex*hood applies to deity, for

the ideal which we ornate is itself, as in us, the cause

of our action (3). Similarly, the myth of Redemption can

he de-mythologised. Redemption means our being resolved into

this infinite deity; and the forgiveness of sins is the

feeling of mysterious largeness as a result ox being carried

up by the nisus (4).
0

But, Alexander also held that the process of mythologjrsirg

is natural and inevitable (3), and, therefore, hardly any

religion is free from it(6). Religion * partly because it

needs images of that which is not imaginable, and partly

because it craves fixity of its ideas, is the prey of

mythology* (I). Then, he also hoped that a new religion will
0

be born, —— a Aesaiauic hope ——• from some simple-

minded, but profound relxgious genius sensitive to future

needs. Bven it will have its mythology in order to be

humanly accessible, but its mythology will be x credible

to the men of to-day* (p). But, if mythology is so essential
0

2. STD 11. p.

3.- Beptimana-Bpimozana p. 133. 4. STB 11. p. 333
3.- STD 11. P. 332 6. The Listener Deo. 3.- I33Q p. 323
\ .• The Listener Deo 3. 133O P. JcZ col.- 2.
2.- Ibid P. 323. " " • '
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to religion, then why should we oall it 'nonsense*? We

guess thai Alexander thought it nonsense, for according to

him, God is essentially unknown and unknowable and therefore

no myth oan penetrate into His nature or can be adequate to

represent Him* Hence, any description of God will be what
0

Prof. Emmet calls 'projective analogyt, that ia, thai
analogy which we construct from intra-experiential ideas

for applying it to what is intrinsically unknowable (3).

Further, he thought that deity is always in the future and

mythology puts Him as pre-existing the world. Besides,

mythology runs the risk of making people worship human

perfection in the place of divinity. »*e think that in the

following lines, Laird has correctly given Alexander's reason

for regarding religious teaching as mythological*

"But he (Alexander) was also saying that he repudiated
the nonsense of traditional philosophical theology, the
nonsense ox looking for deity in the wrong place and
of attempting to adore the mere perfection of human
attributes like moral goodness or intellectual insight
when these, however much they might be 'perfected',
remained and had to remain wholly and definitely sub-
divine" (1).

0

It is fuite true that Alexander would never allow tertiary

qualities uo attributed to God (2) and then he regarded
£esus as a perfection of man but not as actualised deity (3).
The whole viewpoint of Alexander can be made clear by our

attempting ta answer these two questions:(a) Is myth

3. The nature 01 Metaphysical Thinking P.11.
1/ H. J. 1^41-42 Vol.XL p. ip4. 2. P.L.P. P. 3I?
3.- STD 11. P. 41b; P.L.P. p. 32b ...



irrational, that is, is it only due to the weakness of human

imagination which cannot remain satisfied with the 'unimaginatffeV

Or, is it due to the presence of a higher truth which is

inexpressible through our ordinary subject-object relation¬

ship? (b)Ihen, again, ii God and Eis attributes are going to

be expressed, then should we do so through mere negations or

through the lowest category or through the highest ueality

known to us? Let us deal with the first question firstk

The theologians like Streeter, Tillich and Mebuhr

have held that there is no way of speaking about God except

in mythological terms (4). Thus, Streeter wrote:

"It follows that to test the element or truth in any
religion we must direct our attention first of all,
not to the intellectual constructions of the theologian,
but to myth and rite, to hymn and prayer, to parable and
proverb, to the mystic's meditation and the prophet's
trumpet call" (1).

0

Similarly, Stewart pointed out that logical and scientific

thinking remains opposed to the religious consciousness of

God (2) and, therefore, he contended that Plato had to take

recourse to myth to bring home to us the reality of God.

The myth-thinking of Plato consists

"in showixig that the 'whole', or all-embracing Good, cannot
be grasped scientifically, but must be seen imperfectly
in a similitude" (j>).

0

When the theologians say that religious thinking is myth¬

ological, they mean that there is a different kind of

knowledge of God and this knowledge should neither be Judged

4. Paul Tillich Op. Cit. p. 247 '
W Reality P. 47 see also p. 67«
2.- The myths-of Plato pp. 32,3i/57* 3. Ibid. P-39J also

• Lmmet L.k. 'whitehead's Philosophy of Organism* p. 123.
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by logical reasoning nor should be confused with nescience.

There is a positive knowledge ox God, which can be satisfact¬

orily communicated with the help of myths and parables, but

It cannot be expressed in the context of subject-object

relationship. The reality of religious myth is judged by
0

its power of energising and elevating the receiver of them.

Hence, Jesus spoke in parables
fulfilled

"that it may be /i" 1 - which was spoken by the prophet,
saying, 1 will open my mouth in parables; I will utter
things which have been kept secret from the foundation
of the world" (4).

At least forty-three parables have been recorded in the

gospels. They were spoken as an evidence of the fact that

the kingdom of God had come in the midst of men. Because

of these parables the hearers marvelled and they said of

Jesus that He taught them with authority.(*)
*

"Myth is not primitive science, nor is cult primitive
morality. Their content as well as the attitude of people
toward them, discloses elements which transcend science
as well as morality ————— elements of infinity which
express ultimate concern" (I).

We will say something more about religious myth, but we can

safely conclude now that myth does not mean any concession

to our weakness of imagination. The reason for mystic thinking

innreligion is not due to the fact that *we do not in general

prooedd rationally or think in abstract forms, but are

creatures oi imagination* (2). Myths arise due to the very

nature of the religious object itself, and are the product

4. St. Mt. oh.
*»*!£ Jesus* parables are to be regarded as literature at all,
they belong to the liturature of power". (Robinson W.H. *The
Parables of Jesus* p. iyj5)
1. Paul Tillioh Op. Oit. p.by. 2.The listener Dec.y.ty^Q

col.2
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of rational thinking. it is too narrow and onesided a view
*

to confine reason to logical thinking only and to brash

aside art, religion and morality on the ground of their

irrational character. Of course, one can define 'rational*

in any way he likes, but any such arbitrary definition will

yield tautology but not an empirical truth.

The second Question which we have raised pertains to

the nature of our expressing or symbolising or mythologising
God. Of course, if we do not accept the reality of God and

0

if we consider Him to be a mere philosophical concept, then

our question becomes meaningless. .Somehow Alexander did

not accept the reality of God and took Him to be a creature

of philosophical thinking. He granted that religious

feeling io a fact but ne also tacitly held that this feeling

may be concerned with a fanoifkl object. .Religious feeling
*

or the light of nature, aocording to Alexander:

"Cannot be its own guarantee. it needs confirmation from
the accordance of its deliverances with the whole of our
experience" (1).

But, surely philosophy can only clarify but cannot guarantee

the reality of God. If God can be known as real, then it can
0

be done by religious consciousness alone and only the concept¬

ual clearness of this reality needs the help of philosophy.

The wisdom of God may be revealed to babes, and may be

concealed from the wise. Thus, the reality ox God does not

V. The listener liec. "y. iy>0. p. ' JZ'i col. If
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depend on philosophy at all, nor even on i-eligious conscious¬

ness but on His B^ing alone. But God's reality impinges on

us and we oan respond to Him only by transforming the nature

of this reality through our rational process- Of course,

•rational' includes both scientific and non-scientific

thinking. This impingement of God is felt by us as a thing
»

of great value and a priceless mystery. God is expressed

by ua in 'value-judgments* or rather 'value-feelings' (2).

"In the history Of religion revelatory events always
have been described as shaking, transforming,demanding,
significant in an ultimate way" (3)^ The events of the
burning bush, Mt. Sinai, Calvary have all the same charaot-

eristics. The elemental expression is mythopoeic like

Isd&ah's utterance of being an 'unclean' person standing

before the Holy Being or of Peter's recognition of himself

as a sinner who could not confront the sinless Son of God.

The expression is wrung out involuntarily and it is always

recognised to be non-literal and yet true. Such experiences

work out vast changes in the world, in the lives of saints

and sinners, in the contributions of poets and artists, and

scientists and philosophers. A thing of this nature we want
0

to understand intellectually. But we can understand the

magic of myths only by conceptualising them. This concept-
0

ualisation makes them clear and intelligible to us, but their

magic evaporates. Hence, we delude our-selves by thinking

2. Stewart J.A. Op. Cit. p. 21.
3.- Paul Tillich Op.- Cit.- p.- 123
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that we understand myths in tertr>s of ordinary concepts.

A myth when conceptualised becomes an allegory.

Religious experience then arises from the impingement

of the infinite on the finite, ana the conceptual thinking

arises in our commerce with finite things. Conceptual

thinking about God therefore, aims at bringing the infinite

in the category of the finite. At this stage we should also
m

note that religious myths have the task of elevating the

finite into the sphere of the holy and the infinite.

"If a segment of reality is used as a symbol for God,
the realm of reality from which it is taken is, so to
speak, elevated into the realm of the holy" (1).

For example, God is described as 'Father*, but this has the

effect making physical fatherhood theonomous and of

surrounding it with sacramental depth, Even Flugel and also

Ifister had to concede that God as father has been a great

help in freeing man from father as god (1). If this is a

oorrect distinction between philoso,hioal and religious

thinking, then we have to guard ourselves against the

allegorising of the religious object by conceptual thinking.

If we do make use of philosophical thinking to clarify

our religious notions, then with what sort of conceptual

thinking should we explain the nature of God? We can explain

the nature of God either in terms oi the lowest or the

highest reality known to us or in terms ox nescience. Of

course, there is also another expedient ox doing so and that

V. Paul Tillioh op. cit. p. 267
\ £ Flugel J.C. 'She raychonAnalytio Study of the Family* p.154

• Ifister 0.*Some applications of Isycho-Analysis» p.345
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consista in explaining Divine Reality in terms of super-

personality. However, in practice, the super-personal God

has come to he understood as un impersonal God. We need

not deceive ourselves hy thinking of God beyond the highest

reality known to ua, for our grasp cannot transcend our

reach. Then, again, if we cannot think of God beyond
*

personality and values, then certainly we cannot rest

content with the gospel of the Unknowable• The history of

philosophy and theology has shown that we can hold no

significant negation without a nucleus of some positive

assertion. Alexander could hold the unknowability of God

only on the basis of his positive doctrine of deity and

the theory of knowledge. Besides, he himself did not

explicitly hold the doctrine of neaaienoe. Thus, we find

that God cannot be thought in pure negative terms. Can we

then know or express God in terms of the lowest category

known to us? The older materialists had thought of the

Supreme Reality in terms of matter. But obviously, the

simplicity of matter cannot explain the growing complexity
and richness of life and mind. The higher eannot be fully

explained in terms of the lower. If matter cannot explain

the nature of the Supreme Reality, then even «life* cannot

be said to explain the nature of it. If we explain the nature
*

of the highest reality in terms of life, then we will be

simply repeating the fallacy of materialism, though on a



reduced scale (1). If matter and life cannot explain the

nature of Reality, then certainly Space-Time, being the

emptiest of all reality known to us, cannot do full Justice

to Reality. Alexander himself saw that God cannot be Space-

Time, for Space-Time has not the feature of numinousness.

He also had the vague feeling that his God lacks the note

of divinity and this is clear from the following statement;

"Yet it remains true that speculatively, even without
the practical revelation of God, we can arrive at the
postulate of a world tending to deity, though we could
not discover it to be worshipful" (1).

*

Thus God becomes a postulate and its worshipfulness remains

open to doubt. Thus we are left with the last alternative

only, namely, we can know God in terms of the highest

reality known to us and this is the reality of 'being a

person*. So far as religious histoi'y ia knov«n to us the

best exeplar of human personality is found in the life of

Jesus. Row «no man hath seen God at any time; the only

begotten Son, which ia in the bosom of the Father, he hath

declared him* (a). Jesus becomes the Son of God, for 1-Ie has
m

rent the veil and revealed the 'hidden* God. Christ Crucified

as a spotless lamb of God is a myth, but this myth is a power,

for it has made a difference to human history,

"For the Jews require a sign, and the Greek seek after
wisdom; but we preach Christ crucified, unto to the
Jews a stumbling block, and unto the Greeks foolishness;
But unto them which are called, both Jews and Greeks,
Christ (is) the power of God, and the wisdom of God" (3).

I. Streeter B.H. 'Reality* P. i2j>
1 ,-STD 11. P. yoK 2 .St .John Gh.l.v.lb. 3.Cor. 1-v 22-24.
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We come back to myth, again, for myth and symbol egress

a higher truth which, psychologically speaking, oanaot

become articulate in any other way,(45. But is myth

confined to religion alone?

In philosophy, poeti*y and politics and all spheres

where power-thinking has been a fact, myth comes to

surround their concepts with its hulo and penumbra of magic.

Edward strong shows the importance of myth in philosophy,
in which, he says, the poetic vision is undying, though

this poetry is intellectual.,...

"She source ox analogical metaphysics is met&phox' and
myth; the power of the myth is evocative and demonstrative,
and the truth of the metaphor in metaphysics is poetic
truth enhanced, vivified ana perpetual meanings" (1).

In another article celled * The leading myths of our Time*(2),

Swatjy points out that no revolutionary idea in history has

been backed without its stirring fables. The f-blea may
»

appear to be phantastio, she says, but each one of them

incubates some profound meaning and value. She illustrates

the truth of this observation in relation to Communism,

Fascism and Democracy, one by one.

"Like art, myths clothe life with fresh enchantment,
reveal an unsuspected plot and pattern in it, lift
men to higher regions above the tciium vitae. Their
magic confers a chrism oi self-importance on-those
deemed unimportant, sounding a trumpet of hope, a call
to a larger destiny" (55.

#

From the above observation it is clear that myth is not

nonsense and the worship of God through Christ is not the

4.Jung O.G. (Analytical Fsycnology* pp.4 6b,465;'Modern
man in search of a boul* pp.25,13•
1 .Edward strong 'metaphors and metaphysics1 International
Journal of EthioattKLl P.4 62
2 .Ethics JLL1X pp. 1 6?«*106: 5. Ibid. P. 170

# • • » m 0 »
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worship o±' human perfection. Jesus is a historical and

yet a living myth of mankind. The truth of myth consists

in its power of adding meaning to all those who participate

in it. According to Jung, religion brings mental health

and adds meaning to the life ox the individual (1). The

religious symbols, according to him:

"make it possible xor man to erect a spiritual counter-
pole to primitive instinotine nature; a cultural
attitude, as orrosed to mere inatinctiveness" (2).

kven the Freudians, who are negatively predisposed to

religious value, admit that the image of God draws its

sustenance from the ex*eriences of countless generations.

iSyery human child so develops that he cannot avoid the

God-image, for the family-situation at once becomes the

eophorising force or stimulus for the activation of

phylogenetic memory-truces. That the source of God-

thinking is as deep as humanity itself has been well empha¬

sized by Jung. The ages, according to him ,

"assumed without question that this system was a being
with a will and consciousness ———- was even a person——
and they called this being God, the -xuintessence of reality...
There is a psychological justification for this supposition
for it is only appropriate to call divine an almost immortal
being whose experience, compared to that of man, is nearly
eternal" (Jj.

0

Whether a religious myth is nonsense or not is to be judged

not from its roots but from its fruits. The truth appears

1. Psychology of the Unconscious, pp. 15-16,224; also
Contributions to Analytical f-sychology pp. 53,68.
2. Contributions to Analytical Psychology-p. 68.
3kodern man in search of a Soul. P.217
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to be this that religious knowledge arises not in union but

in ooramunion with the Supreme Reality as a Person and.

philosophy can deal with Reality only as a concept. Naturally

the world of religion becomes an unintelligible mystery to

philosophy and this has been well expressed by Brunnerj

"A philosophically reasoned faith in a personal God is a

contradiction in terms, however hard thinkers may have

laboured to square the cix-cle" (1).

When we look upon the Supreme Reality as a Person, then

alone we find the numinous element in Ratare. Alexander

called himself an Otto-man. But had he been one, he would

have seen that the argument from Design fails when it is

expressed conceptually. However, rightly understood the

faot to which the argument from design refers is an indicator

of the presence of the Other Self and is thus understood

numinously. when tue Psulmist beheld the gloi*y of God in

the starry heavens, then the starry heaven was felt numin¬

ously. Only in this spirit of experiencing nature numinously

we oan aayj

"The heavens declare the glory of God/ and the firmament
sheweth his handywork. Day unto day uttereth speech, and
night unto night sneweth knowledge. There is no speech
nor language, where their voice is not heard" (2).

For the sake of this numinousness, JEant felt that the

argument from design was 'deserving of respect'. Thus

t. God amd Man p.4c (S.C.k. Press 1556)
2 .- Ps. xix-v . i -5 ...
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De Burgh observes;

"In the Critique of Judgment he (Kant) remarks that the
purposive phenomena in nature evokes, prior to any
explicit reasoning, a feeling akin to the religiouB, a
sense of an unknown power behind phenomenaf that is
awesome, or, in Otto's familiar term 'numinoux*" (1).

Similarly, Be Burgh points out that Cook Wilson in the

face of generul adaptation and harmony of nature could

not help feeling admiration and wonder. He quotes the

following words of Cook Wilson;

"Whether it be an illusion or not, the idea of plan or
design and choice of means comes on us with irresistable
force; we cannot shut it out" (2).

Thus the knowledge of God is possible to us only when in

our moment of spiritual excitement we confront the Supreme

Reality as a Holy person. This note of personality is

lacking in Alexander's account of deity. Consequently, he

could not enter into the spirit of religious knowledge and

therefore he declared the teachings of the positive religion

nd-Body a mythology in a depreciatory sense.
rmula and
ity, — Alexandder wanted to have some sort of theism. Therefore,

he had to find out a way oi maintaining the transcendence of

deity. In order to do so he took the help of* the mind-body

formula. It is curious to note that this distinction of

mind and body was mane by lope to illustrate the pantheistic

conception of God.

"All are but parts of one Stupendous Whole

Whose body JSature is, and God is soul." (1)

1. Towards a neligious philosophy p. 154-5,
2.* Statement and inference Vol.11, seo.571,' quoted by W.G. Be

- Burgh in 'Towards a religious Philosophy* p.155.

1. Assay on man, The Oxford Book of mystical Verse -1?41 P.84
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We v, ill see later that, Alexander's system is too pantheistic

to allow any room for a Transcendent God. But now we are

raising a more fundamental issue. »<e doubt the very

applicability of the mind-body formula to God. hot because

its applicability leads to pantheism, as William Temple

thought (b), but because the conditions wuich justify the

application of the formula to emergent existents do not

apply to God.

ho doubt the mind-body formula is only an analogy to

throw light on the nature ox empirical existents, but the

analogy itself must be more clear than the experiences to

which it is going to apply.
*

"Meanwhile, we must own that until we understand more
than we do at the present about this question of the
relation of mind and body, we are not in a very good
position to say whether it is a relation which can be
generalised to interpret anything else".(1)

Therefore, according to Prof, JSmmet, the whole effort on

the part of Alexander, to explain our experiences in terms

of the mind-body formula is really a fallacy of Qbsourum

per obscurlus (2).

There is much in this objection of Prof. Bmmet which

can be accepted, but we do not think thai there is any

fallacy of obscure explanation, so far as the formula of

mind-body itself is concerned. Alexander is yuite clear

as to what he means by the mind-body formula. Mind here

means the neural processes themselves which have been

FT Emmet D.k. rCTIu^CTT* Vol. AAV. I >50 P* 22?
2.' Op. Git.' P. cl 6-ca7
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•lifted, up* into consciousness. Thus, mind and body are

indissoluble and identical. The same entity when*enjoyed*

is mind and when «contemplated* is neural. This relation¬

ship between mind and body may be inadequate and even

indefensible, but there is no obscurity in Alexander *s

meaning of the formula itself, Again, the formula was

advanced as a hypothesis and therefore, its validity rests

on its capacity to explain all facts and we fear that the

formula cannot bear the wei0ht which has been placed upon

it. In a way the mixid+body formula is even more pervasive

than the categories themselves, for the categories dfo not

apply to the infinite God and apace-Time, but this formula

does apply to them, according to Alexander. But we think
0

that this formula, strictly sneaking, cannot be applicable

either to Space-Time or God. This inapplicability does

not arise from the fallacy of Illicit Generalisation or

Anthropomorphism, as Dr. Stiernotte thinks (1). But it is

inapplicable because the conditions of the mind-body

formula cannot be satisfied in Space-Time and the * Infinite

God*.

Let us take Space-Time. Can we legitimately say that

Time is the •mind* of Space? Bow mind is an emergent

quality from life, but Time does not * emerge* from Space,

and therefore, it cannot be oalled the *mind« of Space.

Alexander himself noted this (k) and therefore, he explained

1. God and Space-Time p. 2. STD 11. p. 40
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the statement 'Time is the mind of Space* in the sense that

Time performs the same function in relation to Space as mind

performs in relation to neural processes (5). Further , he
held that lime is the mind of Space f for from the Time-

element of Space-Time, mind and all other qualities have

emerged (4). In itself the explanation is obsoure, for in

the hierarchy of Space-Time, matter, life and mind, mind is

not only Time but is spatio-temporal and so is life a* d

all other emergent qualities. Then, again, the most

generalised meaning of *mind', according to Alexander, is

that everything has a tendency to enter into whole or

•holism', and that evex-ything has the aspect of *ing « or

* enjoyment* (I). But Space-Time, being always restless,
oannot be a whole. Time, instead of maicing Space -Time a

whole, Aeeps it always expanding. Therefore, in the first

meaning of *mind*, Time oanuot be said to be the *mind « of

Space. Then, oan we maintain the distinction of mind and

body in terms of 'enjoyment* and 'contemplation'? Can we

say that Space when 'enjoyed' is Time? «iuite obviously, it
is not true, for S^ace by itself does not exist. The relation

between Space and Time is not one of identity as is the case

with mind and body.
m

"The relation of Time to Space is therefore something
closer than that of being merely analogous to the relation
of mind and its neuxal basis, and something less than that
of bein,^ identical with it" (2).

5. STD 11. P.44. 4.STD 11. p. 4 4. B.L.P. p.566
1 .• The Historicity of Things, pp. 20,21 • •
2.- STD 11. P. 40.
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Hence, Time is not the *ing* aspect of Space, for the two

are not identical, and in it there ia no distinction of

contemplation and enjoyment, for as yet there are no levels

of emergence, it ia a suage earlier than and prior to the

later differentiation 01 it into contemplation and

enjoyment {>)• As each, Time cannot bu said to be the
#

*ing* or "enjoyment* of Space, and therefore, it cannot be

said to be the *mind* of Space. Thus, the mind-body formula

does not apply to Space-Time. Alexander did not care to
0

examine this, for he wanted a formula of universal applic¬

ability to unify all experiences. Of course, he had also

other functions for the mind-body formula to which we have

already referred in Chapter 111.

Again, Alexander wanted to attribute all progress, new

departures and creative syntheses to the 'restlessness of

time*, and in this sense he regarded Time as an analogue of

mind.
#

"Alexander in fact admits this, when he speaks of a
flisus. or creative tendency in S-T. But can you get
this out of his notion of" S-T as an infinite four -
dimensional continuum? X do not think so, unless you
implicitly assume that the mere fact of succession
necessarily means creative advance" (1).

Thus, from the above consideration it is clear that Time

cannot be called the *mind* of Space and as such the mind-

body formula breaxs down at the initial level of Space -

Time. how let us see whether we can apply this formula
0

5, STD 11. P 40-41
\ i Emmet B.M, Op. Cit. p. Zj>2
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to an infinite God.
0

If tne mind-body formula cannot be legitimately applied

to Space-Time, then we have no reason to x*egax*d it as a

univex-aal formula. Consequently, it oannot be extended to

the Infinite God without an independent empirioal enquiry

in relation to it. hut as the nature of God, according to

Alexander, is beyond our contemplation and enjoyment,

therefore, we cannot empirically determine the applic¬

ability of the mind-body formula. Therefore, the mind -bojt£

formula can be applied to God, only as an extension of a

generalisation, which has been based on the obsex*vation of

existent emergents. hut before we a^ply the formula to

the Infinite God, we should see that precisely those

conditioxis ax e found in Him which are found in empirical

existents which justify tne applicability of the fox'mula

to Him.
0

First of all, the mind and body of the mind -body

formula, have Hot been considered to be human mind and

body. Mind in man is a particular emex-gent duality; but

at the lower levels, life and matter are mere analogues of

mind. At the lower levels of emergence, the mind-body

formula is a justifiable and in a way a fruitful analogy.

As a matter of fact, in 'The Historicity of Things',

Alexander has made clear the sense in which *mind' has to be

used as a correlate of * body' at all levels. Mind, in this
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extended sense, as we have already seen, means a holistic

tendency and an *ing* aspect ox a thing. But in applying

this formula to the Infinite God, Alexander has literally

used the human frame of reference. This is a form of

Anthropomorphism ( To be sure, he also said that this

way of describing God is purely figurative and mythological .

(1)
But this necessity on the part of Alexander to describe God

in terms of metaphors indicated that God cannot be usefully

described except in terms of human personality («*). Further,

If the application of the mind-body formula to God is mere

metaphor, then from the nature of this metaphorical thinking
about God, one cannot be very sure of the conclusions one

draws about Him. But Alexander has taken the mind -bojjty
0

formula too seriously and literally in his theology where

jjTOur charge of anthropomorphism in Alexander's application
of mind-body formula to God is different from Dr. Stiernotte*s
similar objection to Alexander's theology. According to us,
the 'body* and 'mind* of God hhve been U3ed by Alexander in
human terms. Hence, according to us, Alexander haa anthrop-
omorphised God. But, according to Dr. Stiernotte, an
attributing of any kind of 'body* to God i3 gross anthrop¬
omorphism. ne think that the position of Dr. Stiernotte is
too extreme. Then again, Dr. Stierhotte Also maintains that
Alexander should not have applied the term 'mind * to God, as
he did not allow 'knowing in human meaning'. We think that
this is too extreme a view to take about divine 'knowing*.
Dr. Stiornotte deals with this problem at great length (God
and Space-Time pp.255-244), but the following quotation from
him will suffice for our purposes -the expression 'body
of God' is too anthropomorphic for any system of metaphysios—
The 'mind of God* as deity is not sufficiently clarified".
We have already seen that Dr* Stiemotte's objection of
anthropomorphism i3 invalid.

1. STD 11. P. .

**0n other occasions, Alexander did not allow the applicability
of the best of human attributes to God for even descriptive
purposes.
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its applicability is extremely doubtful. God is supposed

to have a •body* with all its visoeral and organic sensations

and then He is supposed to have a brain-structure like ours.

Thus God comes to be represented by the image of a superman.

But god may have a 'body* and *mind« which may be siu.ite

different from ours, in the same way in which Space-Time is

supposed to have 'mind* and 'body* which are only analogous

to ours. This humanising of God with the too literal
0

application of the human mind-body relationship is indef¬

ensible.

Further, is deity of an Infinite God an «ing' aspect

of Him? There are ^rave doubts for thinking it so. The

body of God includes the whole of Spaoe-Xime with all its

engendered qualities and as such it is an actual reality.

But deity is only ideal. In order that deity be an *ing*

aspect of God, at least this deity should be as real as the

body. After all, mind and body in the mind-body fatmula are

identical and indissoluble. As deity is not as actual as the

body of God is, so it cannot be the *ing« aspect of God, and

as such it ceases to be the 'mind' of God. Henoe, the mind-

body formula does not apply to God.

The same thing may be put in a slightly different way.

So far, the entities which have the mind-body pattern, have

been shown to have deity also. Uven Space-Time has its

deity of materiality towards which the Time-arrow is pointed.

But in the actual infinite God with the realised deity, there
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o&n "be no arrow forward to anything beyond Himself. In His

case 'mind* and * dei ty* coincide. This would mean that the

x-estlesaness of Time cannot apply to God. This is what the

idealist means by saying that Time-process is within the

world or the whole, but the whole as a whole is beyond

histoiy and time. But this Time-element of Space -Time is

mind and this becomes wanting in the Infinite God with

the realised deity. Therefore, He cannot be said to have
*

mind as the analogue of the Mind- body relationship.

Further, we have seen that the mind-body formula is

based on the identity of mind and body. But , when we come

to the conception of Alexander*s God, Who is straining

towards deity, we find contrasts instead of identity between

mind and body# The body of God is creative, contains good
*

and evil alike and is all-inclusive; but, deity, the 'mind*

of God, is created, contains only that which is in line of

Goodness and is transcendent. If they be contrasted , they
0

cannot be treated as mind and body. As such the mind-body

formula cannot be applied to God.

If the mind-body formula cannot be applied to God, then

the conclusion based upon it is also invalid.

TEAUSCBHBBBCB AliD IMMANBHCE;- If the mind-body formula

be not applicable to God, then Alexander's solution of

Transcendence and Immanence, on the basis of this formula
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is also unacceptable. Bat this is a central problem of

theism, and therefore, it requires a more detailed treatment.

At the outset we can say that, according to theism, God is

both transcendent and immanent, This is a direct poatulation

which arises from religious experience itself. In other

words, theism arises out of direct experience of God and is

not a logical solution which deals with the concept of God.

"It maintains both conceptions, led to do so hot by stress
of logic, but by the claims of spiritual value" (1).

Thus, in a way Alexander is right when he said that in

theism, the transcendence and immanence of God are postulated

together without reconciliation (2). Both factors are

present in religious experience and certainly there is the

need of reconciliation of them {]>)• Religious experience,
in the life of communion, shows that God is a Person with

Love and Compassion, and as such He has a personality.

"Theistic religion is profoundly concerned to maintain
that God is a bein_> with whom personal relations are
possible; if that be abandoned we shall be compelled
to dismiss that religious experience, which Theists take
to be the highest and most significant, as illusion" (4).

Similarly, Pringle-Pattison pointed out that the term »God*

loses its meaning without some sort of personality ascribed

to Him (5). Low the very nature of the personality is such

that it transcends its processor activity (6). Then, again,
1 . Galloway G. *The 'philosophy of Religion' p. 4 67*
2.- STD 11. p. -550. 3. JP.l.P. P. 324.
4.- Matthews w.R. ^Encyclopaedia -Britannica* Vol.22 1551 P.51.
5/ Hegelianism and Personality P. 222.
6.* Temple W. *Mature, Man and God* p. *2 61



in order to grunt the possibility oi" worship, the worshipper

must be distinct and independent oi his deity. Thus a life

oi religious devotion cannot help postulating a transcendent

God. -Again, this religious experience also shows that we

are creatures and God is our Creator (*); we are finite and

He is infinite (* 4), Shis infinite Creator must be able to

cx*eate the world out of Himself, for there can be nothing

outside of Him. This, according to Alexander, is but

immanence (1). If so, then religious faith lays down that
0

God is immanent in His creation and is yet transcendent.—.,

the source and goal of all finite beings (2). Thus, immanence
as well as transcendence are implicated in religious life.

They appear to be irreconcilable in the same way in which

the wave and corpuscular theories oi light appeared to be

irreconcilable and yet both may be true. The important

thing is to note that they are the articulation of religious

experience itself. They need reconciliation, but they
»

cannot be made to subsex*ve any philosophical speculation.

"The fact, then, that we cannot reconcile the partial
independence and freedom of the finite self with its
acknowledged dependence upon God In other respects, need
not force us to abandon our primary moral conviction,
in deference to a speculative theory which may be applying
a finite plumb-line to measure the resources of the
infinite" (3).

0

Of course, any solution which does Justice to the

primary facts of religious life is highly welcome. But

*Our cense of dependence on God and our feeling of
creaturelinese are raw data of religious experience.

*■* Alexander himself would accept that the experience-of
the'infinite' is prior to that of the finite.
1. P.L.P. p. 327.
2.' Be Burgh *w .Cr.''Towards a religious Philosophy' p. 111.

Pringle-Pattison A.Seth, 'Two Lectures on Theism* p.48
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Alexander*a solution is purely philosophical (1), and we
#

will see further that it is also artificial, Alexander's

system ean be only pantheistic, for all emergents are

engendered by Srace-Time itself by virtue of its nisus.

There is nothing outside of it, therefore, aooording to hia

own definition, Space-Time with its niaua remains the martix

of the whole universe. Besides, we have already seen, that

in Alexander*a philosophy, all emergents are mere incidents

and deity too shares the same risk, and, therefore, Spa oe-

Time alone remains the only blank reality. Sp&oe-Time is

the One, Though the finite3 are said to be preserved ,

they are preserved not with their empirical dualities, but

only as spatio-temporal entities. Further , we have already

seen, that Alexander's theory is too deterministic, like
that of Spinoaa. As such there is no room for free choice.

0

Thus, for all purposes, the system of Alexander, is fully

pantheistic. But to this point we will return a little later.

At this stage Alexander has intro .need the distinction

of G-od and Deity, which are related to each other in the

form of mind and body. Sow, if we take a generalised view
0

of deity which has been looming ahead of every emergent, then

we find that this deity always goes beyond the highest

emergent in order of empirical existence; and in this sense

transcends it. Therefore, Alexander pointed out that his
*

theology successfully reconciles the rival claims of immanence

T. P.L.P. pp. 328,y$\
0 0 * 0 0
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and transcendence. God's body Includes everything and

therefore, He is immanent in respect of His body. Again,
deity transcends or goes beyond all the emergenta, and,

therefore, in respect of His 'mind*, He is transcendent.

"His transcendence and his immanence are united through
their dixierent functions in God's total being" (1).

Shis ingenious solution seems to have some relevance at the

human level. At this level we find that deity transcends

man and becomes as remote from him as the Deictic God was

supposed to be. Thus, Mrs. Le Boutillier writes in this
» •

connection:

"In order to satisfy his temporal patter^ with deity, or
the completion of God, as a future level , Alexander hag
divorced nature from Him, has made it impossible for man
to strive towards Him as towards a present actuality, to
gain knowledge of Hdim, to have community with Him, or to
increase in His wisdom" (2).

Thus the deity of Alexander appears as incommunicable as

the Deistic God had been. From this characteristic of

deity, Mrs.le Boutillier thinks that it is really a

transcendent entity (5).
0

However, a closer examination of Alexander's theology

will reveal that it is pantheistic to the core. As a matter

of fact it is infra-pantheistic rather than pantheistic, for

a pantheistic God pervades the whole of nature and His

immanent Being is oo-extensive with the woi'ld which he indwells

(1J. But the deity of Alexander, though it is sustained by
0

1. B.L.F. p. 351, also see p. 303 I <?tt> 11 • 396; Septimana
Spinozana p.- 132. * '
2. *Religious Values in the Philosophy of Emergent Evolution*

P.52
5. Ibid. p. 87
X P.L.J?. PP.521,522.

0 0*0 » »
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the whole world, oan hardly he said to he co-extensive with

it. Tliis is due go the fact that deity is only a chapter
#

In the history of Space-Time, and therefore, his pantheism

also becomes a part of his more inclusive naturalism. Being

even less than pantheism, his theology can hardly claim to

be thuistic. Nevertheless, ii the distinction of theism and

pantheism may be maintained in the theology of Alexander,
then we can say that his theology is pantheistic. The reason

is that really the mind and body are identical and deity

cannot be said to be beyond Space-Time. After all, the

distinction of God and deity is Intra-eosmic distinction.

He himself pointed out that deity transcends us, though it

still remans within nature (2). But a transcendent God should

be outside of Nature; and, He is transcendent because He is

the Creator of the universe (3). On the other hand, the deity

of Alexander is a creature, and, being entangled in the fate

of the universe, remains dependent on it. As such we agree

with Dr. Stiernotte (4), against Mrs. Be Boutilller that the
» »

reconciliation of transcendence and immanence of God cannot

be effected through the distinction of *mind* and 'body* of

God (1 ).

Though Hartshorne and Reese will not agree in regarding

Alexander's theology as pantheistio, yet they hesitate in
<$Y\

calling it fully punthelstio (*v). They write thus in this

2. B.L.B. p.^bj) i 2. Temple W. Op. Cit. p. 2 6?..
4/ God-and Space-Time pp. 246-2J?0 * *
1 • Met2 R. Op.Cit• p.
V- In panentheism,. however., uransoendence and immanence are
not as explicitly stated as in theism.
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connection :

" pantheism seems tc be implicit in the logical
and conceptual framework of his thought, although it
never •iuite became explicit in his writings" (2).

Lastly, the distinction of immanence and transcendence

in Alexander's theology depends on the distinction of

deity and God, and this distinction, again, is based on the

applicability of the universal formula of mind-body relation¬

ship, and this, finally rests on the doctrine of emergence.

But, this emergence itself is due to the functioning of an

immanent nisus, by virtue of which Space-Time gives birth

to new emergent®• But can we interpret emergent evolution

except on the basis of some sort of inner teleology which

is impzlanted in Space-Time itself? Prof. Haven answers

this question thus;

"We shall have realized the truth of Dean Matthew's wise
words that 'the Phrase 'emergent evolution' is a trans¬
parent disguise for the idea of immanent teleology" (i).

If this is so, then really the theology of Alexander is so

pantheistio that it leaves no room for transcendence at all.

IS AhiLUhDmh'S POPTalBL OP DLITY THfllSXlC? Pantheism is an

unsatisfactory doctrine from the viewpoint of religious

consciousness. But in all fairness it must be conceded that

immanence in some form has been held by 3fcS3» religious mystics.

However, they did so in a spirit of protest against the

mechanical and external relation in which a deifctio God was

2. Philosophers speak of God P. .572* Probably this is the
most charitable view which can'be taken of Alexander's
theology in relation to theism,
1. Natural Religion and Christian Theology, p. 144.
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placed. They did not hold it as an exilicit theological
0

theory (2). Logically, however, puntheism cannot bo said
0

tcjbxplain the relation of God with man which is found in

religious experience, A religious consciousness demand#

transcendence as well as Immanence, Alexander was right

in as much as he recognised their presence in theism, but

he was not right in holding them together in the manner in

which he did in his theology. We have already shown above

that the transcendence of deity, as h<eld by Alexander, is

purely artificial. On the contrary, however, Alexander held
0

that his conception is theistic (5) and explained it thU3*

"But in respect of his deity the conception of God is
theistic, and since his deity is distinctive of him, this
notion of God remains predominantly theistio" (4).

0

What Alexander ignored is the fact that the transcendence

of God in theism is not a purely logical idea. It is a

descriptive notion, which arises from religious experience.

God appears to be transcendent to us because He confronts us

in the hour of choice. He is felt to be transcendent to us

when He appears to be responsive to us in our prayers and

pleadings to Him. But Alexander rejected this notion of the
0

responsiveness of God in our prayers to Him. For Alexander,
0

Deity is an ideal and not an existent entity, but for a

theist, He is more real than anything He knows and experiences,

God oan only be glorified and praised, because His richness of

2. KoGiffert A. C. *Bnoyolopaedia of Kelx^ion and JSthios Vol#.
» P.172. 5. STD'll. p. 4. BID 11. P.
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analytically described. However, this praise of God is also

a description of Him, so far as He is seen to be affecting
us in making our own live3 richer 'in His ocean flow*. The

nature of God, in whom all values are concretely embodied,
cannot be described except in terms of symbols and myths.

For Alexander God is impersonal, but whatever may be the

difficulty in ascribing personality to God, a theist oannot

picture Him except in tex'ms of personality.
»

Alexander pointed out that deity is not value, but it

is in line with value. In 'Septimuna Spinozana', he maintained

that man's values serve as a feeder of God's deity, and are

used up in bringing that deity to birth (1). From this it

might appear that deity is really worshipful in a theistio

sense. But, deity, which is always to-morrow, cannot be

an actual embodiment of values. Then, we doubt whether man-
0

made values can ever form the elements of deity, for, according

to Alexander, value is not a duality and is not an objeotive

feature of things. But deity is a duality and therefore,

human values cannot go to make deity. Thus, deity really

transcends values and is not worshipful because of its having

them in its 'body*•
0

Therefore, we conclude that Alexander's doctrine of

deity is not theistic.

U p. 132
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Philosophy tries to understand and evaluate our

experiences as a whole. Shis attempt to reduce our tangled
0

web of life to some order and system seems to be rooted in

human mentality itself.
#

If we ignore the anti-metaphysicians for the time

being, then we can say that a number of metaphysicians

would grant that there is a holistic tendency in things as

well as in human thinking. Something like this was also

supposed by Alexander, when he wrote the following:

"Ascent taxes place, it would seem, through complexity.
But at each change of quality the complexity as it were
gathers itself together and is expressed in a new
simplicity. She emergent quality is the summing together
into a new-totality of the component materials" (1).

But it was Smuts who laid special emphasis on the holistic

tendency in all things, from atoms up to the mentality of

man. The same view is found in the organismio philosophy

of whitehead. According to him, the planetary model of even

an atom betrays its organismio nature.

We may grunt that there is an organismic or holistic

tendency in all thinga and yet we may not grant that the

interpretative form of human mentality corresponds to its

objective order. In order to justify a realistio
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interpretation of human form or ^cestaltenr Kohler has advanced

the theory of •isomorphism1. According to him, not only in

every perceptual activity is there a geitalt, hut this gestalt

corresponds to some objective gestalt. It is true that the
#

perceptual activity is mediated through physiological

processes, but they too run into patterns or gestalt and some¬

how they too faithfully reproduce the objective gestalt. In

other words, according to Kohler, there is some identity of

form or gestalt in the objective physical, physiological and

psychological fields.

That the human mentality cannot but work by creating

•wholes* has been impressively demonstrated by the Gestalt

psychologists and if somehow it could also be shown that the

•wholes* or •forms' of mind are also found in the objective

field then there will be a great advance in the realistic

theory of thinking. It will certainly be an advance over

the idealistic solution, which is more speculative than

empirical. However, Prof. Pmmet has shown that the
0 *

physiological realism of Gestalt is as yet unproven. It seems

to rest on the doubtful 'copy theory* of truth. Further, its

explanation of conceptual thinking in terms of physiological

gestalt breaks down (1).
0

"Does * isomorphism* ask me to believe that when I
formulate an elation 2x * 4 x - 2, the variable x
is correlated with an indefiniteness in the distribution
of forces in the cerebral field, which indefiniteness
then passes into an equilibrium having the same structure
as that of the force correlative to 2 ?" (1)

V. I'he hature of metaphysical thinking pp. 52-55
1 .• Ammet D.k. Op. Cit. P. 53
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From the above considerations all that we oan say

is that humun mentality cannot but create forms; and, in

creating forms to clarify its nexus of interrelations with

the world, it does not reproduce reality. Just as an

organism * transmutes* the food it digests, so human mind

transmutes what it receives from the world. Does this mean

that there is an unknowable world in itself? That there is

a transcendent world, that is, some reulity over and above

our mind must be conceded. This world floats into us, as
0

we also float into it, and the very condition of its being

known is th^t we have to transmute it. The world 30

transmuted is a real world and there is no Ding-an-sich

behind our knowing it. So we know the transcendent reality
0

in terms of *forms* or 'symbols*, which we project into the

world in order to have a successful commerce with it. Even

our perception requires a symbol, for it also involves

'meaning* (2). We translate the world through our projective
0

symbols.
0

"This means that the relation of our perceptual experience
to nature should be thought of neither in terms of direct
apprehension nor of likeness, but as a highly simplified
and abstract * projection* which nevertheless bears some
relation of systematic concomitant variation to the things
projected" (3)«

0

Here we are going a long way off the track of Alexander*s

realistic epistemology, but our concern is not with his

epistemology, so musk as with the nature of his philosophical
construction.

2. Emmet D.iw. Op. Cit. p. 55* •

Emmet D.-k.- Op.- Git.* P* 62 •
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If perception involves meaning and symbols, then a

fort&riori scientific and i etaphysical construction cannot

be without them. In sciences we make indirect analogical
0

models to understand the world in ra£gort with wfhich we

find ourselves. i'he pictorial models were helpful in the
0

past and the mathematical models are popular at the present

time, because we have to think of the world in some

intelligible models, ho doubt the scientific models which

we construct are checked by the carefully collected and

validated data. Ihen, again, the model to be. scientifically

valid, must be helpful in our experimental attack in our

field of enquiry, '^hia is another check on the formulation

of 'models* in science. *kechanism* was a helpful model

of the V^th century scientific thinking, as the imagery of

a planetax'y system of an atom is another model of scientific

thinking in Physios at the present time.
*

"But when we turn to other types of interpretative
activity expressed though symbolic forms, such as art,
religion and the creation of metaphysical theories, the
scope for the form-oreating powers of thought and
imagination is far greater, and the ways in which they
may be guided by actual realities to what is other than
ourselves are more difficult to discern" (1).

Philosophy takes the whole world for its subject-

matter, and yet the whole world can never swim into our

experience, however, we have to make an intelligible
world-model for ourselves in order to find some relief out

of the *big, blooming, buzzing confusion* in which we are

T. Emmet D.h. Op. Git. p. 67
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placed. Reality is not only too large "bat also too rich
0

for oar understanding.
#

"What we can do, is to isolate some definite part and
frame a mental picture of that; or we can try to get a
kind of bird* s-eye view of the Whole as seen from some
particular aspect" (1 )'•

0

Being a * perspective*, any world-pictore is but partial,
but it cannot be helped. We use a metaphor, a myth, a symbol,

a picturesque analogy which has impressed ua most and we give

a wide generality to it. For example, Darwin found his

picture of 'natural selection* from the selective process

performed by breeders and he extended it to the whole animal

world. Similarly, Hewton was struck by the fall of apples
*

and he widened fchis analogy to the whole realm of the

inanimate in the form of the theory of Gravitation.

"Although the likeness of metaphor is drawn from the
actual, the pervasive meaning or essence transcends the
actual" (2)

She group of facts, from the analysis of which the metaphor
t

or analogy is drawn is described by Pepper, as a root-

metaphor.

"What 1 call the root metaphor theory is the theory that
a world hypothesis to cover all facts is framed in the
first instance on the basis of a rather small set of facts
and then expanded in reference so as to cover all facts.
The set Of facts which inspired the hypothesis is the
original root metaphor" (1).

This is the way, according to Pepper, in which the

philosophers have been building their systems, all these

years (2). Of coarse, the length to which a metaphor or

V. Streeter B.H. 'Reality* p. 44; also see p.8. —
2.- Strong E.W.- *ketaphors and metaphysics*, International
Jouraal or Ethics vol. 47, t?5 6-7* P» 4 62.
1 .The root-metaphor theory of metaphysics,- THE JOUAEAL OF
PHlLOoOxAY Vol. 52,1 >55 P.3(>/} see P. 565.
2. Ibid. P. 574 * '
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analogy will go defends on the driving power of the original

experience, its capacity for inclusiveness and the metaphys¬

ician's power of elaborating it in a sustained constructive

thought (5)•

What the metaphysician does, therefore, is to construct
a theoretic model drawn from analogy from some form of
intellectual or spiritual relationship which he judges
to be especially significant or important" (4).

She truth of the philosophical system, then, depends on

its comprehensiveness and natural facility with which it can

illuminate certain aspects of reality. By 'comprehensiveness*

we mean the largeness of scope or the greater range of

consistent description within it. By its 'natural facility*

we mean the 'fittingness' or 'appropriateness* with which the

metaphor or analogy succeeds in harmonising its data (5),

Thus, in this way Plato discovered his metaphysical key in the

beauty of 'form', Aristotle in the doctrine of «hoi'me* drawn

from tthe drive to completion found in physiological desire*,

Descartes found the key idea in co-ordinate geometry and
Leibnitz in an algebraic model and Kant in Practical Reason.

In the same way Alexander found his key idea in the rest¬

lessness of Time of his Space-Time matrix (1).

Ill the above view of philosophy has some truth, then

Alexander was justified in extending and generalising the

key ideas of Evolution, Emergence, Aisus and Space-Time.

Therefore, the objections of Dean Inge and Sheen, relating

to Alexander's use of evolution are not valid. Sheen points

out that the extension of scientific procedure to philosophy

3.'Emmet D.k. Op. Cit. p.i?4-5. 4. Ibid. p.
Pepper-SvG. Op. Cit. -p. p6bj also Emmet -D.M.Op.Cit. P.lj®
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contains the fallacy of 'Uniform Method of Science* (2).

He elaborates this objection in the following way:

"Because Time and Space are found to be physical ultimates,
does it follow that God is Space-lime, or that Space is
His body and lime is His Soul as Professor Alexander
would have us believe?" (5).

In the same vein Dean Inge has written:

"The theory of evolution is legitimate when applied to
certain parts of the universe, such as the recent history
of the species to which we happen to belong. To assume
that this local and temporary phenomenon is -the primary
law of macrocosm is the extreme provincialism" (4).

Prima facie there is nothing wrong' in extending a root-

metaphor or analogy, for this is what philosophers have

been doing until now. But from the validity of the

analogical method we cannot also conclude the validity of

the actual result which has been achieved by way of' extending

an analogy to a wide range of facts. The world is too rioh

and varied to be exhausted by any one metaphor or analogy.

Though an analogy illuminates a certain group of facts, it

leaves many Other facts in comparative darkness. Prof. Emmet

has compared a metaphysical analogy to a Fougasse cartoon.

"Fougasse can convey certain important characteristics of
a subject through a very few lines-——the tilt of an
eyelid, perhaps, or the curve of a neck. There is distortion;
there is a high degree of selectivity; there is certainly the
artist's personal way of seeing; yet the result conveys an
important ohai-aoter of the situation" (1).

In his own personal way then Alexander has shown the signif¬

icance of creative advance which is found at all levels, and,

so far he has illuminated a dark tract 01 our experience,

1. Emmet D.1-. Op« Cit. p. I ?b-1 >■>-. £. Religion without God.
• * • 'P.' 247*

5. Ibid. P. 256. 4. God and Astronomers p. 113.
1 Op. Git." P. -
00 00
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Bat it is quite another question whether this analogy of

•growth* or 'historicity* can be fittingly applied, to God.

God is oei'tainly found to be working through history, but it
is doubtful whether we can think of Him aa a process in

history# Therefore, we agree with De Burgh when he said

the following:

"But it is clear that theology can never join hands with
any philosophical system that denies the dependence of
temporal happenings on a reality above and beyond time" (2).

To be sure, this extension of Time, Progress and Evolution

to the very nature of God is inadequate, however, from this

inadequacy it does not follow that it is illegitimate to

extend an analogy from its own group of facts to all possible

facts. Alexander's analogical reasoning has become inadequate

because the analogies are not fitting or appropriate to the

religious object. The analogy was quite fitting to bridge
*

the gaps between matter, life and mind, and it did make

mechanism obsolete. Like a Fougasse cartoon, the insight of
#

Alexander illuminated this aspect of the total situation.

However, no one metaphor or analogy oan exhaust the total

situation and in many respects the analogical metaphysics of

Alexander completely fails to throw light on religious issues.

This failure of Alexanders philosophy arises from the fact

that it takes its root-metaphor from soienoe. The reason is

that philosophy of its very nature is all-comprehensive, for

2. Towards a religious philosophy p. 131
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it has to interpret our experiences as a whole. But the

Key-concept, wifth the help of which it co-ordinates all

experiences, arises from a favoured perspective of reality.

Hence, the interpretative significance of a philosophy is

partial, even when it says sane thing atout the whole

realty. However, philosophers haye taken their partial-

world-view for the whole. This philosophical despotism has Acbu

violence to many aspects of life, "but none of them have been

more distorted under this faulty Weltanschauung than the

experience of religious life, She materialists and the

naturalists have thrown doubts on the validity of religious

life itself. Bat even this philosophical tradition would
0

not have become intolerant of religious claims if philosophy

of" recent years had not been associated with science, and

this association with science is the real reason why philos¬

ophical analogy of the period concerned fails to illuminate

our religious experience.
#

ketaphysios is poetry but it is an intellectual poetry.

This will be maintained by the Logical Positivists too, but

in a derogatory sense. We maintain it on the ground that

metaphysics gives us an intellectual vision of the transcend¬

ent world about us. ketaphysics elaborating different but

complementary metaphors, gives us an insight into the world

part by part.
0

"The philosophic vision of one cosmic myth does not
destroy that of anot .er. Although the light is not
literally of God, it does not fail to be the light
of man. Our cosmic faith may be far from the Platonists,
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bat their cosmic metaphor telle us something not to be
forgotten about the poetic philosopher" (1).

But this metaphysical poetry is intellectual in the sense

that it includes within it the spirit and conclusions of

science, and science has become divorced from that whioh

concerns us most. In other words science deals with

impersonal forces which can be understood by intellect and

in its one-sided emphasis on this aspect of experience

exclusively, it has become negatively oriented to human

feelings and emotions. At the present time Logical Positivism,
which is permeated with the spirit of science, points out that

God and value deal with ffleelings and emotions and,therefore,

they are meaningless problems for the intellect. A philoso¬

phy, in the proper sense, according to it, deals with either

tautology or empirical propositions. But ©oppositions about

God are neither, and therefore all utterances about God are

nonsensioal (1). Similarly, Prof. Ayer holds that axiologioal

propositions express (and arouse) feeling but as such they

do not come within significant propositions (2), and they

too, therefore, must be consigned to the class of meaningless

propositions. How has this estrangement of philosophy from

moral and religious values come about?

A perfect science which is fully aware of its non-

scientific basis, and a perfect religion which has learnt to

1, Strong B.W. Op. Git. p. 471
1 .< Ayer A.J.- ^Language,- Truth and lo^ic* pp. &1L4-12G.

Ibid. P.'t07-108
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make full use of scientific application for the edification of

human spirit and glory of God, cannot conflict (3). But the

scientific world-view has developed its own onesided exclus-

iveness, and theology too has put forth its exclusiveness as

a defensive measure, and, as a result the two streams of

thought have come into conflict.
0

"She scientific spirit and the religious spirit in us
are subtly antagonistic and tend to negate one another,
so that our capacity for decision and action is paralysed.
We cannot surrender either, and the effort to believe in
both at once results in our believing effectively in
neither" (1}•

The faot is that science has been maintained and

supported by forces which are not scientific. Human society

which has promoted science, for helping to make life

tolerable, Science by itself gives us the means for the
0

use of man, and the use of it ultimately depends on the

goodness of human nature. Again, science not only is main¬
tained by society, but, further, its chief foundation of

disinterested truth and enquiry is not something which can

be established by the method of science. However, without
its being baaed on the principle of Truth, science cannot

go on. But, ordinarily, philosophers who have made use of
m

scientific ooxxo lesions, have ignored the non-scientific

basis of science. They have too exclusively concentrated

on the results oi science. But science has most effectively
0

3. kacmurray, J, 'Freedom in the i.odern World* p. 3d
\ i kacmurray J. -Ibid. p. >2
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dealt with non-human materials and therefore, the results

of Physios, Chemistry, Astronomy etc., are impersonal. If

we ereot our philosophy based on the insight of the material

world, then this philosophy cannot but give weight to

impersonal and non-human considerations. At first the

dangers of soientism were not luite apparent. Only in very

recent times we are visualising its dangers. Science gives

us the means and the powers which can be used well or ill (1).

The scientists now are realising the immensely destructive

power of hydrogen and atom bombs. If they are not wisely

used, they are lixely to put an end to the whole civilization

which has given birth to science itself. An exclusive

attention to scientific development, apart from human values

which keep it going, at last has shown its own inner

contradiction.

As with the help of his intellect man had built up

science, so with the "whole weight of his feelings and

emotions, he has established his art, literature and religion.

Religion is as old as human consciousness. So far roan has
♦ •

never been found without some religious belief and practice,

that is, he has always been in o arm union with some super¬

natural powers around him. Rven the cave man had sane belief

in divine powers and human immortality. It is difficult to

ascertain the exact nature of primitive beliefs. Manaism,

Totemism and Animism appear to be the early forms of religion

end each of these forms has its advocate for maintaining it to

1. Macmurray, J. -ibi cl. -pp.36,37
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be really primitive. Whatever be the moat primitive belief,
it seems certain that an experience of something felt as

mysterious has been at the root of the primitive religious

oonscjiousneas.

"Religion is verily a universal feature of human culture,
not beoause all societies foster a belief in -spirits,
but because all recognise in 3ome form or other awe-
inspiring, extraordinary manifestations of reality" (1).

Later, the mysterious manifestations become more articulate

and gods with distinct personalities came to be worshipped.

But in the fully developed religions we find that there is

only One Power or Being whom man worships. This awe-

insplring Being is felt to be a Person. Man has found Him

helping him in his life's task and calling him to higher

destiny.

But, even with the advance of our nowledge of God, His

mysteriousness has not decreased. He remains a 'hidden1 God

and oan be described only in telling metaphors. These

metaphors are mere symbols which describe Him non-literally.

They too are mere representations which are mere 'projections'

of human mentality, but they serve to illumine the Transcend¬

ent Other as Person. God is described is non-literal symbols
#

as King, Saviouf, Father, Friend, Guide and thus forth. When

we approach the Other, the Transcendent Reality, with the

depth of our whole being, pulsating with emotions and feelings,

Y, lowie R.H. '.Primitive Religion' p. xvi; also see James F.O.
- -'The Concept of Deity' p. 21; Murphy J. 'The Origins and

History of Religions* pp. 63,64.
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we find Him expressible only in these and like symbols. There

seems to be no reason why these symbols should not be

regarded as trustworthy. They do help and guide seekers after
0

the Transcendent Reality. Why should on intellectual approach

be raised to the status of our only approach to the Other?

The scientists and the philosophers can give us no satisfact¬

ory answer to It, seeing that science itself is sustained by

faith which is the crystallisation of human feelings and

emotions. It is no good logic to accept one product of

feelings and emotions as true and reject the other for no

reason at all.

With the deepening of religious consciousness man has

found not only that he seeks after God, but God too is in

search of him. For this reason if man stretches his hands

towards God, God too is ready to clasp them. God is then
0

desperately anxious to redeem man, raise him to His Glory

so that He may have fellowship with man. A God who is on the

look-out for redeeming a soul cannot help revealing Himself

to man and deolare His ways to him. Through the firmament

of His Heavens He has been declaring Himself; through the

inspired wordB of His prophets He has made His ways known

to all. But the Barth will pass away and the words will
*

lose their meaning. They are not the perfect medid- j for

His expressing Himself to man, but they are progressive/in
Godfs revelation of Himself. In the fulness of Time,

therefore, in the Berson of Jesus, a living manifestation
of God became incarnate. There could be no higher medium
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of manifestation.

What we want to emphasize is that God ha3 "been, found

to he anxious to reveal Himself and the best medium of His

revelation is human personality. Rama.Krishna, Buddha and

suoh persons have been claimed to be the m&nif©station of

God, and therefore, we have to accept in principle that a

holy man is the best symbol for revealing God. It is up

to the religious consciousness of the world to see

whether in the Person of Jesus we have not a very meaningful

symbol of God. Jesus, therefore, is a myth, a Symbol, a

living •projection* of man, tin abstract notion which has

appeared in a concrete medium, a Logos which hag become

incarnate in the form of a Person.

Thus seen through a history of two thousand years,

the historical Jesus, like a perfect work of art, has

radiated a significance for man which goes beyond any history.

Under the shadows of the Ci-oss, his humble servants have got

a glimpse of the long-.suffering Love of God. They have

passed on their experiences from generations to generations

and now they have become codified in the form of religious

tradition. Many errors have become corrected through mutual

interchange of experiences. This religious tradition might
m

have hardened some prejudices too, but no account of

religious life is complete which totally ignores the testimony

of this tradition. But we find that Alexander's theology
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throws to the wind all the famdamentals of this traditional

belief in God. His -round for doing so is not derived from

any fresh inspiration drawn from the spring of divine spirit,
but is based on the assumptions of philosophy. How has

this philosophy become intolerant to this religious tradition?

We have already seen that philosophy arising from science

could be onesided only and therefore the philosphioal analogy

could not illumine the dark tracts of religious experience.

Philosophy cannot but be analogical but the spirit of its

analogy is that it serves to incslude everything within it.

Any intellectual effort to do full justice to values and

religion can be but halting, for it cannot do full justice
to that which springs from feelings and emotions. But

philosophers at least had the courtesy to recognise that

God ia also meaningful, even though they could pay only

lip service to Him. Ihus Aristotle concluded with the

notion of God as the Prime mover of the world. Similarly,

Descartes brought in God as a deus ex muohina to guarantee

his criterion of truth and consequently of his ontology. In

the same way the God of Spinoza comes to be invested with

'intellectual love' which He is incapable of inspiring. Hence,

the God of philosophers is really not worshipful, for He is

not invested with personality. But even this grudging lip-

service to God was dispensed with in the naturalistic and

materialistic philosophy of the 1?th century.
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The 1>th century philosophers saw that God of philosophers

is simply a Concept which can he retained or omitted, according
to the exigency of a system. A Laplace therefore had no need

of that concept. What these philosophers failed to aee is

the fact that they had not dispensed with the Living and

Lovinj God of religion, hut they had rejected only a ghostly-

concept of God. Anyway the materialists were drunk with the

new v,ine of mechanism. Anything which could not he seen in

the form of a machine was discarded as illusory. God certainly

oould not be fitted into this Procrustean bed of thought and

so He was tuxen to be non-existent. Later, the materialists

were successfully opposed by the idealists, but in their

seal they misjudged the real error of the materialists. This

error lay in holding that whatever could not be intellectually

conceived, could not be held to be real. For the idealists

the real is rational and therefore they assumed that the

Supreme Reality is an Absolute Mind. However, the idealists

like Bradley and Bosaniuet frankly saw that their Absolute

i3 not the God of religious worship. From this Alexander

should have concluded that philosophy cannot yield the God of

religious worship. But in him the totalitarianism, of

philosophy which he had inherited from the idealists and the

materialists persisted in his acceptance of Evolutionary

Baturalism. in fact philosophy for him was an all-comprehenaiv£.
0

science and so nothing could be omitted from it. According to
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the Evolutionary Eaturalism of Alexander, Reality ia

essentially a Growing Movement. If therefore there is a

God, then He mast he an evolving God, for anything which

is not evolving, according to Alexander, ia unreal (i).
Bat if there is any reality in religious experience and

its tradition then God cannot he an evolving God, for an

evolving God is farthest away from a Living and Loving God,

Who is also the Creator and Sustainer of the world and of

everything in it.
«

A study of Alexander's theology becomes instructive for

it shows that unless a philosophy develop its root-rcetaphotr

from religious experience, it cannot do full Justice to it.

The more a philosophy tries to accOirjpd&te itself to science,
the farther away it is likely to go from the truth of

religious consciousness, low it is not contended that

philosophy should not arise from science, hut it is contended

that such a philosophy should recognize its limitation ana

as such should give uf> its pretensions of explaining

religious experience. In modern times, the theory of

Evolution has thrown a flood of light on many dark factors

of biology, history, anthropology and even on the origin

of religion. Further, the development in Physics has led
*

to the view of the world as the organisation of fluent events*

If these two findings of Physics and Biology he combined

\. Laird J. H.J. XL*1^41-42. P. 148
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together, then a world-view will emerge in the form of

process-philosophy, us we find in Alexander, B«rgson, Smuts,

Lloyd Horgan and Whitehead. There is little doubt that the

process-phllouo.hy hits thrown a great deal of light on facts

which have arisen from the scientific investigation of the

world. At least the crudities of mechano-morphism,

Associationism, Vitaliau have been given up. But can it do

full justice to the facts of religious experience? We need

not discuss this question with reference to Lloyd itorgan

for he has frankly *acknowledged' God in his scheme of

Emergent Evolution. But let us see whether other process-

philosophers have thrown any more light on religious value

than Alexander has done.

The world-view or Smuts starts from the holistic tendency

which is found in all things. He extends this root-metaphor

to the whole universe and with the help of this co-ordinating

analogy tries to refute mechanism and to establish a

harmonious relation between matter, life, mind and personality,

looked at from this poiat of yew his analogy is illuminating,
but in the last analysis it proves inadequate for religious

values. We caxi briefly follow the arguments of Smuts in the

following way.

Probably the view of Smuts is nearest to that of

Alexander whom he never mentions. According to dmuts, Activity
*

in Space-Time is the real ultimate stuff of the world (1).

1. Holism and Evolution p. 336
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"The Space-Time continuum, instead of "being a vague,
homogeneous, formless, meta*hysioal concept, becomes
a part of physical reality, becomes the ♦field1 of
the material world, with a definite structure of its
own. Structure, real differentiated structure, becomes
the-inmost form of the real Space-Time world" (1).

Of course, Smuts had derived this notion from Minkowski (2).

In this Space-Time framework, *Tlme integrated with Space

is active and creative, and productive of reality* (3).Then,

again, the creative evolution is carried on all by itself

through its holistic nisus (4). Every entity is holistic,
from atoms to mind and personality. The only difference

between them is one of degree with which "wholeness* has

been achieved. In matter theee is much diffusion, and in

life or organism, holism becomes ^uite definite. But in

mind and personality, it becomes an independent directive

principle.
*

0
"It is through a oontinjpus and universal process of
whole-making that reality rises step by step, until
from the poor, empty, worthless stuff of its humble
beginnings it builds the spiritual world beyond our
greatest dreams" (5) •

#

If all things are holistic, then there can be no real

novelties, for there will be only a difference of degree and

not of kind. This .is what Smuts does not see, but he had

the honesty to confess that matter which gives birth to

life and mind cannot be mere matter (1). If it be so, then

all things have to be seen in the light of that in which

1, Holism and Evolution p.^5. 2. Ibid. p.
Ibid. P. 114. 4. Ibid -p. •' 5» ' Ibid. -p. 110

1 .-Ibid P.I 0 • ' *
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holism ia beat manifested and that is mind and personality.

Hence, ail things become spiritual, differing from another

only in degree. Bat this Is what Smuts moat emphatically

denies.

"To view the ideal or spiritual element in the universe
as the dominant factor is to ignore the fact that the
universe was before even the ideal or spiritual had
appeared on the horizon; that the ideal or spiritual
is a new and indeed recent creation in the order of the
universe, that it was not implicit in the beginnings
and has not been reached by a process of unfolding; but
that from a real pre-existing order ox things it has
been creatively evolved as a new factor; and that its
Importance to-day should not be retrospectively antedated
to a time when the world existed without it" (2).

Hot only does Smuts deny the presence of kind at the

beginning of the world-process, but he also rules out its

possibility at the end of it. He points out that m&ny

People believe that there is *a grand inner Purpose* in

the evolutionary «goings-on* of the world-Process; and, if

there is a purpose then there must be a kind behind that

purpose (5). Bow, the above reasoning by which a supra-

mundane kind or Personality is reached, says Smuts, ignores

one important fact:

"Such a ,rerson£Jlity, would be creatively new and unlike
the wholes which we know and which would constitute its
parts, it would be as different at least from human
Personality as this again ia from mere organism. To call
such a new Transcendent Whole by the same name as human
Personality is to abuse language and violate thought alike" (1)

The existence of God, then, according to Smuts, has to be

2. Ibid. P. also see p. 34U. 5.Ibid. p. ^4?
Ibid.* P.* 550.* Here one finds-the echo of Alexander*s

God and -deity. •
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proved on another basis (2). Here Prof. Haven comments (3)

that Smuts had associated religion with a supernatural and

Biblical cosmology. Further, Prof, Haven adds that Smuts
• *

was looking forward * to rewriting the lust chapter of

Holishi so as to demonstrate that the holistic process had

its proper culmination in the integrative energy of the

deity* (4). tie can hardly guess aa to what the result could

have been. But had deity been made to emerge from the

world-process itself, then he would be simply repeating the

difficulties of Alexander. God to be properly intelligible

must be credited with a separate unci distinct individuality

of His own, over and above what is revealed of Him through

the world-process.

But whatever the conclusion of Smuts might have been,

one thing is clear that he wonted to make his Creative

Evolution cuusa aui.

"Behind the evolutionary movement and the holistic
field of nature la the inner shaping, directive activity
of Holism itself, working through the wholes and in the
variations which creatively arise from them" (1),

•

Finally, at the end of his book, he points out that the

holistic niaus is the guarantee that Truth, Goodness and

Well-Being will not fail.
0

"The rise and self-perfection of wholes in the Whole is
the slow but unerring process and goal of this Holistic
universe" (2).

m

2". Ibid. P. 330. 3. hatural Religion and Christian Theology
P. 21?n.

4. Op. Cit. P. 215?.
1 .- Ibid. P.- 331 ; also see pp. 101,102,103,110.
2.- Ibid.- Si 355u£
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Smuts has not been very clear about the nature of this

Holistic ni3us. la it intelligent or ia it not? If it ia

an intelligent nisus, then surely it ia Mind. If it is Mind,
then there is the Supreme rersonaiity, both at the end and

at the beginning of the v. or Id-process* Hut Smuts denies this.
0

Hence, the holistic nisus is blind and unintelligent. If it

is blind, then there seems to be no guarantee that the higher

whole will continue to emerge and will be sustained. Thus,
we find that Smuts sImply repeats the fallacy of Alexander.

If the holistic nisus bo the ground of movement ana change,
then it alone cannot also be that which maices the emergents

emerge. Indeed, in one place Smuts seems to have come to it:

"Heal involution requires other concepts besides those
of Action and structure; and these concepts can only be
derived from experience, Alius the actual oreativeness
of Evolution is a conclusion noi so much from theory as
from empirical facts. And the exact nature of this
creativeness is unknown in some respects and remains a

problem for the future to solve" (1).

Once again, we come to the conclusion that if we take

the categories and conclusion of science as finalp then we

will get illuminating analogies. However, their scope,

adequacy and fittingness will be of limited value. In itself

it is not a mean gain, hut it must hot be allowed to over¬

reach itself. We find that the same observation is applicable

to Bergson and therefore let us turn to him.

Bergson and Alexander have a great deal in common. Both

of them lay special emphasis on unceasing creativity. If

this creativity be oonceived in terms of 'matter' and 'form*

t. Holism and Evolution p. 557*
2i Bergson H. 'Creative Evolution1 p. 262
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or prinoi±>le, th&n we can say that Alexander pat special

stress on the space-time matrix and his creative principle

of 'the restlessness of time1 or 'nisus* is vague. This

nisus is more assumed than proved. V»hereas in Bergson,

the principle of creativity comes into the foreground and

his 'matter' or 'hyle' is vague.

According to Bergson, the ultimate reality is pure,

unceasing activity, creating things for ends which cannot

"be foreseen in advanoe. This creative reality called

Blan Vital is the source and centre ox every creativity in

the universe and it may be called God.

"God, thus defined, has nothing of the already made; He
as ifnoeaairig life, action, freedom. Creation, so conceived,
is not mystery; we experience il in ourselves when we aot
freely" U).

0

This God or mlan Vital has been creating along divergent

lines of evolution of matter and mind, intellect and

intuition, instinct and intelligence. In this creativity

Flan Vital has given birth to two kinds of society. For one

type of society man was created, and for another kind of

society hymenopterous insects were created. rihe culminating

points of divergent lines of evolution of sooialiMty are

found in:

"two perfect types of association represented by a
society of insects and a human society, the one immutable,
the other subject to change; the one instinctive, the
other intelligent; the first similar to an organism
whose elements only exist in the interest of the whole,
the second leaving so wide a margin to the individual
that we cannot tell whether the organism was made for
them or they for the organism" (1).

1 • Morality and .Religion p. 56-57
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The human society is maintained uy intelligent

individuals, "but "by intelligence alone, according to Bergson,

society is more likely to be dissolved than maintained. If

an individual takes the help ox his intelligence then he

would tend to "be egoistic and not altruistic (2). This

observation of Bergson is also supported by the fact that

on the basis of rational arguments alone kill, Bentham

and Sidgwick have not been able to make a successful

transition from 'each to himself* to 'each for everyone else*.

Then, again, b, his intelligence the individual becomes

conscious of his death and this idea of the certainty of

death is likely to weaken his efforts to maintain hia social

activities (1). Moreover, mere Intellectual calculations

can never give &im the certainty of his future result. But

the social life demands that the individual should not delay

and that the activity should be followed up at once. Barely

intellectual life t en is likely to threaten the building

of society. But the continuance of society is the aim of

■Nature and therefore she has taken precaution to counterpoise

the dissolvent tendency of intelligence. At the fringe of

intelligence there still lurks a residue of instinct and this

residue works indirectly to counterpoise the dissolvent work

of intelligence. Since 'intelligence works on representations,
*

Hit will call up 'imaginary* one«, wniah will hold their
own against the representation of reality and will succeed
through the agency of intelligence itself, in counteracting
the work of intelligence" (2).

m

2. Morality and Religion pp. 25,100-101.
1 .• Op. Cit. P. 108-5. 2. Op. Cit. p. 55
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This calling up of images through the indirect working of

the residue of lurking instinct at the fringe of intelligence

is called Myth-making. Religion arises from this myth-making.

As soon as an individual attempts to work for his egoistic

pleasure only, the myth of deity sptings up, who is going

to prohibit, prevent and punish it (3) and thus the egoistic

activity is thwarted. Similarly, when the vision of

inevitable death springs up to weaken social effort, there

arises the image of immortality aft-r death and this

strengthens the individual in his social efforts (4). Again,
when the uncertainty of a calculated re :ult is likely to

thwart the individual in his social activity, the image of

benign -towers, who are represented to help him in giving

him success, arise in him, and as such he is emboldened

in his soelod effort (1). Looked at from these points of

view we can say that religious myths are defensive reactions

against the representation, by the intelligence, of a

depressive margin of the unexpected between the initiative

taken and the effect desired, of the inevitability of death

and similar dissolvent tendencies of intelligence.

For Bergson myth-making is not a nonsensical process.

It is essentially a creative and constructive process,

which is found in art, literature and science as well (2).

But it works with exceptional force in religion (3). However,

a religion of myth-making can hold a society intact, but in

order to make it pi-ogresaive and creative, it will have to

2. Op. Cit. P. 99. 3. OP. Cit. p. 103. 4.Op. Cit. p. 10?.
Ibid. P* if6-7.* 2.-Ibid, ppv 80.90.- 3.-Ibid, p.- 166
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pass 021 to mystic religion. Mysticism consists in at least
0

partial coincidence with the cosmic creative foroe, the Elan
/ital or God Himself (4). Diving deep into the very current

0

of life, the mystic is fill d up with vast force and he

radiates an extra-ordinary energy, daring and power of

conception and realisation (5).

"Creation will appear to him as God undertaking to create
creators, that he may have, besides himself, beings worthy
of his love" (6)

The mystic, filled with immense creative vitality, tries to

carry humanity to its higher goal. The direction of the

mystic's activity

"is exactly that of the vital impetus; it Is this impetus
itself, communicated in its entirety to exceptional men,
who, in their turn would fain impart it to all humanity,
and by a living contradiction change into creative
effort that created thing which is a species, ana turn
into movement what was, by definition, a stop" (1),

This Elan Vital which communicatee its energy and

direction to the mystic is love and it aims at creating

beings worthy of being loved (2). This divine love is not

simply a thing of God, but it is God Himself (3).

"It is upon this point that the philosopher must fasten
who holds God to be a person, and yet wishes to avoid
anything like a gross assimilation with man" (4).

Thus, Bergson, the mystic metaphysician, ends his speculative

career in religious mysticism. But does he succeed in doing

so? Is there a passage from Elan Vital as creative energy

to creative Love which is God Himself?

4. Ibid. P. lot. 5. Ibid. pp. 1^4,1^6. 6. ibid. p. 218.
1 .• Ibid." P.' 2U1 » £. Ibid. Pv 220. 5* Ibid. p. *216.
4." Ibid.* P.' Z\6- * ' ' '
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If God is Love, then He has a personality and will. Aa

such lie cannot be equated with Elan Vital which is simply a

blind, creative energy. Then, again, if God is a person

thea there cannot be complete immanence of His Being in the

world. Bat if God is Elan Vital then He cannot bat be an

immanent God only. Bergson somehow does not raise such

problems. Mysticism v.'ill have a place in any genuine

religions life, bat the absorption into the creative current

is only half the story. Bergson does not fully develop the

logic of hi3 mysticism and dwells only on the creativity of

the religious mystic. This, again, makes him inconsistent

with the major assumption of his *Creative Evolution*• After

all, practical activity marks the life of Intellect and not

of Intuition. Delving deep, through intuition, into eternal

Duration one becomes a limpid flowing current, and feeling

one's unison with Elan Vital one cannot enter into the

social activity of a reformer.

The inner contradiction between Bergson*s philosophy

and theology conclusively shows that religion can deal with

the Supreme Reality only as a Personality, But the

philosophy of Bergson, drawing its inspiration from Biology,
could not help becoming impersonal. The philosophy of

Bergson has illumined an important tract of experience and

shown a true way through its criticism ox mechanical

evolution. But consistently with the mtiin spirit of his

philosophy he could not throw light on our religious



experieuoe. Probably he hirself realised this , and

therefore he could not help conceiving God as love, in order

to do fall justice to the nota, e of religious object. But

if Cod is love then He cannot "be identified with impersonal

nlnr Vital. After all, the thinking of a truly great

philosoiher is always instructive, ±erliapa, more in its

errors than in its success. We see the vv.y which his

thinking has illuminated and we also begin to have rone

faint glii pse into the darkness which it has left unillumiru

ated. If the philosophy of Bergson is true, then his theology

is faulty; and, if his theology is true then his philosophy

is inconsistent with it.

In recent time, most probably, the highest systhesis

of matter and form, retaphysios and religion, has been

reached by Whitehead. His system no doubt arises from

metaphysical description and he extends the descriptive

analogy to other fields of experience.

"A metaphysical description takes its origin from one select
field of Interest. It receives its confirmation by estab¬
lishing itself as -adequate and as exemplified in other
fields of interest" (1).

0

Like Alexander, Whitehead accepts a flaent world, which

however, is experienced by as as extension both in time and

space. But by an analysis of this experienced extension, we

aone to actual entities or occasions, as the limiting

instance of it (2). An actual entity is spatially nnd
*

temporally atomic. Its reality lies in its becoming and

V. whitehead A.h. 'Religion in the kaxing p. bf,
2.- Whitehead A.-ii,- 'Prooesa and Reality* p. *24'
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»

only the internal adventure oi becoming. Its birth is its

end1 (3). But these actual entities interpenetrate one
*

another and therefore the world is one continuum. So far,
the actual entities are the analogues of Alexander's point-

instants.

These actual entities, interpenetrating one another,

keep on creating new events and in the creation of even one

event the whole participates. It should be admitted of

course that every entity is not equally important in the

birth of an event in the same way, for if it were so, then

there would be mere repetition and there would be no novelty,

variety and real creation. Hence, some actual entities are

more directly related than others in the production of an

event. But here whitehead diverges from Alexander. Alexander

tried to deduce the categories or forms too, from the Space-

Time matrix, and even considered it as a point of superiority

to the construction of whitehead. Whitehead, on the other
*

hand, believes that there are 'eternal object' or 'potentials'

or 'forms* or 'possibles* (I), which are prior to the actual

events, in this supposition, whitehead accepts the tradition

of Plato. The actual entities can be formed variously, but

there are a few possible forms in whion they can be realised.

Here he comes to the conception of Leibnitz, with whose

thinking he has a great deal in common. The actual entities,

3. Ibid. P. 111. ——
1 i Process-and Heality P. mub.
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with the help of eternal objects oan he actualised in a

ooncrete event. This is called by whitehead *Ingression'.

"The terra Ingression refers to the particular raode in
which the potentiality of an eternal object is realised
in a particular actual entity contributing to the
definiteness of that actual entity" (2).

0

With the help of actual entities and eternal objects,
we can explain tne movement and even new creations in the

world. But Whitehead saw that without God, the ofrder and

hierarchy of new e ergents cannot be explained. He therefore

points out that it is God who ultimately determines in what

manner actual entities are going to be moulded into new

events. He therefore is the final * principle of concretion'(1,

"There remain the inexhaustible realm of abstract forms,
and creativity, and God, upon whose wisdom all
forms of order depend" (2).

0

Hence, v.e have to find out the nature of God who is the

real author of ooncresence. The God of whitehead oan be

looked at from two viewpoints, namely, as 1 the Primordial

non-temporal entity* or as He ia in His * consequent nature*.

So far we have seen that there is Creativity in the

world and the actual entities are the first creatures. Then

there are ideal forms, which are real but not actual. They

are actualised on the epochal occasions of concresence, when

they ingress into actual entities, however, the eternal
0

objects before they are actualised, form a logically inter¬

related harmonious system of potentials. Then, again,

according to 'whitehead, nothing can be real without its
2. Ibid. P. 31
1 .• Process-and Heality'. PP. p4^,4cb. 2.Keligion in the

making, p. i6U •
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implies some real experience in which it is felt, grasped

and synthesized.

"This ideal world of conceptual harmonization is merely
a description of God himself. Thus the nature of God is
the complete conceptual realization of the realm of
ideal forms" (j>).

As the eternal objects are prior to the actual events, so

God, the realization of eternal forms is the Primordial

non-temporal reality (I). In this non-temporal primordial

form, God is the antecedent ground Who conditions every

creative act (z).

But God is nox; only prior to but is also the companion

of the *,orld. When eternal objects descend or ingress into

actual entities, leading to conoresence, they give rise to

conscious experience in God. This conscious experience is

complete for each actual entity is seen in the light of

all eternal objects in their harmony, for it is what God is.

God, in this aspect, is a concrete realization of all

possibilities in which any actual event takes place. This

aspect of God is the *consequent nature* of God. In the

consequent nature of God not only eternal objects are

realized in all possible forms throjigh all actual events, but

the flux of actual events is also eternalised through ideal

forms. In this sense God saves the world from its utter

destruction.

2. Religion in the kaxing. p. lj>4.
1 .• Religion in the Making-p. '^4. *2. Ibid. p. lj?4
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If we keep in view the two aspects of God, as the

Primordial non-temporal reality and the * consequent nature'

of God, then the following paradoxical statements can be

made about God. These paradoxes have been regarded by
*

Stebbing (j?) as the result of careless and unclear thinking

on the part of Whitehead. But they seem to harmonise the
*

conflicting ideas of God which have never been so harmonised

before. Whitehead has expressed his paradoxical statements
*

about God in the following way;

"It is as true to say that God is permanent, and the
world fluent, as that the world is permanent and God is
fluent, it is as true to say that God is one and the
world manyd as that the world is one and God many. It is
as true to say that in comparison with the world -God
is actual eminently, as that in comparison with God, the
world is actual eminently. It is as true to say that
God transcents the World, -as that the world transcends
God. It is as true to say that God creates the World, as
that the world creates" (1).

*

From many points of view the philosophy of Whitehead

has been considered to be the final intellectual achievement

in the first uu&rter of the 2Uth century concerning the main
of the 19th century,

currents of thought^ and it is hoped that many centuries to
come will profit from it (2). It has thrown new illumination

on the theoi*y of knowledge, ontology and even theology. But

it is doubtful whether this philosophy of Whitehead oan deal

with the God of religion satisfactorily. His two aspects of

God may be the ultimate philosophical vision, but they do

not articulate the significance of the God of religion.

>. Mind P. 475
1 .• Prooees and Reality, p. 4^2.
2. The Philosophy of A.B.- whitehead, p. 14
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God, as the Primordial non-temporal actuality iB Just an

abstraction, at most 'the ^ood' of Plato; and, God in His

«oonaedu.cnt nature* is nothing but the self-realised

Absolute of Hegel. The fact is that the Transcendent

Reality may have a nexus Of relation with us either in the

form of 1-It or I-Thou, as Buber has pointed out. Science
0

and philosophy based on science, as the process-philosophy

is, deal vyith Reality in 1-it aspect and as such they

o&nnot illumine the dark spots of religious experience. In

ou.r religious encounter with Reality we discover a Person

and Reality appears to us in the inter-relationship of

I-Thou#
0

"In religion it is the mutuality between self and another
self which is the object of reflection. The universal,
therefore, must be a universal person to whom the self
stands in universal relation" (1).

*

It seems, therefore, (puibe contrary to what Alexander

supposed^ that there is a complete break between philosophy

and theology. As a defensive measure against the excess of

contemporary philosophy there is a Barthian theology of the

Transcendent Word of God. According to this theology, God

is given in revelation and this revelation is made possible

through faith. But this faith again is but a gift of Grace

from God. Btated thus faith has nothing in common with the
»

rational process of philosophy. But can human mind keep

religion and philosophy in water-tight compartments? We

have to accept that both of them are partial insights into

V. kacmurray J. *The Structure of Religions Experience'
PP. 53-54, ala0 32,33.
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reality from their different perspectives. Both of them are

analogical penetration into the transcendent world. We need

therefore a grand analogy to do Justice to both aspects of the

situation. At present there is a great deal of emphasis on

science, but the scientific thinking has reached its logical

crisis in relation to the nature of laws of the miorospie

world.

"nor ha3 the real score and contribution of psycho-analysis
yet been determined; nor that of the new border-line
sciences of life, such as biochemistry and biophysics; nor
is it clear what are the dominant ideas which are to
express man's life in society" (1).

Therefore at this time of thought-crisis, Prof. Toynbee looks
forward to religion to give the lead. In his extensive

survey of the world histox-y, in the end , religion stands

in the centre. He writes:

"I have come back to a belief that Religion holds the
key to the mystery of existence; —" (2)

But this religion should be as catholic in spirit as that of

the xndians, and he adds,

"that this catholic minded Indian spirit is the way of
salvation for human beings of all religions in an age
in which we have to learn to live as a single family if
we are not to destroy ourselves" (3) *

1.Bmmet D.k. 'The nature of ketaphysical Thinking* p. 21 ?
2.- Tllm QB3BRVBR Oct. 24. 1^34 P. 6. col. 4-3.
3.- Ibide p. 6. ool. -3. •
3.- ibid/ p.* 6.' col.* 3*

Of course,- the 'Transcendent Reality is the One which all
religious mystics experience and try to describe. Here lies
the oatholioity of Religion. But one oarisee Him only from
his perspective and in doing so he cannot but be partial.
Hence, there is a great room for sharing one's experience
with others, and no one can claim an exclusive perspective
for himself. After all, our religious experience is of a
Person who contains the supreme meaning of our lives. Any
perspective which gives us a glimpse oi this has to be
respected. However, in the vast democracy of religious
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We have seen that in general philosophy of nearly

the past one hundred years has tended to be totalitarian

and as such it has ignored religious values. The philosophy

of Alexander too shares the limitation of his Philosophical

climate, it was a common belief that philosophy determines

the nature of religious thinking and Garr wrote in the

following manner:

"The problem of religion and ethics in modern thought is
not, as 1 conceive it, to harmonize natural science with
the old religious concepts, but to reform our concept
of God in accordance with our progress in interpreting
our knowledge of the physical world" (1)

When Alexander wanted to determine the reality of God on the

basis of his philosophy, then he was simply unconsciously

doing what others were doing for so many years, low we

realize that the god of philosophers can only be a concept,

but not a ferson and as such He ceases to be a religious

reality {*). Archbishop Temple says the same thing when he
»

points out that natural Theology:

perspectives some are more important than others. It has
also to he realised as such and should not be lost sight
of in the interest for excessive zeal for catholicity.
1. Changing Background in Religion and Bthics p. 6. luoted
by Sheen F.J. in "Religion without God", p. 224-«225.

Thus stated, it a^ears as an illegitimate dichotomy,
for it might be contended that there may be a philosophy
which uses its key-concept from a religious perspective
and as such it can y.ield a God as a Person, however,
philosophy as philosophy can deal only with literal symbols
and literal symbols cannot describe the God of religion,
lieti, neti (not this, not this) is the only way in which
philosophy can describe God. However, a philosophy with
its key-concept drawn from religious perspective cannot
prove wholly negative to religious values.
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"May assure him (the natural theologian) that there is
a God who both claims and deserves his worship; it
may hid him to seek that God and the way to worship
Him; but it cannot confront him with the God. whom it
describes, it can only discuss God; it cannot reveal
Him" (1). •

0

Further, we have to realise that God cannot be epuated

with the world-prooess, neither in the idealistic nor in

the naturalistic way, She world depends on God and may
0

even be conceived to be realising t>0me divine plan, but

God exists over and above, though also within the world (1).

Thus, giving the modern version of the orthodox Christian

doctrine ox Trinity Prof. Raven writes:
0

"Shis threefold hypothesis is plainly consonant with the
belief that there are three modes ox being in the deity,
God experiences as the source and ground of all existence,
God manifested in the creation and development of the
universe, the educative logos of the Greek Fathers, and
God immanent in His creatures as * life-giver« and
inspiration" (2).

0

Alexander pointed out that in God there are many

histories and that He is not exhausted in any histoi'y, but

he did not point out that He is also beyond history. Shis

raises the ticklish problem of time in relation to the

eternal order in God.

Whether we agree with Alexander or not, we h-ve to

accept the reality of Time. Science, with its emphasis on
0

the principle of growth and general dynamism, has taught us

to treat Time as the supreme category of our experience.

"Rot only the realm of human agency, individual and
social, but that of organic life, and even of inanimate
nature, is historical" (3).

1. Hature, Man and God. p. jjl?.
1 .• Raven C.E. natural Religion-and Christian Sheology p.144
2 • Op. Cit.- P. i46.
3.- De-Burgh G.- •Towards a Religious Philosophy1 P.I03
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Then, again, we acquire knowledge in time and perform oar

duties as a temporal creature, and, therefore, from our

practical point of view, the reality of time cannot be

ignored. But above all in religion the reality of time has

to be accented. All great historical religions of the

world are interested in the historical events which gaye

birth to them. Lord Buddha, the prophet Mohammed and
»

Jesus Christ were ail historical figures. But Christianity
*

ia uniquely interested in the historicity of Jesus, for He

happened as a culmination of the historical process of

revelation through the prophets, and lives as 3uch in His

believers. We further, believe that Life and Death of

Crucifixion of Jesus did matter to Cod (1). therefore Be

Burgh rightly points out the following truth?

"The religious consciousness, whether taken ixi its
primary form of intuition or in that of the conceptual
interpretations of theology, holds firmly, for all its
assurance of eternity, to the reality of the temporal
process, if Time be an illusory appearance, religion
is robbed of its incarnatlonal principle, and the gulf
between God and man remains unbridged" (2)

Similarly, -^rof. Webb whilst discarding the notion of all

evolving God as religiously unsatisfactory, remarked that

the doctrine of an eternally perfect God

"has notoriously been found hard to reconcile with such
essential features, not indeed of all religions, but
certainly of Christianity, as the assignment of a high
spiritual significance to an historical process of
revelation, the recognition of a discriminating providence
in the lives of nations and of individuals and the
determination of the eventual position of individuals

1. Temple W, *nature Man and God*, pp. 455-7,447-8.
2.- Op. Cit. *p. 103, also see Webb-C.C.-J. Church Quarterly
Review 1y22 pp. 344-345• ' ' '
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in the universe "by their moral conduct during their
lives" (1).

As such Webb advises the theologians to revise their concept¬

ion of God's eternity and His relation, to Time» in view of

the creative evolution advanced by Alexander (2).

Alexander shared with Bergson the vision of Reality as

Temporal. With the reality of Time, the older notion of a

mechanical evolution of the universe has been shown to be

untenable and the concept of 'life' has come to the fore¬

front. in this sense, materialism has shown to be false.

Then, again, the feature of novelty and creativity has been

given due share. Farther, it is in harmony with the

developments in kh/aios. by taking Time seriously Alexander
*

has thrown a flood of light on many problems of philosophy.

Butthe historicity of things, not only gnaws into the future

but it also swells with the accretions of the past. In his

zeal for the 'historicity of things', Alexander has ignored

the conservation of the past, especially of religious history

and tradition. He has proposed a view of God which is not
0

one of evolution, but of revolution. It arises no doubt

from the past, but 'it breaks, in effect, with every great

historical religion* (3). God cannot be conceived as
0

'becoming* only, apart from His nature of 'being*.

"However, to speak of a 'becoming* God disrupts the balance
between dynamics and form and subjects God to a process which

1. Church quarterly Review Y322.P. 334. 2. Ibid. P.355.
3* Hoernle R.F.A. 'Matter, Life-xn-Mind-and-God' p. 203

0 • 0 0 •
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has the character of a fate or which is completely open
to the future and has the character of an absolute
accident# In both oases the divinity of God is undei*mined.
The basic error of these doctrines is their metaphysical-
constructive character. They apply the ontologioal
elements to God in a non-symbolic manner and are driven
to religiously ofxensive and theologically untenable
consequences" (1).

0

If God is eternal and yet history does make a

difference to Him, then how are the two going to be

reconciled? De Burgh points out that their relation baffles

our understanding (2). Concerning this baffling problem,
a great deal of light has been thrown by Archbishop William

Temple, even when he does not regard his solution as more

than being suggestive. He points out that the life and

Crucifixion of Jesus did make a significant change in the

manner and content of God*s revelation to man (3). But

this change in Him is in His action and Self-manifestation

but not in His essence or being. His Personality is

qualitatively unchanged, for His love for the redemption of

man remains unchanged. In this sense, we can say that the

^eternal is the .round ofthe historical, and not vice versa:

"hut the relation is necessary, not continent ———

"gLntiU.. not lnoldentairTCT:
*

It is essential so far as the self-communicativeness of

God to man is concerned. But once we try to press the point

of essentiality and necessity of self-oommunicativeness of

God through Historical Revelation, we oome to the idealistic

view of the Hegelians. But we have seen that God cannot be

1. Tillioh P« 'Systematic Theology* Vol.1. p.27>-4.
2•* Op. Cit. p. i^l» • Op. Cit. p. 447 • *
4.- Temple W. Op. Cit. p.- 44b
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wholly entangled in the world process. How, then, can the

temporal and eternal be reconciled in God, for God is

imputable and yet purposive, self-sufficient and yet loving

and is being touched by response to Iiis love? (1 5

The fact is that, in religious experience time is left

behind and we are left with a beatific vision of a timeless

reality. The bumplngs of life cease, Journeys end, tears
*

are washed away and the weary are at rest. Then, Time puts

on the garment of eternity. The pearl of great price is

possessed and who cares for the labours and uncertainties

which led up to it. Thus eternity is won in this very

life, for the Mrvana of the Buddhist or JivanmuJeti (i.e.

deliverance in this life) of the Vedantins, are realities

in this very earthly frame. Quoting the famous saying of

Schleiermaoher, Dean Inge wrote thus;

"In the midst of finitude to ue one with the infinite,
and every moment vo be eternal, this is the immortality
of religion" (2).

Hence, eternity is a concept of value, meaning and signif¬

icance. In this sense, a lily of a day is fairer far in

hay than an oak standing for three hundred years, and being

'fair* it packs years in its moments. Similarly, the

intellectual love of God is felt sub specie aeternitatis.

for this love is a thing of great value and to feel it is

to be liberated from the thraldom of Time. In this beatific

I , De Burgh »<«G. Op. Git. p.Ill,
2< God and Astronomers p.- 2^6
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vision of God, all paasions are subdued and all harsher

voioes are hushed in the harmony of God-consoiousness,

Even the self is left behind, as the Indian sages taughtt
or as St. Paul said:

*

"X am crucified with Christ; nevertheless I live; yet
not I, but Christ liveth in me; " (1).

But is this view of eternity peculiar to religions experience

alone; Bo, as Green pointed out, knowledge and morality,
both have an element of Limeleasness.

"The pursuit of knowledge and the moral life are temporal
processes; truth is discovered, duty done, in a succession
of historical acts. But both imply what is above and
beyond Time. Take-the judgments; its content involves
universals, --——" (ki)

Of course, Alexander explained the universal in terms of

actual point-instants. But we have already seen that he

oould do so only by ending up in metaphors (-), which

evade rather than solve the problem. Besides, he explained

the value of Truth, Beauty and Goodness, by discarding every

absolute standard. However, if we begin with the de-valuing

of value, then nothing remains. Bo, not even the philosophy

of no-value, for ulitidiately it also rests on the value of

Truth. If salt loses its savour then with what can it be

salted? But if we grant that there is value, then we have

to acjoept that the contemplation of value is of something

which is timeless. Bow the creation of value involves time,

it continues in time, and even the psychological process 1i

1. Gal. Ch. 11. v 2 .Be Burgh */.G. Op. Cit. p. lOo.
> • nhere •literal' thinking is required. • *
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Involved In its enjoyment is a real duration, but the content

of value which is contemplated is timeless.

If religious experience is ox value and if the contem¬

plation of value is timeless, then the baffling relation of

'lime and Uternity at least becomes partially intelligible.
a

God is felt in our religions experience aa/thing of great

value, and therefore, the religious tradition represents

Him as Timers and eternal, and iu does ignore Time and

history (1).
*

nevertheless, God cannot be a static reality and the

worship of Him cannot be a tiresome hymn of praise. If

Jesus be taken to nave revealed Him, then God is to be

pictured as one who is working out His plans.

"My father worketh hitherto, and 1 work" (2).
#

Jesus, before He went out in His ministry, toiled with His

horny hands and His ministry, as St. Mark saw, consisted in

doiai good to the people. If God works, then Time is the

very condition in which higher values take shape (3). For

this reason Ilato in his TIMAHUS, as Dean Inge reminds u®,

and St# Augustine, regarded Time and the world to have been

created together. If the v.orld is a creation and a work of

art, then like all other works of human artistic creation

it requires time. This also answers the puzzling luestion

as to why God did not make human beings perfect. Well, this

violates the law of the creation of Goodness. A good and

religious life require time in which our wills have to be

l'. Inge n.h. Op. Cit. p. 12$. 2. St. John Ch.V-v 17
5#- Inge WtfUt o-be Cit.- p* 80-81

# # # • *
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voluntarily surrendered in His * ocean £low« , so that tfepy

may * fuller and richer he'. For this reason, the idea of

Creation and Judgment has been symbolically introduced to

give to our life a dramatic colouring. Therefore, even

the life of God, which we can hardly know, cannot be without

some act and act requires time,

"On a higher level is the doubt whether any sempiternal
existence, ajnart from creative activity, can possess any
value or fulfil any purpose" (1),

Then, again, if man is caught up in the current of

spiritual flow, then he ceases to be a mere passive vessel.

As Bergson pointed out, the great mystic because of his

Heavenly vision becomes a great social reformer. A Buddha

comes out of his life of meditation and preaches to the

people; a Shankar travels all over India in order to re¬

establish Hinduism; The Galilean fisnermen are transformed

into the catchers of men; a faint-hearted Feter is made to

bear witness before kings and princes, and a Saul ia changed

into haul, A vision of God liberates the hidden energies

in all of ua for great deeds. How a.uch more dynamism must

be in Him whose vision muxes a lame walk and a dumb speak.

As noted earlier a work of art is planned and executed

in time, but when we oonteaiplate it in terms of its value,
we forget this time-factor, God is also a Creator, whose

works of beauty are in the starry heavens, round ocean, rosy-

fingered dawn and gorgeous sunset; whose muuic we hear in

the ^uiet murmurs of rivers, chirping of birds and the

silent harmony of spheres; whose great drama ia enacted

1. Inge w.H. Op. Git. p. ZJA
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in the lives of men who are gradually elevated from their

animal existence into the stature of gods and angels. God,
therefore, has co be pictured * in act1 and so pictured He

executes His plane in Time. Thus Dean Inge put it;

"Plotinus says plainly that without the v.orld of becoming
the spiritual world would not be * in act* ...it would
not be actualised" (I).

Thus, a life of religion does not ignore Time, but

God as a thing of quality and supreme value is pictured as

Timeless. We think of Him as Love and love triumphs over

the accidents of death and as su.cn ile comes to be described

as Lternal Low, the silent ocean without the ripples, the

same to-day, to-morrow and always. If it is so, then the

analogy drawn from religious experience will be one of

eternity. *A thing of beauty is a ^oy for ever and it will

never pass into nothingness*. Can God be described in terms

leas than this? But time also exists in God, not as an

accident but as an essential medium in which His plans take

shape and fruition. However, this medium cannot outline

the nature of Ilim in whioh it exists. The concept of a God

who is in the process of Time, takes away the very meaning

of Time itself and history becomes a mere accident, for then

it will have no end to subserve.

it is true that if we extend the analogy of scientific

Time into God, then it fails to throw any lignt on our

religious experience and here lies the inadequacy of

Alexander's analogy. But certainly Time can be taken

f. Opf-Cit. p. n66
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3eriously in religion and that me^ns that aa religions men

we have to transform this world into a habitation of inen

who will love one another. Shis vision of the religions

seers has been dimmed by the rise oi indnatrial revolution

and consequent consciousness oi nationalism. Communism in

its own perverted vision tries to establish a common brother¬

hood of men by means of forced political regimentation. It

is doubtful whether men can be forced to love one another,

but the triumph of communism means the failure of xeligious

men who have not risen up to give a concrete shape to the

vision of a 'kingdom of ends', where men Urill be respected

as brothers on 6a.ua1 footing. To take time seriously in

religion means to complete the plan of God as we 3ee it

through our religious tradition. For a Christian it means

the seeing the plans of God through the events of Calvary

and not proving disobedient * unto the heavenly vision'.

CQhCLUSlQlf; We have come to the end of our study of

Alexander's philosophy and theology. There is hardly any

significant detail of his epistemology, ontology and theology

with which we have not shown our disagreement, but there is

hardly any element in his thought which can be totally

discarded. His neo-realism is not acceptable to us because

it ignores the creative and constructive role of sense-organs

and mental Processes; but no epistemological theory is

credible to us which does not include an empirical truth in it.
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We rejected the Space-Time n.atrix, for it accounts for the

Movement hut it does not explain the prOgressiveness and

hierarchical order of the universe. But surely no world

system can be erected at the present time which ignores the

historicity and creativity in the universe. .Negatively, the

creative and dynamic nature of the Space-Time matrix has

made mechanism and materialism false and they can never

raise their heads again, at least in their older forms. Then,

again, we have protested vehemently against the conception of

an evolving God. But there can be no theology which can

afford to neglect the task of self-improvement of individuals

and to fulfil in history the great task of transforming the

world into a fit habitation for men to live in. These are

some of the great lessons which we learn from a study of

Alexander and we can say of him what he said of Spinoza,

that *a great man does not exist to be followed slavishly,

anei may be more honoured by divergence than by obedience* (1).

Indirectly, the study of Alexander has shown to ub the

drawback of the great philosophical tradition of the 19th

century, both as .Evolutionary Naturalism and Objective

Idealism- A philosophy is simply a synoptic vision, but it
0

is an intellectual poetry and cannot be treated as a science.

As a synoptic vision it has its focus as well us its fringe.

As such it illumines a certain aspect and relatively ignores

the rest, in its joy of creativity, in its ecstacy of vision,

it ignores those other aspects which have been illuminated

by other visionaries, here lies the danger of dogmatism,

1. Jf.L.P. p, 3b4-.5
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partiality and philosophical idolatry. 01 late, the synoptic

vision of philosophers has its locus in science and it has

done much to illuminate our experiences which have their

appropriate home in science. But comparatively it has

ignored the religious vision of value and of Holiness and of

Reality as a lersonality. On the other hand, the theologians,
as a defensive measure against the corrosive influence of

anti-religious philosophy, have erected a Transcendental

Theology. This ha® nothing in eanmon with the process-

philosophy with which we have dealt. We need a vision which

will do much to balance the onesidedness of both claims.

Ultimately, it is the cammon field of social life in which

the two visions have to intermingle. The vision of a

scientific philosophy will help men to make increasing use

of science, and a vision of a Loving G-od will h*-lp men to

transform this vale of tears and sorrows into a heaven of

bliss and joy.

Further, Alexander has endeavoured to show that reality

is a progressive process. Therefore, new emergent® will keep
m

on arising in it. But there can be no emergent without its

deity. So deity is implicated in empirical existence itself.

Of course, Alexander could not establish the progressiveness

of reality, but there can be no. doubt that by stressing the

progresaiveness of Space-Time, he wanted to show that deity-

is rooted in reality Itself. And no religious thought can

afford to ignore this contribution of Alexander to theology.
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Again, Alexander showed that human "beings belong to a

progressive series and as long as there is progressiveness

In it, they will continue to think of and v.orshit Gca. This

craving for God, according to Alexander, is most helpful and

necessary for creating higher entities in the universe, and

cannot be brushed aside as useless. In a way the craving

for God, being caused by the world-nisus, lies at the root

of maintaining all that is valuable for the past, present

and future of human beings. If it is so, then Alexander's

theory supports the importance and urgency of religious

craving. However, he maintained that we feel God as we feel

air, but we do not know anything of Him. Here Alexander

has remained satisfied with an under-ataten.ent of the
\

religious situation to avoid the pitfalls of *ov-r-beliefs',

However, even if this much be accepted by all, then at least

the mutual exclusiveness and intolerance of different faiths

will be avoided, nevertheless, this agnosticism cannot be

sustained in our religious practice. We do have some

knowledge of God as a living kerson. At least we can say that

we oan see the faoe of God darkly, but we cannot declare Him

to be an object of pure nescience. We learn once more that

philosophy, however sympathetic may be to religion, oan give us

only a concept of God, but not a living and loving God.

Then, again, Alexander saw that religious knowledge,

enshrined in the holy texts, consists of non-literal symbols

axxd myths, but he failed to see that these myths are the only
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way in which we can aay something about God, In science we

do no more. In science the representative symbols help us to

have a successful attach on the problem in the field of

enquiry and they help us to formulate a law with whioh we

can have a practical commerce with the world. In religion

too, with -cne help of myths, our heart and soul are

elevated and hidden energy is released. The reality of

myths depends on the power of evoking all that is best in

us. Without this power a myth loses its usefulness; and,

any lip-service to it is mere idolatry.

If, therefore, Alexander has not given us the right

answers, at least he has put the right Questions and as

such he has pointed the directions in whioh our search has

to be made• In this respect he will be regarded as a leader
#

in our world of thought. His system of thought, with its

boldness, breadth and tenacity has shown the adventure of

hum^n spirit in its *uest of the unknown depth. Even when

we cannot go to the whole length of his thought, we oannot

fail to be struck by its vigour and by plunging in it w«feeg

ourselves refreshed.
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I. U ri ISIDED VEITINGS OF SAJUKL AILXVEDER I X CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
( Only those works are mentioned here which have "been
included in the thesis. A more exhaustive "bibliography
of Alexander's works h is heen given in 1 .J ... )

If84 Lay 28 arid .Tune 4. THE OXFORD ILXJAZIHE. Reviews of lotze's

SYSTH-i 0 IHILOSOLHY, ed. 1 . -"cBanquet.

1CB5 October. LINED. Review of Royce, THE RELIGIOUS ASI X: CP

I IIILOSOtHY.

1880 October. LIIGD. HEGEL*5 COMC ITIOtI 0? NATURE

1888 ; .A.S. Contribution to symposium, • IS I IML SYMOLLLOUE wITIi

CONSCIOUSL ,SS ? '

June 5, THE OXFORD 1;AGAZIRE• Review of 'uSeth.HLGELI^IZx

HiD LERSOilALITY.

1889 lay 4. TIL, ACADELY. Review of DORAS OF T.H.G LDa> (ed.

n.L.oettleship), Vol.III.

Tuly. KIND. Review of St. C .'i ivart,ON TRUTH.

j O iu. ORDLH AND LR0GH3SS, Trubner and Co. ,LOL.l.Ga .

Contribution to symposium, 'IS T1L.KZ EVIDENCE OF DESIGN

IN HaTUKE ?' r.A.S.

1890 l ay 21. THE OXFORD LAGAZINL. "leview of Foeanuuet, LOGIC,

OR TILi eORLIIOLOGY OF XNOoXLLG...

1891 January. LIED. review of J.S.I aekenssie, --Li INTRODUCTION

TO SOCIAL IHiLOSOLHY.

1? 92 January. LIND. 'THE ID.,A OF VALUE'.

larch 7. I-.A.S. Contribution to symposium," II THE DISTINCTION

EETWEEa 'IS' ,HD 'OUGHT' Ul f IRaTE AND IiLL.LUCIELa, 7 1

July. I.. . . .iATURAL SELECTION IN LORALS

1803 January 21. THE SI MAKER., review of J. Airnet,EARLY GREER
. LlJ OSuiin .

"~,ev>ruary 1 . i.S. Contribution to symposium, ' f S THE

xE C X TI01J OF Til L V ORIGIN 1 THOUf *TT ? '
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1 Of June 12. I.A.6. Contribution to symposium, CENTAL ACTIVITY'.

IOCiL.. Constable,] ondor.

November. I.A.S. I 3NTA1 ACTIVITY J': NIIIING Aim 111 IDEAS.

1909 October. TI.J. *TCI X.JC MID COiSKMICaN VliVS OF THE ILaCL

OF FIND III THB UN IV RSl'I.

ovenjShrv. l.A.S. Oil SDNS .TIOTTS AND ILAGDS

1910 Larch 12. ' IE CIA5G0V 1ERAID. Z\Q:~± DG7. AND 11 A1ITY.

November. T.A.S. S71F AS GO" J XT XT AS IZRSON

1911 December. * . J.I . FOUNDATIONS ID SKLTCH-lLXM OF A

CONATION AT- 1 SYCHOLOGY.

1912 January. 1 1,13. TIB IETIIOD OF I 7TAI H7SICS AD TIE C,.T .oO. I IS.

ley 12. I.A.S. Discussion contributed with reference to

7. dp-ell* e paper on IWX7S MID ILLORY.

July. HID. 01J RELATIONS, AD D, IAATICUL ill TIC COGNITIVE

RSI ATIOU.

1913 January. FIND. COLLECTIVE WILLING AND T UTII (I).

April. HMD. COIX CTIV7 ILLILG iuDL TRUTH (II).

1914 January 26. I .3. A. TIC NX IS OF R AIDSI

192.0 SI X f TIIJC AND 1..ITY. • Vols. T acmillan.Iondon.

1921 Si INOZA AND TILE. I-.L.l-. ( Originally by Hen and Unwin,london) .

LIE). SOLE EAILMiAT101!S .

1922 ^.ATUiJtt 1IETY. x .L.l . {origin lly in r.J.,July).

1923 January. I-If-D. GSLSE-LID CIA TIOR. a reply to I r. Stout.

1924 October. TrC HOI :O.A .u-.Vl At. L JIT.

1925 January. P. J. TIC ARTISTRY OF TRUTH.

ART AID TIC LATERIAL. I .1 .(Originally by 1 anchcster Univer-
sity 3 ress ) •

1920 January. J.I.S. ART Ad SCIENCE.

1C7 " arch 13. CIINOZA : AN ADDRESS, Dublished by the liberal
Jewish Union.
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1927 April. British Journal of Psychology. TIE CREATIVE PROCESS
IN THE ARTIST'S 1 IED.

lay 23. ART AND INSTINCT. I-.l.i .( Originally ,Clarendon Iress)

THEISM AND PANTHEISM. H I.L.I. (Originally H.J.)

L SSONS FROM SIINOZA. timxtttif Pissertatio ex Chronici
Spinozani Tomo ruinto : THE HAGUE).

Preface to the new impression of SPACE,TIME AND DEITY (Actually
this wiBtK5? impression has been used in the thesij

November 23. i.B.A. ARTISTIC CREATION AND COSMIC CREATION.
( Deference in the thesis is from P.L.P.)

1928 April. J.P.S. MORALITY AS AN ART.

October. NATURALISM AND VALUE. P.L.P. (originally in
THE PERSONALIS'! j.

1929 April. J.P.S. PHILOSOPHY .PL) ART.

1930 April 2P-. j. .S. EAUTY AND GREATNESS IN ART.

July. II.J. TRUTH,GOODNESS, ND EEAUTY.

July. J.P.S. SCI TTCE AND ART (IX) •

September. TRUTH,GOODM SS,AND HE UTY ( Proceedings of the
VII th International Congress of Philosophy,
published by Clarendon Iress).

October. J.P.S. SCIENCE AND ART (II).

December 3. THE LISTENER. SCIENCE AND RELIGION.

1931 August. ECONOMICA. Review of L.T. HQEHQUSE : HIS LI AND WORE,

1932 January and April. J.P.S. POETRY AND I'ROSE IN THE ARTS.

1933 Julv. Value. P.L.P. ( Originally in bulletin of the John
Rylands I. ibrary,KANCILISTER) .

KIAUTY AND OTHER FORKS OF VALUE, Kacmillan, london.

Spinoza and philosophy of religion,SEPTIKiANA SPIKQZANA,
! • rtinus Nijoff, LPU_-.

1934 January,3. THE LISTENER. PHILOSOPHY AND IEAUTY.

1936 THE HISTORICITY OF THINGS in PHILOSOIHY AND HISTORY ;
ESSAYS JtRESENTED TO ERNST CASSIRER, Clarendon Press.

1937 April. P.A.S. FORK AND SUBJECT-LATTER IN ART

THE OBJECTIVITY OF VALUE. (lEth Congress of philosophy,
Vol•K•, PARIS,HERDANN et Cie.)
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II. UNPUBLISHED WRITINGS OF SAMUEL ALEXANDER.

1886 November 14. FINGERPOSTS TO RELIGION. A typescript of 23 pages.

1801-92. ELEMENTARY IDEAS IN IHILOSOPHY. A typescript of 47 pages.

1893 June 12. THE DEMARCATION OF LOGIC AND PSYCHOLOGY. A typescr¬
ipt of 34 pages.
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